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HISTORY OF THE COINAGE ACT OF 1873.

Under date of April 25,1870, Hon. John J. Knox, Deputy Comptroller
of the Currency, in a report to the Hon. George S. Boutwell, Secretary
of the Treasury, said: "In accordance with your request, made some
weeks ago, to prepare a bill which should include these recommend.
tions, and also present in a concise form every important provision
contained in the different laws relative to the mint and coinage, I have
the honor to band you herewith 'A bill revising the laws relative to
the mint, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.' The method
adopted in the preparation of the bill was first to arrange in as con-
cise a form as possible the laws now in existence upon these subjects,
with such additional sections and suggestions as seemed valuable.
flaving accomplished this, as thus prepared it was printed upon paper
with wide margin, and in this form transmitted to the different mints
and assay offices, the First Comptroller, the Treasurer, the Solicitor,
the First Auditor, and to such other gentlemen as are known to be
intelligent upon metallurgical and numismatic subjects, with the request
that the printed bill be returned with such notes and suggestions as
experience and education should dictate." The original draft thus
referred to fellows:

ORIGINAL DRAFT OF THE BILL.

A BILL revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the
United States.

•SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativet
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the officers
of the Mint of the United States shall be as follows:

A Director of the Mint, who shall have his office in the Treasury
Department at Washington; and for the mint at Philadelphia, the mint
at San Francisco, and the mint at Carson City, and such other mints as
are now, or may hereafter be, authorized by law, a superintendent, a
treasurer, an assayer, a melter and refiner, and a coiner, to be appointed
by the President of the United States, by and with the advice and con.
sent of the Senate.

SEc. 2. And be itjurther enacted, That there shall also be appointed
by the President of the United Staes, by and with the advice and con.
sent of the Senate, an engraver for the mint at Philadelphia.

SEc. 3. And be it further enacted, That the respective duties of the
officers of the Mint shall be as follows:

First. The Director shall have the general supervision of all mints
and assay offices now authorized, or which shall hereafter be authorized
by law, and shall make an annual report to the Secretary of the Treasury
of the operations of all mints and assay offices of the United States, at
the close of each fiscal year; and from time to time such additional
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HI ATORY OF THE COINAGE ACT OF IMM.

reports setting forth the operations and condition of such institutions
as such Secretary shall require. le shall employ, t1roin time to time,
the necessary clerks to discharge such duties as he shall direct, which
clerks shall be appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury in the man.
ner now prescribed by law. lie shall also have charge of all other mat-
ters, statistical and otherwise, tending to the development of mining
industry and the precious metals.

Second. The superintendent of each mint shall have the control
thereof, the superintendence of the officers and persons employed
therein, and the supervision of the business thereof, subject to the direc-
tion of the Director. lie shall also employ such workmen as he shall
from time to time find necessary, and make monthly reports (luring each
and every year, according to the form which may be prescribed by the
Director, which report shall exhibit in detail, and under appropriate
heads, the deposits of bullion, the amount of gold, silver, and minor
coinage, and the amount of unparted, standard, and refined bars issued,
and such other statistics and information as may be required by the
Director.

Third. The treasurer (who shall not hereafter act as assistant
treasurer of United States) shall receive and safely keep all moneys
which shall be for the use and support of the mint. He shall receive
all bullion brought to the mint for assay or coinage; shall be the
keeper of all bullion or coin in the mint, except while the same is
legally placed in the hands of other officers, and shall, on warrants
from the superintendent, deliver all coins struck at the mint to the
persons to whom they shall be legally payable. From the report of
the assayer and the weight of the bullion he shall estimate the whole
value of each deposit, and also the amount of the charges or deduc-
tions, if any; of all which he shall give a detailed memorandum to
the depositor; and he shall also give at the same time, under his hand,
a certificate of the net amount of the deposit, to be paid in coins or
bars of the same species of bullion as that deposited. He shall keep
regular and faithful accounts of his transactions with the other officers
of the inint and the depositors, and in all cases of transfer of coin or
bullion he shall give and receive vouchers stating the amount and
character of such coin or btdlion. He shall also appoint the employes
in his office, subject to the approval of the superintendent and the
Secretary of the Treasury.

Fourth. The assayer shall correctly assay all metals and bullion
whenever such assays are required in theoperations of the mint; he
shall also make assays of coins whenever instructed to do so by the
superintendent He shall also have authority to assay, at his discre-
tion, such ores as may be presented for that purpose, and a charge
covering the expenses of the process hall be collected of the owner.

Fifth. The melter and refiner shall execute all the operations which
are necessary in order to form ingots of standard silver or gold and
alloys for minor coinage suitable for the coiner from the metals legally
delivered to him for that purpose. He shall keel) a careful record of
all transactions with the treasurer, noting the weight and character
of the bullion, and shall be responsible for all bullion delivered to him
until the same is returned to the treasurer and the proper vouchers
obtained.

Sixth. The coiner shall execute all the operations which are neces-
sary in order to form coins, conformable in all respects to the law, from
the standard silver and gold ingots mid alloys, for minor coinage legally
delivered to him for this purpose. He shall be responsible for all bul.
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lion delivered to him until the same is returned to the Treasurer and
the proper vouchers obtained.

Seventh. The engraver shall prepare and engrave, with the legal
devices and inscriptions, all the dies used in the coinage of the mints.

SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That the superintendent shall
appoint, with the approval of the Director and of the Secretary of the
Treasury, one assistant each to the assayer, melter and refiner, coiner
(and engraver at the iniit in l'hiladelphia), and clerks for the superin-
tendent, not exceeding two in number. And it shall be the duty of the
assistants to aid their principals in the execution of their respective
offices, and of the clerks to perform such duties as shall be prescribed
for them by the superintendent.

SEc. 5. And be it further enacted, That whenever any officer of the
mint shall be temporarily absent on account of sickness, or any other
sufficient cause, it shall be lawful for the superintendent, with the con-
sent of the said officer, to appoint some person attached to the mint to
act in the place of such officer during his absence, which officer shell
be responsible for the acts of his representative.

SEc. 6. And be it further enacted, That every officer, assistant, and
clerk of the mint shall, before lie enters upon the execution of his office,
take an oath or affirmation before some judge of the United States, or
judge of the superior court, or any court of record of any State, faith.
fully and diligently to perform the ditties thereof. And the superiu-
tendent at each mint may require such oath or affirmation from any of
the employs of the mint.

Smo. 7. And be it further enacted, That the superintendent, assayer,
the melter and refiner, and coiner of each mint. before entering upon
the execution of their respective offices, shall become bound to the
United States, with one or more sureties, to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, in the sum of fifty thousand dollars, with condition for the faithful
and diligent performance of the duties of their offices. Similar bonds
may also be required for the assistants and clerks, in such sums as the
superintendent shall determine, with the approbation of the Secretary
of the Treasury.

SEc. 8. And be it further enacted, That there shall be allowed to ofl-
cers of the mint the following salaries, per annum: To the Director
$ , and necessary travelling expenses in visiting the different mints
and assay offices; to the superintendents of the mints at Philadelphia
and San Francisco, $ ; to the treasurers, assayers, melters and
refiners, coiners, and engraver of those mints, each, $ ; to the
superintendent of the mint at Carson City, and all other Miints now
established, or hereafter to be established, a salary of not exceeding$ ;
and to the assayer, melter and refiner, and coiner of such institutions,
each a salary of not exceeding $ ; to the assistants and clerks of
the different mints and assay offices such anutial salaries shall be
allowed as the Director may determine, with the approbation of the
Secretary. To the workmen shall be allowed such wages, to be deter.
mined by the Director, as may be customary and reasonable, according
to their respective stations and occupations; and that the salaries pro-
vided for in this section shall be payable in, monthly instalments.

SEc. 9. And be it further enacted, That the standard for both gold
and silver coins of the United States shall hereafter be such that of
one thousand parts by weight nine hundred shall be of pure metal
and one hundred of alloy; and the alloy of the silver coins shall be of
copper, and the alloy of the gold coi1is shall be of copper and silver,
provided that the silver does not exceed one-half of the whole alloy.
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HISTORY OF THE OOINAGE ACT OF 1873.

SEc. 10. And be it further enacted, That of the gold coins, the weight
of the double eagle shall be five hundred and sixteen grams; that of
the eagle, two hundred and fifty-eight grains; that of the half eagle,
one hundred and twenty-nine grains; that of the quarter eagle, sixty.
four and a half grains; that of three-dollar pieces, seventy-seven
and four-tenths grains; that of the one dollar pieces, twenty-five and
eight-tenths grainb; and these coins shall be a legal tender in all pay.
ments.

SEC. 11. Anil be it further enacted, That of the silver coins, the weight
of the dollar shall be three hundred and eighty.four grains (now 4121
grains); the weight of the halfdollar piece or fifty cents, shall be one
hundred anld ninety-two grains; and that the quarter dollar, dime, and
half di:ue shall be, respectively, one-half, one-fifth, and one-tenth of
the weight of said half dollar. That the silver coin issued in con.
fortnity with the above section shall be a legal tender in payment of
debts for all sums not exceeding five dollars, except duties on imports.

SE:c. 12. And be it further enawted, That in adjusting the weights of
the gold coins the following deviations shall not be exceeded in any
single piece: In the double eagle, the eagle, and half eagle, one-half of
a grain; in the three-dollar piece, in the quarter eagle, and one dollar
pie,.e, one-quarter of a grain. And that in weighing a large number of
pieces together, when delivered from the coiner to the treasurer, and
from the treasurer to the depositor, the deviation from the standard
weight shall not exceed three pennyweights in one thousand double
eagles, two pennyweights in one thousand eagles, one and one-half
peiinyweights in one thousand half eagles, one pennyweight in one
thousand three-dollar pieces and quarter eagles, and one-half penny.
weight in one thousand one-dollar pieces.

Sp:c. 13. And be it further enacted, That in adjusting the weight of
large numbers of silver coins, when delivered from the coiner to the
treasurer, and from the treasurer to the depositor, the deviations from
the standard weight shall not exceed the following limits: Four penny-
weights in one thousand dollars, three pennyweights in one thousand
half dollars, two pennyweights in one thousand quarter dollars, one
pennyweight in one thousand dimes, and one pennyweight in -one
thousand half dines.

NoTP.-Convert pennyweights into grains or ounces and thousandths in above
sections.

SEc. 14. And be it further enacted, That the coiner shall, from time to
time, as the coins are prepared, deliver theur over to the treasurer, who
shall keep a careful record of their kind, number, and weight; and that
in receiving the coins it shall be the duty of the treasurer to ascertain,
by the emnploy of a number of single pieces separately, whether the
coins of that delivery are within the legal limits of the standard weight;
and if his trials for this purpose shall not prove satisfactory be shall
eause all the coins of this delivery to be weighed separately, and such
as are not of legal weight shall be delivered to the melter and refiner as
standard bullion to be again formed into ingots and recoined.

Se.c. 15. And Le it further enacted, That at every delivery of coins
made by the coiner to the treasurer it shall he the duty of the treas-
urer, in the presence of the assayer, to take indiscriminately a certain
number of pieces of each variety for tile annual trial of coins (the num-
ber being prescribed by the superintendent), which shall be carefully
labelled and deposited in a chest approptiated for the purpose, kept
under the joint care of' the treasurer and assayer and so .secured that
neither can have access to its contents without the presence ot the
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other. Other pieces may at the same time be taken for such tests as
the Director shall prest.ribe.

SEc. 16. And be it .further enacted, That the coiner shall, from time
to time, deliver to the treasurer the clippings and other portions of
bullion remaining after the process of coining, and that the treasurer
and ( oiner shall keep a careful record of their amount.

SEc. 17. And be it further enacted. That in the treasurer's account
with the coiner, the coiner shall be debited with the amount in
weight of standard metal of all the bullion placed in his hands, and
crediited with the amount, also by weight, of all the coins, clippings,
and other bullion delivered by him to the treasurer. Once at least
in every year, at such time as the superintendent shall appoint,
there shall be an accurate and full settlement of the accounts of the
respective operative officers (the coiner and melter and refiner), at all
the mints and assays offices, at which time the said officers shall deliver
to t lie trelsurer all the bullion and coin in their possession, respectively,
accompanied by statements of all the bullion delivered to them since
the last annual settlement, and all time bullion returned by them during
the same period, including the amount returned for the purpose of set.
tlement. Counter statements shall be presented by the treasurer.

SEc. 18. And be it further enacted, That when the bullion and coin
has all been surrendered up to the treasurer, it shall be the duty of
the superintendent to examine time same and ascertain if the amounton'
hand corresponds with the official statements; and the difiereuce
between the amount charged and credited to each officer shall be
allowed as necessary wastage, provided the superintendent shall be
satisfied that there has been a bona fide waste of the precious metals;
and provided also, that the amount shall not exceed, in the case of
melter and refiner, one thousandth of the whole amount of gold and
silver bullion delivered to him since last annual settlement; and in the
case of the coiner, one thousandth of the whole amount of silver and
one.half thousandth of the whole amount of gold that has been delivered
to him by the treasurer.

SE. 19. And be it further enacted, That it shall also be the duty of
the superintendent to obtain from the treasurer a correct statement of
his balance sheet at the close of such settlement, and compare the total
amo-it of gold and silver bullion and coin on hand with the total lia.
bilities of the mint, and present a detailed statement thereof, and of
the settlement, to the Director of the Mint. An examination of the
or(rilmary account, and the moneys therein, shall also be made by the
superintendent, and a statement thereof presented to the director of
the Mint.

Szo. 20. And be it further enacted. That when the coins which are
the equivalent to any deposit of bullion are ready for delivery, they
shall be paid over to the depositor, or his order, by the Treasurer, on a
warrant from the Director; and the payment shall be made, if demanded,
in the order in which the bullion shall have been brought to the mint;
but in cases where there is delay in manipulating a refractory deposit,
or for any other unavoidable cause, the payment of subsequent deposits,
the value of which is known, shall not be delayed thereby: and that, in
the denominations of coin delivered the treasurer shall comply with
the wishes of the depositors, unless when impracticable or inconvenient
to do so, in which case the denominations of coin shall be designated by
the superintendent.

Szo. 21. And be it further enacted, That for the purpose of enabling
the mints and assay office in New York to make returns to depositors
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with as little delay as possible, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of
the Treasury to keep in the said mints and assay office, when the state
of the Treasury will admiit thereof, a deposit of such amount of public
money, or bullion piocured for the purpose, as he shall judge conven-
ient and necessary, out of which those who bring bullion to the said
mints and assay office may be paid the value thereof, in coin or bars, as
soon a q practicable after this value has beei ascertained; that the bul.
lion so delosited shall become the property of the United States; that
no discount or interest shall be charged on money so advanced; and
that the Secretary of the Treasury may at any time withdraw the said
delmsit, or any portion thereof.

SzC. 22. Ad be it further reacted, That to secure a due conformity
in the gold and silver coins to their respective standards and weights,
an annual trial shall be made of the pieces reserved for this purpose
at the mint, before the judge of the district court of the United States
for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, and such other persons as the
President shall front time to time designate for that purpose, who shall
meet as commissioners, at the mint in Philadelphia, for the performance
of this duty, on the second Monday in February, annually, and may
continue their meetings by adjournment, if necessary; and if a majority
of the commissioners shall fail to attend at any time appointed for their
meeting, then the Director of the Mint shall call a meeting of the com.
missioners at such other time as he may deemi convenient; and that
before these commissioners, or a majority of them, and in the presence
of the officers of the miint, such examination shall be made of the
reserved pieces as shall be judged sufficient; and if it shall appear that
these pieces do not differ from the standard fineness and weight by a
greater quantity than is allowed by law, the trial shall be considered
and reported as satisfactory; but if any greater deviation from the
legal standard or weight shall appear, this fact shall be certified to the
President of time United States, and if, on a view of the circumstances
of the case, he shall so decide, the officer or officers implicated in the
error shall be thenceibrward disqualified from holding their respective
offices.

SEC. 23. And be itfurther enacted, That national and other medals
may be prepared at the mint at Philadelphia, under such regulations as
the superintendent, with the approval of the Director, may prescribe:
P'rorided, That such work does not interfere with the regular coinage
operations of said mint.

SEc. 24. And be itftrther enacted, That the moneys arising from all
charges and deductions on antl from gold and silver bullion and the
imanmufacture of medals and from all other sources, except as hereinafter

provided, shall from time to time be paid and covered into the Treasury
of the U'uited States on the warrant of the superintendent, and such
transfer shall be reported to the Director of the Mint.

SEC. 25. And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful, at the dis-
cretion of the Director of the Mint, to re-coin, at the expense of the
United States, any of the gold coins herein authorized whenever the
loss by abrasion or other causes shall have reduced them one grain
below the deviation allowed by law.

SEC. 26. And be it further enacted, That the working dies at each
mint shall, at the end of such calendar year, be defaced and destroyed
by the coiner in the presence of the superintendent and assayer.

SEC. 27. And be it further enacted, That, for the purpose of securing
a due conformity in weight of the coins of the United States to the
provisions of this act, the brass troy pound weight procured by the
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minister of the United States at London, in the year one thousand eight
hundred and twenty-seven, for the use of the Mint, and now in the
custody of the mint at Philadelphia, shall be the standard troy pound
of the Mint of the United States, conformably to which the coinage
thereof shall be regulated.

SEC. 28. And be itfutrther enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
Director of the Mint to procure for each mint and assay office, and
safely to keep thereat, a series of standard weights corresponding to
the aforesaid Troy pound, consisting of mn one-pound weight and the
refluisite subdivisions and multiples thereof, from the hundredth part
of a grain to twenty-five pounds; and that the troy weights ordinarily
employed in the transactions of such mint and assay offices shall be
regulated according to the above standards at least once in every year
under the inspection of the superintendent and assayer, and the accu.
racy of those used at the mint at Philadelphia shall be tested annually,
in the presence of the assay commissioners, on the day of the annual
assay.

SEC. 29. And be itfairther enacted, That in order to proctwe bullion for
the requisite coinage of the subdivisions of the dollar authorized by
this act, the treasurers of the mints and of the assay office, New York,
shall, with the approval of the Director, purchase such bullion with
the bullion fund. They shall charge themselves, respectively, with the
gain arising from the coinage of such bullion into coin of a nominal
value exceeding the intrinsic value thereof, and shall be credited with
the difference between such intrinsic value and the price paid for said
bullion, and with the expense of distributing said coins, as hereinafter
provided. The balances to their credits, respectively, and the profits
arising from the manufacture of the minor coinage, shall be, from time
to time, on the warrant of the superintendent, covered into the Treas.
ury, to thecredit of a fund entitled "&Redemption fund for minor coinage."

SEC. 30. And be itffurther enacted, That such coins shall be paid out
at the mints and assay office in exchange for gold coins at par, in sums
not less than one hundred dollars; and it shall be lawful, also, to
transmit parcels of the same from time to time to the assistant treas-
urers, depositaries, and other officers of the United States, under gen-
eral regulations proposed by the Director of the Mint, and approved
by the Secretary of the Treasury: Provided, ihoicerer, That the amount
coined into quarter dollars, dimes, and halt dimes shall be regulated
by the Secretary of the Treasury.

SEc. 31. And be it further enacted, That no deposits for coinage into
the half dollar, quarter dollar, dime, and half (lime, shall hereafter be
received, other than those made by the treasurer of the mint, as herein
authorized, and upon account of the United States.

SEc. 32. And be itfurther enacted, That at the option of the depositor,
gold or silver may be cast into bars or ingots, of either pure metal or
of standard fineness, as the owner may prefer, with a stamp upon the
same, designating its weight and finpuess; but no piece of either gold
or silver shall be cast into bars or ingots of a less weight than ten
ounces, except pieces of one ouncts, of two ounces, of three ounces, and
of five ounces, all of which pieces of less weight than ten ounces shall
be of the standard fineness, with their weight and fineness stamped
upon them.

SEC. 33. And be it further enacted, That upon thie coins struck at the
mint there shall be the following devices awd legends: Upon one side
of each of said coins there shall he an impression emblematic of liberty,
with an inscription of the word LIBERTY, and the year of the coinage;

11
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and upon the reverse of each of the gold and silver coins there shall be
the figure or representation of an eagle, with the inscriptions UNImD
STATES OF AMERiCA and E PLURIBUB UNuM, and a designation of
the value of the coin; but on the reverse of the dime and half dime,
cent and half cent, the figure of the eagle shall be omitted; and the
Director of the Mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treas.
ury, shall cause the motto "In God we Trust" to be placed upon such
coins as shall admit of such legend.

NoTY.-ShAll per cent coiuage charge b. authorized?

SFEc. 34. And be it further euaated, That the only charge by the mints
and assay offices to the depositor shall be as follows: For refining, when
the bullion is below standard; lbr toughening, when metals are con.
tained in it which render it unfit for coinage; for copper used for alloy,
when the bullion is above standard; 1or silver introduced into the alloy
of gold; for separting the gold and silver, when these metals exist
together in the bullion; for casting bullion into unparted bars. And
the rate of these charges shall be fixed from time to time by the Direc.
tor, with the concurrence of the Secretary of the Treasury, so as to
equal but not to exceed, in their judgment, the actual expense to the
mint of the materials and labor employed in each of the cases afore-
mentioned.

SEC. 35. There shall also be coined at the mint at Philadelphia the
following pieces, to be composed of three-fourths copper and one-fourth
nickel, or as near to that proportion as may be, viz: A piece of one cent,
to weigh one and one-half grams, or twenty-three and fifteen-hundredths
grains; a piece of three cents, to weigh three grams; and a piece of
five cents, to weigh five grams, witii such devices as may be fixed by
the hector of the Mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury; and the present coinage of one, three, and five cent pieces,
whether of bronze, copper-nickel, or silver, shall thereupon cease.

SFcr. 36. Atd be it further enacted l, That, in adjusting the weight of
the copper-nickel coins provided by this act, there shall be no greater
deviation allowed than three grains for the cent piece, and four grains
for the other pieces. And in manufacturing the coins and accounting
for the same, alid for materials used, the same duties and responsibili-
ties shall devolve upon the respective officers as is provided in this act
in relation to the gold and silver coinage.

SEC. 37. And be itfurther enacted, That any of the copper-nickel coins
provided for by this act shall be a legal tender to any amount less than
one dollar in any one payment (except duties on imports), and no more#

SEc. 38. And be it further enacted, That the material for the copper.
nickel coins provided for by this act shall be procured, and the coins
distributed, and the accounts thereof kept in the same manner as is
provided in this act for the purchase of silver bullion and the distribu-
tion of silver coins of less denomination than one dollar.

SEC. 39. The copper-nickel coins authorized by this act shall be ex-
ehangeable at par at the mint in Philadelphia for every other coin of
copper, bronze, or copper nickel (except the three and five cent pieces)
heretofore authorized by law; and it shall be lawful for the Treasurer
and the several assistant treasurers and depositaries of the United
States to redeem, in national currency, under such rules and regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, the coin
herein authorized to be issued, when presented in sums of not less than
fifty ($50) dollars.

SEc. 40. And be itfssrther exacted, That if any person or persons shall
falsely make, forge, or counterteit, or cause or procure to be falsely
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made, forged, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist in falsely mak-
ing, forging, or counterfeiting, any coin in resemblance or similitude of
the gold or silver coin which has been or hereafter may be coined at
the mints of the United States- or in resemblance or similitude of any
foreign gold or silver coin which by law is, or hereafter may be, made
current in the United States; or shall pass, utter, publish, or sell, or
attempt to pass, utter, publish, or sell, or bring into the United States,
from any foreign place, with Intent to pass, utter, publish, or sell, as
true, any such false. forged, or counterfeited coiI, knowing the same to
be false, forged, or counterfeited, with intent to defraud any body, pol.
itic or corporate, or any other person or perois whatsoever; every
person so oflending shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on con-
viction thereof, be punished by fine, not exceeding five thousand dol.
lars, and by Imprisonment and confinement at hard labor, not exceeding
ten years, according to the aggravation of the offence.

SEC. 41. And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons shall
falsely make, forge, or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely
made, forged, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist in falsely mak.
lig, forging, or counterfeiting, any coin in the resemblance or similitude
of any of the minor coinage which has been, or hereafter may be, coined
at the mints of the United States; or shall pass, utter, publish, or sell,
or bring into the United States from any foreign place, with intent to
pass, utter, publish, or sell, as true, any such false, forged, or counter-
feited coin, with intent to defraud any body, politic or corporate, or any
person or persons whatsoever; every person so offending shall be
deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction thereof, be punished
by fine, not exceeding one thousand dollars, and by imprisonment and
confineinent to hard labor not exceeding three years.

SEm. 42. And be it further enacted, That if any person shall fraudu-
lently and for gain's sake, by any art, way, or means whatsoever,
impair, diminish, falsity, scale, or lighten the gold or silver coins whiel
have been, or which shall hereafter be, coined at the mints of the United
States, or any foreign gold or silver coins, which are by law made cur-
rent, or are in actual use and circulation as money within the United
States; every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of a high mis-
demeanor, and shall be imprisoned not exceeding two years, and fined
not exceeding two thousand dollars.

SEc. 43. And be it further enacted, That if any of the gold or silver
coins which shall be struck or coined at the Mint of the United States
shall be debased or made worse as to the proportion or fine gold or fine
silver therein contained; or shall be of less weight or value than the
same ought to be, pursuant to the several acts relative thereto, through
the deftult or connivance of any of the officers or persons who shall be
employed at the said mint, for the purpose of profit or gain, or other.
wise, with a fraudulent intent; and if any of the said officers or persons
shall embezzle any of the metals which shall at any time be committed
to their charge for the purpose of being coined, or any of the coins
which shall be struck or coined at the said mints, every such officer or
person who shall commit any or either of the said offences shall be
deemed guilty of felony, and shall be sentenced to imprisonment and
hard labor for a term not less than one year nor more than ten years,
and shall be fined in a sum not exceeding ten thousand dollars.

SEC. 44. And be itfur'ther enacted, That the officers of the United States
assay office at New York shall be a superintendent, who shall act as
treasurer, an assayer, and a melter and refiner, who shall be appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
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An assistant to the superintendent, the assayer, and the melter and
refiner shall be appointed by the superintendent, with the approval of
the Secretary of the Treasury, and the superintendent may appoint
such clerks as may be necesay, subject to the approval of the Director,
and employ such workmen as shall be necessary for the conduct of such
office anid the business pertaining thereto at such wages as is customary
and reasonable. am'ording to their respective stations and occupations.

SFc. 45. And be it further enacted, The superintendent, who shall act
as treasurer, shall be allowed a salary of 8 , and shall become bound
to the United States with one or more sureties for the sum of $
The assayer and the melter and refiner shall be allowed a salary of
$ , and shall become bound to the United States in one or more
sureties, as follows: The assayer for twenty thousand dollars, and the
melter anid refiner for fifty thousand dollars; and the other officers,
assistants, and clerks of the office shall be subject to the same duties
and responsibilities, and shall take the same oath and give the same
surety, subject to the approval of the Secretary, as is required of the
officers, assistants, and clerks of the mints provided for in this act.

SEc. 46. And be it further enacted, That the owner or owners of any
gold or silver bullion, in dust or otherwise, or any foreign coin, shall be
entitled to deposit tile same in the said office, and the superintendent
thereof shall give a receipt, stating the weight and description thereof
in the manner and under the regulations that are or may be provided
in like cases of deposits at the mint at Philadelphia with the treasurer
thereof. And such bullion shall, without delay, be melted, parted,
refined, and assayed, and the net value thereof, and of all foreign coins
deposited in said office, shall be ascertained, and the treasurer shall
thereupon forthwith issue his certificate of the net value thereof, paya-
ble in coins of the same metal as that deposited, either at the office of
the assistant treasurer of the United States at New York. or at the
Mint of the United States, at the option of the depositor. to be expressed
in the certificate, which certificate shall be receivable at iny time within
sixty days from the date thereof, in payment of all debts due to the
United States at the port of New York, for the full sum therein certi.
fied. All gold or silver bullion and foreign coin deposited, melted,
parted, refined, or assayed, as aforesaid, shall, at the option of the
depositor, be cast in the said office into bars, ingots, or disks, either of
pure metal or of standard fineness, as the owner may prefer, with a
stanip thereon of such form and device as shall be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, accurately designating its weight and fine-
ness: Prorided, That no ingot, bar, or disk shall be cast of less weight
than five ounces, unless the same be of standard fiteness, and of either
one, two, or three ounces in weight. And all gold or silver bullion, and
lbreign coin, intended by the depositor to be converted into the coins
of the United States, shall, as soon as assayed and its net value certi-
fied as above provided, be transferred to the Mint of the United States,
under such directions as shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury,
and at the expense of the contingent fund of the mint, and shall there
be coined. And the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to
wake the necessary regulations for the adjustment of the accounts
between the respective officers, upon the transfer of any bullion or coin
between the assay office, the mint, and assistant treasurer in New
York.

SE. 47. And be it further enacted, That the operations of melting,
parting, refining, and assaying in the said office, shall be under the
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general directions of tile Director of the Mint, in subordination to the
Secretary of the Treasury; and it shall be the duty of the said Direc-
tor to prescribe such regulations and to order such tests as shall be
requisite to insure faithfulness, accuracy, and uniformity in the opera-
tions of the said office.

SEc. 48. And be it further enacted That the laws of the United States
tbr the government of the mints and officers in relation to the receipt,
payment, custody of deposits, and settlement of accounts, the duties
and responsibilities of officers and others employed therein, the oath to
be taken, and the bond and sureties to be given by them (as tar as the
same may be applicable), shall extend to the assay office hereby estab.
listed, and to its officers, assistants, clerks, workmen, and others
employed therein.

SEC. 49. And be it further enacted, The business of the branch mint
at l)enver, which shall hereafter be conducted as an assay office, the
assay office at Boise City, Idaho, and all other assay offices now estab.
lished, or hereafter to be established, shall be confined to the receipt of
gold and silver bullion, melting and refining by fluxes, assay, and return
to depositors of the same, in bars, with the weight, fineness, and value
stamped thereon.

SEC. 50. And be it further enacted, The officers of such assay offices,
when their services are necessary, shall consist of an assayer, who shall
have charge thereof, and a melter, to be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; and the assayer
may employ two clerks, and as many workmen and laborers, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, not exceeding six in num-
ber, as may be required. The salaries of said officers and clerks shall
not exceed the tlblowing: To the assayer, the sum of three thousand
dollars; to the melter, the sum of two thousand live hundred dollars;
to the clerks, eighteen hundred dollars each; and the subordinate
workmen and laborers shall receive such wages as are customary, accord-
ing to their respective stations and occupations.

SEC. 51. And be itfurther enacted, That the officers and clerks to be
appointed at such assay offices, before entering upon the execution of
their offices, shall take an oath or affirmation before some judge of the
United States, or of the supreme court of said Territory, as prescribed
by the act of July twenty, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and each
become bound to the United States of America, with one or more sure.
ties, to the satisfaction of the Director of the Mint, or of one of the
judges of the supreme court, the State or Territory, in which the same
may be located, and of the Secretary of the Treasury, with the condi.
tion of the faithful performance of the duties of their offices.

SEc. 52. And be it further enacted, That the general direction of the
business of said assay offices of the United States shall be under the
control and regulation of the Director of the Mint, subject to the appro.
bation of the Secretary of the Treasury; and for that purpose it shan
be the duty of the said Director to prescribe such regulations and to
require such returns periodically and occasionally, and to establish
such charges for melting, assaying, and stamping bullion as shall
appear to him to be necessary for the purpose of carrying into eflect
the intention of this act in establishing such assay offices.

SEC. 53. And be it further enacted, That all laws and parts of Jaws
now in force for the regulation of the mints of the United States, and
for the government of the officers and persons employed therein, and
for the punishment of all offences connected with the Mint or coinage
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of the United States, slhall be, and they are hereby, declared to be in
full force in relation to the assay offices by this act established, as far
as the same may be applicable tbereto.

SEc. 54. A rad be it further exacted, That the officers and employee of
the mints and assay offices now appointed shall continue to hold
their respective offices as heretofore provided by law, with the excep.
tion of the treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia and San Francisco,
who, front and after the passage of this act, shall be authorized to act
as assistant treasurers of the United States, but not as treasurer of
the mint.

SEC. 55. And be itffurther enacted, That all acts or parts of acts here.
tofore passed, relating to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the
United States, which are inconsistent with the provisions of this act
be, and the same are hereby, repealed.

THE BILL AS INTRODUCED.

The proposed bill, as drafted by the Treasury Department1 was
introduced into the Senate by Hon. John Sherman, and the action is
recorded in the Congressiional Globe for April 28, 1870.

"Mr. Sierman asked, and by unanimous consent obtained, leave to
introduce a bill (S. No. 859) revising the laws relative to the mints,
at-say offices, aid coinage of the United States; which was read twice
by its title, referred to the Committee on Finance, and ordered to be
printed."

The following is the bill introduced by Mr. Sherman:

A BILL revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the
United States.

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the Mint of
the United States is hereby established as a bureau of the Treasury
l)epartmient, embraing in its organization and under its control all
mints for the nanutacture of coin or assay offices for the stamping of
bars which are now or which may be hereafter authorized by law. The
chief officer of the said Bureau shall be denominated the Director of
the 1int of the United States, and shall be under the general direction
of the Secretary of the Treasury. He shall be appointed by the Pres.
ident on the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall hold his office for
the termn of five years, utiless sooner removed by the President, upon
reasons to be communicated by him to the Senate.

SEc. 2. And be it further enatcd, That the Director shall have the
general supervision of all mints and assay offices, and shall make an
annual repo rt to the Secretary of the Treasury of their operations, at
the close of each fiscal year, and from time to time such additional
reports setting forth the operations and condition of such institutions
as the Secretary shall require. He shall lay before the Secretary the
annual estimates for their support. lie shall appoint the necessaryclerks
to discharge such duties as he shall direct, whose appointment and rate
of compensation shall first be approved by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury. He shall also have charge of all other matters, statistical and
otherwise, tending to the development of the mining industry of the
precious metals.

SEc. 3. And be it further enacted, That the officers of the mints estab-
lished for the manufacture of coin shall be a superintendent an assayer,
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a melter and refiner, and a coiner, and for the mint at Philadelphia an
engraver, all to be appointed by the President of the United States, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

SEc. 4. And be it further enacted, That the superintendent of each
mint shall have the control thereof, the superintendence of the officers
and persons employed therein, and the supervision of the business
thereof, subject to the direction of the Director. lie shall make to the
)irector reports at such times and according to such forms as he may

prescribe, which shall exhibit in detail, and under appropriate heads,
the deposits of bullion, the amount of gold, silver, and minor coinage,
and tihe amount of unparted, standard, and refined bars issued, and
such other statistics and information as may be required by the
Director.

The superintendent shall also receive and safely keep, until legally
withdrawn, all moneys or bullion which shall be for the use or support
of the mint; lie shall receive all bullion brought to the mint for assay
or coinage; shall be the keeper of all bullion or coin in the mint, except
while the same is legally placed in the hands of other officers, and shall
deliver all coins struck at the mint to the persons to whom they shall
be legally payable. From the report of the assayer and the weight of
the bullion he shall compute the whole value of each deposit, and also
th. amount of the charges or deductions, if any; of all of which he
shall give a detailed memorandum to the depositor; and he shall also
give at the same time, under his hand, a certificate of the net amount
of the deposit, to be paid in coins or bars of the same species of bullion
as that deposited, the correctness of which certificate shall be verified
by the assayer, who shall countersign the same. He shall keep aml
render quarter-yearly to the Director, for the purpose of adjustment,
according to such fbrmns as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury, regular and faithful accounts of his transactions with the
other officers of the mint and the depositors, and in all cases of trans-
fer of coin or bullion he shall give and receive vouchers stating the
amount and character of such coin or bullion. He shall also render to
the Director a monthly statement of the ordinary expenses of the mint
or assay office under his charge; he shall also appoint all assistants,
clerks (one of whom shall be designated chief clerk), and workmen
employed under his superintendence, provided that no person shall be
appointed to employment in the offices of the assayer, melter and
refiner, coiner, or engraver except on the recommendation and nomina-
tion in writing of these officers respectively. The superintendent shall
forthwith report to the Director the names of all persons appointed by
him, the duties to be performed, the rate of compensation, the appro-
priation from which compensation is to be made, and the grounds of the
appointment. If thereupon the Director shall disapprove of the same
the appointment shall be vacated.

SEe. 5. And be it further enacted, That the assayer shall correctly
assay all metals and bullion whenever such assays are required in the
operations of the mint; he shall also make assays of coins when
instructed to do so by the superintendent.

SEC. 6. And be itfurther enacted, That the melter and refiner shall
execute all the operations which are necessary in order to form ingots
of standard silver or gold and alloys for minor coinage suitable for the
coiner, from the metals legally delivered to him for that purpose. He
shall also execute all the operations which are necessary in order to
form standard bars or disks, conformable in all respects to the law, from
the gold and silver bullion delivered to him for that purpose. He shall

(coiNS-2
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keep a careful record of all transactions with the superintendent, noting
the weight and character of the bullion, and shall be responsible for all
bullion delivered to him until the saute is returned to the superin-
tendent and the proper vouchers obtained.

S c. 7. .4 nil be it .frther enacted, That the coiner shall execute all
the operations which are necessary in order to form coins, conformable
in all respects to the law, from the standard gold and silver ingots and
alloys for minor coinage legally delivered to him for this lrpos., lie
shall he responsible for all bullion delivered to him until the same is
returned to the superintendent and the proper vouchers obtained.

SF,(. .1 And I it further enacted, That the engraver shall prepare
from the original dies already authorized all the working dies required
for use ill the coinage of tme several mints; antd when new coins or
devices are authorized. shall, if required by the )irectoJr. prelre the
devices, inodels, molds, ani matrices, or original dies for the sante; but
the l)irector shall nevertheless have power, with the approval of tile
Secretary of the Treasury, to engage temnorarily for this purpose tile
services of one or more artists distinguished in their respective depart-
ments, who shall be paid tor such service from the contingent aippro-
priation for the mint at Philadelphia.

S F€'. 9. And be it further enacted, That when any officer of a mint or
assay office shall lie temporarily absent on account of sickness or any
other smflivient cause, it shall be lawful for the superintendent, with tile
consent of the said officer, to appoint some person attached to the mint
to act In the place of such officer during his absence, which officer shall
be responsible for the acts of his representative. In case of the tem-
porary absence of the superintendent, the chief clerk shall act in his
place, lut all such appointments shall be torthwith reported to the
directorr for his approval, and in all cases whamoever the principal

shall be resl)oisible for the acts of his representative. In case of the
temporary, absence of the l)irector, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
designate some one to act in his place.

SEc. 10. And bc it further enacted, That every officer, asistant, and
clerk of the Mint shall, before he enters upon the execution of his office,
take an oath or affirmation before some judge of the United States, or
judge of the superior court, or any court of record of any State, faith-
fully and diligently to perform the duties thereof, in addition to other
official oaths prescribed by law; which oaths, duly certified, shall be
transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury; and the superintendent
at each mint may require such oath or affrmation. from any of the
employees of the mint.

SEc. 11. And i e itfurther enacted, That the superintendent, assayer,
the melter and refiner, and coiner of each mint, before entering upon
the execution of their respective offices, shall become bound to the
United States, with one or more sureties, approved by the Secretary of
the Treasury, in the sum of not less than ten nor more than fifty thou-
sand dollars, with condition for the faithful and diligent performance of
the duties of their offices: Provided, The Secretary of the Treasury
may at discretion increase the bonds of the superintendent. Similar
bonds may be required of the assistants and clerks, in such sums as
the superintendent shall determine, with the approbation of the Director,
provided that the same shall not be construed so as to relieve the super-
intendent or other officers from liability to the United States for acts,
omissions, and negligence of their subordinates or employes.

SEc. 12. And be it further enacted, That there shall be allowed to offi-
cers of the Mint the following salaries per annum: To the Director,
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$5,500, and necessary traveling expenses in visiting the different mints
and assay offices; to the superintendents of the mints at Philadelphia
and San Francisco, 5,000; to the assayers, melters and refiners, and
coiners of those mints, each, $3,500; to the engraver of the mint at
Philadelphia, $3,000; to the superintendentof the mint at Carson City,
and all other mints now established, or hereafter to be established, a
salary of not exceeding $3,500; and to the assayer, melter and refiner,
and coiner of such institutions, each a salary of not exceeding $3,000;
to the assistants anid clerks such annual salaries shall be allowed as the
superintendent may determine, with the approbation of the Director.
To the workmen shall be allowed such wages, tW be determined by the
superintendent, as may be customary and reasonable, according to their
respective stations and occupations; and the salaries provided for in
this section, and the wages of the workmen permanently engaged, shall
be payable in monthly installments.

SEc. 13. A cd be itftirther enacted, That the standard for both gold and
silver coins of the United States shall hereafter be such that of one
thousand parts by weight nine hundred shall be of pure metal and one
hundred of alloy; and the alloy of the silver coins shall be of copper,
and the alloy of gold cnins shall be of copper and slver, provided that
the silver does not exceed one-tenth of the whole alloy.

SEC. 14. And be it further enacted, That of the gold coins, the weight
of the double eagle or twent.y-dollar piece shall be five hundred and
sixteen grains; that of the eagle or ten-dollar piece, two hundred and
fifty-eight grains; that of half-eagle or five-dollar piece, one hundred
a:d twenty-nine grains; that of the quarter-eagle or piece of two and
one-half dollars, sixty-four and one-half grains; that of the three-dollar
piece, seventy-seven and four-tenth grains; that of the one-dollar piece,
or unit of value, twenty-five and eight-tenth grains; and these coins
shall be a legal tender in all payments.

SEc. 15. And be itfurther enacted, That of the silver coins, the weight
of the half-dollar, or piece of fifty cents, shall be one hundred and
ninety-two grains; and that of the quarter-dollar and dime shall be,
respectively, one-half and one-fifth of the weight of said half-dollar.
That the silver coin issued in conformity with the above section shall
be a legal tender in any one payment of debt for all sums less than one
dollar.

SEc. 16. And be itfurther enacted, That the standard for minor coin-
age shall be an alloy of copper and nickel, to be composed of three-
fourths copper and one-fourth nickel.

SEc. 17. And be it further enacted, That of the copper-nickel coinage
the weight of the piece of five cents shall be five grams, or seventy-
seven and sixteen-hundredths grains troy; that of the three-cent piece,
three grams, or forty-six and thirty-hundredths grains; and of the one-
cent piece, one and one-half grams, or twenty-three and fifteen-hun.
dredths grains; which coins shall be a legal tender in any one payment
to the amount of twenty cents.

SEc. 18. And be it further enacted, That no coins, either of gold,
silver, or minor coinage, shall hereafter be issued from the mint other
than those of the denominations, standards, and weights herein set
forth.

SEC. 19. And be it further enacted, That upon the coins of the United
States there shall be the following devices and legends: Upon one side
of each of the said coins there shall be an impression emblematic of
liberty, with an inscription of the word LrBERTY, and the year of the
coinage; and upon reverse of each coin there shall be the figure or
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representation of an eagle, with the inscriptions UNITED STATES OF
A.ERICA and E PLURIBUS UNU31, and a designation of the value of
the cAoiu; but on the reverse of the gold dollar and three-dollar piece,
the dime, five, three, and one cent pieces, the figure of the eagle shall
be omitted; and the Director of the Mint, with the approval of the See.
retary of the Treasury, may cause the motto, "In (od we Trust," to
played upon such coins as shall admit of such legends.

SEc. 20. And be it further enacted, That at the option of the owner,
gold or silver may be caist into bars or ingots, or formed into disks of
either fine metal, or of standard fineness, or unrefined, as he may prefer,
with a staml) upon the same, designating the weight and fineness, and
with such devices impressed thereon as may be deemed expedient to
protect against fraudulent imitations; provided that 1no such bars,
ingots, or disks shall be issued of a less weight than five ounces, and
that no valuation shall be stamped upon the same.

S tC. 21. And be it further enacted, That any owner of gold and silver
bullion may deposit the same at the mint, to be formed into coin or bars
for his benefit: Provided, That it shall be lawful to refuse any deposit
of less value than one hundred dollars, and any bullion so base as to be
unsuitable for the operations of the mint: And prorided also, That
when gold and silver are combined, if either of these metals be in such
small proportion that it can not be separated advantageously, no allow.
ance shall be made to the depositor for the value of such metal.

SEC. 22. And be it further enacted, That when bullion is brought to
the mint for coinage it shall be weighed by the superintendent in the
presence of the depositor, when practicable, and a receipt given, which
shall state the description and weight of the bullion: Provided, That
when the bullion is in such a state as to require melting before its value
can be ascertained, the weight after melting shall be considered as the
true weight of the bullion deposited.

SEc. 23. And be it further enacted, That from every parcel of bullion
deposited for coinage, bars, or disks, the superintendent shall deliver
to the assayer a sufficient portion for the purpose of being assayed;
but all such bullion remaining from the operations of the assay shall
be returned to the superintendent by the assayer.

SEC. 24. And be itfurther enacted, That the assayer shall report to the
superintendent the quality or standard of the bullion assayed by him;
and he shall also communicate to the superintendent such information
as will enable him to compute the amount of the charges hereinafter
provided for, to be made to the depositor for'the expenses of converting
the bullion into standard metal fit for coinage.

SEC. 25. And be it further enacted, That the only charge on deposits
of bullion for coin, bars, or disks shall be as follows: For refining,
when the bullion is below standard; for toughening, when metals are
contained in it which render it unfit for coinage; for copper used for
alloy, when the bullion is above standard; (I for silver introduced into
the alloy of gold); for separating the gold and silver, when these metals
exist together in the bullion; for the preparation of bars or disks; and
the rate of these charges shall be fixed, from time to time, by the
Director, with the concurrence of. the Secretary of the Treasury, so as
to equal but not to exceed, in their judgment, the actual average
expense to each mint of the material and labor employed in each of
cases aforementioned.

IThe words "for silver introduced into the alloy of gold" appear in this "pro-
posed bill" as shown by Senate Mis. Ioc. No. 132, ut are eliminated In the
$proposed bill" as shown in House MNDoe. No. 307.-(41st Cong., 2d session.)
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SEc. 26. And be it further enacted, That the assayer shall verify all
calculations made by the superintendent of the value of deposits, and
if satisfied of the correctness thereof, shall countersign the certificate
of the same heretofore required to be given by the superintendent to
the depositor.

Szc. 27. And be it further enacted, That silver bullion deposited by
private holders shall be paid for in silver bars or disks only, and that
no deposit for coinage into silver coin shall be received: Prorided, how.
erer, That silver bullion contained in gold deposits, end separated
therefrom, may be paid for in silver coin at such valuation as may be
from time to time established by the Director.

SEc. 28. And be itffurther enacted, That in order to procure bullion
for the silver coinage authorized by this act the superintendent of each
inint shall, with the approval of the Director as to price, terms, and
quantity, purchase such bullion with the gold coins in the bullion fund.The gain arising front the coinage of such bullion into coin of a nom.
iiial value, exceeding the cost value thereof, shall be credited to a
special fund denominated the "silver profit fund." This fund shall be
charged with the wastage incurred in the silver coinage, and with the
expense of distributing said coins as hereinafter provided. The balance
to the credit of this fund shall be from time to time, and at least twice
a year, paid into the Treasury of the United States.

SEc. 29. And be it further enacted, That such coins shall be paid
out at the mints only in exchange for golh coins at par, and in sums
not less than one hundred dollars, and it shall 1)e lawful, also, to trans.
mit parcels of the same, from time to time, to the assistant treasurers,
depositaries, and other officers of the United States, under general
regulations proposed by the )irector of the Mint and approved by the
Secretary of the Treasury: Proridd, That nothing lrein contained
shall hinder the payment of silver coins for silver parted from gold as
above provided, or for change less than one dollar in settlements tbr
gold deposits.

SEC. 30. And be it further enacted, That in order to procure the metal
tbr the minor coinageof copper-nickel authorized by this act a sum not
exceeding one hundred thousand dollars in lawful money of the United
States shall be deposited by the Secretary of the Treasury with the
superintendent of the mint at Philadelphia, at which establishment
only, until otherwise provided by law, such minor coinage shall be car-
ried on. With this fund the superintendent-shall, with the approval
of the Director as to price, terms, and quantity, purchase the metals
required for such coinage. The gain arising from the coinage of such
metals into coin of a nominal value, exceeding the cost thereof, shall
be credited to the special fund denominated the "minor coinage profit
fund." This fund shall be charged with the wasteage incurred in such
coinage and with the expenses of distributing said coins, as hereinafter
provided. The balance to the credit of this fund, and any balance of
profits accrued from minor coinage under former acts, shall be from
time to time, and at least twice a year, paid into the Treasury of the
United States.

SEC. 31. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
superintendent to deliver the copper-nickel coins in exchange for their
legal equivalent in other money to any person who shall apply for
them: Provided, That the sum asked for shall not be less than a cer-
tain amount to be previously determined by him, and that it be not so
great as in his judgment to interfere with the capacity of the mint to
supply other applicants.
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5zc. 32. And be it fArth ir enacted, That the copper-nickel coins may,
at the discretion of the sujeri ' -,dent, be delivered in any of the prin-
cipal cities and towns of the United States, at the cost of the mint for
transportation.

SEc. 33. A nd be it further enacted, That the copper-nickel coins author-
ized by this act shall be exchangeable at par at the mint in Philadel.
phia for every other coin of copper, bronze, or copper-nickel (except the
three ad five cent copper-nickel pieces) heretofore authorized by law;
and it shall oe lawful for the Treasurer and the several assistant treas-
urers and depositaries of the United States to redeem in national cur-
rency, under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, the copper-nickel coin herein authorized to
be issued, when presented in sumns of not leis than fifty dollars ($50);
and whenever under this authority these coins are presented for redemp-
tion in such quantity as to show the amount outstaudinig to be redun-
datt, th o Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and required to direct
that such minor coinage shall cease until otherwise ordered by him.

SEc. 34. And be it further enacted, That parcels of bullion shall lio
front time to time transferred by the superintendent to the molter and
refiner; that a careful record of these transfers, noting the weight amd
character of the bullion, shall be kept, and that vouchers shall be taken
for the delivery of the same, duly receipted by the melter and refiner,
and that tLe bullion thus placed in the hands of the melter and
refiner shall be subjected to the several processes which may b, neces-
sary to form it into ingots of the legal standard and of a quality suit-
able for coinage.

SEc. 35. And be it further enacted, That the ingots thus prepared shall
be assayed by the as&iyer, and if they prove to be within the liniit,
allowed for deviation from the standard, the assayer shall cerify the
fact to the superintendent t, who shall thereupon receive the same and
transfer them to the coiner.

SEC. 36. A nd be it further enacted, That no ingots shall be used for
coinage which differ from the legal standard more than the following
proportions, namely: In gold ingots, one-thousandth; in silver ingots,
two and one-half thousandths; in copper-nickel ingots, twenty-five
thousandths, in the proportion of nickel.

SEC. 37. And be it further enacted, That the melter and refiner shall
prepare all bars, ingots, or disks required for the payment of deposits,
but the fineness thereof'shall be ascertained and stamped thereon by
the assayer.

SEC. 38. And be it further enacted, That in adjusting the weights of
the gold coins the following deviations shall not be exceeded in any
single piece: In the double-eagle, one-half of a grain; in the eagle,
three eighths of a grain; in the halt'eagle, one-fourth of a grain; in the
three-dollar piece, and quarter-eagle, one-sixth of a grain; and in the
one-dollar piece, one-twelfth of a grain. And that in weighing a large
number of pieces together when delivered from the coiner to the super-
intendent, and from the superintendent to the depositor, the deviation
from the standard weight shall not exceed one-hundredth of an ounce
in five thousand dollars' worth of double-eagles, eagles, half-eagles, or
quarter-eagles; seven-and-a-half-thousandths of an ounce in three thou-
sand dollars' worth of three-dollar pieces; and five thousandths of an
ounce in one thousand one-dollar pieces.

Szo. 39. And be it further enacted, That in adjusting the weight of
silver coins the following deviations shall not be exceeded ini any single
piece: In the half and quarter dollar, one grain; and in the dime, half
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a grain; and that in weighing large numbers of pieces together when
delivered from the coiner to the superintendent, and from the superin.
tendent to the depositor, the deviations from the standard weight shall
not exceed the following limit: Two-hundredths of an ounce in one thou-
sand dollars' worth of half-dollars, orquarter dollars; anti one-hundredth
of au ounce in one hundred dollars' worth of dimes.

SE'.. 40. And be it further enacted, That in adjusting the weight of
the copper nickel coins provided by this act, there shall be no greater
deviation allowed than three grains for the five-cent pieces, and two
grains for the three and one-cent pieces.

Smo. 41. And be it further enacted, That the coiner shall, from time to
time, as tile coins are prepared, deliver them over to the superintendent,
who shall keep a careful record of their kind, number, and weight; and
that in receiving the coins t shall be the duty of the superintendent to
ascertain, by the trial of a number of single pieces separatel), whether
the coins of that delivery are within the legal limits of the standard
weight; and it his trials for this purl)SO shall not prove satisfactory,
he shall cause all the coins of this delivery to be weighed separately,
and such as are not of legal weight shall be defaced anl delivered to
the melter and refiner as standard bullion, to be again formed into ingots
and recoined; or the whole delivery may, if more convenient, be remelted.

SEc. 42. And be it further enacted, That at every delivery of ciins
made by the coiner to the superintendent it shall be the duty of' the
superintendent of each mint, in the presence of the assayer, to take indis-
criminately a certain number of pieces of each variety for the annual
trial of coins (the number being prescribed by the Director), which shall
be carefully sealed up, labelled, and deposited in the pyx appropriated
for the purpose, kept under the joint care of the superintendent and
assayer, and so secured that neither can have access to its contents
without the presence of the other; which pieces, except those coined at
that institution, shall be transmitted quarterly to the mint gut Phila-
delphia. Other pieces may at the same time be taken for such tests as
the Director shall prescribe.

SEc. 43. And be itjurtherenacted, That in the superintendent's account
with the coiner the latter shall be debited with the ainount in weight
of standard metal of all the bullion placed in his hands and credited
with the amount, also by weight, of all coins, clippings, and other bul-
lion delivered by him to the superintendent. Once at least in every year,
at such time as the superintendent shall appoint, there shall be an
accurate and full settlement of theaccounts of the respective operative
officers (the coiner, and melter and refiner), at which time the said ofl.
cers shall deliver up to the superintendent all the bullion and coin in
their possession, respectively, accompanied by statements of all the bul-
lion delivered to them since the last annual settlement, and all the bll.
lion returned by them during the same period, including the amount
returned for the purpose of settlement. Counter statements shall be
presented by the superintendent.

Szc. 44. And be it further enacted, That when the bullion md coin
has all been surrendered up to the superintendent it shall be his duty
to examine the accounts and statements rendered by the operative
officers (for the same), and if the bullion falls short of that delivered,
the difference between the amount charged and credited to each officer
shall be allowed as necessary wastage, provided the superintendent
shall be satisfied there has been a bona fide waste of the precious metals,
and provided also, that the amount shall not exceed, in the case of the
melter and refiner, one-thousandth of the whole amount of gold and one
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and one-half thousandths of the silver bullion delivered to him since
last annual settlement; aid in the case of the coiner, one-thou.saidth
of the whole amount of silver and one-half thousandth of the whole
amount of gold that has been delivered to him by the superintendent;
provided that all copper used in the alloy of gold and silver bullion shall
be separately charged to the melter and refiner and accounted for by him.

Siv. 43. And be it furtherr enac'tcd, That it shall also be the duty of
the superintendent to forward a correct statement of his balance sheet
at the close of such settlement to the I)irector, who shall compare the
total amount of gold and silver bullion and coin oti hand with the total
liabilities of the mint. A corresponding statemcit of the ordinary
account, and the moneys therein, shall also be made by tile superin.
tendeuL

SEc. 46. Anl be it further enacted, That when the coins or bars which
are tlhe equivalent to anly deposit of bullion are ready for delivery, they
shall be paid over to the depositor, or his orde, by the superintendent;
and the payments shall be made, if demanded, in the order in which
the bullion shall have been brought to the mint, but in cases where
there is delay in manipulating a refractory deposit, or for any other
unavoidable cause, the payment of subsequent deposits, the value of
which is known, shall not be delayed thereby; and that in the denomi-
nations of coins delivered, the superintendent shall comply with the
wishes of the depositor, unless when impracticable or inconvenient to
(1 so.

SEc. 47. And be it further enaCted, That unparted bars may be ex-
changed at any of the respwetive coinage mints Iior fine bars on s ich
terns and conditions as may be prescribed by- the 1)irector, with tile
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.

SEC. 48. And be it .further ci'acted, That for the purpose of' enabling
the mints aiml as.say office in New York to make returns to depositors
with as little delay as possible, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of
the Treasury to keel) in the said mints and assay office, when the state
of the Treasury will admit thereof, such an amount of public money,
or bullion procured for the purpose, as he shall judge convenient and
necessary, out of which those who bring bullion to tile said mints and
assay office may be paid the value thereof, in coin or bars, as soon as
practicable after this value has been ascertained; ail on payment
thereof being made, the bullion so deposited shall become the property
of the United States; and that the Secretary of the Treasury may at
any time withdraw the bullion fund, or any portion thereof.

SEC. 49. And be it further enacted, That to -secure a due conformity
in the gold and silver coins to their respective standards of fineness and
weight, an annual trial shall be made of the pieces reserved at the
several mints for this purpose, before the judge of the district court of
the United States for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, the assayer
of the assay office, New York, and such other persons as the President
shall from time to time designate for that purpose, who shall meet as
commissioners, at the mint in Philadelphia, for the perlbrmance of this
duty, on the second Monday in February, annually, and may continue
their meetings by adjournment, if necessary; and if a majority of the
commissioners shall fail to attend at any time appointed for their meet-
Ing, then the Director of the Mint shall call a meeting of the commis.
sioners at such other time as he may deem convenient; and that before
these commissioners, or a majority of them, and in the presence of the
Director of the Mint, such examination shall be made of the reserved
pieces as shall be judged sufficient; and if it shall appear that these
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pieces do not differ from the standard fineness and weight by a greater
quantity than is allowed by law, the trial shs!l be considered and
reported as satisfactory; but if any greater deviation from the legal
standard or weight shall appear, this fact shall be certified to the
President of the United States; and it, on at view of the circumstances
of the case, he shall so decide, the officer or officers implicated in the
error shall be thenceforward disqualified from holding their respgctive
offices.

SFc. 50. And be it further enacted, That for the purpose of securing
a due conformity in weight of the coins of the United States to the
provisions of this act, the brass troy pound weight procured by the
minister of the United States at London, in the year one thousand
eight hundred and twenty-seven, for the use of the Mint. and flow in tile
custody ot the mint at Philadelphia, shall be the standard troy lund
of the Mint of the United States, conformably to which the einage
thereof shall be regulated.

Szc. 51. And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the
Director of the Mint to procure for each mint and assay office, and safely
to keep thereat, a series of standard weights corresponding tW the afore-
said troy pound, consisting of an one-pound weight and the requisite
subdivisions and multiples thereof, from the hundredth part ofr a grain
to twenty-five pounds; and that the troy weights ordinarily employed
in tile transactions of each iiuint and assay offices shall be regulated
according to the above standards at least oice in every year, under the
inspection of the superintendent and assayer. aid the accuracy of those
used at the inint at Philadelphia shall be tested annually, in the pres-
ence of the assay commissioners, oil the day of the annual assay.

SEc. 52. And be it further enacted, That the working (lies of eaci
mint shall, at the end of each calendar year, be dellacel and destroyed
by the coiner in the presence of the Sulwrintendent and assayer.

SEc. 53. And be it further enacted, That national and other mcdals
may be prepared at the mint at Philadelphia. under such regulations as
the superintendent, with the approval of the l)irector, may prescribe:
Proridd, That such work does not interfi-re with the regular coinage
operations of said mint.

SEC. 54. Axd be it further enacted, That the moneys arising from all
charges and deductions on and from gold and silver bullion, and the
manufacture of medals, and from all other sources, except as hereinbe.
fore provided, shall from time to time be paid anid covered into the
Treasury of the United States; and no part of such deductions or medal
charges, or profit on silver, or minor coinage shall be expended in sal-
aries or wages; but all expenditures of the mints and assay offices not
herein otherwise provided for shall be paid from alpropriations made
by law on estimates furnished by the Secretary of tile Treasury.

SEC. 55. And be it further enacted, That the officers of the United
States assay office at New York shall be a superintendent, an assayer,
and a melter and refiner, who shall be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The business of the
assay office shall be in all respects similar to that of the mints, except
that bars only, refined or unrefined, and not coin, shall be manufac-
tured therein; and no silver, copper, or nickel shall be purchased for
Small silver, or minor coinage. All bullion intended by the depositor
to be converted into coins of the United States shall, as soon as assayed,
parted, and refined, and its net value certified, be transferred to the
mint at Philadelphia, under such directions as shall be made by the
Secretary of the Treasury, at the expense of the contingent fund of
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the .Mint, and shall We there coined and the proceeds returned to the
assay office; and the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to
make the necessary arrangements for the adjustment of the accounts
upon such transfers between the respective offices.

SEc. 56. .4 nd be it.lurther enacted, That the duties of superintendent,
assayer, and melter and refiner of said office shall correspond to those
of superintendents, assayers, and melter and refiners of the mints, and
all parts of this act relating to the inints and their officers, the duties
and responsibilities of such officers, and others enjoyed therein, the
oath to be taken, and the bonds and sureties to be given by them (as
far as the same may be applicable), shall extend to the assay office
hereby established, and to its officers, assistants, clerks, workmen, and
others enloyed therein.

SEc. 57. And be itjfurther enacted, That there shall be allowed to the
officers of the assay office at New York the following salaries per annum:
To the superintendent, live thousand dollars; to the assayer, and nielter
and refiner, each three thousand five hundred dollars; and the salaries
to assistants and clerks, and wages to workmen, and their manner of
appointment, shall be determined and regulated as heretofore directed
in regard to the mints.

SFc. 58. And be it further enacted, That the operations of melting,
parting, refining, and assaying in the said office shall be under the gen.
eral directions of the l)irector of the Mint, in subordination to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury; and it shall be the duty of the said Director to
prescribe such regulations and to order suI tests as shall be retluisite
to insure faithfiduness, accuracy, and uniformity in the operations of the
said office.

SEC. 59. And be it further enacted, That the business of the branch
mint at Denver, which shall hereafter be conducted as an assay office,
the assay office at Boise City, Idaho, and all other assay offices now
established, or hereafter to be established, shall be confined to the
receipt of gold and silver bullion,, melting and refining by fluxes, assay,
and return to depositors of the same, in bars, with the weight and fine-
ness stamped thereon.

SC. 0. And be it further enacted, That the officers of such assay
offices, when their services are necessary, shall consist of an assayer,
who shall have charge thereof, and a melter, to be appointed by the
President, by and with the .dvice and consent of the Senate; and the
assayer may employ as many clerks, workmen, and laborers, under the
direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, us may be provided for by
law. The salaries of said officers and clerks shall not exceed the follow.
ing: To the assayer, the sum of three thousand dollars; to the meter,
the sum of two thousand five hundred dollars; to the clerks, eighteen
hundred dollars each; and the subordinate workimien and laborers shamli
receive such wages as are customary, according to their respective sta-
tions and occupations.

Szc. 61. And be it further enacted, That the officers and clerks to be
appointed at such assay offices, before entering upon the execution of
their offices, shall take an oath or affirmation before some judge of the
United States, or of the supreme court of said Territory, as prescribed
by the act of July twenty, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and each
become bound to the United States of America, with one or more sure-
ties, to the satisfaction of the Director of the Mint, or of one of the
judges of the supreme court of the State or Territory in which the
same may be located, and of the Secretary of the Treasury, with the
condition of the faithful performance of the duties of their offices; and
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the said assayers shall discharge the duties of disbursing agents flr
the payment of the expenses of their respective assay offices.

SEc. 62. And be itfurther enacted, That the general direction of the
business of said assay offices of the United States shall be under the
control and regulation of the Director of the Mint, subject to the appro-
bation of the Secretary of the Treasury; and for that purse it shall
be the duty of the said Director to prescribe such regulations and to
require such returns periodically and occasionally, and to esltiblish
such charges for melting, assaying, and stamping bullion, as shall
appear to him to be necessary tbr the purpose of carrying into eltv
the intention of this act in establishing such assay offices.

SEc. 63. And be itfurther enacted, That all the provisions of this act
for the regulation of the mints of the United States, and for the gov.
ernment of the officers and persons employed therein, and for the
punishment of all offenses connected with the mint or coinage of
the United States, shall be, and they are hereby, declared to be in full
force in relation to the assay offices by this act established, as far as
the same may be applicable thereto.

SEC. 64. And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons
shall falsely make, forge, or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be
falsely made, forged, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist in falsely
making, forging, or counterfeiting, any coins, bars, ingots, or disks, ill
resemblance or similitude of the gold or silver coins, bars, ingots, or
disks which have been, or hereafter may be, coined or stamped at the
mints and assay offices of the United States or in resemblance or
similitude of any foreign gold or silver coin which by law is, or here.
after may be, made current in the United States, or are in actual use
and circulation as money within the United States; or shall pass, utter,
publish, or sell, or attempt to pass, utter, publish, or sell, or bring into
the United States, from any foreign place, or have in his possession
any such false, forged, or counterfeited coins, bars, ingots, or disks,
knowing the sane to be false, forged, or counterfeited, every person so
offending shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be punished by fine, not exceeding five thousand dollars, and
by imprisonment and confinement at hard labor, not exceeding ten
years, according to the aggravation of the oflense.

SEc. 65. And be it further enacted, That if any person or persons shall
falsely make, forge. or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely
made, forged, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or assist iii falsely mak-
ing, forging, or counterfeiting any coin in the resemblance or similitude
of any of the minor coinage which has been, or hereafter may be, coined
at the mints of the United States; or shall pass, utter, publish, or sell,
or bring into the United States from any foreign place, or have in his
possession, any such false, forged, or counterfeited coin, with intent to
defraud any body, politic or corporate, or any person or persons what-
soever, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of felony, and
shall, on conviction thereof, be punished by fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars, and by imprisonment and confinement to hard labor
not exceeding three years.

SEC. 66. And be it further enacted, That if any person shall fraudu-
lently and for gain's sake, by any art, way, or means whatsoever, deface,
mutilate, impair, diminish, falsify, scale, or lighten the gold or silver
coins which have been, or which shall hereafter be, coined at the mints
of the United States, or any foreign gold or silver coins which are by
law made current or are in actual use and circulation as money within
the United States, every person so offending shall be deemed guilty of
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high misdemeanor, and shall be imprisoned not exceeding two years,
and fined not exceeding two thousand dollars.

SEc. 67. A Pil be it further enacted That if any of the gold or silver
coins which shall be struck or coined at any of the mints of the United
States shall be debased, or made worse as to the proportion of fine gold
or fine silver therein contained; or shall be of less weight or value than
the same ought to be, pursuant to the several acts relative thereto; or
if any of the weights used at any of' the mints or assay offices of the
United States shall be defaced, increased, or diminished through the
default or connivance of any of the officers or persons who shall be
employed at the said mints, with a fraudulent intent; and if any of the
said officers or persons shall embezzle any of the metals which shall at
any time be committed to their charge for the purpose of being coined,
or any of the coins which shall be struck or coined at the said mints,
or any metals, coins, or other moneys of tihe said mints or assay offices
at any time committed to their charge, or of which they may have
assumed the charge, every such officer or person who shall commit any
or either of the said offenses shall be deemed guilty of felony and shall
be imprisoned at hard labor for a term not less than one year nor more
than ten years, and shall be fined in a sum not exceeding ten thousand
dollars.

SEc. 68. And be itfurther enacted, That this act shall take effect in
two months from the date of its passage; at the expiration of which
time the offices of the treasurer of the mints in Philadelphia, San Frau.
cisco, and New Orleans shall be vacated, and the assistant treasurer
at .New York shall cease to peribrm the duties of treasurer of the assay
office. The other officers and employ s of the mints and assay offices
now appointed shall continue to hold their respective offices, they hav-
ing first given the necessary bonds, until further -appointments may be
required, the director of the mint at Philadelphia being styled and
acting as superintendent thereof. The duties of the treasurers shall
devolve, as herein provided, upon the superintendents, and said treas-
urers shall act only as assistant treasurers of the United States: Pro.
?'ided, That the salaries heretofore paid to the treasurers of the mint
at Philadelphia, San Francisco, and New Orleans, acting as assistant
treasurers. shall hereafter be paid to them as "assistant treasurers of
the United States;" and that the salary of the assistant treasurer at
New York shall not be diminished by the vacation of his office as treas-
urer of the assay office

SEc. 69. And be it further enacted, That the mints and assay offices
authorized by this act shall be known as the mint of the Unitei States
at Philadelphia, the mint of the United States At San Francisco, the
mint of the United States at Carson; the United States assay office at
New York, the United States assay office at Denver, and the United
States assay office at Boise City, Idaho; and all unexpended appropria-
tions heretofore authorized by law for the use of the mint of the United
States at Philadelphia, the branch mint of the United States in Cali-
fornia, the branch mint of the United States at Denver, the United
States assay olice in New York, and the United States assay office at
Boise City, Idaho, are hereby authorized to be transferred for the
account and use of the institutions established and located respectively
at the places designated by this act.

SE. 70. And be it further enacted, That the Secretary of the Treasury
be, and is hereby, authorized at his discretion to remove the whole or
any part of the machinery, apparatus, and fixtures of the branch mints
of the United States at New Orleans, Charlotte, and Dahlonega to any
other institution authorized by this act. or at his discretion to sell at
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public sale all the real estate, buildings, machinery, apparatus, and
fixtures belonging thereto.

SEc. 71. And be itftrrthcr enacted, That this act may be cited as the
,,coinage act, 1870; " and all other acts and parts of acts pertaining to
the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States are hereby
repealed.

The following proceedings in the Senate are recorded in the Congres-
sional Globe of April 28, 1870:

"Mr. SHERMAN. I present a letter from the Secrota'v of the Treas-
ury to the Finance Committee, and also a report by JoAhi J. Knox, ii
regard to the bill just introduced, and I move that thely be printed
with the bill.

"The motion was agreed to.
"Mr. SHERMAN. I also move that 500 extra copies be printed for the

use of the Department.
"The motion was referred to the Committee on Printing."
The report of Mr. Knox, referred to by Mr. Sherman, follows herewith:

LEITER FROM SECRETARY BOUTWELL AND REPORT OF JOHN JAY
KNOX.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, April 25,1870.
Sin: I have the honor to transmit herewith "A bill revising the laws

relative to the mint, assay offices, and coinage of the United States,"
and accompanying report. The bill has been prepared under the super-
vision of John Jay Knox, Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, and its
passage is recommended in the form presented. It includes, in a con.
detsed form, all the important legislation upon the coinage, not now
obsolete, since the first mint was established, in 1792; and the report
gives a concise statement of the various amendments proposed to exist-
ing laws and the necessity for the change recommended. There has
been no revision of the laws pertaining to the mint and coinage since
1837, and it is believed that the passage of the inclosed bill will con-
duce greatly to the efficiency and economy of this important branch of
the Government service,

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
GEO. S. BOUTWELL,

Hon. JOHN SHEXAN, Secretary of the Treasury.

Chairman Finance Committee,
Senate of the United States.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY,

Washington, April 25, 1870.
SIR: The last annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury con-

tained the following paragraph:
The mining and coining of the precious metals is now so largo a national interest

that it deserves more attention than it has hitherto received. At present there is no
bureau or officer in the Treasury Department at Washington charged especially
with the management of this great interest. I therefore recommend that provision
be made for the appointment of a proper officer to be intrusted with this branch of
thepublo business, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.

The coinage of the country is diminished in amount by the fact that in England
and France the mint expenses are much less than with us It would no doubt have
a tendency to prevent the export of tho precious metals in the form of bulliou if
the mint charges were to be reduced or altogether abolished.
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In accordlance with your request, made some weeks since, to prepare
a bill whicl should include these recommendations, and also present in
a conise form every important provision contained in the different laws
relative to the mint aIId coinage, I have the lionor to hand you here-
with "A bill revising the laws relative to the mint, assay offices, and
coinage of the Unitedl St;ites."

The method adopted int the preparation of the bill was first to arrange
in as coliise a brimi as possible the laws now ii existence Upon these
sult.ects, with such additional sections awid suggestions as seemed valu-
able. ilavitig accomplished this, tire I ll, ais thus prepared, was printed
upon paper with wide margin. and in this form transmitted to thediflbr.
eut mints amid assay offices, to the First Ci mptroller, the Treasurer, the
Solicitor, the First Auditor, and to such other geuitlenjen as are known
to be intelligent upon metallurgic'al and numismatical subjects, with the
request that the printed bill should he returned with such notes and
suggestion-s as experience and education shouhl dictate. In this way
the views of more than thirty gentlemen who are conversant with the
manipulation of metals, the manufacture of coinage, the execution of
the preseiit laws relative thereto, the methotl of keeping accounts and
of making returns to the Department, have been obtained with but little
expense to the Departwent and little inconveience to correspondents.
having received these suggestions, the present bill has been framed,

and is believed to comprise within the compass of eight or ten pages of
the Revised Statutes every important provision contained in more than
sixty different enactments upota the lint, assayofficqs, and coinage of the
United States, which are the result of nearly eighty years of legislation
upon these subjects.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS.

The new features of tlhe bill now submitted are, chiefly, the estab-
lish ment of a Mint Bureau at the Treasury )epartment, which shall also
have charge of the collection of statistics relative to the precious metals;
the consolidation of the office of superintendent with that of the treas.
urer, thus abolishing the latter office, and disconnecting the Mint entirely
from the office of assistant treasurer; the repeal of the coinage charge
and authorizing the exchange of unparted for refined bars; a reduction
in the amount of wastage and the tolerance (deviation in weight and
fineness) in the manufacture of coin; requiring the token coinage to be
of one material of uniform value, and to be redeemed under proper
regulations when issued in excess, and the expense of its manufacture
to be paid from specific appropriations and not from the gain arising in
its manufacture, as heretofore; an entire change.in the manner of issu-
ing the silver (subsidiary) coinage; discontinuing the coinage of the
silver dollar; limiting the amount of silver to be used as alloy, so as to
make the gold coinage of uniform color; the destruction of the dies not
in use annually; requiring vouchers to pass between the different officers
of the Mint in all transfers of bullion or coin; requiring increased bonds
from officers of the Mint, and authorizing each officer to nominate his
subordinate before appointment; and also making it an offense to
increase or diminish the weights used in the Mint

LOCATION OF MINT AT PHILADELPHIA-BRANCH MINTS.

The mint was located at Philadelphia by act of April 2, 1792, for the
reason that at that time that city was the seat of government and the
commercial center of the country. The act of January 18, 1837, gave
to the Director of the Mint the supervision of the mint and branches.
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Two years previous, March 3, 1835, an act had been passed establish.
ijg branch mints at New Orleans, at Charlotte, North Carolina, and 1)ah.
lonega, Georgia. There was no expectation that any large amount of
bullion would be deposited at these institutions, and they were estab.
lished rather to gratify the desire for the establishment of miints in the
South than from any motive of sound national policy, and their super.
vision was placed under the control of the mint at Philadelphia.
Eleven years later, January 19,1848, gold was discovered in California,
and twenty-two years later, June, 1859, silver (the Comstock lode) in
Nevada. In July, 1852, the branch mint in San Francisco and i I.arch
of the next year the assay office in New York were authorized. and, tol-
lowing out lbrmier precedents, these institutions were placed tinder the
control and regulation of the Director of the Mint.

MINT BUREAU REQiIUIRED.

* This supervisiol has been merely nominal. In the year 156 large
losses-nearly it quarter of a millioti dollars ($235,07,.12)-oceurred in
the office of the melter and refiner in San Francisco, and a committee
aind( subsequently a special agent was sent by the Secretary of the
Treasury to examine that institution, who reported great irregularities
in its management and the amount of the deficiency, no portion of which
was ever recovered. An examination was also made by direction of the
Secretary in the year 1866, which exhibited large diflrences in the
accounts of the colier and tile treasurer, which could have easily been
traced to the responsible party if the different officers of the mint had
been required in their transfers of bullion to take and receive the ordi-
nary receipts required in business transaction. duringg the present
year the examinations which have been made by your direction into
the affairs of the branch mints at San Francisco and Denver and of
the assay office of New York have disclosed other irregularities, result.
ing in large losses to the Government, which might easily have been
prevented by periodical examinations conducted by competent per-
soins. The examination into the affairs of the assay office in New
York in particular exhibited the fact that vouchers had been paid
for many years by different treasurers of that office without requiring
the approval of the different officers for whom the supplies had been
ordered, and that these vouchers had been transmitted to the Depart.
ment and passed upon by the accounting officers of tile Treasury, it not
being considered a part of their duty to examine vouchers trans.
fitted to them from the mints and assay offices to ascertain if the regu-
lations of the mint at Philadelphia had been followed. No official
examination of the assay office in New York by the Director of the
Mint, as far as can be ascertained, has ever taken place, and it was
with difficulty that a copy of the regulations of the mint for the trans-
actions of business could be found.

A large portion of the business of the mint at Philadelphia is the
manufacture of the minor coinage. The total amount of copper, bronze,
and copper-nickel coinage which has been issued at the mint is
$10,407,603.55. prior to the year 1858 the total issue was $1,662,813.55;
the balance, 18,744,790, has all been issued during the last twelve
years.

The expense of the manufacture of this coinage has been paid from
the gain arising from the conversion of copper, bronze, and copper.
nickel into coin having a nominal value much exceeding its intrinsic
value. The amount paid into the Treasury during the past twelve years
from this source has been $4,225,000, so that the minor coinage has
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been manufactured at a cost of more than one-half of its nominal value.
If the manufacture of this coinage had been under the supervision of
an officer not influenced by the clamor for patronage and independent
of all local pressure, its cost would not probably have been more than
one-third of its nominal value.

The national banks of the country are subject to examinations
annually, or oftener, by experts, and a corps of special agents are con-
tinually in the service looking after the interests of the Government in
connection with the custow.houses and the depositories of public money.
The mints and assay offices of the United States should at all times be
subject to like inspection. The mint at Philadelphia is one of the
institutions requiring this supervision. Its coinage is only about one-
sixth of its sister institution in San Francisco and its deposits about
one-third of the assay office in New York, so that if the officers of each
establishment are equally well qualified, the mint in Philadelphia has
no right to claim the supervision of establishments more favorably
located for receiving deposits of bullion. Moreover, an officer located.
at the seat of government, by the opportunity afforded him of inter.
views with difleient persons from all parts of the country, would be
more likely to learn the wants and views of each section in its relation to
the business of this office. Having the supervision of the statistics
pertaining to the development of the mining industry of the precious
metals, as provided for in the bill, and the opportunity of obtaining
valuable intbrmation from other Departments of the Government, ibe
would be able at all times to furnish the most accurate data relative to
the annual production and the amount of the precious metals existing in
the country, and annually exhibit, in concise and well-arranged tables,
statistics relative to the coinage of the country and of the world. He
would require frequent reports in reference to all business transactions
at the different establishments, and would carefully scrutinize all
vouchers made to the Department before they are passed to the account .
ing officers for final settlement. Having made personal visitations to
the different institutions, he would be able to criticise the estimates of
each establishment (the annual estimates for the Mint service during
the year 1870, as presented by the Director without amendment, were
$826,526) and to reduce these estimates within proper limits before they
are transmitted to Congress. Ile would hold the same relation to the
institutions under his charge that the Treasurer of the United States
holds toward the different assistant treasurers and the officers of cus-
toms and other heads of Departments toward their subordinates.
Finally, by devoting his time 1o the consideration of these subjects ho
would be able to present intelligent views upon "the mining and coin.
age of the precious metals, which is now so large a national interest as
to demand more attention than it has heretofore received."

DISCONTINUANCE OF THE OFFICE OF TREASURER.

The office of the treasurer of the mint in the proposed bill has been
abolished, and his duties transferred to the superintendent. The only
objection to this change is that the office of the superintendent should
be kept distinct, so that he may be a check upon the treasurer. This is
unnecessary. In the proposed bill the assayer, who determines the
value of bullion, is required to countersign the certificate issued to the
depositor, who is himself present and watchful for his own interest. A
sufficient check upon the purchase of supplies will be to require, as at
present, the approval of the officer for whose use such sup plies are
ordered, upon all vouchers before payment. The business of the dif-
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ferent assistant treasurers has of late years been very much increased.
The office of treasurer of the mint is in every instance in a building dis.
connected from that of the assistant treasurer, and the business is usu.
ally performed by subordinates. It is, moreover, impossible to examine
in a satisfactory manner the office of an assistant treasurer who holds
at the same time the office of treasurer of the mint, without first clos-
ing the mint, precipitating the bullion in solution, and ordering a gen.
eral settlement of the institution, a proceeding which requires many
days, and which is not usually performed oftener than once a year.

OFFICERS TO NOMINATE THEIR SUBORDINATES.

The bill also increases the bonds of the operative officers of the mint,
and authorizes them to nominate their subordinates, subject to the
approval of the superintendent, before they are submitted for appoint.
ment. This provision will prevent an excess of workmen, make each
officer responsible for the men employed, and prevent the forcing of
incompetent and undesirable subordinates upon the different officers.
Authority is also given for obtaining the services of skilled artisans in
the preparation of dies for coinage.

AUTHORITY TO EXCHANGE UNPARTED BARS FOR REFINED BULLION

It is not proposed in the present bill to increase or diminish the
charges for refining bullion, but to encourage the refining of gold and
silver bullion by private parties, and to authorize under proper regula-
tions the exchange of unparted bars fbr refined bullion, thus reducing
the expense and unavoidable wastage consequent upon that process.
It is well understood upon the Pacific coast that private parties can
refine bullion at a much less rate than the mint. This is owing, in the
first place, to the fact that private parties can use the sulphuric-acid
process, which is much cheaper than the nitric-acid process of the mint;
and, secondly, that the deposits at the mint in San Francisco are chiefly
in gold, when it is absolutely necessary that there should be two parts
of silver mixed with one part of gold iii solution, in order successfully
to part the one from the other. The mint must, therefore, purchase
silver to be used for this purpose, and use at a loss a much larger
amount of acid than is necessary for the manipulation of the bullion
deposited. Private refiners have too much silver; the mint too little;
an exchange can therefore take place beneficial to both parties without
the slightest risk to the Government, and with a contingent benefit to
the miner and the depositor.

REPEAL OF THE COINAGE CHARGE.

An act has recently passed the English ParliamentI authorizing, as
hitherto, payment in coin to depositors of refined bullion without

Where any person brings to the mint any gold bullion, such bullion shall be
assayed and coined and delivered out to such person without any charge for euch aeay
or coinage or for mtse in age: Prorided, That (1) if the fineness of the whole of
the bullion so brought to the mint is such that it can not be brought to the standard
fineness under this act of the coin to be coined thereout, without refining some por-
tion of it, the master of the mint may refuse to receive, assay, or coin such bullion.
(2) Where the bullion so brought to the mint is finer than the standard fineness
under this act of the coin to be coined t&ereout, there shall be delivered to the per-
son bringing the same such additional amount of coin as is proportionate to such
superior fineness. No undue preference shall be shown to any person under this
section, and every person shall have priority according to the time at which he
brought such bullion to the mint for assay or coinage." (Section 8, English "coinage
act, 1870.")

cOIN-3
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charge. The coinage charge at the French mint is about one-fifth of one
per cent; our present charge is one.half of one per cent. Our coinage
charge it is now proposed to abolish, in order to conform to the practice
of our own mint prior to the act of February 21, 1853, and for the
reason that it should be the policy of the Government to hinder rather
than encourage the export of bullion. Our present laws have the effect
to induce bankers to ship bullion as a commodity for the purpose of mak.
ing sterling exchange. A very intelligent gentleman upon the Pacific
coast, who is thoroughly familiar with this question, in a recent pub.
lieation, thus refers to the subject:

I do not desire to be understood as arguing that any change of our mint laws
will put a stop to the export of the precious metals when it becomes necessary for
the adjustment of the balance of trade. That is one of those inexorable commercial
necessities so well understood that it would be folly to pretend to the discovery of
any expedient that would obviate it. My proposition simply is that when the bal-
ance of trade is not against us the precious metals are exported as commodities for
the profit on their out-turn above the par of exchange, or may be so exported In
excess of what the balance of trade requires. In other words, when the market is
abundantly supplied with commercial bills with which bankers could cover their
own exchange they still prefer to ship bullion, not only as being a safer remittance,
but as also furnishing a profit on the out-turn equal to, or perhaps exceeding, the
discount on commercial bills. Furthermore, that while the balance may be against
us in the aggregate, yet, with reference to particular periods of time and to partic-
ular countries, it may be in our favor, and that a nation may become an importer of
the precious metals as commodities without reference to the balance of trade. Such
indeed, is our daily experience here. While we are exporting our unrefined gold anJ
silver to Europe and our refined metals to China we are importing gold from British
Columbia and silver from Mexico. While in the last ten years we have exported
$612,000,000 of our native product we have imported $157,000,000 of foreign treasure,
and yet we receive no practical benefit from it as a means of increasing our metallic
circulation; for it no sooner reaches our market than it commands a premium above
its value in our mint for reexport, when it is in the form of bullion; and when in
[foreign] coins it only entails a loss upon American commerce, as they are received
abroad at a greater valuation than they will realize either in our market or at our
mints; and we are, therefore, in every event, and under every condition of trade,
the loser. That as the commercial value of gold as a commodity is greater than its
value in our mints our own production seeks othei markets uncoined and that of
other nations avoids ours. While, however, there is a profit in the export of
uncoined bullion, taken at its valuation in our mints, there is always a loss on the
export of our coins taken at their current value. The result, therefore, of modifying
our mint charges so as to conform to those of other nations would be to raise the
coining value of gold at home above its commercial value and thereby make It more
valuable for coinage than for export. It would, therefore, all seek our mints for
coinage; and when once coined would be the very last thing anyone would want to
ship, and never would be exported except in cases of absolute neessity, and when
no other medium of exchange could be procured.

Hon. H. R. Linderman, late Director of the Mint, in his recent report
to the Department upon the branch mint at San Francisco, confirms
this statement:

My attention was attracted to the very small amount of refining and coinage
executed at the branch mint at San Francisco, compared with the production of the
country, and I was naturally led to inquire for an explanation. A due examination
of the subject soon satisfied me as to the cause, which I found to be that, under our
present system of mint laws, bullion has a higher commercial value for export than
'or coinage in the mint which not only affects the local interests of that coast, but,

in view of the diminishing product of the precious metals, becomes a question of
national importance. The reason for this is that as gold and silver are chiefly valu-
able for the purpose of manufacturing money the cost Incidental to coinage nece-
earily determines the value of the bullion. Find, on comparison, and especially at
Ban Francisco, that the expenses of coinage are much greater than abroad, and hence
our metallic product commands a higher price in foreign countries than can be real-
ized by its coinage at home. The principal charge tending to produce this result isthat of half of one per cent for coinage, which is above that of any other nation, and
especially Prance and England where most of our gold bullion is exported.

The importance of this subject had presented itself in a measure to me while I
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was Director of the Mint, and in my annual report for 18681 recommended its reduo-
tion from a half to a quarter of one per cent; but my examination at San Francisco
has led me to consider the subject more thoroughly, and I am convinced that it should
be abrogated altogether, and that we should return to our uniform practice prior to
1853, which was to coin gold without charge, not only as an expedient for encojr.
aging coinage, but as being more consistent with the theory of money as a universal
standard of value. A few examples will demonstrate the fact that bullion is, as I
have before stated, of greater commercial value in our markets for export than for
coinage at the mint. An unparted stamped bar (ounces 42.24 gross, 892thousandths
fine of gold, 98 fine of silver, and 10 parts bse metal) deposited at branch mint, San
Francisco:

Value of gold ............................................................. $M8. 87
Value of silver ............................................................ 4.85
Premium on silver, 4 per cent ............................................. .19

Branch miuk, gross value ............................................ 783.91

DeduWCou.

Refining charge, 11 cents per ounce, gross ......................... $4.65
Coinage charge, one-half of one per cent ........................... 3.91 8.56

Net branch mint return ............................................. 775.35
Same bar sold in market as bullion stamped, ounces, 42.240; 892 fine

(sold at par 892) ................................. $778.87
Less one-ighth of one per cent, assay charge................... .. 97 779_ _ 777.90

Difference in favor of sale in market ................................. 2.55

The same bar, if minted at New York or Philadelphia, gross value of bar... 783.91

Dedaimo.

Refining, 5 cents per ounce, gros................... .... $2.11
Coinage charge, same as at San Franoioo .......................... 3.91

6.02

Net United States mint or United States asy office return- - - - 77780
The same bar sold at New York at one-eighth on 900 would net -------- 780.81

Difference against deposit for coinage and in favor of sale as bullion
for export ........................................................ 2.92

The same bar deosited at San Francisco assaying works, gross value ...... 783.91

Refining, 8 cents per ounce, gross ................................. $3.38
Coinage charge ................................................... 3.91

-- 7.29
776.62

Sold a. bullion for export ................................................. 777.90

Difference against deposit for coinage ............................... 1.28

The net proceeds of the same bar, if coined without deduction of the half of one
per cent for coinage, would be as follows:

Coin Market Differenoe
Va value as in favor
__ue, bullion, of coinage.

Ban Francisco branch mint ................................... : 77:::::V.261 $7.90 1.36
Philadelphia mint and New York asay office ................ 781.80 780.81 .99
&wsFranc seco refining works ....................................... So.53 777. 90
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BASE METAL COINAGE.

The proposed bill authorizes the issue, as at present, of three and
five cent copper-nickel coins, and in addition a one-cent piece of the
same material. These coins are made redeemable in lawful money in
sums of fifty dollars and are legal tender in sums of twenty cents in
any one payment. Fhe proposed cent coin will be one and one-half
grams in weight, a little heavier and a little larger than the present
five-cent silver piece, which, together with the three-cent silver piece,
is discontinued. The copper and bronze coins heretofore authorized
are exchangeable for the copper-nickel coins. They will therefore
gradually pass out of circulation, leaving eventually a minor coinage
of one material and of uniform value. A suggestion was made to
authorize the issue of but a single coin in addition to the gold and
silver coinage now in existence, that piece to be one cent, into which
all other base-metal coins shall be exchangeable; but the present
copper-nickel coins are convenient and popular, and it was not thought
best to withdraw them, but to provide for their redemption and the
discontinuance of the issue when redundant.

ALLOWANCE FOR WASTAGE.

The present law authorized an allowance to the melter and refiner of
two ounces of wastage on every thousand ounces of bullion manipu-
lated; to the coiner one and one-half ounces on every thousand ounces
of gold and two ounces on every thousand ounces of silver manipulated.
In the proposed bill this allowance is reduced nearly one-half, the
melter and refiner being allowed one-thousandth on gold and one and
one-half thousandths on silver, and the coiner bne-half of one-thou-
sandth on gold and one and one-half thousandths on silver. Experience
in the mints and assay offices for some years past has shown that the
present allowance is excessive, and that not one-fifth of that amount is
required. The propriety of a reduction is therefore evident.

TOLERANCE IN FINENESS, EXISTING AND PROPOSED.

The law prescribes that the gold and silver coins shall be nine-tenths
fine-that is to say, nine parts pure gold or silver and one part alloy.
It is not practicable in the operations of the mints to conform exactly
to the standard fineness, consequently a limit of variation, termed the
"tolerance" or "remedy," is allowed under existing laws. This toler-
ance is two one-thousandths on gold and three one, thousandths on silver
ingots prepared by the melter and refiner. In delivering ingots to the
treasurer he is credited with the standard weight even though they
are two-thousandths below it in fineness. The actual practice of the
mint is not to approve ingots varying more than a half of one-thousandth,
or one-fourth of the legal deviation allowed from the standard. It has
been thought best, after careful consideration, to reduce the tolerance
of fineness to one-thousandth on gold and two and one-half thousandths
on silver.

TOLERANCE OF WEIGHT UNDER EXISTING LAWS.

It is also found impracticable to prepare coins of the precise weight
prescribed by law, and a deviation therefrom is allowed. Under exist
mng laws the deviation in the double eagle, eagle, and half eagle is
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one-half grain troy,' or about two cents; in the quarter eagle, three-
dollar and one-dollar gold pieces, one-quarter of a grain, or 1 cent.
]i the silver coins it is greater than in gold coins, as the former are not
usually adjusted by hand, the deviation being one and one-half grains
(three-eighths of 1 cent) on the half dollar, one grain (one-quarter of 1
cent) on the quarter dollar, and one-half grain (one-eighth of I cent)
upon the dime. To prevent an issue of light coins below the prescribed
weight, but within the limits of tolerance, the law prescribes that when
a number of pieces are weighed together for delivery by the coiner to
the treasurer, and by the latter to the depositor the deviation shall not
exceed three pennyweights (value $2.79) in one thousand double eagles,
two pennyweights (value $1.86) in one thousand eagles, and one and
one-half pennyweights (value $1.395) in one thousand half eagles, and
one pennyweight (value ninety-three cents) in one thousand dollar
pieces.

TOLERANCE OF WEIGHT IN PROPOSED BILL; IN SINGLE PIECES AND
IN BULK.

It has been deemed expedient to contract the allowance in weighing
a number of pieces, as a more effectual check, and to protect the Gov-
ernment and the public against the possibility of uniformly issuing
coins of a light weight. The coiner is credited with the standard
whether the coins are above or below the legal weight, provided they
are within the limits of "tolerance." The bulk of our gold coinage is in
double eagles, on which the allowance in the single piece is one-half
grain; now, if the law did no t provide for weighing a large number of
pieces together, there would be nothing to prevent a delivery to the
treasurer of large amounts of these pieces each one of which might be
three-eighths of " grain light. In delivering one million ounces, or
twenty million dollars in double eagles, the coiner would be credited
with the standard weight, although the actual weight would be about
seven hundred and eighty-one ounces, or fourteen thousand five hun.
dred and thirty dollars, less than the amount required in weighing a
number of pieces together. This allowance is unnecessarily large, and
the limit has therefore been reduced, although still in excess of the
actual results of the daily transactions of the mint.

In the proposed bill the deviation in weight allowed is as follows: In
the double eagle, one-half grain troy; in the eagle, three-eighths of a
grain; in the half eagle, one-quarter of a grain; in the three-dollar
piece and quarter eagle, one-sixth of a grain; and in the dollar piece,
one-twelfth of a grain; in the half and quarter dollar silver pieces, one
grain; and in the dime, one-half grain. In weighing a large number
of pieces together the deviation allowed in five thousand dollars' worth
of double eagles, eagles, half eagles, and quarter eagles is one-hundredth
of an ounce (about eighteen cents), and in three thousand dollars' worth
of three-dollar pieces it Is seven and a half thousandths of an ounce;
and in one thousand dollars' worth of dollar pieces, five-thousandths of
an ounce; in one thousand dollars' worth of silver half and quarter
dollar pieces, two-hundredths of an ounce; and in one hundred dollars'
worth of dimes, one-hundredth of an ounce, the "tolerance" of weight
being in the proposed bill only about one-fourth the amount now author-
ized in gold and one-third the amount in silver, taking into considera-

'A grain of gold of the standard fineness is worth nearly four (3.876) cents; a
pennyweight ninety.three (93.024) cents; and a grain of standard silver one-fourth
(0.25001) of a ent.
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tion the relative quantities of the several denominations now coined.
Experience has shown that the provision for tolerance in bulk is.judi.
cious and effectual as a check against the issue of uniformly light pieces.
It may be remarked that as far as ascertained the laws of other count.
tries do not provide a tolerance for coins weighed in bulk. The "Eng.
lish coinage act of 1870," recently passed, makes no such provision.

METHOD OF ISSUING SILVER (SU38DIARY) COIN.

The act of February 21, 1853, provides that the silver coins of smaller
denomination than one dollar "shall be paid out at the mint in exchange
for gold coins at par in sums not less than one hundred dollars." It
was evidently intended that these subsidiary or token coins should be
issued only in exchange at par for gold coin. But the practice at the
mint for many years has been to purchase all silver bullion offered at
about $1.221 per ounce, which is above the market price, paying there.
for in silver coin. The ounce of silver purchased is worth $1.25 in the
silver coin issued, weight for weight, so that the Government really
reserves a seigniorage of two and one-half cents per ounce The effect
of the mint practice has been to put in circulation silver coins without
regard to the amount required for purposes of " change," creating a
discount upon silver coin and bringing loss upon holders of any consid.
erable amount. These coins are a legal tender for five dollars, but they
are not received at the custom-house in payment of duties except for
fractional portions of a dollar. The coins thus issued have accumu-
lated, and are now at a large discount in Canada and California, and
will again become burdensome at home when brought into circulation.
The correct method of issuing silver coin is, as was originally contem-
plated, to purchase with gold such an amount of silver bullion at mar-
ket rates as is needed for coinage into fractional parts of a dollar; to
issue the silver coins only in exchange for gold at par, and to require
the manufacture of such coinage to cease whenever there is evidence of
a redundancy. In the prolsed bill the language is clear and explicit
on this point, and these silver coins are made a legal tender for sums
less than one dollar.

IlSTORY OF SILVER AND GOLD DOLLARS.

Tile dollar unit, as money of account, was established by act of Congress April 2,
179"2, and the same act provides for the coinage of ajsilver dollar "of the value of a
Spanish milled or pillar dollar, as the same is now current." The silver dollar was
first coined in 1794, weighing 416 grains, of which 3711 grains were pure silver, the
fineness being 592.4 thousandths. The act of January 18, 1837, reduces the standard
weight to 4111 grains, but increases the fineness to 900 thousandths, the quantity of
pure silver remaining 3711 grains as before, and at these rates it is still coined in
limited amount.

The act of March 3, 1849, directs the coinage of gold dollars. They were issued
the same year, weighing 251,, grains, 11 fine, .2'2 grains being pure gold. By the
act of April 2, 1792, 371+ grains of pure silver aud 241 grains of pure gold were
declared to be equivalent one with the other and to the dollar of account. At that
time, as nlow, in Great Britain, 113 grains of pure gold were very nearly the equiva-
lent of the pound sterling. The value of £1 iii Federal money, therefore, was $4.565;
prior to this date, and during the confederation the dollar of account, as compared
with sterling currency, had been rated at 4s. 6d., and in precise accordance with
this valuation the congress of the confederation had established *4.444 as the
custom-house value of the pound sterling. The effect of the act of 1792 was really
to reduce the value of our dollar of account, but apparently to increase the value of
the pound sterling about 2f per cent. By the act of June 28,1834, the weight of fine
gold to the dollar was reduced from 24.75 to 23.20 grains; and three years later,
January 18,1837, it was fixed at 23.21 grains, where it now remains. Com]paring this
latter weight with the pound sterling of 113 grain, we find an apparent mnrease of
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the value of £1 to #4.86M, an advance of almost exactly 9J per cent upon the old
valuation of $4.444. We have here the explanation of the existing practice in this
country of quoting sterling exchange at 94 per cent premium when it is really atpar.--.Vto AaCrc~lCeopcdia.

SILVER DOLLAR-ITS DISCONTINUANCE AS A STANDARD.

The coinage of the silver dollar piece, the history of which is here
given, is discontinued in the proposed bill. It is by law the dollar
unit, and assuming the value of gold to be fifteen and one-half times
that of silver, being about the mean ratio for the past six years, is
worth in gold a premium of about three per cent (its value being
$1.0312) and intrinsically more than seven per cent premium in our
other silver coins, its value thus being $1.0742. The present laws con-
sequently authorize both a gold dollar unit and a silver dollar unit,
differing from each other in intrinsic value. The present gold dollar
piece is made the dollar unit in the proposed bill, and the silver dollar
piece is discontinued. If, however, such a coin is authorized, it should
e issued only as a commercial dollar, not as a standard unit of account,

and of the exact value of the Mexican dollar,' which is the favorite for
circulation in China and Japan and other oriental countries.

METRIC WEIGHTS RECOMMENDED FOR USE IN THE MINT.

In the proposed bill the weight aud fineness of the gold and silver
coins remain unchanged, but as the gram (the uietric unit) is now a legal
unit of weight (act July 28, 1866), the weight of the different coins in
the schedule annexed has been given in gr-ams as well a4 in troy grains.
The propriety of substituting the metric system authorized by law for
the present mixed system of ounces and decimals for weighing bullion,
of pennyweights and grains in. wighing and adjusting coins, and of
grams and milligrams in a process of assaying at the mint has been
suggested. This can be done with little inconvenience, and is recom.
mended.

Should the metric system of weights be adopted, as suggested,
exclusively for use in the mint, the following deviation in metric weight
may be substituted for those in troy weight above given:

In weighing single pieces, for each double eagle, thirty-three and
one-third milligrams; for the eagle, twenty-five milligrams; for the
half eagle, fifteen milligrams; for the three-dollar piece, twelve milli-
grains; for the quarter eagle, ten milligrams; and for the gold dollar
piece, five milligrams; for the silver half-dollar and quarter-dollar
pieces, sixty-two and one-half milligrams; and for the dime, fifty
milligrams.

In weighing pieces in bulk the following metric deviations may be
substituted: In deliveries of five thousand dollars' worth of double
eagles, eagles, half eagles, and quarter eagles, three hundred milli-
grains (about eighteen cents); in deliveries of three thousand dollars'
worth of three-dollar pieces, one hundred and eighty milligrams; and
of one- thousand- dollar pieces, sixty milligrams; in deliveries of one
thousand dollars' worth of half dollar and quarter-dollar pieces, six
hundred and twenty-five milligrams; and of one hundred dollars'
worth of dimes, six hundred and twenty-five milligrams.

'Assuming the value of gold to be fifteen and one-half times that of silver, the
French five.franc piece is worth about ninety-six and one-half cents (96.4784), the
standard Mexican dollar $1.0490, our silver dollar piece $1.0312, and two of our
half-dollar pieces 96 cents.
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Our silver coinage, by an increase of about one-half of one per cent
in weight, would be rendered metric, so that two dimes would weigh
five grams, thereby being equal in weight to the nickel five-cent piece-
and ten of these dimes would be the exact equivalent in weight and
fineness of the standard legal-tender silver five-franc piece of France,
which is of the value of $0.9648. The difl'erence of value between the
gold and silver coins would still be sufficient to prevent the exportation
of the latter, judging from their relative value for the past sixty years,'
and if any change is to be made in the weight of the silver coins this is
suggesWe.

INTERNATIONAL COINAGE.

The United States would undoubtedly agree to any system of inter-
national coinage having simple relations to some acknowledged unit of
weight, first agreed upon by England and France, in order to simplify
the present absurd system of calculating exchange; but if it is proposed
to lead the way in such a system, then the metric system presents
advantages over any other proposed. It is probable that the larger
portion of our gold coins (to-day) in circulation would, if weighed
together, fall short of their original weight (arising chiefly from abra-
sion) more than three dollars on the thousand dollars, which is the dif-
ference between the values of the metric coins proposed and of the
existing coins, so that if the existing coinage of the country were to be
exchanged weight for wegt for the proposed metric coins there would
probably be very little difference.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

In the preparation of the bill I have been greatly indebted to Robert
Patterson, Franklin Peale, and J. Ross Snowden, of Philadelphia; L.A.
Garnett and John Hewston, jr., of San Francisco; B. B. Elliott, of the
Treasury Department, and to the officers of the different mints and assay
offices for notes and suggestions, and particularly to Hon. H. B. Lind-
erman, late Director of the Mint, who has been associated with me by
your direction in the final revision as now presented.

Since the year 1837 no revision of the various mint laws has been
attempted, and the necessity and importance of such a work have long
been experienced. The proposed bill has been prepared with great
care, and if it shall receive the indorsenient of Congress and become a
law, it is confidently believed that it will add much to the efficient and
economical administration of this very important branch of the Govern.
ment service.

APPENDIX.

Tables showing the weights and fineness of all the coins of the United
States, both in troy and metric weights, are appended; also exhibiting
the tolerance now authorized and the tolerance proposed.

'From the commencement of the seventeenth century the value of gold in compari-
son with silver gradually advanced, reaching in the middle of that century fourteen
and one-half times that of silver; during the twenty years previous to 1809 gold
averaged 14.9, nearly fifteen times the value of silver; since which time it gradually
advanced, averaging, during the thirty years previous to 1849, Just prior to the dis-
covery of the new gold fields, nearly fifteen and seven-eighths times (15.82) that of
silver; in 1859 its relative value was 15.2, since which time it has advanced to 15.6,
the point it now holds. (Report of special Commisioner of Revenue, 1869, Elliott's
Tables, page 141.)
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A schedule is also inclosed exhibiting the wastage annually at the
mint at Philadelphia from 1857 to 1869.

A copy of the "coinage act, 1870," which has recently passed the
English Parliament, is also given.

Respectfully submitted.
JNO. JAY KNOX,

Deputy Oomptroller of the Currency.
Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,

&eretary of the Treasury.

On May 2,1870, Mr. Sherman addressed the Senate as follows. The
papers referred to are ",Table of wastage," "Tables of United States
coinage existing and proposed," and "E nglish coinage act, April 4,
1870":

"Mr. SHERMAN. I present certain papers from the Treasury Departe
ment, tables, etc., to accompany the report I presented the other day
in regard to the bill 18. Nqo. 8591 revising the laws relative to the mints,
assay offices, and coinage of the United States. I move that they be
printed with that report and referred to the Committee on Finance.

"The motion was agreed to.

TABLE OF WASTAGE.

Statement exhibiting watages on precious# metals operated upon at the United States mint
at Philadelphia from 1857 to 1869, inclsive.

Period. 
Ounces oper. Wastage.

ated upon. Legal. Actusl.

MLTER AND URINKR'S GOLD.

From Aug. 16, 1856. to Aug. 16, 1857 ........................... 447,71& 557 89.431 7.416
From Aug. 16, 1857, to Dec. 31,1857 ............................ 1,131,919.506 2,263. 839 107.884
From Jan. 1,180, to June 30, Id50 ............................ 9,761.501 1,391.523 m629
From July ,180, to De. 1, 1981 ............................. 7,178 270.075 14, 35. 0 1,0W.098
For 1862 .. ....... ................................ 350,501.705 719. 003 0. 341
From Ja. 1, IN to Feb 17, 1% ............................. 807. 524.94 015.049 337.743
From Feb. 17. 1864. to Mar. 31, IM ............................ 412,646.014 825.32 3.044
From Mar. 31, 186, to.May 128 66O ............................ 2,508 64. 196 5, 197.284 577.947
From May 13,18 , to Mar. 31, 18 ........................... 228,062.112 456.124 5. 973

Total ................................................... 13,360,043.644 26,720.085 2 861.075

MZLTZR AND REMR'S SILVER.

From Jan. L 1857. to Aug. 15,1857 ............................ 4,251,159.45 8,502.32 1,481.55
From Aug. 15,1857. to ee. 31,1850 ............................ 10, 348, 54& 38 20,6O7.09 11,019.18
Front Jan. 11860, to De. 81,1861 ............................. 2,482,19 .01 4,964.99 281.00
For 1862 .................................................... ,899, 230.16 9,798. 46 5, 488. 33
From Feb. 17,1864 (including 1P3) .......................... 850, 670. 04 1,701.34 1,426.75
From Feb. 17,1864, to Mar. 31, 185 ............................ 510,626.37 1,021.25 23-20
From Apr. 1, I6. to May 21,18566 .......................... 397, 30Z 41 744. 0 39.64
From May 21,18M to May 12,1868 ........................... 1, 729,114.32 3, 458. 23 219.73
FroIm ay 13,1868, to Mar. 31, IM ........................... 691,680.51 1,8 36 70.80

Total ................................................... 26, iO,524.65 52,301.04 1 20, 4.36

(CHIF Colin'S GOLD.
1857 ......................................... ..... ............ 1,062,454.480 1,503.61 145.65

3858 .......................................................... ,87,473. S0 581.210 4.5601859 .......................................................... 141, 578.100 212. 307 8.6
18 ......................................................... 5.101, 224. 481 7,6 51.83 6 1 5June 30, 1861 .................................................. &. 750, 800. 580 4130.700 135. S

Dec 31, 1861 .................................................. 850, 02 210 52. 039 34.100
IS02 .......................................................... 282, tU 700 42.9 O 7.515
IO .......................... .......................... ,14.150 G0L719 5. 8
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Statement exhibitiag wastage# on precious mial operated upon at the United States mint
at Philadelphia from 1857 to 1869, inuciiv.-Coutinued.

Period.

CHts, coiaN'a GOLD--continued.

18 ...................................................
I" to bpt. 30 ......... . . ..........................
From Sept. 30. 1866 to Mar. 31, 186M .....................
From Mar. 31, 1068, to Mar. 31869 ............................

Total .................................................

ia'lErV ()t.X"'t PILVEK.

157 ........... ............. o. .................
18 . ......... o..,......-..oo..........-..,..,.....-.
18 0 ............................. ............... ..........
1m . .0 ,. .. ........ . ............................... ......
Dec. 3 . 16 ................... ..................

1 ..........................................................
186 .........................................................

18 to Sept. 30 ...............................................

Fiou Stpt. 30, 1 .W6, to Mar. 31. 188 ....................
Frwnn Mar. 31. 1868, to Mar. 31,180 ....................

Total ..............................

Ounces oper. Wastage.-
ated uon. Lega. IActual.

eS53.U50 1,038.815 12.853
931, 00.100 1, 3.605 b9.525

1, 114, N8.150 1001.507 50. t01
40, 894. ( 361.331 11.430

,7o ,142-. 401 205. 10 533.715

6, 412, 248. 706,869. 825. o0
1,565, 672. 90
1.OZ. 6ol. O
2,039.376.842, 600, 67 6. 28

830, ' t4. tL%
478, 438. 40
363, 28,.70
467,454.75
473,687.10
765,8 . 13
I3,94. 60

12,824.49
13,739.65

3,131.34
,047.38

4, 078. 75
5,80..35I,. . 6l

95687
726.56
934.91
947.37

1,531.37
1, 478.18

2,973.21
1. 613. 41

140.32
165.74
6O5. 44
6 14
762.37
193.20
137. 3
219.91
205-68
15L 25
1L 82

..................... 25,437,815.25 40,875.6 8,163.84

The amount of bullion operated upon at the branch mint at San Francisco and at the a*&v oui.e in
New fork is much greater, and the average wastage per onuce considerably less, than at Philadelphia.



TABLES OF UNITED STATES COINAGE EXISTING AND PROPOSED.

TABLt I-ExiSTno COINAGE.
[Table showing the standard weights, expressed both In troy and metric unit., of the several coins (gold. silver, nickel, and bronae) of the TntIted State, now issued under

authority of law; together with the standard proportions of fine metal and alloy of each description of coin; also, the tolerance-or rate of deviation from the standard
allowed by law-in the weight, both of single pieces amid of large number. when delivered together, and the tolerance as to fineness; also, the extent to which the several
descrintions of coin. are made legal tender iu payment of debt. I

Fineness iin thou. a

..

t.5

Standard weight
of pure metal.

Troy Metric
wt, weight.

! - 1 .- i

Double eagle.. 900 100 2.901-404.4 30.0926+I
al..... 900, 100, 5.062- I232.2 115.0463+

Haireagle.... 900t 100 11.963+116.1 7.5232-
3-dollarplece- 9001 1001 19.938+ 69. 66 4. 5119-
Quarter eagle. 900 100 23. 26M - 58. 05 3.7616--1-dollar plae., 0 1001 59. 815+ 23.22 lV G

Dollar ........ 90 100, 3.741+ 371.25 24.0566+
Half dollar... I 100, 8.038- 172.8 11.1973-
Quarterdollar. 90 100! 16.075+ 86.4 5.5980+
Dime ......... 900; 100, 40.188+ 34.56 2.2395-
Half dime .... 900 100, 80 377+ 17.28 1.1t97+
3-cent piece ... 900 10013961+ 10.368 0.6718+

NICKEL I
5.cent piece .. ..... ..... . 20.000 ............

RRlONZZl.

2ent piece B............ 16.075+ .......
cent pice3..1 ..... I . .... I ..i...

t One thousand milligrams make I gram; 1 gram equals 15.4323488 troy grains; I troy grain equals 64.79a5 milligrams.
'Nickel and copper-one.fourth copper, three-fourths nickel. 'Tin and zinc, 5 per cent; copper, 95 per cent.

Denomination
of coins.

Standard
weightof coin.

Troy Metric
wt. weight.

516 33.4363-
258 16.7181+1
129 8.3591-
77.4 5.0154+
64.5 4.1705+
25.8 1.6718+

1 1
412.5 .26. 7296-
1 2 12. 4414-
96 6.2207-
38.4 2.4883-
19.2 1.2441+
11.52 0. 746

77.16 5.000 -
30 1.9440-

96 6.2207-
48 3.1103+

Tolerance of the mint, or deviaton allowed- so

In fine- In the weight of In the weight of Alarge number of coins taken '4 ti.
ne". single pieces. together. _____o__

.- '0 • "Quantity - -- ! T h t.0 for &ft Deviation. 0 .
delivered. .1 gt-e. € l i-ao To what eztent a

ON Equi alen t v-. p a O l

a ,. num ber of- - . "=,. G--

.= ., p i i . II , I

-- -- i I ., t t -- I l -©

2 j'.0-i 1.8 1,0 ,o I I llOnul. I Cent.+i...

.:o.

O-1 387.6 1.00 5,000 1' 36 2.3-l.S+, 27.9+..... Do.

2 16.20- 323 1,000: 3,0o 1 24 1.555+ 93. -1 10+1 ...... Do.
2 16.20-, 87.6 1.000 2,500 1 24 1.5M+ 93.0+' 37.2+...... Do.
2 1 6.20-. 909 1.000 1, 000 12 0.778-, 46.5+, 4C. 5.... Do.

3 1I 97.20- WA,~ 1,000 1,000 4 96&22- 33P' 23 16.0- Do.
3197.20-I 181j1 0O0 500; 3 721 4.665+ ISj 37P 14.8+1 Nt. teedling $5.

3 1 04.80- 1,041f 1.000 50, 48 3.110+ 12 14.8+ Do.
3 3240- 1, 302, 1,0001 100 1 241 1.555+ 1621 14.8+ Do.

3 32.40- 2,64 1,000 50 1 2411 .555+1 125 14.8- D..... 32 .0- , Eit 40 1,000, 30 1 2411. M 208 n iis+....N20.......... ...... ....... ......din ~ e........ l29.20................... .............. Not excee lng 41.

4 1259.20 .......... ot ex..eding.c."4l. . . . .. . . .. . . . .t. ..1259.20 ",. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .1 DO.

0

0

0
G50



TABLX II.-PROPOSED COINA0E, ACCORDINO TO THE ACCOMPA,'NYING BMI.

Denominationof coins.

Fineness
In thou-
sandths.

I
0
04

GOLD.

Dcable eagle.. OW

2-dollar piece. 90
Quarter eagle. 90
ledoliar piece 900

Half dollar ... IW

Ckz1 erdollar
ei-i....

xICvEL.

900
9W

.4

10
100
100
100
100

100

100
100

100

a

.0

I1

.001-
5.982-

11.963+
19.938+
3.926+
59.815+

8.038-

1.075+
40. 188+

3-cent piece 2.. .....
l.ceat piece'..........e

Standard weight. Standard weight
of pure metal. of coin.

Metric Troy Metric I
wi.weight. weight.

404.4i 4,-. 4z232.2I116.1
69.60
58.06
23.22

172.8

34.56

-"I

30.096+
15.0463+
7.5232--
4.5139-[
3.7616-1.50464..

I.1973-

15666+
2.2395-1

d
.0

a
* U 3a

14

516
258
129
77.4
64.5
25.8

38.4

77.16+
44.30-
28.15--

33.4303-.
16. 7181+8.3501-
5.0154+
4.17095+
1.6718+

12. 4414-

. 227-
2.4883--

5
3
1 b

1
I

(6)
('I
(I)

Tolerance of the mint, or deviation allowed-

In fine- In the weight of In the weight of a large numberof coin, taken j.nom _single piece^. together.

2j 1

12
,2

2 .0

10.
3. 5 40-

6L.80-

192.40-

129.60
129.600

Oe

a1n~

We

Quantity de.lierd

S.

96.9 u5 $5.oo000
145.3 6W k 5000
193.8 1.00 5.000
2151 1.000 3.000
258.4 2.000 5.000
32 1,000 1,000

5201 2.000 1.00

1.0611 4.000 1.000
1, nth, 1.000 100

Deviation.

Equivalent 19 ,6
numberof- 0. .3 a

t ° I I , o
. '4h -O e8 0 .

.005:2.4 ~ ~ 0 01S+93 1 802..

.... . .. .. .i t .. ..

.0 O: :

2 10

.01 4.8 0.3110+ 18.00 3.72..
.01 4.8 .3110.~ 18.00 3.72 ...
.01 :4.8 .3110+1 1& 60 3.72!_..
.0073.4 .232+9 13.6 4.65 o..
.01 4.8 .3110+) 1.6 3. X72...0o5f2.4Ll. S+l 9.30 &so30..

.02.6.CM + 21 2j 1L

02 9.6A U+)2 1 4.
.01 4.8 .311 + 12 14 46

To what extent
a legal tender.

In gal amounts.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

In sum leow
than $1.

In payments
not exceeding
20 cents each.

04

C',

' Nickel and copper-nickel, one-fourth; copper, three.fourth. 'Twenty five In the proportion of nickel.

Rax Aa.--The proposed bill introduces no change in the standards, either as to the weight or Aueness of the Cold and fractional ailwvr coino of the United Stabe; but
prp neso certain modliOstions as to the tolerance In weight and fineness, ad reduces the limt within which te colmsof silver and nickel ar legal tender.

_ I"W-- 1 , ,



TAnLE III.-MuTrnC 8YSTrv OF COINAG-SUGG3STED.

[The standard weight and the tolerance an to weight are ezprwed in this table in terms of the gram, the metric unit ot weight: 1 gram =1534248R Iray gralu.)

Denomination of
coins.

GOLD.

Double eaglet ......

8.dollar piece ......
Quarter eagle ......
1 ollar piece ......

SILR.L

Halt dollar ........
Quarter dollar..
Dime ............

NICKEL.-
5-cent piece .......
5-cent piece' .......
1.cent pieces .......

Fineness in
thousands.

0

OW00
000
900
g0

900

900
90000

10
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100

'i

£0
3

12
20
24
60

8
16
40

i

o.75

S

a.7

1.5

11.25
5.625
2.25

2.5

2

5
3

12.5

Tolerance of the mint, or deviation allowed.

In fine-
noes.

2
11
1

S 1
1

1125 (as
tonic.

kel.)

IntheweightofI In the weight of a large numer of
single pieces. i pieces taken together.

*

25,
15
12
10

5

20C
150
100

CA livered.

.0 id

o -_ I _ !

100 250 OnoW1
150 500 5:000
160 1.000 5,000
240 1.000 3.000
240 2.000 5,000

500 12000 1.000
1.000 4.000 1,000
2.000 1,000 10O

... o.....;......i .o......

I Ilvti,, al1ow-

I ei o allowed.

±0

-''" %a Towhatextetalegaltmder.
o V

a LO Z'
4 ..... nal MR4

120 '..........XnaDso.ns
20 .. Do.

20 42O i Do.

210 10. to.. Do.

0 15tol Do.

o......... Nt to exceed 20 OtW in any one payment.
]Do.
-Do.

i I

'Thedoubleesgle here proposed is the exawt equivalent, both as to weight and fineness, or the Germran Union crown, the only god coiu having exact and simple relation.
to the metric unit of weightyvet issued by any country. It in smaller thu the sLandari do:abio 6agle now authorised by about three-tenths of one per cent (more exactly by
3.088-- pw in one thousand). The other gold coins specified are In proportion. Two of the slver half-dollar pieces here described constitute in weight and neness an
exact equivalent to the silver Ave-frano piece of France, and the other silver coins are of proportionate weight and knenees.

MNickel and copper: nickel, one-fourth; copper, three-fourths.

w

0

-. ,,!



TABLE IV.--COMPARSOM OF COINAGE, EXISTINo AND PROPOS.D.

Compario of the existig coinage, the coinage proposed im the bill, and the suggestedd metric ooiasge as to standard weidqht and tolerance in treight.

Tolerance of the Mint. or amount of deviation allowed. Weight of coins.

In the weight or large amounts.
I Weight of pure mental. Weight or stnlndarel

Value per 1,000 dol. Value per 1,000 'Value per 1,000 dol- metal.
lams worth. pie'w~a. lamsworth.

.; I a: A

Cent. Cnt..Ott Cen.. nt. CL. Cenmta. Cent.. tCt.. Grams., Gram.. Graus Grams. Grams. GOram.

o 9 145t 1018.0+l 3"/A 40 18.6+, 3,W 4 15.0483+!5.0463.- 15 16.7n81+ 16.7181+; i6|

0 323 i5| 240 93 .0+l l fA 15 31.0+1 4 t 5 4.5139-4.519- 4.5 6.0154+ .5.01l .+

287_ 258 24 9.0.- 9t% 10 37.2+I 3f7~j 4 3.7616-2.7616- .541 +419+
96 323- 30 46.5+, 9 10 46.5+, 9toe 10 1.5044+I 1.5040+ 1.5~ I~:FJ;+ 4179518

3 '........ ' ..... 3 t............. . .......SOl 200J19 250 781 1 5201 5oo i 18 1 ]
201 M 2' 0 1041 1o41 1 1000, 12

130 ~ ~ 1301%' 500 13084120Sol o..............6 1 .. 4 ...
1301 ......... 446..... ........ ....... ...... ......... ... .... ........... .........

..... ........ ........ ........ I

Number of I er%
that may be coined
from 10 grata. of
standard metal.

=

Pieces. IPeces. Pea.
2.991-1 2.991-11 3
5.9W'-, &912- 6

ll.W 9 ,11.963+- 12
M 9r. -1i9. 9'W+1 20

............ 24 086+ .............. .7296- .............. 3.741 + ..........

2 11.173-11.9:7- 11.23 112.4414-12.4414-- 12. i .03A- 8.0-{ iJ21 5. S, + 5. 5W - S.e CAe.227 -,& 2.207;- &., 1 .II0", -+ 1.075 f 16
10 2.2M9- 2.2395- 2.25 2.48M3- 2.4M:3-, 2.5 4.8+jO 1 8 .4
.1.117+................. 1.2441+ ................ ........

.0.6718+.......... 0.7465-1 ................. 133.961- 1 ............

........ ............. 5.000 5 5 20 20
... ..... 1.944-j 3 3I 1.441+123I 31
............... I j. ......... 1...... .....

........ .... .......... •.""'" ",+ ........... ............

SDolear, half dime, and 3-cent plece (&ilver) and the 2 and I cent pieces, brouse, omitted In the proposed bill.

Denomination
of coins.

In the weight of mingle pieces.

Value per 1,000pieces.
Iso -

5 .0 A. 5.4

0

'~1

~h.

0

0

00
C',

I

11 Proposwd ue w coin.
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ENGLISH COINAGE ACT, APRIL . 1870.

133 Vict.-Chap. 10.)

AN ACT to consolidate and amend the law relating to the coinage and l1er Majety's
mint. [4th April, 170.]

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate and amend the law relating to
the coinage and Her Majesty'smint: Be it enacted by the Queen's most
excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the lords
spiritual and temporal, and commons, in this presentParliament assem-
bled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1. This act may be cited as "The coinage act, 1870."
2. In this act the term "treasury" means the lord high treasurer

for the time being, or the commissioners of Her Majesty's treasury for
the time being, or any two of them; the term "the mint"means except
as expressly provided, Her Maiesty's royal mint in England; the term
"British possession" means any colony, plantation, island, territory, or
settlement within Her Majesty's dominions and not within the United
Kingdom; and the term "person" includes a body corporate.

3. All coins made at the mint of the denominations mentioned in the
first schedule to this act shall be of the weight and fineness specified in
that schedule, and the standard trial plates shall be made accordingly.
If any coin of gold, silver, or bronze, but of any other denomination
than that of the coins mentioned in the first schedule to this act, is
hereafter coined at the mint, such coin shall be of a weight and fineness
bearing the same proportion to the weight and fineness specified in that
scedule as the denomination of such coin bears to the denominations
mentioned in that schedule: Provided, That in the making of coins a
remedy (or variation from the standard weight and fineness specified
in the said first schedule) shall be allowed of an amount not exceeding
the amount specified in that schedule.

4. A tender of payment of money, if made in coins which have been
issued by the mint in accordance with the provisions of this act and
have not been called in by any proclamation made in pursuance of this
act, and have not become diminished in weight, by wear, or otherwise, so
as to be of less weight than the current weight-that is to say, than the
weight (if any) specified as the least current weight in the first schedule
to this act, or less than such weight as may be declared by any procla-
mation made in pursuance of this act-shall be a legal tender-in the
case of gold coins for a payment of any amount; in the case of silver
coins for a payment of an amount not exceeding forty shillings, but for
no greater amount; in the case of bronze coins for a payment of an
amount not exceeding one shilling, but for no greater amount. Nothing
in this act shall prevent anj paper currency which under any act or
otherwise is a legal tender from being a legal tender.

5. No piece of gold, silver, copper, or bronze, or of any metal or mixed
metal, of any value whatever, shall be made or issued, except by the
mint, as a coin or a token for money, or as purporting that the holder
thereof is entitled to demand any value denoted thereon. Every person
who acts in contravention of this section shall be liable on summary
conviction to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.

6. Every contract, sale, payment, bill, note, instrument, and security
for money, and every transaction, dealing, matter, and thing whatever
relating to money, or involving the payment of, or the liability to pay
any money, which is made, executed, or entered into, done or had, shall
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be made, executed, entered into, done and had according to the coins
which are current and legal tender in pursuance of this act, and not
otherwise, unless the same be made, executed, entered into, done or
had according to the currency of some British possession, or some for-
eign state.

7. Where any gold coin of the realm is below the current weight is
provided by this act, or where any coin is called in by any proclama-
tionn, every person shall, by himselfor others, cut, break, or detace any
such coin tendered to him in payment, and the person tendering the
same shall bear the loss. If any coin, cut, broken, or defaced in pur-'
suance of this section is not below the current weight, or has not been
called in by any proclamation, the person cutting, breaking, or defac-
ing the same shall receive the same in payment according to its denomi.
nation. Any dispute which may arise under this section may be deter.
mined by a summary proceeding.

8. Where any person brings to the mint any gold bullion, such bullion
shall be assayed and coined, and delivered out to such person, without
ainy charge for such assay or coining, or for waste in coinage: Provided,
That-i, if the fineness of the whole of the bullion so brought to the
mint is such that it can not be brought to the standard fineness
under this act of the coin to be coined thereout, without refining some
portion of it, the master of the mint may refuse to receive assay, or
coin such bullion; 2, where the bullion so brought to the mint is finer
than the standard fineness under this act of the coin to be coined there-
out, there shall be delivered to the person bringing the same such
additional amount of coin as is proportionate to such superior fineness.
No undue preference shall be shown to any person under this section,
and every person shall have priority according to the time at which he
brought such bullion to the mint.

9. The treasury may from time to time issue to the master of the mint,
out of the growing produce of the consolidated fund, such sums as may
be necessary to enable him to purchase bullion in order to provide sup-
plies of coin for the public service.

10. All sums received by the master of the mint, or any deputy mas-
ter or officer of the mint, in payment for coin produced from bullion
purchased by him, and all fees and payments received by the master
or any deputy master or officer of the mint as such, shall (save as other-
wise provided in the case of any branch mint in a British possession by
a proclamation respecting such branch mint) be paid into the receipt of
the exchequer, and carried to the cousolidatqd fund.

11. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, with the advice of her privy
council, from time to time, by proclamation, to do. all or any of the to.
lowing things, namely: 1. To determine the dimension of and design
for any coin. 2. To determine the denominations of coins to be coined
at the mint. 3. To diminish the amount of remedy allowed by the first
schedule to this act in the case of any coin. 4. To determine the weight
(not being less than the weight, if any, specified in the first schedule to
this act) below which a coin, whether diminished in weight by wear or
otherwise, is not to be a current or a legal tender. 5. To call in coins
of any date or denomination, or any coins coined befoie the date in the
proclamation mentioned. 6. To direct that any coins, other than gold,
silver, or bronze, shall be current and be a legaltender for the payment
of any amount not exceeding the amount specified in the proclamation,
and not exceeding five shillings. 7. To direct that coins coined in any
foreign country shall be current, and be a legal tender, at such rates,
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up to such amounts, and iu such portion of Her Majesty's dominions as
may be specified in the proclamation, due regard being had iii fixing
those rates to the weight and fineness of such coins, as compared with
the current coins of this realm. 8. To direct the establishment of any
branch of the mint in any British possession, and impose a charge for
the coinage of gold thereat; determine the application of such charge,
and determine the extent to which such branch is to be deemed part of
the mint, and to which coins issued therefrom are to be current and be
a legal tender, and to be deemed to be issued from the mint. 9. To
direct that the whole or any part of this act shall apply to and be in
force in any British possession, with or without any modifications con.
gained in the proclamation. 10. To regulate any matters relative to
the coinage and the mint within the present prerogative of the Crown
which are not provided for by this act. 11. To revoke or alter aniy
proclamation previously made. Every such proclamation shall come
into operation on the date therein in that behalf mentioned, and shall
have effect as if it were enacted in this act.

12. For the purpose of ascertaining that coins issued from the mint
have been coined in accordance with this act, a trial of the pyx shall be
held at least once in every year in wbich coins have been issued from
the mint. It shall be lawful for Her Majesty, with the advice of her
privy council, from time to time, by order, to make regulations respect.
:ng the trial of the pyx and all matters incidental thereto, and in par.
ticularrespecting the following matters, viz: 1. The timeaud place of the
trial. 2. The setting apart out of the coins issued by the mint certain
cois for the trial. 3. The summoning of a jury of not less than six
out of competent freemen of the mystery of goldsmiths of the city of
London or other competent persons. 4. The attendance at the trial
of the jury so summoned, and of the proper officers of the treasury,
the board of trade, and the mint) and the production of the coins
so set apart, and of the standard trial plates and standard weights.
5. The proceeding at and conduct of the trial, including the nomi.
nation of some person to preside thereat, and the swearing of the
jury, and the mode of examining the coins. 6. The recording and
the publication of the verdict, and the custody of the record thereof,
and the proceedings (if any) to be taken in consequence of such ver-
die.t. Every such order shall come into operation on the date therein
in that behalf mentioned, and shall have effect as if it were enacted
in this act, but may be revoked or altered by any subsequent order
under this section.

13. The treasury may from time to time do all or any of the following
things: 1. Fix the number and duties of the officers of and persons
employed in the mint. 2. Make regulations and give directions (sub.
ject to the provisions of this act and any proclamation made there.
under) respecting the general management of the mint, and revoke
and alter such regulations and directions.

MASTER AND OFFICERS OF MINT.

14. The chancellor of the exchequer for the time being shall be the
master, worker, and warden of Her Majesty's royal mint in England,
and governor of the mint in Scotland: Provided, That nothing in this
section shall render the chancellor of the exchequer incapable of being
elected to or of sitting or voting in the House of Commons, or vacate
the seat of the person who at the passing of this act holds the office of

coi--4
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chancellor of the exchequer. All duties, powers, and authorities
imposed on or vested ie or to be transacted before the master of the
mint may be performmed and exercised by or transacted before him or
his sufficient deputy.

15. The treasury may from time to time appoint deputy masters and
other officers and persons for the purpose of carrying on the business of
the mint in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, and assign them their
duties, and award them their salaries. The waster of the mint may from
time to time promote, suspend, and remove any such deputy masters,
officers, and persons.

STANDARD TRIAL PLATES AND WEIGHTS.

10. The standard trial plates of gold and silver used for determining
the justness of the gold and silver coins of the realm issued from the
mint, which now exist or may hereafter be made, and all books, docu.
ments, and things used in connection therewith or in relation thereto,
shall be in the custody of the board of trade, and shall he kept in such
places and in such manner as the board of trade may from d no tAo time
direct; and the performance of all duties in relat, on to such trial plates
shall be part of the business of the standard weights ad measures
department of the board of trade. The board of trade shall from time
to time, when necessary, cause new standard trial plates to be made
and duly verified, of such standard fineness as may be in conformity
with the provisions of this act.

17. The standard weights for weighing and testing the coin of the
realm shall be placed in the custody of the board of trade, and be kept
in such places and in such manner as the board of trdde may from time
to time direct; and the performance of all duties in relation to such
standard weights shall be part of the business of the standard weights
and measures department of the board of trade. The board of trade
shall from time to time cause weights of each coin of the realm for the
time being, and of multiples of such of those weights as may be required,
to be made and duly verified" and those weights, when approved by
Her Majesty in council, shall ie the standard weights for determining
the justness of the weight of and for weighing such coin. The master
of the mint shall from time to time cause copies to be made of such
standard weights, and once at least in every year the board of trade
and the master of the mint shall cause such copies to be compared and
duly verified with the standard weight in tjie custody of the board of
trade. All weights which are not less in weight than the weight pre-
scribed by the first schedule to this act for the Jightest coin, and are
used for weighing coin, shall be compared with the said standard
weights, and if found to be just shall, on payment of such fee, not
exceeding five shillings, as the board of trade from time to time prm
scribe, be marked by some officer of the standard weights and measures
department of the board of trade with a mark approved of by the
board of trade, and notified in the London Gazette; and a weight
which is required by this section to be so compared, and is not so
marked, shall not be deemed a just weight for determining the weight
of gold and silver coin of the realm. I any person forges or counter-
feits such mark, or any weight so marked, or willfully increases or
diminishes any weight so marked, or knowingly utters, sells, or uses
any weight with such counterfeit mark, or any weight so increased or
diminished, or knowingly uses any weight declared by this section not
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to be a just weight, such person shall be liable to a penalty not exceed.
ing fifty pounds. All fees paid under this section shall be paid into
the exchequer and carried to the consolidated fund.

LEGAL PROCEEDING.

18. Any summary proceeding under this act may be taken, and any
penalty under this act may be recovered in England, before two justices
of the peace, in manner directed by the act of the session of tile eleventh
and twelfth years of the reign of her present Majesty, chapter forty.
three, intituled "An act to facilitate the performance of the duties of
justices of the peace out of sessions within England and Wales with
respect to summary convictions and orders," and any act amending the
same. In SE.otland, in manner directed by the summary procedure act,
1864. In Ireland, so far as respects Dublin, in manner directed by the
acts regulating the powers of justices of the peace or the police of Dublin
metropolis, and elsewhere in manner directed by the petty sessions
(Ireland) act, 1851, and any act amending the same. In any British
possession, in the courts and before such justices or magistrates, and
in the manner in which the like proceedings and penalties may be taken
and recovered by the law of such possession, or as near thereto as cir.
cutnstances admit, or in such other courts, or before such other justices
or magistrates, or in such other manner as any act or ordinance having
the forco of law in such possession may from time to time provide.

4 MUCELLANKOU8.

19. This act, save as expressly provided by this act, or by any proc-
lamation made thereunder, shall not extend to any British possession.

20. The acts mentioned in the first part of the second schedule to this
act are hereby repealed to the extent in the third column of such sched-
ule mentioned, and those mentioned in the second part of the same
schedule are hereby repealed entirely: Provided, That-1, this repeal
shall not affect anything already done or suffered, or any right already
acquired or accrued; 2, all weights for weighing coin which have before
the passing of this act, been marked at the mint or by any proper offi-
cer shall be deemed to have been marked under this act; 3, every
branch of the mint which, at the passing of this act, issues coins in any
British possession shail, until the date fixed by any proclamation made
in pursuance of this act with respect to such branch mint, continue in
all respects to have the same power of issuing coins and be in the same
position as if this act had not passed, and coins so issued shall be
deemed fbr the purpose of this act to have been issued from the mint-
4, the said acts (unless relating to a branch mint and unless in the said
schedule expressly otherwise mentioned) are not repealed so far as they
apply to any British possession to which this act does not extend until
a proclamation directing that this act or any part thereof, with or with-
out any modification contained in the proclamation, shall be in force in
such British possession comes ihto operation.
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SCREDULES.

FiRST SCHMDULE.

The weight and fineness of the coins specified in this schedule are
according to what is provided by the act 56 George the Third, chapter
sixty-eight, that the gold coin of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland should hold such weight and fineness as were prescribed
in the then existing mint indenture; that is to say, that there should
be nine hundred and thirty-four sovereigns and one ten-shilling piece
contained in twenty pounds weight troy of standard gold, of the fine.
ness at the trial of the same of twenty-two carats fine gold and two
carats of alloy in the pound weight troy; and further, as regards silver
coin, that there should be sixty-six shillings in every pound troy of
standard silver of the fineness of eleven ounces two pennyweights of
fine silver and eighteen pennyweights of'alloy in every pound weight
troy.

1ECO.ND SCHEDULE.

FIRST PART-ACTS PARTLY REPEALED.

For regulating and ascertaining the fineness of silver work. (2 Hen.
6, c. 17.1) So much as relates to the master of the mint.

An act to amend the acts relating to the standard weights and
measures, and to the standard trial pieces of the coin of the realm.
(29 and 30 Vict., c. 82.) Section thirteen.

I C. 14, in Ruffhed.
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SECOND PART-ACTS WHOLLY RNPRALKD.

An act for encouraging of coinage. (18 and 19 Oha. 2, c. 5.1)
An act for ascertaining the rates of foreign coins in Her Majesty's

plantations in America. (6 Anne, c. 57.1)
An act to explain and amend an act made in the fourth year of His

present 3tliesty, intituled "An act to prevent paper bills of credit
hereafter to be issued in any of His Majesty's colonies or plantations
in America from being declared to be a legal tender in payments of
money, and to prevent the legal tender of such bills as are now sub.
sisting from beiug prolonged beyond the periods limited for calling in
and sinking the same." (13 Geo. 3, c. 57.)

An act for applying a certain sum of money for calling in and recoin.
ing the deficient gold coin of this realm; and for regulating the manner
of receiving the same at the Bank of England, and of taking there an
account of the deficiency of the said coin and making satisfaction for
the same; and for authorizing all persons to cut and deface all gold
coin that shall not be allowed to be current by His Majesty's procla-
inatilon. (14 Geo. 3, c. 70.)

An act for regulating and ascertaining the weights to be made use
of in weighing the gold and silver coin of this Kingdom. (14 Geo. 3,
c. 92.)

An act for allowing the officer appointed to mark or stamp the
weights to be made use of in weighing the gold and silver coin of this
Kingdom, in pursuance of an act made in the last session of Parliament,
to take certain fees in the execution of his office. (15 Geo. 3, c. 30.)

An act to ascertain the salary of the master and worker of His
Majesty's mint. (39 Geo. 3, u. 9)4).

An act for the further prevention of the counterfeiting of silver
tokens issued by the governor and company of the Bank of England
called dollars, and of silver pieces issued and circulated by the said
governor and company called tokens, and for the further prevention
of frauds practiced by the imitation of the notes or bills of the said
governor and company. (52 Geo. 3, c. 138.)

An act to prevent the issuing and circulating of pieces of gold and
silver or other metal, usually called tokens, except such as are issued
by the Banks of England and Ireland respectively. (52 Geo. 3, c. 157.)

An act to continue until six weeks after the commencement of the
next session of Parliament an act passed in the last session of Parlia-
ment, intitnled "An act to continue and amend an act of the present
session, to prevent the issuing and circulating of pieces of gold and
silver or other metal, usually called tokens, except such as are issued
by the Banks of England and Irehnd respectively." (54 Geo. 3, c. 4.)

An act to provide for a new silver coinage, and to regulate the cur.
rency of the gold and silver coin of this realm. (50 Geo. 3, c. 68.)

An act to prevent the issuing and circulating of pieces of copper or
other metal usually called tokens. (57 Geo. 3 c 46.)

An act to regulate certain offices and abolish others in His Majesty's
mints in England and Scotland respectively. (57 Geo. 3, c. 67.)

An act to provont the further chculation of dollars and tokens issued
by the governor and company of the Bank of England for the conven-
ience of the public. (57 Geo. 3? c. 113.)

An act to provide for the asimilation of the currency and moneys of

118 Cha 2 in Jluffhead.
'C. 30, in huffhead.
3Repealed as to the whole of Her Majesty's dominious upon the passing of this act.
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account throughout the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
(0 Geo. 4, c. 79.)

An act to prevent the further circulation of tokens issued by the
governor al company of the Bank of Ireland for the convenience of
the public, and for defraying the expense of exchanging such tokens.
(6 Geo. 4, e. 498.)

An act to reduce the salary of the master and worker of His Majesty's
mint. (I and 2 Will. 4, c. 10.)

An act to amend several acts relating to the royal mint. (7 Will. 4,
and I Vict., c. 9.)

An act to extend an act of the fifty.sixth year of King George the
Third, for providing lbr a new silver coinage, and for regulating the
currency of the gold and silver coin of this realm. (12 and 13 Vict.,
c. 41.)

An act to extend the enactments relating to the copper coin to coin
of mixed metal. (22 and 23 Vict., c. 30.)

An act to eitable lier Majesty to declare gold coins to be issued from
Her Majesty's branch mint at Syd ney, New South Wales, a legal tender
for payments, and for other purlmses relating thereto. (26 and 27
Vict., c. 74.)

An act to enable Iler Majesty to declare gold coins to be issued from
Her Majesty's colonial branch mints a legal tender for payments, and
for other purposes relating thereto. (29 and 30 Vict., c. 05.)

MINTS AXD ASSAY OFFICE&

The following resolution was passedl by the House of Representatives
June 4, 1870:

Resolved, That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
directed to furnish to this House copies of all correspondence between
the department and officers of the different mints and assay offices, and
other persons, touching a bill and report submitted April twenty.fifth,
eighteen hundred and seventy, by the Secretary of the Treasury to the
Finance Committee of the Senate to revise the laws relative to the
mints and assay offices and coinage of the United States.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The Secretary of the Treasury to the House of Representatives.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 25, 1870.
SIp: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution of

the House or Representatives, under date of the 4th instant, directing
the Secretary of the Treasury "to furnish this House copies of all cor.
respondence between the Department and officers of the different mints
and assay offices, and other persons, touching a bill and report submit.
ted April 25, 1870, by the Secretary of the Treasury to the Finance
Committee of the Senate, to revise the law relative to the mints, assay
offices, and coinage of the United States."

I inclose herewith a communication from the deputy comptroller of
the currency, transmitting, as far as practicable, copies of the corre-
spoudence called for by the resolution.

I have the honor to be, very respectfully,
GEo. S. BOUTWELL,

Secretary of the Treasury.
Hon. J. G. BLMNRet,Speaker of the House of Rteprcentativee.
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TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF TRE COMPTROLLER OF TIlE CURRENCY,

Wash ington, 3 itne *.;, 1870.
SIR: I incloso herewith, in accordance with the resolution of the I louse

of Representatives or the 4th instant, copies ot' the correspondence of the
Department in reference to the bill revising the mint and coinage laws of
the United Sttes, which bill, with an accompanying report, was trans-
mitted to the chairman of the Finance Committee or the Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives oit the 2.th of April last.

In the month of December last, in accordance with your request, a
rough draught of a bill was prepared, which contained in a concise
form nearly all of the legislation now in three upon these subjects.
This was printed, interspersed with interrogations and addlitioual sec-
tions, for the purpose of calling forth an expression of opinion from
those persons who were known to be intelligent upon such subjects.
The correspondence herewith inclosed, dated prior to April .25, much
of which was informal and unofficial, contains various criticisms upon
the rough draught of the bill referred to. The notes of different officers
of the Treasury Department, of gentlemen in Sat Francisco and other
parts of the country, were written upon printed copies of this bill and
returned in that form. These memoranda, which were carefully con.
sidered and in many cases adopted, it is impracticable to furnish in an
intelligent manner without also transmitting copies of the bill itself.
The remainder of the correspondence is, however, so comprehensive
that it is not considered necessary to transmit a copy of the bill first
prepared. The notes of Robert Patterson, whose name has been familiar
to all persons connected with the mint at Philadelphia almost from its
foundation, and who was himself connected with that institution for
more than. twenty years was accompanied with a carefully prepared
bill, the material of which has been freely used. Having received the
correspondence above referred to, the bill now before Congress was
prepared, lloi,. 11. R. Linderman, late Director of the Mint, having
been associated with me in the work at your request.

Other correspondence on points germane to the bill in its present
form is herewith inclosed. I also add, as pertinent to the subject, more
recent correspondence in reference to the abrasion of coin, and the
redemption of the bronze and nickel coinage. A communication from
the chief coiner of the Mint on the subjects of wastage and tolerance,
and a valuable paper from Mr. E. B. Elliott, of the Treasury Depart-
menti upon toleranceand other kindred subjects will command attention.

The English Government has, during the present year, revised its
mint laws, bringing together various orders in council, proclamations,
regulations, and acts of Parliament which have heretofore existed only
in a scattered forni, introducing some important relorms. The present
bill has been framed with a like purpose. The correspondence here.
with transmitted will show with what care the work has been con-
ducted, and the necessity for the reforms proposed.

The discussion of these subjects by the Congress of the United States,
and the enactment of a law substantially like that proposed, will sim.
plify our legislation on these subjects and render it more easily access.
sible, thus preparing the way for a more intelligent consideration and
eventual adoption of a judicious system of international coinage.

A copy of the bill as finally prepared is also appended.
Respectfully submitted. JNo. JAY KNOX,

Deputy Comptroller of tite Currency.
Hou. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,

&cretary of the Treasury.
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CORRESPONDENCE PERTAINING TO THE PROPOSED REVISION OF THE
MINT AND COINAGE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES.

A.-Corrspondence relative to the draught of a mint and coinage
bill preliminary to the preparation of the revised bill, which was trains.
mitted on the 25th of April, 1870, by the Secretary of the Treasury to
the Seate of the United States.

B.-Correpondeuce relative to the bill which was transmitted by
the Secretary of the Treasury to the Senate of the United States on
the 25th day of April, 1.70.

A.-Corrspondence relatire to the draught of a mint and coinage bill pro.
liminary to the preparation of the revised bill, which was transmitted on
the 25th of April, 1870, by the Secretary of the TreasuTry to the Senate
of the United States.

Ltler of the director of the Mint.

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES,
Philadelphia, Jantary 28, 18,70.

Sit: Your letter of the 18th instant, inclosing "-copy of a bill revis.
ing the laws relating to the mints," &kc., with request to examine the
bill carefully, in company with the other officers of the 3lint, and return
with suggestions, and noting upon it in writing such amendments as I
may think desirable, has been received.

I have carefully examined the bill,' and also caused it to be examined
by the officers of the Mitit, and now return it with the result of such
examination, which is the unanimous opinion of all the operative offi-
cers here.

First. As to the bill itself, generally. The existing uminting laws are
time result of the experience of' nmany years of men educated, scientific,
and practical, and fori a system as nearly perfect as any upon the
statute books of our country. These laws, although passed at different
times, were always in accordance with the exigencies of the occasion
and the progress of science. As a system they might be codifed, per-
haps, with some advantage, as some of their provisions are slightly con-
flicting, but in no manner impairing their efficiency; but the proposed
bill by no means meets such adjustments, being a very defective codi.
fication, which would soon demand new enactments to correct its imper-
fections. To alter and change a system so long and well established,
its efficiency so fully demonstrated by its results, should require reasons,
economical and governmental, stronger thin first and hasty impres-
sions or individual convictions. I have no hesitation in affirming, and
in this the officers agree, that all the difficulties "that have existed or
now exist in the mints or assay offices (San Francisco or New York)
have had their origin not in the system itself, but in a disregard of its
provisions and the rules and regulations for the government of the
Mint and branches, as prescribed by the Director, with the approval of
the Secretary of the Treasury.

The proposed bill, so far as it is a copy of existing laws, is to be
approved, but the alterations suggested, with very few exceptions, are
chanijes without any improvement, nor do they provide any remedy for
supposed defects beyond what now exists.

I As the preliminary bill mentioned above is not printed with this correspondence,
notes are inserted referring to the appropriate sections of the revised bill, hereto
appended.-J. J. K.
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I will now notice the details of the bill wherein changes and modify.
cations are suggested.

1. The main feature of the bill lies in the first section, the creation of
a new officer, the Director of the minting system of the United States,
to have his office in the Treasury Department at Washington. Now,
apart from all personal cotisiderations, whoever may be the )irector of
the mints, &c., his office should not be in Washington, but in one of the
principal mints of the United States. The Director, to be efficient and
fitted for his duties, should know the daily operations of a mint from
actual personal inspection, should see and know the details of its work-
ing, be personally familiar with all the requirements of its respective
departments. This he could not do if his office is to be at Washington,
however roving his commission may be. He must depend for all his
information in relation tN mints and assay offices upon the superintend-
ents of these establishments, and any opinion he may form must come
to him from those officers who are in daily contact with the actual
operations of the mint. Therefore tho proposed directorr can do no
more than transmit to the Secretary of' the Treasury what the Secretary
of the Treasury now receives direct and without the intervention of
such officer. There is no use and no advantage, then, in the proposed
directorship. It would be the creation of a new office not required by
any consideration of public interest, and consequently the useless
expenditure of Government funds.

Again, casual visits to the mints and assay offices cannot possibly
enable the Director to gather as certain information, or form as reliable
opinions upon practical questions or operations, as those resulting from
the daily observations of an officer in the miint of such operations, and
carried on for a long time. If the superintendents are men of ability
and integrity (and none other should be appointed), he (the Director)
could not alter the information given him by them, nor ought he to risk
giving different opinions on practical questions, because he is neces-
sarily, by absence and want of familiarity with their working, not quali-
fied to hazard conjectural opinions at variance with those based wholly
on practice. Either, therefore, the proposed Director will transmit the
information and opinions he receives from the superintendents unaltered
or modified. If unaltered, then he is a useless intermediate between the
superintendents and the Secretary of the Treasury; if altered, he will
create confusion and trouble arising from his interference in matters of
which he has practically no knowledge.

The ruling thought of the proposed bill, a directorship at Washington,
will be more fully and usefully accomplished, and by a far less outlay
of the public money, by a clerkship in the Treasury Department, in the
nature of a registrar, to receive all the documents transmitted from the
Director, as now, and superintendents of the mints and assay offices to
the Secretary of the Treasury, to register, file, and preserve the same,
so as to be accessible to all who may have the right to examine them,
and conduct the mint correspondence, etc., under the direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury; and by a COMPTROLLER OP MINT ACCOUNTS,
whose special duty it shall be to examine, audit, and adjust all the
accounts of every kind of the mint, branches, and assay offices, promptly
and without the delay now attending those examinations. These
appointments, and the assignment of duty under them by the Secretary
of the Treasury and under his control, would meet all the necessities
of the case, and efficiently supply all, and more than all, the proposed
directorship could accomplish.

It does not, therefore, appear to us that the public service is to be
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benefited by removing the otlice of l)irector to Washington. (See
sections 1 and 2 of revised bill hereto appenjded.)

Section 2. The expression "Engraver of the Mint at Philadelphia"
does not say that he is to be the sole engraver, as now, for all the mints,
although that, we presume, is what is intended. This section virtually
restores to the mint at Philadelphia and recognizes the primary position
it has always held, but which the first section would take away. The
historical and traditional character of the parent mint should not be
impaire(i by hasty legislation. (See section 3 of revised bill heretoappended.)

Section 7. The increase of the amount in the surety bonds would
embarrass some worthy holders of office, and do nothing to promote
security. Integrity of character in the officer is the true security of
the Government; but when bonds are required, they should have some
relation to the character of the office and the nature of the duties to
be perforuied.

The superinteIlent handles no money, and has no right to receive,
hold, or disburse any of the funds of the mints, but is required to give
bond in $50,000. If a bond is required at all, it should be in a less
amount than those officers who receive and control large amounts of
coin, bullion, &c. The assayer handles no coin or bullion, only a few
small bits of metal at a time, and yet, mder this bill, must give bond
in $50,000, while the treasurers, who have the greatest responsibility,
give ito security.

This, perhaps, was an oversight, but it furnishes some evidence of
the detective character of the provisions of the bill now under exami-
nation. All the dethdcations that have taken place in this mint, two or
three in number, have been by the clerks of the treasurer having cus-
tody of funds or bullion. As regards the officers, and the nature and
amount of security, the old law is the better. (Seesection 11 of revised
bill.)

Section 9. The limits of deviation from standard fineness are left out.
If an absolute fineness of 900 gold or silver is required, the operations
of the mints must cease, as such perfection is unattainable without
almost infinite care and labor; it is, in fact, impracticable. The present
legal allowance is right, and should be retained. (See section 36 of
revised bill.)

Section 11. The reduction of the weight of the whole dollar is approved,
and was recommended in my annual report of 1861 (page 10). (See see-
tion 15 of revised bill.)

Section 18. The proposed modifications of existing regulations in
regard to wastage cannot be justified by pracical knowledge and expe-
rience, especially in regard to the settlement of the melter and refiner.

The department of melter and refiner necessarily becomes the sink
of all losses that might perchance occur, and experience for a long series
of years has showii that while the average wastage has been small, yet
in some years the wastage has surpassed one-thousandth (which sec-
tiou 18 now proposes as the greatest limit allowable), and that, too, in
spite of extreme care and precaution. Such a case occurred in 1863
in this mint, and, after a thorough investigation, it was found that an
unusual amount of volatilization had taken place, in consequence of
the unlooked-for presence of arsenic in Colorado placer gold. Another
year showed a surplus of gold, for which, of course, the officer (melter
and refiner) would get no credit. If the proposed reduction of allow.
ance were made, the melter and refiner, however careful and skillful1
and whatever his integrity, would have been obliged to refund the loss
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above one-thousandth, and yet would be allowed no credit for his sur.
plus in another year.

The truth is that gold and silver can not he worked with acids and
fluxing and fire and handling without some loss. The marvel is that so
extremely minute a proportion of loss takes place as mint accounts on
an average witness.

We feel confident that if the provisions of this section become a law
no person of strict integrity and of the utmost skill and experience,
and thoroughly knowing his dangers and risks, could accept the office
of melter and refiner. The chief coiner is by no means as liable to the
wastage as the melter and refiner is. The present law on this subject
should not be changed. (See section 44 of revised bill hereto appended.)

Section 25. The recoining of gold and silver by the Government.
Observe the operation of this singular provision. A depositor of gold,
more cunning than honest, is paid in new coins. He takes them away,
sweats or files off a few grains, brings then back, and demands pieces
of full weight; goes and repeats the same work, and the law takes cAre
of him. Or he may take old and worn pieces, punch holes in them, and
then get new coins for them, at a serious loss to Government and gain
to himself. This would be a better business than counterfeiting, and
would be legal. We may add, no nation keeps up its gold coin at the
public expense. The case is different with silver, on which there is a
profit. (See correspondence relative to abrasion of coin, p. 80, hereto
appended.)

Between sections 33 and 34 a reduction of the coinage charge to one.
fourth per cent. would be proper. Its total abolition would not be very
objectionable.

Sections 35, 36, and 37. These sections embody the provisions of the
copper-nickel bill, providing for a new one, three, and five cent coii
presented to and not passed by the last Congress. There exists no
necessity, no consideration of public interest or convenience for a change
in the present bronze, copper, and nickel coinage, and the substitution
of that proposed in these sections. In appearance, in size, weight, and
artistic device the present is fully equal to the proposed base coinage;
and as regards the bronze cent in comparison with the nickel cent sug-
gested, it is superior in every pretension, economy, convenience, easy
recognition, &c. The copper-nickel cent would be a small, inconvenient
coin, so small as to be almost useless; and the cost of the production,
after a careful calculation by some of the most experienced officers of
the mint, would be equal to its nominal value in gold.

It costs as much (material excepted) to make a copper-nickel cent as
a gold double eagle.

If every consideration of economy and a desire to prevent useless
waste of the public money condemns the authorizing of the coinage of
a nickel-copper one-cent piece, why introduce a three and five cent piece
of the same metals and proportions, when the existing coins of the
same denominations are equal, if not superior, to the proposed.

Then, again, the proposition to abolish the silver five-cent piece, in
aid of the nickel coin, is one that would be by common consent con-
demned, particularly in a country like ours, abounding in silver ores,
and near the day of the resumption of specie payments. We cannot
advise this change. (See sections 30, 31, and 32 of revised bill.)

Section 39. This provides for the redemption of the copper, bronze,
and copper-nickel, except the three and five cent pieces, whose redemp-
tion is already provided for, and in progress of execution.
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This provision we deem unnecessary and not demanded by the public,
for whose convenience alone "as change" these coins were made.

The provisions of this section, if enacted into a law, in connection
with sections 35,36, and 37, would withdraw from the Treasury a large
amount of money. This section virtually and practically authorizes
the redemption of all the base coinage now in circulation, and this
redemption to be in the "national currency." How is this effectedI
Simply this way, and we have examples of a similar kind of redemption
almost every day:

The section first proposes to redeem at par, at the mint in Philadel-
phia, every coin of copper, bronze, or nickel now in circulation, by
exchanging them for the new coin authorized by the bill. Theexchange
is made, the new three and five cent pieces are received bythe depo.%itor,
who immediately, under the other provisions of the section requiring
the United States Treasurer and assistant treasurer to redeem such
new coin in "national currency," &c., when presented in sums of not
less than $50, carries his new coin to the Treasurer, and demands its
redemption in the national currency.

Now, when it is known that up to June 30, 1869, the copper, bronze,
and nickel coinage of the mint amounted to $10,407,603.5-3; that less
than one million has been redeemed, and that, making due allowance
for loss or destruction of coins since issue, there is still in existence not
less than eight millions, the question of redemption at this time, and
in view of the sizeof our national debt, becomes important. As "these
coins were issued for the convenience of the people," with no promise
proposed or expectation of redemption; that the public are satisfied
with these coins; that their redemption would largely increase our
interest-paying debt, the necessity or advantage, public or private, of
such redemption, at this time, does not clearly appear. It may be well
hereafter, not now. (See section 33 of revised bill; also correspond-
ence relative to redemption of minor coinage, p. 84, hereto appended.)

Sections 44 and 45. These sections relate to the union of the office of
superintendent and treasurer in the assay office, New York. The pro.
priety of such a merger of office is more thani doubtful; it is wrong in
principle, and, when possible, should be avoided. The drawer and the
payer of the warrants should never be the same person. The merger
now suggested destroys a most salutary check, and necessary, as recent
events have showii. The proposed creation of the office of assistant
superintendent can not and will not remove the force of the objection
to the merger of the offices named. Such additional officer would only
increase the number of officers and the expenses of the assay office,
without any correslonding benefit, real or imaginary. (See sections
26 and 55 of revised bill.)

Section 54. The separation of tha offices of treasurer of the mint and
assistant treasurer at Philadelphia and San Francisco is a wise and
proper measure, particularly in Philadelphia, where the places of busi.
ness are so widely separated. (See section 3 of revised bill.)

On the margin of the bill we have noticed sundry amendments, some
verbal, others important, as also some suggestions which are more fully
set forth in this communication.

As already stated. most of the difficulties that have arisen can be
traced directly to the failure of the branch mints and assay office to
recognize the authority of the Director of the Mint and his official
relations to them.

Under any circumstances the security of the Government must
depend mainly upon the high character of the appointees for intelli-
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gence, integrity, and executive efficiency; the proper subordination,
under the law, of the branches and assay offices to the parent mint,
and the promptness with which the accounts are audited, thus insuring
the instant detection of any irregularities that may occur, whether
inadvertently or otherwise.

We have thus given our views plainly and from a conviction of ol-
cial duty, with no other desire or intention than to maintain the high
character of the minting system of our country and promote the true
interests of Government and people.

This communication has been read to and approved by all the opera-
tive officers of this mint as a whole; in a single minor point there is
some variance of opinion on the part of one officer.

Very respectfully, yours,
JAs. POLLOCK, Director.

Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,
Secretary of the Treasury, Washingtou, D. C.

Robert Patterson to Mr. Knox.

No. 1825 DE LANCEY PLACE,
Philadelphia, February 10,- 1870.

DEAR SIR: I should be glad to learn from you whether you consider
your task limited to a revision and consolidation of the present mint
laws; or do you feel justified in going further and introducing amend.
ments and improvements? In general, you seem to have proceeded
with conservative caution; yet, in some cases, you overstep the line,
and generally with advantage. Perhaps I might be disposed to go
still further. Not to go into details, I make one suggestion. By the
draught you. abolish the combination of treasurer and assistant treas-
urer, but you retain a treasurer of the mint. Why should not the
superintendent be also treasurer? The offices were always combined
in the little branch mints, and I see no special reason why they should
be separated in any of the mints. You combine them in the assay office
at .New York, and properly so. An objection to the bill that you must
expect to have made, will be that it multiplies officers and salaries-a
Director with official helps, and two treasurers or assistant treasurers,
now holding offices in combination. If these treasurers are abolished
and their duties devolved upon superintendents the expenses will be
diminished materially. It might be judicious to proceed still further
in this consolidation. I have always thought that the officers of coiner
and melter and refiner might be conveniently combined. If this were
done a great deal of detail and inconvenient friction might be avoided.
Instead of bullion being delivered to the melter for his operations, then
back again to the treasurer, then to the coiner, and again back to the
treasurer, part in coin, and part in clippings, to be again returned to
the melter and refiner, it would be, I think, an improvement if we had
but a single officer to receive bullion from the treasurer, and carry it
through all the operations, melting, refining, casting into ingots, and
being finally discharged only by the delivery of coins or stamped bars
into the treasury. Such an officer might be called melter and coiner,
or coiner simply. If it were not desirable to go this length, a clause
might be introduced authorizing the offices of melter and refiner and
coiner to be filled by one person, at the recommendation of the Director,
the compensation not to be increased. To sum up, it is my opinion
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that the mint organization should be threefold: 1. An officer to receive
and pay for bullion. 2. An officer to assay it. 3. An officer to manu-
facture it.

Address me at 329 Chestnut street.
Yours, sincerely,

R. PATTERSON.
JOHN J. KNox, Ewj., Deputy Comptroller.

Mr. Patterson to Mr. Knox.

FIDELITY INSURANCE, TRUST
AND SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY,

329 and 331 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., March 5, 1870.
DEAx SIR: I have gone carefully over your printed draught of a bill

revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage, and
now return it, with such modifications as seem to me desirable. You
will perceive that I have proceeded on the theory of official organiza-
tion indicated in my letter of the 10th ultimo. I am satisfied that in
principle this is correct, but will be quite content, on personal grounds,
that the offices of melter and refiner and coiner be kept distinct, ap
under present laws. My "notes" on the revised bill are intended for
yourself, as an expert familiar with the general subject. They will be
unintelligible, I fear, to those who have not given some special atten-
tion to our mint organization and practice.

The department and the country will owe you thanks for the intelli-
gent and laborious attention you have given to this business, and if
the bill should pass I trust you will find your reward in the gratitude
of all who have ai interest in the effective working of our mint estab-
lishments.

Very sincerely, your friend,
ROBERT PATTERSON.

JOHN J. KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of Currency, Washington, ). C.

NOTES ON THE MINT BILL.

By way of introduction to the bill, in the form in which it is now pre.
sented, it may be stated that the theory on which it is propose to estab-
lish the official organization of the working mints is the following:

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENI)RNT AND TREASURER COMBINED.

1. There is an officer to represent all transactions between the mint
and the public, with whom all deposits are made, and by whom they are
paid for; the organ with whom all correspondence and business are
conducted, and to whom is given all such supervision of the operations
of the mint as is necessary to it its effective working in meeting the
public demands. This officer is the superintendent, acting also as treas-
erer. (See section 3 of revised bill appended hereto.)

THE ASSAYER.

2. An officer on whom is devolved the duty of determine, by proper
scientific methods, the value of bullion for settlement with the deposit-
ors and the officers. This officer is the assayer.
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OFFICE OF MELTER AND REFINXR AND COINER COMBINED.

3. An officer to carry out the metallurgic and mechanical operations
necessary to furnish bars and coins for the settlements to be made by
the superintendents with the depositors. This officer assumes the
functions heretofore devolved upon the melter and refiner and the
coiner. His title may be melter and coiner.

This forms of organization appears to be a natural one, and likely to
facilitate an effective and economical working of the establishments.
It dispenses with two officers by a consolidation of duties. The super-
intendent, in addition to the ordinary duties of supervision implied by
his title, and heretofore devolved upon him (or upon the director acting
as such), becomes also the fiscal agent or treasurer. No sufficient rea-
son can be given in theory, nor could any be found in practice, why
these duties should not be consolidated.

THE TREASURER NOT NECESSARY AS A CHECK ON THE SUPE'tlNTENDENT.

If it should be contended that a superintendent and treasurer must
be separate officers because the former might impose a check upon the
latter, there ought, for the same reason, to be a superintendent imposed
over the United States Treasurer at Nlew York, or at Washington, or
at Boston, or over collectors of internal revenues. Such a duplication
of officers for such a purpose is useless and expensive. At the mints,
in particular, where there are assayers to determine all questions of
value, and depositors watchful for their own interests, the officer acting
as treasurer is under a constant supervision which he can not escape.
Nor is there anything in such duty inconsistent with the general con-
trol of the mint establishment given to the superintendent. The officer
who is more particularly brought in contact with the public is the one
who can best know the public wants and best direct the energies of the
establishment to meeting those wants. This line of argument need
not be enlarged on, except to add that already, in the organization of
the smaller branch mints, the duties of superintendent and treasurer
have , en united in one officer, with great advantage and without
objection, and there seems to be no reason why the plan should not be
extended vo the larger establishments. (See sections 4 and 26 of
revised bill hereto appended.)

ADVANTAGES OF CONSOLIDATING TIE OFFICES OF MELTER AND REFINER AND COINER.

Again, the two offices of melter and refiner and coiner are consoli-
dated in one. When bullion, after having its value determined, leaves
the hands of the superintendent (or treasurer) to be manufactured, it
seems proper that the operations necessary for that end should be
under one control. At present the course of proceeding is complex.
In the hands of the melter and refiner bullion is melted, refined, and
put Into fine bars or into ingots, and returned to the treasurer. If in
ingots, these are then delivered to the coiner, who manufactures coins
therefrom and returns these, with the clippings unmanufactured, to
the treasurer. The clippings again go to the melter and refiner, are
again melted, again returned to the treasurer, again delivered to the
coiner and so on. It would be simpler and more convenient if a single
manufactnring officer treated the bullion by all the metallurgic and
mechanical applications necessary to prepare it for final delivery in
a form necessary for payments. There would be incidental practi-
cal advantages in this arrangement. At present there are two corps
of workmen under control of two officers, and those of one officer can
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not be detailed to assist the other without special favor, although this
Might often be convenient. There would be an economy in having the
whole force under one control. Again, a melter and refiner, negligent
or unskilled, by the imperfect manner in which the ingots are prepared,
gives great annoyance to the coiner in the rolling and working of the
metal, which may be, and sometimes is, a subject of complaint. If the
officer who coined had also the control of the melting, he could have
no cause to complain, except of himself.

It may be added that a consolidation of officers such as is proposed
has, in this case, also been practiced at the small branch mints with
advantage, where the positions of coiner and melter and refiner were
held by one person. Of course, in a larger establishment a manufactur-
ing officer filling such duties should be provided with skilled assistants
to take charge, in subordination to him, of the departments into which
the business would naturally divide itself, namely, the melting and
refining and mechanical.

THE OFFICE OF DIRECTOR SHOULD BK AT THE SEAT OF GOVERNMENT.

Such being the organization of the single mint or assay office, as a
manufacturing establishment, it is proper that where many such insti-
tutions are established, a general oversight of the whole should be
vested in some one officer as director. Heretofore this supervision has
been devolved upon the officer at the head of the mint in Philadelphia.
The advantages of this arrangement are its economy, and the experi-
ence which must be given by daily practical observations of minting
operations. The disadvantages, however, seem to preponderate. First.
An officer whose duty fixes him at one establishment can not be spared
for the visitation to other establishments, which, for any effective super-
vision, ought periodically to be made. Second. The mint at Philadel-
phia is itself one of the institutions requiring supervision, and the officer
at the head of it, if in fault, could not be expected to report upon his
own shortcomings. Third. An officer at the head of one establishment
is apt to have his views narrowed to the wants and standing of that
establishment alone. Instead of looking at the institutions for coinage
as a whole, he will be apt to think too much of the business and success
of the particular one over which he is placed in more special charge,
even, perhaps, being wakened to jealousy at the growing importance of
subordinate establishments. Fourth. The mints and assay offices being
under the control of the Treasury Department, there are disadvantages
in the officer having general direction being located at a distance. The
Director of the Mints should be fixed at the heat of government, for the
same reasons of propriety and convenience as have located there already
the directing officers of other establishments distributed through dif.
ferent parts of the country. The various assistant treasuries, post-
offices, pension agencies, etc., have their heads at Washington, without
its being ever thought proper or possible to transfer them elsewhere.
A director of the mints and assay offices located at the seat of govern-
ment, if possessed of the proper qualifications could give all the needful
supervision now imposed upon the director of the mint at Philadelphia,
with special advantages for the work not likely to be secured by the
present arrangement. The duty of visitation imposed upon him is an
important aid to any effective oversight, and this hw could perform, while
it would not be practicable for one in charge of a working mint. Being
'himself without direct interest in the patronage of the mints, he could
revise in an economica and yet impartial spirit, the estimates for those
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establishments, and correct all tendency to extravagance. From the
opportunities aflorded him of interourse with representatives from all
parts of th, country, he would be in the most favorable position for dis.
cussing and forming conclusions respecting all forms or modes of coinage,
and the production, manufacture, and distribution of the precious
metals. (See section t of revised bill, hereto appended.)

Dismissing any further presentation of these general views, a few
notes will be added in explanation of certain details in the bill. The
portions to be commented on are noted by the letters, &c., in the margin.

ASSAYRR A CHECK ON SUI'ERINTENDENT.

A.-The old mint certificate here referred to has fidlen into disuse.
It is proper, under the proposed organization, that it should be prac.
tically revised, and as a check upon the superintendent the assayer
ought to verify and countersign the same. These certificates, duly
receipted for by the owners, become the superintendent's vouchers of
payments. (See section 26 of revised bill.)

OPERATIVE OFFICERS SHOULD INOMI ATH 5UBORDINATES.

B.-The operative officers, if they are to be held responsible at all
for the workmen in their charge, should not have imposed upon them any
such without their request and consent. At present the superintend.
ent (who gives no bonds and has no responsibility) chooses the men to
whom the operative officers must confide the treasure for which they
have given security and are held responsible. By the amendment pro-
posed, the superintendent appoints only on the recommendation and
nomination of the operative officer, and a general power of approval
is also given to the Director. (See section 4 of revised bill.)

DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS MAY BE EMPLOYED TO PREPARE DEVICES, MODELS, TC.,
FOR NEW COINS.

C.-The duties of the engraver are defined in a manner somewhat
different from those of the old Mint law. In the progress of art the
whole system of preparing working dies for coins has been changed,
and has become mechanical instead of demanding the graver's tool.
When new devee are required the necessity of a new or original die
arises, and a high style of art is required. The engraver who may be
at the mint is not, necessarily, the person best qualified for such a work.
In France, theGovernment, when a new coin is to be issued, selects the
most appropriate device and die from a cocoiurs, or competitive trial,
in which the best artists are requested to participate. Perhaps it is to
this cause we may attribute the perfection reached in the coinage of
that country. Without insisting that this is the best plan, it is surely
judicious to change the present law, which gives to the one person who
may happen to be engraver at the mint a monopoly in preparing new
devices and dies where new coins or changes of old become expedient.
(See section 8 of revised bill.)

DIFFERENCE IN AMOUNT OF BONDS.

D.-The responsibilities of the officers being very different, the rates
of security should be so. The assayer, for exam-'1e, holds no treasure
in his custody. (See section 11 of revised bilL)

COJ.N5
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SALARIES PAYABLE MONTHLY ONLY.

E.-This amendment, prohibiting payments of salaries and wages in
advance, would impose some check on the hand-to-mouth style of living,
which is encouraged by permitting advances, so that by pay day scarcely
a cent remains unconsumed. (See section 12 of revised bill, hereto
appended.)

SILVER DOLLAR, HALF DIME, AND THRRE-CUNT PIECe DISCONTINUl--COINS LESS
THAN DIME OF COPPER-NICKNL LEGAL TENDER--ONE-CENT PIECE OF ONE GRAM
IN WEIGHT.

The silver dollar, half dime, and three-cent piece are dispensed with
by this amendment. Gold becomes the standard money, of which the
gold dollar is the unit. Silver is subsidiary, embracing coins from the

*dime to half dollar; coins less than the dime are of copper.nickel. The
legal tender is limited to the necessities of the case; not more than a
dollar for such silver, or fifteen cents for the nickels.

G.-In the printed draught the cent piece is fixed at one and a half
gram, while its weight, if proportioned to the higher nickel coins,
should be one gram, at which we have fixed it. There may be practical
difficulties in coining so light a piece, but if possible they ought to be
overcome rather than admit so incongruous a disproportion. (See sec.
tions 15, 16, 17, and 18 of revised bill.)

DISKS OF OVER ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR SHOULD BE AUTHORIZED.

H.-The old law admitted of the formation of disks as well as ingots,
and it is desirable that the option should remain. Large disks, pre.
pared of flne metal, of a definite weight, struck like medals, might
prove useful. A five-ounce gold disk--over $100-it practicable to
manufacture, would be an aid to commercial exchanges. (See section
20 of revised bill.)

COINAGE CHARGE SHOULD BE RETAINED.

I.-The present one-half per cent coinage charge is retained. The
only mint where coinage is tree is the British, and the political econo-
mists and statesmen are so unanimous in recommending a seigniorage
that the chancellor of the exchequer proposes to introduce it into Great
Britain. It would be strange if we, by retrograding, while she is
advancing, should become the sole exemplars of an exploded system.
It would, in view of an international coinage, be especially inopportune
to abandon a seigniorage, for it is recognized on all hands that under
such a code there must be a tax, and a uniform tax, for coinage. (See
section 25 of revised bill; also, English coinage act, 1870, section 8,
Senate Mis. Doc. 132, 41st Congress, 2d session, page 34.)

SILVER COIN SHOULD ONLY BE ISSUED IN EXCHANGE FOR GOLD AT PAR-DUNDANCY
OF ALL MINOR COINAGE SHOULD BE PREVENTED.

K.-The present Mint laws are express that no silver bullion shall be
deposited except that purchased by the treasurer, and there is no way
provided by which individuals can secure silver corn except by bringing
gold coin for it and exchanging at par. This plan was essential to keep
silver coin on a par with gold. If the law had been carried out in
letter and spirit we should never have seen the mints used to manu.
fracture silver coin at all during the time of depreciated paper currency.
This coin was nevertheless issued in payment of deposits, becoming a
nuisance to California and to our Canadian neighbors, and imposing a
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useless and unlawful labor upon the mints. In the present revision it
is hoped the law is made so plain that it can not be misunderstood.
It ought never to be forgotten that where a government issues coin-
silver, nickel, or copper-at a r-duced and artificial value it must retain
absolute control of the issues, r depreciation and great disorders will
be the consequence. To leave .. individual holder of bullion, in such
cases, to glut the market for their own benefit is a fatal error. (See
sections 27, 28, and 29 of revised bill; also correspondence on necessity
of redemption of minor coinage, page 84, hereto appended.)

TH1E CONSI'ERATION OF A SECTION PROVIDING FOR ABRADED COINS POSTPONED.

L.-A clause in the original draught for the redemption of abraded
coins is purposely omitted. It is an extremely difficult question, and
may wait a more mature consideration. If an international coinage is
adopted, some plan of recoinage and redemption might accompany the
proposal. (See correspondence on abrasion of coin, page 80.)

TOLERANCE OF FINENESS AND WEIGHT.

M.-In practice, coins are delivered at the mint in quantities, by
drafts of a value different from those defined for the deviations of the
old law; by the revise the admitted deviations are adapted to the drafts
as actually practiced. (See sections 36, 38, and 39 of revised bill.)

WASTAGE.

N.-An examination of the settlements of copper-nickel accounts for
years past would furnish the basis for filling the blank here, for the
allowed wastage in that material,

[The bill accompanying Mr. Patterson's notes contained the following
provisions relative to wastage: "And provided also, That the amount
of wastage shall not exceed one-thousandth of the whole amount of
gold, one and one-half thousandth of the silver, and - hundredths
of the copper and nickel bullion delivered to him since last annual set-
tlement: Provided, That all copper used in the alloy of gold and silver
bullion shall be separately charged to themelterand coiner and accounted
for by him."] (See section 44 of revised bill.)

ANNUAL ASSAY AT THE MINT.

O.-The old law required the presence of the officers of the Mint at
the annual assay-a provision quite useless. For some reasons it might
be more correct for them to be absent in order that the examination
might be an absolutely independent one. The presence of the Director
is required as sufficient. Such other officers will attend-the assayers
especially-as may be invited to assist. (See section 49 of revised bill.)

OBJECTION TO STRIKING MEDALS AT THU MINT.

P.-It is alleged by outside parties, perhaps with justice, that the
superior facilities of the Mint in striking medals, &c. are used so as to
break up all private business and competition. (bee section 53 of
revised bill.)

REFORM IN TIE MANUFACTURE OF BASE METAL COINAGE-SPECIFIC APPROPRIATIONS
SHOULD BE MADE,

Q-It is the right and duty of Congress to retain the control over
the expenditures of all Government institutions. This it can only do
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through the appropriations. By the present law as to minor coinage,
as it is construed, all the expenses of that coinage, in wages and mate.
rials, are deducted from the profits before they are paid into the Treas.
ury. A large corps of workmen are thus kept employed for whom
Congress makes no appropriation. The revised clause corrects this
error and leaves no room for misapprehension. (See section 30 of
revised bill, hereto appended.)

THE ISSUE OF BULLION CERTIFICATES NOW AUTHORIZED IN TIlE ASSAY OFFICE AT
NEW YORK TO BE DISCONTINUED.

R.-A clause giving to the ssy-office certificate a privilege as money
for sixty days is left out. It will be best not to introduce a new gold
Treasury note, especially one running for all sorts of fractional sums
and not protected by suitable guards of engraving. At present any
depositor may take his gold and procure gold notes for the same from
the Treasury, better adapted to the purpose than such assay-office cer.
tificates could be. (Section referred to omitted in revised bill.)

PENAL OFFENSE FOR ANYONE TO TAMPER WITH ANY BULLION OR OTHER TREASURE
DEPOSITED AT THE MINT.

8.-This is meant to prevent the escape of persons committing pecu-
lation and pleading that they were not legally placed in charge of the
moneys. (See sections 64, 65, 66, and 67 of revised bill.)

BILL TO GO INT EFFECT TWO MONTHS AFTER PASSAGE-SALARY OF ASSISTANT
TREASURER.

T.-Some time should be admitted for reorganization, filing bonds,
&c., and a delay of two months seems not too much for the passing
from the old system to the new.

The salary of the assistant treasurer would have to be defined and
increased. That had better not, perhaps, be in the Mint bill, but sup-
plemental. It ought not, at all events, to be overlooked. (See section
68 of revised bill.)

B.P.

THE FIDELITY INSURANCE, TRUST,
AND SAFE DEPOSIT COMPANY,

329 and 331 Chestnut Street, Philadephia, Pa., March 8, 1870.
DEAR SIn: Since sending on the Mint bill it occurs to me that I

made no explanation of an amendment which f introduced in regard
to ascertaining the profits on silver coinage. By the present method
(which was retained in the revised bill) the profits were computed as
the difference between the coin, by tale, manufactured at the reduced
weight, and that which would have been realized in silver dollars of
the old weight. For instance the weight which could be coiwed into
1,000 silver dollars would realize $1,074.22 in silver coins less than the
dollar.

COMPUTATION OF SILVER COINAGE PROFITS.

The difference is called profit, and so credited to the silver profit and
loss account. But if the silver dollar is abolished (as seems to be agreed
on, and properly so) a new normal or standard must be agreed on to
estimate profit. This will naturally be the difference between the cost
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and the amount realized in the coins by tale. Say, for example, that
the bullion coined, as above, into $1,074.22 had cost $1.21 per ounce, or
$1*039.84, the profit to be credited will be $34.38. It may be added that
this plan, while a necessity under the change proposed, corresponds to
the facts and is more accurate, while the other is artificial and involves
counter entries to secure accuracy. The rule as to ascertaining profits
on the minor (copper-nickel) coinage will be the same.

NICKEL-COPPER ONE-CENT PIECES.

Since my notes were forwarded I learn that the unconformable weight
which had been fixed for the cent (one and a half gram, while the three.
cent was three grams, and five-cent was five grams) was recommended
by a supposed practical necessity. I am aware that the nickel alloy is
an intractable material, and that a coin so small as one gram, which
theoretical considerations would recommend, is difficult to manufac.
ture. If pronounced impracticable, of course nothing more can be said;
but if simply difficult, I suggest that this fact tends to protect the coin
from the hazards of false mintage. If found difficult to coin in a mint,
with all its appliances to facilitate the work, it would become impossi-
ble of imitation by the rude methods of counterfeiters. I add, further,
as bearing upon the point of weight, that the silver three-cent piece
weighs but 11.52 grains troy, while the one-cent nickel piece, at its
weight of one gram, weighs 15.43 grains troy, or over one-third more.

Yours, very truly,
R. PATTERSON.

JOHN J. KNox, Esq.,
Treasury Department. Washington.

FRANKLIN PEALE, FORMERLY MELTER AND REFINER AND CHIEF COINER OF THE
MINT AT PHILADELPHIA, TO MR. KNOX.

1131 GIRARD STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
January 25, 1870.

My DEzA SIR: Both of your letters have been received. The direc-
tion of the first to Burk street was corrected by the carriers of the post
office after the delay of a few hours.

I beg leave to thank you for the favor of sending me the bill. It is
natural, after so many years of service and so much labor in the various
departments of the Mint, that it should occupy so much of my attention,
and to the proper organization and conduct of which I can never, as
patriot and lover of my country, be indifferent.

Your request of examination shall be complied with immediately, but
I regret that so short a time should be allowed on a matter on which
there is so much to be said and for such careful consideration of details
as are requisite.

With sentiments of the highest esteem, I am, yours.
FRANKLIN PALE.

JoHN JAY KNox, Esq.,
Depiity Comptroller, &c.

PHILADELPHIA, January 31, 1870.
My DEAR SIR: It has been impossible to give the attention to a

proper consideration of the bill which you did me the honor to submit
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for my examination and to write the result within the limited period
designated in your letter. I shall have the pleasure in a day or two
of transmitting my remarks. When they are received, you will observe
that I have been candid and unreserved.

The origin of the bill is unknown to me, and I have no other feeling
or desire than to make, or rather aid in making, the Department of the
Mint as perfect in all respects as possible. Such was my ambition when
in the responsibility of office; how far, the machinery and processes
speak for themselves, and are recognized by all capable of judgment,
both at home and abroad.

I trust my remarks may be found acceptable, and remain, with sen.
timents of esteem,

Your obedient servant and friend,
FRANKLm PEALE.

JOHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller.

Rqnmarke on a bill rerbig the laws relative to fthe mimt, asaap ojic., and coinage of the
United Staro.

On section 1:

i)FFICE OF DIRECTOR OF Tnz MINT 811OULD BK AT WASHINGTON.

It is desirable that there should be a Director of the mints, whose
office may be at Washington or readily accessible to the heads of the
departments, of which he should be a member.

The incumbent should be selected from among the most enlightened,
scientific, and moral men of the country; such as have occupied the
position of Director in the earlier history of the Mint-Rittenhouse, the
elder Patterson, and ProfessorR. M. Patterson; and in England, Herschel,
Graham, and others. In Great Britain the master of the mint, as he is
called, is a high state officer; the deputy master, as he is called, is his
representative and is in immediate charge.

The office should be entirely free from all partisan influences; the
degrading effects of what has been called, very wrongly, politics, better
named party chicanery, is too baneful in its habits and tendencies to be
tolerated in a matter so sacred and requiring such purity and confi-
dence as the national money and its manufacture. This remark applies,
more or les impressively, to every department of mint transactions and
incumbencies.

With such a Director, and such freedom from one of the greatest evils
of the present political habits of our country, the creation of the office
of Director, as contemplated by this bill, would be very judicious; with
anything less it would be only an aggravation of the evil under which
we now suffer.

Section 2:
ENGRAVER OR Di).INKZR.

The term engraver has led to error and evil influences in the nomen-
clature of the Mint of the United States. The services required are
those of a die-sinker, notof an engraver; nevertheless it has been so long
in use that its abandonment may be difficult. Other remarks of an
explanatory character will be made on the seventh article of this sec.
tion and in section 33.
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Section 3, article second:

OPERATIVE OFFICERS SHOULD NOMINATE THEIiR 8UBOLDLATES.

The fourth line contains the provision for the employment of workmen,
which requires consideration if not modification. The melter and
refiner, in the fifth article, and the coiner, in the sixth article, are
responsible for all the bullion charged to them., and yet have no control
of the workmen in their departments, either of appointment or dis.
charge; while the treasurer, in article third, has the appointment
power, subject to the approval of the superintendent, as it should be
in all cases. The want of control in the departments of the melter and
refiner and chief coiner has been one of the evils-not to use a stronger
expression-of the mint laws of the past, and is embarrassing and
unjust to those officers. (See section 4 of revised bill, hereto appended.)

Section 3:
ONE MINT OF TIlE UNITED STATES SUFFICIENT.

The multiplication of mints is an unnecessary error; one is sufficient
for any country. A single one for the civilized world would be best;
but that being impossible or utopian, the fewer there are the better.

It is less costly to transport coin and bullion than to erect, furnish,
and officer mints at either remote or-near points; and the liability to
error, fraud, and departure from uniformity is multiplied in proportion
to the number of such organizations.

The case of California may be exceptional, as the mint of Calcutta is
with regard to Great Britain. Its distance, and being the center of
bullion-yielding districts, may authorize such an establishment in such
a situation; nevertheless, it is, even under the circumstances, a ques-
tion of true policy.

Seventh article: The word "engraved" is not appropriate, as will be
seen on reference to remarks in sections 2 and 33, and should be struck
out.

Section -. There is a grave omission of a section providing for the
assay of ingots, and the necessary allowances of deviation from the
legal standard of nine hundred-thousandths, of two-thousandths above
and below for gold, and three-thousandths above and below for silver.
(See section 36 of revised bill.)

Section 7 requires securities from the melter and refiner, and coiner,
but as they have iiot the control of the operatives, by appointment or
discharge, and through whose hands the bullion and coins must pass
and be manipulated, they should not be held responsible for any loss
sustained by the incompetency or fraud of workmen.

Section 11:

WEIGIFT OF SILVER COIN SHOULD BE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED-THE LAW SHOULD
PREVENT EXCESSIVE ISSUE.

It is very desirable that a coinage of silver should be commenced at
an early day, and the weight of such coin should be so adjusted by law
as to secure them from transportation as bullion (the quality of nine
hundred-thowandths sacredly preserved); at the same time the royalty
or difference between the intrinsic and legal value should be not so
great as to offer too strong a temptation to counterfeiting.

The actual value given to this portion of the minor currency by the
law of the United States is a sufficieut equivalent for the less value as
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mere bullion; and the restriction to their legal tender for more than
live dollars or less, as well as a restriction by law to excessive issues or
emissions, would remove all objections public convenience being the
object of the coinage. (See sections 7, 28, and 29 of revised bill,
hereto appended.)

To designate what the weight of silver coinage should be at this time
is a difficult problem and should be carefully considered by competent
financiers, bullionists, and mint officers before any law is enacted.
(See pago 11, Senate Mis. Doec. No. 132, 41st Congress, 2d session.)

Sections 10 and 12:

TIHE THRERI-DOLLAR AND ONE-DOLLAR GOLD PIECES SHOULD R DISCONTINUED.

The three-dollar gold coin is mentioned in these sections; it should
be struck out and abolished for the Ibilowing reasons: It is a departure
from the binary divisions and multiple so natural and convenient in
all human transactions: it is too near in value to the quarter eagle to
be readily distinguished, unless it is made thinner, or by same other
Jfkrm distinguishable from that coin; and finally, it is of no use, but
rather an inconvenience in monetary transactions.

Neither is the gold dollar desirable; its coinage should be discon.
tinned. It is not wanted for change, which a proper silver coinage
would supply. The objection.s are, it is too small to be distinguished
by the sensible test#, and therefore offers unusual temptations to coun-
terfeits, made of silver or copper electrotyped, and beimgof small value
is not usually carefully inspected in current use.

THER WORD PINNY/WEIGHT SHOULD NOT B USED-VERY LITTLE TOLERANCE IN
WiIGHT NECE8"ARY.

The word pennyweight should be struck out and equivalent decimals
of an ounce inserted, according to the present usage of the Mint, in
this and all other sections of the bill. It would be much better (see
fifth line of section 12) to conform to the actual usage of the Mint in
making deliveries of coin, from the coiner to the treasurer, in drafts of
five thousand dollars, except the gold dollar (if retained), which are
usually in drafts of one thousand. The allowances are sufficient, but
should be, as before stated, converted into decimals of an ounce. I
must add, however, that in the operations of a well-conducted mint,
with properly constructed balances, there is no need of allowances in
the weighings of new gold coins; each draft.can, and should be, of the
exact legal weight when delivered to the treasurer.

Section 13. The adjustment of weights in the delivery of silver coins
to the treasurer, &c., should conform in like manner to the usage of
the Mint, which is drafts of one thousand dollars. The allowances are
sufficient. but should be stated in decimals. (See sections 38, 39, and
40 of revised bill.)

Section 16 provides for the return of clippings, &c., by the coiner to
the treasurer, but there is no provision in this section, or the fifth, for
their transfer to the melter and refiner; it is usually, for convenience, a
simultaneous operation. (See sections 41 and 43 of revised bill)

Section 17:
TH ALLOWANCiS FOR WASTAGE SHOULD Big RDUTCID.

The allowances for wastage are larger than actually necessary; but
both sections 17 and 18 require a readjustment aretally made. The
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word all in the tenth line of 17 expresses the meaning of the section,
but it is a short word, and may not be always understood in the exact
sense intended by the law. (See section 44 of revised bill hereto
appended.)

Section 33:
THE DIESINKER OR ENGRAVER.

In the seventh article of section 3 the word "engrave" is used. It is
not correct and not applicable, because the dies for coinage are struck
from a punch in relief, technically called a "hub." There is nothing for
the diesinker to do, further than to strike in the figures designating
the year of coinage, all the processes being mechanical from the forging
of the steel to the polishing of the tables of the die for use.'

As there is so little said of the duties of the so-called engraver of the
mint., a fuller description of the processes, with remarks, may be appro-
priate, particularly with regard to devices, &c. It is one of the impor-
tant department of the mint organization, and should be well consid-
ered, in relation to the improved condition of mechanical science in this
day. The highest grade of artistic ability should be made subservient
to the production and issue of the coins of this Republic, in which
respect it has hitherto been lamentably, if not disgracefully, deficient.
(See section 8 of revised bill.)

DElVICES FOR COINAGE OF THE UNITED STATES,

The representation of an eagle should be omitted on the reverse of all
the coins, for reasons that will be stated in subsequent remarks.

"A device emblematic of Liberty" is appropriate, and consecrated by
our history and by usage.

A head in profile is the most appropriate, because it gives oppor.
tunity for the highest grade of artistic and classical ability to be
employed for the composition of the device and its execution.

Full-length figures are inappropriate. The parts are too small to per.
mit of expression in the design, and do not permit of sufficient depth to
"come up," as it is technically expressed, in striking the coin; and they
are easier for counterfeit imitations, and more difficult to detect when
counterfeited.

Armorial bearings or devices are to be deprecated; they have all the
disadvantages of the last paragraph, and are the relics of feudal and
effete monarchical and semibarbarous times, inappropriate to free and
enlightened republican government.

Besides the above objections to the conventional eagle (it has no pro.
totype in nature), on the reverse of several coins of gold and silver
required by law there are others of grave importance. A device on
both sides, obverse and reverse, of a coin compels a sacrifice of relief or
strength on the obverse or principal side, the metal of the blank or
planchet being absorbed between them; whereas a simple reverse, con.
listing of the legend, "United States of America, E Pluribus Unum,"
&c., around a wreath in low relief, with the denomination of the coin in
plain, distinct letters, is more expressive, in better taste, and accords
with the usage of the most enlightened nations. You are resleCtfnlly
referred, for a full description of the mode and processes of procuring
original dies, published in the Proceedings of American Philosophical

'I may be permitted to observe that a perfect knowledge of this process was
acquired in the mint of Paris by myself and introduced into the United State mint,
in place of the rude and laborious processes previously practiced.
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Society, February anti March 10, 1855 (probably in the library of the
Smithsonian Instituition).

The mint of th United States in Philadelphia is tnow in lsessiou of
improved apparatus for procurinig Irore models and reducing to all sizes
and denominations facsimiles for original dies, and there are artists
quite capable, udthi, instructions in regard to exigencies which control
the operation of striking coins, to place the United States in the front
rank of all nations in the artistic, classical, and mechanical execution
of its coinage. (See section 19 of revised bill hereto appended.)

Section 35:

BASEM TAL. COIMAG-A ONK-CENT PIECE O BRONZE ONLY SHIOULID BN AUTHORIZED.

I am clearly and decidedly of opinion that all the heterogeneous coin.
age of cents and their multiples, made of silver, alloys of silver, copper,
and nickel, should cease, and nothing but cents should be made of
bronze, of the usual proportions of copper and tin, as the best in all
respects of the known alloys. It is, however, probable that the time
will come-it may not be far distant-when the progress of metallurg.
ical skill will authorize the use of aluminum alloyed with copper for the
purpose of minor coinage.

The subsequent sections to the thirty-ninth, inclusive, would require
modification or fall with the preceding. (See sections 16 and 17 of
revised bill.)

Section 44:
ASSAY OFFICE.

The abolition of all mints, except that of Philadelphia and possibly
that of San Francisco (one for the Atlantic and the other, if maintained,
for the Pacific portions of the Rtepublic) will necessarily require the
establishment of assay offices in various bullion producing or dealing
localities-New York and the principal mining districts of the Western
country. The laws for their government appear to be sufficient, but
there are gentlemen, whom you know, whose legal acquirements are
superior to mine, and to whose opinions I would respectfully defer.
There is, however, one view which I beg leave respectfully to submit,
for which we have the authoritative precedent of the mint of France
in Paris.

Assayers should be obliged to go through a course of instruction in
the United States Mint, be examined, and receive a diploma, with an
assay mark, before they are permitted to practice professionally, and
that those only who have been thus prepared, and are of unblemished
moral character, should be legally competent to receive commissions as
assayers of any of the assay offices of the United States. FPp.

FEBRUARY 1, 1870.
NOTE.-The clause in brackets in the third article of section 1 is

eminently proper; there is no connection whatever between the duties
of the treasurer of the Mint and the assistant treasurer of the United
States. Their places of business or offices in this city should never
havebeen the same, and were ultimately separated by necessity. (Office
of treasurer of the Mint abolished; see sections 3 and 26 of revised bill
hereto appended.)
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Mr. Peale to Mr. Kxo..

1131 GIRARD STREET,
Philadelphia, February 16, 1870.

DzEA Sr3: The brevity of the time within which it seemed desirs.
ble that my remarks on the bill revising the mint laws should be trans.
mitted to you was such that a longer one for reflection and examination
would not have been followed by after-thoughts, such as those which
accompany this note.

I pray you to receive them with all due allowance and to believe me,
with sentiments of highest esteem,

Your obedient servant,
FRANKLIN PEALE.

JOHN JAY KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller, &c.

P. 8.-The highly complimentary and acceptable letter of the hon-
orable Secretary of the Treasury has been received.

Addiional remarked on mint law..

PHILADELPHIA, February, 1870.
It would seem proper that some legal provision for the melting of

deposits, or those crude quantities of gold dust or other forms of the
precious metals whose weights or qualities can not be ascertaied
without this preparation, should be enacted. It is true that there is a
law which provides that bullion brought to the Mint should be in a
condition fit for coinage. This is theoretically just and proper; never-
theless, there is propriety in affording facility for the accommodation
of the public, by authentic and reliable authorities, for melting and
asay of the crude results of mining operations hitherto absent in this
country.

The melting of deposits has of necessity been always practiced in
the Mint of the United States by workmen nominally in the meter
and refiner's department, but it is no part of his duty as defined by law,
neither can it be said that it should be, for reasons which will be
obvious hereafter.

The treasurer has no workmen under his control by the present laws,
and the deposit melting room and fixtures are nominally without com-
petent head or direction.

In the operations of this deparun&M there is a wide latitude for waste,
to which must be added considerable difficulty from the presence of the
semi metals, arsenic, antimony, &c., in the crude metals from the new
bullion-producing districts, Montana, Nevada, &c., causing loss and
embarrassment, which losses can not be defined within limits. Averages
on the large transactions of the Mint have been established, and are no
doubt necessary and correct and it is also true that in all manipulations
of gold and silver, either chemical or mechanical, there are inevitable
wastages, and after the "'closest getting up" 9f grains there remains
the "sweep," &c., which, in present usages) goes to the reduction of
wastage in the melter and refiner's department.

Finally, as there Is no responsibility attached to this department,
though doubtless performed in good faith, it is not likely that the degree
of care will be exercised which might be under other circumstances.
It may be that the best means of recovering the last particles of prm-
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cious metals are not known or practiced, or, in other words, there is
room for improvement in the economical processes, with a view of reduc-
ing the wastage or loss to a minimum.

F. 1.

Hon. H. R. Liderman, late Director of the Mint, to Mr. Knox.

PHILADELPHIA, January 25, 1870.
DEAR SIR: I duly received your letter of the 18th instant, enclosing

copy of a bill revising the laws relating to the mints, &c., with request
to examine the bill and return the same with such suggestions and
amendments as I may deem desirable.

Having examined the bill, I now return it with the following remarks:

GENERAL PROVISIONS OF TH BILL.

As far as existing laws in relation to the Mint and coinage of the
United States are embraced in the bill, they fully meet my approval;
nor do I notice any omissions of importance, except that you have not
included the provisions allowing the necessary deviations from the legal
standard of fineness in the gold and silver ingots, and in the standard
weight of the silver coins. The omission of the provisions referred to
was no doubt accidental. Having called your attention to the same, I
proceed to note the alterations of, and amendments to, existing laws.

DIRECTOR OF Tile MINT.

The first section establishes the directorship of the Mint in the
Treasury Department at Washington. This mea ure was recommended
by the present able Secretary of the Treasury, in his recent report on
the finances, and the subject was no doubt fully considered by him
before recommending so important a change. The principal objection
to the proposition is that the chief executive officer should be located
at an institution where the various processes and manipulations per.
gaining to the coinage of the precious metals are carried on. If the
uniform practice of the Government from the organization of the Mint
in 1792 to 1860, which was to continue the Director in office during
good behavior, still existed, there would be great weight in the objec-
tion referred to, but with new and inexperienced men assuming the
duties of the office at every change of administration, the objection is
of not much importance. Another objection is that the chief officer,
if located at Washington, would not have the advantage of frequent
consultation and comparison of views with the operative or manipa.
latory officers of the Mint on the various subjects of interest arising
from time to time in reference to the improvements in science and
mechanism in this and other countries. To some extent this objection
would be removed by frequent visits of the Director to the mint at
Philadelphia, and his presence there from time to time when important
experiments were being conducted. While referring to this subject, I
may remark that if the practice of removals had been carried into
effect with respect to the assayer and melter and refiner of the mint at
Philadelphia, and assay office at New York, there is no estimating the
evils that would probably have resulted to the public service.

If the Director was located at Washington he would be in a position
to consult orally or otherwise at all times with his official superior, the
Secretary of the Treasury, and receive his advice and istuct on
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important matters relating to the officers and business of the different
mints and assay offices, and be enabled to act promptly on such busi.
ness as might come before him, which would be of great advantage.
The weak point in our present mint system is, that under existing laws
the Director of the Mint prescribes in detail, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury (which is generally a mere matter of form),
all the regulations and instructions for the transaction of business at
the branch mints and assay offices. Under these regulations and
instructions the business is conducted, but 411 the accounts and vouch.
ers pass direct to the First Auditor of the Treasury, and neither the
Director of the Mint nor Secretary of the Treasury have any means of
knowing whether the same corresponds with such instructions and
regulations or not. Of course, this defect would be obviated if the
Director were located at the Treasury Department, as he would then be
able to examine all the accounts before their adjustment by the account-
ing officers. (See sections 1 and 2 of revised bill hereto appended.)

OFFICzS OF THE TREASURER OF Till MINT AND ASSISTANT TREASURKR OF TUi
UNITED STATES SHOULD UKC S EARATED.

The third section separates the offices of treasurer of the mint and
assistant treasurer of the United StatA.s. This is an excellent pro.
vision. As long as both offices are filled by the same person no satis-
factory examination of funds at either office can be made without first
suspending the operations of the mint, for the reason that the funds of
the two offices, respectively, can be commingled in such manner that a
count at either office affords no reliable information as to whether the
amount on hand is correct or otherwise; any deficit could probably be
made up temporarily by transfers from the one office to the other, and
thus go undiscovered. (See sections 3 and 26 of revised bill.)

OPERATIVE OFFICERS SHOULD APPOINT SUBORDINATES.

Section 7 increases the amount of surety to be given by the operative
officers. Under existing laws these officers have no legal control of
the appointment or removal of their subordinates, to whom they must
look for the care and safety of the bullion placed in their custody. If
the law in respect to the mode of a pointing the workmen in the differ-
ent departments is not changed, I do not think it would be just to com-
pel the officers to increase their bonds. (See section 4 of revised bill)

DLSCONTINUANC OF SILVER DOLLA&

Section 11 reduces the weight of the silver dollar from 4121 to 384
grains. I can see no good reason for the proposed reduction in the
weight of this coin. It would be better, in my opinion, to discontinue
its issue altogether. The gold dollar is really the legal unit and meas.
ure of value. Having a higher value as bullion than its nominal value,
the silver dollar long ago ceased to be a coin of circulation; and, being
of no practical use whatever, its issue should be discontinued. (See
section 15 of revised bill hereto appended.)

sEFTIEMUNT OF ACCOUNTS-WASTAGE.

Sections 17 18, and 19 prescribe more stringent details in relation to
the periodical settlement of the accounts of the operative offers. I
regard them as necessary and proper. The reduction in the allowance
for wastage I also approve, except as to the melter and refiner's silver.
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The present allowatice of silver is three-thousandths. It should not be
reduced below two-thousandths. Being a less valuable metal than
gold, and frequently containing a small percentage of base metals,
which increases the liability to loss in the refining and parting opera-
tions, a larger percentage for wastage should be allowed than on gold.
While referring to the subject of wastage, it, should be stated that the
allowance therefor is on all the bullion, charged to the melter and refiner,
which includes the standard bullion in the form of clippings returned
from time to time by the coiner and delivered to the former. The result
is that the amount of bullion operated on, and on which wastage is
allowed, exceeds considerably the actual amount of deposits. There is,
of course, much less chance for wastage in simply remelting standard
bullion than on bullion requiring refiung. I notice this fact In order
to show that the allowance for wastage is quite liberal. (See sections
43 and 44 of revised bill.)

ASSAY COMMIS8IONKRS.

Section 22 discontinues the United States district attorney for the
eastern district of Pennsylvania and the collector of the port of Phila.
delphia as ex officio members of the annual assay commission, but con-
tinues the United States judge for the district above named as an ex
officio commissioner. This is a proper alteration. I respectfully recom.
mend that the assayer of the United States assay office at New York
be made an e.r officio member of the assay commission. It is important
that thAre should always be at least one disinterested practical assayer
on the commission to guard against the possibility of its being so con.
stituted as practically to devolve the determining of the fineness of the
coins on the assayer of the Philadelphia mint, who would, in that case,
be testing his own work. (See section 49 of revised bill.)

MEDALS-ALL RECEIPTS OF THR MINT SHOULD B PAID INTO THE TIIEASURY.

The provision for striking national and other medals at the mint,
under proper restrictions, is proper, and should be retained.

The provision contained in section 24, requiring all moneys arising
from charges, deductions, &c., to be paid into the Treasury of the
United States, Is to be commended as being more clear and explicit
than the recent act of Congress on that subject. (See sections 53 and
54 of revised bill.)

ABRASION OF COIN.

Section 25 has evidently been inserted for the purpose of calling forth
an expression of opinion on a subject which has not hitherto received
much attention in this country, viz, the protection of the public against
the circulation of gold coin worn by natural abrasion to such an extent
as to no longer be in fact a legal tender for their nominal value. In the
place of the section referred to it would be better to insert one provid.
ing that all gold coins reduced below a certain wei ht shall no longer
be a legal tender, except at their actual weight. ge effect of such a
provision would be to drive all light and defaced coins to the melting.
pot, and keep in circulation coins corresponding closely to their legal
weight. (See correspondence on pp. 81, 82; also English coinage act,
section 4, page 34, Senate Miss. Doe. 132, 41st Congress, 2d season.)

MLEOR COINAG-NICUL-COPPSK PZFURWE*.

Section 35 provides for the coinage of a one-cent piece of the same
alloy as the present three and five cent copper-nickel coin. and discon.
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tines the issue of the present one and two cent bronze coins. A bill
containing similar provisions was reported by the Committee on Coin.
age, Weights, and Measures, and passed the House of Representatives
toward the close of the last session of Congress, but was not acted on
by the Senate. As to the propriety of discontinuing the issue of the
two-cent bronze pieces, I suppose there will be but little diftereuce of
opinion. The substitution of a copper-nickel one-cent piece for the
bronze coin of the same denomination will be objected to on the ground
that the latter is more easily manufactured than the former. While
admitting the fact that the alloy composed of copper, tin, and zinc,
usually termed "bronze," is more malleable than the copper-nickel alloy,
experiments made at the mint prove that the manufacture of a copper.
nickel cent, such as you propose, is entirely practicable. Moreover, it
may be stated that the more difficult the alloy is to manipulate the less
liability there is to have counterfeiting of the coins made therefrom
successfully carried on. In this respect the argument is decidedly in
favor of the copper-nickel piece. It is proper to add that experience
shows copper-nickel coins to be no more liable to counterfeiting than
the existing silver coins.

There are objections to manipulating in the mint at the same time
the two different alloys now used tor the minor or base coinage, and
one or the other should be discontinued and the issue hereafter be of
one alloy only. Under all the circumstances, in relation to the various
issues, and the amount of the different denominations in circulation,
with which you are familiar, I think that the coinage of the bronze
pieces had better be discontinued and the issue of a copper-nickel cent
authorized. (See sections 16 and 17 of revised bil.)

REDEITION OF MINOR COINAGE NECR88ARY.

The system of exchange and redemption prescribed in section 39 is
clearly proper, and required to protect the public against the evils of a
redundant issue. 'The amount of base coins issued since the suspen-
sion of specie payments is without a precedent, and in some parts of
the country these coins have necessarily become redundant.

Surely a just public policy will dictate some measure of relief for the
people in this respect. The amount that will be presented for redemp
tion will be small in comparison with the large gains paid into the
Treasury from their issue. (See section 33 of revised bill; also cor.
respondence on necessity of redemption of minor coinage, page 84.)

ASSAY OFFICES.

The section (50) in which you have clearly defined the legitimate
functions of assay offices (other than that at New York, where refining
and parting are carried on) is a valuable one and should be retained.
(See section 59 of revised bill, hereto appended.)

T11X COINAGE CHARGE AND THE EXPENSE OF REFINING SHOULD BE REDUCED.

My views in relation to the necessity of reducing the cost of the refin-
ing and coinage of the precious metals in this country will be found in
my San Francisco report, to which I invite your attention, in the hope
that a section containing the necessary provisions on the subject will
be incorporated in the bill before it is sent to Congress. I will only add
that, disguise it as you may, the coinage charge is, in effect, a direct
tax to that amount on the actual producers of the bullion, whereas it
should be borne by the people at large, for whose benefit it is converted
into coins for a circulating medium. (See sections 25 and 47 of revised
bill.)
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VOUCHERS SHOULD PASS IN ALL TRANSFERS OF COIN AND BULLION.

In several sections of the bill I notice that you have made amend-
meuts to existing laws so as to require vouchers to pass in all the trans.
actions of the mint.

In section 20 you have also proposed a change in order to prevent
delay iii the payment of depositors in cases where the bullion previously
deposited is refractory. These amendments were proposed by you after
your examination of the branch mint in San Francisco in 186, and were
subsequently made a matter of regulation by the Department (see pages
259-261, Finance Report, 1866). ! regard these amendments, especially
the one in reference to vouchers, as very Important, and recommend
their adoption. (See sections 4, 6, 7, and 47 of revised bill.)

ADDITIONAL LEGISLATION-LAW BITTER THAN REGULATION IN AFFAIRS OF THE MINT.

I notice, also, that you propose to provide by positive enactment of
law for several minor points that are now a matter of regulation only.
I think this is well, because as little should be left to regulation as pos.
sible. Frequent chages in the mode of conducting business at the
mints are not desirable. In this connection I will note the fact that,
prior to 1867, the actual weight of coins delivered to the treasurer was
not recorded; if within the limits of tolerance or deviation allowed by
law, the legal weight only was recorded. As this weighing prior to
delivery to the treasurer is the only check to provide against the uni-
form issue of what are termed "lights," that is to say, coins below the
legal standard, but within the limits of deviation, it should always be
recorded. Being at that time Director, I issued instructions to that
effect, but, under existing laws, the instructions on this point may at
any time be legally altered or amended by the same authority that pre-
scribed them. The fact may also be mentioned that it was the practice
for several years prior to 1867 to carefully weigh the pieces reserved
from every delivery of coins to the treasurer for the-annual trial of the
coinage by the assay commission, to ascertain if the weight of the same
were within the legal limits of deviation. The law said these coins
should be "taken indiscriminately." Regarding the practice as being
a election, instead of an indiscriminate taking of pieces for subsequent
trial, I issued instructions for tWe discontinuance of the practice above
referred to. I recommend that the law be made clear and distinct on
these and kindred points.

CONCLUSION.

In concluding a somewhat hasty revision of thq bill, I beg to remark
that the codification and revision of the mint laws is a matter involv.
ing careful study and reflection, as well as much labor, but I have no
doubt that after having received suggestions from the different experts
whom you have addressed, the revision will be brought to a successful

Jr completion.
The subsequent enactment of one concise and comprehensive law, in

place of the many different and conflicting statutes now existing, will
a convenience to everyone who has occasion to refer to these sub-

jects, and also a work of great interest and benefit to the public
generally.

Very respectfully, H. ii. LnwrnuwM .

JoHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputv OtomptroUer of the Ourrcj.
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loon. .1. 1.ose Snowden, formalp Iiirtclor of the Mint, to Mr. Ksoz.

PHILADELPHIA, March 11, 1870.
My DzAR Siu: I have written out my views on the bill which you

sent me, and have this day mailed the package (for it is somewhat
larger than a letter), addressed to the Secretary of the Treasury, to
your care. JAMES ROSS SNOWDEN.

JOHN JAY KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of the Ourrency.

PHILADELPHIA, March 10, 1870.
DEAR 1IR: I have received your communication inclosing "A bill

revising the laws relating to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of
the United States," and requesting me to examine it and make such
suggestions and amendments as may occur to me. In response to this
request I will notice some of its prominent features and present some
suggestions for your consideradon.

THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT.

1. The bill proposes that the Director of the Mint shall have his office
in the Treasury Department at Wablington.

When the Mint of the United States was established in 1792, and for
a few years afterward, the seat of government was at Philadelphia. As
a general rule, in all the governments of Europe at that time (and con.
tinued to the present) the principal mint of the country was located at
the seat of government. When the General Government was removed
to the city of Washington, no change was made in the location of the
Mint, for obvious reasons connected with the economics of coinage and
the supply of bullion, which I need not in this paper discuss. It has
from its organization to the present time continued to he the Mint, and
when branch mints and assay offices have been from time to time estab-
lished the general regulation and supervision of those branches were
placed under the Director. President Washington was fortunate in the
selection of the first Director, David Rittenhouse, who was not only a
man of great scientific acquirements and general knowledge, but was
an accomplished and able mechanic. He was the maker of watches, of
orreries, and of his own mathematical instru ment.. His genius found an
appropriate employment in providing and arranging the various imple-
ments, apparatus, and machinery required for an institution whose func-
tion isthecoinage of money. Undersuch direction the Mintconmmeuced
its work; and a line of successors such as Chancellor De Saub8sure, Dr.
Boudinot, Drs. Robert Patterson, father and son, Dr. Moore, and others,
maintained its excellence and efficiency. From 1792 to 1861 no changes
were made in the official tenure of the Director, except by voluntary
resignation or by the death of the incumbent. It is to be regretted
that in recent years a different policy has been introduced, and changes
have been made from other causes. This recent practice has to some
extent diminished the controlling influence, prominence, and authority
which officially belong to the Director of the Mint. But I submit that
this is not a legitimate result of the law, but of its administration and
enforcement, and is not a valid reason for making the great change in
the system which this bill proposes. There are many reasons, which I
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think are obvious, and will readily occur to anyone acquainted with
the operations of coinage, why the Director of the Mint should have
his official place at the principal mint. It may well be asked, can an
officer at Washington direct, superintend, control, and manage the
operations of the Mint in a distant city I Under the familiar legal prin.
ciple that what a man does by another he does by himself-that is to
say, through agents-he may, in one sense, be able to control its oper.
nations, but not to superintend atd direct them. He could not in any
just sense be said to manage the Mint, much less have "the superin.
tendence of the officers and persons employed there." Under the pres-
ent system all this is accomplished, and more too, by the personal
supervision which it is the duty of the Director to give to the institution
under his direction and control. He is at hand, also, to make provision
for emergencies which frequently arise in the operation of coinage, and
which require immediate action.

As to the branch minting establishments, the Director can exercise
a controlling influence, not only by instructions and reports, but by the
more efficient means which is afforded by the redeposits of the precious
metal received at the principal mint, and by the assays of bullion and
coin made and struck at these branches. These and other means and
appliances can give him exact information as to the manner in which
distant branches perform their work and duty, and afford him efficient
aid to secure uniformity and accuracy in the coinage operations of the
several minting establishments of the United States. I hold, there.
fore, that the Director of the Mint, whose office is held at the principal
mint, can better perform the duties of his office than could such officer
located at Washington, where there is no Inint.

2. While I present these views, I am cf opinion that it would be
advantageous to the public service to establish nt the seat of Govern.
ment a bureau for the transaction of business relating to the minting
establishments of the United States, and for the settlement and adjust-
ment of the accounts of these institutions. And here I may state that
the bill under consideration contains no provision for the settlement
of these accounts. The law as it now stands requires the treasurer
of the Mint and the treasurers of the branches to present quarter.yearly
to the Treasury Department an account of the receipts and disburse-
inents, and of the transactions in bullion and coin, both with the
accounting officers and the depositors. It is well known that these
accounts have not annually received an intelligent examination at
Washington. They have been examined.by clerks who have little
knowledge of the accounts peculiar to these institutions. I may here
state that although the profits on the coinage of theMint were regu.
larly reported every year, yet for several years the fact was not noticed
at the Department that large sums of money were reported which were
subject to its draft in like manner as other sums of money placed to
the credit of the Government.

APPOINTMENT OF COMMISSIONER OF MINT AFFAIRS AT WASHINGTON.

I think it would e advisable to authorize the appointment of a
commissioner of mint affairs, with such clerical force as the Secretary
of the Treasury should approve, and to whom all communications on
the subject in question should be made and accounts transmitted.
This would provide a convenient office for the transaction of Mint busi.
ness, and relieve the Secretary of the Treasury from details of business
which, in the present great extent and diversity of his duties, would
be advantageous to that officer and be benefcial to the public service.
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In connection with these duties it would be well also to include that
which iN proposed in this bill, namely, that such officer should "have
charge of all matters statistical and otherwise tending to the develop.
ment of mining industry and of the precious metals."

It would also be desirable that the annual report of the Director of
the Mint should be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury
through the commissioner of mint affairs, herein suggested, with dire.
tion to that officer to examine the same and add to the report such
remarks and statements as he should deem expedient. He might also,
with great propriety, be requested or authorized to make an annual
report on the development of the mining operations of the United
States so far as it relates to the precious metals.

3. As the views herein presented are not in accord with what appears
to be the main object of the bill, namely, separating the Director from
the mint and fixing his office at Washington, it may perhaps be unnec.
essary to notice the other provisions and details contained therein.
But as they may not receive the sanction of the Department nor of the
committee of Congress to whom the papers may be referred, I will
briefly notice some of the other provisions in the bill and some omis-
sions which occur to me.

Moreover, this course seems proper, because if the suggestion which
I make in reference to the appointment of a commissioner of mint
affairs should be favorably received the bill in question can readily
be so amended as to make the other sections harmonize with it.

TH MINT AND ITS BRANCHES.

4. It is proper that one mint, as is now prescribed by law, should be
designated as "the mint," and the others as branches of it. For the
sake of unity and proper organization this, it seems to me, is necessary.
Many reasons could be given for this opinion. I will content myself
with presenting but one, which I think sufficient. The coinage of the
mint and its branches should be designated and known. "For the pur.
pose of discriminating the coins stamped at each branch and at themint itself," as is now required by law, a letter is placed on the reverse
of the coins struck at each branch; the absence of any letter (as a
mark) on the coins shows that such coins were struck at the mint.
There are many advantages for the continuance of this practice, promi-
nent among which is that, in case of defective coinage, either in fine.
ness, weight, or otherwise, the pawe where the coins were struck may
be known. If a branch mint which has an inconsiderable coinage
should, by accident or design, issue pieces outside of the limits pre-
scribed by law, if there was no mode of ascertaining where the coins
were issued the coinage of all the minting establishments might be
required to be withdrawn from circulation. A case in point did happen
about twenty years ago in the coinage of one denomination of coin
struck at the branch mint at New Orleans. I may add that it is due,
as a matter of justice to the officers of each mint, that the coins should
thus be designated.

5. There is ana omission to require assay pieces to be transmitted from
different mints for the annual assay or trial of the fineness and weight
of the coins. These assay pieces are taken indiscriminately, at each
delivery of coins from the chief coiner to the treasurer, the number
being prescribed by the Director. (See section 42 of revised bill, hereto
appended.)

6. The transmission to the Treasury Department of quarter-yearly
accounts from the mint and its branches and the ay offices, as is
now prescribed by law, is omitted. (See section 4 of revised bill.)
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AMOUNT OF SILVER USED UN ALLOY SHOULD DR DIMINISHED.

7. The alloy of the gold coins, in this bill, is the same as is now pro-
scribed by law. But the quantity of silver may, with great propriety,
be reduced from fifty-thousandths, as is now permitted, to, say, ten-thou-
san(ltlis. I, as D~irector of the Mint, made this matter a subject of
inutrtictios in September, 183, which I reproduce here.

"It is highly important to secure uniformity in our gold coinage; and
to accomplish this all deposits of native gold, or gold not previously
refined, should be assayed for silver without exception, and refined to
from .990 to .993. The gold coins of the mint and its branches will then
be nearly thus: Gold, .900; silver, .008; copper, .092."

The object of this regulation was to attain a greater uniformity in the
color of the coins than had theretofore been obtained, and also to save
,the loss of silver unnecessarily used in the alloy. Under these instruc.
tions the coinage has since that time been executed. But the passage
of a new law would seem a fit occasion to make this the subject of legis-
lation by making the limit not to exceed ten-thousandths iD every one
thousand parts. At present it is permissible to use fifty-thousandths of
silver, which would make the coin of a lighter color than is desirable,
and has no efibct whatever upon their value, the excess of silver being
uselessly employed. (See section 13 of revised bill.)

COINAGE CHARGE 811OULD BE ABOLISHED.

8. Gold coins being the only metallic money of the United Stetes, and
a standard of value, it is, in my judgmetnt, inexpedient to authorize a
charge upon such coinage. It reducespro tanto the mint price of bullion
below its market value. Where there is no charge for coinage the mint
price is the same as the value of the metal when-coined. It is to be
noted that, under our present laws, there is a coinage charge, and it
will be observed, by reference to the tables of the value of foreign coins
annexed to the annual reports of the Director of the Mint, that there
are two values stated: 1. The value of the coins as compared with the
legal content or amount of fine gold in the coins of the United States.
2. The mint value of such foreign coins after the deduction of the coin.
age charge, namely, the one-half of one per cent. There is a similar
double valuation of all bullion brought to the mint for coinage. The
abrogation of a coinage charge would rid us from the incongruity of
giving two different values to foreign coins and uncoined bullion, and
under some circumstances, connected with our commerce and exchange
with foreign nations, it would have a tendency to increase our gold
coinage. On the other hand, if the market value is greater than the
mint price, our coinage receipts must be diminished. And just here I
make the general remark, applicable to all coinage, that it is a weak
invention to attempt to make money with a less quantity of metal than
that inetal is worth in the markets of the civilized world. (See section
25 of revised bill, hereto appended.)

CHARGES OF THE MINT-EUROPEAN CUSTOM-PRIVATE REFINERIES SHOULD BE
ENCOURAGED.

9. The provisions of the bill under consideration for charging the
depositor with the expenses incurred in refining, separating, toughen-
ing, &c., are proper, and are such as are authorized by law.

In the European mints all metals deposited for coinage are required
to be fit for coinage and of standard fineness, or above the standard
the refining being done in private establishments.
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While it is inexpedient, until private refineries are in operation in
this country, to refuse the reception.of unprepared and unrefined bul.
lion, yet, to encourage such work and looking forward to the time when
they will be in operation, I think it would be proper to give a preference
in the order of payment of deposits to bullion of that character. This
is somewhat provided for in one section of the bill, but not to the extent
above suggested. (See ections 46 and 47 of revised bill.)

THE PIRESENT SILVER DOLLAR 8HOL'LD NOT BE DISCONTINUED.

10. I see that it is proposed to demonetize the silver dollar. This I
think unadvisable. Silver coins below the dollar are now not money in
a proper sense, but only tokens. I do not like the idea of reducing the
silver dollar to that level. It is quite true that the silver dollar, being
more valuable than two half dollars or four quarter dollars, will not be
used as a circulating medium, but only for cabinets, and perhaps to
supply some occasional or local demand; yet I think there is no neces.
sity for so considerable a piece as the dollar to be struck from metal
which is only worth ninety-four cents. When we speak of dollars let
it be known that we speak of dollars not demonetized and reduced
below their intrinsic value, and thus avoid the introduction of contra-
dictory and loose ideas of the standards of value.

REDUNDANCY OF SILVER COINS SHOULD BE PREVENTED.

When specie payments are resumed with us, or when the paper cur.
rency and gold are rated at the same, or even nearly the same, value,
unless some stringent restrictions are made upon the issues of reduced
silver coins, as now authorized, there will be a plethora of them on the
market, and their circulation will be not only an inconvenience but a
loss. (See sections 27, 28, and 29 of revised bills.)

MINOR COINAGE-A 1-CENT PIECE ONLY SHOULD BE SSURED, COMPOSED OF COPPER
AND NICKEL-COI'PE, EIGHTY-EIGHT PARTS; NICKEL, TWELVE PARTS.

And in this connection I beg to say that the base coinage provided
for in section 35, of five and three cent pieces, will soon be found to be
a positive nuisance aiid a subject of great embarrassment and loss, espe.
cially to small dealers. Moreover, the intrinsic value of the copper and
nickel in these pieces, and in the one-cent pieces also, is so largely below
the nominal value of the coins that we will have a flood ot counterfeits
and imitations of them, and will otherwise experience great inconven.
ience from their introduction into circulation. These remarks also apply
to the pieces of the character lately issued; and this bill, it may be said,
only continues their use. But I think it was a great mistake to aban-
don the cent of 1857, and substitute one of greatly inferior value, and,
moreover, extend the issuing of such base coins to five-cent and three-
cent pieces. I have not time at present to enlarge upon this subject,
but I may state that, in my judgment, the five-cent piece should be com.
posed of silver, and if a three cent piece is required, let it also be of sil-
ver, as heretofore authorized. The cent is the only base coin which
should be issued, and this ought to contain the ch:r,,cteristics and com-
position of the cent adopted in 157. That cent maintained its color
well; it was of convenient size and weight, and a difficult coin to imi-
tate or counterfeit. It was abandoned a few years ago because it was
c4msidered that the material of which it was composed-eighty-eight
per cent copper and twelve per cent nickel-was too valuable, when at
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that very time it was yielding a profit to the Government on its issue
of about fifty.six" per cent. Surely the Government can afford to put
one-half cent'a worth of metal into a coin which is issued as one cent.

CONSOLIDATION OF OFFICES OF SUPERINTENDENT AND TRRASUR.1I,

11. The proposition to unite the offices of superintendent and treas.
urer appears to me objectionable. The disbursements for labor, mate.
rials, and supplies of all kinds used in a minting establishment are paid
by the treasurer on the warrants of the superintendent. Depositors of
bullion are also paid on similar warrants. It would therefore seem
Improper to unite these offices in one person. If it is necessary to
diminish the number of officers, I suggest that the assayer could with
some propriety act as treasurer. But wherever the operations are large
enough to justify the organization of a mint, I am of opinion that the
several offices required should be held by separate persons; this tends
to afford a proper check upon their accuracy and fidelity. At the assay
offices, except the assay office at New York, the assayer might very
properly perform the duties of treasurer. (See sections 20 and 41 of
revised bill hereto appended.)

GOLD CERTIFICATES.

12. I see no reason for requiring the certificates of deposits of gold
bullion to be presented within any specified number of days, as is pro.
vided for in this bill. On the contrary, I would give the depositor such a
certificate as could be used for all purposes as money, and at any time
or at any place. I would go further. I would permit several certifi-
cates to be issued for the same deposit, by dividing the amount into
such sums-say, not less than $50 or $10-as the depositor may wish,
and make them payable to bearer. And, in conjunction with this, I
would insert a further provision to allow similar certificates to be issued
at the mint in Philadelphia, the assay office in New York, and the
branch mint at San Francisco, and at the Treasury and principal assist
ant treasuries of the United States, on deposits of gold coins of the
United States. The advantages of such a measure are manifold. But
the subject is too broad to be discussed in this paper. I made a similar
suggestion or recommendation in 1857, and wrote out my views upon it
at some length. I have a copy at hand, but it is too long to insert here.
The present condition of the country, now so near the resumption of
specie payments, or, rather, when the values of paper money and gold
are approximating each other, renders such a ineasure, namely, the
issuing of coin certificates on the deposit of gold bullion and gold coins,
a matter of peculiar interest and importance.

I intended to notice some other points, chiefly of detail and phrase.
ology, in the bill, which seem to require revision; but as you will have
responses from the present officers of the mints, they will, no doubt,
by them be brought to your attention.

I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, yourobedient servant,
JANES Ross SNowDEN.

Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,
&cretary of tht Teasury.
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H... George F. Duaiing, late euplrnteudt of the United States asay oje iL -Yew yr-k,
to Mr. Knox.

N oTS ON THE 31INr BiLL.

Section 1. Would not less opposition be made to the bill if the mint
at Philadelphia was, as far as possible, left untouched ? That mint
must necessarily be the parent mint for years to come. The branch
mints must be supplied with dies and machinery from Philadelphia,
where mechanics have been specially trained for making coining-
presses, rolls, furnaces, molds, &c.; and officers and assistants newly
appointed to the branch mints must go to Philadelphia for preliminary
instruction. The annual assay must be held at Philadelphia, and all
national medals must be struck there; and all experiments for new
coins or alloys will necessarily be conducted at the Philadelphia mint.
Then why not let the mint establishment consist of-1. The Mint of
the United States and branch mints, at which bullion should be refined
by parting and paid for in coins or fine bars. 2. Assay offices simply,
where bullion should be refined by fluxing only, and the same metal
returned in unparted bars, stamped with weight, fineness, and value.
3. A mint bureau at Washington, attached to the Treasury Depart.
ment, having general supervision.

BRANCH MINT AT NEW YORK.

Thia would involve the changing of the New York assay office to the
branch mint at New York, which ought to be done. It is a mint in all
except actual coining money, and the power to clothe it with this attri.
bute could be left to the discretion of the President.

COMPTROLLER OF THE MINT AT WASHINGTON.

If the mint at Philadelphia is left as it is, the chief officer at Wash.
ington would have to be called "Director.General of the Mint," or
"Comptroller of the Mint." Why not combine this office with that of
Comptroller bf the Currency and change the title to "Comptroller of
the Mint and Currency?"

HIS DUTIES.

Section 3, clause 1. In order to justify the creation of a mint bureau,
&c., enlarge the power of the Director (Comptroller) thus: After the
words "authorized by law" add: "He shall, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, prescribe all regulations for their govern.
ment; direct the mode of keeping and rendering their accounts, and
shall carefully scrutinize the same before they are rendered to the
auditor; and all reports, estimates, and requisitions from the mints or
assay offices shall be submitted for his examination and supervision."
"He shall make an annual report," &c., as far as '-now prescribed by
law," then add: "t He shall take measures to procure accurate statis-
tical information of the discovery and development of mines of the
precious metals, the character of their ores, and the methods of working
the same; and shall, as fully as practicable, make his office useful in
the development of the mining industry of the country." (See section
2 of revised bill, hereto appended.)

Clause 2. After the word "Director," in the fourth line, add: "He
shall draw warrants upon the treasurer and other officers for the trans-
fer or delivery of coins or bullion; he shall check the treasurer's calcu.
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]ations of the value of deposits, and shall scrutinize all bills for ordinary
expenses; aud no payment of money, either for bullion deposits or for
ordinary expenses, shall be made by the treasurer except upon a war-
rant of the superintendent," &c.

DUFES OF TRZAB['RXR.

Clause 3. After "the treasurer" add "of each mint." The paren.
thesis prohibiting the treasurer from being also assistant treasurer
should be covered by section 54. After the word "' mint," in third line,
change thus: "lie shall receive all bullion brought to the mint by
depositors, and shall give receipts for the same; and all coins and
bullion in the mint shall be in his custody, except wheu the same is
legally traislerred to other officers. lie shall calculate, not estimate,
the exact value of each deposit of bullion, and the charges to be levied
thereon; and shall, up6n warrants of the superintendent, make pay.
meat for the same in coins or bars of the same species of bullion as
that deposited; and shall furnish to the owner thereof a certified tnem.
orandum of the weight, fineuess, gross value, charges, and net value
of his deposit." ',He shall keep regular and faithful actounts," &o.
(See sections 4 and 26 of revised bill.)

ME.LTFR AND RKFINER AND COINEZIL

Clause 4. After "assayer" add "of each mint."
Clause 5. Alter thus: ,The melter and refiner" "of each mint"

",shall execute all the operations which are necessary in order to form
ine bars or ingots," &c.

Section 14. In line 6, for the phrase ",within the legal limits of the
standard weight," substitute "within the legal limits of deviation." In
the last line of this section, instead of the words "to be again formed
into ingots and recoined," say, "who shall cause the same to be imme.
diately remelted." The melter and refiner ought not to have the option
of keeping light coin on hand. A dishonest officer might use them to
buy gold bullion outside and keep his accounts good in that way. (See
section 41 of revised bill, hereto appended.)

Section 15. In line 0, instead of ",deposited in a chest," say, "ldepos-
ited in the pyx," &c. This section should provide for the transmission
to the Philadelphia mint of branch mint assay coin8. (See section 42
of revised bill.)

ACCOUNTS OF TREASURER WITl OTihER OFFICERS.

Section 17. Change as follows: 'That in the treasurer's account with
the operative officers of each mint and assay office, the melter and
refiner, or coiner, as the case may be, shall be debited with the stand.
ard weight of all bullion delivered to him; and shall be credited with
the standard weight of all bullion, coins, clippings, sweeps, etc., re-
turned by him to the treasurer, once at least in every year," etc., as in
printed bill.

Section 18. Line 1, on page 8, change "' between the amount charged
and credited" to "between the amount charged and the amount cred.
ited." No other change.

ASSAY COMM8SIONERs.

Section 22, line 2. Change "respective standards and weight" to
"respective standards of finees and weight."
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ferwrandum.-A weight fixed by law is as much a "standard" as a
fineness so fixed.

Line 4, instead of "the Mint" say "the several mints."
Line 16, change "standard fineness and weight" to "standards of

fineness and weight."
Line 19, change "standard or weight" to "standards" simply. (See

section 49 of revised bill.)

ABRASION OF COINAGE.

Section 25. This section is a temptation to holders of o1 coin to
lighten them, so as to get them coined free of charge. I suggest the
omission of the words "at the expense of the United States."

STANDARD WEIGHTS FOR EACH MINT.

Section 27 and section 28. Substitute: "That in the weighing of bul.
lion at the several mints and assay offices, and in the accounts to be
kept thereof, the unit of weight shall be the ounce troy; and it shall be
the duty of the Director [Comptrollerj of the Mint to provide each mint
and assay office with a set of carefully adjusted standard weights, con-
sisting of a one-ounce weight and the necessary multiples and decimal
subdivisions thereof, from the thousandth of an ounce to three hundred
ounces; and these weights shall be used only for the purpose of adjust.
ing the weights ordinarily employed at the several mints and assay
offices, such adjustment to be made at least once in every year, under
the inspection of the superintendent and assayer of each institution:
Prorided, That the standard weight of the mint at Philadelphia shall
be adjusted annually in the presence of the assay commissioners on the
day of annual assay." (See section 51 of revised bill hereto appended.)

Clause 6. "The coiner" of each mint shall "execute," &c. After the
word ,"purpose," in the fourth line, insert: "He shall keep a careful
record of all transactions with the treasurer, noting the weight and
character of the bullion received and delivered, and he shall be respon-
sible," &c. (See section 7 of revised bill.)

THE ENGRAVER; THE OFFICE NOT NECESSARY.

Clause 7. Alter thus: "The engraver of the Mint shall prepare and
engrave, with the legal devices and inscriptions, all the dies required
for coinage in the several mints, and shall perform such other service
in the preparation ot dies tbr coins, medals, &c., as shall be required by
the Director [Comptroller].

I would abolish the office of engraver, and empower the Director to
employ competent artists to prepare dies, &c. The office is useless, and
is a hindrance to improvement. See section 8 of revised bill.)

ASSISTANT TO OPERATIVE. OFFICERS.

Section 4. After the word "superintendent," in the first line, substi-
tute "may" for "shall," and in the third line change "one assistant"
to "one assistant officer."

N. B.-The assayei needs several assistants[not officers], young help.
ers or assayers. These should be provided for. I would give these
the title of "laboratory assistants," and insert after the word "Phila-
delphia" in the fourth line: "' He may also appoint such clerks for the
superintendent and such laboratory assistants for the assayer as shall
be approved by the Director [Comptroller]."
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AMOUNT OF ONliS OF OFFICER.

Section 7. Very few men fit for mint offices can give bonds for $50,000.
Then the responsibility of a superintendent or assayer is far less than
that of a melter and refiner, or coiner, or treasurer. I would have the
amount of bond to be required, in each case, to be determined by the
Secretary of the Treasury and the President. (See section 11 of revised
bilL)

ALIAY 8IIOL'LI) BX OF COPPER ONLY.

Section 9. After the word "standard," in the first line, add: "of fine.
ness." Then in fixing the alloy of gold coins in the fifth line, say: "And
the alloy of the gold coins shall be of copper." Perhaps it is best to
require the alloy to be wholly copier, and may nothing about silver, or
insert, ",with the least practicable intermixture of silver;"

Memorandum.-lf it were practicable to part out all the silver from
gold, the alloy of gold coins should be wholly copper. Formerly it was
the practice to aim at a "gold color" by adding silver in the alloy of
gold; but this is discontinued. (See section 13 of revised bill hereto
appended.)

GOLD AND SILVER COINS.

"SECTION 10. And be it farther exacted, That the gold coins of the
United States shall be a dollar, a quarter-eagle or two-and-a-half-dollar
piece, a three-dollar piece, a half-eagle or fivedollar piece, an eagle or
ten-dollar piece, and a double-eagle or twenty-dollar piece. And the
standard weight of the gold dollar shall be twenty-five and eight-tenths
grains, and the other gold coins shall be in the proportion of twenty-five
and eight-tenths grains to one dollar of value; aud these coins shall be
a legal tender in adl payments."

The law ought first to declare what coins shall be made, and then Ax
their weights. (See sections 14 and 18 of revised bill.)

"S.TIroN 11. And be itfurtler enacted, That the silver coins of the
United States shall be a dollar, a half dollar, a quarter dollar, a dime
or tenth of a dollar, and a half dime or twentieth of a dollar. And the
standard weight of the silver coins shall be in the proportion of three
hundred and eighty-four grains to the dollar- and these coins shall be
a legal tender in all payments not exeeedin Ave dollars." (See section
15 of revised bilL)

SILVER COINs SHOULD 33 REZCVE FOR CUSToMS.

Section 12. Why except "duties on impost In The United States
can certainly atlord to receive its own silver coins to the extent of live
dollars.

TOLRRAtCu.

Section 13. After the word "enacted," in the fint line, insert: "That
in adjusting the weights of the silver coins, the following deviations
shall not be exceeded in any single pie(*: In the dollar and half dollar,
one grain and a half; in the quarter dollar dime, and half di-e o
grain." This seems to have been overlooked in the printed bill. The
rest of this section without change, except changing penyweights to
grains. The changes in section 12 would be-

Three pennyweights to 73 grins.
Two pennyweights to 48 grains.
One ad onehalf pennyweights to 36 gras
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One pennyweight to 24 grains.
One-half pennyweight to 12mn
(See section 39 of revised bil.)

CONVlgRT PIMNYWRIGHTS TO GR&LS.

So long as troy weights are in use at the mints, the employment of
the term "grains" is unavoidable. The weightsof the coins, expressed
in decimal parts of the ounce, would be as follows:
Gold dollar ..................................... 25.8 grains equal 0.0375 ounce.
Gold quarter eagle ............................. 64.5 grains equal 0.134375 ounee.
Gold three dollar ........................... .. 77.4 grains equal 0.16125 ounce.
Gold half eagle ................................. 129.0 grains eq a 0.26875 ounce.
Gold eagle ...................................... 258.0 grains equal 0.5375 ounce.
Gold double eagle .............................. 516 grains equal 1.0750 ounces.
Silver dollar .................................... 384 grains equal 0.80 ounce.
Silver half dollar ............................... 192 grains equal 0.40 ounce.
Silver quarter dollar ............................ 96 grains equal 0.20 ounce.
Silver dime .................................... 38.4 equal 0.08 ounce.
Silver half dime ................................ 19.2 g equal 0.04 once.

Change in section 13:
Four pennyweights to 96 grains.
Three pennyweights to 72 grains.
Two pennyweights to 42 grains.
One pennyweigbt to 24 grains.
The weights of the silver coins might readily be expressed in deci.

mals of the ounce, but this would be impracticable for the gold coins.
Of course the small allowances in the adjustments of coins can not

be expressed in decimals of the troy ounce without absurd and inter-
minable fractions. For example:

One grain is equal to 0.0020333+ ounce.
One half-grain is equal to 0.00104166+ ounce.
One quarter-gran is equal to 0.00052083+ ounce.
[See sections 14, 15, and 39 of revised bill hereto appended.]

Hen. Geerg Egter, frumrer of Ike mini at PkiLslpkia, to Mr. Kse,.

UNITED STATE= TERA8UsY,
Philadelphia, January 27, 1870.

Dram Si: I have yours of the 22d instant in which you invite my
views upon the accompanying bill revising the laws relative to the
mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States. My experience
at the mint has been so brief as W cause me to feel that I am not the
person to express an opinion upon your work; certainly not i reliable
opinit n upon many parts of it. There are gentlemen in this city, both
connected with the mint and retired from it, whose long experience in
that institution and consequent familiarity with its several depart.
ments, peculiarly qualify them to give an opinion at once valuable and
reliable. Then, , as you are aware, since the establishment of the
assistant treasurer's office at the custom-house, the incumbent has been
compelled to spend the larger part of his time at the latter place, so
that be is obliged to intrust the duties of his position as treasurer of
the mint almost entirely to subordinates, and rely upon their fidelity
and judgment in many important particulars.

A curoqy examination of the proposed law has revealed a few
de(ects, as it appears to me, principdly unimportant, which it is scarcely
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necessary to recite here. They relate largely to the phrasology, and
the changes suggested may, in some instances, render the meaning
clearer. 31y suggestions may he tound marked upon the margin of the
bill, which I herewith return. It is but right to say that these, with
the omisgion to provide for the treasurer's bond, would very probably
have come to your notice upou further review of your work.

I191M.PT1021 OV TIIE MI.NOR 44'i.NA(i.

Referring to the thirty-ninth section, which provides for the redeup-
tion of copper-nickel coins, I have to remark that it would be better to
wake these pieces redeemable only at the mint or, at most, only by such
assistant treasurer in addition as have offices located at the same
Ioint as saay officts. If each assistant treasurer and erch designated
depitary shall be required to redeem these pieces, the danger of
redeeming counterfeits will be increased, and spurious coins will find
their way to that office most likely to receive them. It will be impos.
sildle for each office to provide itself with such a force of skilled counters
as to obviate all danger on this account. The present five-cent piece,
though not yet largely counterfeited, has been so well imitaited s to
require the assistance of the assaying department at the mint to deter.
mie its character. It is suggested, therefore, that the points at which
the proposed pieces are to be redeemed in national currency should be
as few as possible and, at most, only those that have been already indi.
cated. It is believed, too, that an opportunity for redemption at only
those points will relieve any actual redundancy. (See section 33 of
revised bill, hereto appended.)

WASTAG;X AND TOL.RAXCR-RIDCTION NECESSARY.

Upon the subject of wastages and tolerances I have little to say.
The reduction in both meets with my approbation, as the experience of
years demoutrates that the limit of the first can be largely curtailed
without danger or inconvenience to the officers interested, while the
continued allowance of an unnecessary margin may some day prove the
inducement to carelessnes or dishonesty. The same remark applies to
the tolerances or deviations in pieces sind iW quantities of coins from
the standard weight. The adjustment should be aa accurate as skill
and industry can make it. To send coins out from the shops of unequal
weight would be discreditable to the government , as well as furnish an
opportunity for profit to sharp and unscrupplous dealers. It will not
do to say that the limits of wastage and tolerance already fixed by law
need not be changed because of the present aild past good manage-
ment of the mints on the part of the operative officers. The proposed
legislation is for the future, which must sooner or later witness changes
in the personnel of every institution. It is also intended to meet every
possible phase of management and mismanagement. 8o far as regards
these reductions the bill as draughted but prescribes that what good
men can do and do, bad men ought to do and must do. (See sections
36, 38, 39, and 40 of revised bill.)

BUREAU; 121 TE TREASURY DEPAUTNE.T.

The salient feature of your bill seems to be the proposition to estab-
lish an office at the Treasury Department at Washington to take the
general supervision of all mints and assay offices belonging to the Gov.
ernment. If these places were now for the first time being established,
the propriety of managing and directing then from a principal office
at Wa8hington would scarcely be questioned, and, indeed, a contrary
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course would probably not suggest itself. At the establishment of the
mint in Philadelphia, in 1792 that city was the seat of government of
the United States as well as tle chief commercial city of the country.
After the removal of the seat of government the Institution was con.
tinned at Philadelphia by legal enactment for successive periods of five
years, until, In 1828, it was located there indefinitely. Now, if the
proposition were to remove the mint itself, I should very much regret
it, as would every Pennsylvanian; and I think very weighty reasons
could be adduced to show the impolicy of any such course. But the
proposition of your bill, to place the general supervision of the several
mints and assay offices at Washinigton, strikes me more favorably.
It seems to be justified by the increase in number of the institutions in
contemplation, and their being situated at different and widely remote
places; by their immense importance and the vast development in
recent years of the mineral and mining resources of the country. The
Director of the Mint has the general direction of the branch mints and
assay offices, subject to the apprnbation of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Here, then, are two officials, the one subject to the other, having con-
trol of at least six Im iortant Government establishments, neither of
whom is on the ground in any case, and who do not even have their
offices in the same State, let alone city. It appears to be more Impor-
tant that these officials should be near one another, for the purpose of
consultation about the workings and interests of the whole, than that
either should reside at any one of the establishments under their super.
visingcare. The presentarrangement for matiaging the mints and assay
offices is an exception to the practice of the Government. No other
interest subject to the national authority of so great importance, and
attaching to so many places, is managed through a central office remote
from the capital. The Government might with equal propriety require
its several assistant treasurers and designated depositaries to be con-
trolled at Washington by way of New York as continue its present
anomalous practice in regard to its mints and other similar institu.
tions. There is another weighty reason for locating the supervising
officer of all these institutions at Washington. It has become the prac
tice to charge the representatives of the people in Congress with the
duty of attending to the interests of individuals or localities of their
constituency in any way under the care or control of the National
Government. The presence at Washington of the head of the mints
and assay offices would afford the representatives of the people facili-
ties to attend to the requests of their constituents connected with these
interests that they have never yet enjoyed. With the opportunity to
confer at Washington, a little leisure could be improved. As it now is,
resort must be had to correspondence, not always satisfictory, or a
journey, taking them away from public duties.

TRBASUIRN SHOULD APPOINT UBORDINATES.

That feature in your bill authorizing the treasurer to appoint his own
employ68 I especially commend. Personally, it can make no manner
of difference to me, for you propose also a severance of the office of
assistant treasurer of the Unted States from that of treasurer of the
mint, leaving me in the former place. I have long felt that injustice
has been done to the treasurer. As you know, the Drector and I com-
pleted some weeks ago a correspondence on the subject, which is now
in the Department awaiting a decision upon our respective claims.
Congress enacted, by a joint resolution, on the third day of March 1851,
"that the several treasurers of the United States mints, be, anA they
are hereby, authorized to appoint their own clerks, subject, however,
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to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury." The preamble to
this joint resolution recites that the treasurers are required to give bond
In heavy penalties for the faithful performance of their duties, and of
thoe under them, and avers that it is but just that the selections of their
clerks should be under their control.

Now, keeping out of view the fact that, with the possible exception
of the deposit melters, the treasurers could have no employment for
any other class of employs than clerks, and that, with the exception
before mentioned, at the date of the passage of the joint resolution
aforesaid all his employe-s were denominated clerks, a fair construe.
tion of the joint resolution, in view of the preamble and relief sought
to be afforded, requires that the word clerks should be read in the sense
of employes.

Since 1851 the treasurer has been accorded six appointments, to wit:
A chief clerk, a weigher, a calculator, an accountant, a register, and a
cashier. At various times since 1851 there have been persons appointed
and assigned to duty by the Director in the bullion and cash depart-
ments, until the treasurer's force appointed by the Director almost
equals his force appointed by himself. The persons appointed by the
Director are termed assistants, superintendents, and aids, and In most
instances perform clerical duties, and the identical duties that the
treasurer's own appointees perform. They are appointed by the Director
under his general authority to appoint servants and workmen. If the
Director may appoint servants and workmen and assign them to cler-
ical duty in the treasurer's department, what becomes of the treasurer's
undoubted right to appoint clerks ? Has not the Director grasped the
substance and left the treasurer but the shadow of his right?

But I will pursue the subject no further here. As has been stated
I have discussed it fully elsewhere. I am glad to discover that your bill
will accomplish for some future treasurer what my argument may have
failed to obtain for me. This feature, without doubt, ought to become
a law. In the discussion with the Director, to which I have alluded,
the Director takes the ground that the treasurer ought to entertain no
anxiety about the bullion room,for the reason that he is under nothingbut
a moral responsibility for the bullion until it is about to be turned over to
the melter and refiner. I do not agree with the Director here. If the
Director be right, however, there ought to be a section added to your
bill to protect the rights of the thousands of depositors who annually
intrust their millions to the treasurer. This treasure is always in the
treasurer's custody for days, often for a month. The depositors are
entitled to have something better for their -security than the sense of
moral accountability of any man or officer.

Referring to your twenty.fourth section, in which provision is made
for paying and covering into the Treasury of the United States, on the
warrant of the superintendent, funds arising from the manufacture of
medals, it may not be amiss to state that this has heretofore been
unnecesay, for such moneys never came into the treasury oft the mint,
but were received and accounted for directly by the Director. The
practice has seemed to me to be without authority of law, and the sec-
tion is probably explicit enough to correct it. (See sections 4 and 54
of revised bill hereto appended.)

COPPKR-NICKZL COINS APPROVED.

I am satisfied of the wisdom of the provision your bill makes for a
fnew set of base coins. As good an argument as any in favor of their
issue is the fact that the public want and expect them. There seems to
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be a tendency all the while, hard to explain perhaps, yet nevertheless
true, to tire of our inferior coinage. Those pieces at present in circula-
tion are uniform neither in design nor composition, besides not being
especially artistic. The frequent renewal of these pieces and the change
in the design both baffles and discourages the counterfeiters, and proves
a cheaply purchased benefit to both the people and the Government.
Then, too, the composition of the metals proposed furnishes an alloy
altogether desirable on the score of appearance, wear, cost, and sas.
ceptibility to prompt detection when imitated. (See section 17 of
revised bill.)

OFFICE OF TREASUER OF THE MINT MAY BE ABOLISHED.

It would seem that the office of treasurer of the mint might be abol.
ished altogether and the duties of that position devolved upon the
superintendent. This might make necessary the creation of a system
of checks to meet the new order of things; but that could be done with.
out difficulty. Each operative officer, for instance, might be required
to approve all vouchers fbr purchases for his own department, or one
might be authorized to approve for all. It might be made the duty of
the assayer to approve the calculation upon which payment for each
deposit of bullion is made. These are probably all the checks that a
proper caution would suggest. (See sections 3, 26 of revised bill.)

There might be some change in the arrangement of subjects in your
bill, but this I will leave to others to suggest or your own reflections.

NECESSITY OF RJVISION OF MINT LAWS.

The mint laws need codification and they need revision. You have
made a good beginning, and I hope you may meet with abundant sue-
cess in your undertaking.

Very respectfully, GEORGE, EYTER,
Treasurer of the Mint.

Ijon. JOHN JAY KNOX,

Deputy ComptroUer of the Jurresoy, Washington, D. 0.

Dr. M. F. Bonzauo, formerly meter and refner of th. branch msint at New Orlean, to

mr. Ko.

NEW ORLEANS, February 21, 1870.
DEAR Siu: I had the pleasure of examining the "Bill revising the

laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States," and so far as I am able to judge of the provisions therein con-
tained, believe them to be sufficient for the purposes intended. I beg
leave, however, to draw your attention to some sections which might,
be susceptible of amendment.

SILVER USED AS ALLOY SHOULD BE REDUCED.

Section 9. If the proportion of silver in the alloy of gold may vary
so largely with respect to the copper, it will be difficult to obtain the
uniformity of color which contributes much to the beauty of our coin-
age. By limiting the silver in the alloy to one-fifth or one-fourth of the
copper a greater uniformity of color would be attained without inereas.
ing the difficulties of manufacture (See section 13 revised bill)
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METRIC SYSTEM OF WUIORTS RECOMMENDED.

Section 10. It seems to me very desirable that the weights and
dimensions of coins rhould be expressed in the metrical system, instead
of the troy ounce, pennyweight, grains, &c. An opportunity is here
presented, which may not occur often, of making the people familiar
with this beautiful system, without requiring too great an effort. (See
sections 14, 15, 17 of revised bill, also ages 11 and 20 of Senate Mis.
Doc., Forty-first Congress, No. 132.)

WASTAGK ON GOLD, AMPLE; ON SILVERp 811OULD BE INCREASED.

Section 18. One.thousandth for wastage on silver, though usually
sufficient, may in certain cases tall short of the actual loss. In melting
amalgam andvery base metal, the toughening.with niter is indispeu-
sable, and the silver becomes partially oxidized in this operation. On
gold the allowance of one-tbousandth for wastage is ample. (See see-
tion 44 of revised bill.)

MANUFACTURE OF SMALL BIARS.

Section 32. The manufacture of small bars, say of less than ten
ounces, may at times interfere with the regular coinage operations. If
such bars are authorized their manufacture should be restricted to the
assay offices alone.

Very respectfully and truly, your obedient servant,
M. F. BONZANO.

JOHN JAY KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Washington, D. 0.

Auietant treasurer at New York to the Seoretary of the TreaurV.

UNITED STATES TREASURY,
New York, January 28, 180.

Sm: I have the honor of banding you herewith the draught of bill
relative to the Mint and its branches. Such suggestions as have
occurred to the officers of the assav office and to me are noted on the
margin, and are respectfully submitted.

I am, with respect, your obedient servant,
-CHAS. J. FOLGER,

Assistant Treasurer United States.
Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,

Secretary of the Treasury, Washington, D. 0.

Andrm Mon, melter aid refixer, Untted Mae aral oj o, New York, to Mr. Polger.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE,
New York, January 27,1870.

DEAR Sm: Having united with my fellow-officers in a careful consid-
eration of the details of the bill inclosed in the letter of the Secretary
of the Treasury of the 18th instant, to which you have called our atten.
tion, I trust it will not be considered improper, under the large latitude
given by the instructions, to suggest the advisability of concentrating
all the mint establiahments into one, intead of adding another to the
list.
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ONLY ONE MINT ESTABLISHMENr REQUIRED.

Such a measure would relieve the Government from it heavy burden,
and, possibly, yield some revenue. It would, at the same time, be a
benefit to every locality, including even those where the Mint, &c., are
now placed, because the charges to depositors for refining, coinage, &c.,
might be reduced; and if it should be located where the bullion, what.
ever may be its form, is now taken in the natural course of trade, the
cost of transportation would be practically eliminated from the
calculation.

V~iry respectfully, ANDREW MASON,
Melter and Refmner.

Hon. CHARLES J. FOLGER, Treasurer, &c.

Voles on mint bill by United States Assay Ofice, New Fork. I I

Add to section 3, in reference to duties of Director, the following:
"It shall be his duty to receive all accounts aecruing in the inints and
assay offices, and, after examination, to certify the balances and traIts.
mit the accounts, with the vouchers and (ertiti(ate, to the First Comp.
troller for his decision thereon." (See section 3, revised bill.)

In the same section: In place of "unparted, standard, and refined,"
insert the words "all kinds of."

In same section: In reference to duties of treasurer, after the word
"Mint" insert the words "as a deposit," so that it will read: "He shall
receive all bullions brought to the mint as a deposit."

NOTE.-Brought to whom 1-1 see no provision in the bill directly
authorizing any private person to bring bullion or gold (lust to the
mint for assay, refining, and coinage. Nor is there any such authority
t6 be infei-red, unless from the use of the words "depositor," &c.
Should there not be a section or phrase specific upon this point, like
section 46?

In same section: Insert, in reference to duties of treasurer, "He shall
present monthly to the Director of the Mint, according to such forms
as shall be prescribed by him, an account of time ordinary receipts and
disbursements of the mint; and of the bullion accounts, quarter yearly,
for the purpose of being adjusted and settled."

In same section: With reference to duties of assayer, insert the words
"and bullion generally," so that it will read: "He shall also make assays
of coin and bullion generally whenever instructed to do so by the
superintendent."

In same section: Omit the following: "He shall also have authority
to assay at his discretion such ores as may be presented for that pur-
pose, and a charge covering the expenses of the process shall be col-
lected of the owner.' (See sections 4, 5 of revised 'bill.)

Section 11. The objections to changing the weight of the silver dollar
are entitled to serious consideration. (See section 15.)

Section 18. In reference to wastage, are two-thousandths enough to
cover the melter and refiner's responsibility and risk f (See section 44
of revised bill.)

Add to setion 21: Relative to the bullion fund, "Payments in ad-
vance may be made to the depositor under regulations established by
the Director, with the approbation of the Secretary of the Treasury."
("I doubt." FOLGEB.) (See section 48.)

COIN-I
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Section 24. In reference to paying all inteys into the Treasury on
charges and deductions from gold and silver bullion, add the following:
,, Proridcd, That all losses arising from the- sale of 'sweeps' or from
wastage shall be olfset by the gains arising from any surplus of the
precious metals, in the settle|||ent of the melter and refiner's and the
coiner's accounts (the balance being provided for from the account of
incidental and contingent expenses), for the purpose of keeping the
bullion fund intact." (See section 54 of revised bill.)

Section 32. After the word "fineness" insert the following, "or that
of the deposits after inelting," so that it shall read: "that, at the option
of the depositor, gold or silver may be cast into bar.1 or ingots of either
pure metal or of stanlard fineness, or that of the deposit after melting,
as the owner may preter," &c. (See section 20 of revised bill.)

Section 35. in rebrence to nickel coinage, are not the present bronze
coins preferable?

Section 44. In reference to officers of assay office in New York. The
separation of the United States assay office from the Independent Treas-
ury will secure direct, responsible supervision of the treasurer's depart-
mient. By keeping distinct the offices of superintendent and treasurer
(or deputy treasurer), the two act as checks on each other. The super.
iiitendent and the present melter and refiner have never had assistants.
The salaries should be fixed by law. The other provisions, generally,
of' the act of 1853, establishing this office, seem appropriate. (See see-
tions 55, 26 of revised bill.)

Section 55. In reference to the repeal of all acts inconsistent with the
provisions of this act. Why the need of this action I The statute last
passed always prevails. In whatever it is repugnant to a former stat-
ute, it is the law to the exclusion of the former act, while a former clause
of repeal may strike out parts of acts which it is not wished to do away
with. (See section 71 of revised bill.)

Officers of branch mint at San Francisco to secretaryy of the Treasury.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT)

San Francisco, California, February 4, 1870.
SIR: Inclosed herewith please find copy of the "Bill revising the

laws relating to the mits and assay offices and coinage of the United
States," with such suggestions as have be6i agreed upon by the offi-
cers of this branch written upon slips and pasted opposite the sections
to which they respectively refler.

COINAGE CIAiGE SiOULD LIBE IIEPEALED-FREE MINTAGE.

It will be observed that the officers of this branch are of the opinion
that the seigniorage, or coinage charge, ought to be entirely repealed
without reducing the weight of the coins; and further, that in the
thirty.fourth section of the proposed law, with the exception of the
treasurer, they venture with great deference to recommend, on the sug-
gestion of the able and experienced assayer of this branch, that the
entire charge for refining bullion deposited for coinage be abolished,
or, in other words, that the Government confer upon the mining inter-
ests of the country the benefit of a free mint, Some of the general
reasons for this recommendation may be briefly stated, as follows:

1. It is believed that the policy of our Government should tend to the
f
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retention of American bullion at home rather than allow the difference
between the mint charges of our own and foreign countries to operate
as a premium to encourage its shipment abroad.

2. That such a modification of the law would to some extent stimu.
late mining enterprise, encourage an important but poorly paid branch
of industry, and increase our annual product of the precious metals.

3. That this charge, by raising the mint value of bullion above its
market value 1br shipment, would increa4e our coinage, swell the vol.
ume of specie in circulation, stimulate the exporting of other commodi.
ties than gold and silver, to adjust balances of trade, and in some slight
degree facilitate the resumption of specie l)ayments.

4. The entire cost of refining the total bullion product of the country,
say thirty-six millions, would not exceed $200,000, and we hazard the
opinion that the advantages to be derived would many times exceed
that sum.

Very respectfully, your obedient servants,
0. H. LA GRANGE, Superintendent.
0. D. MUNSON, A8ayer.
J. B. HARMSTEAD, Coiner.
J. P. CocHRAN, Melter and Reqiner.

Amendiments auggeated by offloe" of San 1+awcisco branch.

Section 3, article 2. The assayer, the melter and refiner, and the coiber
of this branch mint desire to suggest that, being responsible on their
bonds for the integrity and efficiency of the employee's in their several
departments, they should be allowed to recommend such employs, sub.
ject to the approval of the superintendent.

The superintendent dissents on the ground that if thus practically
deprived of the appointing of workmen he would have no power to
enforce necessary regulations and maintain harmony between the sev-
eral departments.

Section 3, article 3. Use the word "compute" instead of the word
"estimate" in the ninth line of article 3, section 3; and strike out the
word "superintendent" in the last line of same section. (Section 4 of
revised bill.)

Section 5. Add: "In case of such absence of the superintendent he
may designate his chief clerk to act in his place." (See section 9 of
revised bill.)

Section 8. 1st. The operative officers at the San Francisco branch
should receive at least $4,000. 2d. Wages allowed to workmen should
be determined by the superintendent, subject to the approval of the
Director. 3d. Insert the word "treasurer," after the word "superin.
tendent," on the fourth line, and erase before ", assayers" on fifth line.
(See section 12.)

Section 9. Insert in last line in reference to alloy of silver the word
"tenth" in place of" half." (See section 13 of revised bill.)

Section 11. Would not the proposed change in the weight of the
silver dollar disturb the relative value of all our coinage, affect our
commercial conventions, and possibly impair the validity of contracts
running through a long period? Might not the dollar be retained as a
measure of value, but the coinage of the piece for circulaticn be discoii.
tinned? (See section 15 of revised bill.)

S&'tion 14. Strike out all after the words "shall be," in the ninth
line, and insert: "'Shall be defaced and delivered to the melter and
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refiner as standard bullion, to be again formed into ingots and recoined."
(See section 41 of revised bill.)

Section 16. Provide for deliveries and accounting between treasurer
and melter and refiner. (See section 43 of revised bill.)

Section 20. Erase the word' "Director" and insert the word "super-
intendent" in fourth line. In the fifth line strike out "been brought to
the mint," and insert "became fit for coinage." (See section 46 of
revised bill.) A

Section 21. In reference to bullion fund, strike out last line and insert
"may at any time increase or diminish such deposits." (See section
48 cf revised bill.)

Section 22. Insert the word "fineness" after the word "standard,"
in the nineteenth line. (See section 49 of revised bill.)

Section 29. Should not purchases be approved by the Secretary of
the Treasury as well as by the Director? Is not the reference to profits
in this section inconsistent with the reduction in value of the silver
dollar proposed in section 11 f (See section 28 of revised bill.)

SEC. 34. Substitute the following, viz: 'And be it fiirther enacted,
That the only charge by the mints to the depositors shall be as fol-
lows: For copper introduced for alloy, and for silver used fir the alloy
of gold for coinage; for casting bullion into unparted bars; and for
making fine gold and silver bars. The rate of these charges shall be
fixed for the several mints from time to time by the Director, with the
concurrence of the Secretary of the Treasury, so as to equal, bitt not
to exceed, the actual expense to the mint for metals and labor in each
case aforementioned; and bullion so base as to be unsuitable for the
operations of the mint may legally be rejected'by the Treasurer." (See
sections 25, 21, of revised bill.)

Superint, dent of branch ,miut at San Fraticisco to Secretary of the Treasury.

OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT,
UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT,

an, Fralcisco, Californi, February 7, 1870.
Sin: Permit me, in addition to the general suggestions made by the

officers of this branch, to say that personally I am earnestly in favor of
any measure that can be secured having a tendency to bring the cost
of refining and coining bullion in this country into such a relation with
the cost of those operations in other countries as will abolish the pre-
miuim now practically paid to exporters of our uncoined gold and
silver.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. 11. LA GRANGE,

Superintendent.
fion. GEo. S. BOUTWELL,

Secretary of the Treatury, Wa8hington, D. C.

Aseoayer of branch mint at San Francisco to Secretary of the Treasury.

ASSAY OFFICE, UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT,
8an FranciAco, Calijbrnia. February 11, 1870.

SIR: Allow me to ask your attention to the changes and additions
herewith suggested to section 18 in the "bill revising the laws relal1ve
to the mints," &c., accompanying this.
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The old law allows two-thousandths of the whole amount charged to
these officers for wastage, and an officer has once assumed that he was
entitled to all that he could save embraced within this allowance.

Is it not important, as the law is being changed, to provide against
a repetition of such an assumption I

Respectfully, your obedient servant,
0. D. MuNsoN.

Hon. GEo. S. BOUTWELLp
Secretary of the Treasury, W7ashington, . C.

Assayer of branch mint at San Francisco to Mr. Knox.

AssAY OFFICE, UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT,
San Francisco, California, February 12, 1870.

SIR: I herewith submit the following suggestions to section 18, in
reference to wastage, for your consideration:

In the eighth line substitute the word "accounts" in the place of
it cae."

In the ninth line strike out the words "and silver." and add after the
word "gold," "and one-thousandth of the whole amount of silver."

In the tenth line, after the word "settlement," add: "calculated
separately;" also, substitute the word "account" for the word "case,"
in .tenth line.

And in the last line, after the word "treasurer," add the words "cal-
culated separately."

Something like the following, I think, should be added: "And if any
bullion has accumulated il the hands of these officers by reason of the
legal allowance for wastage, it shall be their duty to deliver the same
to the treasurer, on an order from the superintendent, to be credited to
the profit and loss account of the mint." (See section 44 of the revised
bill.)

These alterations have presented themselves to my mind since our
suggestions to the bill were forwarded.

Respectfully, and yours, truly, • 0. D. MUNSON.

JOHN J. KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller, Treasury Department,

lVashington, D. 0.

Assayer of the branch mint at Danrer to Mr. Knox.

UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT,
Denrer, February 7, 1870.

SEr: Your favor of the 22d ultimo, asking me to examine the new
mint bill which was inclosed and to make any suggestions that might
occur to me, was received on the 4th instant.

In reply I would state that, while I heartily concur in the general
features of the bill, I will suggest that some parts of it be changed.

CHARGES OF THIC ASSAY OFFICE.

Section 34 provides that the charges by mints and assay offices "shall
be fixed so as to equal, but not to exceed in their judgment, the actual
epene to the mint of the materials and labor employed in each of the

I I
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cases aforementioned." If you mean by this that the charges in each
institution are to equal the total expenses, including salaries, wages, &c.,
of that institution, thou I think the charges are much too high; so high,
in fact, that United States mints and assay offices will have but little
to do. The amount received as charges at the mints and assay offices
will not pay one-fourth of the expenses, and it is my opinion that the
charges should be reduced still lower, instead of being increased. The
fact that gold can be shipped out of the country to be coined at a pro.
tit is evidence that mint charges in this country are too high. (See
scctio, 62 of revised bill.)

SALARIES OF OFFICERS AND CLERKS.

In section 50, relating to the Denver branch mint, it says: "And the
assayer miay employ two clerks and as many workmen and laborers,
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury, not exceeding six
in number, as may be required." This would be reducing the number
of workmen and laborers in this institution nearly one-half, as we have
ten on the pay roll for workmen now (including one day and two night
watchmen). The number specified in the bill is entirely too small, as
six can not do the work so as to allow (lelx)sits to be returned in time
to satisfy the wants of thii community. It has been the custom to
return deposits the (lay after they are deposited here, and, as I said
before, this could not be (lone if we were allowed but six workmen and
laborers. We have also to consider that for the past three years the
business of this branch has been steadily increasing, as the following
statement will show: There were received in the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1.867, 180 deposits; in 1808, 493, and in 1869, 1,259 deposits,
and the prospects are there will be a greater number of deposits this
season than ever before.

It does not seem to mie to be any more necessary to prescribe by law
the number of workmen and laborers at this branch and at Bois City
than at the New York assay off1e, Philadelphia mint, or of the other
mints. Why not allow this institution to be as useful a4 it may be by
allowing the necessities of the case to govern the action of the Director
and the Secretary of the Treasury, instead of making it necessary to
get a special act of Congress to allow an increase of eren one workman ?
The same may be said in regard to the number of clerks.

In the same section the salary of the two clerks is not to exceed
$1,800 each. I would suggest that the question of the salary for the
clerks be left subject to the control of the Director and the Secretary,
the same as it is with the other mints. (See section 60 of the revised
bill.)

Hoping that you will make the changes indicated, and thanking you
for thus favoring me,

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant,
JACOB F. L. SCHR3IEB, '

Assayer United States Branch .Mint, Denrer, 0. T.
Hon. ,JOHN JAY KNOX,

Deputy Comptroller.
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Solicitor to the Secretary of the Treasury.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, SOLICITOR'S OFFICE,
.Matrch 31, I,',70.

Sin: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the draught of
a "bill revising the lawo relating to the mints, assay offices, and coin.
age of the United States," referred to ime, on the 2th of January last,
by Hon. .1. F. Hartley, Assistant Secretary, for examination, with spe.
cial reference to I sections 40 to 43, inclusive, and to return the -same,
marked "A," with such alterations and ameidents as I have thought
necessary to be made.

I am, very respectfully, E. C. lAN.FIELD,
Soicitor !f the Trcasury.

Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,
&cretary of thw Treasury.

First auditorr to &-crt tary of the Trcasary.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
FIRST AUDITOR'S OFFICE,

February 1), P-70.
SIR: In compliance with your refrence of a "bill revising the laws

relative to the mints, assay offices," &c., for examination, with stig.
gestions and amendments, I respectfully submit the following remarks:

As far as I feel authorized to express an opinion, I consider the bill
an important improvement alou the present system regulating the
mints, as it simplifies, by reducing into one act, what is now em braced
in several, with some complexity in their operations. It. provisions
are so clearly expressed that they obviate the doubtful constructions
in some of the existing acts and leave the execution of the law exempt
from divided opinions. The unity in the organization under this bill
will facilitate the operations of the mints by bringing them under the
authority of one Director, and thereby having a unitormity in all. It
defines the duties of all the officers and holds them to a proper account-
ability, in which is found the necessary protection of all the rights
and interests, public and private, subject to their trust.

I think the bill might be improved by soine alterations, which I have
made in pencil, in some of the sections.

With these remarks and amendments I return the bill.
With great respect, your obedient servant,

T. L,. S3ITH, A uditor.
lion. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,

Secretary of the Treamury.

The recommendations of the Solicitor were aIlopt1d in the construction of aco-
tions 63 to 67, inclusive, of the present bil.-J. J. K.
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B.-Correspondence relatire to the bill which was transmitted by the Sc-
retary of the Treasury to the Senate of the United Statea on the 2th
of April, 1870.'

ion. George larriwgtou, late A4iataut Secretarg of the 7Wa, ry, to Mr. Koz.

WASHINGTON, May 27,1870.
MY )EAR 81: Permit me to express the gratification with which I

read your report with accompanying draught of a bill, Intended to give
eflict thereto, upon the necessity of reorganizing our mint system.

NECE.S1TY OV REVISION ANI, ORGANIZATION.

There is no branch or the Treasury Department that has been so
neglected as that of which your report treats, al none that so seri-
ously requires revision: it was a want well known during the rebellion,
but one that could not be attended to during that time. There is, in
fact, no system as such, and no proper responsibility. Efforts have
h;eretolbre been made to efllect reform; but they have been partial and
unsatisfactory.

The obstacles to satisfactory legislation have been twofold: First,
that every attempt at investigation has been partial and superficial,
inanifiet upon its fice, and consequently has failed to convince Con-
gress of any real necessity for remedial legislation; secondly, the ani-
nius of such investigations has not unfrequently been to engraft upon
the system some idiosymirasy of the author, which, not being responsive
to the needs of the service, received no support from the intelligent
expert, and hence failure.

Your report, I am glad to see, treats the subject in the broadest and
most eompreheisive manner, and your desire to improve the system is
demonstrated by your calling to your aid those most familiar with its
defects and most competent to suggest the proper remedy. Patterson,
Peale, and Snowden I personally know are practically as well as theo-
retically familiar with the whole subject. A cursory examination of
the bill is sufficient to commend it to anyone at all conversant with
mint afl'airs; its careful perusal demonstrates unmistakably the care
and research with which the bill has been framed, and which, if enacted
into law, will give to our mint establishment that unity so necessary to
its advantageous and economical administration, and place it upo1I a
par with those of the most advanced nations. I speak, as you are
aware, from official knowledge of the disjointed condition of this
important branch of our service, to which I have given no little thought,
and I can not refrain from expressing to you the pleasure with which
I perused your intelligent report and the provisims of the bill intended
to give your views effect.

With great respect, yours,
GEO. HARRINGTON.

lion. J. JAY KiOx,
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency.

I The 1i1 was transmittd to the Senate accompanied by the following letter from
the Secretary of the Treasury:

TEASUIY DEPARTMENT, April 25, 1870.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith "A bill revising the laws relative to
the mint, assay offices, and coinage of the United States," and aceompaiiying report.
The bill has been prepared under the supervision of John Jay Knox, Depty Comp-
troller of the Currency, and its passage is recommended in the form presented. It
inchudes, in a condensed form, all the important legislation upon the coinage not now
obsolete since the first mint was established in 1792; and the report gives a concise
statement of the various amendment proposm41 to existing laws and the necessity
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Hen. 13. R. Chandler, late Astistant Secretary of th Treaasrg, to Mr. Knox.

WASHINGTON, D. C., M/ay 15, 1870.
DEAR SIR: I thank you for sending me a copy of your report and

proposed bill for a revision of the mint laws.

XECE88ITY OF T1ll PROP08El1 IVISION.

The necessity of such a revision has been apparent to everyone con.
nected of late years with the Treasury Department. The work has
been adumirably perbrnmed by you. You have happily secured and
availed yourself of the suggestions of others, while impressing upon
the codification that unity and colnpletenes8 which can only result from
the operations of one thoroughly informed mind. If the law is enacted
it will result most beneficially.

The abolition of the coinage charge and the adoption of the metrical
system, with a view to an international system of coinage, are so clearly
apparent that I can not believe that Congress will delay action much
longer.

I am much pleased with your report as a compendious statement of
useful information connected with the coinage system. The table on
page 26, showing the weight, fineness, and tolerance of all the United
States coins, together with the amount in which such coins are legal
tender, is especially valuable. I believe the very best results will ibl-
low from your work.

Very respectfully, yours,
Wwi. E. CHANDLER.

JOHN J. KNOx, Esq.,
Deputy Vomptroller o/ the Currency.

MR. PATTERSON TO MR. KNOX.

PHrLAMELPHIA, April 2.9, 1670.
DEAR 81r: I have read your report in the North American of today

and can not help dropping a line to express the satisfaction it gives me.
All the points of reform appear to have been reached. Please send me
a copy of the bill, also of your report, when officially printed.

I do not agree about abolishing the coinage charge. If we come to
international coinage, I am satisfied that it will be insisted upon that
the contracting parties shall have a uniform rate of charge, else all the
coinage will be precipitated upon the country which works for nothing.
We ought not to abolish what we will have soon to reestablish. How-
ever, I will not discuss that now.

Yours, truly, II. PATTERSON.

JOHN JAY KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller.

for the change recommended. There has been no revision of the laws pertaining to
the Mint and coinage since 1837, and it. is believed that the passage of the Inclosed
bill will conduce greatly to the efficiency and economy of this important branch of
the Government service.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, GEO. 8. BOUTWELL,

Secretary of the Treasury.
Hon. .JONx SHERMAN,

Chairman Finance Committee, ,Senate of the rUited State.
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('ommissioner of Mixing Statitece to Mr. Knox.

OFFICE OF THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL,
New York, M1ay 28, 1870.

])EAR SIR: I have received the copy of your report on the proposed
codilication and reform (of our mint laws, with the accompanying bill,
and perused it with great interest. I regard it as a very thorough and
well-considered paper, ad I hope its recomtmiendatiolls will not fail of
the attention at the hands of Congress which they deserve. The intro-
duction of metrical weights and the door opened by your suggestions
to the adoption of a perfectly metrical system of coinage are features
which especially commend themselves to me. I thitik these are true
and practical steps toward a permanent international coinage, a con-
summation much to be desired, though not worth the sacrifice of our
own almost perfect system, which some have overhastily urged.
Through all the debates onl this subject which have taken place during
the last three years it has been evident that the United States Govern.
ment, as such, had nio positive opinion to present. It is time for us to
have it mint bureau in the Treasury 1)epartmeit at Washington, with
a chief whose business it will be to study, understand, a id definitely
recomlmend the necessary measures in his department. I see reason to
believe that the bill you propose will give us just this central, compe.
tent head; and theretfre, if for no other reasons, I should be in favor
of it.

Yours, truly,
It. W. RAYMOND.

JOHN JAY KNOX, ISl.,
Deputy Comptroller of Currcicy.

'hitf coiner of the Mint to Mr. Knox.

M1INT OF THE UNITED STATES,
CHIEF COINER's DEPARTMENT,

Philadelphia, Maty 21, 1870.
AMY DEAR SIR: I have delayed writing, as suggested by you, on the

matter of allowances, &c., in the bill now before the Seinate committee,
for the reason that I expected to be in Washington aid confer with
you in person, which would be much more satisfactory. I find it impos-
sible, however, to leave my post at the present time, and shall therefore
have tW content myself with this mode of communication.

As the l)irector of the Mint, who has its general suliervisioii under
charge, has discussed the bill in all its details before it was transmitted
to the Senate, I do not esteem it my duty, nor would it be courtesy to
him or to my brother operative officers, to discuss at this time any of
its provisions not having direct reference to the department under my
charge. I shall therefore confine my observations to one or two points
having reference thereto, and which, in my judgment, should be
amended.

The principal of these is the allowance oti single pieces anti on deliv-
eries in bulk, and my only object in taking exception to the allowances
named in the bill is that I fear it will be very embarrassing, if not
impracticable, to operate under its provisions.

The object in view by a small allowance on single pieces is to pre-
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vent, by carelessness or fraud, a coinage that would be below the stand.
ard weight. The main check upon this i6 in the allowance upon drafts,
which should made be as close as can be consistent with the practical
operations of the departments. Still, I think tfie allowances, as named
in the bill, on deliveries in bulk are too close.

It is highly probable that the deliveries would be uniforinly within
even its restricted limits--they would certainly be, taking the workings
of this department within the past year or two as a criterion-but
under a large coinage it might occasion embarrassment, without any
practical advantage.

We do not use in the receiving room, or in any department except in
the assay department and adjusting room, so small a weight as the .005
or half one-hundredth of an ouuce, and I can assure you it requires a
very delicately constructed balance, large enough to use in the deliv-
eries of coin, that will respond promptly under so small a weight; and
in the adjustment of heavy and lights, preparatory to delivery, it
requires the most delicate and careful manipulation to so combine the
two as to come uniformly within so small an allowance.

As a matter of artistic skill it could be (lone, but our coinage estab.
lishments are manufactories, and rules that would operate where mathe-
matical results can be had should not be applied to them.

I unite with you in the desire to see adopted the most stringent reg-
ulations for the prevention of fraud or criminal carelessness in all our
minting establishments; but these rules should not be made 8o embar.
rassing as to become oppressive, nor should they, as in the allowance
on single pieces, be made so as to be snarcs, liable to entrap an honest
and faithful officer consistently discharging his duty.

An operative officer has to depend in a large degree (in spite of all
watchfulness and care on his part) on the faithfulnebs, attention, aid
skill of those under him, as well as upon the accuracy of the machinery
and appliances employed.

The least thoughtlessness, neglect, or want of skill in an adjuster or
accuracy in a balance may pass a coin outside the legal limit, that
would find its way into the pyx, and stand in judgment against him at
the annual assay.

The commissioners, with but few exceptions, are unfamiliar with the
operations of coinage, and if unfortunately the piece was light they
might draw unfavorable inferences of an officer's capacity, if not his
integrity, although the delivery out of which the piece was taken may
have been of standard weight and it is the only piece out of the legal
limits.

This was the case in a delivery made a year or two since, when it was
customary to weigh the coins before placing them in the pyx. Ome
double eagle was found to be one thirty-second of a grain too heavy,
and on an examination it was ascertained to be the only piece in the
$400,000 composing the delivery that was not accurately within tile
legal limits. This occurred when the allowance was one-half a grain
uponi a single piece. This risk is increased in almost exact proportion
as you reduce the allowance.

TOLERANCe ON SINGLE PIECES.

What practical good will result from the very small allowance named
in the bill on single pieces? All that is desirable to be obtained is that
the pieces shall conform, as near as may be practically convenient in
the workings, to the standard weight.
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The check is in the limitations and restrictions in delivery in bulk,
as I before remarked. The allowance named in the bill on the three.
dollar, quarter-eagle, and one-dollar piece is, in my judgment, entirely
too small.

As a matter of skill, we can adjust ten, one hundred, or one thousand
of these pieces within the limits; but I assert unhesitatingly that in
the everyday operations of coinage, with all the care and skill obtain.
able, there wilrbe coins outside the legal limit where it is made so small

You know that after adjustment the planchet must be milled and
cleaned preparatory to coining. Allowance must therefore be made in
adjustment for the loss in these operations. With a one-sixth, and
certainly the one-twelfth, of a grain to go upon it can not be done ob a
large scale with unvarying certainty. And what is the penalty an offi-
cer is to suffer under the bill for any departure from this nice adjust
ment? The fact is to be reported to the Presiden t for such punishment
as he may see fit to impose within the limits of disqualifying him from
holding his office. The public, not understanding how trifling the error
and how impossible to avoid it, will take up the whisper, andthe repu-
tation of an honest lifetime may be blasted. The operation of so close
an allowance on single pieces would, I fear, only serve as a trap into
which some faithful and honest officer might fall, without subserving
any valuable end.

The act of the English mint, to which reference is made, has never
been tried, and I assert, without fear of contradiction, that the "remedy
allowance" on the silver penny and on one or two other coins is not
only impracticable, but absurd, unless their machines for adjusting are
far more accurate "d reliable than any we have been able to obtain-
human and mechanical-and I don't believe they are.

I consider their graduated "remedy allowance" as beautiful in theory
but impracticable in the everyday manufacturing of money, and looks
very much as if it had been proposed by some one who never handled a
pair of balances or saw a plauchet adjusted. I speak from long experi-
ence and observation, and very much fear, if the allowances named in
the bill now before the Senate are not increased, the coining depart-
ments in our mints will be greatly embarrassed without any good results
following. On invitation, I had a long interview on this subject with
Mr. Robert Patterson, who was connected in an important relation with
the mint for nearly a quarter of a century. He fully agrees with me
in all the details presented in the accompanying schedule, as does also
Mr. Dubois, assistant assayer. Ample protection is given to the Gov.
ernment and people, while at the same time' the officers charged with
the execution of coinage have a sufficient tolerance in the discharge of
their duties.

TOLERANCE IN BULK.

I have named .01 ounce on all drafts in deliveries; it would be bet-
ter if it were .02 ounce on all drafts of $5,000.

At present we can very well work within the.61 ounce, but in a great
pressure it might be found embarrassing, without much advantage at
any time arising therefrom.

I recommend that the allowances on dimes be made one grain, which
will obviate the expense and delay of adjustments, while, as before
stated, the limit on drafts in deliveries would prevent any evil arising
from this increase of tolerance on the single pieces. (See sections 38
and 39 of proposed bill.)
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REDUCTION OF WASTAGE APPROVED.

I concur in the proposed reduction of the allowance for wastage named
in the bill, as far as relates to this department. The allowance at pres-
ent is unnecessarily liberal, and might be taken advantage of by au
unfaithful officer. (See section 4 of revised bill.)

You deserve and should receive credit for the patient labor and ability
manifest in the preparation of the bill, and I am exceedingly sorry that
I can not fully concur in all of its provisions, and* especially in such of
its details as I have indicated.

If, on examination, you agree in deeming it advisable to make the
changes I have named, and which I believe to be important as relates
to the coining departments of the several mints, please have the bill so
amended while it is in the Senate committee.

At all events let me hear from you at your earliest convenience.
I am, with sincere respect, very truly, your friend,

A. LOUDON SNOWDEN,
Chief Coiner.

JOHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller, Treasury Department.

ALLOWANCE ON SINGLE PIECES.

Gold.

Doiable eagle .......................
Eagle ..............................
Half eagle .........................
Three dollar .......................
carter eagle ......................oliar .............................

Grains.; Silver. Grains.

...... & Half dollar .............................. 1
.... quarter dollar .......................... I

...... Dime, to save adjustiug ................. I

ALLOWANCE ON DRAFTS.

(nId. Ounces.

Double eagle (on $5.000) ................. .01
E,tgle (on $5,000) ......................... .01
Half eagle (On $5.000) .................... .01
Three dollar (on $3.000) .................. .01

quarter eagle (on $5,000) ................. .01
D lar (on $1,00) ........................ .01

Silver. Ounces.

Half-dollar ton $1,00) ................. .. 02
Quart er-dollar (on $1,00t3 ............... .02
Die (on $100) .......................... .01

E. B. Eliott to Mr. Knox.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. 0., June 10, 1870.

DEAR SIR: In conformity with your request I have prepared, and
give herewith, a statement of certain facts and views pertaining to the
bill now before the Senate for the revision of the mint and coinage laws
of the United States.

"1TOLERA NCE" OR "REMEDY" OF THE MLN1 IN DIFFERENT COULxThIES COMPARED.

The first point to which I would call attention is a comparison of the
rates of "tolerance" or deviation from the legal weight and fineness of
coins allowed to the coiner in the mints of the United States and of
certain other countries.
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"TOLKIIAXCE" OF VIN NES,-'OLD COINS.

The tolerance of fineness in excess or defect as regards gold coins
issued from the Mint of the United States under the existing laws, is
2 parts in 1,000; under the provisions of the new bill it would be I part
in 1,000.

Under the existing laws, therefore, gold coins may not be issued
from the mint if the rate of fineness exceeds 902 thousandths, or falls
short of 898 thousaiidths; under the provisions of the new bill the limits
are 901 and 899 thousandths, the standard rate of fineness in either
case being 0 thousandths.

In many of the countries of the world (as England, France, Belgium,
Italy, Germany, Spain, &c.) the tolerance of fineness of gold coins, in
excess and defect, is 2 per 1,000. In the Netherlands it is I per 1,000.
In Denmark it is about I (or 0.868) per 1,000. In Russia no rate of
tolerance for fineness of gold coins is established. In Sweden the rate
is 3 per 1,000, but the director in chief of the mint and assay office, in
his commniutcation to the Royal (British) Commission on International
Coinage, states that "in fact the newly minted ducats are never defective
to the extent of one-thousandth part in weight, and scarcely one-half
thousandth part in fineness." In Great Britain the coinage act of 4th
April, 1870, reduced the tolerance on gold coins from 221 to 2; and by
the same act it is made "lawful for Her Majesty, with the advice of
her privy council, from time to time, by proclamation," "to diminish
the amount of remedy" "in any coin."

ACTUAL DEVIATION IN THE FINENESS OF GOLD COINS.

The official annual assays of the coinage of the United States made
in the years 1869 and 1870 shows, in respect to the gold coins and bars
assayed in the year 1869, a deviation of 0.13 thousandth in detect from
the standard, alike for the mints of Philadelphia and San Francisco,
the average fineness for each mint being 899.87 thousandths. In the
year 1870 the average of the assays of gold coins and bars in each of
these mints show no measurable deviation from the standard, the
average fineness being found to be 900 thousandths.I

According to the Journal des D6bats of 13th November, 1866, the
actual fineness of the Freuch gold coinage was 898 and a large fraction;
but according to the Moniteur, November 20, 1866, it was 899.6--both
being below the American average; the former considerably below,
although within the limits of tolerance.

"TOLERANCE" OF FINENE.$S-.ILVER COINS.

In the case of silver coins the existing tolerance of fineness is :1 per
1,000, both in excess and delect. In the prepared bill the tolerance of
silver coins is reduced to 24 per 1,000.

In France, B5lgium,taly, and Switzerland the tolerance in the case
of the price of 5 franjcs (silver) is 2 per 1,000; and in respect to all
other silver coins of these countries the tolerance is 3 per 1,000. In
Prussia the tolerance of silver coins is 3 per 1,00u; in England it is 4
per 1,000. The rate proposed does not differ greatly from that of
France.

IManuscript reports of annual assay of the mint, 1869 and 1870.
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ACTUAL DFVIATIOX IN TilE FINENEB OF SILVER COINS FROM TIE LEGAL RATE.

The actual deviation of United States silver coins from the legal
standard as to fineness, as indicated by the annual official assays in
1869, witi for the Philadelphia iniut 0.55, alid for the San Francisco
mint 0.25 thousandths ini excess of the standard. In 1870 the silver
coins and bars of the Philadelphia mint which were assayed were 0.2
thousandths in excess; and the coins of the San Francisco iiiit 0.4
thousandths in excess of the standard, as will be seen from the follow.
ing table:

Table showing the/ineseae of bare and coins of gold and sirer issued by the points of the
United States at Philadelphia and San FraNcisco, according to ofcial assays miiade at
Philadelphia in February of the years 1869 and 187,0.

Finenet. Deviation from standard.

Awsay of lm. Average in Average in
Range. Average. @ie". defec.

Gold: IThouan4ths. Thousandths. Theuon . Thounndths.
Pliladelplia mint ............... 8 to8w.9 81 0.13
San Francisco0 u1ilot ............. 9 to90 I 8.8...................0.13

Silver: 0.............
Philadelphia minlt ............... 900 to 901 *, 900.5655 ................
SanFrancisconint ............. 9 to o. 9W. 25 0.25 ............

Fineness. Deviation from standard.

Assay of 1870. Avera'ge in Average in
Range. Average. e , defect.

Gold: Thousandths. Thousandths. Thousandths. Thousandths.
Pbiladelphia mint ............... 900 to 909 900..............
San Francisco mint ............ 899. 9 to 900.2 900

Silver:
l'hiladpiehifa mint ............. M..8 to 9W 900.2 0.2 ............
San Fraucia.o mint .............. 89. 8 to 900.8 900.4 0.4i ................

The ltgal standard of fineness, botIt of gold and silver coin, is 900 thoumadtha.

IPRACTICABIILITY OF A )IMINUTIOX IN TllE RATE OF TOLERANCE OF FINENE8S.

It is desirable that the tolerance of fineness, or the deviation allowed
by law from the standard fineness, should be as small as practicable,
and also that the deviation in excess or defect in one delivery should
be compensated by a corresponding defect or excess in the next.

Although the rate of tolerance as to the fineness of gold coinage
adopted in a large number of countries is 2 parts in 1,000, there is reason
to believe that there is a tendency to narrow the range, and that to nar.
row it is feasible. A diminution of the tolerance as to fineness may be
accomplished in one of two ways: Either by diminishing it with respect
to each mass of metal coined, or by requiring that the deviations in
excess or defect from the legal standard of fineness, in different masses
of metal which may be coined, shall nearly compensate.

The comparatively narrow range of tolerance of' fineness adopted
for coinage in the Netherlands and in Denmark, together with the result
of assays in the United States and elsewhere, indicates that a dimini.
tion of the tolerance to 1 part in 1,000, as proposed in the bill, is fVasi-
ble, and it is evident that the average of the deviation from the legal
standard of several coinages taken together need not exceed a rate
much smaller than this.
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T4ILERANtE OF WFI6IIT IV8 1NGI.E I'IKCE.-NITIP STATES TOLERANCE IN SINGLE
PIECES GRItEATER THAN THAT OF LEADING COUNrRIKS OF -UROPE.

As regards the tolerance of weight or the deviation from the stand.
ard which is allowed to the coiner, I observe that with coins of smaller
denomination thaitn the double eagle the tolerance of weight, according g
to the laws of the United states, is considerably greater than the to-
erance for coins of early corresponding value issued by the mints of
France, England, and certain other countries.

For example, the tolerance of weight on the American gold eagle is
one half of a troy grain, equivalent tW 32,', milligrams, while the toler.
ance of the 50.franc piece of France (a coin of nearly equal value to
the I*nited States eagle) is only 16wo milligrams; and that of Eng-
lish coin of two pomnis sterling (also nearly equal to the eagle) 25,26
milligrams. Again, tme tolerance on the United States half eagle is
321',i Milligrams, while on the British sovereign it is only 13.0 nilli.
grams; on the quarter eagle, 16.2 milligrams, but on the half sovereign
only 6 milligrams; on the I'inited States dollar, 16.2 milligrams, while
on the gold 5-frane piece of France only 4.8 milligrams.

In the minit and coinage bill now before Congress the values pro.
posed for tolerance of gold coins are nearly in harmony with those
adopted by Fraitce, Belgium, Italy. and Switzerland; and there appears
to be no sufficient reason for so wide a range of deviation from the stand-
ard weight of coins as that permitted by the United States statutes.

With regard to our silver coins, as in the ease of our gold coins, the
tolerance or le .sl deviation from the standard is greater, in geiteral,
than with the silver coins of Europe. l'or instmice, the tolerance in
the case of the silver dollar of the Unitei States is 97 milligrams,
while with the five-frane piece of France it is only 75 milligrams. The
tolerance in the case of the hmalf dollar of the Ujpited States is also 97
milligramns, while thmt or the two sh1illing piece of Great Britain is but 47
mnilligrams. The tohrance of the quarter dollar of the United States
is 65 milligrams, while that of the shilling of Great Britain is some-
what less than 21 milligrams. The tolerance of the dime is 32 milli.
graiis, twat of the half franc 17A nilligramus.

The tolerance lrolposel in the bill for the silver coins of the United
States is not mnaI really changed front that of the existing law. It is
somewhat less in the case of the half dollar, and is the same with
respect to the quarter dollar and dime.

RLATION lEI\EEN TIHE TOl'M:ANCE OF WEIGHT AND TIlE WEIGiT OF COINS.

It iS a principle sutficieutly well established that the amount of "tol.
erance" of weight shiouldhave some delinite proportion to the weight
of the coin and also to the weight of a mass of coins when delivered in
bulk. The absolute deviation allowed to the coiner should be less on
small pieces than on large; less on small deliveries of coin in bulk than
on large; less on a small number oil equal pieces than on a lai ge number.
A simple approximate rule, and one favorable to the coiner, would be
to proportion the tolerance or deviation alluded to to the square root
of the weight of thme coin issued, whether singly or in bulk.

The tolerance for silver coins adopted in the United States is propor-
tionately larger than the tolerance for its gold coins, for the alleged
and sufficient reason that, while the weight of the gold coins is adjusted
by hand, the weight of the silver coins receives no adjustment other
than that given by machinery, and is, in consequence, less exact. It
is, however, questionable whether the disparity between the rates of
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tolerance on gold coins and those of silver coins may not be too great,
the latter being relatively aboutfot.r times as great as the former.

The tolerance in the case of the coins of France, both gold and silver,
bears some approximate relation to that of the rule above given of pro.
portioning the tolerance to the square root of the weight, the proper.
tionate tolerance of the silver coins of France, however, being in general
about twco and one-half times as great as that of the gold coins.

The rate of tolerance in the smallest coins, both of gold and silver,
which would correspond to the square root of the weight, is somewhat
larger than the rates adopted for the mints of France and Great Britain.

In the case of the five-franc piece of gold the tolerance of the French
mint is smaller relatively than that demanded by the square root of the
weight, the former being 4.8 milligrams (or 3 per 1,000), and the latter
about 7.5 (or 41 per 1,000).

The deviation allowed on the one-dollar piece should not be so large
as on the twenty-dollar piece, nor so small as one-twentieth of the lat-
ter, but should be about one-fifth of the deviation allowed on the piece
of $20. If the deviation allowed on the twenty-dollar piece is in the
very reasonable proportion of I per 1,000, the deviation on the part of
the dollar should neither be one part per thousand nor ticenti parts per
thousand, but some value intermediate (approximating the square root
of 20), as 4j parts per 1,000 (or 7j milligrams). This proportion for the
dollar-piece is somewhat larger than that proposed in the bill) 311,1 per
thousand, or 5o milligrams), and larger than that of the French gold
piece of five francs (3 per thousand, or 4.8 milligrams), but it is much
smaller than that of the United States dollar under the law now in
force (to wit, 9,o per thousand, or 16.2 milligrams).

The following statement, from the report of John Quincy Adams
when Secretary of State, relative to the Mint of the United States when
first established, is of interest:

"In the coins of the United States there is no allowance for what is
called the remedy of weight, but assays of all coins issued from the
Mint are made, and if any of them are found inferior to the standard
prescribed, to the amount of more than -4 part, the officers of the
mint by whose fault the deficiency has arisen are to be dismissed. This
provision was adopted from what was stated in Mr. Hamilton's report
to be the practice of the mint in England."

A carefully prepared table is appended, comparing the tolerance or
remedy of weight, existing and proposed, of the gold and silver coins
of the United States with those of Great Britain, France, Belgium,
Italy, and Switzerland, and with the rates demanded by the theoretical
law above stated. (See inclosure No. 2.)

COIN WIAGHINGS.

To apply, in practice, the tolerance proposed by the bill, even of the
coins of the smallest weight, ought not, with proper scales and other
appliances, to be a matter of difficulty. In the Mint of the United
States we ought to be able to, and very probably do, weigh coins with
a nicety that will favorably compare with weighing in European mints.
In the annual reports of assay at the Mint I observe the deviations in
the weighing of single coins are given to the one-sixteenth of a grain.
The smallest tolerance called for in the mint and coinage bill is one-
twelfth of a grain, and the smallest deviation demanded on the assump-
tion that tolerance shall be proportioned to the square root of the
weight of the coins would be about one-eighth of a grain.

comN8
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On the subject of the limits within which it is practicable to note
deviations from the standard weight of the smaller coins, I inclose an
important communication from Dr. B. F. Craig, chemist of the Bureau
of the Surgeon-General, and who has paid special attention to weights
and balances. (See inclosure No. 1.) According to this communica.
tion, deviations of a single milligram (or about one-sixtieth of a grain
troy) may, with proper balances, be readily ascertained.

TOLERANCE OF WEIGHT IN BULK.

As an additional guard to the public in securing uniformity in the
weights of its coins and conformity to the legal standard, the United
States law very properly establishes a rate of tolerance of weight when
a large number of pieces are delivered in bulk much narrower than
the rate imposed on coins taken singly. Certain countries of Europe
(as Denmark, Spain, and, prior to the act of April 4, 1870, England)
have legal provisions of a somewhat similar character. In Denmark a
deviation in defect of one delivery of coins is required to be compen-
sated for by a deviation of equal amount in excess in the next delivery.
Tolerance in bulk under the new bill is considerably smaller than under
thriexisting law, the rates in the former being from about one-fourth
to one-ninth the value of those in the latter. In the new bill the devi.
nation in the case of deliveries or drafts of $5,000 is fixed at 1 jo of an
ounce. This is the case with double eagles, eagles, half eagles, and
quarter eagles. When the "drafts" or deliveries are of the amount of
*3,000 (as in the case of the three-dollar coins) the tolerance is fixed
at a somewhat lower limit, to wit, at three-fourths of the above amount;
and when the "draft" is of the value of $1,000 (as in the case of the
one-dollar gold piece) the tolerance is fixed at one-half of the first-
mentioned amount, to wit, , A4 of an ounce-the principle being recog-
nized that the smaller "draft" demands a somewhat smaller tolerance,
but not smaller in full proportion to the reduction in the" draft." The
proportional tolerance of weight of gold coin in bulk proposed in the
bill is from A to of the tolerance proposed on single pieces.

LIMIT OF WEAR.

Neither the existing law nor the proposed establishes a limit of wear
or a value below which coins will cease to be current. In France the
limit of wear is five-thousandths below the lower limit of tolerance
In England the least current value of coins is six and a fraction (6.0412)
thousandths below the standard weight of coins. In some countries of
Europe the lower limit of tolerance is, at the same time, the limit of
wear; as in the case of the German gold crown, two and one-half thou-
sandths is at once the tolerance and the limit of wear.

A section on this subject fixing the limit of wear at a point not greatly
exceeding the rate of tolerance is desirable; say, a limit of wear not
exceeding the tolerance by more than one-fourth.

REDEMPTION OF MINOR COINS.

In Prussia provision is made for the regular redemption of minor
coins at their full nominal value. Provision is alo made for the con-
version at par of small coins Into larger when presented in sums not
less in case of small silver coins than 20 thalers or 40 gulden (say $15
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United States gold), and in cae of copper oins in sums not less than
5 thalers or 10 gulden (say $3.75 United States gold).'

The section of the bill relative to the redemption and exchange of
the minor coinage is therefore supported by weighty precedent.

ABOLITION OF TROY WRIGHT IN THE MINT.

A commission of eminent men in Great Britain, appointed by author.
ity of the Queen, has, as you are aware, within a few mouths unani.
mously recommended the abolition of troy weight for all purposes per-
taining to the Government, and especially as regards the operations of
the mint This recommendation will doubtless soon receive the favor.
able action of Parliament, and then the United States will be almost
the only one of the great powers of the world that will employ for the
purposes of the Mint other weights than the metric.

I would urge that the present opportunity should not be lost for abol.
ishing, by the provisions of the mint and coinage bill, the use of troy
weights in our Mint. I think no objection will be raised to this change
from any quarter. It seems to me important that it should be pressed
upon the attention of Coupess. This change being effected, the estab.
lishment of a simple relationship between the weight of coins and the
metric weight wil naturally and readily follow. (See tables on pages
26, 28, 30, and 32 in Senate Mis. Doe. No. 132.)

STAMPING WEIGHT AND FINENESS ON COIN.

It is desirable that the weight and fineness of coins be stamped on
all coins of gold and silver. I would respectfuly suggest that the fol.
lowing section on this subject be substituted for section 19 of the bill:

SE. 19. And be it further enacted, That upon the coins of the United
States there shall Im the following devices and legends: Upon one side
of each of said coins there shall be, in addition to the inscription United
States of America and the date of the coinage, an impression emblematic
of liberty; and upon the reverse there shall be a designation of the value
of the coin, a statement of its weight and fineness, and such other
descriptive inscriptions as the Secretary of the Treasury shall hereafter
direct.

TIE SILVER IO-LLA -ITS DISCONTINUANCE AS A STANDARD.

The bill proposes the discontinuance of the silver dollar, and the
report which accompanies the bill suggests the substitution for the

I [German Coinage Convention (MUntzverein) of January, 1857.]

ART. 14 (part of). No one in the countries of the contracting powers shall be
required to take in small coin a payment equal to the smallest of the larger coins.

A=. 15. Each contracting power engages-
a. Never to reduce the settled value of its own silver and copper small coinage,

and only to permit its being withdrawn from currency after a space of time ot at
least four weeks has been fized for its redemption, and publicly proclaimed at least
three months before its expiration.

b. When, in consequence of length of circulation and wear, the impression on such
coins has become indistinct, to call them in by degrees for remitting at the same
value at which they were put in circulation.

c. And also to change the small coinage of every kind, if required, for the large
currency of the country at certain of their pay offices to be indicated.

The sum fixed for exchange, however must, with regard to silver small coins, not
amount to lees than 20 thalers, or 40 gulden, and, with regard to copper small coins,
to lee than 5 thalers, or 10 gulden.
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existing standard silver dollar of a trade coin of intrinsic value equiva.
lent to the Mexican silver plaster or dollar.

If the existing standard silver dollar is to be discontinued and a
trade coin of different weight substituted, I would suggest the desira.
bleness of conforming to the Spanish-Mexican silver, pillared piaster
of 1704, in preference to that authorized by the Spanish law of 29th
1772, or by the Mexican law of 27th November, 1867.

The first mentioned of these coins, that of 1704, contained, as nearly
as may be, according to English assays, a weight of pure silver equiva-
lent to 25 grams. The last mentioned, that of 1867, and which is
intended to be equivalent to that of 1772, contains of pure silver 24.441
grams The existing silver dollar of the United States contains 24.056
grams (i. e., 3711 troy grains) of pure silver.

In the year 1704, by proclamation of Queen Anne, based on assays at
the English mint, the Spanish and Mexican pieces of eight (or doars)
were declared to be each of. the value of four shillings and six pence
sterling. At this time, and until the year 1816, sixty-two shillings could
be coined from a troy pound of standard silver, Iff fine; consequently,
the dollar of 4s. 6d. sterling was equivalent in value to 386.71 troy grams
or 25.059 grams of pure silver. Of these dollars there would, or course,
be four and four-ninths in a pound sterling (silver standard). The ster-
ling par of exchange from that time to the present day has been one
pound sterling, equal to four dollars and four-ninths of a dollar, although
silver has ceased to be a standard in Great Britain and has practically
ceased to be a standard in the United States, gold taking its place.
This dollar, divided into six shillings, became thenceforth the standard
of lawful money in the American colonies of Great Britain.

By act of the Conpess of the Confederation, passed 8th August,
1786, and by the ordinance of 16th October, 1786, a silver dollar was
established as a unit of account, although not coined, containing of pure
silver 375.64 troy grains (or 24.338 grams). This unit differed-as has
been clearly pointed out by John Quincy Adams, in his able report as
Secretary of State in 1821, on "weights and measures"-from the true
dollar of 1704, as defined by the proclamation of Queen Anne, by a de-
duction of two per cent for estimated wastage in coining, and by assum-
ing the fineness of the metal to be ii, whereas the fineness of standard
British silver was then, as now, +H.

The law of 2d April, 1792, of the new Congress, which established
the Mint of the United States, also fixed the contents of pure silver in
the standard silver dollar at 371* grains (or 24.056 grams), a reduction
of 4 per cent from the standard established by proclamation in 1704,
and of 1j per cent from the dollar prescribed in 1786 by the Congress
of the Confederation.

This dollar (unlike the preceding) is not based on the Spanish-Mexican
dollar of 1704, but on the Spanish-Mexican dollar of 1772, from which
it was derived by weighing of a large number of such coins as found in
actual circulation, and consequently considerably reduced by abrasion,
nearly 1.6 per cent, below the stand at which they were issued from
the Mexican mint.

The weight of pure silver in the dollar has continued unchanged from
that time to the present, although the standard weight of the coin itself,
reduced by a withdrawal of 3j grains of alloy, has been somewhat
diminished.

It appears, therefore, that the existing silver dollar, although pro-
fessedly based on the Spanish or Mexican silver dollar, does not fairly
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represent any coin ever issued from those mints; that it is merely a
representative of the average of abraded Spanish-Mexicau coins.

The coins moot in demand for oriental commerce were for many years
the pillared Spanish-Mexican piasters; and such was their popularity
that they continued to be preferred long after their intrinsic value had
been considerably reduced by wear in use. The restoration, as a trade
coin, of a silver dollar, approximating to the old standard, to wit, one
containing 25 grams of pure silver, is a subject which would seem to
demand favorable consideration.

It may Ie well here to call attention to the fact that the French silver
coin of five francs contains, of et4ndard gold, )% fine, Just 25 grams,
which also is the weight proposed for two half dollars of the token or
subsidiary coinage of the United States, in case that a metric coinage
it adopted. (See Table III, pp. 30 and 31, appendix to Report on the
Mint and Coinage Bill.) The intrinsic value of the proposed suubidiary
coinage would therefore be less by just one-tenth than that of the on-
inertial silver coin here proposed.Yours, reslectfully, E. B. ELLIOTT.

JOHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of Currencg,

United Statee Treasury Department.

[Inclosure ) 'o. 1.1

WAz DEPARTMENT,
SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

1IWashington, D. C., June 24, 1870.
DEAz SIR: I have received a note from you asking for my views of

the practicability of establishing certain limits of tolerance for the
deviation of gold coins from their standard weight, the proposition
being, as I understand, to reduce the limits heretofore allowed in the
United States mints, and to require closer weighing in the future.

I can not speak as to the ease or difficulty of making coins of an
exact weight or of testing them by machine weighing, but only on the
Particular subject of testing by hand weighing.

A good assay balance will weigh a single coin to within - of a milli.
gram, or 06 of a grain, but this is an accuracy which involves trouble
in the attainment, and to come within a milligram is near enough for
most purposes, and is as near as is commonly attained in chemical
weighings.

When two weights, not exceeding two or three ounces each, and not
differing from each other by more than ten or twelve milligrams, are
counterpoised against each other on a proper form of balance, their
difference may be estimated to within one, or at most to within two,
milligrams, according to the amount of difference, by observing the
deflection of the pointer, without the necessity of adding weights to
either side.

To come to the practical point, I am of the opinion that with a bal-
mce specially adapted to the purpose, the weight of a coin could be
determined within a milligram about as quickly as to within any other
limits, the work being done under suitable arrangements. In weighing
rapidly, however, errors as great as two milligrams would occasionally
occur, and coins which seem to approach the limits on either side by
nearer than two milligrams would require a more deliberate weighing;
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and the limits allowed should be such that the greater part of the coins
made should be two milligrams within the extreme on either side.

With regard to the weighing of amounts of gold coin of $i,000 and
upward, it may be remarked that it is possible to weigh them to within
their one.milliouth part, but that such accuracy can not be relied on,
as two good weighings of the same body will very often differ by more
than one-millionth, and an approximation to the exact weight closer than
the hundred-thousandth part ought not to be expected in anything but
scientific work. Errors of one fifty-thousandth, or twenty parts in a
million, ought, I think, to be tolerated, but beyond that limit, any
desired amount of accuracy may reasonably be demanded.

The opinions which I have expressed are founded upon experience
with Becker's balances, which are the ones most used in this country
for the weighing of bullion, and are, perhaps, the most convenient and
manageable balances made.

There i a balance made by the Coast Survey Office on an old-fashioned
plan, which is often seen in government establishments. This is only
suited to the particular purpose of adjustig weights, and when used
for ordinary purposes it requires trouble to attain with it an approxi.
mation to accuracy.

Yours, truly,
B. FANEUIL CuAIo.

E. B. ELLIOTT, Esq.,
Trauryi Department.

[Inclosure No. 3.]

Tolerance or remdy of the mint iu Croat Britain, bol as to weght and inene.

In a poundtroyprior In Ineach coin
to the act of April under theactof
4, 1870. April 4 1870.

Gold: gram*. 21omanda& TAousadth .

Fineness ........................................... 15 2Weight ................................... ....... 12t 249 J1 (or 1.G.' )
Silver:S il e. . . ................................................... 0 '

W eight .................................................. 244

rUder the act of April 4, 1870. "it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, with the dvloe of bet privy
council. from time to time. by proclamation, to diminish the amount of remedy allowed by the rs
schedule to this act In the case of any coin."

The limit of wear or the least current weight of gold coin* is 6.0412 per 1,000.
Legal tender: Gold coin, when not below the least current weight, ia a legsl tender to any amount;

silvercolna, in sums not to eceed 60 shllling (about $10); bronae (or oopper) on, new law, in sum.
not to exceed 1 shillin.
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Table oepariug the "ToleraWo" (or "eRed ), existing and proposed, of the Mig of t" US" Sa i tin w gLt of its gold and sive coins wit&
that of cortais countries of Europe; and also with computed values approximately proportioned to the square root of the seighto of the cois.

[In the columns of computed or theoretical values the tolerance assigned to the silver coins is proportionately two and a half times as largo s that assuged lo the gold coins.•
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Dr. M . Bo.:eano, lak melter and reuer at branch uinut, Ver Orleans, to Mr. Knoz.

NEW OaLA.NS, June 1, 1870.
MY DEAR Sum: I had the pleasure of receiving, under your frank,

your report in relation to a revision of the laws pertaining to the 3Mint
and cAinage of the United States.

METRICAL SYSTEM OF WXItHT14 APPROVED.

I am much pleased to perceive that you propose to introduce the
French system of weights into the new bill, a step in advance which
can not fail to meet the approbation of those charged with the respond.
sible duties of conducting the operations of the Mint, and of the public
at large. (See page 11 of report Senate Mis. Doe. No. 132, 41st Con-
gres, second session.)

MINT BUREAU.

The establishment of a Mint Bureau has become an undeniable neces.
sity since the operations of the Mint cover so large a field. The old
system has, in truth, worked well enough with only one or two branch
mints of insignificant business, but with the constant increase of pro-
duction of precious metals, a corresponding increase of the importance
and business of the Mint and its branches, and the inevitable distribu-
tion of these branches to the very extreme limits of the country, the
necessity of having the general business of the Mint and coinage under
an officer near the other bureaus of the Treasury, and in constant com-
inunication with the Secretary, should, I think, be readily appreciated
by those familiar with the transactions of the Mint,

PROVISIONS AS TO WASTAGE AND TOLERANCE APPROVED.

The provisions of the bill in relation to wastage, tolerance, &c., are
based upon the practice of the best minting establishments of the
civilized world and our own experience. They are fair and just, and
competent mint officers will find no difficulty in complying with them.

THE BILL GENERALLY APPROVED.

Viewing the bill as a whole, I am of opinion that it will be found a
great improvement on the old laws and will .stand for a long series of
years before the necessity for any change will arise.

The thanks of everyone capable of appreciating the importance of the
subject of your report will certainly be your reward for the minute,
thorough, and exhaustive examination you have given to this important
matter, and the direct and fair manner in which you have dealt with the
deficiencies of the old laws, which experience had shown were no longer
adequate to maintain the Mint establishment of the United States at
the same high standard of excellence as in some other countries, and of
sufficiently protecting the interests of the Government.

Very truly, yours,
M. F. BozNbo.

JOhN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of the Ourretwy, Washington, D. 0.
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8uprimtesdent .1 United 88alm .aj o t New York to Mr. KNow.

UNITED STATES ASAY OFFICE
New York, Jure 3, 1870.

Sm: Your letter, asking me to examine and comment upon the bill
for the reorganization of the Mint, etc., which you kindly forwarded to
me, and to procure also the opinions of the officers of this institution
upon it, has been received.

In accordance with your request I have referred the bill to Dr. Torrey,
assayer, and Mr. Mason, melter and refiner, who are now making the
desired examination and hope to be able to report their views by the
first of next week. They deem it necessary to take this amount of time
in order to give the bill the careful consideration its importance seems
to demand.

My own connection with the assay office has been so short that, with
every disposition to aid with advice or suggestions, I do not feel at
liberty to venture an opinion either for or against any of the proposed
changes. That I must leave to those more familiar with the working
of the present system.

Very respectfully, yours, THOMAS 0. ACTON,
Superisteadent.

JOHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Washington, 1. C.

Auayer of United State* asay offce at New York to Mr. Ki.x.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE,
New York, June 10, 1870.

DEAR Sm: I have made a careful examination of the "Bill revising
the law relating to the mint, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States," and, except in one or two particulars, have no objection to its
provisions.

It is proposed to discontinue the office of treasurer, which I have
always thought was necessary as a check on the superintendent. There
has been such an office in the mint and at San Francisco from the time
that these institutions were organized, and a treasurer is equally nec-
essary in the assay office.

Perhaps it would be well to provide more specifically for the assistants
of the operative officers than is now done.

I think, also, that a provision in section 20 of your bill should be
altered to read (last line) "and the value shall be stamped on the
same." As a whole, the bill seems to include every important provi.
sion contained in the existing laws upon these subjects, and although I
might prefer to have a few other sections modified, I give my full
consent.

Yours, truly, JoHN TORREY,
Assayer.

JOHN JAY KNOX, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Treasury Department.
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Superintensdent of united States assa ofic as New' York to Mr. Ka"

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE,
New York, June 21,1870.

Sn: I send inclosed a communication from Mr. Andrew Mason, our
melter and refiner, in regard to the proposed mint law. Without
expressing an opinion either way, for the reasons given in my former
note, I hope you may find its suggestions valuable in perfecting the
details of the new bill.

Very respectfully, yours, THOxAS C. ACTON,
Superintendent.

JOHN J. KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller, 11'ashinytoii, D. C.

Melter and rtfier of United State* assay ofice at Nme Vork to Mr. .olon.

UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE
New York, June 18, 1870.

DEAR Si: Having expressed my views on the subject to the depart-
ment, in a communication dated January 27, through Hon. Charles J.
Folger, treasurer, &c., allow we simply to comment on such points as
impress me in the proposed bill "revising the laws 'relating to the
mints," &c., in response to the request of John Jay Knox, esq., Deputy
Comptroller.

Section 1. If the policy hitherto suggested, of concentrating the
existing minting establishments iiito a lesser number, should be adopted,
it would seriously modify the argument for a speoial mint bureau in
Washington. The supervision by the auditing officers should undoubt,
edly be careful and rigid in any event.

Section 3. Whether the proposed union of the office of superintendent
and treasurer in one would work better than the existing one between
the treasurer aud United States assistant treasurer is doubtful.
While want of proper scrutiny and watchfulness by officers under the
present system may lead to evil results, the same causes will produce
the same effects under the proposed alteration. The difficulty in exam-
ining the melter and refiner's account would he the same in either case.

The provision contained in section 4, that all employed in the differ-
ent departments shall be recommended and nominated in writing by
the respective officers, is but a proper extension of the principle already
enacted by law for one of them (treasurer's). The approval of bills
belonging to each department by the officer thereof should be required
before payment.

Section 6. The word "standard" should be omitted before "bars or
disks."

Section 13. In present practice the proportion of silver in the alloy
of gold coin rarely reaches one-tenth, but as it is not profitable to refine
gold of a very high fineness (over .975), and such might be largely
deposited, the wisdom of limiting the proportion absolutely to one-tenth
is questionable.

Section 15. The retention of the silver dollar as at present issued
affords a standard of valuation for silver, and the demand for it at the
regular coinage charge indicates its usefulness otherwise.

Section 17. The present bronze cent is thought by many to be pref-
erable to a copper-nickel one, and it seems useless to change it at a
heavy expense.
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Section 20. )epositors prefer to have the raluc stamped on their
bars--both gold and silver.

Sections 21, 27, 28, and 29. The first is inconsistent with the second
in stating that any owner of "gold and silver bullion may deposit," &c.,
", to be formed into coin or bars for his benefit;" and generally there
would be practical difficulties in the two modes of paying for silver.
The present method is uniform, and the limit at which small silver coin
is a legal tender is a natural and sufficient check to redundaucy.

Section 24. The words "bars or coin" should be substituted for
"standard metal fit for coinage."

Section 25. The charge for copper alloy is covered by the present coin.
age charge. While depositors are subject to a charge for making fine
bars, &c., there can be no valid reason for furnishing coin (a much more
expensive work) without one. A reasonable charge will regulate the
supply to the people generally, while the owners of bullion will be
accommodated by the Government honoring its own stamp on bars by
receiving them on deposit at their coin valuation on an equal footing
with coin.

Section 44. While under ordinary circumstances the reduced margin
for wastage in the melter and refiner's account would be amply suffi-
cient, it is questionable whether a faithful officer should be personally
subject to the increased risk.

Section 47. The propriety of coining by contract may just as well be
considered as of refining by contract, which is proposed substantially.
If it is unadvisable for the Government to refine bullion, the simple
arrangement would be to decline receiving unrefined bullion on deposit.

There should be some provision for assaying samples of gold and sil-
ver not intended for deposit at a proper charge.

The experience of the officers of the mint will enable them to give a
general review of the bill; but I shall be glad if the foregoing suggest.
tions can be of any service in the full consideration of this important
subject.

Very respectfully, ANDREW MASON,
Melter and Refiner.

THOMAS C. ACTON, Esq.,
Superintendent, &c.

Superintendent of branch mint at San Francieco to Mr. Knoz.

OFFICE OF SUPERrNTENDENT,
UNITED STATES BRANCH 3INT,

San Francisco, California, June 5, 1870.
SIR: In reply to yours of 20th ultimo, I have to say that your letter,

together with the accompanying proposed bill revising laws relative to
mints, assay offices, and coinage, was submitted to the operative officers
of this branch and it was agreed that each should address you a note
under his ownhand givinghis views in relation to the proposed reforms.

METHOD OF EMPLOYING WORKMEN.

For myself I can only say with great deference that I still entertain
serious apprehensions in regard to the proposed change in the method
of employing workmen, and fear that under some circumstances itmight
result in collisions between departments, and under others in collusions
between operative officers and employ~a to the injury of government.
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1 should hesitate to recommend that the superintendent be called upon
to perform the duties of treasurer without some check in the way of
counts and examinations, which I do not observe that the bill provides.

BILL GENERALLY APPROVED.

In all other respects I am greatly pleased with the bill, and believe
that its passage would greatly conduce to correctness, efficiency, and
economy in the mint service. Owing to the peculiar nature of the sub-
ject it is my opinion that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to pro.
sent a less objectionable bill to Congress, and I think that the confusion
of the present mint laws, as well as the patent necessity of the proposed
reforms, should secure the early passage of the bill.

0. 11. LA GRANGE, Superintendent.
Hon. J. J. KNox,

Deputy Comptroller, Washington, . 0.

.Assayer of branch mint at San Francisco to Mr. Knor.
ASSAY OFFICE, UNITED STATES BRANCH MINT,

San Frandsoo, JAne 3, 1870.
SIr: I have received a copy of your report and "Bill revising the

laws relating to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States," and Superintendent LaGrange has informed me that you have
requested the opinions of the officers of this mint upon it.

I have read it over carefully, and the only suggestions I have to pro.
pose now is to section 47. I think it should be changed so as to read
as follows: "That unparted bars may he exchanged at any of the
respective coinage mints for refined bars not less than .990 fine, on such
terms and conditions," &c.

Section 13 provides that silver shall not exceed one-tenth of the
whole alloy; consequently if crude bullion should be exchanged for
"fine bars" the fineness of which was below .990 fine it would have to
be refined at the mint to comply with section 13; then economy, the
object to be obtained in section 47, would be defeated.

Don't change section 13; it is good.
With great respect, your obedient servant,

0. D. MUNSON, Assayer.Hon. John J. KNOX.

Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Washington, D. C.

Mr. French to Mr. Knor.

ABRASION OF COIN.

FOOTE & FRENCH, BANKERS,
7 Congress 8t. and 2 Congress Square, Boston, June 3, 1870.

SBr: I have read with interest your report of April 25, upon revision,
&c., of mint and coinage.

I notice in the English act given in Appendix D, section 4, that a
tender of coin must be in pieces not * 0 0 diminished in "weight by
wear or otherwise, so as to be of less weight than the Icau current
weight" given in schedule first annexed to the act.
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I believe there is no similar provision in our existing statutes. Will
you inform me what rule or usage, if any, obtains in the Department
y whih light coins can be rejected I
Upon inquiry of the assistant treasurer at New York, I learn that in

absence of suspicion aU coins are received and paid out. As a usage
at the custom-house in this city, I believe, the weight of five thousatid
dollars in double eagles is examined and required to come up to a cer-
tain standard before being accepted, although some may be right by
tale.

Respectfully, F. 0. FRENCH.
JOHN JAY KNox, Esq.,

ComptroUer of Currenwy, Washington, D. C.

Mr. Knot to Mr. Freach.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY,

June 5, 1870.
DEAR SIR: I have received your note of the 3d instant, in which,

referring to my report' and to section 4 of the English coinage act,
1870, given in the appendix, you request me to inform you what rule or
usage obtains in this Department by which light coins may be rejected.

Section 4 of the English coinage act, 1870, to which you refer, pro-
vides that "a tender of payment of money, if made in coins which have
been issued by the mint in accordance with the provisions of this act,
and have not been called in by any proclamation made in pursuance of
this act, and have not become.diminished in weight by wear or other-
wise, so as to be of less weight than the current weight, that is to say,
than the weight (if any) specified as the least current weight in the first
schedule to this act, or less than such weight as may be declared by
any proclamation made in pursuance of this act, shall be a legal ten-
der-in the case of gold coins for a payment of any amount; in the
case of silver coins for a payment of an amount not exceeding forty
shillings, but for no greater amount; in the case of bronze coins for a
payment of an amount not exceeding one shilling, but for no greater
amount. Nothing in this act shall prevent any paper currency which,
under any act or otherwise, is a legal tender, from being a legal tender."

The schedule to which reference is made in this section limits the
abrasion in the sovereign to 0.774 grains, or about three (2.998) cents
of our gold standard, which is equivalent in the sovereign and half
sovereign also to about five-eighths (0.625) of one per cent.

The French mint laws limit the abrasion within which their gold
coins may be received as a legal tender to seven-tenths of one per cent.
The twenty-franc piece is worth $3.859 in our currency, and the limit
of wear allowed on this piece is therefore two and seven-tenths (2.702)
cents of our gold standard.

Russia, Spain, and the States constituting the German Coin Union
also have laws relative to allowance for abrasion.

This subject was not entirely overlooked. In the bill (a copy of
which I send herewith) first printed and transmitted for examination
to experts in various parts of the country it was provided, in section

I For report and "English coinage act, 1870," see Senate Mis. Doe. No. 132, Forty.
first Congress, second sesion.
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25, that our gold coins may be recoined at the expense of the United
States whenever the loss by abrasion shall have reduced them one
grain below the deviation allowed by law. The section was introduced
into that bill for the purpose of obtaining an expresion of opinion upon
that subject, and was subsequently omitted from the bill transmitted to
the Senate by the Secretary. The English section is much better in
form, and it was my intention to have referred to it in the report. I am
obliged to you for calling my attention to the subject at this time.

There is no law and no regulation of the Department with reference
to the limit of wear of coins. You refer to a usage of this kind in the
Boston sustom-house. Will you please ascertain and inform me what
that usage is?

I shall be glad to receive any further suggestion that may occur to
you in reference to the bill.

I am, very truly, yours, JNo. JAY KNOX,
Deputy Comptroller.

F. 0. FRENCH. Esq.,
Oj Meters. Foote d French, Bankers, Boston, Mass.

Mr. French to Mr. Knox.

FOOTE & FRENCH, BANKzR8,
7 Congress St. and 2 Congress square, Boston, June 11, 1870.

Siu: I am in receipt of your esteemed favor of 5th instant, at hand
this morning.

The usage at the custom-house, I believe, is to receive coin by tale,
but parcels of $5,000 in eagles and double eagles, or of $1,000 in smaller
coin, which fall below the customary deficiency from standard weight,
are submitted to a careful examination of individual pieces, and such
as do not pass the test of Allender's gold.coin scale (patent of Novem-
ber 27,1855), and which is approximative, are rejected.

At the subtreasury single pieces are not rejected unless imperfect
punched, soldered for jewelry. &c.) or subjected to vicious process.
he deviation from below standard there expected in parcels of coin is

not beyond-
Five pennyweights in $5,000, double eagles.
Fifteen pennyweights in $5,000, eagles.
Five pennyweights in $1,000, one-half eagles.
Five pennyweights in $1,000, one-quarter eagle&
Five pennyweights in $999, three-dollar pics.
Five pennyweights in $1,000, one-dollar pieces.

But the authority for this expected deviation, other than tradition,
was not stated. In practice I am further informed that the parcels of
$5,000 in eagles are frequently deficient as much as 18 pennyweights,
those of $1,000 in quarter eagles 6 to 7 pennyweights, while parcels of
double eagles, half eagles, three and one dollar pieces come within the
limit with great constancy.

The increased deficiency in the coins mentioned indicates the neces-
sity of some redemption of light coins to prevent even greater
deviations.

Respectfully,
F. 0. FRENCH.

JOHN JAv KNox, Esq.,
Deputy Comptroller Currency, Washington.
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Th. Seermisry of tke f -ugy to t assistamt treeurer at ,ew York.

ABRASION OF COIN.

TRAsurY DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. 0., June 18, 1870.

Bri: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from Messrs.
Foote & French, bankers Boston, in reference to a usage in the custom-
house of that city of receiving gold coins at less than standard weight.

I will thank you to inform me if any similar usage obtains in your
office; and, also, if you have any data which you can give me in reference
to the deviation hitherto found from standard, in weighing in bulk gold
coins of different denominations.

If it is practicable send me, at your earliest convenience, a statement
similar to that furnished by French & Foote, in reference to the experi-
ence of your office in this particular.

Very respectfully, GOo. S. BOUTWELL,
eoret"wi of the Treasury.

Hon. OHARLBS J. FoLow ,
Asestast Treasurer, New York.

desiutat treasurer New York to the Secretary of the Trelhry.

ABRA81ON OF COIN.

UNITED STATES TREASURY,
New York, June 20, 1870.

SBr: I have the honor of acknowledging the receipt of your letter,
dated 18th June, 1870, covering copy of letter of Messrs. Foote & French,
bankers; both relating to the diminution of value in coin from abrasion.

The usage of the custom-house at Boston, as set forth in the letter of
Messrs. Foote & French, does not prevail at this office. It has, as I
learn, ever been the custom of this office, it is now its custom, to receive
all United States coin by count alone; in no case rejecting any, however
light, if the diminution is the result of natural wear and use alone in
circulating as a medium. Standard weights have never been used to
confirm amounts.

This forenoon a test was applied to certain quantities of coin taken
haphazard from that coming to the office in the ordinary flow of daily
business, with the following result:

$5,000, gold dollars, twenty-five pennyweights short.
$5,000, quarter eagles, twenty-five pennyweights short.
$5,000, half eagles, twenty-three to twenty-seven pennyweights short.
$5,000, eagles, eighteen to twenty-one pennyweights short.
$5,000, double eagles, ten to twelve pennyweights short.
It has always been perceptible to the persons in the coin room of

this office that the coin of the country was much decreased in weight
by the attrition of circulation, but no piece has ever been rejected
when the loss has resulted from honest handling.

I can give no further statement than this as to the experience of this
office in this particular, for the reason that the attention of clerks has
never been especially directed to this point, they taking by count
entirely. The desire of the business community for the larger coins,
when coin is taken from us for foreign shipment, is based upon this well.
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known fact: That coin does suffer in the handling, and that the smaller
in value the coin the greater the proportionate diminution.

With respect, I am, your obedient servant.
CHAS. J. FOLGER,

Assitaxt Treasurer United Stats.

Third .At4uant Poeetaser-eneral Io &oretr of thre leasury.

REDRMfION OP THUX BRONZ AND NICKEL COJNAGK NACC88ARY.

POST-OFIC DEPARTMENT,
OFFICu OF THE THIRD ASSISTANT POSTMASTER-GUNERAL,

Washington, D. 0., November 2,1869.
Bt: I have the honor to call your attention to the inclosed copy of

a letter received at this Department from the postmaster at Nashville,
Tennessee, under date of 29th ultimo, in relation to the disposition of
copper and nickel coins received for postage. You will observe that,
while the postmaster is compelled to receive the coins in limited quan.
titles, he states he is unable to pay them out, as they are not used or
regarded as currency in that section of the country.

Similar statements and complaints have been made recently by other
postmasters, and it is believed a large amount of the revenues of this
department is locked up and withheld from use from the cause men.
tioned by the postmaster at Nashville.

It would seem that some measure of relief in such cases ought to be
adopted, and I beg to ask that the subject receive your early and favor-
able attention.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. H. TEzRRLL,

Third Assistant Postmaster.General.

Hon. GEORGE S. BOUTWELL,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Pottsmtotr at NVukrille, Teuamsee, to Poet te.r-GeeraL

POST-OFPPIO,
Nashville, Tennessee, October 29,1869.

SIa: I inclose the following item, taken from. the Associated Press
dispatches published this morning:

,,Secretary Boutwell will shortly issue a circular authorizing the
assistant treasurers and designated depositories to redeem the nickel
five-cent pieces in sums of $100, or more."

Why can not the one and two cent coppers be treated in the same
wayI

This office is greatly annoyed by the great pressure to exchange them
for postage stamps. It seems very inconsistent for any department of
the Government to refuse to take any of their own recognized issue of
currency.

We take these coppers, according to legal-tender law, in limited
quantities; but there is no possible way to get rid of them here
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In this community and section of country coppers are not used or
regarded as currency, and they ought to be redeemed and retired.

Very respectfully,
ENOS HOPKINS, Post master.

Hon. W. H. H. TEIIRELL,
Third Anistant Postmaster.General, Washiigton, 1). C.

i'ostmaster of Cape Inuermt, New York, to .4cretarj of the TreaMry.

REDEMPTION. OF THE IIRONZE AND NICKEL COINAGE.

CAPE VINCENT, N. Y., June 14, 1870.
Sia: Will you have the kindness to iniorm me on what terms and

conditions your Department will redeem the bronze and nickel cents
now in circulation I

In my business here as postmaster they have accumulated on my
hands since two or three years, I can not exchange them with indi-
viduals. Too many cents are in circulation already. I am obliged to
take them from others in selling postage stamps, but they will not take
them from me.

What am I to do, unless the Department will redeem them? I am
willing to pay the express charges.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JNO. 11. MOORE.

Hon. GEo. S. BOUTWELL
Secretary of fie Treasury.

P. .- I have also too many bronze two-cent pieces and five-cent
nickels. Will you redeem them also?

Meura. Holley j" Sheiden to the Secretary of the Treasury.

REDEMPTION OF TIe BRONZE AND NICKEL COINAGE.

HUDSON, N. Y., June 11, 1870.
DEAR SIR: Is there no way by which we can dispose of pennies?

The country is flooded with all kinds, large and small, making it very
unpleasant to do busie.s. We are obliged to handle hundredsof dol.
lars weekly in pennies, and we find great difficulty in getting rid of
them again. In this section of the country mechanics are compelled
to take two or more dollars weekly in payment fbr their services, and
have to go begging around to the stores to dispose of them, as the
merchants are all overrun with them.

NOT RECEIVED BY OFFICERS OF THE GOVERNMENT FOR TAXE8 AND POSTAGE
STAMP.

We pay several hundred to the Government yearly in licenses, special
taxes, and income tax for doing business, still the Government officers
will not take a dollar of their own pennies in payment for said taxes.
We can not even buy postage stamps with them; the postmaster refuses
to sell over one stamp and receive pennies in payment.

0OIN-9
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TIIFY 8110LD lE REDEKMKD.

In conimon justice to the business community, who ate the supporters
of the Government, should not pennies and three or five cent pieces be
redeemed when presented at the mint or treasurer or assistant treas-
urer's Office? This would cost about one and t half to two per cent in
express charges, but would relieve business men of a large amount of
dead capital lying idle through the country. Think of each member
of Congress and all Government officers receiving one-fourth part of
their salaries in pennies and then you can get an idea of the unpleasant
manner in which we and hundreds of others are compelled to do busi.
ness. We labored under the same difficulty for a long time with frac.
tional currency previous to the redemption of the same.

Hoping you will give this matter your careful attention, we are,
Respectfully, yours,

HOLLEY & SKELDEN
)Hudson, New Vork.

Bon. G. S. BOUTWELL,
Secretary of the Treasury.

Secretary of the Treasury to Messre. Holley 4" Shelden.'

JWI)EMIION OF MINOR COINAGE.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT, June 17, 1870.
GENTLEMEN: I have received your letterof the 11th instant, inquir-

ing upon what terms and conditions the Department will redeem the
bronze and nickel coinage now in circulation.

The nickel cent coins, issued under act of February 21, 1857, and
composed of eighty-eight per cent copper and twelve per cent nickel,
are not a legal tender for any amount, but art exchangeable at the
mint of the United States for three and five cent nickel pieces upon
the terms stated In the inclosed circular.

The one and two cent pieces, authorized by act of April 22, 1864,
composed of ninety-five per cent copper and live per cent of tin and
zinc, and which coniprize the chief portion of the cent coinage in circu-
lation, are a legal tender for any payment not exceeding four cents in
amount.

The three-cent nickel pieces are a legal tender for sixty cents, and
the five-cent pieces for one dollar.

There is no provision of law authorizing the redemption of the one
and two cent pieces, but a circular has lately been issued by the Sec-
retary directing the redemption of the five-cent pieces by the Treasurer
and assistant treasurers, as authorized by act of May 16, 1866, when
presented in sums of not less than one hundred dollars.

1 inclose herewith copy of a bill which has been introduced into the
Senate during the present session relative to the revision of our mint
and coinage laws, and it is probable that some legislation will transpire
not long hence which will correct the inconvenience of which you justly
complain.

Very respectfully, J. F. HARTLEY,
Acting Becretary of the Treasury.Messrs. HOLLEY & SNELDEN,

Hudson, New York.

'Similar letters were written in reply to the Postmaster-General and to the post-
master at Cape Vincent.
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LEIER oF MR. EILVKST 8EYD ON COINAGE, TO TilE Hox. SAMUEL H(OPER, CHAIR-
MAN COINAGE, WEIGHTS, AND MEASLREs CoMMITTEE, House op IKsIJIENxTA-
TIVES.

[Senate Mis. Doe. No. 29, Fifty-third Congress. first session.1

Mr. Hoar presented the following letter from Ernest Seyd to Samuel
Hooper on the subject of coinage.

I have the bill before me, and Mr. Latham kindly sent me a copy of
your remarks respecting my book and inviting my suggestions.

I cheerfully respond to this invitation and beg to submit to you the
following remarks. (I shall pass over those sections in reference to which
I have no remarks to make and point to others requiring notice.)

LA PRINCES STREET BANK,
London, February 17, 1872.

To SAMUEL HOOPzER, Esq., 31. C.:
DEAx SIR: You were kind enough to forward to Mr. Alfred Latham

a copy of your coinage bill for the United States, to be sent to me, and
you expressed a wish to receive criticisms on its provisions.

SEc. 14. The issue of a variety of gold coins, such as the $20, $10, $59
$3, $2J, and $1 pieces, is injudicious. True, the $20 piece is a magnifi-
cent coin, but for ordinary purposes in obtaining change it is less use-
ful than four $5 pieces, for large transactions connected with interna-
tional trade the *20 pieces are the most convenient coins for melting
down, and that is the fate of the majority of them. The $1 gold piece,
onthe other hand, is much too small. Its wear is excessive, and itsoon
becomes totally unfit for a standard of value. The French 5-franc gold
piece has already been condemned for this very reason.

A variety of coins must also be objected to for another reason, viz:
That connected with the handling of the pieces it prevents the use of
the "weighing scales." On pages 164, 165 of my book, "Suggestions
in reference to the metallic currency of the United States," I speak of
this matter at length, and I think the remarks therein made are worthy
of attention.

I can quite understand that Americans, accustomed to see their
splendid *20 piece and the $1 piece, do not fully appreciate the weight
of these objections; but it must be borne in mind that the American
public have only had a short period, say from 1849 to 1861, in which
they had anything like dealing in gold money, since which time, through
the war, they have been so much habituated to paper money, whereas
we in England, accustomed to vigorous dealings in gold, have learned
experience and are better able to appreciate these distinctions and their
importance from practical and economical points of view. And from
these points of view the question of a variety of gold coins is not an
English or an American one, but one of cosmopolitAn importance also,
for there are principles involved in it.

In England we only issue sovereigns and half sovereigns; but we
complain, and with just reason, of the latter piece. (See X's letter in
English, page 40 of German pamphlet which I send herewith, wherein
the issue of the one-half sovereign is fittingly called a legislative error.)
The German new coinage will consist principally of the 20-mark piece
and only a limited number of 10-mark pieces will be issued. The French
have coined 100-franc and 40-fr-anc pieces only as ",show pieces" and
the 5-franc gold pieces will be given up.

I think that America ought to coin only $10 and $5, or $5 and $2J
pieces, certainly not more than $10, $5. and $2, and that the $20, $3,
and $1 pieces ought not to be coined, excepting as show pieces, in
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limited quantities. The suggestion that $%-0 pieces can be coined
cheaper has no foundation worth mentioning.

The question of a variety of coins has also a most important bearing
on the abrasion of the pieces and their consequent lightness. In the
bill I find nothing whatever making provision for this; and I may per.
haps be pardoned for charging this omission to the account of the gen.
eral want of thorough experience made in America in reference to gold
coil).

Where are the provisions for limiting the current weight of gold
coins? May they be abrased or light to any extent and still continue
legal tender? And if not, who is to bear the cost of their reinstate.
meant?

In England the individual holder must bear the loss; if the sovereign
is utvder weight by three-quarters of a grain it is cut up and the owner
loses the difference. In France the State has hitherto withdrawn light
gold, but sparingly; on the rest the coinage is young, and the question
will now be postponed because of the paper issue.

In Germany the new coinage bill provides fbr the reinstatement of
worn coins by the State; but the question is open, for, as the Stiate has
conquered the gold and issues it at its own option, it can aflord such
a liability. It is, however, acknowledged that the business ", of making
coins light" and obtaining new ones for them may become extensive.

The English system in regard to light coins is the only true one.
Attempts were made by Mr. Lowe to levy I per cent mintage, so as to
provide a fund from which the recoinage loss on old pieces by the State
might be recouped. The proposal, however, as it deserved, fell through
as absurd. The controversy on that score has been published by the
Bank of England. The letters in English (printed in the German
pamphlet) again refer to the matter.

The allowance for light coin made here is 34 grains, i. e., the mint
weight of the sovereign being 123.274 grains, it ceases to be legal cur-
rency when below 1221 grains. The public offices and the Bank of
England's issue department weigh out light pieces and cut them by a
machine. The owner can receive the pieces so cut back again, or sell
them to the bank as standard bullion at 77.9 per ounce. Some people
complain of this, but all who have fully studied the subject agree that
it is the only true way of settlement, and that the coinage can thus be
kept in fair order.

The $20 piece ought not to be allowed to lose more than 2 grains, the
$10 11 grains, the $5 1 grain, the $3 and $2A a grain, the $ 4 grain,
and you will now at once perceive how very'necessary it is that the
variety of the pieces should be as restricted as possible, so as to save
trouble to the public departments and the Treasury.

1 do not know how you intend to treat this matter, and whether this
plan of keeping the gold coinage in order may not excite much oppo.
sitioni.

The favorite idea of those opposed to this system is that the State
itself should pay for light coins, either by a direct appropriation from
the revenue or by applying the "profits" of the Mint on the token coin-
age for this purpose. In this country it has been shown that the State
has no such obligation; that by so doing it would only encourage the
sweating of the coin, and as for the profit on the minor coinage, you will
find that it can not be brought into accord with the wear andtear of
the gold coin.

We look upon all these suggestions as "hocus pocus." I think, there.
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fore, that your public departments ought to check the gold received by
them, taking out the light pieces and defacing them by a stamp, but
that the Mint should undertake to buy these pieces by weight, giving
new ones for them.

And if the Mint does not charge the one-fifth per cent brassage on
such light coin, but makes the exchange by weight gratis, it makes a
sacrifice in the matter which is already beyond its immediate functions;
and this policy may be adopted. as a compromise between the holders
of light coin and the State.

It can not be asserted, for instance, that gold pieces of one-half or
one-quarter dollar could be used; hence the idea of it limit in size must
be maintained, and there can only be one true limit, so to speak. This
true limit excludes the one.dollar piece at once; indeed, the two-and.
one-half piece is somewhat below It, and all European mint masters
agree with me that it gold piece of about three and three-quarter
dollars should be the smallest. Unfortunately, almost all the monetary
systems are committed to smaller pieces. Bearing in mind, however,
that the one-dollar piece is absolutely away from this limit, it would
seem to be injudicious to select it as "unit of value;" it would be like
starting with an "imperfect" thing.

In section 14 1 find the expression "of the one-dollar piece or unit of
value." The term "unit of value" (rather vague wherever used) might
best be taken as implying a standard of value. Now, the one-dollar
gold piece is not a suitable piece, as experience shows, anti such experi-
ence does not rest on mere practical results, but on principles con-
nected with metallurgy and fixed mechanical laws, having reference to
the difference between the resisting power of the metallic structure of
the piece and the extent of surface exposed.

Indeed, I do not see wfhy any coin of "denominational" value should
be selected as a special valuator. The true valuator is the bullion
itself by weight, irrespective of its division into pieces, and as the
weight of the latter is led off from the divisions of the ounce, the once
itself is the proper starting point. This practice is pursued by all the
large States; thus, in England, 480 ounces standard gold = 1,869
sovereigns (these figures are so given because they are without frac-
tions); in France a kilogram, 900 fine gold = 3,100 francs; in Germany
(new law) the mint pound fine gold (one-half kilogram) = 465 thalers
or 1,395 marks, and so might the United States do, say 43 ounces of
standard (900) = $800 (this gives correct proportions without fractions).

Hence, section 14 might commence: "That the standard weight of
gold coins shall be in the proportions of 43 ounces of standard gold to $800
viz, the weight of the double eagle, etc.,' leaving out "or unit of values
in line 8; and if in addition thereto you could introduce "provided
that the double eatgle, the $3, and the $1 piece be manufactured and
issued only by an express order from the Secretary of the Treasury,"
thus you would not abolish these three pieces, but give liberty to try
the more restricted variety.

The policy of using the ounce of bullion as the standard of value can
best be appreciatedl by those who are fully acquainted with vigorous
dealings and holdings in bullion and the necessity and economy
involved in acquiring and retaining it. In this respect America fails
signally; the want of a suitable "reservoir" for holding bullion during
the phases of international changes without coining it, leads to unneo-
essary mint operations and to losses, direct and indirect, in American
commerce In Europe we have large central banks (banks of Euglaud,
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France, and Prussia) which, by their note issue, thus hold uncoined
bullion, receiving and partilng with it. In my book (Suggestions, etc.)
I have endeavored to make this clear.

It is very possible that Americans are opposed to such a central bank
for a national issue based on bullion (as I have proposed it), and that
as long as the Treasury must continue its policy of selling gold in the
market against greenbacks the way is not clearly seen.

Nevertheless, that is no remson why some such system of "reservoir"
for bullion should not be established by the Treasury through the Mint,
or vice versa. I know what your usual Mint certificates are which
carry with them the time taken by the mint ini making the coin. I
think that the system can be made to go further. Supposing, for
instance, that such a clause as this were introduced into the bill:

"SEC. -. That it shall be lawful for the Secretary of the Treasury
to issue, through the Director of the Mint, bullion certificates (payable
to bearer) of gold bullion deposited at the Mint, such certificates stat-
ing the value of the bullion so deposited, upon the owner of such bul.
lion paying the coinage charge thereon in United States gold coin; and
if the value of such deposit exceeds the sum of $20,000 the Director of
the Mint, at the option of the owner, shall. have the right of paying the
fractional sum above the last $1,000 in coin, issuing the certificate for
a round sum in thousandths and deducting the coinage charge there-
from; and if the amount deposited be below $20.000 the owner of such
bullion shall pay such additional sum in United States gold coin as will
complete a round sum in thousandths: Provided, That at the option of
the Directorof the Mint such certificates shall be paid on presentation,
either in bullion or coin, or in such proportions of bullion and coin as
he may deem fit: And provided also, That if the owner of such bullion
chooses to be paid in coin he shall receive in exchange thereof a Mint
certificate specifying the time when such coin will be ready for delivery."

I do not know whether I have worded this section in American bill
style, but I think I can show you is advantages:

1. It will entirely do away with the necessity of keeping a special
mint fund, as provided by section 50.

2. It relieves the State of uselessly coining the gold, for the greater
portion of American coins go to European melting pots (see Sugges-
tions, pp. 24 and 25), and the monthly sales of gold are absorbed that
way.

3. The Government will make the profit of one.fifth per cent coinage
charge without having coined. (A similar profit is made by the banks of
England and France, which buy gold less the supposed coining charge
and sell it at mint value.)

4. The owners of such bullion certificates will be paid at once, and
for shipment to Europe bullion is more profitable to them. (See Sug-
gestions, pp. 197 and 198.)

5. If coin is insisted upon by the holders, they can get it on the usual
terms by the ordinary coin certificates.

6. The provisions for the ' rounding off" of the certificates in thou.
sands, I think, are very useful and necessary in order to make these
instruments convenient and popular, and the provisions as to the right
of the Mint to insist upon a balance of coin to make up a round sum
below $20,000 (or less) is, of course, expedient. For sums above that
amount the Mint might keep a small reserve of coin.

7. The United States Treasury would, of course, hold the gold instead
of the Mint, and might also hold the certificates, so as to maintain its
control over the gold market as long as requisite.
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I am convinced that this system will enable the Government to
effect great saving in minting gold, lead to regular operations in sup.
ply, retain bullion in the country, and be much more satiselactory to the
exchange market and the public.

Superior to this policy I hold the establishment of a large central
batik (Suggestions, p. 68), but in the meantime I think that the above
clause might well be included in the mint bill.

SFc. 25. Asayer.-It is essential in every mint law that the inspector
of bullion should know "how the assay of gold" is to be stated. Is
the assay to be in 1,000 parts, or one-half of thousandth parts, or in tet.
thousandth parts? The importance of this will at once be apparent to
you when I state that by the thousandth assay an imlorter would
obtain, say, $9,900 for it certain parcel of bullion, whereas if the ten-
thousandth part was stated he might obtain $9,999, or $9 more.

In the United States assays are stated at two-thousandths fine; in
France at ten-thousandths tile. Why should the United States assay.
ers not state the assay in the same way as the French 1

I am perfectly well aware that tihe American assayers assert (in print
and in speech) that they can not assay so fine, and that the liability to
error ranges between one and two ten-thousandths. If tihe American
assayers were subject to the same competition as ours are here they/irodd
soon learn how to do it. I underline these words in the hope that you
will not allow yourself to be jostled out of the wish to promote accuracy.

We have made numerous experiments lne in Europe and find that
although divergenicies will occur of one-tenth per mille and occasionally
two-tenths per mille, yet that on the whole the assays agree, and that,
at all events, the purchaser of bullion can not lose, because he has an
almost entire one ten-thousandth part as a margin. In France the
tariff for qualities of gold is at one ten-thousandths fine, and the assays
at the Batik of France correspond with the independent assays of the
mint for a coinage of 100 millions of francs (gold) within 132 francs, and
that in favor of the bank.

French assayers pretend to go to one one-hundred-thousandth fine,
and I am satisfied that it can be fairly done; yet in America the one two.
thousandth is still maintained. Even the British mint has always
assayed to one thirty-second grain fine, equivalent to one twenty-five-
hundredth fine, and the Bank of England, ini consequence of a pam.
phlet which I wrote (see Suggestions, p. 174), altered it assay system to
one thirty-three-hundredth fine, although it is not a government con-
cern. All our British and continental assayers state assays to one ten-
thousandth fine; several go to one one-hmudred-thousandth parts (in
half .005).

I think that the least Americans can do is the adoption of the one
ten-thousandth part; rely upon it, all opposition in this is captious.
I trast that there are really scientific men in the States able to make
such accurate assays; but I maintain that if even they are unable to
vindicate the rights of scientific accuracy, and if they continue to
insist upon errors between one and three ten-thousandth, the system
should nevertheless be adopted, because, as said before, the mint or
the purchaser of bullion can not on the average go wrong, and above
that he has an entire one ten-thousandth reserved. So in section 25,
at the end of line 2, there should be the words: "In tenths of mil-
liewes," a technical term perfectly understood.

SEC. 26. In my book, "Suggestions, etc.," I recommend a coinage
charge of one-tenth per cent, and if the organization and machinery of
State mints were perfected (see "Improvements in the process of 'coin.
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lug," in the Society of Arts Journal, sent herewith) that rate would
cover the actual working expenses. I am opposed to the so-called
absolute free coinage, and I am glad to observe that you propose one.
fifth per cent at all events as an installment, and I hope it will not be
increased. The charges for refining, melting, etc., ought to be put at
as low a figure as possible, or even at a sacrifice to the mint.

SEC. 36. The , allowance" or remedy for gold of only one one-thou-
sandth in flneness it; an improvemen t ; in England and France it is two
one-thousandths. This advance in favor ot accuracy in America
strengthens my demand for assaying to one ten-thousandth part fine,
as remarked on section 25.

SEc. 39. The allowance for deviation in the weight of the half eagle
is in accordance with the practice here, but for the $2.50 and $1 pieces
it is far too large; the $2.50 piece ought to have but one-eighth or one-
sixth; the dollar, say, one-tenth of a grain.

SFE(,. 46. Allows to the melter and refiner one-thousandth part of
weight for gold and one and one-half thousandth for silver waste, and
to the coiner one-half thousaidtli fbr gold and one-thousandth for silver
waste. These are enormous allowances, which, in my opinion, are
tamtanmount only to "legalizing pilfering" to that extent.

I altogether repudiate the suggestion that any material can be abso-
lutely lost in the melting or coining. I admit that during the process
of melting copper may oxidize, but in that case the gold or silver alloy
becomes finer, as the assaydby one ten-thousandth would show. Care.
ful manipulation and proper heating lessens this liability, and if, after
all, the nelter thoroughly knows his business, lie can find out the aver.
age oxidation, and should be allowed to make a slight surcharge of
copper, say one-tenth per will, to counterpoise it.

The "evaporation" of mure gold and silver only takes place when
the metal is much overheated,, and particles Qf itlby stirring, go up the
flue, where they can be found. This subject has been well tested here
ani d elsewhere, and the evaporation has been found so infinitesimal
that one onehundred-thousandth part will cover it over and over again,
notwithstanding all the assertions and statistics of other mint officers.

Supposing, then, that the above mentioned surcharge of copper is
so that a loss of weight to one-tenth per mill becomes possible, and,
making a liberal allowance for so-called "evaporation," I maintain that
a loss of one-tenth per mill ought to cover the whole; yet your bill
allows eight times as much for gold and twelve times as much for silver.

But it will be said, "There are spillings in casting, ttaces of metal
adhere to the pot," etc. I know all that; but they can all be gotoutof
the "sweepings," they can not disappear, and if I allow another one.
eighth per mill, i. e., one-fourth per mill for absolute (?) loss in melting,
all these contingencies are covered; the rest, three-fourths and 11 per
mill, are simply stolen.

Under melting and refining I presume that you understand the melt-
ing and bringing to standard of gold, but not the process of "parting,"
by acids, here called refining, for these "parting" operations, properly
speaking, are separate from the business of the mint and conducted by
private refiners. The parting process does not give any loss; on the
contrary, as the assay is always higher, it yields more gold. (The
spilling and dropping about of metal can be altogether avoided if the
plan of casting plates be adopted as recommended in my paper in the
Journal of the Society of Arts, p. 178, for the whole melting pot can be
emptied at once into the mold.)

You are no doubt in possession of a book on the British mint, written
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by Mr. G. F. Ansell, wherein you will find this business of losses well
laid open. On page 101 of that book is a condensed statement showing
that the highest loss ever made by that mint iu melting is not quite
four-tenths per mill (in 18W8-69), whilst in the years 18:7-1861; it was
as low as sixteen and one half one-hundredths per mille (Mr. Ansell then
managing the mint), and the high loss of four-tenths per mille is clearly
owing to the fact that the work is badly done, and that frequently
spillings are "purposely" made. Yet you would give them permanent
authority to lose one-tenth per cent. I assert that a conscientious
melter, one who looks well after the men, does not require such an
allowance.

In the coining department no loss whatever is possible, unless the work
is done bad purposely. Slight traces will sometimes color the rollers,
or the oil may cariy with it small atoms, but any bit or strips, no matter
how small, must 1w found in the sweepings. The statement on page
101 of Mr. Ansell's book shows that frow 1851 to 1857 the losses in the
coininmg department of the British mint were very high (when several
prosecutions for pilfering were instituted); since then, is the statement
shows, they have been very trifling, and during Mr. Ansel's time there
were slight gains, as there should be, for the 1,0K)0 sovereigns (previously
weighed singly) may be short only by 5 grains, to produce the average
of grains stated on 1,000,00o pieces.

The lowest total loss in melting, standarding, and coining in England
since 1857 is 140 per million and the highest 330, yet your bill allows a
margin of 1,500 per million. And if you take into account that the
assay at the mints in the United States is stated at only one one-half
thousandth, giving an average surplus of one-fourth or 250, against the
British mint margin of one thirty-second grain fine, one-eighth or 125
average, the total allowed by you, would be 1,650 per million.

This is so extravagant and extraordinary that I must protest against
it, notwithstanding all the experience and statements of the Mint
authorities.

Compare this allowance, for instance, with the French mint law. The
French contractors receive 6.70 francs for coining 3,100 francs-2,170
per million. They are credited and debited with over and under weight;
they take the metal at one ten-thousandth part of assay, and in the
trials of their coins they are rigorously credited and debited with fine.
ness over or below the one-thousandth part, i e., if the coin assays. say,
900.2, they are credited with the "2;" if, say, 899.7, they are debited
by 3. They are consequently bound hand and foot, and dare not allow
any waste. If they conceded 1,650 per million out of the 2,170 they
would only have one-half per mille left.

It may be alleged that pilfering by the men can not be prevented.
Let me assure you it can. The French contractors do it, and turn out
their men if they find any unusual discrepancy, and the men know that
they must not rob their employers. In the British mint there is no
such guard, and if in the United States you actually legalize the allow.
ance of 1,-0 per million you may depend upon its being made use of.

The best plan is to make no allowance at all, but let the published
returns speak for themselves, or, if limits be thought advisable, let
them be fixed at no more than one-third of the rates named by the bill,
with the understanding if the losses exceed these rates that an inquiry
shall take placeI, which, if not clearing up the matter, will lead to the
discharging of the men. I maintain that if the responsible melters and
coiners earnestly take the trouble to show the men how to melt, cast,
and coin (and no one should be so appointed unless by his own hands he
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can show and train men) they may prove "how gold and silver can not
be lost," and that must stand as a precedent for future proceedings.
The discharge of men should not be feared; a working chief melter and
coiner can always train new hands if he has a mind to do so.

I know very well that in enlarging upon this subject I touch upon an
often-discussed chronic mint sore, but I know that I am right.

In pleading, then, for legal enactments in favor of the one ten-thou-
sandth part assay, for better machinery, and the avoidance of "'legal.
izing" waste, I request you to recognize my wish that the United States
may succeed iii vindicating the principles of " accuracy" in their mints.

SEC. 50. 1 think that if the suggestion in preference to the bullion
certificates alluded to before be adopted the fund in questionn will be
but a very moderate one.

SEc. 51. 1 now come to the most important part of tihe bill, that of
the valuation, which, according to section 15, omits the coinage of the
silver dollar and confirms the debased silver coinage of half dollars and
below under the tender limit of $5. I am aware, of course, that through
the amendment of 1853 the same debased coinage was already estab.
lished; but although the actual coinage of the silver dollar had prac-
tically ceased, still that piece was not abolished by law. As this new
bill presumably repeals all previous enactments, I suppose that the
total abolition of the silver dollar is contemplated.

In my book (Suggestions) I enter fully into the discussion of this
matter and show the gigantic consequences to international as well as
national trade through the demonetization of silver to which the United
States would thus lend a helping hand, and for a number of years this
subject of the abolition of silver as tender coin has occupied the atten.
tion of European economists. It is the question of the age, and takes
precedence of every other matter involved in monetary science.

Unfortunately, the subject requires not only a thoroughly practical
knowledge of exchange matters, the principles of valuation, for which
very few people have inclination, and so it happens that even the
framers of mint bills do not grasp its importance, as I have found before.
You yourself, in your letter to Mr. Latham, referring to my book, make
the remark: "As to the theory of the double valuation, I do not under.
stand it." I infer from this that you have remained a stranger to the
controversy; that you have not as yet formed an opinion as to the merits
of it, and that you have framed your bill in favor of the absolute gold
valuation according to that which has been of late the practice in the
United States if not the law.

Permit me to beg that you will first investigate the question of double
Versus single valuation. Chapter III of my book, Suggestions, etc.,
opens the question, Appendix, Notes VIII (p. 201), the consequences of
the gold valuation, and IX (p. 212) the injustice of the gold valuation.
Treat the matter in their international and national aspects, and they
may furnish you sufficient materials for reflection.

Other writers, such as Mr. Wolowski, in France, and several other
French, Dutch, anid German authorities, defend the double valuation
on the same grounds.

The great portion of English economists defend the gold valuation,
but several of them have lately come over to my views, and one of them,
the most important and a stanch defender of English institutions, to
whom I shall presently allude, has agreed with me as to the advisa-
bility of modifying the English gold valuation which is even less strict
than that adopted by your bill for America. These pages do not afford
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room for the whole discussion of the subject; therefore I beg you will
read the parts of the books quoted, so as to form an opinion of it.

Apart from the theory, Why should America have given up her sil.
ver dollar ? the cause of its disappearance from circulation is due to the
original error of there being too much silver in the piece. (See p. 52 of
Suggestions.) That cause would have been removed if the dollar
weighed 400 grains, that being the true proportion or i to 15A gold to
silver, instead of 4124 grains, as by the ol law.

Why should it note reintroduced at its true full weight of 4Ml grains
and become again one of the active agents'of commerce ? The charge
of weight as against the individual piece does not hold good when two
half dollars are of nearly equal weight and same value. lRailways and
steam transport large masses with great facility when compared with
previous times.

Do you fear its undue exportatiou? 11 so exported, America will get
its equivalent for it, and the rich silver mines of the country can give
any fresh supply of it; theretbre the more it is exported the better it
is for America.

I think that the United States, with both her gold and silver mines,
is in the eminently fav.rble position of upholding the full use of both
gold and silver, and that the double valuation (as it existed before)
would be of great benefit to the country; but you may, nevertheless,
giving away to the one-sided arguments of English economists, incline
to the gold valuation, and express the fear "that if America adopts the
silver dollar and lays itself open to the coining of these pieces lor the
public to whatever quantity of silver maybe sent in from coinage from
abroad, and if full legal-tender value is given to such pieces it may be
placed in danger of losing gold and obtaining too much silver cur-
rency."

That is the only fear to be apprehended, and certainly as long as
England and other countries are in conflict as to the systems of valua-
tion, this may be the case.

France, however, by her system of double valuation accumulated
more gold bullion than any nation has ever had, having within the last
twenty years coined two and one-half times as much as England, and
if the universal valuation was a double one, i. e., both metals in equal
use, these fluctuations would altogether cease.

Against this danger of too much silver America can guard itself
without the total abolition of the full-valued silver dollar. It is but
necessary so to modify the severity of the gold of valuation as to
admit of a reasonable use of silver dollars. Supposing that a, certain
amount of silver dollars of full value (400 grains) were issued, coined
for the owner at a charge of, say, 1 per cent mintage, and that the hmit
of tender for such pieces were fixed at, say, $50 to $100, would this in
any way interfere with the suprenuacy of the gold valuation? I contend
that the gold valuation would remain supreme with either of these
restrictions, viz, either a certain limited issue and giving full-tender
weights to the coin, or with unrestricted issue limiting the tender value.

Both restrictions combined will undoubtedly prevent any excess, and
if under them certain amounts were so issued and used the issue of
more might be made dependent thereon; so that while for the present
the gold valuations were maintained in full force the door would not be
shut abruptly and forever on silver; and pending the future interna-
tional settlement of a universal system of valuation the ptre double
valuation might be found not only practicable but necessary. I urge
this upon you, not only on cosmopolitan grounds but also in the interest
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(if American silver mines, for if America, so important a part of the
world, rushes blindly and irrevocably into the gold valuation, and thus
contributes to the general terrible error, the value of silver must fall
greatly (see Appendix, Note viii, the consequence of the gold valua.
tiol) and all the arrangements made, even with the debased silver coin.
age, fall to pieces.

America, then, should hesitate to enter upon this course without a
tull previous investigation of the immensely important considerations
appertaining thereto.

The proper issue of silver dollars might be provided for in the bill by
the introduction, between sections 14 and 15, of some such-

, SEC. -. That of the silver coin the weight of the $1 piece shall be
400 grains, which coin shall be legal tender at its denominational value
to any amount not exceeding $10(X (or $50)."

And this would have to be followed, between sections 21 and 22, by-
"SE. -. That the charge tir converting standard silver into silver

dollars, whenever the mint is ready, according to section -, to coin
such silver dollars, shall be I per cent"

The object of these clauses will be apparent to you. The Secretary
of the Treasury may commence, for instance, by authorizing the coinage
of 1,000,000 silver dollars. The holders of the silver bullion would
gladly pay the 1 per cent charge rather than send the bars to Europe.
What risk would the holders of these dollars run? Even supposing
that the public positively refused to take these coins, the holders could
sell them as silver to FEurope; but I believe tlat they would be wel-
coined eveu without the law of tender. And if you succeed by the
force of legal tender in compelling people to take in payment coins
debased by 4 or 5 per cent to the amount of $5, why should not you
succeed in placing coins of full and honest valueinto healthy circulation?

So, if tie first million succeeded, the Secretary then might authorize
more., encouraging it even, whilst at any time, by ceasing his adver.
tisemnent, he could foreclose the Mint against an excessive importation
of silver from abroad.

You will also perceive that the reintroduction of the silver dollar is a
necessity, seeing that the $1 gold piece is an unsuitable coin, and that
it can tke place without disturbing clauses 14 and 15, the latter pro.
hiding for the issue of debased half dollars, quarters, aiid dimes as
th,,y are now.

Indeed, I must wish also that the half dollar should be of full value,
so that the issue of those pieces should not be guided by the more or
less faulty human judgment of the Secretary of the Treasury, but by
the pure action between supply and demand. I put the "suliply" first
ais the active "demand creating" element in all matters of commercial
intercourse. But as the debased half dollar is already in use, it may be
best not to disturb it now, whilst the whole silver dollar can be intro.
duced again without any disturbance in the other coinage.

I quite recognize the necessity of giving the character of tokens to
copper coins and to lower-classed silver coins. What I contend is that
"enough is the evil thereof," and that it is wrong to extend this char.
acter of tokens to coins which, like the dollar and half dollar, are so
important in social intercourse, and where supply should not be
restricted by unfavorable laws.

I may now mention that Mr. Willian. Newmarch, F. R. S., who, as
president of the economical branch of the Social Science Congress, lately
delivered an oration on the advantage# which he supposed England
had derived from the gold valuation, nevertheless agrees with me that
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we in England might with advantage issue a full.valued 4.shilling piece
without disturbing the gold valuation, aud that we might thereby mili-
tate Against the evil of a constant or periodical scarcity of silver coin
in the hands of the lower classes and a correspondingly comistaat or
periodical sole surplus in the hands of bankers.

Ift a lecture delivered before the Statistical Society in February, 1871,
on '-Currency laws and pauperism," I showed that excessive poverty
and idleness in England among the lower classes was due to the
restricted supply of mediums of exchange suitable to their wants as
means of intercourse between themselves, and that the scarcity of sil.
ver coin was the consequenceof the severe laws oppressing the use and
debasing the value of this kind of money. (The substance of this
lecture is contained in Appendix, Note IX, "Injustice of the gold
valuation," in Suggestions, etc.) I there proposed as a mitigating
measure the issue or full-valued 4.shilliag pies, and I have from niamay
well-informed quarters received sufficient encouragement to anticipate
that in spite of the strong prejuice anl want of spirit of inquiry pre.
vailing in England in reference to such questions it will be seriously
considered. Now, the United States gold valuation is even more severe
than in England, fbr whilst here the limit tbr silver is A£2, or $10, it is
but $5 with you.

I venture, therefore, to recommend to you the introduction of these
clauses in favor of the silver dollar. At all events, I hope you will
fllly investigate this subject before you commit America to this course
of the one-sided gold valuation.

Men like yourself, on framing a coinage bill, undertake a gigantic
responsibility, *hich strongly affects, not only a whole nation's welfare
and happiness, but also that of the world at large. Pray do not

,despise this language. The deep study of all the principles and inter.
est connected with the organization of social life warrants it.

Obscure as this subject is to many people, they succeed in establish.
ing their work, and when it once stands it is like fate decreed, to
which all must bow, because they do not see its evils clearly and it is
difficult to amend it. Nay, as an existing thing it is detfnded and
elevated into a principle, although the original principles on which it
was founded were quite at variance with the subsequent facts.

In this respect the English legislation of 1816, which established the
gold valuation, furnishes a striking example. At that time nobody
dreamed of California and Australia, and, as the literature of the time
shows, a comparative scarcity of gold was anticipated and England
urged to secure a share by its new system. But how completely have
the conditions been reversed!

So with Michael Chevalier in 1850. First he wrote down, gold and
recommended its demonetization; then he turned the table upon silver.
Now he is in doubt, inclining to Wolowski's views.

From England, of course, you will for some years to come yet hear
views in favor of gold valuation, and altogether you must expect from
here the tendency of making tokens of all the lower classes of coina.
Our esteemed mutual friend, Mr. Alfred Latham, even goes so far as to
declare that the half sovereign might be made a token. Where are the
principles to justify such a view I Do they lie deeper than the natural
sense of equity, or is the suggestion one arising from surface experience I
I imagine that there can be but one truth, and that this truth can not
be supplanted by mere expedients which in violating it draw conse-
quences after them of which their authors can not give an account,
because, forsooth, they mistake a certain degree of prosperity as
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brought about by these very measures, whereas that prosperity rests
on quite different grounds and would be greater if these unjustifiable
violations of truth did not irrevocably damage the interests of certain
sections of the community.

The whole question of token currency, or rather that of the portion
of token currency in any monetary system, is as yet in its infancy.
Historical experience and plain commiton sense have, however, estab.
lished the Chet that the levying of seigniorage on all descriptions of
coils is impossible, and that the so-called standard coins at least must
be of' full value.

On the other hand, experience has shown that copper coins and the
lower-class silver coins can be issued with a heavy seigniorage without
any apparent damage to the interests of those who use them princi.
pally. Yet that this damage does nevertheless exist is plainly shown;
the conversion of the inapes of copper coin into standard coin, for
instance, is very difficult.

In the brewery business here there are firms who sometimes hold
£5,000 or £6,000 in copper and small coins, and can not pay them
away. The loss of interest and working power on capital thus accru-
ing must be charged on their manufacture, i. e., the consuming poor
must pay more for it, and are thus unduly taxed. Again, as the issue
of such copper coin is more according to the good and bad judgment
of the authorities, the large sums thus accumulating withdraw a por-
tion of the means of exchange supposed to be measured out for the
intercourse of those who req uire them.

I will, however, concede that the issue of such debased copper coins
can not be avoided, and that the evil must be borne; atnd here I must
remark that section 33 of the bill which authorizes the United States
mints to redeem copper coin in national currency is a proper measure,
for it will prevent the accumulation of coppei coins in private hands,
and give the holders, though in a roundabout way and not without
charges of forwarding, etc., the chance of converting it. In Europe
we follow a different policy; the mints undertake no such obligation
and do not redeem copper coin for this reason: The stamps of their
copper coin can be so well imitated that the mint itself, especially if
the coin appears to be a little worn, can not distinguish false pieces
from their own, and, as the manuftacture itself leaves about 60 per cent
clear profit, forgers will set to work, provided they could freely dispose
of such pieces.

Fortunately, it is impossible here to dispose of. copper coin by way
of tender value for more than a few shillings at a time; hence, the
thing does not pay (nevertheless false copper coins are known to exist).
But if, as you contemplate by section 33, the -mint is to redeem copper
coins in sums above $50, i. e., giving them, so to speak, their tender
value, you may be sure that false coins will soon take advantage of this
facility. So that, although I call it a proper measure for one purpose,
it will bear its penalty in another way, and I am, on the whole, inclined
to favor our European policy, provided that the evils of seigniorage be
not attached to the higher class coins, viz, the full-valued standard of
gold pieces and large silver coins, and confined only to copper and the
lower-class silver coins. For in this extreme extension of the applica-
tion of seigniorage lies the whole error.

When those who favor a full-valued silver coinage plead their cause
on the ground that the principles of justice and logic demand that a
whole thing (say a standard coin) can only be divided int6 parts of
equal value, and that those parts ought again to give the whole in sub.
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stance or in true equivalent value, they are told, "t Why, then, you must
include the copper coins as a standard, and permit anybody to make
payinenth of, say, $50,000 in copper coins, and that would not do."

We quite agree with this, but we allege, on the other hand, that
"enough is the evil thereof," and that the necessity of thus limiting the
tender value of copper is no justification for also and entirely limiting
the tender value of silver; for if it be maintained that no interest can
suffer when the coin concerned is of the vafue of 2 or 4 shillings, we
have the right to say that you might extend seigniorage to pieces of 10
or 20 shillings in value, which we have all agreed can not be done.

The question, then, between these two views is one of degree, and
the thing to be determined is, Where is the right point of value below
which token currency may be admissible and above which the medium
of exchange must be of full value ?

What should govern this decision I
The itdvocates of the gold valuation say "gold," i. e., they decide

the point in question according to the usually recognized proportions
of value between gold and silver as 1 to 15J, and say thereby, "' We
also gain a unity of value." Now, the basis of prices as between com-
modities and the plecious metals has nothing to do with the proper.
tionate value of gold and silver; it is so far immaterial whether a
measure of value of 4 shillings (or more or less) be made of gold or
silver or any other material, and so these proportions between gold
and silver can not furnish the principle upon which the question is to
be decided.

We on the other hand, say the decision should be governed by the
idea ttat this evil of token currency must be suppressed as much as
possible, and that, as a thing essentially bad, contradictory, and unjust,
it must be kept under even at the sacrifice of the supposed advantage
of a unity of standard. And this includes the idea that whereas those
who are able to deal in gold complain of silver as too heavy for the
pocket, they must nevertheless bear with this inconvenience for the sake
of those who deal principally in silver.

As to the idea of unity of standard, although we dispute its validity,
inasmuch as we allege that, for the maintenance of the Just value of
gold, silver is a necessary adjunct whose value must not be suppressed
we might for a moment admit this consideration: If there were gold
enough in the world to furnish all the means of exchange required for
money, this unity would be possible, and so even the lower kinds of
money could be made from gold, in which case however, the value of
gold must have fallen so very much below what it is now that the objec.
tion of weight would rise again with greater force.

If a $24 piece or a $1 piece were worth in commodities but 50 or 20
cents, all the trouble for effecting the payments in large quantities
would be revived.

Without this fall in the value of gold all the coins which can not (on
account of their smallness in gold) be made of that material must thus,
under the single gold valuation, be forever condemned to'the position
of tokens. And when all other nations, in self-defense, following the
examples of England and America, are compelled to demonetize silver,
the inevitable fall in the value of that material must be added to that
of gold, so that the rise in the value of gold will increase the banetul
effects of the debased silver coinage.

But, you may ask again, "Where is the mischief? A half dollar,
though debased, passes for a half dollar, and no one seems to complain."

The mischief is this: A token currency, as part of a system combined
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with full-valued coins, must be kept within very narrow limits as to
issue. Whilst the full-valued coin can be issued freely, and finds, by
its very nature, free ingress and egress, the token currency can not be
issued excepting for what appears absolute necessity; its issue must be
restricted, its export must be prevented by debasement.

Whereas, for instance, if the mintage of the whole set of coins were
left free to the action of international and national trade, there might be
in any country, say, 20,000,000 of coins of larger value (such as gold
coins) and 60,00,(10 or 100,000,000 of coins of lesser value (saly silver
coins), so as to suit the intercourse between all the stigef; and in the
mutual intercourse of each stage of society. No such proportion can,
possibly be arrived at where such lower coins are condemned to be
tokens. It has been ascertained that we in England can not iise more
than 10 per cent of tokens, and even with that limit we find a surplus
in the hands of bankers, and consequently so much short for tue wants
of the people. Hence, the proportion to the above supposed 200,000,000
is but 20,010,000 of tokens or coins below 10 in value. And these
20,000,000, despoiled of their metallic value and placed under severe
restrictions in payment, may be called the scanty oftfl of the monetary
system with which the less wealthy must be contented.

That the rich do not complain of this state of things is explicable; it
does not directly affect them; on the contrary, it makes the lower classes
more dependent. "Then, why do not the poor complaint" may be
asked. Is it to be expected that Dick, Tom, and Harry, the workmen,
should study social economy, so as to be able to propountd the doctrines
of truth and the practical value of their applications to a subject so
obscure as that of money is to most men I Enough that in vague terms
they complain of a scarcity of money, of idleness, and want of work; and
that this idleness and want of work are in direct relationship with the
available means of exchange for intercourse you may admit if you lend
an ear to the arguments in the following passages:

Money is the absolutely necessary element in effecting exchanges in
commodities, i. e., for carrying on intercourse, i. e., the consumption."
well as the production of commodities; hence the numerical presence of
money to a great extent guides the number of transactions im either
direction. In this sense a supply of money encourages, a diminution of
money lessens, the number of transactions.

So well is this rule recognized in all schools of national economy that
we in England pride ourselves specially upon the freedom which we give
to gold for its import, export, and free coinage. We know that by
exhibiting at "demand" for gold and acting accordingly we can obtain
it, but we take great care not to bar its supply in any way; we do
everything in order to encourage it, recognizitig that in the theory of
supply and demand the former is the really active, positive, and pro-
ductive agent; whereas the old theory contented itself by adhering to
the false doctrine, "the demand rules the supply."

We feel aqd know that this free supply does not only encourage our
international trade, but also (and what is more important) our own
inland intercourse between ourselves, as it encourages consumption
and production. The universal presence of sovereigns increases the
demand for consumption.

It is evident, however, that the benefit of this enhanced consumption
can, in the first place, be enjoyed only by those who can afford to deal
in sovereigns, i. e., by those who are wealthy enough to consume twenty
times as much as others-those to whom the sovereign is no more than
a shilling to others.
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For the purpose of this latter class (those to whout the shilling is as
important as the sovereign to the wealthier) it would thus seen reason.
able that the shilling should also be supplied with the saine freedom,
so that the consumption pro rats should be guided by the same rule,
encouraging in its turn production anl labor. A very large section of
our poorer (onmmunity is benelted no doubt by the supply of gold coin
coming into this county, as also the ilustrial classes laboring for the
international trade and the inlaIl consumption of the wealthier; but
this is, so to speak, only a partial matter, fbr by far more important is
the consuming power of the people theimselves

More than three fourths Of the inbabitamIts of this country for their
daily or weekly transactions use silver coin-must give silver coin,
because the amounts involved can not be paid in gold. True, if an
individual in that class receives a sovereign lie canmm get it changed
(though not without trouble and even, at times with the tax of a glass
of beer as an excuse); but that is not the point, for this question of
change of one or more sovereigns stands a part from the grewt question
of the universal supply of the less valuable mediums of exchange for
the purpose of encoaaging and developing consumption and production
between this three-fourths of the nation themselves.

Thus, whilst, for the reasons given, we supply gold coin freely, we in
England follow the directly contrary course with regard to the less
valuable mediums of exehanige. We debase them, limit their tender
value close ingress and egress, and thus confine the whole or this great
national intercourse between the majority of our people to within a
narrow compass or cage, In which it becomes crippled. Ileuce, the
want of supply limits consumption, the want of cInsuinl~tion limits
production; hence, idleness, poverty, demoralization, and crime. Tom,
Dick, and Harry, with their wives and families, stand idle and become
demoralized, not, forsooth, that there is a want of food in this country,
for there is enough to eat; but because there are not mediums of
exchange sufficient to set the one going to produce something for the
other-some of those many things, beyond meat and drink, which,
made from cheap and abundant raw material, assist and comfort in
bearing life, keeping the one as well as the other to God-ordained
modest labor amid morality, and profiting both. And for the prevention
and violation of these sacred rights I hold responsible the men or soi-
disant economists who have framed our monetary laws, who insist on
saying, and try to prove by all the sophistry in their power, that a
despoiled shilling is nevertheless not a despoiled shilling, and that they
may rob Peter to pay Paul with impunity.

Men of that class who have made their fortunes in international trade
have no other eye for anything else than custom-house statistics, or the
rules of competition in our manufacturing districts. They overlook
altogether the minor and far more important life of the people them.
selves, and say to them, "Here, we want gold; you must be content
with bad silver, and we can mot give you much, because it is inconven.
ient to us;" and with this oflfal, which even in that sense is not supplied
frely, and is kept within very narrow and unnatural limits, the people
must be satisfied.

A curious feature in cornectiob with this matter is the oft-repeated
saying: "There is no demand for silver." Blowing hot and blowing
cold. First praising supply of gold, then calling for a demand of silver
before it is supplied. I say the demand fir silver has been destroyed,
the strength to use it is gone, pauperism is too great, to make a demand
such as would satisfy the authorities. And what kind of form must
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the "demand" take in order to force a supply How far must the
agony go in order to burst its bounds? Some time ago a general cry
arose throughout the country on account of the scarcity of silver.
There were pe)le who ascribed this to Colonel Tomlin's effort to agi.
tate the subject, as if that gentleman had bought up and hidden many
millions of silver. But the demand seemed genuine, for it was impose.
sible in some parts of England to find silver. The authorities took
care to show that the demand was accidental, and promised that as soon
as the mint had finished coining gold, in a few months, it would coin
silver.

Yet during this time the demand had to wait, and many hundred
thousands and millions of modest transactions between the poorer and
industrial classes, from which they might derive comfort and sustenance,
could not take place. This accidental demand for silver was a mighty
eflrt of the crippled intercourse, caused by offers for mutual exchange,
which exchange could not take place because the means were absent.
The sick man tried to rise, amid had a craving for nourishment; he fell
down again because it could not be given him when he wanted it.
Since then the mint has coined much silver, but, the demand is gone
again and our bankers will soon cry out and complain of t o much sil.
ver. Lessons like these are lost upon our economists. Who can won.
der that they utterly failed to recognize the silent suffering of our
poorer classes, less versed in social economy than themselves, when
they refused even to profit by such manifestations which so completely
bear out all that we, the advocates of the double valuation, have
brought forward ? And if you bear in mind the great gulf that exists
in Europe between the ruling classes aiid the people, the deep root of
prejudice against their rising, the peculiar kind of charity and chari.
table social ecoomy whose stock arguments rost on abuse of the lower
classes, with just so much effort for elevating them as "caution" may
admit, you might come t) the conclusion that scarcely anything short
of rebellion will be found strong enough to serve the authorities as suf-
ficient manifestations of demand for "silver."

To this point I am certain we must ultimately come. Grave political
questions may occupy the world for some years to come, but this ques-
tion will be one of the rest. Rebellions for similar objects have hap-
pened before in the present age when international commerce and more
"refined" trading reduces margins to more mathematical precisions and
thus leads to a more definite ad clearer appreciation of differences in
theory and practice; and the glaring injustice perpetrated by such pro-
cedings as here laid bare will be recognized with unerring force. And
although England has been prosperous, and though her prosperity is
vaunted as a truth in opposition to what I have here said, yet it will be
recognized that this prosperity is due to other causes, and is not due
to the monetary laws, but that her excessive pauperism can be traced
to their injustice; and, although I hope that England will continue
prosperous, yet I anticipate that this prosperity will be enhanced by a
reform in her monetary laws, i. e., by the adoption of the double valua.
tion. It may be alleged, indeed, that as a universal trader England
would have done much better with the double valuation.

You may,or may not, be disposed to attach some value to these remarks
respecting the systems of valuation, but you may think that America,
so favorably situated as regards immigration and resources, need not
regard the delicate distinctionn in the matter. But if the remarks here
made are true, and if you bear in mind that in many matters of social
truths we look to America with great hopes and watch her example,
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you may feel disposed on cosmopolitan grounds to consider the matter.
On national grounds you may also come to the conclusion that inas-
much as many of the most thickly populated and industrial districts of
America resemble districts in Europe, and have before them an exten-
sive future, the effects here set forth are worth guarding against. I may
call upon you to do so when I remind you that the system of valuation
proposed in your bill is more severe than the English one, because you
limit the tender value of silver to onehalf of what it is here; hence the
supply of this coin must be inore unnaturally restricted.

Permit me also to call your attention to another matter connected
with this controversy in your bill.

Section 33 authorizes the mint to redeem copper coins. Why should
not silver coins be thus redeemed ? Section 29 says: "It shall be law.
ful to transmit parcels, etc., under regulations." Vhy is not that as
clearly stated as with copper ? Both descriptions are tokens, and the
fact that silver coin contains comparatively more value than copper
coin is of little consequence, for in its character as mere token it might
indeed contain less. I have no doubt that here you are ii a quandary,
and fearing that silver "privately coined," or "artificially abraded,"
might be presented in large quantities to the mint, you guard yourself
by the indefinite regulations to be prolsed by the Director of the Mint.

The thing is a sort of Gordian knot, a consequence of the whole unjust
system of the gold valuation, which can all be avoided if you take the
course previouly recommended by me, viz, "that of issuing a full-
valued silver dollar as the piece to stand between your gold coin and
your debased silver coinage."

I am myself, as you will perceive from my writings, and others with
me, in favor of the full and complete adoption of the double valuation,
giving full legal tender to coins as low even as one-fourth dollar in
value, believing that this is the only true system upon which a future
universal system of coinage can be based. (See Suggestions, p. 167.)
Nevertheless, recognizing the difficulty of carrying this point at pres-
ent, and in order to enable you to uphold the essential features of the
gold valuation, I limit my recommendation to the issue of this single
full-valued dollar piece, under the proposed restriction of tender value,
to $50 or $100, partly for enabling you, without drawbawk or inconven-
ience whatever, to wideni or to close the valuation question at any time,
and partly ini order to relieve you (of the unsuitable obligations of the
mint to redeem a surplus of either the token silver or the token copper
coinage.

For if such a full-valued silver dollar is issued there will be no need
of so many half and quarter dollars. The sordid consideration that the
Mint would thus make less profit will not, I tt'ust, itA.rilere with this
consideration. The matter should be left to its natural development,
and if more half dollars are wanted it might be found suitable to con-
vert the whole dollars as they are presented for the purpose to the profit
of the Mint.

I think that such a whole dollar would be the bridge, and that if it
were issued the Government might (like we do here) altogether drop
the obligation of redeeming silver tokens (whatever regulations miay be
contemplated) excepting such as are worn light and defaced, and the
equalizing tendency of the issue might even compensate for the danger-
ous necessity of redeeming copper coins, which, as here, might be left to
be dealt with by the public.

I trust these lengthy remarks will not be tedious to you. The frank-
ness with which you asked for criticism on the bill has induced me to
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make them; and when a man's life has been passed in the study and the
practi l handling of a matter like this lie can not well help in bringing
forward as much as lie hopes may be useful; and iin the case of the
United States, where I have lived many years and where I have studied
social economy from an American point of view and aIm iow able to
extend this view, I imagine that that which I have proposed to you is
not contrary to American habits and customs. The national currency
has no doubt changed some of the conceptions in reference to money,
but the original truth that solid, full-valued currency is the best will
ultimately assert its authority.

I am. dear sir, yours, very obediently,
EBNEST SEYD.

P. S.-I have sent to you in parcels, by bookpost, addressed: Samuel
looper, esq., M. C., Bullion and Foreign Exchanges; Suggestions on
American Coinage; I)emonetization of Silver, several pamphlets, refer.
euce to which is made in this letter.

LEGISLATIVE PRO'EEIDIN;S WITH REFERENCE TO SENATE BILL

NO. 859.

DECEMBZ 19, 1870.
Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on Finance, to whom was referred

the bill (S. No. 859) revising the laws relative to the mints and assay
offices and coinage of the United States, reported it with amendments.

JANUARY 4, 1871.
Mr. SHERMAN. I desire to give notice that to-morrow I shall try to

call up the bill (S.No.859) revising the laws relative to the mints, assay
offices, aud coinage of the United Stattes. It is a bill of considerable
length, and I give notice now that I shall try to call it up tomorrow.

JA2NUABY 9, 1871.
Mr. SHERMAN. If there is no other morning business, I desire to

call up Senate bill No. 859, revising the laws -elative to the mints and
assay offices. I submit a motion to that effect.

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee of the
Wlnle, proceeded to consider the bill (S. No. 859) revising the laws
relative to the mints, assay offices, md coinage of the United States.

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the bill, but before concluding-

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Secretary will resume the reading of
the bill.

The Chief Clerk concluded the reading of the bill.

The VICE-PRESIDENT, The bill (S. No. 859) revising the laws relay.
tive to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States is
before the Senate as in (ommittee of the Whole, and the Secretary
will report the first amendment proposed by the Committee on Finance.

The CHIEF CLERK. The first amendment is on page 2, section 2,
commencing at line 8, to strike out the following words:

,He [the Director of the Mint1 shall appoint the necessary clerks
to discharge such duties as he shall direct, whose appointment and rate
of compensation shall first be approved by the Secretary of the Tress-
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ury. He 81all also have charge of all other matters, statistical and
otherwise, tending to the development of the miining industry of the
precious metals."

And in lieu thereof to insert the following:
"And the Secretary of the Treasury shall appoint a number of clerks,

claeiied according to law, necessary to discharge the duties of saidbureau."
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was on page 8,

section 12, line 6, after the words "San l.'rancisco" to insert the word
"each," so as to read:

"To the sulmrintendents of the inints at l'hiladelplia and San Fran.
cisco, each five thousand dollars."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next anendment was on page 12, section 25, after the words "as

follows," in the third line, to insert:
"For coinage, whether the gold and silver deposited be coined or

cast into bars or ingots, in addition to the charge for refining or parting
the metals. three-tenths of one per cent."

Mr. SHERMAN. Before that matter is referred to I wish to have a
typographical correction made on page I1, in line 13 of section 19, near
te top of the page. The word "on" should be hi.serted after the word
"placed," so as to read: "the Director of the Mint, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury, may cause the motto ' In God we trust'
to be placed on such coins as shall admit of such legend." The word
"on" has been left out by accident in printing.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. That correction will be made. The question
is on the amendment to section 25, which has been read.

Mr. COLE. I hope this amendment by the committee will not be
agreed to by the Senate. The bill as it was presented, and I believe
it was prepared very carefully and considerately in the department,
left out what has hitherto been known as the seignorage, or coinage
charge, upon gold brought to the mints to be converted into cin.
This charge I believe to be unjust and oppressive to those who are in
possession of bullion and wish to convert it into coin. With as much
propriety, iii my judgment, might anyone who receives greenbacks or
United States notes from the Treasury be charged a percentage for the
printing of those notes. To convert bullion into coin is of no special
advantage to the owner of that bullion. t is of advantage, however,
to the country at large to have bullion converted into the coin of the
United States. I need not go into an argument to show this advan-
taige. The best argument in favor of it is that the mints are established
by the United States amid carried on at considerable expense to con-
vert the precious metals into ,*in.

Besides, the Constitution makes it a monopoly on the part of the
Government to create coins No private establishment can convert bul.
lion into the legal coin of the United States. Time Government claims
this privilege exclusively. It performs it for' such as having bullion
desire to have it converted into coin, and then charges them for this
conversion.

This charge is regarded as exceedingly oppressive, as it really is, to
the people of the Pacific coast, where bullion is the result of their labor.
The effect of it is to drive a large amount of bullion out of tihe country.
This, to be sure, does dot amount to. a great deal in comparison to the
whole amount that is brought to the Mint for coinage, but the percent-
age is sufficient to present au inducement to those having bullion, to
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bankers who deal in bullion, to send it out of the country to be con.
verted into the coin of other countries. This one-half of one per cent,
or three.tenths of one per cent, as is proposed in this bill, is a sufficient
inducement on the part of those who have bullion to let it go out of the
country in the form of bullion in the payment of debts that they may
owe abroad. A great deal of gold bullion is thus sent out of the coun.
try which would otherwise be converted into American coin. A great
proportion of it goes to the great center of money operations of the
world, to London, where the gold is converted into coin without any
charge to the owner. This is a percentage, therefore, in favor of the
British Government's institution and against our own, and as I have
said, it prevents a very large amount of bullion being converted into
American coins that would otherwise be so stamped.

It is estimated that the amount that is sent abroad in this way is
some ten or twelve millions each year, all of which, in addition to the
amount that is already converted into American coins, would be so
converted but for this charge of one-half or three-tenths of I per cent.
Perhaps the reduction of the charge from the present amount of one-
half of I per cent to three-tenths of 1 per cent will result in some con.
siderable proportion more of the bullion that has been sent abroad
being retained for coinage; but even that charge is unjust. There is
no more propriety in making a charge for this coinage than there
would he in making a charge for the printing of the United States
notes or the bonds of the United States to those who receive them from
the Treasury. It is no advantage to the persons owning the gold. It
adds no value to their commodity, nor are they in any sense enriched
by it. The people of the Pacific coast are exceedingly anxious on this
question. It has been the subject of discussion there for a long time.
The people there are, with wonderful unanimnityagainst this charge,
for the reason that it drives gold out of the country which would other.
wise remain in the country, It drives it abroad for coinage, whereas
if it were coined in our own Mint it would enter into the circulation
and business of the country and be retained here.

Without having heard any argument to-day in favor of retaining this
charg., I shall not further attempt to present the question at the pres-
cut time. I hope, however, that the amendment will not be agreed to
anl that the bill will be left in the very excellent form in which it stood
as presented to the Senate, it having, as I understood, been carefully
considered by the Treasury Department and by the persons most capa.
ble of putting it in proper shape.

Mr. SHERMAN. On a question of this kind, which involves rather a
matter of business detail, it is somewhat difficult to secure the atten-
tion of the Senate, but I hope I shall secure it sufficiently to show that
this amendment is vital to tho passage of this bill. Without this
amendment I certainly would not vote for the bill, and I imagine that
a majority of the Senate would not if they understood the subject as
thoroughly and as well as most of the Committee on Finance, who have
examined it. The original bill, introduced by me at the last session of
Congress, retained the old mintage charge of one-half of I per cent on
the gold coin of the United States. That bill was submitted to all the
experts in the United States on the subject of mintage and received
the hearty approval of nearly every one of them, and generally (J think
without any exception but the officers of the mint in San Francisco)
they were in favor of retaining the minting charge as it is called. I
have before me the testimony of Mr. Patterson, who, I presume, is
regarded as the chief expert and the best expert in the United States
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in the minting business, and he speaks of the retention of the mintage
charge in the bill introduced at the last session of Congress in these
words:

"The present one-half per cent coinage charge is retained. The only
mint where coinage is free is the British, and the political economists
and statesmen are so unanimous in recommending a seiguiorage that
the chancellor of the exchequer proposes to introduce it into Great
Britain. It would be strange if we, by retrograding while she is
advancing, should become the sole exemplars of an exploded system.
It would, in view of an international coinage, be especially inopportune
to abandon a seigniorage, for it is recognized on all hands that under
such a code there must be a tax and a uniform charge for coinage. (See
sec. 25 of revised bill; also English coinage act, 1870, sec. 8, Senate Mis.
Doc. No. 132, Forty-first Congress, second session, p. 34.)"

The theory of the coinage charge is this: That every process of mint.
Ing should be self-sustaining; that the mints of the United States are
established for the benefit of the people, to stamp the coin, and that
every process of the manufacture of coin should be self-sustaining;
that the owners of the gold which is coined, of the silver which is
coined of the copper which is coined should pay the expense of mint-
ing. +hat has been the theory upon which the Mint of the United
States has always existed, and the theory that has been adopted also
in every other country, except Great Britain, where they departed from
it for a special reason. Therefore, in the original bill that was intro-
duced last session, in that respect my friend from California is in error;
the mintage charge was maintained at one-half of 1 per cent.

In the amended bill which was sent us by the Department after
examination, this mintage charge was omitted; not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion against the mintage charge, but for the purpose
of submitting that question again to the Committee on Finance and
the Senate of the United States. The Committee on Finance, after a
careful consideration and examination of the question, decided to
restore the mintage charge but to reduce it to three-tenths of 1 per
cent. The reason of that is this: Under the old system, when the
amount of gold coinage was much less than it is now, the expense of
coining gold was about one-half of 1 per cent, and therefore for many
years the mintage charge was retained at one-half of 1 per cent; but
now, on account of the largely increased quantity of gold to be manu-
factured into coin, and also on account of the cheapening of the various
processes of the Mint, the cost of minting is much less than formerly.
I ascertained as nearly as possible the actual cost of converting stand-
ard bars into gold coin, and the concurrent testimony of nearly all is
that it is about three-tenths of 1 per cent. At that rate we propose to
leave the mintage charge.

Mr. President, there are two questions that must be considered in
deciding this matter; first, a question of revenue. It is proposed now
by the Senator from California that the whole expense of the Mint, so
far as gold coinage is concerned, shall be thrown on the Government
of the United States; that the owners of the gold, whose property is to
be benefited by its passing through the Mint, shall bear no portion of
it, but that the people of the United States shall pay the entire cost of
the Mint, without any drawback or without any payment, by those
whose gold is to be stamped with the insignia of the United States.

As a question of revenue, I submit to you, sir, whether, when we are
taxing almost everything that is consumed, when our system of tax-
ation has extended further than ever before, it is now wise to abolish
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a charge which yields us at the present rate $150,000 a year, and which
will yield us at the rate proposed by this amendment about $100,000 a
year? Is it worth while for us now, when we are seeking objects of
taxation, to do this duty without any charge whatever, and thus render
it necessary to make up the deficiency of revenue from general sources
of taxation I

But that is not all. It must be viewed as a question of political
economy. Now, as a (estion of political economy, the testimony is
overwhelming. I could here produce every writer on political economy
in England and the United States to show that the coinage charge is
defensible and maintained by every one of them as proper in itself.
The general proposition may be made that the Government of the
United States ought not to do anything conferring additional value
upon the property of individuals without receiving compensation.
This Government is established not for the purpose of promoting the
interests of private individuals purely, and the whole mintage system
is not established for the mere purpose of inducing lople to go into
the manufacture or digging of gold. The mints are established merely
for the purse of securing the ,.oin of the country from debasement
and from deterioration, and we charge to those persons whose coin is
stamped with our insignia only the mere cost of that process, seeking
to make NO money out of thimi and not seeking to confer upqn them an
advantage or a benefit at the common expense of all the people of the
United States.

No country in the world has ever established a system of free coinage
but England, and Enigland has maintained it fbr one hundred and
fifty years, against the judgment of every writer on political economy
that has existed during that time, and within the last year a proposi-
tion has been made in Parliament to restore the eharge on coinage, and
that. proposition was only postponed fur the present on the ground that
negotiations were going on to establish an international coinage, when
all nations would probably adopt a common rule of seigniorage. I have
liere the debates in Parliament a year ago last summer on this subject.
The chancellor of the exchequer, Mr. Lowe, in referring to this peculiar
position of England on the subject, quotes tie opinionm of several well.
known writers on political economy, and I will read some of them.
Sir D~udley North says:

"The free coinage is a perpetual motion found out whereby to melt
the coin without ceasing, and so to feed goldsmiths and coiners at the
public charge."

Adam Smith, the founder of the science of political economy, says:
"When the tax upon a commodity is so moderate as mot to encourage

smuggling, the merchant who deals in it, though lie advances, does not
properly pay the tax, as he gets it back in Ihe price of the commodity.
The tax is finally paid by the last purchaser or consumer. But money
is a commodity with regard to which every man is a merchant. Nobody
buys it but in order to sell it again, atid with regard to it there is in
ordinary cases no last purchaser or consumer. When the tax upon a
coinage, therefore, is so moderate as not to encourage false coinage,
though everybody advances the tax nobody finally pays it, because
everybody gets it back in the advanced value of the coin."

Our mintage charge is simply and purely the net cost of the process;
no more Again, Adam Smith says:

"The Government, when it defrays the expense of coinage, not only
incurs some small expense, but loses some small revenue, which it might
get by a proper duty; and neither the bank nor any other private persons
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are in the smallest degree benefited by this useless pie(e of public
generosity."

So Mr. Mojulloch, a well-known writer on political economy, says:
",Coins charged with a seigniorage equal to the expense of coinage do

not pass at a higher value than what naturally belongs to them, but at
that precise value, whereas if the expense of coinage be defrayed by the
State, coins pass at less than their real value."

Becausejt only passes at the value of bullion.
"A sovereign is of greater utility and value than a piece of pure

unfitshioned gold bullion of the stme weight; because, whilo it is as well
fitted as bullion for being used in the arts, it is, owing to the coinage, bet.
ter adapted for being used as noney or in the exchange of -oAmmodities.
On what princil)le, then, should Government decline to charge a seign.
iorage or duty on coins equal to the expense of coinage-that is, to the
value which it adds to the coin I"

Ricardo expresses his opinion in still stronger terms. So Mr. Mill, in
his Principles of Political Economy, at gret length comments upon it.
I will read a short extract from Mr. Mill:

"If Government, however, throws the expense of coinage, as is rea-
sonable, upon the holder, byinaking a charge to cover the uxpese(which
is (lone by giving back rather less in coin than has been received in
bullion and is called levying a seigmiiorage), the coin will riseto the
extent of the seigniorago above the value of the bullion. If the mint
kept back 1 per cent to pay the expense of coinage, it would be against
the interests of the holders of bullion to have it coined until the coin
was more valuable than the bullion by at least that fraction. The coin,
therefore, would be kept I per cent higher in value, which could oly
be by keeping it 1 per cent less in quantity than if its coinage were
graltuitous."

S) I might go on through the whole catalogue. While no nation in
the world has ever coined the gold of private individuals at the expense
of t he public except England, yet every writer on political economy in
England has always criticised and denounced this unwise act on the
part of the British Government, and Mr. Lowe says that the very
moment the subject of international coinage can be approached by the
common consent of all nations, Great Britain will undoubtedly charge
the same seigniorage that is charged by other nations. In France the
seigniorage is one-fourth of 1 per cent. In Germany it is rather more
than our own. In different countries it varies and is at various rates,
depending on the cost 9f minting; and we propose now to reduce the
coinage charge from one-half to three-tenths of I per cent.

Why Mr. President, what do we gain by throwing away this reve-
hue? Nothing whatever. Suppose we do c vert all the bullion made in
the United States into coin, into $20 gold pieces, and it is put up in pack-
ages and exported in coin instead of in bullion, do we gain anything?
When it reaches Great Britain it at oce goes to the mint there and is
melted into English sovereigns, and whai° do we gain I Nothing; but we
lose the labor we have put upon that coin. When you change bullion
into coin it does not prevent its exportation; it only makes it more con.
venient to export; and the very object which the Senator from California
wishes now attain is defeated by his proposition. He says he wishes
to prevent our gold coin from being exported. Well, sr, if he makes
the gold into coin without cost, so that it represents simply the value
of so much bullion, it will be exported in coin and will be remelted in
foreign mints, because the coin of one nation never passes current in
a foreign nation at precisely its full value in the coin of that foreign
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nation, and the United States therefore loses the expense that may be
put upon this bullion, and it is a dead loss to the Government, without
a benefit to any single, solitary soul. The United States, in assaying
gold, charge the expense, and so in every process of work done at the
mint the cost of that process is charged upon the gold that is refined
or assayed. This very bill provides that from time to time the Secre-
tary of the Treasury shall regulate the amount of these expenses, and
shall charge the owners of this gold deposited with the net cost. We
apply the same rule to coinage that we do to assaying or any other
process in the mint.

I do not think it necessary for me to pursue this argument. The sub.
je.t has been critically examined. The officers of the mint at Philadel.
phia, and, so far as I know, the officers connected with this subject gen.
erally, with whom it is a specialty, are in favor of retaining this oharge,
except only the officers of the mint at San Francisco, who desire to
enlarge their business at the expense of the people of the United States.
That is all there is of it.

If the United States should coin into $20 gold pieces all the product
of the gold mines of the Uuitedl States and receive nothing for it, who
would be benefitedI No one. The Senator says the people would be
benefited. How? Is it of any advantage for us to give additional
value to the gold coin exported abroad and to be remelted in the mints
of tbreign countries? Not at all. We get the full value of that gold
coin in our foreign commerce when it is exported in the form of bullion,
and to convert it into gold coin will not prevent its going abroad. On
the contrary, the charge that we make on minting that gold prevents
it from going abroad, because it mikes the gold coin a little more val-
uable than the bullion, and therefore the gold coin will not go abroad
and the expense of minting will not be lost.

This bill has been carefully framed. It considerably increases the
expense of the mints of the United States; it lowers the amount of the
mintage charge. I believe, on the whole, it is a careful, a prudent, and
a safe revision of the mintage laws; and if the Senator from California
and persons who are interested in this question are not satisfied with
the very large benefits that are conferred ot their particular region by
the terms of this bill I do not think it is wise for the people of the
United States to assume more than they have already done-the expense
of coinage. The mints are not entirely self-supporting, although nearly
so, under the present law, and tinder this bill they probably will not
be quite self-supporting; but we may maire enough in the profit of
coining the nickel coin and the silver coinage, where the mintage is
practically a great (teal more than it is on the gold coinage, to cover
the expenses of the mints. Further than that we should not go.

We do not adopt this principle in any other matter of Government
business. Wd do not carry people's letters for nothing, although that
would be a greatconvenience and would promote the carrying of letters.
We do not coin silver without charging for it; on the contrary, we get
a profit of about 2 per cent, and on the nickel coinage we get a much
larger profit. We do not propose to do anything for private citizens
unless we are reimbursed the expenses of that outlay; and there is no
justice, no propriety, in taxing the farmers of the United States, or the
merchants of the United States, or the people of the United States
generally, this additional expense of one hundred or one hundred and
li y thousand dollars to maintain our mints merely for the purpose of
giving a fancied benefit to the diggers of gold in California. I think
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it could be easily demonstrated, if time would allow and the interests
in the subject would justify the attempt, that the miners themselves
would not receive one single particle of benefit from this abolition of
the coinage charge, and the only benefit would be that all the gold of
California might be forced into the Mint of the United States, there to
go through an expensive process at the cost of the people of the United

states, without conferring on it one single cent's additional value for
exportation or use. I think the Senators from the Pacific coast ought
to be satisfied with the liberality of the terms of this bill, and I hope
they will not press their resistance to this amendment, because I
assure them its defeat would transfer to and throw upon the United
States the entire cost of minting gold coin, and would unquestionably
defeat the bill.

Mr. CORBETT. I think the Senator from Ohio has proved, from his
own demonstration, that the coinage of gold in this country will pre-
vent it going abroad, and therefore will retain the coin in this country.
As I understand this subject, it is the desire of this country to retain
the gold in it, and to make the coin as dear for shipment abroad as
possible, thus making it an object to ship abroad wheat, cotton, and
other products of our country and keep the gold at home in order that
we may once more return to specie payments. The more we tax gold
here of course the dearer we make it at home. When you place the
alloy in the gold and coin it you make it so much less desirable to send
it abroad. If you send refined bars abroad without this alloy, of course
it is cheaper to send them abroad than any other commodity, and
therefore you ship your gold abroad instead of wheat and cotton. I
think, from the argument of the Senator from Ohio himself, it is very
clear that it is for the interests of this Government to retail , the gold
here and to ship abroad wheat from Ohio and cotton from. the Southernstates.Tfhis charge of three-tenths of 1 per cent is not a matter of great

importance to the miner of California or of the P1acific coast. It is not
upon that ground that I desire the abolition of this coinage charge.
I would place it upon the ground of advantage to the Nited States
Government in once more returning to specie payments, to a sound
basis, which we all so much admire. It is to that point that we have
endeavored to legislate. The abolition of this charge is one of the very
things that will tend to a return to specie payments. It seems to me
that this is a matter in which every State in the Union is interested.
We do not ask that the Pacific coast shall be relieved from this paltry
sum of $100,000. We ask, in the national interest, that the people be
relieved from the charge upon coinage in order that the bullion may be
retained in the country. This is the point. What is this small charge
of $100,000 to the Pacific coast? It is not upon that ground that we
place our opposition to it. I think it is very conclusively proved, from
the remarks of the Senator from Ohio himself, that it would be of great
advantage to this country to relieve it from this coinage charge.

What has been the result in England of abolishing the coinage charge
altogether the result is that all the bullion is flowing to England,
where it can be coined without charge, and where it will remain, thus
placing their currency upon a sound basis. We wish to make this coun-
try the moneyed center of the world, and if we can reduce the coinage
charge and retain the coin ii our own country rather than send it
abroad it will tend, more than anything else, to make us the moneyed
center of the world. The coinage charge in France, the Senator says,
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is about one-fourth of I pmr cent, and of course bullion, to a great
extent, has flown to France and to England, but England is the great
center where all the bullion flows.

I hope that the amendment reported by the Committee on Finance
will not be adopted. I think this bill was originally prepared and sent
to the Seisate with a view that it might be to the interest of this coun-
try to abolish the coinage charge, thereby retaining the bullion in the
country, putting our own stamp upon it, putting our own alloy in the
coin, and making it dearer to be shipped abroad. By these means it
will be retained here. For these reasons I hope the amendment will not
be adopted.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I was not able to concur with the Com.
mittee on Finance, of which I have the honor to be a member, in report
ing this amnendinent. I think, notwithstanding the authorities cited by
the distinguished Senator from Ohio, good reasons can be given for the
adoption of the bill as it was presented to the Senate by the Treasury
Department. I consider it a sufficientanswer to all the English author.
ities which he has cited upon this point to say that in the year 1870 the
British Parliament enacted a law, in the eighth section of which they
provided that-

"Where any person brings to the mint any gold bullion, such bullion
shall e assayed and coined and delivered out to such persons, without
an y charge for such assay or coinage, or for waste in coinage."

So that in 1870 it was the judgment of the English Parliament, not-
withstanding those authorities, that it was expedient to abolish the
coinage charge at the mint in that country. By reference to those
authorities it will be seen that they do not uphold the position) which the
honorable Senator has taken; and if they did, it does not necessarily-
follow that they ought to have weight in the disettssion of this question,
for the reason that the United States is a gold-producing country.
England is not a gold.producing country, and reasons might exist there
in favor ot it coinage charge which would not exist in or apply to the
United States.

It is a mistake to suppose that this bill, as it was originally framed,
is for the particular benefit of the people of the Pacific coast, or of any
part of the United States. It is a bill that was framed by persons who
do not reside upon that coast, and who are not in any way interested
in its affairs any further than all the citizens of the country are inter-
ested in such allairs. The bill proceeds upon the ground that the abo-
lition o this toinage charge will promote the interests of all the people
of the United Stales. The chief argument against this amendment is
in the fact that the imposition of a coinage charge has a tendency to
facilitate or increase the exportation of bullion, while the abolition of
that charge has a tendency to cause that bullion to be converted into
coin in this country.

It is not pretended that coin will not be exported if the charge pro-
vided for in this amendment should be abolished; but it will only be
exported to meet the balance of trade that may exist against the United
States. But now the exportation of bullion is a matter of commerce,
for persons can go into the market in the city of San Francisco and
elsewhere and buy up bullion, export it to England, and have it con-
verted into coin free of charge, and make money on the operation; so
that there is an inducement for the exportation of bullion to Europe for
the purposes or speculation; and of course the more bullion there is
exported to Europe the less will be converted into coin in this country,
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and to that extent the coin circulation of the United States will be
reduced.

It is in vaini for any man to put forward his theories or speculations
on this subject when actual experience demonstrates the fact that this
coinage charge produces these injurious results. Sir, is it not desirable
that the volume of coin iii the United States should be increased as
much as possible? Is it not wise to legislate in that direction? l)o we
Dot need a more extended basis of coin for our currency?

The Senator from Ohio says that the theory is that the Mint should
be a self-sustaining institution. But that is not the true theory of the
Government, and it never was the theory of the Government until the
I ear 1853. Prior to that year coinage in the United States was free.
t was in that year that this coinage charge was imposed, and now, by

the abolition of this charge, it is proposed to return to the ol theory
of the Government, and to abolish this extraordinary tax imposed in
consequence of an emergency existing at the time the laws were en-
acted. The Senator is mistaken, therefore, in supposing that it has
been the theory of the Government to compel persons whose bullion
was converted into coin to pay a charge so that the business might be
maintained without any expense to the Government.

I understand that the chief usefulness or the Mint is to furnish coin
to the people of the country. Is it the business of the Mint altogether
to take the bullion of a private citizen and convert it into coin ? And
is it to be regarded altogether as a transaction for the benefit of that
private individual, or is it to be regarded as a transaction oi the part
of the Government for the purpose of furnishing to the people a circu.
lating medium, one that is safe and reliable tbr every part of the coun-
try? If there is any kind of business in this country that ought to be
conducted free of expense it seems to we it is the conversion of bullion
into coin, if the proceeding in that way will tend to increase the amount
of coin in this country.

The Senator shows that the abolition of this charge will not, to tiny
considerable extent, reduce the revenues of the country. He says that
now this coinage charge produces about the sum of $150,000, and uder
the proposed amendment it will produce $100,000. If the abolition of
that inconsiderable amount of tax upon bullion will tend to increase
the coin circulation of this country, then it seems to me it will be wise
and expedient to abolish that charge.

Some American authorities have been referred to by the Senator.
He refers to what a Mr. Patterson says, and assumes that Mr. Patter-
son is an authority upon the'subject. That may be true; but many
others of equal respectability favor the abolition of this charge, and
the bill which was sent to the Senate by the Treasury Department is
the result of a deliberate, careful, patient investigation of this question
upon all the authorities. After consulting all persons in the United
States who were supposed to possess any knowledge upon this subject-
those engaged in assaying, refining, and coining-it was the judgment
of the Treasury Department that it would be for the benefit of the
country to remove this charge for coinage. I will refer to what is said
by the officers of the mint in San Francisco, and I do not wish that
this question shall be in any way prejudiced by the idea that it is legis.
nation for the particular benefit of that section of the country. Is it
for the benefit of the Pacific States alone that the volume of specie in*
this country should be increased? Is not that what we all desire? Is
not that the purpose to which much of our legislation is directed?
These officers say:
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"It will be observed that the officers of this branch are of the opinion
that the seigitiorage or coinage charge ought to be entirely repealed,
without reducing the weight of the coins; and further, that in the
thirty-fourth section of the proposed law (with the exception of the
treasurer) they venture with great deference to recommend, on the sug-
gestion of the able and experienced assayer of this branch, that the
entire charge for refining bullion deposited fbr coinage be abolished, or,
in other words, that the Government confer upon the mining interests
of the country the benefit of a free maint. Some of the general reasons
for this recommendation may be briefly suited as follows."

Now, look at the reasons and then judge of the proposition. I think
that the value of the authority depends more upon the reasons given
for the opinion than upon the names of the individuals expressing
themn:

"1. It is believed that the policy of oAr Government should tend to
the retention of American bullion at home rather than allow the differ.
ence between the mint charges of our own and foreign countries to
operate as a premium to encourage its shipment abroad.

,2 . That such a modification of the law would t4 some extent stimu-
late mining enterprise, encourage an important but poorly paid branch
of industry, and increase our annual product of the precious metals.

"3. That this charge, by raising the mint value of bullion above its
market value for shipment, would increase our coinage, swell the vol.
unie of specie in circulation, stimulate the exporting of other commnodi.
ties than gold and silver, to adjust balances of trade, and in some slight
degree facilitate the resuniption of specie payments.

"4. The entire cost of refining"-
That word "refining" I think means "coining"-

"the total bullion product of the country, say $36,000,000, would not
exceed $200,000, and we hazard the opinion that the advantages to be
derived would uiany times exceed that sum."

That is signed by the superintendent, assayer, voiner, and melter and
refiner of the branch mint at San Francisco, and I undertake to say
that they have no interest whatever in this question. The idea that
they are prompted to express these opinions for the purpose of enlarg.
ing their business is a very extraordinary one. They receive nothing
more than their salaries for what they do, and if their business is
increased they will be compelled to do more work than they do now for
the same mum of money. But, sir, they have a better opportunity of
knowing the effect of this coinage charge than any other officers con-
nected with the Treasury department, because there is where the bul-
lion is produced. They can see with their own eyes Englishmen, French.
meat, and other Europeans about San Francisco buying up the bullion
and exporting it to Europe for purposes of speculation, thus preventing
its convey sion into the coin of this country, and seeing these things they
know that it would be of advantage, that it would increase the coin
circulation of the country, to prevent, if possible, this exportation of
bullion.

Now I will read from a report made by John Jay Knox, which
expresses in a more perspicuous manner than I can employ the reasons
for the bill which was reported to the Senate without this amendment.
He says:

"The coinage charge at the French mint is about one-fifth of 1 per
cent; our present charge is one-half of I per cent. Our coinage charge
it is now proposed to abolish in order to conform to the practice of our
own Mint prior to the act of February 21, 1853, and for the reason that
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it should be the policy of the Government to hinder rather than to
encourage the export of bullion. Our present laws have the effect to
induce bankers to ship bullion as a commodity for the purpose of making
sterling exchange. A very intelligent gentleman upon the Pacific coast,
who is thoroughly familiar with this question, in a recent publication
thus refers to the subject."

I invite attention now to what this gentleman says. I invite the
attention of the Senate to the force and conclusiveness of his argument
on this point.

"I do not desire to be understood as arguing that any change of our
mint laws will put a stop to the export of the precious metals when it
becomes necessary for the adjustment of the balance of trade. That is
one of those inexorable commercial necessities so well understood that
it would bb folly to pretend to the discovery of any expedient that would
obviate it. My proposition simply is, that when the balance of trade
is not against us the precious metals are exported as commodities for
the profit on their out-turn above the par of exchange, or may be so
exported in excess of what the balance of trade requires. In other
words, when the market is abundantly supplied with commercial bills,
with which bankers could cover their own exchange, they will prefer to
ship bullion, not only as being at safer remittance, but as also furnish-
ing a profit on the out-turr equal to, or perhaps exceeding, the discount
on commercial bills. Furthermore, that while the balance may be
against us in the aggregate, yet, with reference to particular periods of
time and to particular countries, it may be in our favor, and that a
nation may become an importer of the precious metals as commodities
without reference to the balance of trade. Such, indeed, is our daily
experience here.

", While we are exporting our unrefined gold and silver to Europe and
our refined metals to China, we are importing gold from British Colum-
bia and silver from Mexico. While in the last ten years we have ex-
ported $612,000,000 of our native product, we have imported $157,000,000
of foreign treasure, and yet we receive no practical benefit from it as a
means of increasing our metallic circulation; for it no sooner reaches
our market than it commands a premium above its value in our Mint
for reexport when it is in the form of bullion; and when in (foreign)
coins it only entails a loss upon American commerce, as they are received
abroad at a greater valuation than they will realize either in our market
or at our mints, and we are, therefore, in every event, and under every
condition of trade, the loser; that as the commercial value of gold as a
commodity is greater than its value in our mints, our own production
seeks other markets uncoined, and that of other nations avoids ours.
While, however, there is a profit in the export of uncoined bullion, taken
at its valuation in our mints, there is always a loss on the export of our
coins taken at their current value. The result, therefore, of modifying
our mint charges so as to conform to those of other nations would be
to raise the coining value of gold at home above its commercial value,
and thereby make it more valuable for coinage than export. It would
therefore all seek our mints for coinage, and when once coined would
be the very last thing anyone would want to ship, and never would be
exported except in cases of absolute necessity, and when no other
medium of exchange could be procured."

Dr. Linderman the late Director of the Mint, who is thoroughly
posted on this subject, as much so as any man in the country, gives
his opinion on this question in the following words:

"My attention was attracted to the very small amount of refining
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and coinage executed at the branch mint at San Francisco compared
with the production of the country, and I was naturally led to inquire
for an explanation. A due exam nation of the subject soon satisfied me
as to the cause, which I found to be that under our present system of
mint laws bullion has a higher commercial value for export than for
coinage in the Mint, which not only affects the local interests of that
coast, but in view of the diminishing product of the precious metals
becomes a questionn of national importance. The reason for this is, that
as gold and silver are chiefly valuable for the purpose of manufacturing
money, the cost incidental to coinage necessarily determines the value
of the bullion. I find on comparison, and especially at San Francisco,
that the expenses of coinage are much greater than abroad, and hence
our metallic product commands a higher price in foreign countries than
can be realized by its coinage at home. The principal chfge tending
to produce this result is that of half of 1 per cent for coinage, which is
above that of any other nation, and especially France and England,
where most of our gold bullion is exported.

,-The imIortance of this subject had presented itself in a measure to
me while I was Director of the Mint, and in my annual report for 1868
1 recommended its reduction from a half to a quarter of 1 percent; but
my examination at San Francisco has led me to consider the subject
more thoroughly, and I am convinced that it should be abrogated alto-
gether, and that we should return to our uniform practice prior to 1853,
which was to coin gold without charge, not only as an expedient for
encouraging coinage, but as being more consistent with the theory of
money as a universal standard of value. A few examples will demon-
strate the fact that bullion is, as I have before stated, of greater com-
mercial value in our markets for export than for coinage at the Mint."

Then he proceeds and gives tables showing th_ difference between the
value of bullion for purposes of exportation and its value at the Mint,
from which it appears mathematically certain that this charge upon
the coinage of bullion at our Mint lends to its exportation, and that it
can be purchased in San Francisco and shipped to Europe for the par.
poses of coinage at a profit.

These are some of the reasons for the removal of this charge imposed
in the year 1853, and therefore is of recent date; and I should like to
know if there are not greater reasons existing at this time than there
ever were prior to 1853 for increasing our metallic circulation I Ought
not we to do everything in our power to prevent the exportation of our
precious metals to foreign countries? Is not that our true policy
When this bullion is converted into coin the coin will not be exported
for purposes of speculation. It may be exported in somecases to adjust
the balances of trade; but if there be no bullion in the market to pur-
chase, then other products of the country will be purchased upon which
a profit can be made. They will purchase our wheat and other prod.
ucts, upon which they can make a profit by their transportation to
Europe, and in that way they will neet the balances of exchange, and
the tendency of this legislation will be to retain the bullion in the
country, to have it made into money at our Mint, and to increase the
volume of our metallic circulation.

Now, sir, if the people ot the United States can not afford to pay
$100 000 for this result, thue it seems to me they can not afford to do
anything whatever tending to the resumption of specie payments.

Ithink it a very trifling argument to say that farmers of the country
will be taxed if this $100,000 charge is abolished for the purpose of
enabling the miners of the country to benefit themselves by having
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their bullion converted into coin without charge. Is it not the true
Policy of this country, even if that were true, to encourage i mining
interests? Is there any such interest in the United States of so much
consequence as that interest which produces the precious metals? Is
there any so great danger now to the financial affairs of this country
as the rapid and constant exportation of the precious metals, removing
the foundation Upon which our system of currency rests? When the
coin is taken out of the country, when there are no means left for the
redemption of our paper currency, then it will fall into ruin and the
nation be involved in a condition of bankruptcy.

For these reasons it is manifestly to our advantage as a people to
legislate in every way that we can for the purpose or retaining in the
United States the precious metals and increasing the amount of our
coin currency.

Mr. STEWART. Mr. President, I am opl)posed to this mint charge,
because I believe it to be a discriminating and unjust tax against the
producer of gold. I believe it operates in Iracti.e very harshly on the
producer. He not only has to pay it for what he his coined, but he
has to pay it for what he does not have coined. The price of bullion is
regulated by its mint value. The Mint charges-one-half of 1 per
cent at the present time for coinage. That is not only deducted frotim
the bullion coined, but it is deducted from the bullion exported. The
whole product of bullion in the United States, I believe, is sixty millions,
of which you coined about twenty-five millions.

Mr. SHERM"h. Twenty-nine millions
Mr. STEWART. You coin, then, about one-half of it. That whole

sixty millions suffers a depreciation of one-half of I per cent, which
makes this charge a tax of 1 per cent upon what is really coined,
because it all suffers that depreciation and that diminution of its market
value. The result is that men establish themselves as agents from
Great Britain, and some from France (though it is not so profitable
in that country, because they have a slight mint charge there, about
one-half what ours is), for the purpose of buying bullion, anl they can
make a good business out of that one-half of 1 per cent.

It seems to me idle for us to quote as authority against free mintage
and against the practice of England for the last one hundred and fifty
years the opinion of one or two professors. What has been the result
of her practice? It has enabled her agents to buy bullion all over the
world. It has made England, which is not a bullion -producing country,
the center of the bullion market of the world. It has given her mer-
chants and her bankers the handling of the bullion of the world. It
has given her chemists and metallurgists the reduction of the bullion
of the world. From this bullion, when brought there, they extract
various foreign substances, besides gold and silver, out or which a
large amount of money is made. It gives them, as against those
engaged in the same business in this country, an advantage of one-half
of 1 per cent besides the advantage they have in cheap labor.

This is a tax that has not always been imposed upon the miners. It
was put on, as suggested by the Senator from Oregon, in 1853. It is
a tax that reduces the value of a very important coinmodity, a product
on which this country relies now more than upon any other; for while
the nation is in debt it is important that we should have the largest
possible yield of the precious metals. The more of the precious metals
that we produce the cheaper the will be and the less burdensome will
be our debt. If you could double the amount of the aggregate of the
precious metals in the world, thus depreciating their value iiearly one-
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half, you would almost relieve the nation of one-half of its present
embarrassment on account of the burdens of the public debt. It seems
to me extraordinary under such circumstances that, for the purpose of
getting the paltry sum of $100,000 a year, we should depreciate the
entire product of the bullion of the United States one.half of 1 per cent.

The Constitution provides that the United States shall coin money.
It is coined for the convenience of the whole commercial community!;

.and it seems to me that in this country, s in England, that now in
this country as before 1853, the little charge for converting bullion into
standard United States gold and silver coin should be borne by the
country at large. I do not think we ought to be, as suggested by the
Senator from Ohio, searching for sources of revenue, searching for arti-
cles to tax. It seems to me that our revenue is such that we need not
be searching to increase it particularly. The statement of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury shows since the 1st of March, 1819, a payment on
the public debt of $106,00,000. Front the 1st of March, 1869, to the 1st
of January, 1871, we have paid off $106,000,00) of debt. It seems to
me we have sources of taxation enough, and this small, unjust, incon-
venient, discriminating tax against the production of gold and silver
ought not longer to be continued, and I hope it will be abolished.

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont. Mr. President, I believe that I may be
counted "a Hebrew among Hebrews" in relation to the resumption of
Secie payment, and to an increase of the circulation of the coin of
the United States; and 1 confess my astonishment at the arguments
lhrought forward here by gentlemen in relation to the abolition of this
so-called tax, on the ground that the abolition of the coinage charge is
to increase the amount of coin in circulation. It seems to me that the
arguments of gentlemen must have been prepared for some other bill;
certainly they do not seem to be applicable to this.

Mr. STBWART. Right there allow me to ask one question. Will not
the reduction enhance the value of bullion just that much I

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont. No, sir; not at all. The price of bullion
is regulated by the markets of the world, not by the coinage stamp of
the United States. Suppose, Mr. President, we were at the present
moment to coin any amount of United States gold and silver, as long
as we keep in circulation an irredeemable currency the coin will not
come into circulation. It makes no difference how much w6 may coin,
the people will not see a dollar of it, not an eagle, not a dime more
in consequence of its. manufacture. That fact alone will not increase
their ability to buy and hold it.

I was a little astonished that my astuti friend from Oregon [Mr. Wfl-
liams] should have read the argument of Mr. Knox, that by abolishing
the tax upon coinage the coin would be "the last thing to leave the
country." That is the bar to fence it in. Why, is it not palpable that
if we make a charge of three-tenths or one-half of I per cent upon
coinage, so as to make coin here relatively cost a little more than it
otherwise would, or than bullion, then it will be the last thing to leave
the country ? But make it just equal to bullion, so that it is of no con-
sequence whether you ship bullion or coin, and, of course, the coin leaves
the country with the same facility and at the same cost as bullion.

Mr. President, suppose that we were to adopt a universal system of
coinage, so that our coin should circulate when it goes abroad in all
countries, and not be recoined, is it not manifest that the United States
would be put to the sole expense of making the coinage of the world,
If we produced enough to supply the world? The fact now is that our
coin goes abroad and is recoined the same as bullion. It is taken at
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whatever its value may be as gold; and this has no reference what-
ever to the value that is put upon, it here at our mints.

Of course, then, whenever, the exchange is against this country our
coin will be bought up at its market price as gold, the eame as bullion,
and be sent abroad. Whenever the exchanges are one-fourth, or even
one-eighth, of I per cent against us, then it becomes profitable to
ship1) coin or bullion, and it will be shipped as long as the balance of
trale is against us; and whenever the balance of trade is in our favor,
then we shall retain not only our coin,, but our bullion, and not until
then; atnd it is utterly impossible to prevent the exportation of it or to
prevent the purchase of' it by any parties whatever. The idea that
mere speculators go to San Francisco to buy up gold, either in the
shape of coin or bullion, in consequence of this coinage tax, is utterly
preposterous, iii myjudgment. It never will be bought in San Fran-
cisco, or in iny other port of this country, when there is anything else
to buy for exportation, or unless the exchanges are against us; and
whenever those are against us it will be bought up as a matter of
course, whether you put 10 per cent of alloy into your bullion or 50
per cent. V

Mr. President, there is constantly something to be shouldered upon
the Government that the United States may carry it on free of expense
to any other parties. I therefore regret to see an effort made here to
prevent our mints from being reasonably selI'sustaining. I had very
great doubt whether three-tenths of I per cent would be sufficient to
pay the actual cost of coinage. The fact is, in this country we can not
procure our coinage ait the same rate that it can be done abroad. Labor
here is dearer, and it costs more for us to convert our bullion iuto coin
than it does in France--very much more, probably nearly twice as much.
But I was and am willing for one to reduce the rate two-teniths and try
the rate at three-tenths of I per cent; but anything below that or
anything like the abolition of it I shall hope will not receive the assent
of the Senate.

Mr. CASSERLY. Mr. President, it is with reluctance that I propose
to occupy the time of the Senate on the pending amendment. My
reluctance is because I shall have to put myself in opposition to the
chairman of the Finance Committee [.1 r. Sherman J and to the Senator
from Vermont I Mr. Morrill who has just Spokei. Both or those Sena.
tors are established authorities on the subjects which come before the
Finance Committee. I regret that that committee should have recom.
mended an amendment retaining the charge for coinage; and I particu-
larly regret at present that those two Senators should have thrown the
weight of their influence on the same side. I regret their course because
wheni I look around at the Senate at this moment nothing is more certain
than this, that a majority of the Senators who will vote for the amend-
ment will be controlled by the opinions of the two Senators whom I
have named rather than by the merits or the demerits of the question
as presented on one side or the other.

I do not speak in any spirit of reproach, but the subject of this coin-
age charge is a novel one; it is outside of the beaten ways of discus-
sion here. If not very difficult, it is very debatablee, and has been
male to involve complex questions. On these, what is said on one si(le
is controverted on the other; and the authorities in political economy
and statesmanship are appealed to as being conclusive in favor of the
committee's amendment. The result is, I greatly fear, that too many
Senators will follow the voices of the Senators from Ohio and Vermont
as on the whole the safest course. This is not very surprising. It has
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happened to all or most of us upon questions which we had not been
able to examilie for ourselves, that we have followed the experienced
and competent leaders of committees who had given special study to
the subject. In many cases we have to act upon some such theory
because it is impossible for any of us to examine personally all the
subjects, even those of leading interest, that come before us.

It is because of that tendency and to guard against it that I wish to
say a few words. Before the Senate is carried away by the authority
of two leading Senators I desire to array a greater authority against
them. I am confident I can show that the weight of authority now
belbro the Senate in favor of the abolition of this coinage charge is far
greater than that in favor of retailing it. Against the authority even
of the Senator from Ohio, the chairman of the Finance Committee [Mr.
Sherman], amid of the Senator froim Vermont [Mr. Morrill], I place
umhesitatingly the great authority of the fact that this bill, as it first
came before the Senate, being then a bill for the abolition of the coin.
age charge, was a bill from the Treasury Department, sent here as a
code for the (overnment of the whole subject, carefully drawn, after
mouths of thorough preparation, as the result of the bestjudgment of the
Department and the country. This is particularly true as to the aboli.
tion of the coinage charge. That was, in the first place, recommended
by the Secretary of the Treasury in his annual report of 1869. In the
next place, very complete, careful, and judicious means were adopted
in the Treasury for the purpose of ascertaining what policy was best
as to the charge, and most conducive not only to the interests of the
Government, but to the interests of the people, if, indeed, those two
things can ever be separated. I will read what the Secretary of the
Treasury says in his report of 1869. It is cited in the report of the
Comptroller of the Currency, laid upon our tables in connection with
this bill.

", The coinage of the country is diminished in amount by the fact that
in 'Knglamd and France the mint expenses are much less than with us.
It would no doubt have a tendency to prevent the export of the precious
metal in the form of bullion if the mint charges were to be reduced or
altogether abolished."

The Secretary recognizes the cardinal facts that the coinage of the
country is injuriously contracted by our mint expenses; that for the
same reason the export of bullion is unduly increased; that here are
two great evils to be corrected, and that for this purpose the mint
charges, being really to create a coinage, for the benefit of the whole
country, should, if necessary, be thrown upon the whole country by being
abolished. That was the judgment of the highest officer we have upon
this subject lit another report, made bythe same officer to the House
of Representatives during the last session of Congress, we find what
proceedings took place in the Treasury in reference to the recommenda.
tion of the Secretary. The communication from which I read is also
from the Comptroller of Currency. That officer says:

"In the month of December last, in accordance with your request, a
rough draft of a bill was prepared, which contained in a concise form
nearly all of the legislation now in force upon these subjects. This
was printed, interspersed with interrogations and additional sections,
for the purpose of calling tbrth an expression of an opinion from those
persons who were known to be intelligent upon such subjects. The
correspondence herewith inclosed dated prior to April 25, much of
which was informal mnd unofficial, contains various criticisms upon the
rough draft of the bill referred to. The notes of different officers of
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the Treasury Department, of gentlemen in San Francisco and other
parts of the country, were written upon printed copies of this bill and
returned in that form. These memoranda, which were carefully con-
sidered and in many cases adopted, it is impracticable to furnish in an
intelligent manner without also transmitting copies of the bill itself."

That was the system of inquiry, of collation and comparison of
opinions in the very best quarters, instituted by the Treasury Depart-
ment. It resulted in this bill, sent here after full examination and
revision by the officers of the Treasury I)epartment, as, upon the
whole, the best bill which could be framed all through. As we see
this very question, whether the mint charges should be retained,
reduced, or abolished, was fully before the minds of those intelligent
men, your own officers, to whom this subject is committedd as a specialty,
who devote all their time to it, consequently much more time than any
Senator here can devote to it. I say as the result of all that system
of inquiry instituted by these officers and continued for months in the
best quarters in the Treasury and elsewhere, their judgment wais that
the coinage charges should be wholly abolished, and sit they framed
and presented this bill, which, in that very partiv.ulan, the "- inance
Committee has since undertaken to alter by the amendment before the
Senate. Now, I put that great body of official, public, substantial
authority on the one side, against the opinions of the Senators from
Ohio and Vermont on the other, supported though they are by a
divided committee.

It is a mistake to treat this as a local question in California, as the
Senator from Ohio has done. It is not a local question; it is not a ques-
tion that concerns particularly the people of California or the people of
the Pacific coast. It.is a question which concerns the whole country.
When I heard the Senator from Ohio say that the retention of this coin-
age charge would be the retention of coin in this country, because it
would increase the price of the production of coin, I asi myself whether
it did not occur to the Senator that such a result, if it were to follow-
as to which I say nothing-would not affect the whole country I What
is certain is that the retention of the charge greatly diminishes the vol.
ume of the coinage. In that way, if not in the way suggested by the
Senators, the question of retention affects the whole country. Why
does it affect the whole country? Because, to take one instance, as you
require great sums of money, amounting to at lea-st $120,000,000, to be
paid each year for duties, in gold, the gold has to be purchased for that
purpo.e. Whatever increases the cost of the production of coin or
diminishes its amount of course increases the price to the purchasers of
gold, of whom but a small part are found in California.

It is true, as the Senator from Vermont said, as a general rule, that
the price of bullion or any other article is regulated by the price at the
principal market for that article. But this also must be admitted: That
whatever tends to reduce the market price of a product in the place of
its production, and to drive it away to a foreign market, does diminish
its home value to the producer. In California we know too well, I
think, that the result of this coinage charge is to drive away great
amounts of bullion year after year from San Francisco and from the
United States to Europe, to London, because there, coinage being free.
our bullion bears a higher market price.

Why is London the great center for the exchanges of the world?
Because one of the great elements which enter i nto the basis of exchange
is bullion, and because London today gives better prices for bullion
than any other city in the world, for the simple reason that there is no
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seigniorage in the English mint. Which is best, in the minds of ena.
tors, that America should have a great center of exchange for herself,
or that she, like the rest of the world, should remain tributary to Lon.
don as a center of exchange? If it is desirable and best that we should
have our own great center of exchanges, one of the very first steps is
to make the turning of our bullion into our coin as prompt and as free as
possible. Why should there be an impost upon the gold which is the
product of the United States? Who would not scout as unworthy of
a moment's consideration a proposition whereby the Government should
so manage as to prevent any other staple of the country from being put
to its most profitable uses without first paying a toll ?

For one, sir, on general principles 1 am in favor of making produc-
tion throughout the country as tree as posible. lam in favor of remov.
ing, as soon as may be, all charges, taxes, and restrictions which molest
or kinpede the products of the country in the processes of turning them
into money. I refer specially to the greater staples of the country,
upon which we have to rely so much for our prosperity at home and
for our commercial and business relations abroad. I am against what-
ever binders the producer, farmer, or minor, from putting them to the
most advantageous use. Gold is to-day one of the great staples of this
country. Why not relieve it from this impost of mint charges? Why
not return now to the old policy of the country down to 1853? What
we advocate is no new thing, Mr. President; it is simply a restoration
of the American system as it existed previous to 1853.

The Senator from Ohio laid great stress upon the opinions of Mr.
Lowe, a leading English minister, as stated by him in Parliament,
backed up by the authority of writers on political economy. It seems
to me, as far as the English view of it was concerned, that the answer
suggested by the Senator from Oregon [Mr. Williams] was perfectly
conclusive. That Senator read from oneof the docfiments, the one now
in my hand, a section from the act of Parliament, passed in 1870, co.
tinuing free coinage. So that the outcome of all the discussion in the
British Parliament, and of all arguments and authorities of the chan-
cellor of the exchequer, Mr. Lowe, was that Parliament, as the best
thing to be done under the circumstances for the general interests,
legislated over again, and once more in favor of free coinage.

Mr. SHERMAN. I will sayto the Senator that Mr. Lowe himself stated
that the abolition of the seigniorage ought to be postponed until the
negotiations then pending for international coinage should be con-
cluded. Mr. Lowe himself advocated the passage of that bill, which
was a mere codification of the then existing laws. He said that he did
not propose then to make the change and restore the seigniorage
chage, because it should be deferred until the negotiations then pend-
ing for an international coinage might be concluded, when there could
be a uniform seigniorage throughout the world.

Mr. CASSERLY. The Senator has read the speech of Mr. Lowe. I
have not. Of course be states it correctly. But it seems to me that if
the system was as evil as is here represented by the Senator from Ohio
it is not conceivable that the British Parliament would again, in 1870,
reenact its system of laws making the coinage free in the mints of the
Government. Notwithstanding the intimations from so high an author-
ity as the English chancellor of the exchequer, I have no idea, not the
least, that the British Government will soon or ever change its policy
in that respect. England has become, like the United States, a gold-
producing country. The Australian product is now one of the chief
elements in the gold production of the world; London is the great
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center of exchanges. For both those reasons I do not think there is
the least ground for apprehending any change of policy on the part of
England. But however that may be, what is the objection now to our
returning to our own policy, to our own system, in force as lately as 1853?

I scarcely know how to discuss some of the arguments of the Senator
from Ohio I Mr. Sherman]. The Senator seemed to consider that the
highest duty which he owed to the country was to find out new subjects
of taxation-to find out something else to be taxed. There was a great
financier once who divided mankind into two classes, those who paid
taxes and those who paid none. Undoubtedly that is the tendency of
those who have to provide for the finances of a country. I do not pro-
pose to criticism too sharply the position of the Senator from Ohio on
this or any subject of the kind. I agree that great allowances must be
made for one in his situation, but I confess my surprise that any gen.
tleman of his authority in the dominant party should consider it his
duty at this day to hunt up new taxes, or needlessly to retain old ones,
in a country staggering under such a load of taxation as probably never
has been seen under the same circumstances, a taxation more remark-
able perhaps for the multiplicity of the subjects which it embraces than
even for its burdensome character. I confess myself surprised that,
after all, the senator from Ohio is at work looking out for fresh sub.
jects of taxation, holding on at least to those that exist, merely because
they exist, fearing to relinquish them lest some great evil should befall
the finances. And yet, all the while, the Senator knows, and we all
know, that the Treasury has been gorged for the last few years with
the most enormous and inexcusable balances in money ever heard of
in financial history; balances which have cost the country from three
to live million dollars yearly in interest alone. Under these circum-
stances, with more money coming in than we know what to do with,
with great surpluses all the time rising up like mountains about us, the
Senator from Ohio is strugglng here to prevent the abolition of a tax
that in my judgment, is contrary to all sound principles of finance or
government, that interferes with full freedom in the use of one of our
greatest products, in order that we may save one hundred or one hun.
dred and fifty thousand dollars to the Treasury? He does that against
the concurrent judgment of the treasury Department, and of the intel-
ligent and experienced gentlemen connected with that Department,
and those others, at least as intelligent and experienced, whom they
have consulted throughout the country? It is the judgment of that
Department and of that body of practical and scientific authorities in
andout of that Department, throughout the country, that this tax has
lasted too long and ought to be abolished. I appeal to that great mass
of authority before this Senate with entire confidence against the
authority even of the Senator from Ohio and the Senator front Vermont,
and I am sure no one is more ready than I am to acknowledge their
weight in this discussion.

Mr. Sw zRMA. Mr. President, I have but very few observations to
make in reply to the arguments that have been made for the abolition
of the coinage charge. The Senator from California [Mr. Casserly], in
common with his colleague [Mr. Cole], has fallen upon the idea that the
coinage charge is a tax. Nothing is more absurd than this. The coin-

* age charge is simply a charge by the Government of the United States
for a service actually performed to a particular citizen. The Govern-
ment of the United States should not undertake to do this service for
nothing, and it simply asks a reimbursement of the cost. This coinage
tax, as gentlemen now call it, was imposed in the Administration of Mr.
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Pierce in 1&3, when it was no object to seek new sources of taxation.
It was then put at one-half of I per cent, not for the purpose of taxa.
tion, but for the purpose of reimbursing to the United States the
expense of coinage. Up to 1848 the United States produced no consid.
erable amount of gold or silver bullion. We were then the importers
of the precious metals instead of the exporters. In 1853, however, after
several years working of the mines in Californiia, this matter was fully
discussed by some of the most eminent itien then itiembers of the Sen.
ate of the United States, among the rest by Mr. Hunter.

Why was this one-half of 1 per cent tax, as it is now called, or
charge put upon coinage? It was simply done to prevent the export.
tion of the gold coin of the United States. That was the main and
leading object. It was argued with a great deal of force by eminent
gentlemen then in this Chamber that, it a charge was put upon the
coinage, as was done by all nations of the world except I. ngland, the
gold coin, which would then be more valuable as coin than as bullion,
would not be exported until the balances of trade were settled by our
commodities; that until bullion was exported, until wheat was exported,
until cotton was exported, until all the other products of nature were
exported, gold and silver coin would not be exported , because they
were more valuable, made so by their greater cost. This, and not the
imposition of a tax, was the object of levying a charge of one-half of
I per cent upon gold coilage. A much higher rate is levied on silver
and other coinage, but one-half of I per cent was the tax levied on
gold coinage for this reason-a reason of political economy, justified by
the history of other nations.

My friend from Oregon Mr. Williams] speaks of Great Britain as
having derived a great advantage from free coinage. On the other
hand, it can be demonstrated by the clearest figures that Great Britain
has lost largely. Whenever money is coined in France, where the
seigniorage is only one-fifth of 1 per cent, it retains its locus in quo, or
habitation, in France, and never leaves it, because when it leaves France
that one-fifth of 1 per cent is dead capital; it can iiot be exported to
England for recoining, and therefore there is now more than five times
as much French coin in existence in.the world as there is of English
coin; the statistics show something between five and six times as much.
The reason is that the very first thing that is exported from England
is the British sovereign, because the British Government insists upon-
putting labor on gold bullion without any charge, and the result is that
the most convenient form to export gold front Great Britain is in Brit
ish sovereigns. They go off to different nations, and are melted and
remelted by other governments, which charge a seigniorage for stamp.
ing their insignia on this gold, and it remains as currency in the coun-
tries where it is thus stamped, while the English sovereign, like bullion,
passes from hand to hand, and is remelted at different mints. The
result is that there is now less than one-fifth as much English coin in
existence in the world as there is of French coin. The coin of Germany
in existence in the world also, I believe, largely exceeds the amount of
English coin.

Now, Mr. President, I say that as a question of political economy it
is not wise for us to put additional labor upon bullion and convert it
into coin free of charge without regard to the revenue question at all,
because the unavoidable effect of thus bestowing labor on gold bullion
and putting the bullion in a more convenient shape for exportation, is,
at the very first reversal of trade, to cause our coin to flow abroad,
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instead of other commodities. That is the experience of nations and
has been for more than a hundred years.

But it Is said that notwithstanding all the arguments and opinions
of political economists England has insisted upon free coinage. I have
already sufficiently explained the reason of that. They adopted it, I
believe, in the reign of King William III; and having adopted the idea
of free coinage they have kept to it with the natural tenacity of the
English people, while their writers have condemned the policy. I read
here from Adam Smith, from McCulloch, from Mill, from nearly all
those men who are recognized authorities the world over on questions
of political economy who have said over and over again that this was
a false and foolish system. Here is the ojiinion of the present chan.
cellor of the exchequer, a man of great ability, who quotes these authori-
'ties, reads them to the British Parliament, and says that England has
persisted in this thing too long, and to her injury. It is true that he
also said that at that time when they were codifying the mint laws it
was better to postpone a change until the question of international
coinage should be discussed and considered.

Now, there is one thing to be considered by our friends from the
Pacific coast. This is a bill to codify the mintage laws of the United
States. It does not adopt any new principles; it makes but very few
changes in the general laws, except to transferring the head of the
minting bureau to Washington, instead of leaving the system in the
incongruous position of having the Director of the Mint in Philadelphia
and making him superintendent of all the mints in the United States.
This bill is rather a codification of the existing laws; an(l the Con.
mittee on Finance have, therefore, refused to ingraft on it many ideas
that they have developed and would like very well to see in the6 form
of law. For instance, we are strongly in favor of an international coin.
age, of assimilating our coinage to the collage of other nations of the
world, and making a common metric standard of international coins by
which i he gold dollar, the sovereign, and the franc may be changeable
and interchangeable without recoinage all over the world. We have
not ventured to put our opinion on that point into this bill, because
that is not a codification of the existing law, but a great and important
and radical change of the law.

Now, I ask Senators whether it is wise on this bill to repeal the
existing law which, for reasons of political economy, has fixed a mint-
age charge upon gold coin, and make the effort to make this codifica-
tion bill carry such important changes? I agree with the Senator from
California that it is not necessary to look to this matter as a question
of tax, but the law now levies upon this labor done for the miner of
California the small and trifling charge of one-half of I per cent, a little
more than the cost. We charge the national banks I per cent for print,
ing their bank notes; we charge every citizen 3 cents for carrying his
letters in our mails; and we levy taxes in every form upon various
articles of consumption--on tea, coffee, sugar, and all the necessaries of
life. Now, I say that if we were about to throw off these charges,
whether you call them taxes or not, we ought not to throw off, first,
that which is not a tax at all, but is only a charge for a service actually
rendered.

I trust that this effort to force through this proposition to abolish the
mintage charge on a bill to codify the mint laws, to simplify and make
consistent the laws which regulate the various mints of the United
dtate, will be abandoned, because Senators must perceive that the
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attempt to make any radical or vital changes of the existing system
in this bill will only endanger the bill. It is necessary to pass the bill
promptly in the Senate in order that it may receive the necessary
attention in the other House before the adjournment of the present
Congress. It is perfectly manifest that the attempt to make this bill
carry an utter change of our policy on the question of the mintage
charge and to follow the example of Great Britain, the only nation in
the world that has done it, and that, too, when Great Britain is sick and
tired of her policy-an attempt to do it here would simply defeat this
bill, which ha8 already been so long delayed; to mix it up with doubts
and difficulties, so that the only object which I seek to accomplish by
this bill-a simplication and codification of the mintage laws-is likely
to be lost.

Mr. STEWART. Mr. President, I can not comprehend how this charge
is to be treated otherwise than as a tax. Certainly coining money is
for the benefit of the whole country. I do not know why the producer
of gold should pay the expense of coining it for the rest of the com.
mutity, unless you intend to tax his gold. The community generally
are benefited by it, and my objection to the tax is that it falls on every
producer whether he has bullion coined or not. If you were simply
making a charge for doing a service for a particular person, and he
need not have it done if he chose, and if he did not have it done he
would not have to pay for it-that would be like a tax; but that is not
the truth. He has to pay for it whether he has it done or not. This I
can demonstrate to the Senator from Ohio if he will give me his
attention.

Mr. SHERMIAN. He can put it in the form of bullion without a tax.
Mr. STEWART. Yes; but when he gets his bar in bullion in any place in

this country the price of that bar of bullion is regulated where lie sells
it by the market value there, and the market value is always the mint
value. Take it in San Francisco. You have a given number of ounces
of bullion. You can get for it for shipment only the mint value, or
perhaps a trifle more that somebody may give in order to get it. Bul.
lion commonly sells at the mint value; that regulates its price. You
charge one-half of 1 per cent for coinage, and that reduces the value
of the bullion in that market one-half of 1 per cent, and the man who
sells his bar and does not have it coined has to pay that tax as much
as the man who has his bullion coined.

What the Government of the United States realizes from this charge
the Senator from Ohio tells us is $150,000 a year. That would be the
charge on a coinage of $30,000,000. I think the actual coinage last
year was about $29,000,000. The whole profit is about $60,000,000 per
annum. The whole of that $60,00,000 suffers the same depreciation,
and yet the Government receives but $150,000. The tax upon the pro-
ducer is $300,000. To whom is the other $150 000 paid? It is paid to
speculators in our bullion; it is a bonus to those residing in London
and doing business there, which they are enabled to avail themselves
of from the fact that there is no mintage charge there. You are pay-
ing this money to them to help them carry on business. That amount
is deducted from the value of the whole bullion of the country, and so
I say it is an unjust taxation. The Government of the United States
only gets one-half of what is practically charged on the bullion of the
country.

I have seen the operation of this. Go anywhere; go to San Fran.
cisco with bullion for sale; test the value of it, and you will find the
touchstone to be its value at the mint; and you will find when you go
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to the mint that onehalf of I per cent is deducted. You can of course,
take your choice whether to leave it at the mint or not. If you have
plenty of time, and they have a bullion fund on hand, you will leave it
there and get its mint value. Otherwise you will sell it for export. In
either event, 'however, the market value being fixed by the iniut value,
the miners lose by its operation $300,000 a year, and the Government
gains only $150,000. The producer is taxed that much for the convene.
ience of the whole community, who have the use of this gold. It seems
to me that it is an unjust taxation, falling hard upon it particular class
for the benefit of the whole community, and in order to do a little good
to that whole community it doubles the burdens upon that particular
clas.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. President, I wish to add one or two suggestions
to what I have already said, in answer to that last speech of the gen.
tleman from Ohio.

He objects to the removal of the charge upon coinage, because this
is a bill, he says, to codify the mint laws, and therefore it ought not to
contai an amendment. Now, this bil does propose several amend.
ments to the existing laws, and it is a codification that has been sub.
mitted to Congress by the Treasury Department, and I propose to
adhere to the codification as it was made at the Treasury Department,
and not change, mar, and destroy its harmony and its consistency. So
that argument does not avail anything for the position take by the
Senator; but it would be very proper for us to argue, who support this
bill as it was made at the Treasury Department, that it is a complete
codification, founded upon correct principles from beginning to end,
and that it ought, therefore, to be adopted.

Now, the Senator argues that it will make no difference in the expor.
station of the precious metals whether or not this coinage charge is
abolished, and he insists that coin is a form of the precious metals
more convenient for exportation than bullion. I should like to submit
this question to the Senator: Suppose a million dollars is to be taken
from San Francisco to London, would it iot be more profitable for a
man to transport a million dollars bullion than it would a million dol-
lars coin? Is he not compelled in the exportation of the million dollars
of coin to export one-tenth alloy, because when our gold is coined there
is one-tenth alloy mixed up with the bullion ? That is to be trans-
ported as well as the real gold which the coin contains, and when it
reaches England this million of coin must be reminted in England at a
great loss to the man who exports it from the United States. But if
he takes tie million dollars in bullion from San Francisco he takes the
pure metal, the gold, and he takes it to England, and it is converted
into coin there at a profit, because when it is converted into coin by the
mint of England, without any charge to him, it is worth more in coin
there than it is in bullion.

So it is perfectly manifest that if it becomes necessary to export from
the United States $1,000 000 for any purpose under existing circum-
stances, the exporter would always take the bullion and not take the
coin. How is it that coin is in a more convenient form for exportation
than bullion? Does the Senator mean to say that it is less in bulk?
Does he mean to say that the same bulk of $20. gold pieces will amount
to as much as the same bulk in gold bullion ? Notlhig of the kind.
Everybody knows that bull.n is the most cAnvenient and is the safest
forn for exportation. So that he is mistaken upon that point.

Sir, it is in vain for Senators to theorize when there are thousands
of men in this country who have seen with their own eyes the bankers

4
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of Europe in the markets of this country buying up the gold bullion
for exportation to Europe for the purpose of making money in the trans-
action, and not for the purpose of meeting the demands of trade.
When these facts are perfectly obvious, how can it be said In answer to
such stubborn, real, incontrovertible facts that some philosopher of
England, Mr. Mill, for instance, or some other man, has undertaken
upon his theory of political economy to argue that it is advisable for
a country to impost, a (oinage hargeI And why should the honorable
Senator frmn Vermont say that it is absurd, in his opinion, that such
should be the case, when the officers whose business it is to manage
this matter testily of their own personal knowledge that such is the
fact, and that there is a constant and growing trade in the exportation
of bullion from the United States which is sapping, day by day, the
foumlatioas of our financial system, and bringing us every day nearer
a1(1 nearer to bankruptcy, am carrying us further and further from the
redemption of our irredeemable currency of which the Senator speaks.

lie says it makes no difference as to the amount of coin in the United
States so long as there is an irredeemable currency in circulation, so long
as.4 we have greenbacks for a currency. Sir, it may make no difference to
the people of Vermont, where they have no money except greenbacks
or national-bak notes, but it makes a vast difference to that portion of
the United States where the circulating median is coin, and where, of
course, it will be of advantage to business to have three dollars in coin

,in circulation where there is now one. It is unnecessary to say, because
everybody knows it, that the greater the amount of coin in circulation
the greater the advantages to trade and commerce, and the greater the
facilities for the transaction of all sorts of business; and the way we
are to reach time resumptionk of specie payments in this country, if we
ever reach it at all, is to pursue that policy which will increase the
amount of coi until the currency and the coin are brought to a par
value.

Any sort of lmlicy that tends to turn the precious metals into a chan.
nel that will carry them to foreign countries is a policy that takes us
away fromm I he resumption of specie payments. Everything that we
can do to retain coin in this country is an effort made in the direction
in which the hotnorable Senator is going, and in which we all wish to
go-the resumption of specie payments and the return to a sound
circulating medium.

So I think, Mr. President, that the argument the Senator from Ohio
made in his la.st speech does not avail anything in his favor, and that
the position taken by those who advocate this bill without amendment
is sustained. I know how easy it is to influence Senators' minds with
an idea that there is some local advantage in what we propose; and I
have noticed, I am sorry to say, that sometimes when it has been saug.
gested.that a proposed piece of legislation was for the Pacific coast a
little feeling has beei aroused, as though Congress was asked to confer
some special favors upon that coast at the instance of its representa-
tives.

But, sir I see nothing of that kind here. I say it is equally for the
benefit of tihe people of this country everywhere that we should
endeavor, as far as possible, by our legislation to convert the produc-
tion of our mines into coin and put it into the circulation of the country.
That, I say, is an argument which no one can answer. And if this pol.
icy will produce that result-and I have no doubt it will-it is a policy
that does not henefit alone tb.e Pacific coast but every State and every
part of the United States.
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Mr. CASSBRLY. Mr. President, I should desire every Senator, before
voting upon this issue, to ask himself whether he regards it as desirable
at all, in any pohit of view, that the gold produced in the United States
should go as largely as losgiblo into the gold coin of the United States?
If he does think so, I call his attention to the very significant and,
indeed, serious fact, that out of about forty millions of gold produced
on the Pacific coast not more thati seven or eight millions go into the
mint for coinage. That is a fact cahulated to arrest attention. It is
one that all business men and all thinking persons would naturally
pause upon and consider.

Mr. SHERMAn. Allow me to correct my fr-.nd. The raount of gold
coined in Caliornia last year was $19,216,M1I0, and tle total amount of
coinage in the United States was $30,10 1,0001. The whole product of
the country is between forty and sixty millions. I have here the last
Treasury report on the subject.

Mr. CASaR1ULY. The figures I stated were derived from the relrt of
the Committee on Retrenchment.

Mr. SnERMAN. I think about three-fifths of the gold produced is
coined.

Mr. CA88ERLY. No; I think not so much as that. I relied on the
testimony contained in the reloort or the Committee on Retrenchment,
which sat in San Francisco, as most member are aware, and took a
great deal of testimony upon several questions, including this one, as
to the propriety of retaining this charge; and I saw that one of the
most experiened men on this subject upon that coast testified, at page
270 of the report, that out of a product of about forty millions of gold
not more than, ix or seven millions went to the United States mint,
and that principally from remote districts, fitr in tlm interior, where
the relative commercial value of bullion and its minting value were not
at all understood.

Mr. SHERMAN. That is a mistake; the amount was nineteen millions.
Mr. CASSERLY. So it seems; but at all events that is only 50 per

cent of the entire bullion of the country that remains in. the country as
coin. I do not enter into the discussion, which has so many sides to it,
as to whether it is an advantage or the contrary, under ordinary nor.
mal circumstances, for a country to retain its gold coin at home: but
under existing circumstances, with a constant demand for gold coin to
pay duties required by your own laws, with a necess.ty for the resump.
tion of specie payments at some period in the future, it seems to me
that a state of facts, where for every dollar of your own gold which goes
into the coin of the country another dollar goes out of it, is well calcu.
lated to excite attention and anxiety. And what is the cause expressed
as the reason why so large a portion of the bullion produced in the
country goes out of the country I The cause, as assigned by those best
qualified to @peak, is that the coinage charge at the iniit and the cost
of refining produce that result. That is the cause as assigned by them;
and I believe I shall be stating what nearly all my associates from the
Pacific coast are aware o, and what is an uncontested fact, when I say
that for two or three years past bullion has been worth considerably
more in the markets of San Francisco for export than for coinage at
the mint.

I rose merely to place that single point of view before the Senate, as
I omitted to do so when I was last up.

Mr. President, I shall not waste many words on the criticism of my
friend, the Senator from Ohio, as to miy employment of the word "tax"
in reference to this seigniorage. I desire always to be correct and fair
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in discussion. I do ntot propose to employ false argument under the
guise of a false word: but was I wrong in employing the term "tax"
in reference to this charge? The argument of the Senator himself was
that if these expeines of coinage were not paid by this charge they
would go into the mass of money to be raised by taxes; in other words,
the people would have to pay for this reduction into coin in the shape
of taxes it the charges were not paid by the owner of the bullion.
Now, sir, it seems to mne quite plain that it is a tax in one aspect as well
as in the other. It is a tax if the owner of the bullion pays it. It isa
tax it' the people at large pay it. Whatever charge the Government
requires for the exercise of its functions, in whatever way it is imposed
or levied, is a tax in the ultimate resolution of it. It is neither more
nor less. Postage has been pronounced a tax by so competent a writer
as Mr. McCulloch, and I believe he includes it in his book on taxation as
one of' the subjects that properly come under that head; and why Is it
not! If ipstage was not paid upon letters the expense of carrying
those letters would be discharged by a tax at large; but, instead of a
tax at large, you levy the cost of carrying those letters by a tax on the
individuals who deliver the letters to be carried. I think the use of the
word "tax" was not open to criticism, but was a just and accurate
aj)plicatioll of the word.
* Mr. NYE. M.1. President, I do not rise for the purpose of detaining
the Senate. A year ago I had the honor of addressing the Senate on
this saine question, and the remarks I then iade, though not very well
considered, I find by experience that I an ready to indorse now. But
there were two or three suggestions made by the honorable Senator
from Ohio which, it strikes me, will not bear the criticism of an enlight-
eued people.

Oiehalf of this continent in extent is gold aiid silver producing, and
I think ini more than otie-half of the continent, here and there, are found
gold aiid silver producing miines. Therefore, because I chance to live
upon the sunset side of the continent, it is hardly fair to say that the
opposition to this coinage charge is local in the representation from
that coast when I speak as well for North Carolina and Virginia as I
do fr the lPaciic coast. I speak as well 1br Kansas atid Dakota as for
Nevada and California.

Sir, gold and silver coin is the constitutional currency of this country.
It is called the Governmient money, emphatically. Paper is different.
Coiti is the currency that the Constitution demands, the standard of
which regulates the value of every product o' the country. Therefore,
when I go into the mountain and toil and. produce the bullion I bring it
into the lap of my countryto be coined, and whom for? Not for myself,
but for the country. I must bring to the minut, to the very bosom and
lap of my country, my production, and how does the law as it stands
now, and as it has stood since 1853, treat me? It says to me, "1Not.
withstanding you bring this most essential element upon which the
Government feeds, we charge you one-half of 1 per cent for putting the
stam) of the governmentt U)On it. The honorable Senator from Ohio
may call it by any other namin he pleases; it is a tax upon me as a pro-
ducer. I bring you the bullion; you demand it of me for the exigency
amid wants of your country, and you pay me no more than its value, less
what it costs to coin. Now, sir, I undertake to say that in principle
such a charge can not be maintained. It is not sound; it is not wise;
it is not .just; it is a piece of injustice. You tax the productions of
one portion of your country unequally.

I always listen to the honorable Senator from Vermont, when he
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asserts theory and experience, with the greatest interest. The great
product of his State is wool. Suppose they had to dispose of their
wool, as against the wool of the world, at a discount of one-half of 1
per cent. Great as is Vermont, great as her product in wool is, he and

igi constituents would find themselves greatly crippled in that regard.
T'sle Senator says it is the demand that controls the price. I answer,

is the circumstances around that demand which control the price.
Mr. President, my mind is so constituted that I always doubt when

I hear men theorize when I know to the contrary. I stood, less than
two years ago, in the streets of San Francisco, in California, and in the
dark day of a financial crisis there I saw cart loads of American bullion
sacrificed to British buyers because they could pay one-half of I per
cent more than we coul as their coinage was all free. The profits that
day to the English bankers *as double what the profits of this whole
coinage is for twelve months to this nation. You give them one-eighth
of 1 per cent advantage over the bullion buyers of our own country,
and they can glean our own markets of the product. What is the use
of interposing a theory against fact? We know it; we have seen it
done; the fact exists, and why? Because they can get the bullion, in
coin, a half per cent cheaper than we can. That is an advantage they
should not have. I repeat that it is unjust on the part of the Govern-
ment to impose upon this commodity, the most important and essen-
tial to the existence of the Government, one-half of 1 per cent for the
purpose of making its coin and its currency.

Mr. President, according to to-day's report there is how $125,000,000
of coin locked up iii the vaults of the Treasury. That money is there,
and it is considered as important to keep it there as is the pulsation of
the heart to human existence. You have taxed my constituents for
roducing the element out of which it is made one-half of I per cent.
f upon any principle of public policy or any principle of political

economy you can demonstrate to me that it is better that the individual
should bear that tax than the Government, then I will yield the point,
but not until then.

The honorable Senator inquires, with a great deal of emphasis, If you
take off this charge of $100,000 a year, where are you to look to make
up the deficit? Well, sir, I will go to Ohio's greatest production,
whisky, and put it on that. If men are fools enough to drink whisky,
let them pay for it. Whisky is not important to the circulation or the
existence of the Government, but is destructive to human circulation;
and yet my friend would squirm like a worm that was trod upon if you
should talk of putting I cent more tax on Ohio whisky. Make the tax
on whisky a dollar instead of 50 cents and we can take off other taxes
under which the people groan. If you do not want to put it on he
honorable Senator's whisky, put it on another great product, tobacco.
I can find ample means from which to raise this amount-means that
do not cripple producers, and means that are protective in their char.
acter to humanity-and yet the honorable Senator pursues the product
of one-half of the continent, with as much avidity as the dog pursues
the track that is scented with blood, for three-tenths of a penny for
coinage; and my friend from Vermont backs him with a placidity that
is interesting and instructive; he indorses it. Where else shall we
look for this $100,000? Look to whisky, Ohio's greatest production;
look to the manufacturing interests of Vermont, that my friend never
fails to look after with great care; look anywhere else; but do not lay a
tax upon the toil of those who produce what your Government requires,
and who come and lay it in your lap-a tax of one-half of 1 per cent
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for putting that commodity into coin, so that you can use it. The hon.
orable Senator from Ohio will fail to convince the people of this great
nation that there is no other ulace to look for this $10O,000.

,Sir, we know by experience what the result of this coinage is. It
inakes our moutey more abundant. On the Pacifiec coast we have no
other coini. I know the answer may be that we could have had green.
backs, but whei we got so that we could have them we found the most of
them taken up for Ohio and the Eastern' States, and the field was all
occupied. My friend from Ohio says you charge a penny for printing
the notes ffir those banks. Yes, and you pay them interest on the
capital with which they buy them. You pay me no interest on the bul.
lion that I produce, but you pay interest to the banker for the very
capital that lie uses; aye, more, the very capital lie uses is the credit of
the Government. That is the difference. If I had the power I would
charge them 2 or 3 or 4 per cent, for they have the advantage iii deal.
ing in the commodity that the tian in bullion does not have. Let my
honorable friend look to that banking system of which he is so great a
defender and see if lie can not squeeze $100,000 out of them and not
make them pior. Go there and make up your deficit of $100,000; but
when the honest, toiling miner brings In his bullion, which constitutes
the lifeblood of your comtry, do not tax him one-half of 1 per cent, or
three-tenths of 1 per cent, tor making it available, not. to him, but to
the Government, whose Constitution requires it.

Mr. MORRILL of Vermont. I think this debate is nearly exhausted,
and I shall add but a word more. The Senators from the Pacific coast
seem to make such an opposition to this amendment that I must sup.
pose they believe they have some interest in abolishing this seigniorage
charge. I contess, with all the information I possess on the subject,
which is not very much, I am uuiable to see hew it is going to benefit
the Pacific coast or the miners. I agree that the Pacific coast has not
been well used in relation to one thing-the Government of the United
States has not created a demand and use for coinage except for the
payment of duties on imports. If we could create a demand and use
for coinage on the part of all the people, then I agree the Pacific coat
would be somewhat benefited. But the idea seems to underlie the
argument of these distinguished Senators that the Government of the
United States is bound to take all the gold that is produced in this
country and give it an additional value of threetenths of 1 per cent
for their benefit.

Mr. NYE. If the honorable Senator will permit me, it is the farthest
from that possible. I speak as well for Vermont as for California and
Nevada. The Pacific coast are making no complaint about this tax as
a coast at all. They are speaking for the whole people, come from
where this bullion may.

- Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont. I odily allude to the fact because no Sen.
ators except those from that section of the country have appeared in
opposition to this so-called tax.

Now, Mr. President, it is manifest that the Government in making
this coinage adds to its value for local purposes, when circulated in this
country, at least three tenths of 1 per cent, if not one-half of 1 per cent.
Shall the Government be compelled to buy the entire product of the
country and add to that the three-tenths of 1 per cent, when thewhole
of it, while we are in a state of nonresumption, is to be exported
abroad-a total loss to the Government and a benefit to nobody? Vo
considerable part of it will or can be retained in this country so long
as the suspension of specie payment shall exist, and even when we
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resume the exportation of bullion and of coin will continue. We pro.
duce more gold and silver than we can use in the shape of coin. At
least 80 per cent of it, after we shall have resumed, will go abroad as
soon as the ordinary channels of business shall be filled with the amount
that may be required for the common purposes of business. So long
as this country is a gold and silver producing country we must treat
bullion as a commodity, as a thing to be exported; and it will be bought
not only in San Francisco. but in New York, and every other place
where they require it to settle the balances of trade.

Sir, why should not the miners of nickel and of copper come here and
demand that we shall take all their nickel and copper and give them
nickel coinage or copper coinage without any charge for seigniorage?
As soon as you apply this upon any general principle I think it will be
seen that I did not use too strong an epithet in denouncing it as an
absurdity.

This is not a tax in any sense of the word. We merely raise the local
value of the gold and silver by coinage, and charge exactly the cost of
our labor in doing it, and so far as the coin circulates in the country it
will pass at the value put upon it by the United States. But, as I
before stated, until we resume specie payments it matters not whether
we coin much or little, all or nearly all of our gold product will go
abroad. It is a mere commodity of bargain and sale.

Mr. CORBETT. I simply wish to say that this is a practical question.
We have the evidence before us that bullion in bars, refined bullion
stamped by numbers simply, the pure gold, goes abroad sooner than
the coin does. There is a tax upon it as coin, and therefore it is the
last thing that goes abroad. Take off the tax on this coinage and then
there is no object iii shipping the bullion abroad, unless they pay a
premium over and above, so as to bring it up to the price of coin. If
we put the alloy in the coin we make it less desirable to send abroad
and make it more expensive for England to coin it. She can not put
her own alloy in it, for we have already placed the alloy in it, which
makes it less desirable than the pure gold to send abroad. This tax
upon the coin does make it less desirable for the producers to put into
coin than it would be if there was no tax upon it, and consequently it
is not put into coin except for the immediate uses of the Government.
Now, because we have not resumed specie payments shall we not coin
any more money in order to resume specie payments I

This coinage charge, of course, is a tax to a certain extent upon the
mining community; but I do not urge its abolition upon that principle
alone. I do not regard it as simply a tax of $100,000 a year upon the
miners, but I look upon it as extremely pernicious in its effect upon the
system that we propose to adopt; that is, a return to specie payments.
As long as this tax is imposed upon the bullion it will not be coined for
our use at home, but it will go abroad in the shape of bars, refined bullion,
or dust, instead of being retained here. The simple question is whether
we desire to retain the gold here and send something else abroad In its
place.

Senators talk about favoring the Pacific coast. Do we not pay to
Pennsylvania $7 a ton to protect her iron interest ? Is not that a tax
upon the Pacific coast as well as upon every other portion of the
country? We do not complain of that. I am in favor of it. Let us
protect our own industries; let us stimulate them. I say stimulate the
production of gold, and tlien keep it at home. I desire that and nothing
more. It is a production of the Pacific coast. Let us so legislate that
we shall produce the greatest quantity of it and retain the greatest
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quantity of it in our own country. By relieving bullion from this
coinage tax we shall retain a greater quantity of coin in the country
as is shown by the practical effect of the present system, which is that
all the bars go out of the country first, and then simply the amount of
eoin that is required to make up the necessary balances, for which they
have to pay a higher price.

Mr. CASSERLY. I am very loath to detain the Senate further; but I
have just read in the report of the Committee on Retrenchment the
testimony of an extremely well-informed and capable gentlemen in San
Francisco. That testimony serves to clear up entirely the argument
upon which the Senator from Ohio laid so much stress, namely, the
argument of the English chancellor of the exchequer. It shows what
the meaning of that argument was and the new policy to which it
looked. It shows that the meaning of it was that the English Gov.
ernment was beginning to be alargped by the constant drain of gold
which that country was suffering in favor of France; and for the pur.
pose of arresting that drain and keeping the English gold coin at home

e proposed to resort to this method of a seigolorage, the seigniorage
to be in the shape, not so much of a tax or a charge upon coin of full
weight, but in the shape of a deduction from the value of the coin itself.

I was not at all prepared for this discussion to-day. I had no idea
this bill was coming up, and I came here entirely unprepared, entirely
unprovided with arguments or authorities. In that point of view, and
indeed in a great many others, the Senator from Ohio had vast advan-
tage of me. And hence I am obliged to repair, as the discussion pro-
ceeds, the omissions in the few words which I undertook originally to
present. I ask the Clerk if he will be so kind as to read so much of
the testimony of Mr. Garnett, from the report of the committee, as I
have marked. The subject is an interesting and-difficult one, and I
am sure what I offer to be read will not be without benefit to every
gentleman who hears it.

The Chief Clerk read as follows:
'IQ. What is your opinion in respect to the charges the Government

ought to impose for coining?
"A. They now charge one-half of I per cent. My opinion is that the

charge ought to be abrogated altogether; it should be free.", Q. State your reasons for that opinion.
61A. That is a question which has been very fully discussed in

Europe during the last two hundred or three hundred years; and more
recently in England again, growing out of the monetary convention of
Paris. I see that the chancellor of the exchequer has made a very
astonishing proposition in relation to the English sovereign, to impose
a seigniorage or coinage charge of 1 per cent. Thb English has been
the only Government which has had an absolutely free-coinage system.
They are now getting a little apprehensive about their stock of bullion
and coin. France has sequmed to accumulate almost all the gold of the
world; and as a means of checking the export abroad, the English pro-
pose levying a seigniorage on their coin by reducing its weight. The
technical part of ie question is very little understood by the ablest
ipolitco.economic writers, and they are very apt to confound two distinct
modes of levying a seignorage or coinage charge, the effects of which
are very different. One is such as ours and in France, where you coin
the whole amount of a man's deposit into coin of full weight, and deduct
a proportion of those coins as a seignorage. The other is where you
take from him a portion of the metal he brings in, and coin the balance
into the same number of coins of less weight than the whole deposit
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would make of full coins. For instance, if I were to take 5371 ounces
of standard gold to our mint, which is exactly 1,000 eagles, the Gov.
ernment would coin that into 1,000 eagles, or $10,000, and they would
reserve 5 eagles, which is $50 or one-half of 1 per cent for this, making
2.68 ounces; and they would deliver to me 534.81 ounces, or 905 eagles,
being $9,950. That is, they have taken $50 out of me individually,
when all the world is as much interested in coinage as I am. That is
the direct mode. That is the mode used by us and by France. The
other mode is to take the 2.08 ounces of bullion from me and then
turn my 534.81 ounces into 1,000 eagles and give them to me as $10,000.
There the coin passes for a greater value than the amount of bullion
it contains. That is the mode of seigniorage which prevents the export
of coin and retains the coin in circulation, because it contains less bul-
ion than its current value, and therefore nobody will take it at $10
and export it abroad and only get $9.95 for it. That system is a pre.
vention of the export of the coins of a country, and in that view the
chancellor of the exchequer has recommended that the sovereign be
reduced 1 per cent. But it would have this effect: It would lead at
once to the recoinage of all the old coin in existence, because there
would be a clear profit of at least three-fourths of 1 per cent in doing
so. It would deplete France of its coinage, which is of full weight,
because there would be a profit of three-Fourths per cent, and the gold
coin of France would go to England and be converted into sovereigns.

He evidently does not see that part of the effect it would have. The
British idea of money, which is a universal equivalent of values with
a certain fixed unit, beyond arbitrary caprice or cupidity, which shall
at all times represent a certain value, is the real idea of money, I think.
In accordance with that, for two hundred years, after having been dis-
cussed by the ablest men in England, they have had ever since Charles
II day a free gold coinage, and only now have they suggested this idea
of a seigniorage, because of the fact that her coinage being of full
weight, a stamped ingot like ours is apt to be melted down or go abroad.

"Q. What js the charge in France !
"A. The charge in France is 6 francs 70 centimes per kilogram, which

is 32k ounces. It is about one-fifth of 1 per cent. The charge with us
is one-half of 1 per cent, and nothing in England. If we take off our
coinage charge, with the low rate of refining that the private refiner
refines at, the whole of our metallic product here at once becomes more
valuable for coinage hdre than for export abroad. That would be the
immediate effect.

"Q. Your idea is that whatever lessens the cost of the coined metal
to the public has a tendency to prevent the export of bullion?

"A. Yes; because it makes the value greater at home for coinage
than it does for export abroad. The result would be that our whole
$40,000,000 would be refined here and go into coin and into circulation.

"Q. But when the balance of trade is against us, coin will go abroad,
will it not?

"A. That is something we can not avoid. We have to settle the
balance of trade against us with gold in some sort; but now there is a
constant incentive to send gold abroad when the balance of trade is
not against us, but simply as a commodity which pays for its export
abroad and a profit above the par of exchange. That is what is ruin-
ing us here. Besides, even when the balance of trade is against us,
while we are exporting gold to one country we are importing -it as a
commodity from another. Take our own case; when we are exporting
our fine silver to China and our unrefined metal to Europe, we are
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importing unrefined metal from British Columbia above us and unro.
fined metal from Mexico below us; and yet the exchange in the aggre.
gate, taking the entire country, is against us. Therefore we are
importers of bullion as a commodity, while the balance of trade may
be against us. In proof of this, we constantly find the fact in New
York and the Eastern markets and in ours, that when the market is
well supl)lied with commercial bills in abundance, which the banker
can covt;r his own exchanges with, he will not do it because the outrun
on his bullion abroad will pay him 'a better profit than the discount of
commercial bills, besides having a specie remittance, so that there is a
constant tendency to export our bullion without reference to the balance
of trade. When the bullion is once converted into coin, nobody will
export coin except as an absolute necessity, because the ordinary wear
and tear of our mint which results in the new coin being under the
exact standard, which the imperfectness of manipulation and mechanics
has never enabled us to obtain, is always a drawback on the export of
coin. For instance, a $20 piece should weigh exactly 516 grains, but
knowing it to be impossible to get exact weight the law allows a devia-
tion of half a grain either way; it may weigh 5161 grains or 5151
grains. They generally try to keel) it under that half a grain. Then
there is the wear and tear of coin in use. Inasmuch as foreign coins
when exported are treated as mere bullion, this is always a check
against the export of our coins, and therefore our coins will never go
abroad if we can once convert our bullion into coin, unless as an abso.
lute necessity. On our silver coin the wear and tear amounts to as
much as 5 per cent now."

The PRESIDING OFFICER [Mr. Scott in the chair]. The question is
on the amendment of the Committee on Finance to the twenty-fifth
section of this bill.

Mr. CASSERLY. I ask the Clerk to read, for the information of the
Senate, the amendment which it is proposed to act upon.

The Chief Clerk read the amendment: To insert in the twenty-fifth
section, after tho words "as follows," in line 3, the words, for coinage,
whether the gold and silver deposited be coined or cast into bars or
ingots, in audition to the charge for refining or parting the metals,
three-tenths of one per cent."

Mr. SHERMAN. I will state to Senators that is precisely the law as it
now stands, except that the rate is made three-tenths of I per cent
instead of one-half of I per cent.

Mr. THURxAN. I ask my colleague if this bill repeals the law as it
stands?

Mr. SHERM N. The general repealing clause repeals the law as it
now stands.

Mr. THuRxAN. Then, if the amendment of the committee should be
voted down and the bill should pass without that amendment, the coin-
age charge will be abolished by the repealing clause of the bill?

Mr. SHERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. THURMAN. That is all I want to know.
Mr. SHERMAN. This amendment reduces it from one-half of 1 per

cent to three-tenths of I per cent.
Mr. Stewart called for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered.
Mr. STEWART. I hope it is understood now that a vote "yea" retains

the coinage charge, and a vote "nay" abolishes the coinage charge.
The question being taken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas, 25; nays,

22, as follows:
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Yeas-Messrs. Abbott, Ames, Bayard, Boreman, Buckingham, Car.
penter, Chandler, Edmunds, Fenton, Flanagan, Gilbert, Hamilton, of
Texas, Harlan, Harris, Howell, Jewett, Morrill, of Vermont, Pratt
Revels, Sawyer, Schurz, Scott, Sherman, Warner, and Willey-25.

Nays--Messrs. Casserly, Cole Conklin, Corbett, Davis, Fowler, John.
ston, Mcreery, Morton, Nye, Pool, Rice, Ross, Saulsbury, Stewart,
Stockton, Thurman, Tipton, Vickers, Williams, Wilson, and Yates-22.

Absent-Mesrs. Anthony, Brownlow, Cameron, Cattell, Cragin,
Ferry, Hamilton, of Maryland, Hamlin, Howard, Howe, Kellogg, Lewis,
McDonald, Morrill, of Maine, Osborn, Patterson, Pomeroy, Ramsey,
Robertson, Spencer, Sprague, Sumner, Thayer, Trumbull, and Win.
dom-25.

So the amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was in the twenty.

fifth section, line 12, after the word "charges," to insert the words
"other than for coinage," so as to read:

"And the rate of the charges, other than for coinage, shall be fixed,
from time to time, by the Director, with the concurrence of the Secre.
tary of the Treasury, so as to equal but not to exceed, in their judg.
meant, the actual average expense to each mint of the material and
labor employed in each of the cases aforementioned."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was in section

67, line 10, after the word "mints," to insert the words "or assay
offices," so as to read:

"Or if any of the weights used at any of the mints or assay offices
of the United States shall be defaced, increased, or diminished through
the default or connivance of any of the officers or persons who shall be
employed at the said mints or assay offices with fraudulent intent."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was to insert as

an additional section:
"SEC. 69. And be it further enated, That the mints and assay offices

authorized by this act shall be known as the mint of the United States
at Philadelphia, the mint of the United States at San Francisco, the
mint of the United States at Carson, the United States assay office at
New York, the United States assay office at Denver, and the United
States assay office at Boise City, Idaho; and all unexpended appropria.
tions heretofore authorized by law for the use of the mint of the United
States at Philadelphia, the branch mint of the United States in Cali.
fornia, the branch mint of the United States at Denver, the United
States assay office in New York, and the United States assay office at
Boise City, Idaho, are hereby authorized to be transferred for the
account and use of the institutions established and located respectively
at the places designated by this act."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was to insert as

an additional section:
"SE. 70. And be itfurtlwr enacted, That the Secretary of the Treas-

ury shall be, and is hereby, authorized, at his discretion, to remove the
whole or any part of the machinery, apparatus, and fixtures of the
branch mints of the United States at New Orleans, Charlotte, and
Dahlonega to any other institution authorized by this act. or at his
discretion to sell, at public sale, all the real estate, buildings, machin.
ery, apparatus, and fixtures belonging thereto."
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The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment of the Committee on Finance was to insert the

following as an additional section:
"Sitc. 71. And be it further enwted, That this act may be cited as the

'coinage act of 1870;' and all other acts and parts of acts pertaining
to the mints, assay office, and coinage of the United States are hereby
repealed: Provided, That this act shall not be construed to affect any
act done, right accrued, or penalty incurred, under former as, but
every such right is hereby saved; and all suits and prosecutions for
acts already done in violation of any former act or acts of Congress
relating to the subjects embraced in this act may be commenced4 or pro.
ceeded with in like manner as if this act had not been passed; and all
penal clauses and provisions in existing laws relating to the subjects
embraced in this act shall be deemed applicable thereto."

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Chair will call the attention of the Sena-
tor from Ohio to the language here used, "that this act may be cited as
the coinage act, 1870." It should be the "coinage act, 1871."

Mr. SHERMAN. Certainly, that should be changed, the date of the
passage being postponed.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The amendment will be so corrected.
The amendment was agreed to.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. All the amendments reported by the commit-

tee are disposed of. If no farther amendment be proposed the bill will
be reported to the Senate.

JANUARY 10, 1871.
The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the considera-

tion of the bill (S. 859) revising the laws relative to the mints and
assay offices and coinage of the United States.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. Unless a separate vote be demanded, the

question will be taken on concurring in the amendments made as in
Committee of the Whole in gross.

Mr. COLE. I ask for a separate vote.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from California ask for a

separate vote on the amendment in regard to the coinage charge ?
Mr. COLE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SUMNER. There is one suggestion I wish to make. It comes

under section 19.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. That will still be ip order after the amend-

ments agreed to in Committee of the Whole shall have been acted upon.
Mr. SUMNER. Very well.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. TLe Secretary will report the amendment

upon which a separate vote is demanded.
The Chief Clerk read the amendment, which was in section 25, after

the words "as follows," in the third line, to insert "for coinage, whether
the gold and silver deposited be coined or cast into bars or ingots, in
addition to the charge for refining or parting the metals, three-tenths
of 1 per cent."

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The other amendment, in the same section,
inserting the words, in line 12, "other than for coinage," will be con-
sidered at the same time, as they are dependent upon each other. The
remaining amendments made as in Committee of the Whole will be
regarded as concurred in. The question now is on concurring in this
amendment made as in Committee of the Whole.
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31r. COLE. Mr. President, I shall add but very little to what was said
yesterday on this subject, when it was pretty freely discussed by mem.

ers of the Senate. I was anxious that the final vote on the bill should
be postponed until today, in order that I might present a letter sub-
mitted to me by one of the most distinguished officers of this Govern.
mnent, received by him from probably the most skillful banker upon
the Pacific coast. The letter was undoubtedly addressed by the per.
sou who is now engaged in that business to this officer, whose duties
require his attendance constantly in this city, because this officer was
also formerly a banker in that city, and a very creditable one, too.

I take it as a clear proposition that it is desirable that as much of
the gold of the world shall be put in the form of American coins as pos-
sible. I suppose we could get along after a manner and transact our
business without coining any money ourselves with the stamp of the
nation upon it. Other nations put forth coins, and possibly we might
make use of them exclusively, together with bars and ingots of gold, in
the transaction of our business. But we have entered upon the busi-
ness of coinage, and we do it in view of several ad vantages that it will
be to the nation. I suppose one consideration is, that it is desirable
that the stamp of our Republic shall appear on this commodity which
is in such common use throughout the world. We take some pride in
seeing stamped upon the coins that are used by all nations in business
the name of our great Republic, the United States of America. We
take pride also in seeing stamped upon it the words, in an ancient lan.
guage, "E pluribus Unum," to indicate that we are one nation out of
many. We wish to make our nation prominent among the nations of
the world, and therefore we are desirous to put its stamp upon as many
pieces of money as possible.

Now, sir, if we impose a charge, no matter how small, if it be but
one-half of 1 per cent or three-tenths of I per cent on the conversion
of gold into coin, it will of course drive those ingots and bars into a
country, if such a one is to be found, where this coinage can be done
free of charge; and that is the case. The great monetary nation of
the world, Great Britain, performs this duty without any charge. She
converts bars of gold into her coins free of all cost, free of all charge
whatsoever. The direct result of this, to a very great extent no doubt,
has been to make the capital of that nation the money center of the
world. We are aware that most of the business transactions of the
word center in London; and I have no doubt that that is attributable,
to a very great degree, to the fact that England from all time has
made coinage free, and by that means, in exchanges with other nations
as well as between other nations and Great Britain, the transactions
are done through London by transmitting the precious metals t that
country.

Let me illustrate this. Suppose a coinage charge of a small percent.
age were imposed in San Francisco, and the same work were done in
New York free of expense; how clear it is to us that the bullion would
be sent from San Francisco to New York. The same rule that applies
between these two neighboring cities, as it were, applies between dif-
ferent nations. The result is that while the American pride, the pride
that our people who own ingots of gold have in having them converted
into American coin, has caused the transformation of a good share-a
large proportion, to be sure, perhaps half of the gold that is produced
In this country, into our gold coinage--yet there is a great deal that goes
out of the country to England and is put into English sovereigns. It
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is the desire of our people that this shall be stopped, and that the bul.
lion which is thus transmitted to a foreign country for conversion into
foreign coins shall be l)ut into our own coins in our own country.

Again, the abolition of this coinage charge will result in retaining the
gold in our own country; that is to say, gold bullion will not be sought
as an article of exchange, but 9ther articles will be sought as articles
of exchange and will be sentout of the country to meet balances against
us. The result will be to retain in our own country a large amount of
gold that now goes abroad because of this percentage, which is a suffi.
cient inducement to take it to foreign countries for coinage.

I only rose, Mr. President, to have a portion of the letter to which I
alluded read, and I did not intend to add to the remarks which I made

yesterday. I ask the Clerk to read the portion of the letter that I
ave marked, which I send to the desk.
The VICE-PRESIDENT. TIe Secretary will report the letter.
The Chief Clerk read as follows:
"TIe effect of this charge is to promote the exportation of the pre.

cious metals to other countries where no such charge exists. Gold
bullion is actually worth one-half per cent more for export than for
coinage. Hence the foreign bankers and importers, such as Rothschild's
agents, tie managers of the English banks or agencies, and a number
of French and English firms, are constantly sending away all they can
control, which is a large proportion of the entire product. The charge
operates as a premium in their favor and against the enlargement of
our coin basis, which, at the present time especially, needs all the help
've can give it, looking to the resumption of specie payments.

"The coinage charge also operates indirectly to the prejudice of her
exports, being an adverse element in the exchanges of the country,
and thus affecting an immense volume of business.- In proof of this I
need only refer you to the well.known fact that while 'the true par of
exchange results from the respective fine gold contents of the coins,
the actual par depends upon the terms upon which gold bullion can be
converted into such coin.' (I send you a newspaper excerpt with
remarks on the subject from the London Times.) The charge of one-
half per cent for converting our gold bullion into coin is that much
against us in our exchanges with other nations, and inflicts a loss of
millions of dollars upon the commerce of the country, while Govern-
ment gains by it but the paltry sum of about $125,000 per annum.
Here is a point which our wise financial men at Washington appear to
have overlooked entirely; a plain case of the policy which 'saves at
the spigot and loses at the bung.'

"If possible, a still more palpable example of the same policy is
found in considering this coinage charge as a revenue measure. Take,
for instance, our trade with the British Isles for the five years from
1865 to 1869, inclusive. The amount of dutiable imports for that period
was $725,000,000, in round numbers, estimating the pound sterling at
the custom-house valuation, 84.8422; but the intrinsic value of the sover.
eign or pound sterling is one-half per cent greater, say $4.8665, the differ.
ence being the cost of converting it into our coin, and this, being added to
the value of dutiable imports as above, raises the amount to $728.625,000,
an increase of $3,625,000, upon which Government loses the duty by
undervaluing the pound sterling, or, in other words, by charging one-
half per cent for converting it into our coin.. This loss of duty at the
average rate, which was 47 per cent, amounts to the sum of $1,704,000,
while the total amomit realized from the coinage charge dkIring the
same period was $007,907, and showing a bdance of nearly $1,100,000
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against the revenue as the legitimate result of said charge in our trans.
actions with Great Britain alone.

"I may add tbatthe charge is quite unnecessary as a means of defray.
Ing the expense of mint operations, for it appears from the reports of
the Director of the Mint that the profits paid into the United States
Treasury from subsidiary coinage during the period above referred to
were $4,675,000, which is more than enough to cover all appropriations
for that purpose."

31r. COLE. I have but a word to add, which is simply this: That the
question will appear now, from the light of the statement made by this
skillful and comprehensive financier, to be not one in which the Pacific
States or the gold.producing States are alone interestel, but a question
in which every State of the Union is interested. Though it may relate
more particularly to the States of the Pacific, owing to the circum.
stance that theircurreucy, their medium of exchange, is gold and silver-
though it may affect the gold market there, and affect them more than
it does the States east of the Rocky Mountains, yet it must now appear
to be a question in which all the States of the Union are Interested as
well as those on the Pacific.

Mr. BAYARD. It was my original impression when this question came
before the Committee on Finance that it was palpably an act of econ.
omy for the Government to turn all the bullion possible into its own
coin. It was my theory of true economy in that case that the more of
the bullion of the world we could convert into American coin the greater
would necessarily be the tendency of that coinage here, for the simple
reason that the bullion of our standard of purity and bullion reduced
to our decimal standard of exchanges gave facilities to our own people
greater than the coin of any other country, and, by a parity of reason.
ing, gave greater inconvenience to the people of other countries. For
that reason, if all the coin of the world was in the American coinage a
greater portion of it would remain in the United States than would
remain if there was an equal amount of coinage proportionably through.
out the world of all coins.

This was my view--perhaps a crude one, but nevertheless a very
simple, and, I thought, a truthful, one--at the time this question of abol-
ishing the charge for coinage came up in the committee; and it is my
impression that I was the original mover in that committee of a propo.
sition to abolish this charge, but I relinquished it somewhat under the
argument, and still more under the very strong facts produced by my
honorable friend, the chairman of the committee, that the Government
of Great Britain, whose commercial success has been so great, after
pursuing for a period of one hundred or one hundred and fifty years
the system of free coinage-had determined by the light of experience
to change their laws and to establish a charge for coinage in the same
ratio as that proposed bythe present bill. It was upon the acceptation
of that statement as true that I voted to retain the charge for coinage
In the bill. It is because I now believe that statement to have been
erroneously made that I propose to vote against the retention of this
charge for coinage.

I would never oppose a mere theory, however plausible and satisfac-
tory to mymind it might be, to distinct facts, the workings of experience
in regard to so practical a matter as this thing of the currency of the
country in its metallic coinage. I do not propose to repeat the argu-
ments of yesterday, the evidence produced from the report of the Com-
mittee on Retrenchment taken on the Pacific coast; but I am. now con-
vinced that I was right in my original theory-that it is a matter of
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interest to the country to have all the bullion that can be turned into
the shape of American coinage; that more profit, by far, will result to
the country from a redundancy of metallic currency than would be
gained by establishing a charge for coinage which would lessen the bulk
of that currency. For that reason I shall vote in favor of abolishing
the charge for coinage.

Mr. SHERMAN. I shall detain the Senate but a moment on this sub.
ject, because it has been already fully discussed. In regard to error
into which my friend from Delaware has fallen, he will bear me witness
that I gave liln the (late of the act of Parliament, and gave him the
book containing the speech of Mr. Lowe, and gave him the full facts at
the time the matter was under discussion in the committee.

Mr. BAYARD. Of course my honorable friend does not suppose that I
meant to suggest for an instant that he represented aught else than
the facts. It was possibly my nisunderstanding or incomplete informal.
tion on the subject. I know that at that time the honorable Senator
from Ohio was of opinion that the Government of England were about
to retrace their steps on this subject; that by the light of experience
they had discovered that the system of free coinage was prejudicial,
and they were about to restore the system of charge. I believe now he
does not suppose such to be the fact, and will agree with me probably
that free coinage is still to be the law of Great Britain, as it has been
in the past.

Mr. SIERIAN. On the contrary, the whole debate, which I now have
before me, shows that every person who participated in the discussion,
without exception, agreed that the system of free coinage was wrong in
principle, wrong in theory, and ought to be abolished; but in the revi.
sion of the law-it was then under the charge of Mr. Lowe as chancellor
of the exchequer-the matter was left to remains it stood, and the
reason was stated by Mr. Lowe himself that it was better to postpone
any change in this particular as to the rate of seigniorage or as to what
rate should be adopted until the question of international coinage
should advance some further stages, when, as a matter of course, the
laws of the different nations would have to conform to it. Mr. Lowe,
in his speech advocating his views on the subject, quotes all the author-
ities from which I read yesterday, and a great many others, showing
that experience, political economy, and philosophy had concurred in
establishing the necessity of a seigniorage.

Let me state another fact. It is shown, I think, in the debate in
Parliament that while England possesses nearly twice the wealth of
France, and certainly nearly twice the commerce2 yet the gold and sil-
ver coinage in England is only about one.fifth of that in France; and
this was attributed in a great measure to the fact that as Great Britain
coined gold without charge, therefore gold; being the cheapest product,
naturally floated off by exportation, while the French coin, which
secured a local habitation by a seigniorage of only one-fifth of 1 per
cent, remained in France, and so of Germany.

Now, sir, I will add another fact, and that will be all I desire to say
in reply to the letter of Mr. Ralston, who is cashier of the Bank of
California. I had read that letter. It contains nothing new, except
one very remarkable statement, which he did not make with a full
knowledge of the facts, or certainly he would not have made it. He says
our profit on coinage is four millions and some hundred thousand dol-
lars; that is, that the difference between the cost of our nickel coinage,
subsidiary coinage, and the actual nominal value of that coinage is
$4,000,000. That is very true; but we have got to redeem that nickel
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coinage at par, and this very bill provides for its redemption. We
might just as well say that on the greenbacks which we publish and
print we make a profit of $340,000,000, because it only costs us $1,000,000
to print $341,000,000. But we have got to redeem them at par in gold;
so that all the profit from our subsidiary coinage disappears when the
day of redemption comes, and that is coming nearer constantly, day
by day.

There is one other fact. A great deal of stress was laid by the Sena.
tor from California [Mr. Casserly1 on the fact that the mint charge in
this country was a recent one. Well, sir, up to 1849, I think it was,
the Mint of the United States bought the gold of foreign countries in
the form of bullion, precisely like any other commodity, and coined it
at the Mint. Having a monopoly of the coinage, it practically had a
monopoly of the bullion trade of this country. The discovery of gold
in California changed the whole condition of things, and this country
became the great gold-producing country of the world. Then the Con-
gress of the United States first turned its attention to the necessity of
establishing a seigniorage charge and regulating the difference between
the value of gold and silver; and I now hold in my hand, first, the
report of the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Corwin, under Fillmore's
Administration, calling attention to the fact of a large loss suffered by
the United States by this changed condition of affairs, and by the fact
that bullion was presented for coinage at the mints not imported from
abroad as a commodity and purchased at the market price, but pre.
sented by our own miners, and that the law made no provision at all for
the disposition and management of this gold bullion or coinage. There.
fore he recommended that the change be made in the relative value of
the gold and silver bullion and the gold and silver coinage, so as to make
it conform to the standards adopted in England and France, and recom.
mended that a seigniorage be put upon gold coinage sufficient to pay
the expense of it. That was referred to the Committee on Finance of
this body, of which Mr. Hunter was then chairman. I hold in my hand
a very elaborate and interesting report of many pages made by Mr.
Hunter, in which the subject is fully discussed, giving many tables.
The conclusion arrived at after two years' discussion, by the unanimous
vote of both Houses and after an elaborate consideration of the whole
subject, was, first, that on account of the large discovery of gold in
California it was necessary to change the relative value between gold
and silver by reducing the proportion of silver to gold, and also that
it was necessary to establish a seigniorage charge on gold. There had
always been a seigniorage charge on silver in this country, but as gold
was not produced to any considerable extent-I believe nowhere except
a little in North Carolina--there was no seigniorage charge upon it.
They established a seigniorage charge of one-half of 1 per cent. Mr.
Hunter states it very strongly. He says, "If we do not establish a
seigniorage charge the United States may be compelled, at an enormous
expense, to convert the whole gold produced in this country into coin
merely to enable people to export that coin; and we shall have to go
through the same process with other nations." This subject was then
fully considered, fully debated, and acted upon, and that seigniorage was
adopted. The result is that since that time about one-half of the gold
produced in this country has been converted into coin.

Mr. BAYARD. May I interrupt my friend for a moment I
Mr. SHERMAx. Certainly.
Mr. BAYARD. I respectfully submit that there is one error in the

honorable Senator's argument. I have heard him assert here several
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times that it is cheaper for the purchasers of gold to export coin than
it is to export bullion. I think the contrary is precisely true; that for
purposes of merchandise gold will flow from this country faster in the
shape of bullion than it will in the shape of coin.

Mr. SH1ERMAN. I will allude to a remark made by my friend a while
ago, which shows that upon one point he is mistaken in regard to the
relative value between bullion and coin. I have stated the fact that a
charge of one-half of 1 per cent was put upon gold coinage. By the
gradual improvement of machinery we find that it can be produced for
less, and the concurring authority of all with whom I have conversed
upon the subject was that three-tenths of I per cent would pay the
mere cost of making the requisite assay, refining, and reducing it to
the standard gold, nod stamping it as Government coin. Three-tenths
would be the lowest; and even then there is upon the Government the
expense of the officers of the Mint, the exlnse of building mints, and
a large amount of other expenses. Therefore we propose to continue
the charge, but lut it at three-tenths of 1 per cent.

But the Senator says it will not be exported in the form of coin, but
rather in the forum of bullion.

Mr. BAYARD. Not as easily.
Mr. SHERMAN. On the contrary, there is no form in which gold can

be put so convenient fir exportation as in rouleaus of twenty pieces of
$20 each.

Mr. BAYARD. That is, when you need it for purposes of exchange
and not for purposes of merchandise.

Mr. SHERMAN. When you need it for purposes of merchandise, when
reduced to gold coin of the standard, it is nine-tenths fine, precisely,
and in the shape that it is used by every nation in Europe, except
England, for recoining, while bullion may be in various forms and
conditions, and of various finenesses. The Government of the United
States is called upon, without cost, at its expense, to convert the
whole gold product of the United States, at the expense of the peo-
ple of the United States, into a form most convenient for the gold-
smiths and mints of foreign countries. When this is reduced to the
gold coinage it is nine-tenths flue, and that is the exact standard of
fineness adopted by other countries except England, where it is a little
finer. There it is ninety-two hundredths fine, andi all that is necessary
to take our gold coin and convert it into English sovereigns is to add
a two-hundredths part of the refined gold, melt it in the crucible and
stamip it with the British insignia. The result is, that if the balance
of trade should turn against us the more valuable form in which gold
could be exported abroad would be in the form uf our gold coin.

The reason why I oppose the abolition of this charge so strenuously
is not because it involves the loss of $100X) a year, although there is
no reason why we should put this labor on the gold product of private
individuals at our own cost, but it is because I believe it will have an
iniurious effect in regulating the balance of trade and drift away from
us at the time when it is most needed the actual coin, the life-blood of
the country, instead or' bullion. When bullion isexported it has a very
different et fct upon our commercial relations than where our coin is
exported.

The immediate effect of this abolition will be to force all the gold
produced in this country into the mint at San Francisco, to be there
reduced, at the expense of the United States. to nine tenths standard
fine in the form of gold coin.

Mr. COLE. There are other mints in the t'nited States besides that
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at San Francisco, and we do not desire to have any more of it sent
there than properly belongs there.

Mr. SHERMAN. My friend knows very well that the gold will flow
into the nearest mint and there be melted and put iu this form of gold
coin, and this is to be done at the expense of the United States. Why
should it not be left to be governed like any other matter of regulation
and trade? This bullion is not the bullion of the United States. It is
the property of private persons. Mr. Ralston, whose letter has been
read here, handles more of this bullion than probably all the people of
two of the greatest States of the Union. I believe lie is cashier of the
Bank of Califi)rnia. And yet we are required, at the expense of the
United States, to reduce all the gold product of this country into this
convenient form for exportation, so that the mints of foreign countries
may take our gold coin and melt it over without cost or loss of wastage.

It seems to me that this will have a bad commercial operation. It
may be of soine benefit in a local way by compelling a large nianufac-
ture in a local place, but in its effect upon the commerce of this country
it must be injurious. It has been injurious in England. The opposite
policy has been beneficial in France. We have tried it fior twenty
years and no complaint has been made except as to the rate. Mr. Knox,
who sent this bill to us, only complained of the rate of seigniorage as
being too high, and I think myself it was too high. So far as I was
concerned, I was willing to adopt the French standard of one-fifth, or
the German standard, which, I believe, is onie-fourth; but the committee
thought it was better to cover the cost, which is three-tenths of 1 per
cent.

Mr. STEWART. Mr. President, I think, from a further examination of
this bill, it must be conceded that it enlarges the charge. I have not
examined the old law, but I believe the charge is one-half of I per cent.
I can not say how much it is increased, but probably it will be more
than 1 per cent under this section, and I wish to call the attention of
the Senate to it.

Mr. SHERmAN. The present charge is one-half of I per cent, besides
the refining, etc. That is to remain the same as in the old law.

Mr. STEWART. The English mint is absolutely free.
Mr. SHERmAN. Only for coining.
Mr. STEWART. The whole thing.
Mr. SUERMAN. Oh, no.
Mr. STEWART. The refining is done outside. It is allowed to be

done anywhere that those having the bullion choose to take it. It has
been argued here as if this would exonerate the producers from all
charge. Now, section 25 of this bill provides--

"That the only charge on deposits of bullion for coin, bars, or disks
shall be as follows:"

Then comes the charge for coinage:
"For coinage, whether the gold and silver deposited be coined or cast

into bars or ingots, in addition to the charge fbr refining or parting the
metals, three-tenths of 1 per cent."

That is, in addition to the charge for refining and parting the metal;
and that is the charge which we propose to abolish. Then it goes on
and makes other charges:

"For refining, when the bullion is below the standard; for toughen-
ing, when metals are contained in it which render it unfit for coinage;
for copper used for alloy when the bullion is above standard; for silver
introduced into the alloy of gold; for separating the gold and silver
when these metals exist together in the bullion-"
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As they nearly always do. nine times out of ten--
"For the preparation of bars and disks. And the rate of these

charges, other than for coinage, shall be fixed from time to time by the
Director, with the concurrence of the Secretary of the Treasury, so as
to equal, but not to exceed, in their judgment the actual average expense
to each mint of the material and labor employed in each of the cases
aforementioned."

Now? the mere matter of coining, of stamping, the gold when it is In
a condition to be stamped, is no expense at all, or very little. Anyone
familiar with the Mint knows how few men are connected with the
stampig. When the metal is prepared for coining, it is a mere trifle.
The actual cost of coining $30,000,000 of gold would not probably be
$500; it certainly would not be a thousand dollars for the mere actual
stamping. You have got to prepare the bullion and get it into bars.
All the processes by which it is prepared for stamping are inexpensive.
It is true the machinery is expensive, and so are the dies, etc.; but when
you have the machinery you can stamp the impress of the United States
on the bar for very little. It is done very rapidly-bushels in a day.
That is the only charge that is proposed to be removed; not the charge
for preparing the metals for coinage, but the actual coinage charge,
which is put here at three-tenths of I per cent, entirely disproportionate
to the labor performed in doing the work. It is not going to cost
$ )0,000 to tamp the coin of the United States in a year; nothing
like it.

Mr. SHERnAN. There is a difference of opinion about that. It costs
about three-tenths of 1 per cent.

Mr. STEWART. Three-tenths of I per cent to stamp it?
Mr. SHERMAN. To coin it.
Mr. STEWART. The question has been argued on the supposition that

the charges on all the work of refining, parting, melting, and assaying
were to be removed. That is not the proposition. The simple propo-
sition is to remove the coinage charge, the charge for stamping metal
with the stamp of the United States so that it shall be current coin.
That is for the benefit of the general community and not for the benefit
of the depositors; no more for the benefit of one man than another.

But, then, the difficulty in putting on this charge is as I said yester.
day, that the depositor is not the only man who sudfers, for he has to
pay it whether he has his bullion coined or not; it reduces the value
of his bullion, which is tested by the mint value just to the extent of
the charge. If it is one-half of 1 per cent it reduces the value of his
bullion one-half of 1 per cent. I know that. It does not take a pro-
fessor to ascertain that fact..

I have been unfortunate enough to be engaged in mining enterprises
and to have bullion for sale, and I know that the coinage charge is
deducted. Half the bullion is sold to speculators, and they deduct tl~e
coinage charge. If the bullion is plenty in market-if thereis a surplus-
they deduct the whole charge; if it is scarce, and there is little arriv.
ing, there may not be a deduction of the entire coinage charge, but that
always goes into the account; it depreciates the value of the bullion and
encourages the export,tiou of the bullion. Then these speculators have
other advantages which induce the exportation of bullion. InEngland,
having had the trade so long, the metallurgists there can save from
the bullion other metals which are valuable. That relieves them to
some extent. We have not been handling bullion very long; we have
been selling bullion; so much so that our people have not yet adopted
the saving processes which they have there.
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There is no use in philosophizing about this matter. The fact that
Great Britain continues the sysem of free coinage, the fact that she has
to do it is a strong argument in favor of her opinion that it is the best
policy: and who shall say it is nott Has not Great Britain succeeded in
controlling the bullion trade of the world I Does she not command it
more than any other nation? She has no coinage charge and has had
none for one hundred and fifty years. The fact that agents from Lon.
don are in our country, and have been ever since we became a gold.
producing country, buying up bullion and shipping it, and that they
have been able to pay a little more than the mint value, perhaps con.
siderably more than the mint value sometimes, and ship it to such an
extentas not to leave enough here for coinage shows what advantage
the English have derived from the abolition o? any charge on coinage.

It seems to me there is no argument in favor of retaining it. As I
said yesterday it is au unjust and unequal tax; it tends to cause the
rapid exportation of bullion to be manufactured elsewhere, and is a tax
upon the miner, which goes to the speculator in bullion, because it
reduces the value of the commodity. If the United States wants to
stamp our coin let it be stamped free; it is for the convenience of the
whole community, and let that tax fall on the whole community.

Mr. TnuRMAN.. Mr. President, the Constitution provides that Con.
presss shall have power to coin money and regulate the value thereof.
Tbat is an exclusive power. The Constitution deprives the States of
any power to coin money; it deprives individuals of any power to coin
money; and as the same Constitution provides that no State shall
make anything but Sold and silver coin a legal tender, it follows that.
it is the duty of the Government to exercise this power and to furnish
the people with coin. That being the case, any policy which tends to
discourage coinage is, in my judgment, a vicious policy and inconsistent
with the spirit of the Constitution.

Now, sir, I think that if anything is demonstrable it is that the coin.
age charge does tend to discourage coinage, does tend to send abroad
gold in the form of bullion. I had occasion, as a member on the Com-
mittee on Retrenchment, when in San Francisco a year ago, to examine
some very intelligent witnesses upon this question, and I think that if
anything was demonstrated by that examination it was that the coin.
age charge tends to send gold abroad in the shape of bullion. That
testimony demonstrates that even unrefined gold is worth about one-
half of 1 per cent more in San Francisco, which is the great gold
market of Ohe United States, than is the coined gold.

Unrefined bullion is worth more there for export by one-half of 1
per cent than our coins. To a question on that point the answer of the
witness was this:

"Gold has averaged for the last two years in our market value fully
one-half per cent more than the coin in the mint for export."

The committee asked the question whether that was not refined gold
which had averaged for two years one-half of 1 per cent more than
coined gold, and the answer was, "Unrefined gold."

For two years, then, before the giving of this testimony the average
price of unrefined bullion in San Francisco for export was one-half of
1 per cent more than of the coins of the United States. The witness
goes on:

"That is the reason it goes abroad as unrefined bars, bought up prin-
cipally by foreign bankers, and especially to Europe. The Government
duties alone the last two years have been three millions more than all
the gold that has gone to the mint directly."
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And in this same testimony it is said:
"It is the very basis of all our troubles that we now drive abroad a

great majority of all our gold and silver from the fact that the refining
charges are necessarily so high, added to the gold-coinage charge of
this country, which is far in advance of any other country in the world,
that the market value of our bullion for export is one-half per cent
greater than the coin of our mints. The result is that it is bought by
foreign bankers and exported abroad, and will not seek our mints at all."

That is a testimony of a gentleman perhaps the best informed on the
subject in all the United States, the author of a most excellent work
upon the subject or the gold coinage of the country and the gold mines
of the country, one largely engaged in the business, having no interest in
the world to make any misstatement, and his testimony is concutred in
by that of all the other witnesses who speak on the subject. Can there,
then, be any doubt about it ? Can there be a doubt that the effect of
this coinage charge is to drive gold out of the country, to put gold bul-
lion, even unrefined, at a premium in the great gold market of the coun-
try for export from the United States? I think there can be no doubt
in the world about it. That being the case, this policy of a charge for
coinage is a policy that directly tends to prevent the coinage of gold,
and it is, therefore, in my judgment, as I have already said, a vicious
policy and inconsistent with the duty of the Government.

It is said that gold coins will be exported. Why, in a certain state
of case, of course they will be exported. When the balance of trade is
against you and you can not pay your balance in Government bonds or
railroad bonds or other securities, when you can not by their sale neet
the balance against you, you must export gold, and you export either
bullion or gold coin, and if you have not the bullion to export, then of
course you will export the gold coin. But we are not to suppose that
that is the normal condition of the country. We are not to suppose
that in all time the balance of trade will be against us. We are not
to suppose that that is the general rule and that a balance in our
favor or an even trade is an abnormal condition of things. Therefore,
I take it, we are not to be influenced at all by the question of the bal-
ance of trade. When it is against us gold will go out either in the
shape of bullion or in the shape of coin. But certainly one thing is
true, that it is much less likely to go out when it is in the shape of coin
and distributed among the people than when it is not in the shape of
coin, but is in the shape of unrefined gold in great quantities in the
mint or in the assay offices of San Francisco. One thing is very cer-
tain, that just as you coin it and distribute it among the people and it
enters into the circulation as currency and supplants paper, if you can
get such a state of things, just in that proportion you make it more
difficult to export it and it is more likely to stay at home.

These are all the remarks that I think it necessary for me to make.
I tried to study this question to the best of my ability when taking
this testimony, and it does seem to me that anyone who will study the
testimony which was read at.the instance of my friend from California
[Mr. Casserly] yesterday from the Clerk's desk, and which is In the
Globe of this morning, will see that our case is not at all parallel to
that of England, and that the reason which has been given why we
should keep up this coinage charge, to wit, that the chancellor of the
exchequer wants to revive the seigniorage in England, has no applica-
tion at all to our case. What he wants to do is, not to make such a
coinage charge as we make, but to lessen the value of the sovereign-
that is the policy of the chanceUor of the exchequer-and by lessening
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the value of the sovereign to prevent its exportation. He wants to do
in regard to the gold sovereign precisely what we have done in regard
to our silver half dollars and quarter dollars-debase them or lessen
their value, so that they do not go abroad. That is precisely what we
have done with the silver half dollar, and precisely what we have done
with the silver quarter dollar, and it has kept the silver half dollars
and quarter dollars at home, and if specie payments were resumed,
they would begin to circulate tomorrow. Certainly there is an abun
dant supply of them in the country. What the chancellor of the
exchequer wants to do is to essen the value of the sovereign. It is
not a parallel case, it seems to me, with great deference to those who
are better informed on the subject, to that which is now before the
Senate.

For these reasons, Mr. President, I have voted heretofore, and I shall
continue to vote to abolish this charge altogether. It is the duty of
the country to furnish the people with coin as much as it is the duty
of the Government to maintain a sufficient army or a sufficient navy
or to pay the civil expenses of the Government, just as much its duty;
and if there is a cost in doing it, it ought to stand oni precisely the same
basis as the cost of the Army or of the Navy or of the civil list.

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont. I am constantly puzzled to understand
the logic of gentlemen in treating this question. The Senator from
Ohio last on the floor [Mr. Thurman] has stated here that bullion is
constantly sold at a higher price than coin in proportion to the amount
of gold. If that be so, then the object manifestly is to reduce the value
of bullion by putting it all into coin. Now, is it the object of the gen-
tleman to reduce the value of the amount of gold in this country so
that it will pity a less amount of debts abroad than it will now ? That
would seem to be the fair logic of the Senator from Ohio. But is it a
fact that by adulterating the coin we shall retain it at home? That is
not our own experience through all the past, and the history of the
country in relation to the adulteration of our own coins shows that it
has nothing whatever to do with the question. In the first place, we
adulterated our silver coin, then we adulterated our gold coin, making
a new eagle worth 66 cents on $10 less than the former gold eagle. It
it well understood that in buying gold in this country there was no
preference given to one over the other; either was bought and sold at
actual value.

But is it not true that if we abolish this coinage tax or charge, by
that very means we reduce the value of our coins so much, benefiting
nobody, and the Government is put to the expense of the coinage while
absolutely we benefit nobody? It seems to me that if we place it within
the power of anyone to get bullion into coin, as a matter of course it
will then go abroad with the same facility that bullion will; whereas if
we retain the charge upon it, manifestly the coin will be increased to
that amount in value, and therefore be retained in the country. It
seems to me perfectly plain.

Mr. COLE. I should like to ask the Senator a question. Is it possi-
ble by any transformation of it in coins or in ingots or in any shape in
which it can be put, to change its current value throughout the world?
I ask this in view of this proposition, that putting bullion into coin
does not benefit the man who owns it. It leaves it of precisely the
same value. It does him no good; It does not add one cent to his
wealth; it is a benefit to the whole people in keeping the metal in the
country.Mr. MOZRiLL, of Vermont. I do not think it is possible to change the

om--18
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value of it at all; but the argument of the Senator from California goes
upon this principle: Formerly we were in the habit of shipping butter,
for instance, to Great Britain, but some of it would turn into grease
before it arrived there, and then it was subject to the duty on grease;
but in order to prevent the importer selling it as butter, and restoring
it to butter, they had a process of taking a, stick and putting it into a
tar barrel and then running it through the butter; and that is the proc.
ess the Senators from Oregon and California want to perform on our
bullion. They want to run a tar stick through it so that it can not be
used again abroad to be recoiled.

Mr. COLE. I am glad the Senator has given us the basis of his
argument.

Mr. CASERLY. The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Sherman] referred a while
ago t the discussion between us yesterday as to the position of the
English chancellor, Mr. Lowe, and the concurrence of testimony among
the political economists of the same quarrel as to the question of a coin-
age charge. The whole subject was yesterday discussed so much at
length that I do not propose to renew the discussion now, even under
the challenge of the Senator from Ohio.

I suppose if anything is plain now it is that the position of the Eng.
lish chancellor, whatever it was upon that subject, was takes in the
light of circumstances which do not exist in this country, and which do
not apply to this present discussion. The testimony which I had read
yesterday makes it quite clear that his object was to arrest a flow of

old coin from that country to the continent of Europe, and chiefly to
race, which had begun to alarm those people; and whether that was

to be accomplished by the mode proposed of instituting a seigniorage
charge which should be deducted from each coin so as to diminish its
value, or not, is beside the question . That was the object of the new
policy which he foreshadowed in the remarks relied upon by the Senator
from Ohio.

Let me say, also, that having lived a great many years of my life in
California, the bullion country of the North American continent, I
listened with surprise to the statement of the Senator from Ohio that
gold coin will go forward rather thati bullion in the great movements
of business between the State of California and foreign countries. I
think that if he were to state that to the intelligent business men of
San Francisco he would be stating something that would be news to
them.

Mr. SHERMAN. I stated that would be so. in case the coinage of the
Mint was without charge.

Mr. CASSERLY. I do not see how that can affect this point. Whether
the coinage of the Mint is with or without charge the fact remains that
from the influence of the coinage charge now imposed by law bullion
is a better article for export than coin would be and bears a higher
price on that accunt.

The Senator himself admits that the total loss by the abolition of this
charge would not exceed one hundred or one hundred and fifty thou-
sand dollars a year. Now, it is apparent from the figures of the Senator
himself showing the coinage of gold at the San Francisco mint, that
out of 40,000,000 of gold product on that coast not more than one-half
weas ever coined. What became of the other half It went abroad for
the purposes of coinage; it was lost to this country. Now is it desir.
able to increase the volume of gold coin in this country? There can be
but one answer to that. It is very desirable. The one thing that your
financiers aid your great financial officers in this city, at the govern.
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ment center of the Union, are thinking of is. how to have an ample
store of gold coin with a view to the resumption of specie payments.

Now, sir, if the United Stoes had to pay one hundred or one bun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars, the total amount of tax to be lost by
this charge, upon the reasonable probability of increasing the gold
coinage upofn the Pacific coast fom twenty to tbrty millions per annum,
would it not be well invetedI It would be well invested, whether you
coiisider the advantage to those who have to buy gold coin to pay your
duties under your laws as they exist, or the salutary effect of the addi-
tiou year by year of that all|OUlit to thA value of gold coinage upon the
general interests of the country. And in that point of view alone it
seems to me the case is with us unanswei able.

I shall trouble the Senate with no more remarks.
Mr. CORBETT. I simply wish to say that the bill, as I understand it,

was prepared at the Treasury Department and sent to the Senate,
abolishing the entire coinage charge, simply making the usual charge
for separating the crude gold and putting it into bullion.

Mr. SHERMAN. I corrected that yesterday. I stated that the bill
sent to us from the Treasury Department in the original draft con.
taied the mintage charge at one-half of I per cent. I read a report
on that point showing that it was in the original bill as submitted to us.

Mr. CORBETT. What original bill ?
Mr. SHERMAN. The bill of last sessiou. The bill we are now acting

upon is the amendment proposed by Mr. Knox.
Mr. CORBETT. I understand that the bill prepared by Mr. Knox does

not embrace the coinage charge. The Committee on Finance propose
now to place upon this bill an amendment creating a coinage charge.
Mr. Knox, who has had this subject under his special charge and exami.
nation, and who prepared this bill, it appears, reports the bill without
a coinage chain ge, believing it for the benefit of the Government of the
United States not to impose a coinage charge, that by that means we
shall increase the coin in the country, from all the evidences before
him, and therefore he does away with the coinage charge. The com-
mittee now propose to impose a charge of three-tenths of 1 per cent. I
think the weight of the argument is for the entire abolition of this
charge, and that it will be for the benefit of the General Government
and tend to increase of the coin in the country to abolish it. There.
fore I hope we shall not concur in the amendment of the committee.

The PRESIDING OFFIC R. [Mr. Harlan in the chair.] The question is
on concurring in the amendment made as in Committee of the Whole.

Mr. MORRILL, of Vermont, called for the yeas and nays; and they
were ordered.

Mr. WARNER. I have listened to the discussion of this question with
a great deal of care, atnd I can easily understand how the miners may
fancy that they have a real interest in the abolition of this seigniorage
charge; and I am certainly not disposed to be unfriendly to them,
because I was a miner myself, digging gold in California twenty years
ago, for three years, myself. I have gone through this practical opera-
tion of taking gold to the mint, and when I saw my return and that I
was charged so much for coinage, I felt as though it was so much
money taken out of my pocket. The Senator from California [Mr. Cole]
will remember the locality-about Sonora.

Mr. STEWART. I should like to ask what year the Senator was there ?
Mr. WARNER. I was what the Senator will recognize as a forty-

niner.
Mr. STEWART. Then I will inform the Senator that this burden was
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not imposed until 1853. • He did not have to pay a charge for coinage,
but had to pay for refining. We have felt the tax more since that
addition to it. In early times I was there-one of the first-and we
did not have to pay this charge at tirst.

Mr. WARNER. I was there until 1852.
Mr. STEWART You did not have to pay it then.
Mi. WARNER. But what is the practical operation I Gold is a prod.

Pet (lug from the bowels of the earth and has a recognized value in
itself. It differs from iron that may be dug or from cotton that we
make in Alabama only in the fact that it is used as a currency for the
interchange of values. Apart from that fact the Government would
be under just as much obligation to take my cotton after I have picked
it out in bolls and put it into bales or put it into a condition to be fit
for wear-into cotton goods-as they would be to take this gold that I
dug twenty years ago from the bowels of the earth in California and
put it into coin, into a shape of recognized value, but a little more
convenient for interchanging for other commodities.

But it is argued that because the Government has established gold
as a legal tender and as a medium of exchange of values between citizens,
there re there rests upon it an obligation to put upon all the gold
product of the country or of the world, if it may come here, its stamp
of value. At farthest, it seems to me this obligation only rests on the
Government to the extent of furnishing the amount of currency that
may be needed, if at all, and even then the currency is furnished for
the benefit of the people; and why should not the people pay for it as
much as they pay for the Army or the Navy?

The Senator from Ohio [Mr. Thurman I says that we are under obli.
gation to furnish a currency, as we furnish an army for the protection
of our frontiers or of the country from invasion. But the people pay
for the Army. Why should they not pay for the currency? If the
Army or Navy is of value, or if laws are of value, the people pay for
them. IC gold coin is of value to the people as a circulating medium
for the transaction of their business, why should they not pay for put-
ting it into that shape

Mr. WILLIAMs. That is what we Iroos-e to do by objecting to this
amendment.

Mr. WARNER. You propose now to abolish all charges for coinage.
Mr. COLE. And then the whole burden goes upI0on the people, and

not upon the few individuals who take gold to the mint.
Mr. WARNER. Practically, the cost of it comes upon the people now

in this charge for coining. N6w, a word in regard to the export. The
amount of export of coin or of bullion depends largely upon the balance
of trade. If there is a balance of trade against us. if we buy more than
we sell, we are obliged to pay for the balance ii coin, so as to settle
the account. If we buy more than we can pay for in cotton or in corn
or in bacon, then we must pay for it in gold, and that export is bound
to go abroad, whether it be in coin or whether it be in bullion. The
one as well as the other, equally, will settle the balatico of trade.

As to approaching specie payments, I do not think we should be any
nearer specie payment if the Government were to buy every dollar's
worth of bullion in the country or of gold that was dug, and were to
coin it into its own coin. That would not affect the question of specie
payments, in my judgment, one iota, because that depends upon entirely
different causes. The trouble in that respect is not that gold is higher
or lower, but that our own obligations are depreciated. When we raise
their value we shall bring gold and paper together. The mere fact of
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converting gold, which has a real value in itself, into a specific form
would not in anywise change the value of our currency or bring us any
nearer specie payments than we are to day.

Mr. HOWELL. I should be very happy to relieve the gentlemen of
the Pacific coast in regard to this matter, for the sake of their con-
stituents, and there are a great many classes of Peo)lo in this country
who would be glad to be relieved or many burdens that are laid upon
the in making their living and inakitig money ill the world by the
Government under which they live. This is as clear at case of calling
upo the government to sustain the burdens which naturally belong
to a particular class as any case that could be brought before this
body. If the gold that they mine from the mountains of Califortnia is
worth any more by being coined, if it is any object to them to bring it
to the mint to have it coined, then it is an object for them to pay for
coining it. They would not do it if it were no, ami object to them, and
a sufficient object to them, to induce them to pay what it costs for the
coinage. It is clear to every man's mind that if the gold was worth
as much before it was coined as after it was coined they would not go
to the mint with it and therefore the miners would be relieved from
the burden; it would then be no benefit to them to have their gold
coined. But it is a benefit, and they ask that the Government of the
United States shall pay for that benefit which accrues to them. This
is the position in which this matter stands before my mind and to my
apprehension, and it certainly must be the position which it occupies
to the country at large.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I should like to ask the Senator a question, with his
permission. suppose all the miners, instead of taking their bullion to
the inuit, should export it to England; suppose the entire gold product
of this country was exported to England, in what way, I ask the Sen-
ator, should we be supplied with a metallic currency?

Mr. l-OWELL. I suppose that if the course of trade would take the
bullion to England or to any other country the course of trade would
tke the gold to Englaud or any other country, and we should get no
alvanuage, after going to the expetise of coining it, in supplying our
people with a gold currency over what we should have if we were to
leave it for Europe to supply us with that gohl currency in case the
course anmd balance of trade were against us. Under such circumstances
that would be the result if it were reduced down to that simple point;
but it is not, as a general rule, reduced to that simle point. As a
general rule these fluctuations or trade, going and coining, do keep up,
except iii the case of the suspension of specie payments, a flow, a flux,
and reflux of specie coiti in the country; but it is impossible that we
should keep it afloat in the country now under the situation that we
are itt-of the suspension of specie l)ayments.

I hold, then, that there is no ground iii the factof coining this money
upon which an argument call be based that we are furnishing coin for
the people of this country, particularly or exclusively. If we were
there is no reason why the Government of the Untited States should be
at t lie expense of doing this, rather than the people who are benefited
by it directly and specifically should pay it. We are required under
the Constitution, I believe, to encourage inventions and inventors and
authors by patent rights and by copyrights. Does the Constitution
require that we shall do that without making any charge upon the men
who are benefited by our granting copyrights and patent rights? If
so, the the whole course of our legislation in that respect is in direct
conflict with the Constitution. I should like to know how the Senator
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from Ohio [Mr. Thurman] gets rid of that argument which he has
applied to this case, when extended to patents and to copyrights and
to other things which the Government of the United States is required
or expected to do in performance of its duty and its obligations to the
people of the country.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on concurring in the
amendment to the twenty.fifth section, made as in Committee of the
Whole.

The question beingtaken by yeas and nays, resulted-yeas23, nays 26;
as tb0lows:

Yea..-Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Boreman, Buckingham, Cameron,
Carpenter, Fenton, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, flarris, Howell,
Jewett, Morrill of Vermont, Patterson, Pool, Pratt, tamsey, Scott,
Sherman, Trumbull, Warner, and Willey-23.

Nays.-Messrs. Bayard, Brownlow, Casserly, Cole, Conkling, Corbitt,
Davis, Fowler, Gilbert, Hamilton of Maryland, Johnston, Kellogg,
McCreery, Morton, Nye, Rice, Saulsbury, Spencer, Stewart, Stockton,
Sutuner, Thurman, Tipton, Vickers, Willi.ims, and Wilson-26.

Abse t.-Messrs. Abbott, Cattell, Chandler, Crugin, Edmunds, Ferry,
Fhmnagan, Howard, []owe, Lewis, McDonald, Morrill of Maine, Osborn,
Pomeroy, Revels, Robertson, Ross, Sawyer, Schurz, Sprague, Thayer,
Window, and Yates-23.

Mr. SUmNER. There is an amendment which I wish to suggest to my
friend, the chairman of the committee, in section 19. As it reads now
the Mint is obliged, upon onie side of each of the coins, to put an
impression emblematic of' Liberty, with an inscription of the word
"Liberty." What I want to suggest to my friend is to strike out the
requirement that there shall be an inscription of the word "Liberty."
It seems to me that it is better to have simply a head emblematic of
Liberty without writing upon that head the word, The Senate remem.
ber very well the story of the antiquity of the artist who was not very
far advanced, who, after painting a horse, wrote under it, "6This is a
horse," and so of a lion, "This is a lion ;" and it seems to me the require.
memit that on time head of Liberty there should be the word is too much
according to that ancient precedent. I would, therefore, suggest that
the words in lines 4 and 5, "and inscription of the word ' Liberty,'" be
struck out, so that we shall have the head of Liberty, and everybody
shall be able to recognize it from its beauty.

Mr. COLE. I would inquire of my learned friend if there is any defi-
nite, distinct emblem of Liberty. I see it represented in several differ.
ent forms or by several different heads, or busts, in this and other
countries.

Mr. SUMNER. I would say to my friend that I would leave that to our
artists. It seems to ine that our mint calling -on our artists might
obtain a head that we should all gladly recognize as typical.

Mr. COLE. The one on the Capitol?
Mr. SuxNER. I doubt it.
Mr. MORTON. I am greatly afraid that my friend from Massachu-

setts is progressing backward. He is already moving to strike out the
word "Liberty." [Laughter.I

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be reported.
The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed to strike out of lines 4 and 5 of

section 19 the words "with an inscription of the word 'Liberty,' so as
to read:

"Upon one side of each of said coins there shall be an impression
emblematic of Liberty, and the year of the coinage."
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The amendment was rejected.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading, and was

read the third time.
Mr. SHERMAN. I should like to have a vote by yeas and nays on the

passage of the bill.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and being taken, resulted-yeas 36,

nays 14, as follows:
Yeas.-Messrs. Bayard, Boreman, Brownlow Ca8serly, Cole, Conk.

ling, Corbett, Davis, Gilbert Hamlin, il arlan, Jewett, Johnston, Kel-
logg, McCreery, Morton, Nye, Patterson, Pomeroy, Pool, Ramsey, Rice,
Saulsbury, Spencer, Stewart Stockton, Sumner, Thurman, Tipton,
Trumbull, Vickers, Warner, Willey, Williams, Wilson, and Yates-36.

Nays.-Messrs. Abbott Ames, Anthony, Buckingham, Carpenter,
Chandler, Fenton, Hamilton of Texas, Harris, Howell, Morrill of Ver-
mont, Pratt, Scott, and Sherman-14.

Absent.-Messrs. Cameron, Cattell, Cragin, Edmunds, Ferry, Flan.
again, I'owler, Hamilton of Maryland, Howard, Howe, Lewis, McDonald,
Morrill of Main% Osborn, Revels, Robertson, Ross, Sawyer, Schurz,
Sprague, Thayer, and Windoin-22.

8o the bill was passed.

SENATE BILL NO. 859 IN THE HOUSE.

JANUARY 10, 1871.
A message from the Senate, by Mr. Sympson, one of its clerks,

announced that that body had passed a bill (S. No. 859) revising the
laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States, in which the concurrence of the House was requested.

JANUARY 11, 1871.
On motion of Mr. Kelley, by unanimous consent, the bill (S. No. 859)

revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the
United States was taken from the Speaker's table, read a first and
second time, and referred to the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and
Measures.

JANUARY 13, 1871.
Mr. KELLEY. I ask unanimous consent to have printed, for the use

of the House, Senate bill No. 859, revising the laws relative to the
mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States; which bill is
now before the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures.

No objection was made, and it was accordingly ordered.

FEBRUARY 25, 1871.
Mr. Kelley, from the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures,

reported back, with a substitute, Senate bill No. 859, revising the laws
relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States;
which substitute was ordered to be printed, and recommitted to the
committee.

HOUSE BILL NO. 5 INTRODUCED.

MARCH 9, 1871.
Mr. Kelley, by unanimous consent, introduced a bill (H. R. No. 5)

revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the
United States; which was read a first and second time, ordered to be
printed, and to be referred to the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and
Measures, when appointed.
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JANUARY 9, 1872.
Mr. Kelley, from the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures,

reported back, with the recommendation that it do pass, the bill
(ii. R. \o. 5) revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and
coinage of the United States.

The bill was read.
Mr. KELLEY. Mr. Speaker, it may not be inappropriate for me to

make a brief statement in connection with this bill.
Mr. WOOD. Before the gentleman proceeds I would like to ask him

whether he intends to ask fbr the question upon this bill to day?
M'. KELLEY. No, sir; I desire that the bill shall be fairly considered.

It is not a pet measure of my own. It is a measure originated by the
Treasury I)epartmineit, and growing out of the necessities of the case.
I'lie mmint law of this country has never been revised. It was originally
framed for a single institution at Philadelphia, and it involves many
crudities necess.8rily arising from the fact that we have established
several mints and quite a number of assay offices in different parts of our
very much more widely extended country than the iaw was originally
intended to cover. We were not then a bullion-producing people,
while we are to-day the greatest producers of gold and silver in the
world. Our mints are situated upon the Atlantic and Pacific coasts,
and in the heart of what was but a few years ago regarded ai the inac-
cessible desert of kmerica.

Time, u well as circumstances, has tended to make the law some-
what, I may say with propriety, incoherent or crude. The Secretary
of the Treasury, discovering the difficulty of administering the affairs
of so many mints and assay offices, gave the subject his personal con-
sideration, and then invited to his aid some of the most experienced
gentlemen in the country in the matters of coinage and the manage-
iment of mints, and directed one of the officers of the Treasury, in con-
nection with those gentlemen, to codify the mint laws. That was done,
and the codification, with such suggestions as those commissioners, as
I may call them, make, were submitted to the two Houses of Congress.
The Seiate took up the bill and aeted upon it during the last Congress
and sent it to this House. It was relbrred to the Committee on Coin-
age, Weights, and Mensatres, and received as careful attention as I
have ever known a committee to bestow upon any measure. The com-
mittee before proceeding to consider it sent copies of it, not to the
Director of the Mint alone, but to the offices of all the mints and to
those gentlemen who within the last fifteen or twenty years have been
connected with the mints and made reputations which justified the
committee in attaching importance to their opinions and the results of
their experience; and thus enlightened from sources to which the Sec-
retary had not applied, the committee proceeded with great delibera-
tion to go over the bill, not only section by section, but line by line and
word by word.

The bill has not received the same elaborate consideration from the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures of this House, but the
attention of each member was brought to it at the earliest day of this
session. Each member procured a copy of the bill, and there has been
a thorough examination of the bill again. I think that when the House
comes to consider the bill, while they may find some amendments to
make that would be judicious, they will find the body of the bill to be
a well-devised and careful codification of the mint laws, making a-very
few, if any, essential changes except in this: There is now a Director
of the Mint; his office is attached to the mint at Philadelphia, and there
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is no more reason why he should supervise the other mints than there is
that the chief officers of the other mints shlil supervise him. There
is really no subordination; there is no responsible head to our miuits or
our system of coinage, and if the law be not brought into better shape
than it is, we shall, perhaps, without willful fault on the part of anybody,
find our coinage one that other nations may not reeA)gnize, or that we
otirselves must doubt. It is of the Highest importance, therefore, that
the one single cardinal change that the bill proposes should be mnde.

Until I hear some objections to the bill, I believe I have othiu'g
further to say, while I will take pleasure in responding to the inquiries
of any gentlemen who may have qui.stions to put upon the subject.

Mr. STORM. I will ask my colleague whether the present inspector of
the mint at Philadelphia has had anything to do with the suggestions
made in regard to this bill ?

Mr. KELLEY. I will say to my colleague that as one of the officers
of the Mint lie certainly was consulted, both by the gentlemen who
were summoned to the aid of the Secretary ol the Treasury and by the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures. I will say, further,
that we not only addressed letters to the Director of the Mint, but to
the officers and those who have been officers; to Mr. Robert Patterson,
who is now the cashier of the Safe Deposit Company, whose father, the
late Profesor Patterson, formerly of the University of Virginia, was
for many years Director of the Mint, and with whom coinage has
been a lifelong study. \Ve received a number of coinmunicatiois from
hih, as well as one bill, every section and line of which to which lie
would submit an amendment was marked. We omitted, so far as I
know, no gentleman in the country who has had protracted official
connection with the mints or assay offices, or any gentleman whose
scientific attainments in connection with the system of coinage or mint
usages was sufficient to bring him to our notice. The committee having
no special views, regarding themselves as charged with a very impor.
taut function, that of providing for the integrity of the coinage and an
economic administration of the mints of the country, sought information
from all recognized authorities, whether official or unofficial, American
or foreign.

Mr. S'rOuM. I will ask my colleague [Mr. Kelley] one further question.
I have not been able to give much attention to this bill except while it
was being read. 1 will ask my colleague whether this bill in any way
proposes to void the charges now pending against the Director of the
Mint at Philadelphia?

Mr. KELLEY. This bill was prepared soon after the present Director
of the Mint came in and before any charges could have been made
against him, if there be any now pending. This bill does not now touch
any personal question; it relates alone to the laws of coinage and the
government of the mints of the country.

Au amendment has been suggested to me, which I will now move.
This bill was proposed in the year 1871; therefore an amendment is
necessary to section 72. That section now reads, "this act shall be
known as the coinage act, 1871." I move to amend bystriking out "1871"
and inserting "1872."

The SPEAKER. That being a verbal amendment, it will be made if
not objected to.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MAYNARD. There is another point that suggested itself to me as

the bill was being real, and to which I wold like to call the attention
of the gentleman who has reported it. It contemplates that the Mint
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shall be a bureau in the Treasury Department, and that the head of
that bureau shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
a:d consent of the Senate, for a period of five years, unless sooner
removed for reasons given to the Senate. Now, I would ask the gen-
tleman why limit the official term? Why not allow the appointment to
be general, like that ot most other heads of bureaus, to continue nomi-
nally and so far as the law speaks, during good behavior? And, then,
why require, if the Executive should deem it necessary to remove the
incumbent before the expiration of five years, that he shall give his
reasons therefor to the Senate?

Mr. KELLEY. I will say to the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. May-
nard] that, as he has learned from what I have already stated, neither
I nor the committee originated the draft of this bill. I can only give
him what I believe to have been the reasons of the gentleman who did
originate it; that is, that the Mint being, in one aspect of the case, a
manufacturing establishment, an establishment for the conversion of
crude material into the coin of the country, it would be well to give
as much permanence as possible to its management. Inasmuch as its
administration may affect our commercial relations, indeed our confl-
dence in our own currency and coinage, it was telt that it would be
well that the chief of the establishment should be appointed by and
with the consent of the Senate, and that when appointed he should for
even more than the Presidential term not be removable without cause
shown. I know no other reason than that, and I personally have no
wishes on the subject as to whether the term of the office shall be the
one or the other. My own judgment is that the proposition aims at a
a very wise conclusion, that of lifting the Mint of the United States and
removing the officer who is to be charged with the weight, fiueness,
and regularity of our coinage, and of the pecuniary responsibility of
this establishment, in so far as may be, having in view a due respousi.
bility to the Government from all other influences.

Mr. MAYNARD. Undoubtedly those are reasons which should govern
usin framing this bill. Theofficer who will be appointed in charge of this
bureau, should it be established, must necessarily have the subject of
coinage as a specialty; there will necessarily be few persons in the
country that will be qualified to fill the place; that it is of sufficient
importance to be dignified by a Senatorial confirmation as well as
Executive appointment I think is true. But I submit to the gentleman
whether this very element of permanency would not be better secured
by placing the incumbent in the office, requiring those peculiar qualify.
cations, which will, of course, continue to increase as long as the office
shall be adequately filled, than at tihe end of five years have him go
out of office by operation of law, at which time there would be a scram.
ble of applicants seeking to get the place, and he would only come in
as one of perhaps a half dozen or a dozen of others who would bring a
great many influences to bear, a great many recommendations and a
great many alleged qualifications, especially if lie is to be examined
under the civil-service policy, about which my friend certainly must
know more than I do, be'ng chairman of that committee; the very fact
that he had been engaged in coinage for five years might make him very
rusty in subjects of astronomy and engineering and the higher mathe.
matics and the classical attainments, in which his competitors might
be more fresh and appear before the examining board with greater
advantages than he would. I suggest whether it would not be better
that when the man is once in office lie should be allowed to stay there
until there shall be valid reasons for his removal
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Mr. KELLEY. This is a question I would submit to the House without
any contest of opinion about it. Sucif other suggestions as I may have
to make shall be submitted as amendments, and may come under con-
sidtration.

Mr. MAYNARD. If the gentleman will allow me, I will move to amend
the first section of the bill by striking out all after the eleventh line, so
that it will simply provide that the Director of the Mint "shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of theSenatee"

The SPEAKER. The amendment offered by the gentleman from Ten.
nessee [Mr. Maynard] will be read.

The Clerk read as follows:
Strike out at the end of the first section these words: "and shall hold his office

for the term of five years, unless sooner removed by the President upon reasons to
be communicated by him to the Senate."

Mr. POTTER. I desire to make some inquiries in regard to this bill.
Mr. KELLEY. Unless the gentleman's remarks relate to the amend-

ment I would suggest that we had better let that question be first dis-
posed of.

Mr. POTTER. What I have to say does not relate to this amendment.
Mr. GARFIELD of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I have not looked at the general

scope of this bill enough to have formed any judgment about it, but I
desire to say that if there is any amendment which ought not to be made,
it is, it seems to me, that proposed by the gentleman from Temessee
[Mr. Maynard]. Whatever is defective in the report on civil service
which we have lately received-and for which I hope all good men are
devoutly thankful, for it is a great step in the right direction-what-
ever is defective in that report arises mainly from the fact that it does
not regulate removals; it does not say a word about gettitig out of
office; it relates solely to the question of getting in. So long as the
back door is open to all officers, no matter how much you guard the
front door there is still a large degree of' trouble. Now, I am glad to
see that in the first section of this bill the back door is guarded. It
proposes to regulate the tenure of office of this officer. It fixes his
term. It does not make him an officer for life, thereby subjecting the
bill to the charge of creating what might perhaps be called a moneyed
aristocracy, or certainly a coin aristocracy; but it does provide that
when the officer is removed the-reasons for his removal shall be given.
Now, I think this is a step in advance iii regard to the civil service, and
if no other feature of this bill be preserved I hope the clause which
my friend from Tennessee proposes to strike out will be retained. As
to the general merits of the bill, while I have no doubt that the meas-
ure is valuable, I have not studied it sufficiently to form an individual
judgment.

Mr. WOOD. I desire to call the attention of the Chair to the fact that
the morning hour has expired.

The SPEAKER. The morning hour does not expire unless some ques-
tion of higher privilege takes the pending bill from the consideration
of the House.

Mr. WOOD. Do I understand that this bill may ran through the day ?
The SPEAKER. It may, unless something of higher privilege claims

the attention of the House. The Chair has frequently so decided.
Mr. KELLEY. I would say to the gentleman from New York [Mr.

Wood] that I have no objection to the bill going over till the morning
hour of to-morrow. I am not anxious to press it at this time. I did
not expect the bill to come up to day.
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Mr. Woon. Two members belonging to the minority of the commit,
tee, anl who, 1 suppose, desire to speak on Ihis bill, are absent.

Mr. KELLEY. I desire that every geitleman in the House shall have,
if lie wishes it, an opportunity to discuss the bill. I am not to be
understood as unduly pressing it. I will say to my friend from New
York that the chairman of the committee took especial pains to invite
to the bill the attention of the two members to whom the gentleman
has referred, and they informed him afterwards that they had looked
pretty thoroughly through the bill. But I do not wish to press the
measure in the absence of any gentleman who feels an interest in it,
and if the gentleman from New York shall raise a question that shall
take me off" my feet and cause the Speaker to announce the expiration
ot the morning hour he will gain his object, and I shall be obliged to
him, fbr I am here tA-day without any papers on the subject.

Mr. Woo. I wish to be distinctly understood. I do not object to the
House proceeding to the consideration of this bill. I do not object to
this being the subject of the whole session of today. But, sir, if we are
to do business within the morning hour-if this committee can be called
and go through the whole morning hour, and then take up the rest of
the day with one of its bills, I do not see why any one committee should
have priority over any other committee, so as to monopolize the busi-
ness of one whole day's session. If other committees are to be restricted
to the moriiing hour when they submit their reports, this committee
should have ito greater privilege.

Mr. DmWEs. I should like to ask the Chair whether there is any busi-
ness on the Speaker's table?

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from New York will remember that
the Chair has unifhirmly ruled when committees are called they are
entitled to go on with their business, unless taken off the floor by some
privileged motion, such as a motion th go to-the business upon the
Speaker's table, or to go into the Committee of the Whole on the state
of tle Union, or by a report from the Committee on Elections. Only
such motions c(ut take precedence of the business of the morning hour,
and unless such privileged business arises there is nothing which can
interfere with the business of the morning hour. There is nothing in
the rules which confines the morning hour to sixty minutes.

Mr. DAWES. I made the inquiry whether there is any business upon
the Speaker's table, and I make it again; for, in my judgment, there
are some matters in this bill which deserve serious consideration. If
there is any such business, I move to go to the business upon the
Speaker's table.

The SPEAKER. There is no business updn the Speaker's table beyond
the matter usually laid before the House by the Chair every day, except-
ing a bill (S. No. 384) extending time for the 6ompletion of the Green
Bay and Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Ship Canal, in the State of
Wisconsin.

Mr. DAWES. The gentleman from New York asks me to withdraw my
motion tbr the present.

Mr. POTTER. I desire to indicate the questions to which I wish
asnwers to be made at this time by the gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mr. MAYNARD. I hope the gentleman from New York will suspend a
moment until I reply to the suggestion of the gentleman from Ohio
[Mr. Garfield]. From the point which he has made against the amend-
ment lie seems to have failed to see the object which I had in view.
The objection to the bill as it now stands is not that this officer is
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removable, but the objection is to limiting the term to five years. If
that be done, we shall have the same trouble we now have in reference
to the Commissioner of the Currency. My objection is to limiting the
term of office to a period of five years. I wish to let the officer be made
removable only upon reasons to be assigned for his removal.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. My friend from Tennessee would have accom.
plished his purpose by striking out the five years' term, leaving the
assignment of reason to stand, but he strikes out the assignment of
reason for the removal as well.

Mr. POTTER. With the consent of the gentlemen front Tennessee and
Ohio, I will now put certain inquiries to the gentleman in charge of this
bill; and I desire the gentleman from Massachusetts to withdraw his
motion so that I may put them at this time, since I wish an opportunity
to consider the information which may be given in answer to my ques-
tions; and if I do not receive it to-day I shall niot have that opportunity.

Mr. DAWES. I withdraw my motion to go to the business on the
Speaker's table.

Mr. POTTER. I desire in the first place to ask the gentleman who has
tbis bill in charge whether, if it becomes a law, it will male any change
in the value of the coin issued pursuant to its provisions from the value
of the coin which now exists?

Mr. KELLEY. It does not.
Mr. POTTER. Does it make any change in the standard of weight or

of fineness of the coin ?
Mr. KELLEY. It does not.
Mr. POTTER. Does it provide for any new kind of coin; coin of any

new denomination, other than that which is now coined?
Mr. KELLEY. It does not.
Mr. PoTTER. Does it provide for coins of new impressions, or with

different forms or devices ?
Mr. KELLEY. Inasmuch as it provides for the coining of 1, 3, and 5

cent pieces, it extinguishes the devices of the old copper cent. Itextin-
guishes the devices of the copper-nickel coin, which is combined in the
proportion of 12 to 88. It extinguishes the devices of the bronze coins.
which are made of tin, copper, and zinc-of two metals which ought
not to be introduced into our coin. It originates no new devices, none
not known to our coinage at present.

Mr. POTTER. Does it preserve the same silver and gold devices now
in use?

Mr. KELLEY. Precisely.
Mr. POTTER. Does it preserve the same nickel coin now in use?
Mr. KELLEY. Precisely.
Mr. POTTER. It authorizes, then, hereafter no base coinage except

nickel coinage?
Mr. KELLY. That is so. This bill is a were codification. There

are one or two things in this bill, I will say to the gentleman from New
York, with his permission, which I personally would like to modify;
that is to say, I would like to follow the example of England and make
a wide difference between our silver and gold coinage. But as I was
charged with a bill that looked only to the codification of the mint
laws, or mainly that, I did not feel it well to interject into that bill any
of my own peculiar views. I would like to have made the gold dollar
uniform with the French system of weights, taking the grain as the
unit. I have expressed myself very earnestly on that subject, but I
did not feel that I could impress my personal views on a general law,
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and therefore I preferred, as I introduced yesterday a resolution touch.
ing the silver coin, to have this question come up as an independent
question.

.1r. POTTER. I have some further inquiries to make of the gentleman,
which I should like him to answer. Does the bill provide for any coin.
pulsory recoinage of existing cojus, or only that the coinage hereafter
shall be according to the provisions of this bill?

Mr. KELLEY. That is all.
Mr. IOTTER. Does it increase the denomination of any nickel or

base coins ?
Mr. KELLEY. Not in the slightest degree.
Mr. POTTER. Will the bureau which the gentleman proposes to cre-

ate under this bill increase the number of officers now conected with
the coinage?

Mlr. KELLEY. I think it will add one officer, namely, the chief of the
bureau, while it will remove or obviate the necessity for some subordi-
nate ones. For instance, the duties of the treasurer of the mint now
lpertorined at New York, Philadelphia, and New Orleans will be per-
foruned by the assistant treasurers of the United States at those places.

Mr. POTTER. 1)oes it preserve the provisions of law now existing
for the redemiiption of base coin ?

Mr. KELLEY. It improves them. There is no provision now for the
redemption of* base coin. A postmaster may receive only 1, 3, and 5
cent pieces, and he can not have them redeemed by the Government
whose officer he is.

Mr. POTTER. The gentleman is mistaken. We passed a bill for that
purl)ose in the last Congress.

Mr. KELLEY. I am aware that there was such a bill, but I do not
know what was its fate. I remember that it would have passed one
day but for the objection of my friend from New York [Mr. Potter].

Mr. POTTER. On the contrary, Mr. Speaker-
Mr. KELLEY. The gentleman afterwards became a colaborer with

me, but it was on his objection the bill was killed the first time.
Mr. POTTER. Perfectly true. It was killed on my objection because

it was not in the proper form, but afterwards, when put in proper form,
it passed the House. Subsequently a bill identical with it from the
Senate came here and was passed (luring the last session of the Forty.
first Congress, and under that bill the redemption of all base coin is
now law.

Mr. KELLEY. This bill provides for the redemption alike of all sub-
sidiary coinage, whether of silver, copper, or nickel.

Mr. POTTER. Does it make any change in the law with respect to
the exchange of gold for other coinage?

Mr. KELLEY. Not in the slightest.
Mr. POTTER. Does it provide for a change in the rate of redemption

of the subsidiary coins when exchanged for gold?
Mr. KELLEY. I think not; I mean at their relative values.
Mr. POTTER. I mean that.
Mr. KELLEY. The gentleman will find that it does not.
Mr. POTTER. I understood from a member of the committee that it

made that change.
Mr. KELLEY. I think not. If I find that it does I will advise my

friend of the fact to morrow morning before we vote on the question.
Mr. POTTER. I thank the gentleman. And now will he explain

what he means by the "profit fund?"
Mr. KELLEY. I will. The base coinage has always been a source of
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profit. To have made the old "copper" at the organization of the
Government with a cent would have rendered the provision of an
adequate amount of coins almost impossible. There is no subsidiary
coinage in the world the intrinsic value of which represents its denomi-
national value, and there is none such in America. And consequently
when base coin is produced there is a profit fund, which has sometimes
amounted, I think, to a million dollars a year. There is also a profit
fund arising out of all mints except those belonging to countries who
use silver as a standard-a profit fund derived from silver coinage.
England derives about 8 per cent from her silver coinage, that being
the difference between it and gold. We derive about 4 per cent under
a law introduced by the late Senator Benton in order to secure a silver
coinage as a circulating medium in this country, that being impossible
if a subsidiary coinage were made of such metal that its intrinsic value
should be its denominational value. It was a fact that the old Mexican
"pillar dollar," as it is called, was of its denominational value that has
taken it out of circulation, so that it is now only found in this country
or in the commercial countries of Eum ope in cabinets of curiosities.

Mr. POTTUR. It is exactly in respect of that that I wish to ask the
attention of the House. The gentleman is entirely mistaken in saying
that the copper coinage of this country was a base coinage at the origin
of the Government. On the contrary, when the copper which was
imported into this country to make cents of varied materially in value,
the weight of the cent was on one or more occasions made to vary
accordingly, but a cent represented truly the hundredth of a dollar.
It was not until 1853 that there was any law for the issue of an untruth-
ful coinage--a coinage that was not in value what it pretended to be.
After the discovery of California, in view of the great increase in gold,
silver became relatively increased as gold decreased in value, and it
was thought necessary by Congress, in order to retain small silver iii
circulation, to depreciate the value of the fractional silver coins.
Accordingly the value of the fractional silver coins of the country was
debased about 5 per cent, and two half dollars oJr four quarter dollars
thereafter were not worth a dollar, but became intrinsically worth only
about ninety-five hundredths of a dollar. The silver coins for fractions
of a dollar since 1853 have been false coins, such coins as if any citizen
had reduced the earlier silver coin to that extent he would be liable to
be punished for so debasing the coin.

Mr., KELLEY. I suggest to the gentleman that the Government of
the United States and that of England. France, Belgium, or Germany
are not men, but sovereigns exercising sovereign authority, and bound
to furnish the people of those countries with a circulating medium. I
deny, therefore, the analogy between the action of such a government
in the discharge of such a function and that of a counterfeiter of coin.

Mr. POTTER. The gentleman interrupted me to refer to an analogy
that I did not draw. I am not unaware of the power of the Govern-
ment. I spoke of the fact that it did debase its fractional coins first
about 1853, and after 1853 the Government further proceeded to debase
its copper coins, and then it finally proceeded to put into circulation a
miserable, debased nickel coinage, such as the common 5-cent piece,
which was made for no earthly purpose that I can understand except
to enrich certain gentlemen who have a monopoly of nickel in the gen.
tleman's State and to give them a profit from it. The fact now is that
we have in circulation in this country five or six descriptions of base
coins, no one of which is what it pretends to be, and some of which are
not intrinsically worth 10 per cent of what they pretend to be, and
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there was no law for the redemption of those base coins until the law
which wag passl at the last session of Congress.

The gentlemaii says there is no government in the world that issues
coin that has not debased the subsidiary coins. I take issue with him
in regard of that fact. It is the United States only, as I understand
it, of all the civilized governments that materially debase their coins
and put out coins that pretend to be what they are not. Now, I do not
know what necessity there may be of legislating in respect to the coin-
age now when the United States have not had any specie circulation
tor t.n years past, and when little at present exists to induce us to
believe that they will get back to a specie currency for years to come.
I cin not, therefore, understand why we should legislate upon the sub.
ject at this time at all, but if we do, I protest against the continuation
by this Government of the issue of coins which do not mean what they
say, which are notwhat tbeypretend to be, which declare a lie upon their
face; for I say, if it isa part of the province of the Government to issue
coinage, it is the functions of this Gqvernment and of all governments
to do .justice, and there is no justice in putting forth that which is not
what it pretends to be and attempting to force it upon the people. A
profit fund so originating, however large it may be, is of no credit to
any government.

Mr. KELLEY. If the gentleman is correct as to the early history of
the coinage of the country, I would like him to explain where the
profit fund came from when each coin represented its intrinsic value-
whac there was to pay for fuel, officers, wastage, and buildings?

Mr. POTTER. Really the difference between the cost of a thing, that
is to say its intrinsic value plus the labor necessary to give it form and
shape, and to place upon it the proper device, and of another thing,
having only one-half or one-tenth of its nominal value, is not difficult
to understand. When I say that the copper c6inage of the country
originally was intrinsically of its denominational value, deducting from
that value the cost of putting the piece into its form I mean the Govern-
inent took the original cost of the copper and addeA to it the amount of
cost necesary to put it in the form of coin. But with this Pennsylvania
contrivance we have this nickel coinage, giving a monopoly to these
gentlemen in Pennsylvania from which my colleague at my left suggests
they reap a profit of 641( per cent, and the country is flooded with base
coin not one-fourth of its denominational value and having no relation
to the representative value put upon it.

A message from the President interrupted the proceedings.]
The House resumed the consideration of House bill No. 5, revising

the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States.

Mr. KELLRCY. I do not see yet, notwithstanding the explanation of
the gentleman from New York [Mr. Pottery, how the purchase of cop-
per aud other metals, and of fuel, and of acids, and of retorts, and of
dies, and the payment of salaries, and the expense of the construction
of buildings, and the transmission of coin at the charge of the Govern-
ment to different l)arts of the country for distribution, at their precise
proper cost, shall create a profit fund, which is traditional with the
Mint. That is what I want to know, How the Government, by selling
its coins at precisely their cost, has always made a profit. I would
like this question answered, How a merchant, by selling everything
that he deals in at its proper cost, shall foot up each year a profit fund I

Mr. POTTER. He does not do so.
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Mr. KELLEY. The Government has always had its profit fund from
the Mint.

Mr. POTTER. My answer is that the Government has not done so, for
to say that it has done so is simply to assert that it always issued coin
that was debased. There may have been some little profit at times,
but there never were any base coins put in circulation until 1853,
when silver coin, representing fractions of a dollar, were debased about
6 per cent.

Mr. KELLEY. If the gentleman was not a little rabid about Pennsyl-
vania, if he had not gone mad on nickel, he would see that the nickel
clauses of this bill could be stricken out, and yet a very great work
would be done for the coinage of the country.

Mr. POTTER. Will the gentleman consent to strike them out?
Mr. KELLEY. The nickel coins are part of the coins of the country

to-day in the proportion provided for in this bill. If those provisions
were stricken out, there'would be no provision for producing subsidiary
coinage. Therefore, I shall not consent to striking them out. In 1868,
when the Committee on Coinage was presided over by Mr. John A.
Kasson, of Iowa, copper-nickel coins in the proportion of 23 to 77, 1
think, were provided for, and since then no other coins of the denoin-
inations of 3 and 5 cents have been made. Now, to strike out these
without inserting a provision for other coinage would leave us practi-
cally without a supply of these small coins. This bill is symmetrical
in all its parts. It is a mere revision of the mint laws, suggested by the
Secretary of the Treasury and concurred in by every man who sees
the difficulty of managing mints and assay offices, scattered over this
country as they are, without having a responsible head. Its sole func-
tion is to so codify the laws, and to appoint a responsible head under the
Secretary of the Treasury, that our coinage may be uniform and honest,
and that if we issue base coin we shall issue them for not more than
their value, as our fathers used to do, and shall redeem them whenever
they are found in excess among the people.

In the good old times to which the gentleman mistakenly refers, when
a cent replesen ted intrinsically the one-hundredth part of a dollar, there
was no means of redeeming that or any other subsidiary coinage that
was issued. When in a later generation the corrupted 3-cent coin was
issued no provision was made for its redemption. Last year, owing to
the efforts of the Committee on Coinage, against the mistaken resist.
ance of the gentleman from eTew York though with his after coopera.
tion, we made those coins redeemable. This bill perpetuates that sound
provision, nothing more.

Mr. POTTER. It was not necessary to make provision for redeeming
base coin when we did not issue any. Our fathers had no necessity for
making a law for exchanges of coin, because all the coins of those days
were of exchangeable value. The device of exchanges grew up in con.
sequence of the issue in later times of these base coins, and the only
symmetrical part of this bill is the provision that these base coins
hereafter are to be made of nickel alone.

Mr. KELLEY. No, sir. The silver coin remains as the gentleman's
party friends wisely made it-a subsidiary coin, worth 4 per cent less
than its intrinsic value in gold.

Mr. POTTER. Where the difference in intrinsic value is so slight I
do not call the coin a base coin.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I hope that the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania will consent to refer this bill to the Committee of the Whole, or

VOIN-14
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have it considered in the House as in Committee of the Whole, so that
we may go over it section by section. I observe that, among other
things, the bill proposes some changes in salaries which ought to be
discussed. I hope the gentleman will adopt this suggestion. I make
it in an entirely friendly spirit.

Mr. KELLEY. As the bill is altogether a public bill I am anxious
that it shall receive the most thorough consideration. I am perfectly
willing it shall go either to the Committee of the Whole, if its consid-
eration be not thereby delayed, or that it be considered in the House
as in Committee of the Whole.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. It will save time to consider the bill in the
House as in Committee of the Whole.

Mr. KELLEY. I move, then, Mr. Speaker, that the further consider-
ation of this bill be in the House as in Committee of the Whole.

The SPEAKER. Under the five-minute rule?
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir; in the House under the five-minute rule.
The SPEAKER. That will require unanimous consent. Is there objec-

tion to continuing the consideration of this bill in the House as in
Committee of the Whole under the five-minute rule?

Mr. DAWES. Will that permit the bill to be taken up section by
section ?

The SPEAKER. It will necesarily involve that. If there be no objec-
tion the order will be made.

There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. After the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Garfield] has

had his five minutes, the Clerk will read the first section of the bill.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. A question has been raised here which is

of considerable interest; and I happen to have in my hand some mate-
rial that has been in possession of the Committee on Appropriations,
and which seems to me valuable enough to be -placed on the pages of
the Globe. It is in the form of a letter addressed to the former chair.
man of the Committee on Appropriations, on two questions which have
been raised here to-day by the gentleman from New York [Mr. Potter];
first, as to the intrinsic value of these debased coins, and second, as to
what is known as the "profit account" of the Mint. The following is
the document to which I refer:

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES,
Philadelphia, January 25,1870.

SIR: In reply to the communication of the 18th instant, signed by
R. J. Stephens, clerk of your committee, and, in its behalf, requesting
a statement showing the aggregate profits (or transient gain) arising
from the nickel and cent coinage during the last five years; also the
actual gold value of the nickel pieces (or 100 of them); and also the
gold value of 100 of the cent pieces, I have the honor to inclose state-
ment marked "A," showing the profits, etc., as requested.

To the second question I reply that it is usual for us to state the
value of our inferior coins in currency, because the accounts of that
coinage are so kept. But as the answer is required in gold the follow.
iug is deduced, namely:
The metal in 100 5-cent pieces of 77 grains, nickel and copper, cents, in gold.. $0.55
Labor, material, dies, coinage, wastage, et .................................... 80

Total in gold ......................................................... 1. 3b

100 S-cent pieces, nickel and copper metal (23), labor etc. (80), gold ..... 1.03
100 1-cent piectia, copper (20) (proposed), labor, etc. (1), gold ................ 1.00
100 2-cent pieces, bronze metal (34), labor, etc. (70) ........................... 1.04
100 1-cent pieces, bronze metal (17), labor, etc. (70) ............................ 87
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The actual whole cost to Government is nearly as great for making

a cent as a 5-cent piece. The above does not include the cost of the
bags, etc., delivery, etc. This cost is about equal to 5 per cent on the
above estimates.

Very respectfully, yours, JAXES POLLOK, Director.

MINT OF THE UNITED STATES,
Philadelphia, January 21, 1871.

Staket showing the amount of profits on the 1, , 3, and 5 cent eoiage trasf erred to
the Unted 6Statee Treasry front January 1, 1865, to December 31, 1869, inltsere.

Profits of the year 1865 ................................................. $450,000
Profits of the year 1866 ....................................... 875,000
Profits of the year 1867 ................................................. 1,200,000
Profits of the year 1868 ................................................. 1, 000, OOU
Profits of the year 186 ................................................. '550, 000

Total ............................................................. 4,075,000

JAMES POLLOCK,
Director of the Mint.

Hon. H. L. DAwEs,
Chairman Committee on Appropriations.

Mr. KELLEY. I was about to suggest that the gentleman from Ohio
embraced a period in his profit account before nickel was used in our
coinage.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. The facts I have stated will go into the
Globe, and I wish to add that I hope the time will come when we will
not have tokens, but real money; neither tokens in metal nor tokens in
paper, unless they represent their full value.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. Cox in the chair). The bill is before
the House for action, and the Clerk will read the first section tbr
amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
"That the lMmint of the United States is herebyestablished as a bureau

of the Treasury Department, embracing in its organization andt under
its control all mints for the manufacture of coin or assay offices for the
stamping of bars which are now, or which may be hereafter, authorized
by law. The chief officer of the said bureau shall be denominated the
Director of the Mint, and shall be under the general direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury. He shall be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall hold his
office for the term of five years, unless sooner removed by the President
upon reasons communicated by him to the Senate."

The SPEAKER PRO TEXPORE. The pending question is on the amend.
ment of the gentleman from Tennessee, to strike out the following
words: "And shall hold his office for the term of five years, unless
sooner removed by the President, upon reason communicated by him
to the Senate."

Mr. MAYNARD. I modify my amendment so as to strike out the pre-
ceding words of the sentence, and add after the word "Treasury" the
words: "To be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate," so that it will read:

I In addition to the profits of 1869 a balance of $167,182.11 was withheld as a fund
to meet contingent expenses of the cent coinage account for the present quarter.
This sum includes the 1, 2, 3, and 5 cent coins on hand and for distribution.
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",The chief office of the said bureau shall be denominated the Direc-
tor of the Mint, atid shall be under the general direction of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, to be appointed by the President, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate."

Mir. Speaker, if the gentleman from Ohio, or any other gentleman,
chooses to propose an amendment to my amendment, that he shall be
removable only for cause shown to the Senate, I do not object; but
what I do object to is limiting tihe term of office to a period of five
years. It is a departure from the usual practice in like cases. Difficult
and delicate as are the duties of this office, if no reasons can be urged
for the removal of the incumbent, he should be allowed to continue to
hold his office without being embarrassed at the end of three years, or
five years, or any other number of years, by a struggle or competition
for his place. He should not be annoyed with matters of this kind, but
should be removable only for cause shown.

The only office in which this feature of limiting the term to a fixed
period exists in that of the Comptroller of the Currency, and certainly
in that case it has not proved to have worked well. If we are to have
genuine reform in the civil service-I mean reform in fact; honest, bona
fide reform made in the civil service-then we shall have our officers
removab!e only flor cause shown. Change is not reform; and unless
our action applies in the direction of only removing officers for cause
we never shall have any real civil-service reform.

Mr. KELLEY. I think the anieadmeiit of the gentleman from Tennes-
see had better not be adopted. The period of five years was adopted,
as I understand, so as to remove this office from the excitement of a
Presidential contest, and the excitement which Follows such a contest.
No person fills the office at this time. The selection is to be now
made and to continue five years. By putting the period at five years
it shows that Congress has determined to remove this office at least
from the quadrennial distribution of places under the old cry that "to
the victors belong the spoils." Under the bill as it now is such a man
would be selected as would be best fitted for the duties of the office, as
there would then be the expectation of his remaining there during
good behavior. I hope, therefore, the bill will be permitted to pas as
it stands.

Mr. HOLMAN. Is it in order to move to amend the amendment?
The SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE. It is.
Mr. IIOLMAN. I hope the gentleman will accept a modification of his

amendment, so that we shall strike out the words "6 for the term of five
years." If he does not, I move, then, instead of striking out, to insert
after the words "for the term of five years," "unless sooner removed by
the President, for reasons communicated by hin to the Senate."

Mr. Speaker, the amendment I propose withdraws from the President
the power to remove without cause. The general laws are sufficient to
secure the removal of an improper person from office, and the conferring
of the power of removal upon the President is one of the evils sought
to be removed by the great movement now pervading the whole coun-
try in favor of civil-service reform. There can be no use in talking of
reforming the civil service. There can be no use in talking of reform.
ing thecivil service while every bill we pass confers upon the President
this extraordinary power. The bill, as it now stands, confers upon the
President power to appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the
Senate, this important officer for a term of five years, unless sooner
removed from office by the President. The general laws of the land
provide the mode in which he shall be removed from the office; but
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this section invests the President with the power of removing abso-
lutely, simply signitying to the Setnate his reasons for doing so, and not
that he is prepared to remove theofficer with the consentof the Senate.

Mr. WILLARD. It seems to me that the proposition of the gentleman
from Indiana (Mr. Holman) is entirely correct; that this officer should
be left in precisely the same position as all other officers appointed by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate; that his removal should
be left to the operation of the tenure of office law, whatever its force
now may be. If the President, under that law, may remove without
giving reasons, all very well. If he can not remove without giving
reasons perhaps it is better; at all events I think it better to put it in
that way than to leave it in the way in which it stands in the bill.

The SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE. The question is on the amendment ot
the gentleman from Indiana IMr. Holman].

Mr. MAYNARD. What will be the effect of that amendment? How
will that part of the section read if amended as proposed by the gen-
tleman from Indiana?

The SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE. The Clerk will read it as it would be
amended if the words indicated in the amendment of the gentleman
from Indiana were stricken out.

The Clerk read as follows:
He shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consentof the

Senate, and shall hold his office for the term of five years.

Mr. DAWEs. Anyhow! [Laughter.] May I move to amend by add-
ing the word "anyhow ?l

The SPEAKER PRO TEMPOR. The question is on the amendment of
the gentleman from Indiana.

The House divided; and there were-ayes, 56; noes, 42; no quorum
voting.

Mr. Dox. Let us have the yeas and nays on it.
The SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE. A quorum not having voted, the

Chair will order tellers. The gentleman from Pennsylvania[Mr. Kelley]
and the gentleman from Indiana [Mr. Holmanj will act as tellers.

The House again divided; and the tellers reported-ayes, 55, noes, 69.
Mr. HOLMAN. This is an important matter in its relation to the ques-

tion of civil-service reform, and I must ask the yeas and nays on it.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and it was decided in the negative--yeas

58; pays, 103; not voting, 77; as follows:
Yea.-Messrs. Acker, Adams, Archer, Arthur, Biggs, Braxton,

Bright, Caldwell, Cox, Pox, )u Bose, Duke, Eldridge, Henry D. Foster,
Garrett, Getz, Ilambleton, Handley, Harper, John T. Harris, Herndon,
Hibbard, Holman, Kerr, Leach, Lewis, Marshall, McHenry, McIntyre,
Mertick, Moore, Niblack, Hosea W. Parker, Eli Perry, Randall, Read,
Edward Y. Rice, John M. Rice, Rogers, Roosevelt, Sherwood, Slater,
Slocum, Sloss, Stevens, Storm, Swann, Terry, Dwight Townsend, Tut-
hill, Van Trump, Vaughan, Waddell, Wells, Willard, Williams of New
York, Winchester, and Wood--58.

N ays.-Messrs. Ambler, Barber, Berry, Beatty, Beveridge, Bird,
Austin Blair, James G. Blair, George M. Brooks, Buckley, Buffington,
Burchard, Burdett, Benjamin F. Butler, Roderick R. Butler, Coburn,

ogbrhlin, Conger, Cotton, Crebs, Creely, Critcher, Crossland, Dawes,
Dickey, Donnan, Duell, Dunnell, Eames, Ely, Finkelnburg, Wilder 1).
Foster, Frye, Garfield, Goodrich, Griffith, Hale, Harmer, George E.
Harris, Havens, Hay, Gerry W. Hazleton, John W. Hazleton, Hoar,
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Hooper, Houghton, Kelley, Kellogg, Ketcham, Lamport Lansing,
Lowe, Maynard, Mclelland, McCormick, Mcrary, McKee, Mercur,
Merriam, Benjamin F. Meyers, Monroe, Leonard Myers, Negley, Orr,
Packard, Packer, Palmer, Peck Perce, Platt, Porter, Potter, Prindle,
Ellis H. Roberts, Rusk, Schofield, Seeley, Sheldon, Shellabarger,
I. Boardmau Smith, John A. Smith, Snapp, Snyder, Thomas J. Speer,
Sprague, Stark weather, Stevenson, Strong, Taffe, Thomas, Washing-
ton Townsend, Turner, Twichell, Tyner, Upson, Walden, Wallace,
Wheeler, Whiteley, \Vhitthorne, Williams of Indiana, Jeremiah M.
Wilson, and John T. Wilson-103.

Not voting.-Messis. Ames, Averill, Banks, Barnum Beck, Bell,
Bigiy, Bingham, James Brooks, Campbell, Carroll, 6 larke, Cobb,
Comingo, Conner, l)arrall, Davis, De Large, Edwards, Elliott, Farn8e
worth, Farwell, Forker, Charles Foster, Golladay, Haldeman, Halsey,
Ilancock, I lanks, Hawley, lays, Hereford, Hill, Kendall, Killinger,
King, Kinsella, lamison, Lynch, Manson, McGrew, McJunkin, McKin-
ney, McNeely, Mitchell, Morey, Morgan, Morphis, Isaac C. Parker, Pen-
dleton, Aaron F. Perry, Peters, Poland, Price, Rainey, Ritchie, William
It. Roberts, Robinson, Sawyer, Sessions, Shanks, Shober, Shoemaker,
Worthington C. Smith, It. Milton Speer, Stoughton, Stowell, St. John,
Sutherland, Sypher, Voorhees, Wakeman, Waldron, Walls Warren,
Washburn, and Young-77.

So the amendment was rejected.
The question recurred upon Mr. Maynard's amendment.
Mr. MA'NARD. I move pro formal to strike out the last word, and I

do it for the purpose of calling the attention of the House to the third
section of the bill, which I will ask the Clerk to read.

The Clerk reaid as follows:
"SEC. 3. That the officers of each mint shall be a superintendent, an

assayer, a melter and refiner, and a coiner, and for the mint at Phila-
delpIhia an engraver, all to be appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate."

Mr. MAYNARD. The object of my amendment is t) have the appoint-
nent of the head of this Bureau in the same condition as the appoint-
inent of the officers provided for in that third section. As I have
already remarked, if there is anything in what is called "reform of the
civil service," it is that it is desirable to give competent and efficient
officers permanence it, their respective places. I would strike out this
provision in the first section limiting the term of office to five years,
which would make the office at the end of five years a bone of conten-
tion and an object of strife. If my amendment be adopted, an officer
who has proved competent, efficient, and faithful will remain in his
office, as is provided in reference to these offices included in the third
section. That, as I undertand it, is the essence, the quintessence, the
narrow, the meaning, if there is a meaning, of what is called the
reform of the civil service. It is to prevent the continual terminating
of the terms of honest and efficient men and substituting others who
may not be so efficient. I now withdraw my amendment to the amend-
ment.

Mr. WILLARD. I suggest to the gentleman that he move to insert, in
place of the words which he proposes to strike out, these words: "and
shall hold his office during good behavior."

Mr. MAYNARD. I have no objection to that; it will acomplish the
same end. It is in the direction of my amendment.

Mr. WILLARD. I move, then, as an amendment to the amendment
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proposed by the gentleman from Tennessee, to insert, in r1ace of the
words to be stricken out, the words "and shall hold his office during
good behavior."

Mr. KELLBY. Does the gentleman mean to say that he shall hold his
office for five years and during good behaviorI

Mr. WILLARD. No, sir; the gentleman from Tennessee proposes to
strike out the five years. My reason for making this motion is that it
will put the bill in the form in which I think it ought to be, and in
which the gentleman from Tennessee desires it to be.

The question was taken upon Mr. Willard's amendment to the amend-
ment, and it was disagreed to-ayes 14, noes not counted.

The question recurred upon Mr. Maynard's amendment; and, being
put, it was disagreed to.

The Clerk resumed the reading of the bill. The twelfth section was
read, as follows:

"SEC. 12. That there shall be allowed to the Director of the Mint an
annual salary of $5,500, and necessary traveling expenses in visiting
the different mints and assay offices; to the superintendents of the
mints at Philadelphia and San Francisco, each, $5,000; to the assay-
ers, melters and refiners, and coiners of those mints, each, $3,500; to
the engraver of the mint at Philadelphia, $3,500; to the superintend-
ent of the mint at Carson City, and all other mints now established, or
hereafter to be established, an annual salary of not exceeding $3,50;
and to the assayer, melter and refiner, and coiner of such institutions,
each a salary of not exceeding $3,000, the amount of such salaries to
be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury; to the assistants and
clerks such annual salaries shall be allowed as the Director of the
Mint may determine, with the approbation of the Secretary of the
Treasury; and the workmen shall be allowed such wages, to be deter-
mined by the superintendent, as may be customary and reasonable,
according to their respective stations and occupations, and approved
by the Director of the Mint; and the salaries provided for in this sec-
tion, and the wages of the workmen permanently engaged, shall be
payable in monthly installments."

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I move to strike out that section. I make
the motion, not because I think it ought to be stricken out without some-
thing being substituted for it, but because in the short time I have had
to look at it I have not been able to prepare such amendments as ought
to be offered. Here is a general and sweeping increase of salaries. For
instance, the salary of the first officer named in the bill is increased
over and above what the Director of the Mint at Philadelphia now
gets $1,000 per annum, with a general sweeping, roving commission
for expenses of travel to the other mints. All the lower officers, I
believe every one with a single exception that I have noticed, have a
considerable increase in their salaries by a sweeping clause, which
takes in all the persons attached to the various branch mints, and in a
single sentence increases their salaries. I do not believe the House is
willing, in this general, wholesale way, in what purports to be merely a
codification of existing laws, a consolidation of them, to raise the sal-
aries of a large number of officers scattered all over the country, at the
different mints and assay offices that have already been established.

I have only had time to run over the leading officers and their salaries
as compared with the amounts exhibited in the estimates for appropri-
ations for the salaries of the same officers, but in every instance I see
a considerable increase of salary. If you put up one salary in one
department beyond what it has been hitherto, unless you have graded
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it and considered it relatively to all other officers of the Government
of a similar grade, you will set every one of them on to have their
salaries raised.

For instance, I observe, as I sid before that the person put down
here as director has his salary increased $1,000 a year, together with a
general roving commission to travel, and to have his traveling expenses
paid. There is now in the Philadelphia mint a treasurer who gets
$3,500 a year. This bill puts up the corresponding or relative officer
to $5,000. There is a superintendent of the mint at San Francisco
who now gets $4,500; this bill put his salary up $500. The office
of engraver is a new one, created by this bill. There is a superintend.
ent of the mint at Carson City, whose salary is incidentally increased
$1,0--from $2,500 to $3,500.

Mr. FARNSWORTH. The gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley]
has but this moment assured me that there was no increase of salaries
by this bill.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I have said that by this section, as com-
pared with the Book of Estimates of Appropriations, which is always
fully up to the law, there is in every case, so far as 1 have noticed, an
increase of salary.

Lere the hanmer fell.]
Mr. BURCHARD. Before the question is put on striking out this section

I desire to move some amendments to perfect it. In line 2 1 move to
strike out "five hundred," so that it will read I five thousand dollars;"
in line 5 strike out "five thousand dollars" and insert "four thousand
five hundred ;" in lines 7, 9, and 12 strike out "five hundred," and in
line 14 strike out "three thousand" and insert "two thousand five
hundred."

Mr. MAYNARD. Why not propose one amendment at a time?
Mr. BURCIIARD. If the section shall be amended as I propose it will

then read as follows:
"That there shall be allowed to the Director of the Mint an annual

salary of $5,000 and necessary traveling expenses in visiting the dif.
f rent mints and assay offices; to the superintendents of the mints at
Philadelphia and San Francisco, each $4,500; to the assayer, melters
and refiners, and coiners of those mints, each $3,000; to the engraver
of the mint at Philadelphia, $3,000; to the superintendent of the mint
at Carson City, and all other mints now established or hereafter to
be established, an annual salary of not exceeding $3,000, and to the
assayer, melter and refiner, and coiner of such institutions each a
salary of not exceeding $2,500, the amount of such salaries to be deter.
mined by the Secretary of the Treasury, efc."

That will leave the salaries as they are at the present time, according
to the Book of Estimates, referred to by the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
Garfield], excepting that there is an additional officer created, a super.
intendent of the mint at Philadelphia, in place of a director. The
salary of the director of the mint at Philadelphia now is $4,500. This
bill will create an additional officer, a superintendent of the mint at
Philadelphia, with a salary of $4,500, the same as that of the superin-
tendent at San Francisco. That increases the expenditures of the
mint by $4,500, and the salary of the director, even by my amendment,
is increased $500. Now, it seems to me that is a sufficieT t increase.

If any objection is made to voting upon all these amendments
together, I will move them one by one. I propose to leave the salaries
as at present, except the increase of salary of the director by $500.
As the bill now stands it proposes to raise the salary of the engraver
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from $3,000 to $3,500, of the superintendent of the mit at Carson
Cit from $3,000 to $3,500, and of the assayers, inelters and refiners,
an coiners at Philadelphia and San Francisco from $3,000 to $3,.O.

Mr. KELLEY. I had not had before me the Book of Estimates, but
have appealed for information to sources that ought to have been well
informed and reliable. The information given me was that tihe total
cost under this bill would be at about the rate of the present cost, with
the addition of the salary of the Director of the Mint, which was a new
office, and that was in accordance with what I stated. If I understood
the distinguished gentleman from Ohio [ Mr. GarfieldI correctly, he said
that this bill not only proposes to increase the pay, but to increase the
officers, and especially that the engraver of the mint was a new officer.
Sir, the first mint bill of the country provided for the offie of engraver.
There was then not to be found in the country a diesinker, but there
was a very eminent steel and copper engraver, and his services could
be had by the Government. The dies have always been cut by an
officer known as the engraver of the mint. The mint could not have
issued a coin without an engraver or a diesinker. It was in considera-
tion to change the name of the officer to that of die cutter, but having
respect to the traditions of the office, it was concluded not to do so.

As for $5,000, it will not be too large a salary for a man charged with
the business of superintending all the mints and assay offices in the
country; and if he is to give personal examination to the mechanical
and scientific departments of the business; if he is personally to see to
the fidelity of the "picks," as they are called-in other words, if be is
to see that the coins taken for tests are taken miscellaneously, and are
not picked coin; if he is to give personal attention to the various duties
of his office, he must at times travel from coast to coast, from one mint
city to another, from Philadelphia to San Francisco, to Carson City,
and other points at which there are mints.

As to the other officers, if it be true that the bill proposes an increase
of their salary, I do not ask that such provisions be retained. I do not
see that while the Director of the Mint is to become tihe mere superin.
tendent under a directing head there should be any increase of his
pay. Hal I examined the estimates for salaries, I should have con-
vened the committee, that we might have revised our action upon a
matter in which I have been mistaken, in common with other gentle-
men on the committee. I think it would be injudiciodms to reduce the
pay of the proposed chief of the Bureau as set forth in this bill. I
shall resist such a reduction, but the other amendments I assent to
at once.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the amendment of
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Burchard], which takes precedence of
the motion to strike out.

Mr. MAYNARD. As an amendment to the amendment of the gentle-
man from Illinois, I move to strike out " five thousand dollars" in the
second line of section 12 and insert "four thousand five hundred dol-
lars." The office of Director of the Mint is a new office which we are
now creating-the head of a new bureau. In adjusting the salary of
this officer we ought to fix it so as to correspond in some degree to
the salary of other heads of bureaus. I believe there are at present
but two chiefs of bureaus-the First Uomptroller of the Treasury and
the Comptroller of the Currency-whose annual salary is $5,000.
Most of the heads of bureaus receive a salary of but $3,000.

The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury and the officers of similar
rank in the State, Internal [lnteriorlJ, and Post-Office Departments
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receive a salary of but *3,000, and I can see no good reason why the
heul of this proposed new bureau should be paid more than we now
pay to the best-paid officers of corresponding grade in other branches
of' the service, whose pay, it will be remembered, was fixed in a period
of high prices, when money had much less purchasing power than at
present. It seems to me inopportune and in every way out of place to
propose an increase of salary at this time and in this connection. In
order to have an opportunity to say what I desired to say on this point,
I have proposed to fix this salary at $4,500, which, in my judgment, is
enough, though I would not seriously contend against making it $5,000;
but more than that I think we certainly ought not to pay.

Mr. DAWES. I would like to inquire of the gentleman from Pennsyl.
vania [Mr. Kelley] whether, as a question of fact, the salaries of these
officers are increased by this bill?

Mr. KELLEY. The salary of the proposed Director of the Mint is not
increased, because there has heretofore been no such office.

Mr. DAWES. This is a new office?
Mr. KELLEY. A new office; a new bureau.
Mr. DAWES. The other officers take the name of "superintendents,"

I see.
Mr. KELLEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. DAWES. Is their salary increased above what they receive now,

when they are called "directors? "
Mr. KELLEY. So it appears from the production of the Book of Esti-

mate.. Tie bill in that respect is as it was sent to us.
Mr. DAwES. I am aware of that; I want to ascertain what is the

increase.
Mr. KELLEY. The increase will be ascertained by looking at the Book

of Estimates. Inasmuch as the committee received the assurance that
there was no increase, I assent to the amendments which propose
to fix the salaries at the present standard.

Mr. BURCHARD. I modify my amendment so that each proposition
may be voted on separately. I move, in the first place, to strike out
in the second line of section 12 "five hundred," so as to fix the salary
of the l)irector of the Mint at $5,000 instead of $5,500.

Mr. HOLMAN. Mr. Speaker, is that amendment subject to further
amenlmentl

The SPEAKEROPRO TEMPORE. It is.
Mr. HOLMAN. I move, then, to strike out "five thousand dollars"

and insert "f iour thousand five hundred dollars," so as to make the
salary the same as that fixed by existing law. Forty-five hundred
dollars is the ainount paid at present to the Director of the Mint, who
is also the superintendent of the tiint at Philadelphia. It can not be
said the duties to be performed by this new officer will be more respon-
sible and laborious than those which have been performed by the
Director of the Mint. We paid during the whole period of the war,
and during the whole period since the termination of the war, no higher
salary than $4,500 to this officer, who, besides being Director of the
Mint in Philadelphia, was also superintendent of the various branch
mints throughout the United States. It is now proposed to pay this
head of a bureau, who is only to discharge the duty of Director of the
Mint, $1,000 more than we have hitherto paid, when the same officer
has not only been Director of the Mint, but superintendent of all the
branch mints and assay offices throughout the United States. In other
words, sir, we reduce the duties of the officer very largely, while at the
same time we are asked to increase his pay as largely.
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Now, sir, when the country demands some reform in this civil serv-
ice, it is quite remarkable that this bill should be brought forward,
and thaL too, at a time when an effort is being made to reduce the
expenses of the Government providing not only for new officers, but
that the salaries of these new officers, as well as of a large number of
officers in the various branch mints of the country, shall be increased
at the rate of from 20 to 25 per cent. An attempt to increase the sal-
ary of the Director of the Mint beyond $4,500 failed, even at that time.
Even then it was deemed an ample salary. Now, by this bill it is pro.
posed to be increased to $5,500, and even the gentleman from Illinois
[Mr. Burchardj, economical as he has been, proposes by his amendment
to fix the salary at a rate of $500 higher than it is at present and $500
more than it was during the war, and that, too, at a time when the
Director of the Mint bad to perform, besides, the duty of general super-
intendence of the branch mints, which by this bill this officer is not
called upon to discharge. I undertake to say that in extravagance and
in encouragement to profligate expenditures of the public money no
section ever came before Congress equal to the section which it is now
proposed to strike out.

So defective is the section in form, and it confers such extraordinary
powers upon the head of this bureau, that it will be dangerous to
attempt to amend it in any other way than by motion to strike it out
altogether. The proposition not to increase the number of officers, but
to increase all of these salaries to a rate that is higher than is paid to
any other officer of the Government of a like character, is, it seems to
me, an Insult to the intelligence of this House and the country, and I
hope that the section will at once be stricken out without hesitation on
the part of the members of this House.

Mr. DAwEs. Mr. Speaker, I hope the House will not pass lightly over
this matter of increase of salaries and increase of offices. Here is a
proposition to create a new bureau in the Treasury Department, and-
the first thing is to give the head of this bureul a larger salary than
any head of bureau has at the present time, and the salaries of all of
his subordinates are to be increased also. It is perfectly, apparent if
you do this you must go into the general business of increasing salaries.
No man can stand up here when the other heads of bureaus come in,
as they do annually, with their annual solicitations to this House for
increase of their salaries, if you now create a new bureau and put the
salaries of its officers at a higher rate than any officers are now paid in
the Treasury Department. I have no doubt some of those officers
ought to have their salaries increased, while others I do not believe
ought to be increased at all.

Ever since I have been here, or for many years, I have tried to get
the heads of these Departments to take hold of the subject themselves.
If there be anybody who should know the different duties and respon-
sibilities of the different heads of bureaus, it ought to be the h'-ads of
Departments; but up to this time no head of Department, no Cabinet
officer, who has these bureaus under him has undertaken any intelligent
or general system of arranging the duties, salaries, or compensation of
the officers under him. For twenty-five or thirty years they have gone
on in the way our fathers went, adding to the force, but making no
other change. Men have come before the Committee on Appropria-
tions and other committees, asking for an increase of their force, and
when questions were put to them, "Does not your experience in that
office suggest something by way of improvement in reorganization, or
in some other way that will add to its efficiency without increasing the
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force " they have been compelled to say there ought to be some reform
in that direction. What do we do nowt We add to the many bureaus
in the Treasury Department by this bill, against which I say nothing-
and the committee bring in a bill prepared outside, as has been stated
very probably by the committee, fixing a scale of compensation higher
than that paid to any other officer of the Treasury Department for like
services.

I hope, therefore, the House will scrutinize this matter at the thresh.
old, and so act on this bill and these salaries as to meet the issue here-
after, as we will be compelled to do, and not put up the salaries in this
new bureau at such a high figure as to produce discontent at the injus.
ticA done to the heads of bureaus in every other Department. And,
sir, this doing it in this way is fruitful of evil in every respect and of
demoralization in every Department. Now, therefore, that we talk so
much about reform in the civil service, let our attention be arrested
to this question of salaries in this new bill. And with that view I rose
simply to move that, in view of the lateness of the hour, the House
adjourn, and that we take up this question of salaries fresh on the
morrow, so that we may apply to it our serious attention, and adopt no
scale that will be in the way hereafter.

The question being put on the motion of Mr. Dawes, that the House
do now adjourn, it was agreed to; and accordingly, at 3.45 p. m., the
House adjourned.

JANUARY 10, 1872.
The SPEAKER. The morning hour commences at fifteen minutes past

12 o'clock, and the House resumes the consideration of' the bill (H. It.
No. 5) revising the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage
of the United States.

Mr. KELLEY. Before proceeding to the discusion of the bill I ask
unanimous consent to say a few words, in the way of personal explana-
tion, touching this bill. Yesterday, iii answer to the categorical ques-
tious of the gentleman from New York [Mr. Potter], I replied that there
was no increase of salary provided for in this bill. I was here with-
out my annotated copy of the bill, or my notes and papers, which I
had taken to my room for study during the vacation. I should have
answered that question otherwise, yet essentially in the same manner-
that is to say, that this bill provides a change of salaries, an increase
in some instances, but not an increase of the general expenditure in the
Mint service; rather a reduction, absolute or hoped for.

Thus the bill creates one new office, one of the most responsible offices
under the Government in connection with the currency and finances of
the country; an office not requiring merely clerical fitness, but great
scientific and mechanical experience and attainments; an office which
in England is regarded as one of the first and most important under
the Government. The Secretary of the Treasury in recommending this
bill had recommended an increase of $1,500 a year to the operative
officers, who are also required to be men of science and mechanical
skill, such as the melter and refiner, and the assayer, and some increase
to the engraver, so that the Government engraver might be paid as he
could be in the private shops of the country, for wages for that sort of
labor have materially advanced. The committee had mnot concurred in
the recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury as to $1,500 but
had reduced it to $500. I remembered the reduction and thought it
brought it down to the actual present salary. So, too, with reference
to the superintendents of the mint. Their functions are changed. I
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ask the chairman of the Committee on Appropriations [Mr. GAIFIuLD]
to please notice this fact. I am speaking of the proposed salaries of
the superintendents of the mint. Their functions are materially
changed. They are hereafter to perform the duties hitherto performed
by the treasurers of the mint. They now become bonded officers and
this bill requires of them a bond in the sum, I think, of $500,000. And
it was supposed that for their Increased duties, and especially for their
increased responsibilities, an additional sum of $500 would not be too
much in a bill the general drift of which is to reduce the expense of
the coinage and mint system of the country.

Mr. GARFILD, of Ohio. Will the gentleman allow me a question?
Mr. KELLEY. Certainly.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Do I understand the gentleman to say that

the office of sulmrintendent of the mint now includes in it the duties
of treasurer of the mint?

Mr. KELLEY. It will should this bill become a law.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Let me ask the gentleman this further ques.

tion. I see that the treasurer of the mint at Philadelphia, who I under.
stand the gentleman to say is now a bonded officer, gets a salary of
$3,500 a year. If this bill shall pass, the superintendent of the mint at
Philadelphia, who will perform the same duties the treasurer now per.
forms, will have $5,000 a year; that is an increase of $1,500 a year for
substantially the same duties.

Mr. KELLEY. If the gentleman will make himself familiar with the
facts, he will discover that in each of three cities, to wit, 14ew York,
Philadelphia, and New Orleans, there is one officer holding two offices
and receiving two salaries; the same individual is assistant treasurer
of the United States and treasurer of the mint; and in the double
capacity he receives a salary higher than we propose to be given to
the superintendent of the mint, who is hereafter to perform the functions
and duties of the treasurer of the mint as they now exist

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Is there any provision of law allowing those
officers to draw two salaries I

Mr. KLLEY. Yes, sir; and the gentleman will find near the close
of this bill-for I want nothing but that every member shall under-
stand-a provision that the salaries now paid to the treasurers of the
mint shall hereafter be paid to the assistant treasurers at New York,
Philadelphia, and New Orleans, and be charged, as they properly are
chargeable, to the expenses of the Treasury, and not to the Mint of the
United States. If no provision be made for the salaries of the assist-
ant treasurers, no man will fill the office at any one of those three
places, for it will leave those officers with all the responsibilities of the
assistant treasurership, with a salary at New York, for instance, of, I
think, $2,000 or $2,500 i year.

As I have said in response to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Gar-
field], I have nothing to conceal and nothing to urge about this bill.
It is a public bill, coming to Congress from one of its Departments
(the Treasury), and going to the Committee on Coipage, Weights, and
Measures through that transmission of the bill to the House.

Mr. WOOD. At the close of the session on yesterday the gentleman
from Massachusetts [Mr. Dawes], addressing the House, expressed the
wish that we should take this opportunity to discuss and determine the
question of the salaries of Government officials. He appeared to think
that to raise the salaries as proposed by this section of the bill would
require an increase of sabiries throughout the various Departments of
the Government. Now, I think that in cases of this kind, where very
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grave responsibilities rest upon officials, the question of compensation
is not of so much importance as the question of integrity and of capacity.
I do not believe that the people of this country complain very much of
the salaries paid to their officials.

But I do believe that the public mind of the country is at this time
very much agitated as to the personal fitness and qualifications of offi.
cial incumbents and the integrity with which their duties are dis-
charged. I think it one of the most encouraging signs of the times
that public attention is now so decidedly called to the manner in which
officials of every grade and character, from the highest in the Govern.
ment down to the most humble local magistrate, discharge their duties.

We have, sir, in the report submitted to this House by the President
from the commissioners appointed by him to revise the civil-service
system of the country, this most astounding declaration:

"It is calculated by those who have made a careful study of all the
facts that one-fourth of the revenues of the United States are annually
lost in the collection."

We have collected for the last few years at least *400,000,000 of reve.
nue annually, an4 we are told by the official representatives of the
Administration that one-fourth of this sum has been stolen by the
officials appointed to collect it. This is the condition of affairs in this
country, and while I do not believe that official integrity or official dis.
honesty is confined to either political party, or that either party has a
monopoly of honesty or dishonesty, yet I do think it is one auspicious
circumstance that at least the people of this country evince a deter-
mination to hold the officers of the Government to a strict account-
ability as to the discharge of their official duties; and if the honorable
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Dawes], instead of bringing up a
discussion as to the regulation of official salaries, shall direct his ability
and influence in this House toward effecting a substantial reform in the
civil service of the country, he will accomplish good for which the peo-
ple of the country will thank him, and no part of the people more than
those embraced in the Democratic party. We desire reform. We
commenced reform in our own case in the great city of New York. The
Democracy there eflected a reform by weeding out boldly all the cor.
rupt elements of its own party gathered there in official lire, and we
call upon the Republican party to commence a similar work with the
Administration here, which, by the statement of its own officials, is
even more corrupt than that which we have exposed and denounced
and uprooted in New York. I hope, therefore, that the gentleman from
Massachusetts, who occupies a very responsible position here, to whom
we all listen with so much pleasure, and'whom we are all so ready to
follow when he is willing to act as leader, will devote the power of his
voice and influence to eflecting, not only in the legislative department
of the Government, but also in the executive department, a reform
such as we have effected in the city if New York.

Mr. DAwEs. The gentleman from New York [Mr. WoodI must excuse
me if I do not turn aside from the purposes of this bill at this moment
to follow his suggestions, which I take very kindly, assuring him that
I will endeavor to do what I can in that line, if I can have his valuable
assistance. He alludes to what has been done by his party in the city
of New York. I inquire of him whether it is not the fact that while we
send our thieves to the penitentiary they send theirs to the legislature?
[Laughter.] I rose, however, to offer an amendment.

Mr. WOOD. If the gentleman would send all his political friends who
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are thieves to the State prison there are not State prisons enough in
the country to hold one-hundredth part of them. [Laughter.J

Mr. DAWES. I desire to offer an amendment to the twelfth section.
The SPEAKER. As soon as the pending amendment is disposed of the

Chair will recognize the gentleman. Debate is exhausted on the pend-
ing amendment, which will be read.

The Clerk read as follows:
"In line 12 of section 12 strike out ' five thousand five hundred dol-

lars' and insert in lieu thereof' four thousand five hundred dollars.'"
The amendment was agreed to; there being, on a division-ayes 79,

noes not counted.
Mr. DAWES. I move to amend by striking out, in the third line of

section 12, after the word "expenses," the words "in visiting differ-
ent mints and assay offices," and inserting in lieu thereof "actually
incurred in visiting different mints and assay offices, to be paid only on
vouchers verified on oath."

Mr. KELLEY. I accept the amendment.
Mr. DAwES. If the House accepts it. then I will not trouble it with

my remarks.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I desire to offer an amendment. I move to

strike out "five thousand dollars," in lines 5 and 6, and insert "three
thousand five hundred dollars;" so it will read: "To the superintend-
ents of mints at Philadelphia and San Francisco, each three thousand
five hundred dollars."

The SPEAXE. There is a series of amendments pending offered by
the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Burchard| yesterday.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I understand that the gentleman from Illi-
nois offers them one by one.

Mr. BURCIRD. I presented them all together.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will then report the first amendment offered

by the gentleman from Illinois.
The Clerk read as follows:
"Strike out 'five thousand dollars' and insert 'four thousand five

hundred dollars;' so it will read: 'To superintendents of the mints at
Philadelphia and San Francisco, each three thousand five hundred
dollars.)"

Mr. BURCHARD. That, I understand, has been substantially voted on.
The SPmAKER. It has been disposed of by the amendment of the gen-

tleman from Massachusetts, and the Clerk will read the next amend-
ment.

The Clerk read as follows:
"Strike out 'three thousand five hundred dollars,' in line 7; so it will

read: 'To the assayers, melters and refiners, and coiners of those mints,
each three thousand dollars.'"

Mr. BURCHARD. The amendment in line 5 has not been voted on,
as I understand.

Mr. KTxiuY. It has been agreed to, and the salary of the chief direc-
tor has been fixed at $4,500.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. But it has not been voted on in line 6.
The SPEAKR. The amendment will be again read.
The Clerk read as follows:
"In lines 5 and 0 strike out 'four thousand dollars,' and insert 'four

thousand five hundred dollars,' so it will read, 'To the superintendents
of the mints at Philadelphia and San Francisco, each, four thousand
five hundred dollars.'"
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The SPEAKR. The Chair understands that the gentleman from
Illinois moves to strike out "five thousand dollars" and insert "four
thousand five hundred dollars," and the gentleman from Ohio moves to
make it "three thousand five hundred dollars."

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Certainly.
Mr. KELLEY. I desire to be heard on that. I wish to call the atten-

tion of the House to the fact that while they are largely increasing the
responsibilities of these offices of superintendents of the mints at
Philadelphia and San Francisco, they propose to largely reduce their
pay. Those officers are now receiving $4,5(0. This bill translrsto them
the duty of treasurer, for which a large salary has been paid. It puts
on them the responsibilities of that office and requires them to give a
heavy bond, for all of which it is proposed to reduce their salaries
$1,000 per annum. Now, I am as anxious for economy as the gentle-
man from Illinois [Mr. Burchard] or the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. Gar-
flel. I am perfectly willing to see these salaries remain at the figure
at which they now stand, but it should be borne in mind that there are no
more responsible financial officers in the country, none requiring a
higher order of integrity, none whose blunders or whose crimes would
be more difficult of detection. They are to have charge, not only
of your bullion and of your coin, but of your standard of weight and
fineness, and of the coin selected for testing annually by a commission
the fidelity with which the standard weight and finetiess of our coin
are maintained, and in this day of high prices you will not be able to
command the services of men to whom such duties should properly be
confided for the sum proposed by the gentleman's amendment to the
amendment. Make the salaries of those officers each $3,500 per annum,
and I apprehend no gentleman fitted to properly discharge the duties
of those offices will enter into bonds of a quarter or half a million
dollars, and assume the extraordinary duties devolved on them with a
salary diminished so largely. I think it is an effort at economy as
unwise as ever was made, and in its results, instead of being economy, it
may be to debase the coinage or lead to the loss of large sums of money
to the Government. I hope therefore that the amendment will not
prevail.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. We have already cut off $1,000.
Mr. KELLEY. From the existing office?
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. From the chief officer now provided for in

this twelfth section.
Mr. KELLEY. That is from the proposed salary.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. We have reduced the salary of the chief offi-

cer from $5,500 a year to $4,.i00, and as thi bill now stands it prol)oses
that the subordinates under the chief shall have the same salary as the
chief. The gentleman from Pennsylvania has told you of the duties of
these officers. I say to the gentleman that the treasurer of the mint
at Philadelphia, the officer he refers to as one whose duties are to be
swallowed up by those of the officer now under consideration, has at
present *3,500. It is true that the treasurer of the mint at San Fran-
cisco gets $4,500. I see no reason why there should be such disparity
between the two, and I do not think it will be wrong to put the amount
at $4,000. But to put the salaries of these officers at the same rate as
that of their chief, who has control of all the business, is manifestly
wrong. I modify my amendment so as to make the amount $4,000,
which will make the scale $4,500 for Ihe highest officer; $4,000 fisr the
second grade, and $3,500 for the grade still lower, striking an average
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between the )resent salary of the treasurer at Philadelphia and the
higher salary of the treasurer at San Francisco.

Mr. KELLEY. If I may be permitted, I desire to say that I am not
contemplating symmetry in offices; I am contemplating such payment
for such duty as will probably secure integrity and capacity, and I do
not think $4,500 is inad.luate pay for an office the duties of which we
are nearly doubling, the responsibilities of which we are increasing ten
thousand fold, and which has been hitherto regarded as deserving of
$4,500. The officer at San Francisco now receives $4,500, $3,000 as assist.
ant treasurer of the United States and $1,500 as treasurer of the mint.
It is, as I said before, increasing the duty, adding enormous responsibili-
ties, and at the same time reducing the pay upon the simple plea that
the scale of salaries will be made more symmetrical.

Mr. TOWNSEND, of New York. Mr. Speaker, with great reluctance I
intrude myself at this moment on the attention of the House; but it
seems to me that this legislation, or this discussion of matters of legisla.
tion, occupyi ng the House out of all reasonable proportion to its interest,
is something which the country will reject. This Congress has been in
existence for nearly a year, and during that whole time there has been
scarcely one act of legislation which has had a tendency to protect or in
the slightest degree to advance the great commercial interests of this
country, 1upon which all our prosperity depends. And here we are all
discussing a question of salary to the officers of a mint, when, itf things
go on as they are at present, we will soon have no money to pay officers.

To-day the rate ot interest in England is 2. per cent, while in the
city of New York it has lately been as high as 300 per cent per annum.
Our great commercial interests are suffering, and looking to this body
for protectioij, amid I believe-I say it boldly-that if a vote were taken
to day the country would direct that the members of this body return
to their avocations in other lursuits. I therefore move to strike out
the enacting clause in this bill, so that we may proceed to something
of which the country is more in need at this time than the discussion
of mints and coinage.

3M'. M1CCO3MICK, of Missouri. Is the motion of the gentleman from
New York [Mr. Townsend] subject to amendmentI

The SPEAKER. It is not Aebatable.
Mr. 1[CCORMICK, of Missouri. I desire to know if it be subject to

amendment.
The SPEAKER. It is not subject to amendment, nor is it debatable.

The question is on the motion of the gentleman from New York [Mr.
Townsend] to strike out the enacting clause of the bill.

Mr. Cox. I desire to make a parliamentary inquiry. I would like the
Chair to state to the House the etfct of that motion.

The SPEAKER. The Chair would state that it is a process of decapi-
tation. [Laughter.]

The question being put, the House divided; and there were-ayes
69, noes 48; ito quorum voting.

The Speaker, under the rule, ordered tellers; and 3r. Kelley, amid
Mr. Townsend, of New York, were appointed.

The House again divided, and the tellers reported-ayes 80. noes 61.
Mr. Dickey demanded the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and it was decided in the negative-yeas,

77; nays, 100; not voting, 61; as follows:
Yeas.-Messrs. Adams, Arthur, Beck, Bell, Biggs, Bird, James G.
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Blair, Braxton, Bright, Caldwell, Carroll, Conner, Cox, Crebs, Critcher,
Crossland, Davis, Dox, Du Bose, Duke, Dunnell, Edwards, Eldridge,
Ely, Farnsworth, Garrett, Hale, Hambleton, Hancock, Handley, Hanks,
Harper, John T. Harris, Hay, Hereford, Herndou, Hibbard, Holman,
Kerr, King, Lamison, Leach, Lewis, Manson, Marshall, McCormick,
McHenryA Mcintyre, McKinney, Merrick, Morgan, Niblack, Hosea W.
Parker, Eli Perry, Peters, Read, Edward Y. Rice, John M. Rice, Wil.
liam R. Roberts, Roosevelt, Slater, Slocum, Sloss, Stevens, Swann,
Terry, Dwight Townsend, Tuthill, Van Trump, Vaughan, Waddell,
Warren, Wells, Whitthorne, Williams of New York, Winchester, and
Wood-77.

Nays.-Messrs. Acker, Ambler, Averill, Barber, Barry, Beatty, Bever-
idge Bingham, Austin Blair, George M. Brooks, Buflinton, Burchard,
BurAett, Roderick I. Butler, Clarke, Coburn, Coghlan, Conger, Cotton,
D)awes, Dickey, Donnan, Duel], Eames, Finkelnburg, Charles Foster,
Wilder 1). Foster, Frye, Carfiehl, Goodrich, Halsey, Harmer, George B.
Harris, Havens, Gerry W. lazleton, John W. Hazleton, Hill, Hoar,
Hooper, Houghton, Kelley, Kellogg, Ketcham, Killinger, Lamport,
Lansing, Lowe, Lynch, Maynard, McClelland, McCrary, MeJunkin,
Merriam, Benjamin F. Meyers, Monroe, Moore, Leonard Myers, Orr,
Packard, Palmer, Isaac C. Parker, Peck, Pendleton, Perce, Platt,
Poland, Randall, Ellis II. Roberts, Rusk, Schofield, Seeley, Sessions,
Shanks, Sheldon, Shellabarger, Sherwood, H. Boardman Smith, John A.
Smith, Snapp, Snyder, Sprague, Starkweather, Stoughton, Strong,
Taffe, Thomas, Washington Townsend, Turner, Twichell, Tyner, Upson,
Wakeman, Wal4en, Waldron, Wallace, Walls, Wheeler, Willard, Wil.
llams of Indiana, and Jeremiah M. Wilson-100.

Not voting.-Messrs. Ames, Archer, Banks, Barnum, Bigby, James
Brooks, Buckley, Benjamin F. Butler, Campbell, Cobb, Comingo,
Creely, Darrall, De Large, Elliott, Farwell, Foiker, Henry D. Foster,
Getz, Golladay, Griffith, laldeman, Hawley, Hays, Kendall, Kinsella,
McGrew, McKee, M Neely, Mercur, Mitchell, Morey, Morphis, Negley,
Packer, Aaron F. Perry, Porter, Potter, Price, Prindle, Rainey, Ritchie,
Robinson, Rogers, Sawyer, Shober, Shoemaker, Worthington C. Smith,
R. Milton Speer, Thomas, J. Speer, Stevenson, Storm, Stowell, St.
John, Sutherland, Sypher, Voorhees, Whiteley, John T. Wilson, and
Young-61.

So the motion to strike out the enacting clause of the bill was dis-
agreed to.

The question recurred upon the amendment offered by Mr. Garfield,
of Ohio.

Mr. G'ARFIELD, of Ohio. I ask the gentleman from Pennsylvania
[Mr. Kelley] to consent to have this bill recommitted. I have a motion
p)ellding to strike out the whole of this twelfth section, which I did not
wish to press, and yet on further examination I am satisfied that the
bill involves a very considerable increase in salaries generally. I have
before me the Mint laws as they have been compiled up to 1867, and
all the changes up to this time, and I find that the superintendents of
the branch mints have $2,000 a year and the other officers salaries at
a lower grade.

Mr. KELLEY. What branch mint?
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. At the branch mint at New Orleans the

superintendent had $2,600 and the treasurer $2,000.
Mr. KELLEY. Twenty-five hundred dollars for the superintendent

and $2,000 for the treasurer, the offices being held by the same person,
which made $4,500.
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Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. The law does not say so. The law says
nothing about one person holding the two offices. I find that the
superintendent of the mint at Dahlonega has but $2,000 a year.

Mr. KELLEY. That office has been abolished.
MIr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I know that; but I am speaking of what

was the order under this law. The assayer and the coiner at Dah.
lonega had each $1,500 a year. I find that on the Pacific coast, at the
mint of San Francisco, of which the gentleman speaks, higher salaries
were paid, but we know that generally on the Pacific coast we have had
to have higher salaries on account of' the peculiar situation of that
people; but the occasion for that has nearly passed now, and there is
no such necessity for larger salaries there than elsewhere. Now, for
one, I do not propose to take the high figures paid at San Fran'isco
as a gauge of salary for all the officers of mints, as this bill now seems
to do.

It seems to me, with all due respect to the committee, that they have
not well considered this section, and I hope that the gentleman will
consent that the bill shall be recommitted, and that this section relat.
ing to salaries shall be thoroughly gone over. I do not wish to slash
into the bill and mutilate it, as it should be harmonious in all its parts,
but I do not believe it can be perfectedl here in open House by amend-
ing ome salary and then another and then another, according to the
caprice of the House, without full knowledge. If, however, we are
going on with the discussion of the bill, I shall of course insist on my
amen(lment cutting down the salary, now under debate.

Mr. KELLEY. I shall not object ultimately to the recommitment of
this bill. I shall endeavor, however, to persuade gentlemen in the
interim, to examine the bill and look into the facts of the case. The
gentleman from Ohio has illustrated how little the most industrious
and capable members of the House understand about the facts in ques-
tion. He tells you that he makes allowance for the expenses in San
Francisco. The assistant treasurer at San Francisco receives $6,000,
$4,500 of which he receives as treasurer of the mint; and yet when it
is proposed to add all his duties to those of the superintendent of the
mint the gentleman from Ohio says the salary for both offices should be
less by $1,000 than has been paid for the one. In Philadelphia your
assistant treasurer receives as treasurer of the mint $3,500, and you
propose to add his duties to those of the superintendent of the mint and
make that officer give a heavy bond, and then to reduce his salary
$1,000, because he shall perform duties that have heretofore cost you
$3,500.

The gentleman refers to Dahlonega. Will he tell me when there was
either coinage or assay at Dahlonega 0 It was an office without duties,
maintained until the breaking out of the war by Southern supremacy
in the House. He refers to the mint at Charlotte, where the total
amount assayed and coined during the last year was $14,500. This
bill proposes to abolish that establishment and throw into adequate
salaries for responsible officers the money that has been wasted by
maintaining these sinecures. I am informed by the Treasury Depart.
meant that the utmost increase of expenses that this bill can involve is
$3,700 per annum, while it adds an office to which it is proposed to
give a salary of $5,500. Reducing that salary to $3,500, the Treasury
estimate is that while you have made your mint secure, while you will
have given a responsibility to those to whom your coinage is confided,
while you will have enabled your Secretary of the Treasury to ascer-
tain the condition of your mints and your coinage, you will have added
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to the possible expenditure the enormous sum of $1,700, with large
prospective reductions by means of the systematic working of the mints.

This is the true state of the case, and I hope that gentlemen who
have the estimates before them and also the recommendations of the
Secretary of the Treasury, will make themselves familiar with the real
facts of the case and not come in here and endeavor to thwart a bill
like this upon erroneous statements of facts. Here is the recommenda-
tion of the Secretary of the Treasury, sending in to us the recominen.
dation of the superintell(lent of the assay office at -New York, Mr. Acton,
embodied in the volume of estimates:

"I earnestly recommend the additional salary submitted for the
assayer a.d melter and refiner. Their duties are onerous and respon.
sible, and their present compensation wholly inadequate in view of the
cost of living in ANew York. I would also call attention to the appro-
priation for the current year of but 3,000 for the salary of deputy
treasurer, which was fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury November
6, 1869, at 84,5ft0.

"THOMAS C. ACTON, Stperintendepit."

I now move that this bill be recommitted to the Committee on Coin.
age, Weights, and Measures.

Mr. McCoR3IICK, of Missouri. Is that motion amendable?
The SPEAKER. It is by way of adding instructions to the motion to

recommit.
Mr. MCCORMICK, of 31issouri. That is what I wish. I move to amend

the motion to recommit by adding instructions to the committee to
report a bill which shall create no new bureau, new office, or increase
of salary of any officer now in existence, and which shall provide that
in the purchase of nickel and copper for use of the Mint proposals for
bids shall be submitted, and the lowest and bist bidder or bidders
shall be contracted with for the same; and that all nickel and copper
coin redeemed by the Mint shall be recoined so far as the same can be
used for such purlxse. That amendment is about all the argument I
desire to submit. I think it is clearly the sense of this House and of
the country that officers of the Government shall not have their salaries
increased; neither shall there be any increase of officers in this or any
other department. For that reason I hope the L1ouse will adopt my
amendment.

1r. KELLEY. The gentleman from Missouri [Mr. McCormick] in order
to affect the mode of purchasing a single metal proposes some very
curious instructions to the committee, which ought to contain the
words "nor int any other way alter existing law." The amendment
would then be niore intelligible. Officers are not to be changed, sala-
ries are not to changed, nothing is to be changed, except the mode of
buying nickel. 1 apprehend the regulations which this House and the
Senate will adopt for the procuring of gold and silver and other metals
will be quite sufficient to secure something like integrity in the pur-
chase of nickel.

Mr. 3CCORMICK, of Missouri. My impression is that the primary
object of this bill is to affect the manner in which nickel shall be pur-
chased, and it is for that very reason that I have moved these instruc-
tions. There are in the United States more places producing nickel
than the State of Pennsylvania; and I think all the nickel.producing
portions of our country should be permitted to go into the market and
have an opportunity to supply the Mint.

Mr. KiELLY. I wish to say, in reply to the gentleman from Missouri
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'Mr. McCormick , that I can not believe the Secretary of the Treasury
(eemed it necessary to organize a commission to revise the mint laws
for the simple purpose of enabling somebody to have a "job" in buying
nickel. This bill has no personal origin. The Secretary of the Treas.
ury found the whole mint system in disorder and without responsibility.
He appointed three gentlemen of high character and large experience
in such matters to revise the mint laws. I, as the organ of the Commit-
tee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures, have submitted to the House
the report, substantially, of that commission. I do not believe that the
Secretary of the Treasury and the three eminent gentemen who consti.
touted that commission were in a conspiracy to create a "job" about the
purchase of nickel for the United States Mint.

Mr. MCCORMICK, of Missouri. I should like to ask the gentleman one
question. What objection has he to the Mint of the United States
inviting proposals for the supply of nickel I

Mr. KELLEY. I have not the slighest objection; but I do not see why
such a provision should be embodied in instructions to be coupled with
the recommitment of this bill. I am not to be drawn into a discussion
of that kind; but I do feel it my duty to vindicate the Secretary of the
Treasury and the commission that framed this bill against the intima-
tion that they are in a conspiracy to cheat somebody in the purchase
of nickel for our subsidiary coinage.

The SPEAKER. Debate is exhausted upon the pending motion.
Mr. POTTER. III order to say a word upon this subject, I move to

amend by striking out the last clause of the proposed instructions. I
think that this subject is one deserving of all the attention which the
gentleman from Missouri [Mr. McCormick] would invite to it. At the
first session of the Forty-first Congress the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania [Mr. Kelley] who now has charge of this bill, reported a bill in
regard to nickel coinage, which lett it discretionary with the chief offi-
cer referred to in that bill to make purchases of nickel needed for coinage.
The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Butler] then moved that thebill
be amended by an insertion of a proviso that "the material purchased
under this act shall be by public advertisement for contracts at the price
offered by the lowest bidder therefor." That amendment was resisted
by the gentleman from Pennsylvania. The House recommitted the
bill, and when it was returned from the committee the gentleman from
Pennsylvania had adopted the amendment of the gentleman from Mas-
sachusetts. I read from the remarks of the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania on the 30th of March, 1869:

"In section 2 we have struck out lines 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, together with
the words 'for material' in the fourth line, substituting therefor the
proposition of the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Butler], provid-
ing for the purchase of material by public advertisement."

And the House passed the bill in that shape. When the gentleman
said yesterday that I objected to the bill when it first came before the
House he was right, and when he said that I subsequently became a
colaborer with him in support of the bill he was also right. But he
omitted to state that this particular amendment and other important
amendments were made between the time when I resisted the bill and
the time when I supported it.

Mr. KELLEY. I beg leave to say that the gentleman refers to another
bill than that to which I alluded, which was for the redemption of small
coin.

Mr. POTTER. And that is the only bill which had a clause on that
subject.
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Mr. KELLEY. No, sir.
Mr. POTTER. The Globe, which I hold in my hand, shows that I amcorrect.
Mr. KELLEY. The bill to which the gentleman objected contained no

provision for the creation of aiiy coin. It was a bill providing simply
for making the subsidiary coinage redeemable.

Mr. POTTER. The gentleman is utterly mistaken. I read from the
Globe:

"Mr. KELLEY. I ask unanimous consent to report back from the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures House bill No. 2 for the
coinage of nickel.copper pieces of 5 cents and under.

"Mr. POTTER. I object."
That is the only bill introduced by the gentleman from Pennsylvania

to which I objected. It was recomnitted, and the amendment pro.
posed by the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Butler], to which I
referred, was inserted.

The bill now before us proposes to create a new officer to be called
"Director of the Mint," who is to be put in office for five years, and is
to be endowed with discretionary power to say where the superin.
tendent of the Mint shall purchase nickel. And having got his dis-
cretionary power, perhaps he will use it to purchase from his mine in
Pennsylvania, which has been spoken of, on terms not for the interest
of the Government. He is therefor five years. Heis not yet appointed.
Nobody knows who he will be nor what relations or arrangements he
may have with the people who own this nickel mine. But, however,
the fact may be in that regard, no one should be intrusted with any
such power, and I suggest that the Committee on Coinage, Weights,
and Measures ought not to report a bill giving him any such discretion.

Mr. KELLEY. The bill to which the gentleman objected, and by objec-
tion to which he temporarily defeated it, was a bill merely providing
for the redemption of a subsidiary coin. He may have objected to
another one, but I have no recollection of it.

Mr. POTTER. NO.
Mr. KELLEY. But that is apart from this discussion. I wish to say

if the bill had progressed, and if the gentleman had offered a proper
amendment-proper in its form and expression, providing that bids
should be required for all metals for subsidiary coinage-I should not
have objected to it, but should have voted for it. But while I would
do that in the discussion of the bill, I was not authorized, as chairman
of the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures, to accept such
an amendment, mnor do I think it fitting or dignified that such instruc-
tion should be given, and therefore I oppose it. I do not oppose the
principle of the thing, but, as I have said, I am ready to sustain it
whether it comes up in a bill reported or as an amendment to a bill
reported, but I oppose, as I have already said, any such instructions to
any committee of this House.

M1'. POTTER. One word further. The gentleman is mistaken. I hold
the Globe In my hand; I know what I am talking about. The bill to
which I refer was a bill which he reported on the 15th of March, but
which was recommitted to the committee, and which was reported back
to the House on the 30th of March, amended as I have indicated.

Mr. KELLEY. It was a bill passed on the eve of the close of the ses-
sion. The bill to which the gentleman refers was a bill for the coining
of 1, 3, and 5 cent pieces.

Mr. POTTER. And for their redemption ?
Mr. KELY. Yes, sir; tde other one contained the section which pro-
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vided for their redemption, and when I passed from this side of the
House to that and explained the bill to the gentleman, be said that he
had made a mistake, being in favor of it and in hearty sympathy with
me.

Mr. POTTER. That is, so far as the redemption was concerned.
Mr. KELLEY. And when it came up again he gave it his support.
Mr. POTTER. The gentleman is mistaken in thinking that it was not

the bill for the coining of nickel coin in which the provision for redemp-
tion was contained to which I first objected and then, after amendment,
supported.

Mr. KELLEY. It was not in March, but in the warm weather, during
the last days of the session.

Mr. POITER. It was in the short spring session of 1869; and I read
from the Globe my own remarks on the 30th of March, 1869, on that
very bill, No. 2, providing for the coinage of nickel coin and for its
redemption, made when the bill had come back to the House after being
recommitted to the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures:

"Mr. POTTER. Mr. Speaker, when this bill was before the House as
first reported by the committee I saw in it, as I thought, grave grounds
of objection; but since it has been recommitted the objections which I
had to it have been obviated."

That is, by the incorporation of the amendment to which I have
referred and otherwise. I now further read from the Globe report, that
it may be seen how entirely correct I had been in my statement as to
that bill:

",As the bill is now reported it appears to me a wise and provident
measure of legislation. It provides, in the first place, for the redemp.
tion of the debased coinage which has been issued since the war. It
provides, in the next place, for a substituted coinage, to take the place
of 'the present debased coinage, which, although still more debased in
intrinsic value, is nevertheless to be redeemed at par from time to time
in Treasury notes."

From this it will be seen that I am not mistaken. When the bill was
recommitted to the committee it came back with a limitation inserted,
such as has been suggested by the gentleman from Missouri [Mr. Mc.
Cormick]. It ought to go into this bill, and if it be not introduced into
the bill at this time I will ask to put it in when we come to section 30,
when it will be germane.

Mr.*GARFIELD, of Ohio. I desire to amend the instructions of the
committee by inserting "that no increase of salary shall be provided
for in this bill," and I desire to say a word on that amendment; that is,
that there shall be no increase of salaries of existing officers.

Mr. KELLEY. I have no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will again read the amendment of the gen.

tlenan from Missouri.
The amendment was read.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I desire to say a word or two in reply to the

gentleman from Pennsylvania with reference to a remark made by him
yesterday and today in regard to increase of salaries in this bill.

I would entirely omit reference to the rather unkind remark as to
misrepresentation. I wish to call the attention of the gentleman to one
point which I think his remarks entirely omit--I will not say cover up-
namely, that this bill disconnects the mint entirely from the assistant
treasuries of the United States at the places where there are mints.
For instance, in the city of Philadelphia the treasurer of the mint, as
such, is assistant treasurer of the United States. le gets as treasurer
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of the mint, $3,500, and in addition to that he gets $1,500 for his duties
as assistant treasurer of the United States. At San Francisco the
treat surer of the mint gets $4,500, and $1,500 for his services to the
United States as assistant treasurer. Now, the gentleman proposes to
give him the large sum produced by adding these two amounts, and at
the same time to relieve him altogether of his duties as assistant treats.
urer of the United States, making him wholly an officer of the mint,
while, as a matter of course, we will have to provide for the assistant
treasurer of the United States.

Mr. KELLEY. The gentleman is mistaken, as I will show if lie will
allow me to make a statement.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I will yield to the gentleman in one moment.
I have only further to say that all the other officers who can not receive
two salaries have their salaries actually increased, while as regards
those who receive two salaries we put both in this bill. I now yield to
the gentleman from Pennsylvania.

Mlr. KELLEY. I desire to explain to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
Garfield) that instead of discontinuing the office of treasurer of the
mint, this bill provides for the absorption of that office into the func-
tions of the superintendent of the mint.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I understand that; but what about the
assistant treasurers of the Uuited States?

Mr. KELLEY. I explained that. Instead of not stating the point, or
covering it up, to use the language of the gentleman from Ohio, I yes.
terday, as will be seen by the Globe, stated to the House, and to the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Dawes], specially while aldress-
ing the House, that in a subsequent section of this bill-the thirty-
third, I think iz is-the officer whose salary has hitherto been paid
from the Treasury of the United States, by virtue of his connection
with the mint, was transferred to the Treasury Department, and that
his pay proper was left to him: that tihe mint was now charged with
paying the assistant treasurers in those three cities, but that this bill
promises to leave the treasurer to pay the salaries of his assistants,
and to pay the superintendent of the mint a slight increase for assum-
ing the duties and responsibilities of treasurer of that institution.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. That i precisely what I say. The bill dis.
locates, perhaps quite properly, these two offices, but as a matter of
course it leaves the assistant treasurers of the United States with a
little fragment of a salary, and we will at once have to raise their sal-
aries to a proper level. In other words, we will have to give them full
salaries.

Mr. KELLEY. I called attention to that yesterday.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. And this bill therefore compels us to recon-

struct and raise the salaries of the several officers not provided for in
the bill, besides the salaries provided in the bill itself; so that there
is more raising of salaries consequent on the passing of the bill than
appears d: tly in the bill itself. That is the point to which I have
desired to cail attention.

Mr. POTTER. I withdraw my amendment.
Mr. RANDALL. I wish to hear the motion which is now pending.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will again read the instructions moved by

the gentleman front Missouri [Mr. McCormick].
The motion was again read.
Mr. RANDALL. I desire to ask the gentleman from Missouri whether

he will allow me to move an amendment there to provide for free coin-
ageT
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Mr. McCoRMICK, of Missouri. I would prefer not.
MIr. MAYNARD. I move to amend by striking out the word 'copper."

I do so for the reason suggested by my friend from Missouri [Mr.
McCormick]. His prolositions, in the main, and perhaps all of them,
receive my support. But yet it appears to me that in their present
form they can not be intelligently and properly considered. We
can not say that any officer is entitled to have his salary increased.
At least I can not say so from any information I may have on this wide
subject. I think, therefore, that the instructions which the gentleman
proposes had better not go in the form of instructions. Let them rather
go in the form of a reference with the bill, and let them be consid-
ered by the committee in connection with the bill, because if they go as
instructions they then will become swaddling clothes, inflexibly bind-
ing the committee and leaving it no discretion. It will have nothing
to do except to frame the bill in accordance with the provisions of
these instructions, and I am sure some of us at least have not sufficient
acquaintance with the general subject, which is a very wide one, to
pass intelligently upon it at this time. I hope, therefore, the recom-
mittal will not bp accompanied by these instructions, but that the bill
be recommitted, and the instructions, in the form of a resolution, will
be referred to the committee with the bill.

Mr. MCCORMICK, of Missouri. The mint of the United States up to
the present time has been carried on with the existing salaries for at
least ten years. Money was of much less value then than it is at this
time, and yet these salaries are now to be raised. I have made this
motion because that it is the sense of the American people and that it
is the sense of a majority of this House that the salaries of officers
of the United States Government should not be increased. I believe,
furthermore, that it is the sense of the country and the sense of this
House that additional offices should not be created in the mint; that a
new bureau should not be created, involving the appointment necessa-
rily of a number of new officers.

Mr. DAWES. Will the gentleman allow me to call the previous ques-
tion, so that we may have a vote?

Mr. MCCORMICK, of Missouri. I have no objectioni to that.
Mr. KELLEY. I have no objection to the previous question being now

called.
Mr. McCoRmICK, of Missouri. Before that is done. however, I will

change the phraseology of my instructions so as to say the aggregate
amount of salaries shall not be increased.

Mr. MAYNARD. I withdraw my amendment.
Mr. DAwEs. I now call the previous question.
The previous question was seconded and the main question ordered;

the question being first on the instructions offered by Mr. McCormick,
of Missouri.

The question was put; and there were-ayes 63, noes 53.
Mr. Eldridge called for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and it was decided in the negative-yeas

80, nays 94, not voting 63; as follows:
Yeas.-Messrs. Acker, Ada.ms, Arthur, Beatty, Bell, Biggs, Bird,

James G. Blair, Braxton, Bright, Caldwell, Carroll, Conner, Cox, Crebs,
Critcher, Crossland, Davis, Dox, Du Bose, Duke, Eldridge Ely, Gar-
rett, Getz, Goodrich, Hancock, Handley, Hanks, Harper, John T. Har-
ris, Havens, Hay, Hereford, Herndon, Holman, Kerr, King, Lamison,
Leach, Lewis, Manson, Marshall, McClelland, McCormick, McHenry,
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McKinney, Merrick, Benjamin F. Meyers, Morgan, Niblack, Hosea W.
Parker, Eli Perry, potter, Randall, Read, Edward Y. Rice, John M.
Rice, William R. Roberts, Roosevelt, Sherwood, Slater, Slocum, Sloss,
Stevens, Stevenson, Storm, Swaun, Terry, Dwight Townsend, Tuthill,
Van Trump, Vaughan, Waddell, Warren, Wells, Whitthorne, Williams
of New York, Winchester, and Wood-80.

Nays.-Messrs. Ambler, Averill, Barber, Barry, Beveridge, Bingham,
George M. Brooks, Buflington, Burchard, Burdett, Benjamin F. Butler,
Coburn, Conger, Cotton, Dawes, Donnan, Duell, Dunnell, Eames, Fin-
kelnburg, Charles Foster, Wilder D. Foster, Frye, Garfield, Hale Har-
mer, George E. Harris, Hawley, Gerry W. Hazleton, John W. Hazle-
ton, Hill, Boar, Hooper, Kelley, Kellogg, Ketcham, Killinger, Lam-
port, Lansing, Lowe, Maynard, MeJunkin, Mercur, Merriam, Moore,
Leonard Myers, Negley, Orr, Packard, Packer, Palmer, Isaac C. Par-
ker, Peck, Pendleton, Perce, Peters, Platt, Porter, Prindle, Ellis H.
Roberts, Rusk, Schofield, Seeley, Sessions, Shanks, Sheldon, Shella-
barger, H. Boardman Smith, John A. Smith, Snapp, Snyder, Thomas
J. Speer, Sprague, Starkweather, Stoughton, Strong, Taffe, Thomas,
Washingtou Townsend, Turner, Twichell, Tyner, Upson, Wakeman,
Walden, Waldron, Wallace, Walls, Wheeler, Whitely, Willard, Wil-
Lams of Indiana, Jeremiah M. Wilson, and John T. Wilson-94.

Not votiug.-Ames, Archer, Banks, Barnum, Beck, Bigby, Austin
Blair, James Brooks, Buckley, Roderick F. Butler, Campbell, Clarke,
Cobb, Coghlan, Coningo, Creely, Darrall, De Large, Dickey, Edwards,
Elliott, Farnsworth, Farwell, Forker, Henry D. Foster, Golladay, Grif.
faith, Haldeman, Halsey, Hambleton, Hays, Hibbard, Houghton, Ken.
dall, Kinsella, Lynch, McCrary, McGrew, McIntyre, McKee, McNeely,
Mitchell, Monroe, Moroy, Morphis, Aaron F. Perry, Poland, Price,
Rainey, Ritchie, Robinson, Rogers, Sawyer, Shober, Shoemaker, Worth.
ington C. Smith, R. Milton Speer, Stowell, St. John, Sutherland, Sypher,
Voorhees, and Young--63.

So the instructions were disagreed to.
The question recurred upon the motion to recommit the bill to the

Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures; and, being put, it was
agreed to.

Mr. Kelley moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill was recom.
mitted to the committee, and also moved that the motion to reconsider
be laid on the table.

The latter motion was agreed to.
FEBRUARY 9, 1872.

Mr. HOoPER, of Massachusetts, by unanimous consent, reported
from the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures a bill (H. R.
1427) revising and amending the laws of the United States relative to
the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States; which was
read a first and second time, recommitted to the Committee on Coinage,
Weights, and Measures, and ordered to be printed.

Mr. Holman moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill was
recommitted, and also moved that the motion to reconsider be laid on
the table.

The latter motion was agreed to.
FEBRUARY 13, 1872.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I demand the regular order of business.
The SPEAKER. The regular order of business is the call of committees

for reports, beginning with the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and
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Measures, and the morning hour now begins at twenty-five minutes
after 12 o'clock m.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I rise to make a report from the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures.

Mr. MCNEELY. I do not know of any bill being acted on by that
committee; I do not know of any authority given by that committee to
report a bill.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I present it as a report of the com.
mittee.

Mr. MCNEELY. Was the gentleman authorized and instructed to
make the report?

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCNEELY. When was that authority given ?
Mr. HoopER, of Massachusetts. Lcan not remember the precise date;

it was some days since.
Mr. MCNEELY. I have attended every meeting of that committee

and do not remember any such instruction. I raise the question that
this is not a report from that committee.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. The majority of the committee
instructed me to make the report.

Mr. POTTER. I desire to ask the gentleman from Massachusetts
whether this is the bill about which I spoke to him yesterday, and
which I understood the gentleman to say would not be reported for
several days.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. It is the same bill, and my impress.
sion when the gentleman spoke to me was that the committee would not
be called for a week or two. I am not disposed to press action on the
bill at this time. I prefer action should be delayed for one or two weeks.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman can have its consideration postponed.
Mr. MC.NEELY. I have never seen a majority of the committee present,

and I wish to find out something about this bill. I hope as a member
of the committee it will not be presented.

Mr. KELLEY. I beg leave to say my duties as a member of the Com-
mittee on Ways and Means have required me to be in attendance
elsewhere. I have not been able to give as much attention to the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures as I should like, and
therefore requested the gentleman from Massachusettb to act in my
place as chairman of the committee. I have never had the pleasure of
meeting the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. MeNeely] at any meeting of
the committee when I was there. This bill was under consideration at
all the meetings of the committee which I attended. and I believe the
report now made to be the action of the committee. I was about to ask
that a day may be assigned for the consideration of the bill.

Mr. MNCNEELY. I have never myself seen at any meeting of the com-
mittee the gentleman who has just addressed the House.

Mr. BANiKs. I rise to a question of order. The gentleman from Mas.
sachusetts [Mr. Hooper] having presented a report from this committee,
my point of order is that no call for information as to the way in which
that report was authorized is or can be made an objection to the recep-
tion of the report.. The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr. McNeely], being a
member of the committee, has a right, under the rules, to raise the
question that this is not the report of the committee.

Mr. BANKS. But what the gentleman from Illinois LMr. McNeely] says
is that he does not know that the committee agreed to report the bill.
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The SPEAKER. The Chair unlerstood hiin distinctly that this was
not the report of the committee.

M. MCNEELY. I did make that statement.
Mr. BANKS. That was not the statement of the gentleman from Illi-

nois in the first instance.
The SPEAKER. The Chair must correct the gentleman from Massa-

chusetts IMr. Banksj. That was the distinct statement of the gentle-
man from Illinois, and it was on that statement that the Chair acted.

Mr. BANKS. But I heard the gentleman say that he did not know
when this report was authorized. He did not impugn the fact that
the committee agreed to report the bill. And to recognize this as a case
raising the question whether the report is to be submitted to the House
is to give a gentleman who does not attend all the meetings of a com-
mittee an advantage over those who do attend and have reports to
minake. I agree with the Chair that if the statement were made that no
such report had been authorized or agreed to by the committee, then
there would be a question for submission to the House.

The SPEAKER. The Chair would remind the gentleman from Massa-
chusetts [Mr. Banks] that the language in which a gentleman may raise
the question whether a report is the report of a committee is not pre-
scribed in the rule. The Chair understood the gentleman from Illinois
[Mr. McNeely] distinctly to raise the question that this was not the
report of the committee. He then went on to specify why it was not.
That might have been out of order, but the fact that lie raised the
question was specific, and it was the duty of the Chair to take cog-
nizance of it.

Mr. BANKS. It is a question which is debatable, and the gentleman
had a right to state his reasons. But lie stated, and his object in ris.
ing was to state, that he did not know when the report was agreed to.
I will ask the reporters of the House to read the-grounds on which the
gentleman from Illinois stated that his objection was based.

The SPEAKER. Among the most unpleasant things which ever arise
in the House is a matter of this kind. It always involves questions of
veracity which are most unpleasant for the House to deal with. The
Chair requests the attention of the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
Hooper], who reported the bill. Does lie state that by a vote of the
committee this bill was ordered to be reported ?

Mr. HooPEn, of Massachusetts. 1 do.
Air. BANKS. I regard thils as a most important question.
The SPEAKER. It is doubtless a most important question, since it

involves the veracity of members, and a question, the Chair takes the
liberty to say, which it were better if it were never raised in the House.

Mr. STOUGHTON. I have becn endeavoring fon some time to get the
eye of the Speaker. My object was to make a statement which may
relieve the question from some of its embarrassment. There have been
several meetings of the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures.
I believe I have attended all those meetings, and the gentleman from
Massachusetts [Mr. Hooper], who has been acting chairman since the
gentleman from Pennsylvania IMr. KelleyI has been occupied with the
business of the Committee on Ways and Means, has always been pres.
ent. We have very carefully gone over the whole ground, and it is
rather a perplexing question.

The Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures met regularly
fbr some two weeks as often as twice a week, and only once did I see
the member from Illinois at those meetings. My impression is that he
attended one meeting. I am not prepared to say whether that is so or
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not, but I do say that the committee have had several meetings when
they had a quorum and have gone over the law and the facts, and that
the acting chairman of the committee IMr. Looper] was directed by
the committee to report the bill now presented to the House.

Mr. MCNEELY. I desire to say that since 1 have been a member of
the committee I have attended every meeting of the committee of which
I was notified. Upon one occasion the clerk of the committee notified
Mr. Parker, of New Hampshire, a former member of the committee,
instead of myself, and therefore I was not present, but after I learned
there had been a meeting I met Mr. Critcher upon the floor of the House
and I asked what they had done, and he said he left at 12 o'clock, at
which time they had come to no cotichsion. I repeat that I have been
present at every meeting of which I was notified, but I left always at
12 o'clock. At one meeting while I was there, while we were investigat-
ing this subject, and while a majority of the committee were present,
the gentleman who has just addressed tlhe House [.1r. Stoughton was
there and the acting chairman of the committee [Mr. Hooper] was there.
At no time did I meet the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelleyj
there, his duty calling him elsewhere. I have tried to investigate this
measure, and to go over it section by section, but there has as yet been
no opportunity to do that, anti it is for that reason that I make objec.
tion to the report. I say that at no time when I was present was there
a vote in favor of reporting this bill.

Mr. POTTER. This is a very important bill, and one requiring much
consideration. I trust that the suggestion of the gentleman from Penn-
sylvania [Mr. Kelley] will be adopted by the acting chairman of the
committee, and that some day will be fixed for the consideration of it.
The bill was once before the House, anti we found it ne-essary to con-
sider it section by section. I trust that some time will be fixed for its
consideration.

Mr. HooPER, of Massachusetts. I stated, Mr. Speaker, when I was
on the floor before, that I prefer that a day should be assigned in the
future for the consideration of this bill, and I will now move to make
it the special order for the second Tuesday of March next, after the
morning hour.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to making this bill the special order
for the second Tuesday of March next, after the morning hourI

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. How long is it to remain a special order I
The SPEAKER. Until disposed of.
Mr. GARFIELD, Of Ohio. Well, I trust we shall fix some time for the

disposal of the bill. If you will do so, I will imot object to his motion.
The SPEAKER. The Chair would suggest that even if made the spe-

cial order until disposed of, it would not take precedence of the appro-
priation bills, for the gentleman from Ohio can always move to go into
Committee of the Whole, but the Chair suggests if it was limited to a
single day it would be no day at all.

Mr. ELDREDGE. I rise to a parliamentary question. Not long since
a bill was fixed for a particular day, and no provision was made that it
should be considered from day to day until disposed of, but it was held
by the Speaker that it preceded a privileged question then pending.

The SPEAKER. What was the bill ?
Mr. ELDREDGE. The educational bill.
The SPEAKER. The inquiry of the gentleman from Wisconsin is a

proper and pertinent one, and the Chair desires to answer the gentle-
man's inquiry. The motion of the gentleman from Massachusetts is to
make this bill the special order for the second Tuesday in March after
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the morning hour, without the usual words "to the exclusion of other
business," which the order in relation to the educational bill had. It
has been the practice of the House to make special orders for a par-
ticular day to the exclusion of all other orders, but that is not the
proposition in the present case. But a special order such as it is pro-
posed to make this bill will not be subject to so stringent regulations.
It will be reached unless the House shall determine to go into Commit-
tee of the Whole, or to adopt some other course more highly privileged.
The gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. HooperI proposes that this bill
shall be made a special order for the second Tuesday in March. The
colleague of the gentleman [Mr. Banks] suggests the first Tuesday in
March, as the Chair understands.

Mr. BANKS. The third Tuesday in. 3arch.
The SPEAKER. Then this would interere with a previous order for

that day.
Mr. iooPEBR, of Massachusetts. I will promise the gentleman that I

will call the previous question on the bill as soon as there has been suffi-
cient discussion to present the bill properly before the House. I will
not take up the time of the House unnecessarily.

Mr. BANKS. If the previous question can be called on the second or
third day, I will have no objection.

The SPEAKER. There can be no such understanding as will bind the
Douse. There may be an understanding between the gentlemen.

Mr. BANKS. I will not object, with that understanding.
The SPEAKER. The Chair understands that the question is waived

concerning this being a report of the committee if it is to be made a
special order, as proposed. The Clerk will read the rule in relation to
the question whether a committee has been authorized to make a report.

The Clerk read as follows:
"If it is disputed that a report has been ordered-to be made by a com-

mittee, the question of reception must be put to the House."
The SPEAKER. That question having been waived, the question is,

, Shall this bill be received and made the special order for the second
Tuesday of March next, and from day to day until disposed ofI"

No objection was made; and accordingly the bill (H. R. 1427) revis-
ing and amending the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coin-
age of the United States was reported from the Committee on Coinage,
Weights, and Mleasures, and made the special order for the second
Tuesday of March, and from (lay to day until disposed of.

Mr. STOUGHTON. I call for the regular order of business.
The SPEAKER. The regular order being called for, the House resumes

the consideration of the bill (11. RI. 1427) revising and amending the
laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States. The question is upon ordering the bill to be engrossed and
read a third time. Upon this question the gentleman from Massachu-
setts [Mr. Hooperj is entitled to the floor.

Mr. HooPER of Massachusetts. The last revision of the laws relating
to the mint was in 1837; the operations of the mint had always been
insignificant up to that time in comparison to the magnitude they have
since assumed. The total gold and silver coinage for five years pre-
vious to 1834, when the standard of the gold coinage was changed,
was only $16,552,734.10, averaging but little more than three millions
per annum. The whole quantity of gola produced in the United States
in ten years, from 1824 to 1834, was $3,679,000. )uring the last five
years the total amount of bullion passing through the mints and assay
offices has been $178,796,817, averaging nearly thirty-six millions aunu-
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ally, besides the unmintml bullion exported, which probably exceeded
one hundred millions in those five years, increasing the average pro.
duction of each year to over fifty-six millions; and this estimate is
generally considered far below the actual production. The production
of gold during the five years has been estimated at thirty to thirty-five
millions annually, and of silver fifteen to twenty-five millions, the gold
coinage ranging during that period from twenty to twenty-eight mil.
lions, an(l the silver coinage one and a half to two and a half millions.

The gold and silver mines of California, Nevada, and Idaho were
unknown until 1835; the mint at Philadelphia was then the only estab-
lishment of the kind in the United States. The vast production of
those newly discovered mines called for the multiplication of branch
mints and assay offices, each of which was established at dif elent
times and under separate acts of Congress. Thus a mass of legisla.
tion has come in, not always consistent, which now requires codification
and amendment. It is clear that the bullion interest in this country,
with this enormous production of the precious metals, has become
sufficiently important to justify the establishment of a distinct bureau
of the Government with a competent head in the )epartment of the
Treasury, and sufficiently important to require the revision and amend.
ment of the laws which were passed when the science of metallurgy
and coinage was much less perfect than it is now. The bill under con-
sideration is believed to contain all that is valuable in existing laws,
with such new provisions added as appear necessary to those best
acquainted with the subject for the efficiency and economy of the pub.
lie service in the important department to which it relates. The bill
was prepared two years ago and has been submitted to careful and
deliberate examination. It has the approval of nearly all the mint
experts of the country, and the sanction ot the Secretary of the Treas.
ury. Mr. Ernest Seyd, of London, a distinguished writer, who has
given great attention to the subject of mints and coinage, after examin-
ing the first draft of the bill, furnished many valuable suggestions
which have been incorporated in this bill.

While the committee take no credit to themselves for the original
preparation of this bill, they have given it the most careful considera-
tion, and have no hesitation in unanimously recommending its passage
as necessary and expedient.

The Mint was originally established in 1792, and located at the seat
of the National Government, then at Philadelphia. The Director of the
Mint was its chief officer, appointed by and subject only to the Presi-
dent of the United States. When the seat of the Government was
transferred to Washington, the Mint being then, as now, centrally and
advantageously located, was not removed. Its location at Philadelphia
was continued from time to time by Congress until 182b, when an act
was passed to continue it there until otherwise ordered by Congress.

The first legislation giving the Treasury Department any direct
authority in connection with the management of the Mint was in 1835,
when branch mints were authorized to be established at New Orleans,
Charlotte, N. C., and Dahlonega, Ga., and placed under the general
control and management of the Director of the Mint at Philadelphia,
subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Director
of the Mint at Philadelphia was, by law, "required to make his annual
report to the President until 1856, when itwas provided that he should
thereafter report to the Secretary of the Treasury.,

Under existing laws the assay office at New York is more directly
under the control of the Secretary of the Treasury, as the authority is
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conferred on him to determine the number of its officers and their com.
pensation, subject to the approval of the President of the United States;
andi unlike those at the inints and other assay offices, the commissioned
officers at the assay office in New York were not subject to the confir.
nation of the Senate. By the act of March 3, 1853, the Secretary of
the Treasury was vested with authority to regulate all charges except
the coinage charge imposed on bullion at the Mint, the branch mints,
and the assay offices; but at the mints at Carson City and Denver this
authority is vested in the Director of the Mint at Philadelphia.

Other contlicting laws might be referred to, but those cited are suffi.
cient to show that there is a division of authority and responsibility in
the management of this important interest impairing the efficiency of
the service, and that it revision of the Mint laws has become necessary.

Sections 1 and 2 of the pending bill propose to rectify the evils grow.
ing out of conflicting laws and divided authority by establishing the
Mint as a bureau of the Treasury Department in charge of the Director
of the Mint, vesting in him, subject to the direction of the Secretary of
the Treasury, all necessary authority for the proper management of the
diftfrent mints and assay offices. It is believed this change will insure
more economy and uniformity in conducting the business of these insti-
tutions, with the advantage of having an officer at the seat of Govern-
ment whose business it will be to make himself fiumiliar will all questions
pertaining to bullion and coinage, and prepared to furnish prompt infbr.
nation when called lbr by Congress or the Secretary of the Treasury.

Sections 3 to S of this bill define the official organization of each
mint, prescribing the duty of each officer, the mode of appointing assist-
ants and others employed, and requiring records to be kept ani vouch-
ers to be taken in regard to all monetary and bullion transactioiig of
the Mint. The office of treasurer of the mint is abolished, the duties
heretofore lpertbrlned by that officer being consolidated with those of
the sul)erinten(lent of the mint. The existing laws vest in the Director
or superintendent the appointment of all persons (except tile regular
clerks employed in the treasurer's office), and of all workmen in the
"deposit melting room," where the preliminary assays of bullion are
made, while the treasurer, who gives heavy bonds, and is responsible
for their conduct and for the bullion intrusted to them, has no voice in
their select ion or apl)ointment. This has been a source of much trouble
and complaint. By the proposed consolidation of the two offices of
superintendent and treasurer that source of trouble will be removed
without impairing the security of the depositors or of the Government,
as the assayer, who is not an accounting officer, is substituted for the
treasurer as the necessary check on the superintendent.

The value of deposits is calculated and deternined on the assayer's
report. It is therefore peculiarly appropriate that he should be the
check upon the superintendent. Another advantage of the consolida-
tion of the duties of the treasurer with those of the superintendent is
that the assistant treasurers of the United States at New York, Phila-
delphia, and San Francisco when relieved from their duties as treasurers
of the Mint, branch mints, and assay offices located at these points will
be able to give their undivided attention to their duties as assistant
treasurers of the United States, which is important in view of the very
large increase of business in their respective offices arising from the
financial measures of the last ten years, sufficient to employ fully their
time and energies. Another reason for this change is that in each of
the three cases referred to the offices of assistant treasurer of the United
States and of treasurer of the Mint being filled by the same person, an
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accurate count, and examination at either office has been impracticable
without closi .; tor a time both offices. In former years the duties
devolved upon the superintendent by this bill have been satisfactorily
performed by a single officer at the branch mint at Charlotte, N. C., and
Dahlonega, Ga., and one officer, the superintendent, now performs them
efficiently at the branch mint in Carson City, Nev.

Under existing laws the appointment of the assistants and the
employment of workmen in the departments of the assayer, melter and
refiner, coiner, and engraver are made by the Director or Superintendent
of the Mint, and the officer in whose department they are employed is
pecuniarily responsible for them, but has legally no voice ini their selec-
tion. This bill provides that these appointments shall hereafter be
made on the nomination of the head or the department in which they
are to be employed.

Sections 9, 10, and 11 provide for temporary appointments in cases
of the libsence or sickness of an officer, and is the same as section ol'-
the act of January 18, 1837. The provisions of the act of January,
1837, are reeuacted which requires all officers, assistants, and clerks
to take the oath of office. These sections also reenact the existing;
laws requiring bonds and security from the superintendent, the assay.
ers, the melter and refiner, and the coiners, but authorize the Secretary
of the Treasury to increase the amount of the bonds of some of thests
officers beyond $10,000, that sum being the maximum amount of any
bond under existing laws.

Section 12 fixes the salaries of the officers of the mints and assay
offices at the same rates as provided under existing laws, the only
change being to pay them and the wages of workmen monthly instead
of quarterly.

Section 13 defines the standard of fineness for gold and silver coin,
making no change in the existing law, except to reduce the quantity of
silver permitted to remain in the alloy of the gold coins not to exceed
one-tenth of the whole alloy instead of one-half, as now. This reduc-
tion to one tenth conforms to the present daily usage of the Mint.
.Nearly all gold of domestic production contains a proportion of silver
which must be separated before the gold is alloyed for coinage. This
operation is termed at the mint refining or parting. By the nitric-acid
method gold cau'iupt be economically refined above nine hundred and
ninety-three thousandths, but by the sulphuric-acid process it can be
refined to nine hundred and ninety six. The depositor of gold bullion
for coinage, under the regulations of the Mint, would not be allowed
for the silver parted or recovered above nine hundred and ninety. The
unparted silver remains in the gold and constitutes a part of the alloy,
emmough copper being added to make the alloy one-tenth of the whole
mass, which insures uniformity in the color of the gold coin. Under
existing laws the practice has been not to allow the depositor for any
silver above nine hundred and forty-nine, for the reason that such gold
bullion was susceptible, under the law, of being converted into coin
without further parting, as the silver allowed to remain was one-half
of the alloy; but under the provisions of this bill the depositor will be
allowed for all the silver tip to nine hundred and ninety, because the
silver allowed to remain as a part of the alloy is reduced to one-tenth,
and will, therefore, require all gold bullion to be refined to nine hundred
and ninety.

Section 14 declares what the gold coins shall be and their respective
weights, and makes them a legal tender in all payments at their nomi-
nal value, when not below the standard weight and limit of tolerance
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rescribed, and at a valuation proportioned to their actual weight when
low the standard weight and tolerance. Thus far the section is a

reenactment of existing laws. Iii addition, it declares the gold dollar of
25.8 grains of standard gold to be the unit of value, gold practically
having beu in this country for many years the standard or measure of
value, as it is legally in Great Britain and most of the European coun.
tries. The silver dollar, which by law is now the legally declared unit
of value, does not bear a correct relative proportion to the gold dollar.
Being worth intrinsically about one dollar and three cents in gold, it
can not circulate concurTently with the gold coins. The law of 1792,
now in force, provided for the coinage of "dollars or units, each to be
of the value of a Spanish milled dollar, as the same is now current, and
to contain 371 , 'd grains of pure or 416 of standard silver."

The Spanish dollar of full weight then in circulation contained 3741
grains of pure silver, but the variation or error in fixing the weight of
the American dollar is said to have arisen from assuming the average
instead of the highest weight of any one of the number of pieces assayed
for that purpose. As the value of the silver dollar depends on the
market price of silver, which varies according to the demand and sup.
ply, it is now intrinsically worth, as before stated, about three cents
more than the gold dollar. By the act of January 18, 1&M37, the standard
of the silver coins was increased to nine hundred thousandths fine, which
reduced the weight of the dollar from 410 to 4124 grains. The amount
of pure silver, however, remained the same, namely, 371k grains. The
committee, after careful consideration, concluded that 25 grains of
standard gold constituting the gold dollar should be declared the money
unit or metallic representative of the dollar of account.

This section also provides that the gold coins, if reduced in weight
not more than halt of 1 per cent on the double eagle and eagle, and 1
per cent on the other coins, shall be received at the Treasury of the
United States at their nominal value, under regulations to be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury for the protection of the Gov-
ernment against fraudulent abrasion or other practices. Such coins
have always been received at the Government offices, and are therefore
current by common consent in all individual payments. It has been
deemed expedient, however, to provide a legal limit which shall furnish
a rule for the guidance of the Government offices. Provision is also
made for recoining any gold coins now in the Treasury which are of
less weight than the limit prescribed for their receipt at the Govern-
ment offices.

Section 15 authorizes the exchange for silver coins at par of any gold
coins now in circulation which are reduced in weight by natural abra-
sion below the limit prescribed, but prohibits thb exchange as to coins
which bear evidence of artificial or fraudulent reductions. These pro.
visions are necessary to keep the gold coins, which are the measure of
value, in good condition as to their weight, date, legends, and inscrip.
tions; and as the natural wear of coins in a given number of years can
be estimated with reasonable accuracy, it will not be difficult for the
Secretary of the Treasury to protect the Government against receiving
coins which have been fraudulently diminished in weight, by requiring
that they shall have been issued for a certain number of years, which
is readily ascertained by the date they bear.

The subject of the weight below which coins should cease to be a legal
tender was examined and elaborately reported on by a select committee
of the Senate in 1830; but no legislation took place, in view probably
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of a proposed reduction in the standard of the gold -coins, which was
finally provided for in 1834, and which more than covered any deprecia.
tion In the coins then in circulation. Under the limit of reduction in
weight provided for in this bill, it is estimated that the eagle and double
eagle would continue in circulation as a legal coin for fifty to seventy.
years, and the smaller gold coins, which abrade more rapidly, would cir-
culate for twenty to thirty-five years.

Section 10 reenacts the provisions of existing laws defining the silver
coins and their weights, respectively, except in relation to the silver dol.
lar, which is reduced in weight from 4121 to 384 grains; thus making
it a subsidiary coin in harmony with the silver coins of less denoinina.
tion, to secure its concurrent circulation with them. The silver dollar
of 412j grains, by reason of its bullion or intrinsic value being greater
than its nominal value, long since ceased to be a coin of circulation,
and is melted by manufacturers of silverware. It does not circulate
now in commercial transactions with any country, and the convenience
of those manufacturers in this repect can better be met by supplying
small stamped bars of the same stAtndard, avoiding the useless expense
of coining the dollar for that purpose. The coinage of the half dime
is discontinued for the reason that its place is supplied by the copper-
nickel 5-cent piece, of which a large issue has been made, and which,
by the provisions of the act authorizing its issue, is redeemable in
United States currency.

Section 17 provides that the alloy of all the minor coins shall be
composed of three-fourths copper and one-fourth nickel. The alloy of
the present 3 and 5 cent coins is in the same proportions, and this bill
authorizes a 1-cent coin of the alloy. The weight of the 3 and 5 cents
is not changed, and the weight of the piece of 1 cent is to be in pro-
portion to them. There is no good reason for continuing the issue of
minor coins of two different alloys, especially as some inconveniece is
experienced in working both of them at the same time in the mint, where
gold and silver is constantly being manipulated. The amount of minor
token coins now in circulation is not less than $8,000,000 in normal
value, nearly $12,000,000 having been issued since 1793; and it is
believed that the quantity now in circulation will be sufficient for some
years to come. Authority is therefore vested in the Secretary of the
Treasury to suspend this coinage whenever there is evidence of its
being redundant.

Section 18 provides that no coins other than those prescribed in this
act shall hereafter be issued. The effect of it is to discontinue the
coinage of 1 and 2 cent bronze coins.

Section 19 reacts the provisions of existing laws in relation to the
legends, inscriptions, and devices of the coinage, and restores the
motto, "E pluribus unum." It also authorizes any one of the prescribed
inscriptions in raised letters on the rim of the gold and silver coins
for their better protection against fraudulent reduction of the weight.
It provides that the fitness of the bullion to be received shall be
determined by the assayer, and the mode of melting by the melter and
refiner; and makes it lawful to refuse any bullion so base as to be
unsuitable for coinage. These provisions seem necessary for the pro-
tection of the Government, as well as to protect the melter and refiner
against the loss and inconvenience of refining bullion containing a
large proportion of base metals, which should be treated at metallurgical
establishments rather than at the Mint.

Sections 20, 21' 22, and 23 contain substantially the provisions of exist.
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ing laws authorizing the deposit of gold and silver In exchange for
refined, or for imparted bars. or for bars of standard fineness, and for
the deposit of gold bullion for coinage.

Sections 24 and 25 are reenactments of existing laws for the assay of
bullion.

Section 26 reduces the charges for coinage to one-fifth of 1 per cent,
but reenacts the provisions of existing laws in regard to the other
changes. From the best information to be obtained the actual expense
of coining gold does not exceed one-fifth of' 1 per cent, and the com.
inittee in adopting that rate, were of opinion that it is neither just nor
sound policy to imlose it charge in excess of the actual expense of
coinage. It is claimed, and apparently with good reason, that the
present charge of half of 1 per cent for coining is so high as to operate
as 4& tax on bullion and encourage its exporuttion to Great Britain,
where it is coined without charge, and where the only loss is that
arising from a (lelay of about two weeks in delivering the coin for the
bullion delsited; the British mint holding no bullion T'und, as in our
Mint, out of which to pay depositors for their bullion as soon as its
value is ascertained by assay.

Section 27 requires the assayer to verify all calculations or computa-
tions of the value of deposits, and to countersign the certificate for the
depositor, which is required to be made by the superintendent. This
check on the superintendent is substituted for the calculation of the
value of the deposit made at present by a clerk of the treasurer, and
it is believed to be a decided improvement of existing laws.

Sections 28 and 29 are substantially reenactments of existing laws in
relation to the purchase of silver bullion, but require the purchase to
be made by the superintendent instead of the treasurer of the mint.
The existing laws provide that silver coins shall be paid at their nom.
inal value in exchange for gold coin; but it has teen the practice to
issue the silver coin in exchange for silver bullion, though the nominal
value of the silver coin exceeds the intrinsic value of the silver bullion
about 5 cents per ounce. In other words, silver coin of the nominal
value of $125 in gold is exchanged for 100 ounces of silver bullion of
the intrinsic value of only $120 in gold. Under this practice the
depositors of silver had the benefit of the seigniorage.

Prior to the suspension of specie payments in 1861 silver coins appear
to have been issued in excess of the requirements of the public, and
were at tines sold at a small discount from their nominal value, proba.
bly for the reason that they could be obtained at the mint at less than
their nominal value. The principle or system of issuing silver coins at
their nominal value in exchange for gold only is undoubtedly the cor-
rect one, as it gives the Government the benefit of the seigniorage, and
restrains their issue to the wants of the public for these subsidiary
coins. A proviso, however, has been added to this section authorizing
the present practice to continue in force for two years from the 1st of
July next to meet the special requirement for the subsidiary silver coins
in commercial transactions with some of the South American states.
This provision, however, applies only to the mint at Philadelphia and
the assay office at New York.

Sections 30 and 31 reenact the laws now in force relating to the pur.
chase of metal for the minor coinage after advertising for bids and
requiring the lowest and best bid to be accepted, the fineness of the
metal being determined by the mint assay. It is provided that the
gain hereafter arising from this coinage shall be paid into the Treasury
of the United States, the expenses for labor in the manufacture of this
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coin to be paid from specific appropriations made by Congress, instead
... , of being paid as now out of the money recei-ved for the coin, without

any restriction by law on the expenses.
Sections 32 and 33 make no change in existing laws regulating the

transfer of bullion to the inelter and refiner, or the assay of in gots.
Section 34 reduces the deviation from standard fineness allowed on

gold ingots from two-thousandths to one-thousandth and on silver ingots
from three-thousandths to two-thousandths. When the present devia.
tons were originally fixed the art of assaying had not been brought to
its present perfection. The present practice of the mint is not to
approve gold ingots that vary more than half of one-thousandth, or sil-
ver ingots more than one and a half thousandths, from the standard
fineness.

Section 35 requires the melter and refiner to prepare all bars for the
payment of deposits and to deliver them to the superintendent after
their fineness has been ascertained and stamped on the bars by the
assayer.

Section 36 requires the delivery of ingots to the coiner to be made by
the superintendent instead of the treasurer, the latter officer being dis.
continued. It provides also for vouchers being taken in these deliveries.

Section 37 makes no change of existing laws except to reduce the
deviation in the weight of the half eagle from one-half to one-quarter of
a grain; a tolerance on this piece being equal to that on the eagle and
double eagle being deemed unnecessarily large. A reduction is also
made of the allowance in weighing a number of pieces together in the
delivery by the coiner to the superintendent and by the superintendent
to thedepositor. The present allowance bylaw is 3 pennyweights (equal
to $2.79)on 1,000 double eagles; 2pennyweights (equal to $1.86)on 1,000
eagles; 1J pennyweights (equal to $1.39) on 1,000 half eagles; 1 penny.
weight (equal to 93 cents) on 1,100 quarter eagles; and a half penny-
weight (equal to 46. cents) on 1,000 gold dollars.

By this section the allowance or deviation in weighing a number of
pieces together is one-hundredth of an ounce (equal to 18.6 cents) on
250 double eagles, 500 eagles, 1,000 half eagles, 2,000 quarter eagles,
or on 1,000 $3 pieces or $1 pieces. While a liberal deviation is allowed
on the single pieces, it is not intended that the coiner shall take advan-
tage of it, but that he shall make the coins as near to standard as pos.
8ible, and when so made, a portion of them will be exactly of standard
weight; others may be above and some below, but the nuniber of pieces
required to be weighed together must give an average not below the
prescribed allowance of one hundredth of an ounce, equal to 18.6
cents. The weighing in quantities is intended to insure the more cor-
rect adjustment of single pieces; for example, while the weight of any
single half eagle can not be below a quarter of a grain (equal to $9.68
in one thousand), the weight of 1,000 half eagles weighed together
must not be below 18.6 cents. The limit fixed in this section is in
accordance with the present practice in the operations of the mint.

Section 38 prescribes the deviation of the weight in the silver coin.
age. On the dollar and half dollar it is the same as under existing
laws, but is increased on the quarter dollar and dime from I? grain
on the former and a half grain on tibe latter to 1.4 grains for both pieces.
This increase is to obviate the expense and delay of a nicer adjust-
ment by hand of each single piece of such value. The section pre.
scribes the deviation when weighed in quantities, as in tihe case of gold
coins, but is more liberal as the metal is of less value.

I
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Section 39 prescribes the deviation in the weight of single pieces of
the minor coinage.

Section 40 regulates the modc of delivering coin by the coiner to the
superintendent (instead of the Treasurer), and provides for remelting
the coins which prove to be below the legal limits of standard weight.

Section 41 is a reenactment of existing laws in regard to the "pyx,"
the superintendent performing the duties heretofore imposed on the
Treasurer. It also provides that other pieces than those reserved for
the annual trial of the coinage may be taken for such tests as the
Director of the Mint shall prescribe.

Sections 42, 43, 44, and 45 are substantially reenactments of existing
laws in regard to the clippings and other portions of bullion remaining
after the process of coining; and the annual settlements of the accounts
of the coiner and of the melter and refiner for the bullion or metal
delivered to them are required to be more thorough in their details
than under the present laws. The allowance for wastage of the precious
metals is reduced, the improvements in refining and coining having
rendered the past allowance for wastage too large, the wastage actually
incurred, as shown by the mint accounts, being considerably within the
limits prescribed in this act. The superintendent is required at the
close of the annual settlement to forward a correct statement of his
balance sheet to the Director of the Mint, whose duty will be to com-
pare the totl amount of gold and silver bullion and coin on hand with
the total liabilities of the mint and to examine the ordinary expense
accounts. These amendments to the existing laws are believed to be
important and valuable by securing a more careful scrutiny of all the
mint accounts.

Section 46 reenacts existing laws requiring deposits of bullion to be
paid in the order in which they are brought to the Mint, but provides
that when there is a delay in manufacturing a refra-ctory deposit, or for
any other unavoidable cause, the payment of subsequent depositors
shall not thereby be delayed.

Section 47 is a reenactment of existing provisions of law authorizing
the exchange at any of the mints of unparted bullion for fine bars, on
such terms and conditions as the 1)irector of the Mint may prescribe,
with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury.

Section 48 continues the present provision for keeping a fund at the
mints and at the assay office in New York, known as a bullion fund,
out of which the deposits of bullion may be paid as soon as practicable
after the value of the deposits is ascertained.

Section 49 contains the present provisionsfor the assay commission
and the annual trial of the coinage, except-that it discontinues the col-
lector of the port of Philadelphia and the United. States district attor-
ney for the eastern district of Pennsylvania as ex officio members of the
commission, substituting for them the assayer of the assay office at New
York, for the purpose of securing the services of a disinterested prac-
tical assayer at the trial of the coinage.

Sections 5( and 51 are a reenactment of existing laws in relation to
the standard troy pound weight of the United States and the testing
annually of its accuracy in the presence of the assay commission,
making it also the duty of the Director of the Mint to procure for each
mint and assay office a series of standard weights corresponding to the
troy pound, and the subdivisions and multiples thereof, from the one-
hundredth part of a grain to 25 pounds, and requiring that the troy
weights used at the mints and assay offices shall be regulated according
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to the above standard at least once iii every year under the inspection
of the superintendent and the assayer.

Section 52 requires the working dies at each mint to be defaced and
destroyed annually, which is now done as a matter of regulation only,
but a legal provision for it seems necessary for the protection of the
coinage, as, in case of an accumulation of old dies, they might possibly
be stolen from the Mint and used for fraudulent purposes.

Section 53 provides that dies of a national character may be executed
by the engraver, and national and other medals struck by the coiner
at the mint in Philadelphia, under regulations prescribed by the super.
inteudent, with the approval of the Director of the Mint, but prohibits
the preparation or private medals, dies, or the use of the machinery of
the Mint tbr private dies. It seems just to exclude the preparation of
private medal dies at the Mint, so as not to interfere with the legitimate
busiue.s of private artists.

Section 54 requires that all money arising from the deduction and
charges on silver bullion, the minor coinage, the manufacture of medals,
anl all other sources be paid into the Treasury of the United States, and
no part of it expended on salaries or wages, which shall be paid from
specific appropriations made by Congress on estimates furnished by the
Secretary of the Treasury.

Sections 55, 56, and 57 contain the provisions of existing laws in
relations to the assay offices at New York, except that the office of super.
intendent, assayer, and melter and refiner, who have heretofore been
appointed and their salaries fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
are hereafter to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate. Their salaries are not changed, but are
established by !aw. The consolidation of the offices of superintendent
and treasurer necessarily abolishes the office of deputy treasurer.

Sections 58, 59, 60, and (Qi confine the business of the assay offices at
Denver, Boise City, and all other assay offices that may be hereafter
established to the receipt of gold and silver bullion, and the melting,
assaying, and return of said bullion in bars, with the weight and fine-
ness stamped thereon, to the depositor; and provides that the officers
shall consist of an assayer, who shall have charge of the office, and a
melter, both to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate; and the assayer is authorized to employ as
many clerks and workmen, under the direction of the Director of the
Mint, as may be provided for by law. A few years since the office of
superintendent at the Denver assay office was abolished and the duties
he had performed devolved on the assayer. The change proved advan.
tageous, and the plan of having but two officers, the assayer and the
melter, is adopted in this bill for the assay office at Boise City and all
other assay offices that may be hereafter established. The salaries pro.
vided, the oaths to be taken, and the bonds to be given are the same
as under existing laws. It is also provided that the assayer shall dis.
charge the duties of disbursing agents for the payment of the expenses
of the respective assay offices.

All the provisions of this bill for the regulation of the mints, and for
the government of the officers and persons employed therein, and for
the punishment of all offenses, are made applicable to and declared to
be in full force in relation to the assay offices, so far as the same may
be applicable thereto. And the general direction of the business of
the assay offices is placed under the control of the Director of the Mint,
subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Director
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of the Mlint is also required to prescribe such regulations for periodical
and occasional returns and to establish such charges for melting, refln.
ing, assaying, ant stamping bullion as shall appear to him necessary
for the purpose of carrying into effect the intention of this law with
respect to the assay offices.

Sections 62, 63, 64, and 65 provide for offenses against the mints,
assay offices, and cqinage of the United States, prescribing the penal.
ties therefor.

Section 66 provides that this law shall Lake efibct at the beginning
of the next fiscal year, July 1, 1872, and that the offices of treasurers
of the mints in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and New Orleans shall
then be vacated, and that the assistant treasurer at New York shall
cease to perform the duties of treasurer of the assay office in that city.
It also provides that the other officers now appointed and those
employed in the mints and assay offices shall be continued, after giving
the bonds required by this law, until other appointments are mde, the
director of the mint at Philadelphia being styled and acting as thesuperintendent thereof.Section 67 presribes the title by which the different mints and assay

offices are to be known, respectively, and transfers all unexpended
appropriations heretofore authorized by law for the use of those insti.
tutions to the account and use of the mints and assay offices estab-
lished and located by this act.

Section 69 prescribes the title by which this act shall be known and
repeals all acts and parts of acts pertaining to the mints, assay offices,
and coinage of the United States inconsistent with the provisions of
this act, with the proviso that their repeal shall not affect any rights
accrued or penalties incurred under former acts.

I now yield to my colleague on the committee from Michigan [Mr.
Stoughton].

The House resumed the consideration of the bill (1I. R. No. 1427)
revising and amending the laws relative to thg mints, assay offices, and
coinage of the United States.

Mr. STOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, the bill under consideration is intended
to be a complete revision of the laws pertaining to the Mint and coinage
of the United states. The existing laws upon this subject are embraced
in different enactments extending over the whole period of time since
the act of April 2,1792. Some of these are obsolete and others repealed
or changed by later laws.

It has been the aim of the committee to arrange, compile, and codify
the laws now in force in a systematic form, and to supply such deficien-
cies as the enlarged wants of the public seemed to indicate. The exe-
cution of this plan has been by no means free from difficulty. The
conversion of the precious metals into coin with the least expense and
the most profit, the best and most serviceable alloys, the proper fineness
in order to secure utility and durability at home, and at the same time
to con torim as nearly as may be with foreign standards, and the wastage
and tolerance of the Mint, are subjects which can only be thoroughly
ulnhrstood after long study and actual experience in the practical
details.

In the preparation of this bill the committee has been largely aided
by the suggestions and experience of those conversant with the coin.
age and coinage laws, and it is believed that the revision proposed em-
braces all the provisions necessary for the successful working of this
great national interest.
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The United States Mint at Philadelphia was established by act of
April 2,1792. By act of March 3, 1835, branch mints were established
at New Orleans and Dahlonega, Ga. (now discontinued) and at Char-
lotte, N. C. (now an assay office). The branch mint at han Francisco
was established by act of July 3, 1852; the assay office at New York
by act of March 4, 1853; the branch mint at Denver, Colo., by act of
April 21, 1862; the branch mint at Carson City, Nev., by act of March
39 1863; and the assay office at Boise City by act of February 19, 1869.
A branch mint was also established by act of July 4, 1864, at Dallas,
Oreg., but nothing has ever been done except the useless expenditure
of the appropriation of $100,000.

The salaries now paid to the officers of these various mints are as
follows:

Philadelphia.
Director ........................................... $4 500
Assayer .................................................................... 3,000
Melter and refiner ......................................................... 3, 000
Coiner ................................................................... 3, 000
Engraver .................................................................. 3,000

San Franciseo.

Superintendent and treasurer .............................................. $4,500
Asayer ................................................................... 3,000
Melter and refiner ......................................................... 3,000
Coiner ............................... T ..................................... 3,000

Xew York assay office.
Superintendent ............................................................ $4, 50
Assayer ................................................................... 3,000
Melter and refiner .......................................................... 3, 000

There is also at this office a deputy treasurer, at a salary of $4.500,
appointed under the act of March 4, 1853. If he performs any duty,
it is that of chief clerk. At San Francisco there is no such officer,
although the coinage of that mint is $25,000,000 per year, while at New
York it is only about $6,000,000 in bars.

Carson City.
Superintendent and treasurer .............................................. $3,000
Assver ................................................................... 2,500
Melter and refiner .......................................................... 2, 500
Coiner ............................................... W ..................... 2, 500

Boise City.
Superintendent (not appointed.)
Assayer ................................................................ $3,000
Melter ..................................................................... 2, 500

Charlotte.

Assayer's salary and expenses, about ........................................ $5,000

The business transacted at this office is less than $30,000 per year.

Denrer.
Assayer ................................................................... $3, 000
Melter ...................................................... 2,50

The mint and coinage laws are largely contained in the various acts
of Congress establishing these institutions. Many are local in char.
acter, and some incongruous and irreconcilable. An instance of this
kind is found in the acts approved March 3, 1853, and March 4, 1853,
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but both passed the same day. The first act gives the Secretary of
the Treasury control and jurisdiction over the melting, parting, refin.
ing, and assaying of metals, and the second confers the same powers
upon the Director of the Mint.

The design of the pending bill is not to interfere with the location
or business of the mints in operation, or to change the salaries of the
officers, but to provide uniform laws and regulations and place the coin-
age system under the supervision of a responsible head. The attain.
ment of this end necessarily requires the establishment at Washington
of a mint bureau.

It is in strict conformity with our system of Government, and indis-
pensaldy necessary to its successful and harmonious working, that a
chief officer be placed over every important branch of the public serv-
ice, whose duty it shall be to familiarize himself with all questions
relating to his department, see that it is properly conducted, and
furnish information to the President, Secretaries, and committees of
Congress. The necessity of some measure of this kind to correct irreg-
ularities and secure efficiency and economy in the management of our
mints and coinage has long been known to those familiar with this
subject. Within a few years there have been losses in the mints esti.
mated at *500,000, which, with a proper system of supervision and
accountability, such as this bill contemplates, could never have occurred.
Under the laws now in force reports can not be compelled, and the
operations of the mints and assay offices are involved in obscurity.
What would be the effect upon the public if the business of the national
banks were allowed to be managed in this loose and dangerous man.
ner f The coinage interest is as permanent and important as the cur-
rency, and the reasons in favor of the establishment of the currency
bureau apply with equal force to the mint.

The consolidation of the offices of superintendent and treasurer is a
measure of sound economy. The assayer determines the weight and
value of metals with depositors and is required to sign the certificates.
His own interest and safety is therefore a sufficient check upon the
superintendent. There is also a grave objection to one person holding
both the offices of treasurer of the mint and United States assistant
treasurer, as now provided by law. They are not necessarily con-
nected, but when held by the same person, and the funds mingled
together, no settlement can be made without, at the same time, closing
the businessof both offices and taking an account of each. This involves
the expense of precipitating the bullion in solution and taking a general
inventory of the mint.

These are the only changes proposed in the organization of our coin-
age system. Other improvements are provided for in the operation of
the mint and manipulation of the metals. The duties of the officers
are more closely defined, the wants of the public more fully met, and
existing laws modified in accordance with modern improvements in
metallurgical science. These changes relate principally to alloys, coins,
wastage, tolerance of the mint, and abrasion or the natural wear of the
lawful coinage.

ALLOYS.

The bill reported by the committee provides that the standards of
gold and silver shall be such that of 1,000 parts by weight 900 shall be
pure metal and 100 alloy; the alloy of the silver coins to be of copper,
and the alloy of the gold coins to be of copper or copper and silver, but
that the silver shall in no case exceed one-tenth of the whole alloy.
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This is the law now, except as to the alloy of gold, which is allowed to
be 50 parts of silver and 50 parts of copper. The improvements in sep.
rating metals have, however, rendered it easy and practicable to take
the silver from gold up to and even higher than 990 parts in every thou-
sand, and the amendment proposed will have the effect of saving the 40
parts of silver which are now lost, and at the same time making the
gold coinis of uniform color and hardness. In Spain, France, Italy, Bel.
gium, and of most of the German States, the standard of fineness is the
same as ours, or nine-tenths pure metal and one-tenth alloy. In Eng-
land it is eleven-twelfths pure metal and one-twelfth alloy. The differ-
ence may be expressed thus: United States, pure metal, nine hundred.
one thousandths; England, pure metal, nine hundred and sixteen-one
thousandths. The advantage of the decimal ratio is obviot%

COINS.

The gold coins provided for are as follows:
Troy grains.

Double eagle (20) .............................................. 516
Eagle ($10) ................................................................. 258
Half eagle (5) ............................................................. 129
Quarter eagle ($2.50) ........................................................ 64.5

bre-dollar piece ($3) ..................................................... .1.4
One dolar ($1), the unit of value ............................................ 25. 8

Which are declared to be legal tender for all sums at their denomi-
national value. Aside from the 3-dollar gold piece, which is a devia-
tion from our metrical ratio, and therefore objectionable, the only
change in the present law is in more clearly specifying the gold dollar
as the unit of value. This was probably the intention and perhaps the
effect of the act of Mlarch 3, 1849, but it ought not to be left to infer-
ence or implication. The value of silver depends iii a great measure
upon the fluctuations of the market and the supply and demand. Gold
is practically the standard of value among all civilized nations, and
the time has come in this country when the gold dollar should be
distinctively declared to be the coin representative of the money unit.

In 1816 an act of the English Parliament established gold as a sole
standard of value in the United Kingdom. The following extract from
the elaborate report of the deputy master of the British mint for 1870
shows the views there entertained upon this important question:

"In 1816 a committee of the privy council made a report on the coin-
age, which recommended the important and beneficial regulations which
to this day govern the currency of the United Kingdom. It recom-
mended that, while no change could be made in the standard of either
the gold or silver coins, the former should be constituted the sole stand.
ard of value, and the latter converted into a token coinage, which,
while passing at its nominal instead of its real value, should 1brm a sub.
sidiary currency for domestic use without the liability, which had been
attended with such disastrous results, of being exported from the King-
dom whenever the high price of silver rendered such an operation prof-
itable. With this view the committee proposed that no change should
be made in the weight of the gold coins as set forth in the then exist-
ing mint indenture, but that the number of shillings coined from the
pound troy should be increased from 62 to 66.

"In this report may be traced the recommendations made by Charles,
Earl of Liverpool, in a letter to the King, dated the 7th of May, 1805,
in which the advantages of a single measure of value, anmd of gold as
that measure, are set forth with a force and clearness beyond all praise.
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This letter, which has ever since its publication remained a text-book
of the subject to which it relates, contains a history of the coinage of
England from its earliest date till the commencement of the present
century, and, while calling attention to the very defective state of the
silver currency, which had at that time been reduced by wear to the
condition of mere counters, without design or mark of any kind to dis-
tinguish them as the coins of the realm, points out that gold had during
the last hundred years been in effect the sole standard of value, and
that the true interest of the country imperatively demanded that it
should be legally made so for the future. Lord Liverpool sums up his
proposals by the statement that 'it is evident that where the function
of the gold coins as a measure of property ceases, there that of the
silver coin should begin, and that where the function of the silver coins
in this respect ceases, there that of copper should begin.' In conse-
quence of the report 'made by the committee, an act of Parliament
was passed in 1866 (56 George III, chapter 68) substantially carrying
their recommendations into efftt.I'

The silver coins provided for are the dollar (384 grains troy), the half
dollar, quarter dollar, and dime, of the value and weight of one-half
one-quarter, and one-tenth of the dollar, respectively; and they are
made a legal tender for all sums not exceeding $5 at any one payment.
The silver dollar as now issued is worth for bullion 34 cents more than
the gold dollar and 74 cents more than two half dollars. Having a
greater intrinsic than nominal value it is certain to be withdrawn from
circulation whenever we return to specie payments, and to be used only
for manufacture and exportation as bullion.

The history of the American silver dollar is somewhat remarkable.
The following article from the New American Cyclopedia furnishes an
explanation of the confusion it has caused in our metal currency and
foreign exchange:

"The dollar unit, as money of account, was established by an act of
Congress April 2, 1792, and the same act provides for the coinage of a
silver dollar 'of the value of a Spanish milled or pillar dollar, as the
same is now current.' The silver dollar was first coined in 1794, weigh.
ing 416 grains, of which 3714 grains were pure silver, the fineness being
892.4 thousandths. The act of January 18, 1837, reduces the standard
weight to 412j grains, but increases the fineness to 9(K) thousandths,
the quantity of pure silver remaining 374 13714] grains as before, and at
these rates it is still coined in limited amount.

The act of March 3, 1849, directs the coinage of gold dollars. They
were issued the same year weighing 25.A grains, 0.9 fine, 23.22 grains
being pure gold. By the act of April 2, 1792, 3714 grains of pure sil.
ver and 241 grains of pure gold were declared to be equivalent, one
with the other, and to the dollar of account. At that time, as now, in
Great Britain 113 grains of pure gold were very nearly the equivalent
of the pound sterling. The value of the pound sterling in Federal
money therefore was $4.565. Prior to this date and during the Con.
federation the dollar of account, as compared with sterling currency,
had been rated at 4s. 6d., and in precise accordance with this valuation
the Congress of the Confederation had established $4.444 as the custom-
house value of the pound sterling. The effect of the act of 1792 was
really to reduce the value of our dollar of account, but apparently to
increase the value of the pound sterling about 21 per cent. By the act
of June 28, 1834, the weight of the fine gold to the dollar was reduced
from 24.75 to 23.20 grains; and three years later, January 18, 1837, it
was fixed at 23.22 grains, where it now remains. Comparing this latter
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weight with the pound sterling of 113 grains. we find an apparent
increase of the value of the poun(l sterling to $4.8665, an advance of
almost exactly 9.1 per cent upon the old valuation of $4.444. We have
here the explanation of the existing practice in this country of quoting
sterling exchange at 9_ per cent premium when it is really at par."

Much of this difficulty has arisen from the impracticable attempt to
make the silver coins conform absolutely and intrinsically to the gold
standard. The office of the silver or "subsidiary" coins is to supply
the public want for slall change. They are made the tokens of value,
not the value itself, and are designed only for exchange and circulation
at home, up to but never in excess of the requirements of trade. In
Europe they range from 5 to 10 per cent below the gold standard of
value, thus payhig a seigniorage to the government and preventing
their exportation. Under our laws the ditht-rence between the nominal
and real value of silver coins, excepting the silver dollar, is about 4
per cent.

The following statement is taken from the paml)hlet of Dr. Linder-
man on the Free Coinage of Gold:

"The seigniorage on silver varies in different countries, and also with
the price of silver bullion. In the United States it is 4 per cent;
in Great Britain. about 10 per cent; in France, Belgium, Italy, and
Spain, about 7.1 per cent; in Sweden, over 12 per cent.

"The coinage bill recently brought forward by the German Empire
adopts gold as the sole standard of value and demonetizes silver as to
coinage; but the particulars are not at hand to show the extent of the
seigniorage on silver.

"If the United States were to exact the same rate of seigniorage as
Great Britain, silver coin and United States notes would circulate con.
currently at the present premium on gold as compared with paper
money."

The seigniorage on copper-nickel coins should, of course, be still
larger, and, in the opinion of many eminent economists, not less than
50 per cent.

The bill provides for the purchase of silver bullion at market rates
and the issue of silver coins in exchange for gold at par. This arrange.
ment will give the Government the benefit of the coinage and prevent
any redundancy.

The copper-nickel coinage is confined to 5-cent, 3.cent, and 1-cent
pieces, of convenient size and form, which it is to be hoped will take the,
place of some of the worthless small coins now in use.

The coinage of a country is an unerring index of its civilization; and
so long as coins are extant to bear witness to the barbarity or refine-
ment, rudeness or taste, clumsiness or elegance, of those who formed
and used them, we have an unmistakable criterion of their attainment
in art and science.

How early coins were used history does not inform us. At a very
remote period the precious metals were doubtless used as a medium of
exchange, in the form of ingots, wedges, or bars. Nearly two thousand
years before Christ, Abraham weighed out in the purchase of the cave
of Machpelah "four hundred shekels of silver, current money with the
merchant."

Herodotus ascribes the invention of striking or coining money to
the Libyans, but the earliest coins now extant are of Grecian origin.
About four centuries before the Christian era coins of recognized values
were in general use among all nations that had arrived at any consider.
able degree of civilization. The Greek oins, in particular, are cited as
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an example of artistic excellence. The Milan coinage of the fourteenth
century and the English coinage, from 1649 to 1662, were also remark-
able for beauty of design and execution.

In monarchical countries the obverse of the coin usually bears the
likeness of the reigning sovereign, and the reverse the denomination
or value. This, however, was not always the case. The following
quaintrhyme, takenbyStowe from amanuscriptin the timeofEdwardI-

On the king's aide was his head and his name written,
On the cross side the city where it was smitten-

shows that local pride and interest have existed in other cities besides
Philadelphia, New York, and San Francisco.

In republics a device emblematical of liberty, as a female figure or
head, with the peleus or Roman liberty cap, is generally substituted
on the obverse of the coin.

The time-honored devices and legends of our coins are retained, and
in elegance and simplicity of design, in the bold relief of the figures,
and in the pleasant impression conveyed to the sense of touch and
sight, it is believed that the gold and silver coinage of the United
States will compare favorably with that of any nation of ancient or
modern times.

WASTAGE.

In the operations of the melter and refiner and coiner some waste or
loss necessarily takes place. The act of January 18, 1837, allowed to
the melter and refiner two thousandths of the whole amount of gold
and silver bullion, and to the chief coiner two thousandths of the sil-
ver and one and a half thousandths of the gold. Improvements in
machinery and a higher degree of skill have materially lessened this
wastage, and in the bill of the committee it is-reduced one-half and
within what is deemed a just and reasonable limit.

TOLERANCE.

The tolerance or "remedy" of the Mint is of two kinds-on the fine-
ness of the Metal and on the weight of the coin.

The legal standard of gold and silver is 900 parts of pure metal and
100 of alloy; but it is beyond the reach of art or skill to get this admix-
ture absolutely exact. The closest approximations that can be made
will sometimes show a variation of a single part or the fraction of a part.
The present tolerance of fineness is two one-thousandths in gold and
three one-thousandths in silver. After careful consideration it has been
thought best to reduce this to one oue-thousandth in gold and two one-
thousandths in silver.

It is also necessary that a tolerance or "remedy" should be allowed in
the prescribed weight of coius, so that reasonable deviations from math.
ematical accuracy shall not be held to affect the weight at which they
may be legally issued. )eviations in the weight of coins exist which
the best balances fail to indicate. In such cases, and in all cases where
the coin is as near standard above or below as it can practically be
made, it is allowed to pass. But in order to prevent the general issue
of light coins within the limit of tolerance, the allowance upon a mass
of coins should by no means be in proportion to their number. If there
is an honest effort to obtain the standard weight, the deviation is as
likely to be above as below that standard. Under the present law the
allowance on $20,000 in double eagles is $2.74. This is believed to be
too large a margin, and in the bill under consideration it is so reduced
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that this allowance will be 72 cents. The tolerance on the double eagle
and eagle is fixed at one-half of a grain, and on all other gold coin at
one-fourth of a grain.

ABRASION.

The abrasion or natural wear of coins is a matter of great importance
to the Government and thie public. The Constitution of the United
States provides that-

"Congress shall have power to coin money, regulate the value thereof,
and of foreign coins, and fix the standard of weights and measures."

And that-
"' No State shall coin money or make anything but gold and silver a

legal tender in payment of debts."
The General Government is entitled to all the advantages of this

unlimited grant of power, and incurs the correlative obligations of
furnishing the public with a convenient and reliable metal currency.

The coins issued by the national mints, when not unreasonably worn
or defaced by artificial means, bear the stamp and guaranty of the
Government that they are worth the sums they represent. They are
issued for circulation and are unhesitatingly received at their face for
equivalent values. In a few years, however, a, considerable percentage
of any coin in active circulation is sure to be worn away. Where
should the loss fall-upon the Government that has laced the coin in
circulation and has a remedy in the complete control of the coinage
system, or upon the individual who has received it in good faith and
has no remedy whatever ?

As early as the reign of Edward IV it was ordered in England that
"the lackage in weight should be no cause for refusing gold coins,"
and in the reign of Henry VI it is recorded that Bartholomew Gold-
beater, master of the mint, petitioned the King to take into considera-
tion the "great and unsupportable loss which he had sustained in the
waste and loss of weight in the melting of gold and silver." It appears
from the history of the British coinage that the natural wear of coins
has always been borne by the Crown. In 1816 the old silver coins
were authorized to be exchanged at the mint for the new coinage,
piece for piece, and under the regulations of the mint of July 28,1870,
gold coins reduced in weight by wear are now recoined at the royal
mint and returned to the importer at the full mint rate of £3 17s. 10d.
per ounce, without any charge or deduction.

The act of Congress of June 28, 1834, provides that-
"Gold coins shall be received in all payments when of full weight,

according to their respective values, and when of less than their full
weight, at less value proportioned to their respective weights."

If the weight is to be the only criterion of value, what is the use of
having any coinage at all? The pending bill, although not fully meet-
ing my views upon this point, is a great improvement on existing laws.
It provides that gold coins reduced by wear not to exceed one-half per
cent on double eagles and eagles, and I per cent oii all other coins, may
be redeemed at the United States Treasury for recoinage, under such
regulations as the Secretary may prescribe for the protection of the
Government against fraudulent abrasion and other practices.

The fifteenth section also provides for the exchange at the mints at
Philadelphia and San Francisco of light gold coins which have not been
tampered with for new silver coins of the same nominal value.

The effect of these provisions will be to keep coins of full weight in
circulation and protect the public from loss and imposition. The Gov-
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eminent will realize a profit of from 2 to 3 per cent on the silver
exchanged for gold coins, and this will doubtless counterbalance the
loss on the gold received through the United States Treasury for
recoinage.

There is one other feature of this bill to which the attention of the
House ought perhaps to be called. I refer to the provision contained
in the forty-seventh section, authorizing the mints to exchange, under
proper restrictions, unparted for parted or refined bullion.

All bullion received at the mint is first carefully melted and the fluid
metal stirred until it is homogeneous preparatory to the assay. Gold
in its natural state has always more or less silver combined with it,
which niust be separated before it is fit for coinage. This operation is
called "parting" or "refiting."

In order to properly effect the separation of gold and silver, several
processes have been employed. The operation which has been longest
in use in the United States mint is known as the " nitric-acid process,"
and is based npot the fact that silver is soluble in nitric acid, while
gold is not. This process is governed by well-known laws of chemical
aftinity, has no deleterious influences, and yields gold ranging in fille-
ness from nine hundred and ninety thousandths to nine hundred and
nine three thousandths pure metal, the balance being silver not parted,
which constitutes a part of the legal alloy.

Another process which has been extensively used during the last few
years is known as the "slphuric-acid process." It has the advantage
of being much cheaper than the nitric acid process, and of refining
gold to a very high degree, and the disadvantage of requiring expen.
sive buildings and machinery and engendering fumes of the most
deleterious and dangerous character. A third process 'si parting or
refining by the use of chlorine gas has lately been invented, but has
not yet been adopted in this country. For partingg silver from gold of
a high grade and toughening brittle gold it has probably some decided
advantages, but these are yet to be tested.

The sulphuric-acid process is used at the N ew York assay office and
by private establishments in San Francisco. It can not be employed
at the mints at Philadel phia, San Francisco, and Carson City for want
4)' rooni; besides there are objections to its use in any building intended
for coinage operations on account of its offensive fumes.

The true policy of the Government is doubtless to encourage the
parting and refining of metals by private industry and capital to the
Fullest extent. The authority to "coin money" does not necessarily
include refining any more than it includes the original production of
the precious metals.

As early as 1853 Congress passed an act to encourage' refining by
private enterprise atd gradually exclude it from the Mint. And in
1860 the provisions of this bill were extended to the branch mints and
assay offices. The act of July 15, 1870, authorized the exchange at
the mints of unparted for parted or refined bullion. The object of this
act was to preserve to depositors the security of the Mint assay and
accountability, and at the same time have the refining done by the sul.
phuric-acid process at the extensive and well-managed establishments
of the Pacific coast. The immediate results were the saving to the
Government of 3 cents on every ounce of bullion refined and the pro-
tection of the Government against the large losses of former years,
amounting to over a quarter of a million of dollars in the bullion fund,
and which can only be accounted for upon the hypothesis (as claimed)
that it "went up the chimney."
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Private enterprise and ingenuity can refine bullion cheaper and bet-
ter than the Government ever has done, or probably ever will do. As
a matter of political economy this industry should therefore be fostered
and encouraged; and as a matter of justice the committee believed that
the Government, after having invited the investment of private capital
in the business of retiring, ought not to destroy that interest by useless
and extravagant appropriations.

The importance and necessity of private refining establishments will
be better understood when we remember that in the United States the
annual production of the precious metals is estimated at silver, 750
tons; gold, 50 tons, equal to $23,000,000 in silver anti $35,000,000 in gold.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to say that the rapid reduce.
tion of our national debt and the increased confidence in our public
securities clearly indicate that the time is a)proaching when the holiest
ring of solid coin will again be heard in the busy marts of trade and
commerce, and that it is the imperative duty of Congress to shape our
coinage system to the growing wants of the immediate future.

Mr. HOOPER, of 3lassachusetts. I now yield ten minutes to the ge-
tlemnen from New York [Mr. Potter].

Mr. POTTER. Mr. Speaker, this is a bill of importance. When it was
before the House in the earlier part of this session 1 took some oblec-
tions to it which I am inclined now to think, in view of all the circum-
stances, were not entirely well founded; but after further reflection I
am still convinced that it is a measure which it is hardly worth while
for us to adopt at this time.

It is now more than thirty years since there has been any general
revision of the mint laws. The coinage of money during all that period
has proceeded from year to year, with such occasional legislation as
changing circumstances required, without there ever having been any
demand for a general revision of these laws. Now, when we have sus-
pended specie payments for ten years, and practically have had no coin-
age circulation during that time, a bill is introduced here for the
purpose of revising all the laws in respect to coinage, and not only
introduced here after the country has suspended using or dealing in
coin to any considerable degree, but introduced at a period when there
is no prospect that it will at any )eriod resume coinage circulation.

1 confess, therefore, that the introduction of the bill at such a period
excited my suspicion. I was and am at a loss to gather from anything
I know or can learn that there is any necessity for the adoption of this
measure now. When the bill comes to be read, section by section, I
shall make such suggestions in the way of amendments as I think are
calculated to make it better if it should go into operation. But for the
present I desire to avail myself of the few minutes allowed me to state
generally my objections to the adoption of any such law now.

In the first place, it is proposed by this bill to change the whole sys-
tem of officers of the Mint. The bill provides for a Director of the
Mint. Now, while I do not know a great deal about these matters, I
have not been able to resist the conviction that the bill is designed to
make a place for a particular person. I find that the director of the
mint at Philadelphia, whose report to the Secretary of the Treasury I
have before me, condemns the proposed change as unwise and unnec-
essary; and other experts with whom I have personally consulted have
agreed with him in that regard.

Then, in the next place, this bill provides for the making of changes
in the legal-tender coin of the country, and for substituting as legal-
tender coin of only one metal instead as heretofore of two. I think my-
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self this would be a wise provision, and that legal-tender coins, except
subsidiary coin, should be of gold alone. But why should we legislate
on this now when we are not using either of those metals as a circulat-
ing medium I The bill provides also for a change in respect of the
weight and value of the silver dollar, which 1 think is a subject which,
when we come to require legislation about it at all, will demand at our
hands very serious consideration, and which, as we are not using such
coins for circulation now, seems at this time to be an unnecessary sub-
ject about which to legislate.

But beyond that the bill provides for an entirely new subsidiary
coinage. It provides for the coinage of new 5-cent, 3-cent, 2-cent, and
1-cent pieces, and it provides that these new coins shall be of a certain
alloy of copper and nickel. Now, we have at present in circulation
several hundred million pieces of subsidiary base coin. They are
familiar to every one of us, and have been in circulation for some
years. There is the ordinary nickel 5-cent piece, the ordinary nickel
3-cent piece, and the bronze 2-cent piece, and the nickel 1-cent piece
for which there has been substituted of late years the bronze 1-cent
piece. Of these pieces of subsidiary coinage, I repeat, several hun.
dred million pieces are in circulation, and it is proposed that in place
of these pieces we shall have another set of minor subsidiary coins of
nickel copper, according to the form prescribed in this bill For what
reason? It has been suggested for the purpose of uniformity. That
reason, however, seems to me so insufficient that it occurred to me that
behind this provision of the law lies the real motive power of this bill;
that is that it will make necessary a great consumption of nickel cop-
per for several hundred million pieces of this new subsidiary coinage.

Now, it is to be borne in mind that it costs as much to coin these
subsidiary copper-nickel coins as to coin a like ntqmber of silver or gold
coins of like dimensions, and that the recoinage will not be attended
with any such advantage to the people as should preclude any one of
us from looking upon this provision as a movement in behalf of the
private interests controlling nickel. This will be more apparent to the
House when I have the Clerk to read the remarks of the director of
the United States mint at Philadelphia, in reply to the Secretary of
the Treasury as to the provisions in this portion of the bill.

The Clerk read as follows:
"These sections embody the provisions of the copper-nickel bill

providing for a new 1, 3, and 5 cent coin, presented to and not passed
by the last Congress. There exists no necessity, no consideration
of public interest or convenience for a change in the present bronze,
copper, and nickel coinage, and the substitution of that proposed in
these sections. In appearance, in size, weight, and artistic device, the
present is fully equal to the proposed base coinage; and as regards the
bronze cent in comparison with the nickel cent suggested, it is superior
in every pretension, economy, convenience, easy recognition, etc. The
copper-nickel cent would be a small, inconvenient coin, so small as to
be almost useless and the cost of the production, after a careful calcu-
lation by some of the most experienced officers of the Mint, would be
equal to its nominal value in gold.

"It costs as much (material excepted) to make a copper-nickel cent
as a gold double eagle.

"If every consideration of economy and a desire to prevent useless
waste of the public money condemns the authorizing of the coinage of
a nickel-copper 1-cent piece, why introduce a 3 and 5 cent piece of the
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same metals and proportions when the existing coins of the same denomi-
nations are equal, if not superior, to the proposed ?

'Then again, the proposition to abolish the silver 5-cent piece in
aid of the nickel coin is one that would be by common consent con-
demned, particularly in a country like ours, abounding in silver ores
and near the day of the resumption of specie payments. We can not
advise this change."

Mr. POTTER. That is the letter of the director of the mint of the
United States at Philadelphia to the Secretary of the Treasury in
respect to the provisions of the bill of the last Congress, which in these
respects corresponds with the pending bill.

I know it will be said there is to be no forced substitution of the new
coin for the old, but only that so far as new coin shall be required it
shall be issued under the provisions of this bill. But it should be
remembered that this subsidiary coin is base coin and is of no intrinsic
value whatever. Its value consists in the provision of law for the
redemption of subsidiary coins by the paper currency of the Govern-
ment. Now, I apprehend that it will be in the power of the officers of
the Treasury Department to so manage the redemptio- of the present
base coin as to make it less available than the proposed copper-nickel
subsidiary coinage, and thus induce their exchange, and in effect force
the new coinage directed by this bill into circulation instead, until all
the present base coin is changed for the new subsidiary copper-nickel
coin provided for in this bill.

Generally in looking over this bill, I am disposed to agree with the
director of the mint of the United States at Philadelphia when he says:
",The proposed bill, so far as it is a copy of the existing laws, is to be
approved, but the alterations suggested, with very few exceptions, are
changes without any improvement, nor do they provide any remedy for
supposed defects beyond what now exists." When, sir, the House
comes to look through the bill and see what it is, it will find, I think
that it is a measure providing for the recoinage of several hundred
millions of pieces of subsidiary nickel coin to take the place of the
existing 5-cent piece, the existing 3-cent piece, and the existing 2 and
1 cent pieces, to no public advantage and to the gain of the nickel
owners, but at a great expense to the people. There is also a section
of the bill to which, when we come to it, I shall particularly call the
attention of the House, by which the purchase of nickel is left in
the hands of the officers created by this measure, with a discretion
which should not be permitted, and which I think may be in the last
degree dangerous.

There are also other provisions in the bill which seem to me to mili-
tate against its being adopted at all at this time. For instance, the
provision in regard to refining, which I think was intended to protect
a system of private refining which now exists at San Francisco, in
regard to which, I presume, I differ from my friend on my left [Mr.
Sargent] in thinking, as I do, that it is very disadvantageous to the
Government. One intention of the bill, I believe, was to protect that
system, as I shall seek to show when the occasion comes.

The time allowed to me being, however, about exhausted, I will only
repeat, sir, that I think no sufficient reason has been suggested for
generally revising the mint and coinage laws at this time, and this
consideration, together with the particular objections I have alluded to,
are, it seems to me, sufficient reasons why this bill should not be
adopted now.
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Mr. HooPza, of Massachusetts. I yield now to the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley].

Mr. KELLEY. Mr. Speaker, in the course of my Congressional career,
now becoming somewhat extended, I have had frequent occasion to
notice that any legislation, however general in its character, which
assails existing abuses, and would abolish opportunities for illegitimate
profits to speculators, is met with zealous and seemingly organized
opposition, and that gentlemen on this floor, who are far above sus-
picion, are plied with arguments so ingenious that, without being aware
of it, they become the defenders of private jobs, and venerated, because
they are profitable, abuses.

It was apparent to me when I had the honor of bringing this bill to
the attention of the House the other day that those who have an inter-
est in securing its defeat, which now amounts to at least from a quarter to
a half million dollars a year, and which would, if we were on the basis
of specie payments, have an interest running up into many millions, had
ingeniously plied some of the leading members of the House with sug-
gestions touching the minor details of the bill, which, if accepted by the
House, might render its passage impossible. I therefore asked its recomn-
mitment to the committee. I grieve to say that by reason of my con-
nection with the Committee on Ways and Means I have since then been
unable to participate in the deliberation of the Committee on Coinage,
Weights, and Measures. The bill, as it comes amended before the
House to-day, is therefore the work of other bands than mine, as indeed
was the bill which I presented and attempted to have considered and
adopted. It is a bill prepared at the suggestion and under the super-
vision of the Treasury Department and now comes to us revised with
much care by the Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures, exclu-
sive of the chairman, his absence being accountedfor by the reasons I
have given.

Let me, Mr. Speaker, hastily point out some of the interests that are
on this floor seeking to protect themselves by preventing the passage
of this bill. One silver bullion dealer of New York during the last Con-
gress admitted to the gentleman who is now acting as chairman of the
committee in charge of the bill that under one defect in existing laws
he was making, at the cost of the Government, from seventy-five thou.
sand to one hundred thousand dollars a year. Is it any wonder that
a man who has such large profits dependent upon the continuance of
the existing system should be able to furnish gentlemen with ingenious
arguments about subsidiary coinage, and in proof of the lack ot neces-
sity to take in the fourteen varieties of minor coins and to substitute
but three for the fourteen? His profits-and he is but one of those
who are growing fat and greedy upon the defects in our mint laws-
arise in this way: Our country, like every other civilized Govern-
ment, should procure its own metal out of which to make subsidiary
coinage. Now, sir, every coin of ours that is not gold is subsidiary.
Our silver dollar, half dollar, and every other coin that is not gold
is subsidiary. As gentlemen seem to express surprise at this propo-
sition, I repeat that silver coin is subsidiary. The half dollar is not
worth 50 cents. All other governments pay the expense of minting
by the difference between the intrinsic value of subsidiary coins and
the value at which they circulate and at which the Government re-
deems them. And such was the law of this country until by a ruling
of Mr. Guthrie, when he was Secretary of the Treasury, the Mint was
ordered to receive silver from private individuals and coin it. Now, it
so happens that a constituent of the gentleman from New York has
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been taking advantage of that ruling and deposited silver to be made
into half dollars and other silver coins, and[ for every $. worth of silver
deposited by him he gets four half dollars and one 10-cent piece, or the
equivalent thereof. He bas, as he stated to my colleague [3r. Hooper,
of Massachusetts] and myself, been doing a business of from eighteen
hundred thousand to two million dollars per annum, giving him as profit
an annual income equal to the salary of the President for the Presi.
dential term. Is it to be wondered at that that gentleman should sug-
gest to the gentleman from New York that there might possibly be some
loss to the Government in taking in the old copper and copper-bronze
pennies and issuing new nickel 1, 2, and 3 cent piecesI

Mr. POTTER. I desire to say that the taking in of the old copper
pennies has nothing to do with this matter, and I never heard of it.

Mr. KELLEY. I have no doubt the gentleman's constituent carefully
concealed from him his large interest in it while he plied him with petty
plausibilities.

Mr. POTTER. The gentleman knows that I have not a bullion dealer
in my district. I represent an agricultural district.

Mr. KELLEY. We take you as a representative of the city of New
York.

Again, sir, by a mistake in our law it has become impossible to retain
an American silver dollar in this country except iii collections of curi-
osities. They would, if coined in considerable numbers, be a source of
enormous profit to the silver-bullion dealers of New York. Let me show
you. The silver dollar required by our laws is worth 3j cents more
than our gold dollar, and is worth 7 cents inore than two half dollars.
Now, sir, let us go back, as the gentleman desires, to specie payment
before we legislate upon the Mint laws, and you will have an interest
of from one million to many million dollars a year here, with its lobby
in and around the House, to prevent the Government from the possi-
bility of losing a few dollars by substituting copper-nickel for copper
and copper bronze coinage.

Every dollar wo will then coin in silver will put from 3j to 7 cents
in the pocket of the individual broker, every half dollar for which he
may deposit in silver and have it coined vill yield him a profit of 2k
cents. I think we can afford to get new dies cut for the new nickel
coinage if the silver-bullion brokers of New York will let us save the
millions we are now wasting on them in this vay. Besides, sir, by doing
this we may retain within our country a silver coinage, which we can
not do unless we do revise the laws in this respect. Why, sir, there is
not a merchant in the world that would mot gladly send gold here with
which to buy American silver dollars amd make 3j cents on the
exchange of every dollar. There is not a silver-ballifn dealer that
would not gladly supply the vacuum felt by the 40,000,000 of the Amer-
ican people, who w:lI use silver coinage 'vhen it shall again come into
use, inasmuch as for every $2 he would send to the mint he would get
back $2 in half dollars and a 10-cent piece, and a silver dollar worth
1031 cents in exchange for every dollar deposited in gold. Would not
this be a paying rate of interest?

More than this, the silver coinage of Eigland is 10 per cent below
the gold standard. Ours is but 4 and it vould be a matter of profit
to the British Government to send silver bullion to our mints to be
refined, parted, alloyed, and coined into half dollars, and then to carry
it over to England and convert it into their own coinage at 10 per cent
below gold-standard value.

Now, sir, is the Government of the United States to be made the
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prey of the people of the world in order to give large profits to a few
silver-bullion brokers in New York ? For there is the whole question.
Beyond that it is a mere question of petty detail. Shall the Govern-
ment of the United States control its Mint f The gentleman from New
York [Mr. Potter] can not tell, without referring to the books, who the
director of the mint at Philadelphia is to report to, who the manager
of the assay office at New York is to report to, who the manager of the
Carson City mint is to report to. The law on this subject is in a chaotic
condition. One reports to one, another to another, and another to a
third officer of the Government. And there is no responsibility and no
means of holding to duty those who violate the law.

But I have shown you but a small part of the profits that the bullion
gamblers and dealers of New York City are making under our loose
laws. It has come to the knowledge of the Government and of the
Committee on Coinage, Weights, and Measures that the bullion in the
Treasury of the United States is loaned out in the city of New York for
profit to someone, not to the Goverment It has come to the knowledge
of the Government that the managers of theNew York assay office, or the
subtreasury, when coin is abundant, will receive it on deposit and let
favored parties among the coin and bullion dealers have the gold bars
that are supposed to be and by law are required to be in the Treasury,
and when coin becomes scarce will receive bars and hand to the con-
stituents of the gentleman from New York [Mr. Potter], who are disin-
terestedly opposing this bill, the coin to deal with and make a profit.
Now, here alone is a fraud running, as I am assured and believe, from
three to seven million dollars a year, that this bill proposes to check,
yet the gentleman from New York would resist its passage because
something may be lost by changing our multiform penny and 2 and 3
cent pieces into uniform pieces of 1, 2, and 3 cents so marked that the
blind man can tell his coin by his sense of touch, and the least sensi-
tive of us can distinguish one from the other in the darkness of night.

Now, sir, it is not my purpose to make an elaborate speech on this
subject. I sought the floor at this time to point out the fact that in the
existing state of things, with specie payments in abeyance, there is a
job of from five to ten million dollars involved in the defeat of this bill,
and that if we leave legislation upon this subject until specie payments
shall have been resumed, that job will run up to anywhere from ten to
twenty million dollars per annum, the amount depending upon the extent
of our commerce and our coiage. I ask genitlemen to consider the
provisions of this bill, with the management of which I am no longer
charged, in the light of the facts I have stated.

Mr. POTTER. If anything was necessary to satisfy me that this bill
was a cover, ahd that it was gotten up to be a cover, for this copper-
nickel operation to which I have referred, it would be the speech just
made by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley]. Hesays that
there are jobs which it is necessary to correct by this bill. If so, then
let them be corrected.

And if it be true-and .1 know nothing to the contrary whatever in
respect of the matter beyond what the gentleman says-that the assay
office of this Government at New York is so managed that a fraud is
committed upon the Government of from three to seven million dollars
a year, then by all manner of means let that fraud be corrected. If, as
the gentleman says, the bullion brokers of New York City, or of any
other place, make an improper profit from the fact that they can deliver
a dollar's worth of silver to the mint and receive back more than a
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nominal dollar's worth of coin-that is, coin debased to the extent of 7
per cent-

Mr. KELLEY. No, sir; I did not say 7 per cent.
Mr. POTTER. Well, coin debased to some extent below its nominal

value. Then, if it is worth while for us to correct that provision of law
let us do so. Only it will doubtless so happen that when the bullion
dealer can get no profit whatever by delivering a dollar's worth of silver
to the mint and receiving coin of less real value in its stead, le will not
choose to deliver his silver to the mint on those terms. The condition
of things which prevails in this respect has existed for years. If there
is anything about it to be correted-I do not know that there is; per.
haps I ought to be ashamed to say I never heard of it before-then the
party of the gentleman, which has been in power for the last ten or
twelve years should have corrected it long ago.

But what I would call the attention of the House to now is the fact
that when I say that this bill provides for the recoinage of several hun.
dred millions of base pieces of coin, and the Director of the Mint at
Philadelphia writes to the Secretary of the Treasury that the new pieces
will have no advantage over the old, and no reason can be assigned for
the recoinage except that persons are interested in the nickel material
of which they are to be recoined-wheu I say this, then the gentleman
from Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley], who has not been heard of before on
this subject at once springs to his feet and, without refuting a single
objection avanced against the bill, imagines constituents for me that
I never heard of before, constituents who do not even exist, so far as I
know, in my district, and imagines jobs about which I know nothing,
but which may exist for aught I do know, but the charge of which comes
from him like the cry of one who escapes and seeks to avoid detection
by his cries, and by these false issues would mislead the House from
the real objections to this bill. I call the attention of the House to
these facts- for they all go, I repeat, to confirm me in the belief that
somethiug'besides a mere revision of the mint laws was the purpose
6f this bill, a belief I derived in the first instance simply from reading
the bill, for I have had no communication from anybody about it except
a communication from the Chamber of Commerce of New York, which
I hold in my hand, and from Hon. S. B. Ruggles, who was the commis-
sioner sent by our Government to the general coinage convention held
in Europe a few years since. Those are the only communications I have
seen, except from officials of the Government, in respect to this meas-
ure. Yet, from the bill itself and the speech of the gentleman from
Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley], I an convinced that under the general form
of revising the mint laws-a revision which even the Director of the
Mint at Philadelphia does not advocate--that under the general form of
revising the mint laws at a time when we have no coinage in circula-
tion (and we do not expect to have any very soon), there lies at the bot.
tom of the whole thing, as the moving purpose, or one of the moving
purposes, this provision for the recoinage of several hundred millions
of nickel copper pieces.

3r. KELLBY. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. McNeely],
my colleague on the committee.

Mr. MCNEELY. Mr. Speaker, I take no part in the fight between the
gentlemen from the cities of New York and Philadelphia [Mr. Potter
and Mr. Kelley]. As the gentleman from New York, on a former occa-
sion while this subject was being considered, drove the gentleman from
Pennsylvania out of the House with his bill, I suppose the gentleman
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from Pennsylvania has a right to renew that fight. But, sir, since this
bill was reported by the acting chairman, to which report, as a member
of the committee, I then objected, because the committee had not
authorized it, the committee have carefully and patiently considered
the reported bill. We have examined and taken the advice of men
well posted on the subject, and after having made some amendments I
find nothing in the bill to which I object, and many things which are
improvements upon the law as it is now. Still, sir, I am not yet so well
advised upon the subject as to say that the bill in all of its provisions
is right. It is an important subject of legislation, affecting the circa.
rating medium of the country, and should be well considered before
we change existing laws.

Mr. POTTER. The gentleman from Illinois speaks of me as "the
gentleman from New York." I wish to say that I am not from the city
of New York, and know nothing whatever about the position of that
city in reference to this bill. What I have said on this question is
from my general knowledge of the subject as a Representative.

Mr. WOOD. Mr. Speaker, I do not propose to participate in this issuc
between the gentleman from Pennsylvania 1Mr. Kelley] and my col.
league [Mr. Potter]. I only say, as one of the Representatives from
the city of New York, that the gentleman from Pennsylvania has made
statements with reference to the bullion brokers of New York and their
supposed interest in defeating this bill which are entirely new to me;
that if, outside of the communication referred to by my colleague as
emanating from the chamber of commerce and one or two articles in
the Journal of Commerce, there is any movement in the city of New
York hostile to this measure it certainly has not come to my knowledge,
nor has aiiy application against the bill been made to myself.

My prejudices, if I have any, are all in favor of this bill. I recognize
the subject to be exceedingly difficult to understaifd, and I am not sur-
prised that such intelligent gentlemen as the Representative from
Pennsylvania and my colleague should differ as to the meaning and
intent of certain provisions of the bill. Of all the questions that we
have been called on to legislate upon during this Congress I look upon
this bill as the most complicated, the most intricate, the most difficult
to be comprehended by men who are not experts, who are not familiar
.with the practical operation of coining money and the assaying and
refinig preparatory thereto. I have taken some little trouble to com-
prehend the bill and to understand as best I could the necessity for it.

There can be no question but that the laws relating to this subject
require revision, and that this branch of the public service demands
reorganization and improvement. The Constitution gives to Congress
the power to coin money, to regulate its value, and to fix the standard
of weights and measures; and as early as 1792 it exercised this author-
ity by the establishment of the first mint.

It appeared to have the design, originally, to locate the mint at the
seat of the national capital, which was then at Philadelphia, but influ.
ence§ prevailed to retain it at Philadelphia, though the capital has been
removed. Under the law of 1835, however, branches were established,
which subsequent legislation has increased.

With reference to the regulation of the coinage of the United States
anid of the refining and saying of gold and silver bullion, various laws
have been passed. It is very evident, however, that there has never
been any comprehensive plan established by law which regulated the
whole subject and gave it that importance which it deserves. It is now,
as has been stated by the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Hooper]
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and the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. Stoughton], nearly thirtydfive
years since the Mint laws have been revised. During that period there
has been a vast ex tension of business, a multiplication of mints and
assay offices, a reduction in the weight of silver coins, and a further
issue of base coin other than the old cent, all the result of isolated acts
of Congress, several of which conflict with each other. As an illustra-
tion of the effects of this want of permanency as to the base coin frini
1 to 5 cents, it is only necessary to enumerate those issued for a few
years back, as follows:

No. 1. Copper cent.
No. 2. Cent-88 per cent copper and 12 per cent nickel.
No. 3. Bronze cent.
No. 4. Bronze 2-cent piece.
No. 5. Copper-nickel 3-cent piece.
No. 6. Copper-nickel 5-cent piece.
No. 7. Silver 3-cent piece.
No. 8. Silver 5-cent piece.
There have been several other variations in coins of a higher value,

to which it is not necessary to refer. At this time much of the control
of this service is dependent more upon the regulation of the Treasury
Department than the authority of law.

This is an evil which should be corrected. It is productive of inse-
curity and instability and subject to the uncertainties of circumstances
which may become of serious injury. The Secretary of the Treasury,
in his last annual report, admits the necessity of some immediate action
by Congress. He says that-

"Although the mints and assay offices are nominally in charge of the
Treasury Department, there is not, by authority of law, any person in
the Department who, by virtue of his office, is supposed to be informed
upon this subject, and none on whom the Secretary of the Treasury
can officially rely for information as to the management of this impor-
tant branch of the Government business."

There can be no doubt, therefore, of the necessity of the establish.
ment by Congress of some comprehensive system which shall not only
protect the interests of the Government, but also at the same time
concentrate the official authority with responsibility and efficiency. It
is impossible to enumerate the many abuses which now exist and
which from time to time have heretofore been practiced. It is said
that in New York, without authority of law, deposits of bullion were
received not long since upon which loans were made by certificate.
These certificates passed from hand to hand with all the confidence of
the gold certificates of the Government, amounting to many million
dollars. Thus, the responsible officers of the Government took it upon
themselves, without authority of law, to issue the so-called obligation
of the Government, and I have authority for the statement that in
some cases the deposits themselves were of an insufficient value to
secure the amount of the certificates issued upon them; and another
flagrant case is the present scandalous job in connection with the pri.
vate assaying company at San Francisco. With reference to this case
the New York Journal of Commerce, the leading commercial newspaper
of the United Stites, has the following:

"This job originated in a proviso adroitly interpolated two years ago
in an appropriation bill for the San Francisco mint. It reads: 'And
provided further, That it shall be lawful, until after the completion and
occupation of said branch-mint building, to exchange at any mint or
branch mint of the United States unrefined or parted bullion when-
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ever, in the opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury, it can be done
with advantage to the Government.' A large private establishment in
that city under this arrangement secures an immense job of refining
most of the gold thus treated on that coast, at 8 cents per ounce gross.
The nominal charge at the mint there is 11 cents. During the last fis.
cal year $19,000,000 was deposited in San Francisco by the miners.
The Government establishment should have received all this from the
owners, paid them for it at a charge, say, 5 cents per ounce gross, and
then put it into fine bars of nine hundred and ninety-eight thousandths
fine, at a profit to the Treasury. Instead of that, the mint there fixes
the charge at 11 cents per ounce. This drives $13,000,000 direct to the
private refinery, but $6,000,000 still reach the mint. Under this con-
tract that, too, is handed over by official fingers to the private refinery.
Eight cents per ounce is paid for having it turned into bars, mostly
ranging from nine hundred and eighty-nine to nine hundred and ninety.
three thousandths fine, and then the mint takes it all (the $19 000 ,00)
and gives coin for it. If the charge for coinage could be abolished or
reduced to les than its actual cost, as proposed in this bill, the 'ring'
would have a still softer thing of the existingjob. If the mint should
part the gold, as it ought at a proper cost, the bars would be finer and
at least $10,000 be saved to the Treasury out of the silver mixed with
the gold, which is now wasted or wholly unaccounted for."

The history of this proviso is interesting. Not understanding how
a provision of law of so general a character as this could get into an
appropriations bill, I have endeavored to ascertain the modus operandi
by which this was accomplished. It appears in the miscellaneous
appropriation bill approved July 15, 1870, as a proviso to an appro-
priation, to continue the branch mint at San Francisco, of $150,000.
This is the way it stands in the law, and I have examined the journals
and proceedings of both Houses, as reported in the Globe, to find out,
if possible, how it got there. There was nothing of the kind in the
original bill as reported from the Committee on Appropriations of this
House, nor was any such amendment suggested or proposed to the bill
when under consideration in the House. The bill went from the House
to the Senate without any such proviso, or any amendment at all refer-
ring to that subject, nor was any proposed in the Senate. Other
amendments were made there, which caused the bill to be sent back
again to the House, but neither House had acted upon nor had pro-
posed to it any such proposition. The two Houses disagreeing, the bill
went to a conference committee, which, it appears, took upon itself,
without the knowledge or consent of either-House, of interpolating this
proviso into it and thus consummating a legislative fraud in the interest
of private corporations in San Francisco.

I have thus referred to a few of the objections to the present business
of refining and coinage by the Government. Being thus convinced of
the necessity of a general revision by Congress of the laws and prac-
tice, I come now to consider whether the bill before the House will
successfully accomplish that purpose.

So far as this bill proposed to concentrate the Mint and coinage of
the United States into a bureau of the Treasury Department, embrac-
ing under its control all mints for the manufacture of coins, etc., there
can be no objection. So far as the bill will concentrate and simplify
the operation of the Mint and its branches, it will be a great improve.
ment. There are matters of detail, however, referring to the machinery
and organization of the bureau and to the regulation and assaying of
the coinage and changing the value of the coins, which affects the
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questions of the standard of value, and upon which none but those
who have studied the subject with great care are capable of reaching a
conclusion.

Upon the discovery of gold in California in 1848 the whole amount of coin
in the world was estimated at $1,800,000,000. It is now estimated to be
about four thousand millions, oran increaseof about twenty.two hundred
millions within twenty-three years, four-fifths of which have been coined
from bullion procured in the United States. This large addition to the
standard of value has materially affected the value of every species of
property, real and personal. This increase is applicable to every article
known to commerce. The law of supply and demand is so exacting
that even theorists like Mill and others have been obliged to recognize
it. Another effect of an addition to the volume of coin is felt in the
stimulant that it gives to human energy. This fact was shown in the
wonderful change that came over the country after the development of
our California mines. For the ten years preceding our late civil war
the country enjoyed a high state of prosperity. Alison, the English
historian, refers to the like effect in England. He dwells with much
force upon this subject, saying that "this effect of the immense addi.
tions to the currency of the world, to the industry of all nations, and
in a special manner of the British Isles, has been prodigious."

None but experts and those who are familiar, by long study and
patient examination, with the practices of European governments, can
comprehend and determine some of the subjects included in this bill
Indeed, the depreciation in the value of the precious metals, which has
been going on for the last twenty years, by the discovery and working
of new gold and silver mines, has materially affected all values. The
standard produced by coinage has become, of course, more difficult.
The great commercial law of supply and demand has had its influence
on this as well as on every other species of property; hence there can
be no standard as such made by law. Very many influences operate
to create a change, when the law itself which attempts to regulate it
still remains upon the statute books. This fiact has developed itself in
Europe as well as here.

This bill proposes to establish a bureau to be attached to the Treasury
Department for the regulation and control of the whole subject. It
applies to all of the details, going extensively into the operations and
placing the whole service under the control of law. To judge of the
Propriety of many of these provisions is a difficult task to undertake.
Few persons outside of those who have been made familiar with the
subject by practice can possibly understand them. I have taken some
trouble to make myself acquainted 'ith the proposed changes from
existing laws and regulations, and, as a general thing, give them my
approval. There are, however, some sections open to criticism and
doubt, about which the best judges differ in opinion. In some respects
the bill does not go far enough and in others too far. I shall propose
two amendments, one to section 47 as to the charge of refining and
parting bullion, intended to limit it to that allowed for and deducted
from the same operation in the exchange of unrefined for refined
bullion, and that the privilege for making this exchange shall be open
to all. The object of this amendment is to prevent collusion with out-
side establishments, and to make the cost of refining no greater than
necessary to individuals.

I desire also to repeal the proviso put into the appropriation bill
approved July 15, 1870, to which I have referred, and thus to erase
from the law a provision dishonestly incorporated Into it, and which
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can have no other tendency than to be productive of fraud. I am op.
posed to the Government having any transactions or connections with
private refining establishments. The whole business of smelting, refin.
ing, assaying, and coinage should be exclusively under the control of
the Government, and there should be no other connection between
individuals and this department than there is necessarily in the recep-
tion of the metal in its natural state and the emission of coin as a gov-
ernmental standard of value for general circulation. I do not wish to
be understood as sanctioning the abolition of all private establishments'
for refining gold bullion, but that all connection between them and the
Government should cease, so far as employing them for the purpose of
the Government. Great abuses have followed this practice.

Since soon after the discovery of gold in California these private
refineries were warmed into existence in that State, and the first act,
passed March 4, 1853, recognizing them and inviting their cooperation
for coinage purposes, was doubtless lobbied through Congress for
improper purposes. A subsequent act of February 20, 1861, served to
further encourage the establishment of private refineries. In San
Francisco there are two of these establishments which have succeeded
in assuming control of refining and of excluding it almost entirely from
the branch mint in that city. The result of this has been to entail con-
siderable loss upon the United States, besides rendering insecure much
of the bullion in the process of exchange. The present arrangement,
so far as San Francisco is concerned, is open to grave suspicions of collu-
sion. It is very evident that some one has influence enough to continue
in existence an arrangement with these outside parties at the expense
of the Government.

Another objection to this system is that the Government is open to
imposition by the charge of excessive rates for-refining if dependent
upon private establishments, and this operates to the injury of the
individuals who deposit the bullion with the Government for that pur-
pose. If dependent entirely upon outside establishments it may be
compelled at any time to submit to exorbitant charges, whereas if it
is retained exclusively in the hands of the Government, no such diffi-
culty could arise. The present charge for refining, both by the private
reffineries and the Government, is largely in excess of what it should
be. By the sulphuric-acid process it can be done for one-fourth as
much as by the nitric acid, and gold can be refined by it to a higher
degree and in about one-fourth the time. In Europe this process is now
universally adopted, and refining has been brought to such a nice point
and so closely economized as to cost, either by wastage or otherwise,
less than one-eighth of what it does here. I have lately seen an elabo.
rate analysis of the cost of refining in England, 'hich sustains this esti-
mate of its expense. I am therefore confident that the Government
should hold exclusive control over the whole subject, from the original
reception of the bullion, through the various processes of separation,
refining, assaying, and coinage, until its final completion and issuance.
I would go much farther, and include even the mining operation, as
has been done in Russia for three hundred years.

In 1868 1 discussed on this floor the policy aiid practicability of the
Government availing itself of its mineral properties in the Pacific
States and showed that it was unwise for it to resort to borrowing and
taxation when it possessed in its own right almost inexhaustible treas.
ures in the precious metals. Some of the most enlightened and pros-
perous nations in the world have successfully worked their own gold
and silver mines, thus placing directly into the Treasury the wealth
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which we perinlt to go into the pockets of individuals and private cor-
porations. We, we out of debt and with but trifling taxation, the
reason for this i, sumption by the Government of its mining property
would not exist, but, situated as we are, sound policy requires that we
should make available the wealth which legitimately belongs to us.
By the law of 1866 mineral lands were allowed to be taken up at $5
per acre, and even this small sum has not always been paid. Adven.
tui ers and squatters have taken forcible possession of the most valua.
ble deposits of the precious metals in the world and have held them to
their own advantage without any interference upon the part of our
Government. Many of these mines are the property of foreigners, who
are working them on foreign account, and who receive regularly the
whole proceeds in Europe.

But I do not propose that we shall interfere with existing private
rights, whether legally or illegally obtained. I am willing to concede
them as vested by virtue of possession; but with reference to the unex-
plored and undeveloped remaining mineral regions, estimated at incal-
culable value, I would have the Government avail itself without delay.
It is estimated that at least $2,000,000,000 in value of gold and silver
and quicksilver have been procured from California and contiguous
territory since its purchase from Mexico. More than one-half of this
was obtained at very little outlay before the erection of costly build-
ings. We can suppose, if such aim amount of treasure could have been
procured at so little expense, what the Government could have done
with its superior advantage of capital and power to procure superior
scientific metallurgical skill. I have no doubt but that the Govern.
meant, under a proper system to be devised by Congress, could organize
a mining department as part of its coinage duties; explorations could
be made by competent geologists, the deposits of gold and silver be
more definitely ascertained and more efficiently developed; works could
be constructed and managed by engineers of capacity, who were famil.
iar with such operations, and in a few years the result would astound
the world. We would be able to supply our own mintage, and doubt-
less have a large surplus which would greatly increase the material
wealth of the nation.

There is another subject in connection with American coinage worthy
of some consideration. I refer to the proposition to create a coin of
universal international value. This subject has been very much agi.
tated in Europe within the past five years. In the summer of 1867 the
representatives of the governments of the Continent met in convention
at Paris and discussed this proposition intelligently and elaborately.
This country was represented by Mr. Ruggles, of New York, who has
written much upon the subject. Our own Government has had much
correspondence with others looking to the same result. That with
Sweden was recently submitted to the Senate. From it it would appear
that even the Scandinavian States-Sweden, Denmark, and Norway-
have failed to unite in an equal coin of like value, and even the coins
of Sweden and Norway, which are under the same Crown, differ with
each other.

Although there is an attempt being made to revive this subject in
Europe, it does not appear to meet with that favor to which its merits
unquestionably entitle it. The disturbed political condition of Europe
for the last two years has undoubtedly had its effect in preventing the
further promotion of international coinage. I have no doubt, however,
that sooner or later this will be accomplished. It seems extraordinary
that the nations of Europe, so compact in population, and so consoll-
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dated in commercial intercourse and united by rail and telegraph,
should differ so much as to the value of the coins in general circulation.
The confusion losses, and diflculties to the trading people arising from
the want of coin of a universal acceptance as to value must be apparent
to all. Indeed, there is no one thing that more illustrates the want of
intelligent progress than this. In this country we have seen the advan.
tage of the national-bank currency, which is accepted and received by
its face value in every part of the Union. Who would abolish it and
recur to the old State bank system, where the rates of discount upon
the circulating medium varied from one-half to 20 per cent? We all
remember the losses, embarrassments, and trouble occasioned by the
thea condition of our cash moneyed system. While these difficulties
do not exist in Europe to the same extent, yet they do exist there, to
which every traveler is especially subjected. Therefore I assume that
sooner or later, and it may be very soon, the governments of Europe,
from the necessity of the case will be compelled to issue a coin which
will be recognized of universal international value, which, at least for
purposes of ordinary trade and commercial exchange, will be the
standard. Hence it may be well for us to consider, in the passage of a
general law providing for the making of coins, whether this should not
be compre hended. It is true that hereafter Congress could at any
time amend the law so as to meet such a measure if an international
coinage in Europe and this country could be agreed to.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman from New York [Mr
Wood] is entirely mistaken in his statement of the result of the exami-
nation made by him into the history of the legislation by which the
provision referred to by himself found its way into the miscellaneous
appropriation bill. I do not question the good faith of his search; I
simply say that the result is entirely erroneous.-

Mr. WOOD. I will say to the gentleman that the search was made for
me by the librarian of the Hall library of the House.

Mr. SARGENT. Then the Hall librarian of the House was mistaken
if he gave the gentleman any such information. I hold in my hand
the original document which came from the Senate of the United States,
containing its amendments to the sundry civil bill at the second session
of the last Congress. I read from the heading of those amendments:

"IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
"June 12, 1870.

"Reolred, That the bill from the Housepf Representatives (H. R. No.
2165) entitled 'An act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses
of the Government for the year ending June.30, 1871, and for other
purposes,' do pass with the following amendments."

Then come the amendments, numbered from 1 to 16.
I send to the Clerk's desk the sixteenth amendment to be read.
The Clerk read as follows:
"At the end of line 23 insert:
"Ad prorided further, That it shall be lawful until after the completion and

occupation of said branch mint building to exchange at any mint or branch mint of
the United States unrefined or parted bullion for refined or parted bullion whenever in
the opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury it can be done with advantage to the
Government: Prorided, That the weight, fineness, and value of the bullion received
and given in exchange shall be determined by the mint assay: And provided further,
That the authority hereby given shall not be construed so as to interfere with the
rights and privileres now or heretofore enjoyed by depositors of bullion at said
mints."

Mr. SARGENT. That is the amendment as it was adopted in the Sen-
ate. Here is the bill we sent to the Senate. It is the bill as it was
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passed by the House. Here are the amendments of the Senate with
which the bill came back from the Senate to the House. It was near
the close of the session when the amendments came back from the
Senate to the House bill, and my recollection now is that the House
nonconcurred in all the amendments of the Senate and sent them to a
committee of conference. The report of the committee of conference I
hold in my hand. The managers of the conference on the part of the
House were Hon. Henry L. Dawes, Mr. A. Sargent, and Hon. James B.
Beck, and our report is as here stated-that the Senate receded from
certain of its amendments, and that the House receded from its disa-
greement to amendments of the Senate numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on,
with some exceptions, until we came to No. 16, and the House receded
from its objection to that sixteenth amendment, and it became a part
of the law.

Mr. WooD. I said that I had caused examination to be made, and
that was reported to me as the result of that examination. I have told
the gentleman and the House who made it for me. I am glad to be
corrected. I am satisfied, so far as I stated that it was placed in the
bill by the committee of conference, in that regard I was in error, as it
appears it originated in the Senate.

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Speaker, the legislation of that time was not
peculiar, or as announcing any new policy. As far back as 1853 Con.
gress provided as follows:

"SEC. 5. And be itfurther enacted, That when private establishments
shall be made to refine gold bullion the Secretary of the Treasury, if he
shall deem them capable of executing such work, is hereby authorized
and required to limit the amount thereof which shall be refined in the
mint at Philadelphia from quarter to quarter, and to reduce the same
progressively as such establishments shall be expended IextendedI
or multiplied, so as eventually and as soon as may be to exclude refin-
ing from the mint, and to require that every deposit of gold bullion
made therein for coinage shall be adapted to said purpose without need
of refining: Provided, That no advances in coin shall be made upon
bullion after this regulation shall be carried into effect except upon
bullion refined as herein prescribed."

Carrying out the idea that the constitutional duty to coin gold should
be executed by the Government of the United States did not imply that
the Government should turn itself into a manufactory to do the refining
of gold, or, as the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. Stoughton] well said,
it did not require it to do that any more that to go into the business of
the original production of gold.

This was in 1853, and is to be found in volume 10. page 210, of the
Statutes at Large. Consistent to this idea, Congress subsequently, in
1861, as I find in volume 12, page 144, of the Statutes at Large, enacted
as follows:

"SEC. 3. And be it further enacted, That the provisions of the fifth
section of chapter ninety.seven of the act of Congress approved March
3, 1853, requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to limit the amount of
refining at the Mint whenever private establishments shall be capable
of refining bullion, shall be extended to the several branches of the
Mint and the United States assay office at New York in all cases where
deposits of bullion are made for coins or fine bars."

No, sir; the provision in 1870 to which the gentleman alludes was in
the strict line of this former legislation, and, I believe, upon the same
wholesome principle.

The assertions made iii the New York Journal of Commerce, so far
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as they go to imply that the refining should cost but the smaller
amount mentioned there, and consequently that there is an overcharge
by private establishments now doing this refining at San Francisco, are
in error. The essential elements of the calculation are left out. In
private refining establishments there are the establishments themselves,
the real estate, the clerkN' the superintendent, as well as the skilled
laborers employed in the various processes of refining; but in the cal.
culation made in the New York Journal of Commerce nothing of this
kind Is included. The actual cost is put at 11 cents, as in San Fran.
cisco, if you reckon the cost, the interest on the investment of the Gov.
ernment, the cost of the superintendence, and the clerks who manage
this business.

Now, I have found by ily own observations the fact to be justified
which I anticipated at the time as a member of that committee of con-
ference between the two Houses when I assented to vitalize the previous
legislation of Congress on this subject. I have found in my observations
in California that bullion or crude gold in the hands of the miner, who
produces it and sen(ls it to the Mint, is advanced on an average one-
half of 1 per cent. Bullion went up at once in the hands of the orig.
inal producers, because by this process they were enabled to get nearer
to its actual value. The Government by its policy for several years,
and by its legislation of 1870, has encouraged private establishments
to go into this business, which it ought not to carry on itself. It has
induced capital to be invested in it, and these establishments are now
performing this work with a guaranty of the Government protecting
the depositors and at the same time protecting the Government; and
it is unfair, it is wrong, for the Government now to cease this policy
and to say that the capital invested in these private establishments
shall in any event be lost or destroyed by reversing the policy of the
Government in this particular.

In these private establishment they use the sulphuric acid process,
this being the only place on the Pacific coast where it is used. It is a
process which can not be used in the Mint for want of room, and on
account of the fumes which arise from it, and the costliness of the proc-
ess; the result, however, being a finer assay than is attained by the
old process.

I do not care at this stage of the bill to discuss this matter at any
length; but I do wish to say that there are other reasons beides those
which have been suggested why this bill should pass. We now give a
premium for the exportation of gold from our own country by the
present coinage charge of one-half of 1 peg cent, a higher charge tbau
the cost of the coinage. The result is that our gold takes itself away
and goes over to countries, such as England, where there is no coinage
charge. The policy there has been tested by experience, and when, a
few years since, there was an attempt to change the policy of the Eng-
lish Government in that respect and to put on a seigniorage, after a full
and exhaustive examination it was voted down. The effect of sending
away our gold in consequence of this coinage charge is that it depletes
our own market, while it necessarily aids the business of other coun.
tries.

By reducing the coinage charge as proposed by this bill to one-fifth
of 1 per cent we remove the temptation for its exportation, and so far
give some advantage for the resumption of specie payments in this
country. But if we keep up the change at the rate at which it has
been for the last twenty or thirty years--and it was a new experiment
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when it was introduced-the effect must necessarily be the depletion
of this country of the bullion we produce, and we shall become tribu-
tary to the London market, making that the bullion market of the
world, while New York or San Francisco ought to be such.

There are some matters of detail in this bill which, when we come to
consider it by clauses, I shall desire to speak upon, but I shall not take
up more of the time of the House at present.

Mr. BRooKS, of New York. I want to call the attention of the gentle.
man from Kentucky [Mr. Beck1, who was a member of the conference
committee, to the clause in the conference report which has been
referred to and to inquire what construction he gave it.

Mr. BECK. I have not been in the House throughout this debate and
do not know anything about the course it has taken. The gentleman
from New York [3r. Brooks] inquires of me what was meant by this
clause:

"It shall be lawful until after the completion and occupation of said
branch mint building to exchange at any mit or branch mint of the
United States."

I suppose, then, that it referred to the United States Mint and branch
mints.

Mr. SARGENT. I do not know whether the gentleman from Kentucky
understood the matter at the time. I thought he did, because he is
very intelligent about these matters, and this provision was discussed
in the Senate for two or three days, and it was not an unusual pro.
vision, because, as I have shown, it was enacted in 1863 and again
in 1871.

Mr. BECK. I only desire to say that of these matters relating to mints
and coinage I was comparatively ignorant, and had great faith in the
conferees, who knew more about it than I did; but that was the con-
struction I put upon it. I have been out of the House all morning and
have just come in, and I do not know, even, what bill is up.

Mr. WOOD. Did it give the right to private refiners to do this work?
Mr. SARGENT. I understand that the word "exchange" simply meant

this: That unrefined or parted bars received at the Mint might be
exchanged for refined and parted bars from any person outside.

Mr. WOOD. That is the construction of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. POTTER. Exactly. The Mint takes the metal that comes from

the miners and gives them in exchange refined bars that come from the
refiners on such terms as the Director of the Mint sees fit. I under-
stand that those terms now are to allow the refiner 11 cents per ounce
on every ounce of refined metal, whereas I u1-derstand that the
exchange can be made at the assay offices of the Government at 1j
cents on the ounce.

Mr. SARGENT. That statement would be true if you provide that the
mints and assay offices shall cost nothing for buildings, nothing for
officers, or other expenses. The gentleman's idea seems to be for the
Government to run ani opposition to the private assay offices, on the
ground that it costs nothing but for the workmen who manipulate the
bullion. The gentleman and his friends of the chamber of commerce
ought to consider the elements that go into the consideration of the
business.

Mr. POTTER. I agree with my friend that we ought to consider all
the elements that enter into the calculation. It costs the Government
in actual expenditures for everything 11 cents per ounce. It costs the
private parties who refine 11 cents an ounce, and the only question is

COLN-18
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whether the remaining 9j cents are proper charges to cover the cost of
building and superintendents and officers. Now, according to the
information I have, they are excessive.

Mr. SARGENT. Instead of costing the Government a cent and a half
an ounce it costs the Government 11 cents an ounce in New York.

Mr. POTTER. This is not the information I have. It is not the calcu-
lation of the officers there.

Mr. Ba' 'OK8, of New York. I wish to call the attention of the House
at this point to the danger of these conference committees. The year
before last this same proposition was brought forward here and met
with no support in this House except from California, and here it is put
in when no one exce ting those Ipon the conference committee knew
anything about it. This hhould put the House upon its guard against
reports of conference committees.

Mr. SARGENT. It may put the House upon its guard against passing
any laws whatever. I yield now to the gentleman from Massachusetts.

Mr. HOoPEi, of Massachusetts. In reply to the remarks of the gentle.
man in regard to the cost of assaying at the mint at New York, I would
like to call attention to this fact, that the expense of the assay office
for the yeamr ending June 30,1871, excluding the salaries of officers and
clerks, amounted to $103,823.61.

The deductions for the same period were as follows: For parting
charges, $24,469.62; for bar charges, $15,688.86; making in all
$40,158.48, leaving a difference of expenses over income of $63,605.13,
and showing that even at the rate of 5 cents per ounce for parting the
sum realized from that and all other charges at the assay office by the
Government for refining, parting, and stamping is less than half the
expenses incurred for wages, materials, and other incidentals.

Mr. WOOD. By the nitric-acid process f
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. This is by the sulphuric-acid process.
Mr. WOOD. Is not the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Hooper]

in possession of a letter from one of the leading authorities of England
upon this question, iii which he says that he thinks that this can be done
at comparatively no cost to the Government by the construction of the
proper works for the sulphuric-acid process ?

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. The experience of last year shows
that refining can be done for 5 per cent by the sulphuric-acid process.

Mr. STOUGHTON. Heretofore 11 cents has always been the price
charged by the Government for refining and parting gold. There were
establishments upon the Pacific coast run by the sulphuric-acid process
that could part the metal cheaper than it could be done at the Mint.
Consequently gold in the crude state was I)ut in the Mint for the par.
pose of having the Mint responsibility, and turned over to these parties
to be refined and parted, and they were paid 8 cents for it, leaving a
profit of 3 cents to the Government.

Now, it may be that it can be done a great deal cheaper in New York,
because there we have provided an assay office, the buildings, and the
necessary workmen, and they are run by appropriations from Congress.
When they ha--e all that, of course they can refine the gold cheaper.
But take that out of the account and they can not refine gold any
cheaper there than in San Francisco. I insist that it is cheaper for the
Government to have the gold refined at private refiners in San Fran-
cisco than to compel people to bring it, all the way across the con-
tiuent to New York to be refined. It is not the duty of the General
Government to refine gold. The Constitution gives Congress power to
make all laws relating to the coinage of money, not the refining of
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metals. That properly belongs to individual enterprise. It would be
better to encourage the establishment of private institutions for that
purpose than for the Government to arrogate to itself a branch of busi.
ness which is not guaranteed to it by the Constitution and which does
not properly belong to it.

Mr. H1-0PER, of Massachusetts. I propose now to offer some amend-
ments to this bill. The first is to the first section of the bill to strike
out the words "or assay" and insert the words "and all" before the
words "officers for the stamping of bars."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HooPpR, of Massachusetts. There are several verbal amend.

ments, which do not change the character of the bill, and which I have
handed to the clerk to be noted by him. I will call attention to one or
two that are more important. I section 14 of the bill-

Mr. WOOD. I understood that this bill was to be read by sections for
amendment. I would suggest to the gentleman from Massachusetts
[Mr. Hooper] to allow that to be done, and his amendments can be acted
upon when they are reached.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. Very well. I will ask unanimous
consent that this bill be considered by sections in the House as in Com-
mittee of the Whole, under the five-minute rule.

No objection was made; and it was ordered accordingly.
The first section as amended was read, as follows:
"That the Mint of the United States is hereby established as a bureau

of the Treasury Department, embracing in its organization and under
its control all mints for the manufacture of coin and all offices for the
stamping of bars which are niow or which may be hereafter authorized
by law. The chief officer of the said bureau shall be denominated the
Director of the Mint, and shall be under the general direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury. He shall be appointed by the President,
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall hold his
office for the term of five years, unless sooner removed by the President
upon reasons to be communicated by him to the Senate."

Mr. BROOKS, of New York. I move to strike out section I of the bill.
I frankly avow that my object in doing so is to end this bill. It seems
to me that this is the most farcical spectacle that Congress can present
at this time, when Uncle Sam is covered all over with rags from head
to foot, and there is not a portion of his garments fit to wear in public,
for all is so ragged; when no member of this House has seen a silver
dollar or a golden eagle, except as a curiosity in a museum, for some
four or five or six or seven years, and when there is no probability of
seeing another golden eagle for some six or seven years to come. It
seems to me to be the greatest of farces for this House to present such
a spectacle as this, one tit for the pencil of Morgan or Wast in the cari.
catures of the day; this exhibition of 240 intelligent gentlemen delib
erating upon the subject of coins and coinage, more especially when
the Supreme Court of the United States has recently declared that
gold and silver are no longer money, but that under the power in the
Constitution to coin money there is power to print in the Treasury
building Treasury rags at the disposal and under the authority of Con.
gress. What farce greater than this is ever enacted in any comic
theater here or elsewhereI What is more calculated to excite ridicule
in the country than so extraordinary a spectacle?

If my honorable friend fiom Massachusetts [Mr. Hooper], who
hitherto or in better days gone by led the van of specie payments, and
whose heart is sound and right on that score now, and whose duty it
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is with sound heart and sound head to give utterance to the soundness
of his sentiments, had in a bill like this advocated the resumption of
specie payments I should have stood side by side with him in advocacy
of 'his bill. But I decline, Mr. Speaker, here or elsewhere, in this
magnificent theater of the Capitol or any other comic playhouse, to
take part in the performance of any ridiculous act like this, to coin
gold and silver when no one has seen gold and silver for several years.

I lere the hammer fell.]
M1r. SARGENT. As the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Randall]

near me has very well suggested, the gentleman from New York has
not in his speech stated a single solitary objection against the passage
of this bill.

31r. BnOOKS, of New York. I have declined to play in any such per.
forinance.

Mr. RANDALL. If tho bill were to provide for the removal of the
United States Mint to the city of New York, then, of course, it would
be all right in the gentleman's estimation, and he would be ready to
advocate its provisions.

Mr. BROOKS, of New York. The whole thing is extremely comic to me.
Mr. SARGENT. The gentleman from New York thinks it extremely

comic for members of the House to sit here and gravely consider the
provisions of this bill. I think, however, he will find it extremely
difficult to exclude from consideration the fact that the annual produc-
tion of gold and silver in this country amounts to about $70,000,000.
Now, sir, if it be true that by the provisions of the coinage laws, as they
are now, most of the gold and silver produced in this country takes
wings and flies to other countries, thus rendering it impossible, if the
depletion of the precious metals shall continue to take place. for us to
return to specie payments, which the gentleman does not seem to
anticipate will ever take place, it may be well tot us to consider, Mr.
Speaker, whether it is not time now to so amend the law as to enable
us to keep this gold and silver in our own midst. That consideration
alone ought to raise this bill in the estimation of the House, and in this
respect secure from even the gentleman from New York serious atten-
tion. In this bill there are very many useful provisions in view of the
interests and wants of the country at this time, and if Congress has
neglected them heretofore it is the very best reason in the world why
they should no longer be left unprovided for.

Now, the gentleman from New York [Mr. Brooks] does not seem to
understand that there are now some sections of the Union where gold
circulates by the million of dollars, and that there are also some parts
of the country where silver circulates by the million of dollars.

Mr. BROOKS, of New York. Like cotton and sugar.
Mr. SARGENT. No. sir; but as coin. Upon the Pacific gold and silver

are the regular circulating medium, and there is nothing except a mere
artificial barrier between that portion of the country and all the rest
on account of the circulation throughout the Pacific coast of gold and
silver.

jHere the hammer fell.]
Mr. POTTER rose.
The SPEAKER. No further amendment is in order, and debate on the

pending amendment has been exhausted.
Mr. BROOKS, of New York. [ withdraw my amendment.

Mr. POTTER. I renew it. Mr. Speaker, I am not unmindful of the
specie produced in this country; but let me ask the gentleman from
California whether he thinks specie payments can be restored by any
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device we can impress upon the coin of the country at a time when the
Government paper in circulation is worth but 90 cents on the dollar of
its nominal value. The gentleman says we can reduce the coinage
charge. Now, how much is the coinage charge I

Mr. SARGENT. One-half of 1 per cent.
Mr. POTTER. Now, will the reduction of one-half of 1 per cent put

gold in circulation when the paper currency is now nearly 11 per cent
below par ?

Mr. SARGENT. It will keep it in the country, so as to be here for
coinage purposes.

Mr. POTTER. It will keep it in the country so as to be here for coin-
age purposes? Why, it is here for coinage purposes now, and if it is
not coined with the stamp of the Federal Government on it, it is because
it can not after it is so stamped be used for circulation in this country,
but instead goes to countries where it can be used, countries which do
use coin as their medium fbr circulation, and there gets the stamp of
those countries upon it. No amount of legislation can make coin cir.
culate for more that its Intrinsic worth, except small coins for sub.
sidiary purposes and within narrow limits; for if you stamp on the coin
a false value, it will nevertheless circulate only at its true value.

If, however, there are any excessive charges on account of coinage, I
say reduce them. But if the gold and silver go away to other coun.
tries, it is because they are wanted as a circulating medium when they
get to those countries, while we do not so use them here. I will go
hand in hand with any man who wishes the country to get back to
specie payments. But there is only one way in which that can be done.
It is to make a dollar of legal-tender paper redeemable by and so equal
in actual value to a real dollar. No contrivance of putting stamps upon
these coins or of recoiling the coin and putting on another stamp
instead of the present one will make the coin worth one cent more than
the real intrinsic value it possesses, and all measures to give a false
and arbitrary value to the coin of the country will prove here, as they
have proved everywhere, a delusion. And if that is one of the pur.
poses of this bill it is not a purpose which should commend it to our
consideration.

Mr. KELLEY. I wish to ask the gentleman who has just spoken [Mr.
Potter) if he knows of any government in the world which makes its
subsidiary coinage of full value? The silver coin of England is 10 per
cent below the value of gold coin. And acting under the advice of the
experts of this country and of England and France, Japan has made
her silver coinage within the last year 12 per cent below the value of
gold coin, and for this reason: It is impossible to retain the double
standard. The values of gold and silver continually fluctuate. You
can not determine this year what will be the relative values of gold and
silver next year. They were 15 to 1 a short time ago; they are 16 to
I now.

Hence all experience has shown that you must have one standard
coin, which shall be a legal tender for all others, and then you may
promote your domestic convenience by having a subsidiary coinage of
silver, which shall circulate in all parts of your country as legal tender
for a limited amount, and be redeemable at its face value by your
Government.

But, sir, I again call the attention of the House to the fact that the
gentlemen who oppose this bill insist upon maintaining a silver dollar
worth 3J cents more than the gold dollar and worth 7 cents more than
two half dollars, and that so long as those provisions remain you can not
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keep silver coin in the country. Certain silver bullion dealers of New
York are making from fifty thousand to one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars a year out of your Government. One of them admitted to my
colleague on the committee and myself that his business averaged from
one million eight hundred thousand to two million dollars a year, and
that he put the silver into the mint and drew out for every $2 four half
dollars and one 10.cent piece.

This bill, while it contains many other excellent provisions, will save
to the people of the country at least from a quarter to a half million
dollars in the next year, apart from the jobbing in hypothecated bars,
and when we come to specie payments we will save 85,000,000, which
now go to the silver bullion dealers of New York.

Jere the hammer fell.]
he SPEAKER. Debate on the amendment is exhausted.

Mr. POTTER. I desire to say just one word. I do not difter from the
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Kelley] in regard to the section we
are now talking about.

The motion to strike out the section was disagreed to.
The clerk read the following section:
"SEc. 2. That the Director of the Mint shall have the general super.

vision of all mints and assay offices, and shall make an annual report
to the Secretary of the Treasury of their operations at the close of
each fiscal year, and from time to time such additional reports setting
forth the operations and condition of such institutions as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall require, and shall lay before him the annual
estimates for their support; and the Secretary of the Treasury shall
appoint the number of clerks classified, according to law, necessary to
discharge the duties of said bureau."

Mr. BROOKS, of New York. I move to strike out this section for the
purpose of replying briefly to the remarks of the two gentlemen from
Pennsylvania, the one on my right [Mr. Kelley] and the other on my
left [Mr. Randall.] They think the gentlemen from New York are in
opposition to this bill because they want the mint there. We do not
want any mint there.

Mr. RANDALL. Why, sir, you have been struggling for twenty years
to get the mint away from Philadelphia.

Mr. BROOKS, of New York. Mr. Speaker, Wall street and that part
of New York is now in heaven, and always will be so long as rags are
the currency of this Government. We make millions of dollars out of
rags, and shall continue to make millions of dollars out of rags until
Congress orders a resumption of specie payments. If anybody makes
$100,000 a year out of bullion, as the gentleman from Pennsylvania
[Mr. Kelley] asserts, there are others, paper-money men, bankers and
brokers, the contrivers and architects of exchange of all sorts and
kinds, who make thousands and tens of thousands and hundreds of
thousands of dollars upon the existing state of things.

I make these remarks simJ)ly in reply to the insinuation that the
opposition to this measure is hostility on the part of -New York to
Philadelphia. We have no such hostility whatever. We embrace
Philadelphia as in close contiguity to us. Ours is an Olympian posi-
tion, one from which, like the fabled Jupiter of old, we look down on
all the surrounding communities, and with perfect confidence in our
own power and position, with no envy of the little surrounding cities,
or of the surrounding cities be they little or great. [Laughter.1

I repeat, sir, I will take no further part than is necessary in this conio
performance.
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Mr. RANDALL. In reply to what has fallen from my distinguished
friend from New York, I call only say that during the short time I have
been in public life I have always admired the energy and have always
gloried in the success of New York. I have always been ready to
extend every help that would make her prosperous and happy, and I
would make her the leading city, if I could, in the world. But, sir, I
remember, when a boy, hearing of this feeling of New York against
Philadelphia, and I thought of the meanness of such people engaged in
building up a commercial city to be picking away at a neighbor who
had always been her friend-those at least of liberal minds, like mine,
as I hope it is-picking, picking at us to carry away our last vestige of
Government patronage.

As to the resumption of specie payments, I do not believe for an
instant that it will be facilitated by this bill, nor do I believe that the
bill will retard a return to specie payments. In my opinion specie pay.
ments are not resumed because the doctors disagree as to the medicine
to be applied to the patient. I hope the doctors will agree after the
Presidential election shall have passed, and after a fear of the great
national banking system shall have departed from the minds of the
politicians of the country. Specie payments are not resumed, sir, be.
cause our national banks put in their mighty hand here and elsewhere
and corrupt the minds of the people. They do not want to pay their
notes, of course, as long as they can help it, and that is the reason why
specie payments are not resumed. They are the practical opponents of
the resumption of specie payments.

Now, I will go with the gentleman from New York for a resumption
of specie payments whenever he is ready, but the idea of his getting
up here and describing, as he does, our currency as rags, I tell him is
beneath his intellect-beneath his position in this House. It is beneath
his Americanism. Sir, our greenbacks are not rags. I am in favor of
this bill, after an examination of its provisions, because I believe the
former Mint laws were confused, and I believe that this codification of
the laws will make them plain and the execution simple. I neither
partake in the nickel interest, which has been alluded to, nor in the
interests of the constituent of the gentleman from New York (Mr. Pot.
ter] which have been referred to. And [ believe that the objections
expressed upon a former occasion against this bill have been remedied
in every particular save one, and that is that it creates a single new
office. I hope, therefore, that we shall not be led into a conflict between
New York and Philadelphia.

Here the hammer fell.]
The question was then taken upon the motion to strike out section

2 of the bill; and it was not agreed to.
The clerk read the following:
"SEC. 3. That the officers of each mint shall be a superintendent, an

assayer, a melter and refiner, and a coiner, and for the mint at Phila-
delphia an engraver, all to be appointed by the Preident of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

"S(Ec. 4. That the superintendent of each mint shall have the con-
trol thereof, the superintendence of the officers and persons employed
therein, and the supervision of the business thereof, subject to the
approval of the Director of the Mint, to whom he shall make reports
at such times and according to such forms as the Director of the MIint
may prescribe, which shall exhibit in detail, and under appropriate
heads, the deposit of bullion, the amount of gold, silver, and minor
coinage, and the amount of unparted, standard, and reimned bars issued,
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and such other statistics and information as way be required. The
superintendent of each mint shall also receive and safely keep, until
legally withdrawn, all moneys or bullion which shall be for the use or the
expenses of the mint; he shall receive all bullion brought to the mint
for assay or coinage; and shall be the keeper of all bullion or coiu in
the mint, except while the same is legally in the hands of other officers,
and shall deliver all coins struck at the mint to the persons to whom
they shall be legally payable. From the report of the assayer and the
weight of the bullion, he shall compute the whole amount of each
deposit, and also the amount of the charges or deductions, if any, of
all which he shall give a detailed memorandum to the depositor; and
he shall also give at the same time, under his hand, a certificate of the
net amount of the deposit to be paid in coins or bars of the same species
of bullion as that deposited, the correctness of which certificates shall
be verified by the assayer, who shall countersign the same; and in all
cases of transfer of coin or bullion, he shall give and receive vouchers
stating the amount and character of such coin or bullion. He shall
keep and render quarter yearly, to the DirectA~r of the Mint tbr the pur.
pose of adjustment, according to such forms as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of the Treasury, regular and faithful accounts of his
transactions with the other officers of the mint and the depositors; and
shall also render to him a monthly statement of the ordinary expenses
of the mint or assay office under his charge. He shall also appoint
all assistants, clerks (one of whom shall be designated 'chief clerk,')
and workmen employed under his superintendence; but no person shall
be appointed to employment in the offices of the assayer, melter and
refiner, coiner, or engraver, except on the recommendation and nomi.
nation in writing of those officers, respectively; and he shall forthwith
report to the l)irector of the Mint the names of all persons appointed
by him, the duties to be performed, the rate of compensation, the appro.
priation from which compensation is to be made, and the grounds of
the appointwelat; and if the Director of the Mint shali disapprove of
the same, the appointment shall be vacated."

Mr. LYNcn. I move that the House now adIjourn.
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I hope not. Let us go on a little

longer with this bill.
Mr. LYNCH. I will withdraw the motion.
The Clerk read the following:
"SEC. 5. That the assayer shall assay all metals atid bullion when.

ever such assays are required in the operations of the mint, he shall
also make assays of coins whenever requied by the superintendent.

"SEC. 6. That the melter and refiner shall execute all operations which
are necessary in order to form ingots of standard silver or gold, and
alloys for minor coniage suitable for the coiner, from the metals deliv-
ered to him for that purpose; and shall also execute all the operations
which are necessary in order to form bars conformable in all respects
to the law from the gold and silver bullion delivered to him for that
purpose. He shall keep a careful record of all transactions with the
superintendent, noting the weight and character of the bullion; and
he shall be responsible br all bullion delivered to him until the same
is returned to the superintendent and the proper vouchers obtained.

",SEC. 7. That the coiner shall execute all the operations which are
necessary in order to form coins, conformable in all respects to the
law, from the standard gold and silver ingots and alloys for minor coin.
age legally delivered to him for that purl)ose; and he shall be respou.
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sible for all the bullion delivered to him until the same is returned to
the superintendent and the proper vouchers obtained."

Mr. SPREER, of Georgia. I move that the House now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; and accordingly (at 4 clock and 20

minutes p. m.) the House adjourned.
MAY 27, 1872.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I desire to call up the bill (H. ]I.
1427) revising and amending the laws relative to mints, assay offices,
and coinage of the United States. I do so for the purpose of offering
an amendment to the bill in the'nature of a substitute, one which has
been very carefully prepared and which I have submitted to the differ.
ent gentlemen in this House who have taken a special interest in the
bill. I find that it meets with universal approbation in the form in
which I offer it. I move that the rules be suspended and that the bub-
stitute be put on its passage.

Mr. BROOKS. I ask the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. Hooper]
to postpone his motion until his colleague on the committee, my col.
league from New York [Mr. Potter], is iii his seat. It is my impression
that he does not concur in this substitute.

Mr. HooPER, of Massachusetts. It is so late in the session that I
must decline waiting any longer.

Mr. BRooKs. I would again suggest to the gentleman that lie should
wait until my colleague comes in.

Mr. HoopzER, of Massachusetts. I can not do so.
Mr. HOLMAN. I suppose it is intended to have the bill read before it

is put upoln its passage.
The SPEAKER. The substitute will be read.
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I hope not. It is a long bill, and

those who are interested in it are perfectly familiar with its provisions.
Mr. Kim R. The rules can not be suspended so as to dispense with

the reading of the bill.
The SPEAKER. They can be.
Mr. KERR. I want the House to understand that it is attempted to

put through this bill without being read.
The SPEAKER. Does the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.

Hooper] move that the reading of the bill be dispensed with ?
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I will so frame my motion to sus-

pend the rules that it will dispense with the reading of the bill.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts moves that the

rules be suspended and that the bill pass, the reading thereof being dis-
pensed with.

Mr. RANDALL. Can not we have a division of that motion ?
The SPEAKER. A motion to suspend the rules can not be divided.
Mr. RANDALL. I should like to have the bill read, although I am will.

ing that the rules shall be suspended as to the passage of the bill.
The question was put on suspending the rules and passing the bill

without reading; and (two-thirds not voting in favor thereof) the rules
were not! suspended.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I now move that the rules be sus-
pended, and the substitute for the bill in relation to mints and coinage
be passed; and I ask that the substitute be read.

The Clerk began to read the substitute.
Mr. BROOKS. Is that the original bill?
The SPzAmR. The motion of the gentleman from Massachusetts fMr.

Hooper] applies to the substitute, and that on which the House is caled
to act is being read.
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Mr. BROOKS. As there is to be no debate, the only chance we have
to know what we are doing is to have both the bill and the substitute
read.

The SPEAKER. The motion of the gentleman from Massachusetts
being to suspend the rules and pass the substitute, it gives no choice
between the two bil]4. The House must either pass the substitute or
none.

Mr. BROOKS. How can we choose between the original bill and the
substitute unless we hear them both read?

The SPEAKER. The gentleman can yote "aye" or "no" on the ques-
tion whether this substitute shall be passed.

Mr. BROOKS. I am very much in the habit of voting "no" when I do
not know what is going on.

Mr. HOLMAN. Before the question is taken upon suspending the rules
and passing the bill. I hope the gentleman from Massachusetts will
explain the leading changes made by this bill in the existing law,
especially in referretice to the coinage. It would seem that all the
small coinage of the country is intended to be recoined.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. This bill makes no changes in the
existi g law in thatregard. It does notrequire the recoinage of the small
coins. Ot the contrary, I understand that the Secretary of the Treas.
ury proposes to issue an order to stop the coinage of all the minor
coins, as there is now a great abundance of them in the country. The
salaries are not increased. They remain as they were.

Mr. HOLMAN. Is not the salary of the subtreasurer at New York
increased I

Mr. HOoPER, of Massachusetts. No, sir; it is not increased.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Does the gentleman say that no salary is

increased by this bill f
Mr. ItOoPER, of Massachusetts. No salary is increased by this bill.
Mr. FARNSWORTH. Are there any additional offices created ?
Mr. SARGENT. The bill dispenses with some existing offices.
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. It dispenses with certain officers now

in the mints, and the saving on their salaries will more than pay for
the expenses of the new bureau of the Treasury Department.

Mr. HOLMAN. What is the new bureau called ?
Mr. HooPER, of Massachusetts. The new bureau is to be called the

bureau of mints and coinage. There is now no general superintend.
ence; each mint runs on its own hook. There is really now no law
regulating the mints, and no responsibility.

Mr. HOLMAN. How many mints are provided for by the bill ?
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. No new mints.
Mr. HOLMAN. Did the Committee on Banking and Currency consider

the subject of discontinuing any of the mints.
Mr. IIOoPER, of Massachusetts. They did consider it, and did not

deem it expedient. The Secretary of the Treasury has authority now,
independent of this bill, to discontinue certain mints if he deems it
expedient- one at Charlotte, for instance. This bill does not change
his power at all in that respect.

Mr. MERRIAM. Has this bill been submitted to the Secretary of the
Treasury; and if so, does it meet his approval?

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. It has been submitted to him, and
he not only approves it, but strongly urges its passage. He deems it
exceedingly important, as there are irregularities in the mint now which
can not be controlled by any existing law.
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Mr. KERR. Does the nickel clause, so called, and which led to some
controversy a month or so ago, remain in the bill as it was at that timeI

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. It has been changed. Any nickel
to be purchased is to be subject to bids after advertisement.

Mr. BROOKs. My colleague from the Westchester district [Mr. Pot-
ter] stated the other day that this bill provided for the recoilage of
more or less of the small currency of the country and the creation of a
new currency.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. That is not the case with the bill as
it now stands..

Mr. MCCORMICK, of Missouri. I ask that the nineteenth section be
again read.

The section was read as follows:
"SEC. 19. That upon the coins of the United States there shall be

the following devices and legends: Upon one side there shall be an
impression emblematic of liberty, with an inscription of the word 'Lib-
erty,' and the year of the coinage; and upon the reverse shall be the
figure or representation of an eagle, with the inscriptions ' United States
of America' and ' E Pluribus Unum,' and a designation of the value of
the coin; but on the gold dollar and the three-dollar piece, the dime,
five, three, and one cent piece, the figure of the eagle shall be omitted;
and the Director of the Mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury, may cause the motto ' In God we trust' to be inscribed upon
such coins as shall admit of such motto; and any of the foregoing
inscriptions may be on the rim of the gold and silver coins."

Mr. McCORMiCK, of Missouri. What I wish to inquire of the gentle-
man from Massachusetts [Mr. Hooperj is whether under the provisions
of the nineteenth section the Director of the Mint is not authorized to
recoin all the nickel coin of the United States in order to make it con-
form to this section.

Mr. HOOPER, of 'Massachusetts. He is not. On the contrary, under
the existing laws, as I stated before, the amount of minor coinage is so
large that the Secretary of.the Treasury has prepared an order prohib-
iting any further coinage until further notice.

Mr. MCCORmICK, of Missouri. I understand that the Director of the
Mint says that it costs the Government almost as much to coin a five-
cent nickel piece as it does to coin a ten-dollar gold piece.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. There is nothing in this bill to coin.
pel a recoinage.

Mr. MCCoRMICK, of Missouri. Would the gentleman have any objec-
tion to strike out that section I

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. Certainly I would.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. Does this bill provide what shall be done

with those officers of the Treasury that are now called assistant treas-
urers, and who are ex officio officers of the Mint? By this bill they
are evidently separated from the Treasury, and belong wholly to this
new bureau which is to be established. Now, will it not be necessary
for us to establish new officers in their cases, and give them a salary
appropriate to the duties they. will have to perform in the Treasury?

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. The Superintendent of the Mint
(and that officer now exists) takes the place of the subtreasurer, who
acted ex officio as an officer of the Mint, and provision is made in this
bill that the subtreasrer, who acted ex officio, shall go back and con-
fine himself to his duties as assistant treasurer, and disconnect him-
self from the Mint.
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Mr. GARFIELD, Of Ohio. Go back to the Treasury?
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. Yes.
Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. The gentleman will then see that that entails

upon us the necessity of providing a sufficient salary for those going
back to the Treasu'ry.

Mr. HooPER, of Massachusetts. I beg the gentleman's pardon; it
leaves the Superintendent of the Mint with the same salary as before.

Mr. GARFIELD, of Ohio. I mean that the officers who go back into
the Treasury must have salaries provided for them.

Mr. looPE, of Massachusetts. They were ex officio officers of the
31int; their salaries were not increased.

Mr. GARFIELD. of Ohio. I beg the gentleman's pardon; they had one
salary as ex officio officers of the Mint and another as officers of the
Treasury.

Mr. SARGENT. That was not so except in one instance.
Mr. MCNEELY. As a member of the Committee on Coinage, Weights,

and Measures, having carefully examined every section and line of this
bill, and generally well understanding the subject before us, I am satis.
fled the bill ought to pass.

Mr. SARGENT. I hope we will now have a vote.
The question being taken on the motion of Mr. Hooper, of Massa.

chusetts, to suspend the rules and pass the bill, it was agreed to; there
being-ayes, 110; noes, 13.

HOUSE BILL No. 2934 IN THE SENATE.

DECEMBER 16, 1872.

Mr. SHERMAN. I am directed by the Committee on Finance, to whom
was referred the bill (H. R. No. .234) revising 'and amending the laws
relative to the mints and assay offices and coinage of the United
States, to report it back with two or three amendments. This bill has
in substance passed both Houses, except that the Senate bill enlarged
and increased the salaries of officers of the Mint. It was passed by the
Senate at the last session of the last Congress, went to the House, and
now, somewhat modified, has passed the House at this Congress, so
that the bill has practically passed both Houses of Congress. The
Senate Committee on Finance propose the modification of only a single
section; but as this is not the same Congress that passed the bill in
the Senate, I suppose it will have to go through the form of a full read.
iug, unless the Senate are willing to take it On the statement of the
committee, the Senate already having debated it at length and passed
it. It would have to be read in tull, unless the Senate by unanimous
consent allow it to pass without a formal reading.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Senator from Ohio reports back a House
bill in regard to the government of mints and assay offices, and regu-
lating coinage, with an amendment as an additional section, and asks
for its present consideration.

Mr. SHERmAN. No; 1 will not ask for its present consideration, be.
cause I suppose any Senator would have the right to require the bill be
read at length.

Mr. EDMUNDS. Let it be printed.
Mr. SHERMAN. It has been printed, and it is scarcely necessary to

reprint it, because there is but one section that is proposed to be
amended.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The Senator from Ohio states that the Com-
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mittee on Finance adopt the House print with the exception of one
section.

Mr. EDMUNDS. The rules require that all reports shall be printed.
Of course I do not want to incur additional expense, but we ought to
have printed the change made by the committee, so that we can see
that.

Mr. SHERMAN. I simply make this statement to show that this is a
House bill, and is a bill that substantially passed the Senate at one
time.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. Unless the printing of the bill is desired by
some Senator the amendment of the committee only will be ordered to
be printed.

Mr. COLE. As this bill is not to be considered this morning I think
it had better be printed in full, with the amendments of the committee.

The VICE-PRESIDENT. The bill will be printed with the amendments.

JANUARY 7, 1873.
Mr. SHERMAN. I am also directed by the same committee [Committee

on Finance] to report further amendments to the bill (H. R. No. 2934)
revising and amending the laws relative to the mints, assay offices,
and coinage of the United States, and I move that the original bill be
reprinted with the amendments.

The motion was agreed to.
JANUARY 17, 1873 (p. 661).

Mr. SHERRAN. T move that the Senate now proceed to the consider.
ation of the mint bill, as it is commonly called, revising and amending
the laws relative to the mints and assay offices and coinage of the
United States. I do not think it will take more than the time consumed
in the reading of it.

The motion was agreed to; and the Senate, as in Committee of the
Whole, proceeded to consider the bill (H. R. No. 2934) revising and
amending the laws relative to the mints and assay offices and coinage
of the United States.

The Secretary proceeded to read the bill, but before concluding-
The VICE-PRESIDENT. The. Secretary will suspend the reading. The

morning hour has expired, and the Calender is before the Senate under
the Anthony rule, but the Senator from Indiana has given notice of his
desire to speak to day upon a resolution offered by him in regard to the
election of President and Vice-President.

Mr. SHERMAN. 1 desire to give notice that after the Senator from
Indiana shell have concluded his remarks I shall ask the Senate to dis-
pose of this mint bill. I think it will only take the time required in
reading it.

JANUARY 17, 1873.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Calendar, undei the Anthony rule,

is now in order.
Mr. SHIERMAN. I rise for the purpose of moving that the Senate pro.

ceed to the consideration of the Mint bill. I will state that this bill
will not probably consume any more time than the time consumed in
reading it. It passed the Senate two years ago after full debate. It
was taken up again in the House during the present Congress and
assed there. It is a matter of vital interest to the Government, and
am informed by officers of the Governiment it is important it should

pass promptly. The amendments reported by the Committee on
Finance present the points of difference between the two Houses, and'
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they can go to a committee of conference without having a controversy
here in the Senate about them.

Mr. ANTHONY. I hope the Calendar will be laid aside informally,
not postponed.

Mr. SHERMAN. Let it be passed over informally until we finish the
reading of the Mint bill and dispose of it. The reading is about half
through, I am iubrmed by the Lecretary.

Mr. CRAGIN. I shall not oppose this motion, but I wish to give notice
that as soon as the Mint bill is dislsed of I shall move to call up the
bill (H. R. 3010) for the construction of six steam vessels of war, and
for other purposes, which was reported from the Committee on Naval
Affairs. I hope that bill will be left as the unfinished business this
evening.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair is informed that it is proposed
that the Calendar be informally passed over.

Mr. SuERmAN. I am perfectly willing that that should be done.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. That will be regarded as the sense of the

Senate, if there is no objection, and the bill referred to by the Senator
from Ohio is now before the Senate.

The Senate, as in Committee of the Whole, resumed the consider.
tion of the bill (H. R. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative
to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.

The Chief Clerk resumed and concluded the reading of the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Committee on Finance report the

bill, with amendments, which will now be read.
Mr. SHERMAN. I send to the Clerk some amendments of a formal

character from the Committee on Finance, adopted since the amend.
ments first reported were printed. I will ask that they be acted upon
with the others in their order.

The first amendment of the Committee on Finance was, on page 4,
section 5, line 3, after the word "coins," to insert "or sample of bul.
lion;" so that the clause will read:

"That the assayer shall assay all metals and bullion, whenever such
assays are required in the operations of the Mint; he shall also make
assays of coins or samples of bullion whenever required by the super.
intendent."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 5, section 8, line 2, to strike out

the word "wording," before the word "dies," and insert the word
"working."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 6, section 9, line 1, before the word

"office," at the end of the line, to insert the word ", assay."
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 9, section 14, to strike out the

following words:
"And any gold coin of the United States, if reduced in weight by

abrasion not more than one-half of one per cent on the double eagle and
eagle, and one per cent on the other coins, below the standard weight
prescribed by law, shall be received at their nominal value by the
United States Treasury and its offices, under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for the protection of the Gov.
ernwent against fraudulent abrasion or other practices; and any gold
coins in the Treasury of the United States reduced in weight below
.this limit of abrasion shall be recoined,"
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Mr. COLE. I hope that amendment will not be agreed to. I think it
is a very wise provision in the bill as it came from the House, and it
ought to be allowed to remain. It merely provides that coins when a
little abraded by natural use and wear shall be received at the Treas.
ury of the U nited States, and the concluding portion of the clause pro.
posed to be stricken out provides:

"And any gold coins in the Treasury of the United States reduced
in weight below this limit of abrasion shall be recoined."

It is certainly the duty of the Government to provide the coins of the
country and at its own expense, and this section seems to be well
guarded. The language is:

", Under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may pre.
scribe for the protection of the Government against fraudulent abra.
sion or other practices."

It strikes me that this clause ought not to be stricken out. I remem.
ber at the last session of Congress we passed a law which contemplated
the restoration of these coins. I will read it. It was passed at the
earnest application of the Secretary of the Treasury, and I believe at
the unanimous suggestion of the Committee on Finance of this body it
was incorporated in an appropriation bill. It is as follows:

"For loss and expenses involved in the recoinage of gold coins in the
Treasury which are below standard weight, under such regulations as the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe, one hundred and fifty thou.
sand dollars."

The Government makes provision for the restoration of the coins when
they have been reduced by natural wear, and I should think that this
part of the section ought to be left in the bill. I see no reason why it
should be stricken out.

31r. SHERMAN. I can only say I have here a number of documents,
not only from the Director of the Mint in Philadelphia, but from Pro.
fessor Barnard and the Comptroller of the Currency, calling our atten-
tion to this very important feature of the bill, and the Committee on
Finance after a patient examination of the whole matter, decided that
it was clearly inexpedient and wrong to put in this provision for the
recoinage of all the present gold coins of the United States.

It is true, as the Senator says, we have provided for recoining the
coin in the Treasury of the United States;. but we go no further than
that. No nation in the world has gone further than that. I do not
wish to delay the Senate by reading these documents, but I suggest to
the Senator whether he had not better let this proposition go to a com-
mittee of conference rather than undertake to discuss it here, because
if we are compelled to discuss it here I shall be obliged to have these
letters read, which entirely convinced the Committee on Finance that
the United States dare not assume the loss of abrasion beyond the legal
standard.

There is a legal standard within which the United States make the
coin good, but when coin depreciates below the standard of abrasion,
then neither the United States nor any other nation in the world under-
takes to make the coins good except for their intrinsic value. The ways
in which these coins might be abraded by fraud were shown to us, and it
would be utterly impossible for any regulation of the Secretary to pre-
vent great loss to the Government if we attempt to maintain these coins
when they fall below the limit of abrasion and redeem them at the nom-
inal instead of the real value. It is a delicate question, and it will only
be necessary to read these papers in order to convince the Senator him.
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self that it would not be wise for the United States to undertake to do
*hat the House proposes

Mr. COLE. I should like it better if the chairman of the Committee
on Finance would give us some reasons why this amendment should be
made. This clause protects the Government fully. The degree of
abrasion is prescribed in this clause not to exceed oue.half of 1 per cent
on double eagles and eagles, and not to exceed 1 per cent upon coins of
lesser denomination. If it would involve the Government ii some
expense to restore these coins after they had been received in the
ordinary business of the country, received at the custom.houses and in
the Treasury, it is very proper that the Government should bear that
expense. And let me again remind the Senator that we have entered
upon that business, and at the last session made an appropriation of
$150,000 to do this very thing.

Mr. SHRxMAN. That was for the coin belonging to the United States.
Mr. COLE. Exactly. This clause provides that when the coin reaches

the Treasury it may be so treated, and that this coin shall be received
by the United States at the Treasury and other offices.

Mr. CASSERLY. I had risen to ask a question of the Senator from
Ohio [Mr. Shermanj which my colleague has anticipated. Authority
is valuable only in proportion to the reason which goes with it. The
names mentioned are of course names of authority in coinage and"
minting. But when it is said that we ought to strike out a provision
such as that which we are now considering because men of authority
say it would be dangerous to enact it, we ought to know what reason
they have for saying so.

In the first place, everybody knows that it is almost a mechanical
impossibility to manufacture a coin that is exactly of the standard,
The coin will be a little above or below the standard in weight, but
generally it is below it, so that when you fix the limit of the abrasion
as here at one.half of I per cent on the double eagle and eagle and 1
per cent on the other coins you make your limit exceedingly narrow.

addition to that, the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to make
such rules as he sees fit for the protection of the Government against
fraud. Now, what danger can there be to the Treasury of the United
States under such a provision I Why should any respectable government
consent to permit its gold coins to remain in circulation after they
have suffered by abrasion so as to fall much below the legal standard?
The loss by abrasion has to fall somewhere in the end, and it certainly
ought to fall upon the whole people rather than upon the innocent
holder who has taken the coin of the Government at its face, on the
faith of the Government, without being aware of the reduction from its
standard value.

I insist that it is the duty of the Government 'to make it3 coins of the
standard value in the first place and in the next place to keep theni up
to the standard value. The citizen is obliged by law to receive them
for their full standard value, and as the loss must fall somewhere It
ought to fall on the Government and not on the citizen. It is hard
enough that the innocent holder of a coin which has been fraudulently
abraded or reduced as by what they call "sweating" or any other fraud.
ulent process must lose by the fraud to which he was no party. It is
ever so much worse when you make him bear the loss of the natural
and inevitable wear of the metal. Every such loss should be the loss
of the Government, for it is the duty of the Government to keep its
coin at the standard value at its own expense.

1 do not understand the last two lines of this amendment as the Sena,-
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tor from Ohio understands them. If I understand them aright, lie would
not press his objection so strongly as lie does. The language is:

"And any gold coins in the Treasury of the United States reduced
in weight below this limit of abrasion shall be recoined."

Mr. SHERMAN. The reason that those words are proposed to be
stricken out is that the coins in the Treasury have already been pro.
vided for. The law now provides for recoiling abraded coin in the
Treasury of the United States. There is no necessity, therefore, for
putting it in here again. Indeed, when this clause was inserted in the
House the law providing for that recoinage had not been passed. It was
passed in an appropiation bill on my own motion. I think that at the
last session of Congress the Mint was authorized to recoin the abraded
coins in the Treasury of the United States, some of which were taken
at their reduced value.

Mr. CASSERLY. Of course, if the Senator says the clause is unneces.
sary because it is the law now there is nothing more to be said.

Mr. SHERMAN. The Senator's colleague referred to the law a mo.
ment ago.

Mr. &ASSERLY. I am content to take what the Senator from Ohio
says on that point. But that only corroborates what I say, that the
Government recognizes it as its duty to restore its coins to the standard
value after they have fallen below a certain limit of abrasion. Now,
all that is asked is that before they fall below the limit of abrasion, and
while passing current in the business transactions of the country, they
shall be received at their denominational value by the United States
Treasury, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may
prescribe. I fully recognize what the Senator from Ohio says, that the
whole subject.of specie coinage is one of great intricacy, so that what
appears a very small matter in itself may have very widespread conse-
quences. But this provision now under consideration is so plain, so
reasonable, and so perfectly guarded that I had very strong hopes the
Senator from Ohio would consent to allow it to remain.

Mr. SHERMAN. I think after a full explanation of this matter the
Senators from California themselves would vote for this proposition.
I do not desire to take qp time, but wil say a few words in explanation
of the amendment proposed by the committee striking out this clause.

All nations retain the nominal value of abraded coin to a certain
standard, but when it falls below that the loss falls on the individual
who holds it. That has been the custom of all countries. The coin that
is held by the Treasury of the United States is received at its nominal
value if it is within the limits of abrasion fixed by the law, but if it
falls below the limits the loss falls on the holder of the coin, and much
of that which is now being recoined in the United States was taken at
the abraded value-that is, reduced value. It was not taken at the full
nominal value, but at the reduced value. Consequently, when we issue
it again we issue it in the form of coin up to the standard. Therefore
the question as to whether we shall recoin our own coin and the quest.
tion whether we shall recoin the coin in the hands of citizens are very
different things. Upon this identical point I will read a letter of
Comptroller Knox. I may say that this clause was put in in the House,
I believe, without the consent of the committee, and upon some motion
made in the House; at least I am so informed, although I have not
looked at the Globe to ascertain the fact. Mr. Knox writes this to the
committee:

"I inclose herewith copy of a portion of a letter recently received
fromhim [ProfessorBarnardi. in whichyou will be interested. I desireto
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call your especial attention to his criticisms upon sections 14 and 15, in
relerence to abrasion. So far as I can learn, no nation in the world
has laws which offer inducements to wrongdoers to lighten the coins
which are in circulation. If I had charge of the bill now before the
Senate I should certainly much prefer its deIeat to its passage, unless
section 14, from line 20, and section 15 could be stricken from the bill."

This is what he says. Then I have here the letter of Professor Bar-
niard, which is very interesting. [ will read a paragraph from it:

"Section 14 of the bill provides that any gold coin, if reduced in
weight not more than one-hair of 1 per cent on the double eagle and
eagle and 1 per cent on other coins below the standard weight and
limit of tolerance, shall be received at their denominational value by
the United States Treasury and its offices, under such regulations, etc.
This one-half of 1 per cent, with the tolerance, makes on the double
eagle about six-tenths of 1 per cent-that is to aay, 12 cents on every
such double eagle-and on the eagle seven-tenths of 1 per cent, or 7
rents on every such eagle. This is an enormous sacrifice for the Govern-
ment to propose to make, and one which will insure the return to the
Treasury of a vast number of gold coins much reduced in weight by
means which can not be proved to be fraudulent. A coin, or a lot of
coins, which has been to some extent reduced by honest abrasion will
be a godsend to a rogue, for this may be still 'sweated' down to the
limit named in this section without sensibly altering its appearance.
Coins may, moreover, be abraded by rubbing them with rouge powder
or with prepared chalk, by hand or by mechanical means, so as seriously
to reduce them without leaving any traces of violence. I am at loss to
know on what ground the proposition is defended to receive 'at their
itominal value' at all coins depreciated by abrasion below the limits of
legal tolerance.

"It is true that this section authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury
to 'prescribe regulations' under which such coins shall be received.
If this authority extends so far as to permit him to refuse to receive
them at all 'at their denominational value' it may prove a safeguard;
otherwise the provision seems to me extremely dangerous."

Here is another and a later letter from Professor Barnard to the
Comptroller of the Currency under date of December 24:

"My DEAR SIR: Dr. Torrey has just told me a very important fact.
There is a manufactory of watch cases in Brooklyn. The workmen put
the last polish on the cases with fine paper and rouge powder. Some
time since the proprietor applied at the assay office for advice as to
some method of burning these papers so as to prevent gold from being
carried away mechanically in the smoke. He said their loss from this
cause was serious, but that in spite of this .they reeoverd $5,000
worth of gold from these papers per annum.

"The establishment is a large one, itis true; but, on the other hand,
the workmen do not work with the design to polish off as much gold as
they conveniently can, but.just as little as the object in view will allow.

",1 mention this to show you how easy it would be for a designing
man to live off the coin of the country, setting up with a capital of a
few thousand dollars. It is needless to say that the coins so abased
would not be detectable by their brightness, for nothing is easier than
to tarnish them."

Within a certain degree--one thousandth per cent, a small degree-
the Governnment maintains the coins at their nominal value even f
abraded, but when they are abraded below that the loss falls on the
holder, and every man who receives a coin must look to it that it has
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not been abraded beyond the legal amount. If it is so abraded, he can
refuse to take it, or if he takes it at all, he should take it for what it is
intrinsically worth. The recoinage of the gold coin now in circulation,
although not very large, would amount to $1,000,000 or $2,000,000.
As a matter of course, as soon as our attention was called to this fact
we struck out this clause. I do not wish to go any farther into the
details of the matter. I think the action of the Committee on Finance
was clearly right, and it would be very wrong indeed to undertake in
this ambiguous way to make good all the coin now outstanding.

Mr. CASSERLY. I do not wish to be tenacious about this matter, still
less pertinacious. I am very glad that the Senator from Ohio has read
the letters on which he relies. I think they speak for themselves. The
burden of them is that gold coin may be abraded or reduced fradulently
with such skill as to make it almost impossible of detection at the
Treasury. The last letter from Professor Barnard conjures up a phan.
tom to terrify Senators withal. It is that if this provision should become
a law a man might with a capital of a few thousand dollars, by fradu.
lent abrasion, make a good living out of the Treasury. I ask the Sen-
ator from Ohio what does such an argument amount to? If a man can
make a good living out of the Treasury by fraudulent abrasion of the
coin, so skillfully made as to defy the detection of the officers, how is
it to be with the community?

Mr. SHERMAN. I will say to my friend from California that any citi-
zen can at any time test it by weight.

Mr. CASSERLY. I was just coming to that. The Senator says any.
one can weigh each piece as he takes it. Just imagine a merchant in
large business in the city of San Francisco going about with a pair of
scales in his pocket to weigh gold coin hourly as he receives it. The
Senator surely is niot serious when he says so. We are legislating for
the American people, a rapid if not a fast people in their enterprises;
a people whose energies are impatient of pause. still less of delay. To
suppose that such a people are to go about with scales at their button-
holes to weigh coins is to suppose something which, wishing well to the
Senator, I hope he may live long enough to see.

Mr. President, yre can not carry on a great Government like this
without running some risk. I am sure that nobody ought to put the
the whole risk of coinag. upon the citizens. As I said, the citizen has
no choice. He must take the lawful money of the country in the course
of his lawful transactions and at its denominational value. If there
must be a loss, even by fraud, I am not sure that it ought not to be
borne by the Government in the case of an innocent holder, but I do
not wish to raise that question now.

The portion of the clause proposed to be stricken out for which I am
contending is that which provides for the natural and lawful abrasion
of the coins. I am surprised that these learned and scientific men
make such objections as those which the Senator has read, although I
think they pretty much answer themselves.

Before I take my seat I wish to observe to the Senator from Ohio
that this appears to be a bill for the codification of all the laws on this
subject. Consequently, the fact that there is another statute which
covers the ground covered by lines 28, 29, and 30 of this clause would
not be a good reason for striking them out. They should therefore be
retained.

Mr. SHuRxAN. I will say to the Senator from California that the
amount heretofore appropriated will probably be sufficient to have that
recoiuage done before this bill will take effect; at all events there will
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be no trouble about that, and I do not care whether the clause is
retained or stricken out. The thing is provided for already by an
appropriation as a distinct matter.

Mr. CASSERLY. This is a codified law and repeals all other laws.
Mr. SHERMAN. If the Senator is willing to compromise on that, I am

perfectly willing to allow those lines to remain in the bill.
Mr. CASSERLY. I shall vote to retain the whole clause, but I shall

not debate it any further.
Mr. SHERMAN. I have no objection at all to the gold coin in the

Treasury, that which has fallen below the standard, being recoined;
but that will be done under the present law, under an appropriation
which I moved myself.

Mr. CASSERLY. To save any question about that, probably the Sen.
ator will consent to let those words remain.

Mr. SHERnMAN. I have no objection to that.
Mr. COLE. I shall not detain the Senate from a vote on this question

more than a minute or two.
By the Constitution of the United States it is the duty of the Gov.

ernment to furnisl the circulating medium, the material which is the
price of values in business transactions, the currency of the country.
That they assume to do in one tbrm or another. Gold is a legal tender
for all debts, and it is presumed when the gold is presented with the
stamp of the United States upon it, so indorsed by the Government of
the United States, that it is of a certain value and weight. Now, what
are the facts so far as the Pacific coast is concerned? There is a quan.
tity of coin there that has been in circulation for more than a score of
years, and of course it has become more or less abraded by natural
wear. It has become so in its use ini business, and the dates upon
these coins will show that they have been in use & long time.

I hear it said about me, sotto voce, that we ought on that coast to
have paper money, and in that way avoid this difficulty of having coins
which are worn used in business transactions. What are the facts so
far as that is concerned? Why, sir, in the first place, in California
there never was any bank of issue, there never was a dollar of paper
money issued by any bank in that State; but before the late rebellion
gold and silver were the circulating mediums exclusively. When the
nation adopted as a legal tender the United States notes, it was, as it
will be well remembered, a long time before they were made to replace
the bank notes that were in circulation throughout the various States.
It occurred by slow degrees, and by the time you were ready to dis.
pense with the State banking institutions the legal tenders had fallen
in value below the value of gold. They were worth perhaps but 90, or
80, or 70 cents on the dollar, and before they bud decreased in value
there was no supply possible to be obtained in the community which I
have the honor in part to represent. There was no possibility before
that time to receive enough there to supply as circulating medium
the place that was filled by gold and silver. California never resisted
the acceptance of paper money, but from the force of circumstances it
could not be adopted there.

In the States on the Atlantic side the United States notes very natu.
rally came into use as money. They took the place of the bank notes
at first circulated with them and at the same value, and from one
description of paper money they very naturally fell into the use of
another. Those circumstances never existed on the Pacific coast, and
we never have had any banks of issue or paper money there. The
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United States notes or greenbacks never were furnished in sufficient
numbers or quantity to supply the wants of the coufitry, and they ever
could circulate as the money of the country. It is owing to these facts,
and not to any unfriendly disposition on the part of the State of Cali.
fornia or her people, that the United States notes have never come into
general use there. It is owing to the fact that gold and silver were all
the currency there before the issuance of United States note& It is a
gat misfortune to us, and we realize it, that we have not the use of
united States notes there the same as here. That fact is realized by

our community very generally. But we have never seen the time when
we could use them or adopt then in place of gold and silver as the
measure of value for the reasons I have mentioned. And now, since
there is in use there this abraded coin, it is very proper that it should
be received when not much abraded, when not abraded below the amount
specified in this bill, by the United States, for the various uses for which
they accept that sort of currency, and I think this bill ought not to be
amended as proposed by the Finance Committee of this body.

Mr. FRELINGUITYSEN. I understand that the law has been for a
course ef years that the Government would always receive at the nomi-
nal value coin that was not abraded more than one-half of 1 per cent.
So I do not see the hardship which the Senator from California com-
plains of.

The people of that State and of that community that use coin could
under that law at any time have had the abraded coin redeemed.

M1r. COLE. Let me correct the Senator. I do not understand, at all
events, that the coin is receivable now when abraded, as specified in
this section, to the amount of one-half of 1 per cent upon eagles and
double eagles, and 1 per cent upon coins of lesser denomination. I do
not understand that that is the case.

Mr. FRELINGIUYSEN. I understand that the law has been for a
course of years that if the coin was not abraded more than the rate
fixed by the law, such a law as existed, the Government received it at
its nominal and not at its actual value. Therefore I do not see the
difficulty.

Mr. SHERMA. I will read the Senator a paragraph on that subject
in this very bill. These coins are receivable now. The language is:

'. Which coins shall be a legal tender in all payments at their nominal
value when not below the standard weight and limit of tolerance."

Mr. COLE. What is that ?
31r. SHERMAN. It is one-thousandth per cent. And another section

provides that when they do fall below the limit of tolerance they shall
be received at their actual value.

M[r. FRELINGHUYSEN. And that is only a reenactment of a preexist-
ing statute.

Mr. SHERMAN. Certainly; it is the law now.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Therefore I do not see that there is any hard.

ship on the community that the Senator represents, inasmuch as they
have had the right at any time to have that coin received at its nominal
value within the limit fixed by the existing law, and it is absolutely
necessary that the Government should have such a law. If this Govern-
ment is to receive at its nominal value coin that has been reduced-
abraded-it is a premium on fraud at once. Men will go to work with
this process of sweating, and make money by it, and come and get the
nominal value for the coin. This provision seems to me to be a very
essential feature in our laws. The Government will of course receive
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the coin at its actual value; but if we should now pass a law that the
Government wouli receive at its nominal value abraded coin, this coin
that is in circulation in California, ibi- instance-

Mr. COLE. How much abraded t
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. I (1o not remember the limit.
Mr. COLE. One-tenth of I per cent.
31r. FRELINIHUYSEN. The rate now is one-half of 1 per cent.
Mr. COLE. No, sir; one tenth of 1 per cent.
Mr. FRELINGHUYSEN. Very well. It is altogether immaterial what

the rate is. The point of difference is that which is insisted on as cov-
ering the coin in California and that which is provided by this bill, and
that is the point to which I am directing my remarks. They could have
gone and had that coin made anew, but they did not do so. Now they
want the rate increased so as to cover the abrasion which has taken
place there, and that very provision any person who was disposed to
commit a fraud upon the Treasury could avail himself of.

The 1PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment pro.
posed by the Committee on Finance, striking out the words which have
been read.

The question being put, it was declared that the ayes appeared to
have it.

Mr. CASSErJLY. I should like to have a decision on that.
Mr. SHERMAN. We have not got a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator call for a division?
Mr. CASSERLY. Yes, sir; or the yeas and nays, in order that we may

have the sense of the Senate on the question. By the sound, the noes
had it, I think.

Mr. ShlERM1AN. I think no one voted but the Senators from California.
I suppose if the question is put again and Senators respond "aye" or
"no," there will be no difficulty in deciding it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will put the question again on
striking out the words which have been read.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CASSERLY. I understood that the Senator from Ohio was willing

to permit the last two lines to remain.
Mr. SIIERMAN. I have no objection to that clause, because it is in

accordance with existing law:
"And any gold coins in the Treasury of the United States reduced

in weight below this limit of abrasion shall be recoined."
That is the law now. and I have no objection to retaining those words,

if it is desired.
Mr. CASSERLY. That ineans abraded below this limit of one-half of

1 per cent.
Mr. SHERMAN. Oh1, 110; we struck out all about that.
Mr. CASSERLY. Tihe meaning or the language is to be taken accord-

ing to the place in which it is put.
Mr. SHERMAN. It is fixed above. If we strike out all between lines

19 and 27, then this clause will relate to the language before line 19,
which reads:

"Which coins shall be a legal tender in all payments at their nominal
value when not below the standard weight and limit of tolerance pro.
vided by this act for the single piece, and when reduced in weight
below said standard and tolerance shall be a legal tender at valuation
in proportion to their actual weight."

Mr. CASSERLY. I understand the Senator to be willing to keep those
words in the last clause of the secti,,n just in the meaning they had in
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that place; but of course if he has a different view of it I shall not
contest it with him, because it is evident very few Senators are paying
attention to this subject.

The PRESIDING OFFIcER. The next amendment will be read.
The next amendment was to strike out the fifteenth section, in the

following words:
"SEC. 15. That any gold coin now in circulation the weight of which

is below the limit of abrasion prescribed in this act may be received at
the mints in Philadelphia and San Francisco at par in exchange for
silver coins: Prodided, That the circulation of such gold coin, as shown
by the date of coinage, has been sufficient to produce such loss by nat.
ural abrasion: and the coins so received shall be recoined; but no gold
coins which appear to have been artificially reduced shall come within
the provisions of this section."

Mr. CASSERLY. It seems to me that that section is one which should
be retained not only for the general reasons applicable to the other sec-
tion which I stated, but for the further reason that there is a protection
provided by the express language of this section which it seems to me
is absolutely sufficient. The language is:

"That any gold coin now in circulation the weight of which is below
the limit of abrasion prescribed in this act may be received at the
mints in Philadelphia and San Francisco at par in exchange for silver
ooins: Provided, That the circulation of such gold coin, as shown by the
date of coinage, has been sufficient to produce such loss by natural
abrasion; and the coins so received shall be recoined; but no gold coins
which appear to have been artificially reduced shall come within the
provisions of this section."

Of course that section, it it is to remain in the sense in which [ desire
it to remain, should be modified so as to refer to the limit of abrasion
just stricken out-that is, not more than one-half of 1 per cent on the
double eagle and eagle and 1 per cent on other coins. I presumed, after
the amendment the Senate has just adopted, the Senator from Ohio
would be willing to retain the fifteenth section.

Mr. SHERMAN. No; the fifteenth section is the one I have been debat.
ing all the time.

Mr. CASSERLY. Then I must have the wrong bill before me.
Mr. SHERMAN. It is the same bill that the Senator has before him,

but the two amendments go together. If one falls, the other fills. Is
it right, is it just that the people of the United States should niaiintain
the gold in circulation in Californiaargainst the abrasion of honest people,
as well as the abrasion of rogues, when it refuses to maintain its own
paper currency against the abrasion of accident I When our paper cur-
rency is reduced in value by being mutilated to the amount of one-six-
teenth, the holder (if the bill loses to the extent of that mutilation, and
the Treasury redeems the paper at so much less in proportion to the
loss of the bill. A mutilated. bill presented to the Treasury is not
redeemed at its nominal value. It is reduced in proportion to the
amount presented. In order to avoid fraud, it is indispensably ieces-
sary to have such a provision. Indeed, the Senators from California
and their constituents are much more interested in the passage of this
bill than the people of Ohio; and I hope, therefore, if they want the
sense of the Senate on this question they will take it by yeas aid nays,
and let us go on with the bill. I believe this is the only controverted
point in the bill. I think the people of the Pacific coast who persist in
circulating gold coin rather than palmer money should not seek to get
the people of the United States at large to make good their abraded
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coin, not only against honest abrasion, but against dishonest abrasion;
and, as Professor Barnard has told us, it is utterly impsssible to dis-
tinguish between honest and dishonest abra.sion.

Mr. COLE. Before the Seniator takes his seat I should like to ask him
who pays for printing the United States notes? )o not the people of
the United States at large pay for it, the people of California as well
as the people everywhere else! And as to this other point about the
notes being torn. what we are providing for is equivalent to furnishing
iotes that have been effaced without being torn. It is provided here
that if the coit is not abraded beyond a certain extent it shall be rejoined
at thie exp~e.nse of the United States. That is the effect of the proposi-
tion, but if it is reduced beyond that, as if a bill were torn one-sixteenth
or one-fourth, then there shall be no relief for the Party holding it.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The qtestion is on striking out the fif-
teenith section.

.1lr. CAS.SERLY. I do niot propose to debate this bill at any length,
but it is quite iml)ossible for me to do my duty, as I understand it, to
the people of Calitoruia, or, indeed, of the United States, who use gold
coin without suggesting tie ol.jectiins to it that occur to mue. I under-
stanl the natural desire of' the Seuator froin Ohio to get the bill pissed
with expedition. At the saime time each one of us here ha.i to do his
duty according to his lights.

I see no kind of analogy in the comparison which the Senator makes
between gold coin that is abraded and a legal-tender note which is
reduced in size to the extent of one-sixteenth. In the case of the note
the reduction is visible, it is easily ascertained. In the case of the
coin it not only is not easily ascertainable, but the whole argument of
the Senator is: It is so difficult to be ascertained as to make it danger-
ous to receive them at the Treasury.

The Senator aims to make some point in what he says of the people
of California, namely, that they insisted on retaining a specie currency.
Why, Mr. President, the people there had no choice about it. There
never was a period of' time between the going out of gold coin in the
country at large and the coming in of paper as the sole currency when
we couildhave made any such ehagrve in California. Ourwholsyste
of values was based upon gold coin. We could not have changed it if
we had tried without such a disturbance as would have been a calamity
to the State, from which, perhali, Ahe would not have recovered for
years. We never have discredited the paper of the country. On the
contrary, we have always given from three-fourths of 1 per cent to 1
per cent more for it than was paid for it ir thevState of the Senator from
Ohio. The greenbacks of the Government, ini reference to which so
much is thrown out here against Califbrnia, are now and always have
been in better credit to-day in the city of San Francisco than in any
city this side of the Rocky Mouitaim&e. You can get fewer of them for
the saine amount in gold in San Francisco than you can in Philadelphia,
New York, Cincinnati, or Chicago. Yet we are constantly met when
we seek to do anything to relieve the people of California in reference
to the condition of the coinage there by the reproach that we insisted
on keeping in California the gold coin of the country. Why, Mr. Press.
ident, was it wrong lbr a State wheu she had the right to choose between
two kinds of awful money to choose that kind which formed her cur.
rency, and, more than that, which formed her entire standard and basis
of value I

Our situation in California in regard to our gold currency is one of
very considerable difficulty, and may become one of danger at any
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time. By the practice of the Federal otlicers there all the new coin is
systematically sent out of the country and the ol coin is retained.
The ininer who takes his bullion to the mint in Saii Francisco to have
it coined is, in nine cases out of ten, li:id foCr it in the ohl coin of the
country, abraded and reduced in value as it is. The rc,.ult is that the
ohl, worn coin, instead of being taken up by the otlicers of the (overn-
ment, as in the custom-house, and sent on here to the Treasury, is
returned into tile circulation of the State to be more and moreabraded
and reduced, and the new twenty-dollar coins are sent forward to the
Treasury at this side. It is not hard to see what must one (lay be the
result of this state of things.

It seems to ine, sir, that whei we provide as we do in this section for
the redemption of gold coins when the abrasion is no more than might
honestly have take place in the time (luring which, as the figures on
their face show, they must have been in circulation, and when the se-.
tion is further guarded for the protection of the Government against
any sort of fraudulent or wrongful abrasion, there ought to be no
unwillingness to retain the section as it came from the I louse.

I have proceeded all through upon the theory that these fraudulent
abrasions were very ditlicult of detection, because that is the argument
of the Senator from Ohio. My recollection of at number of criminal
cases in England on the subject of sweating coin andI similar ofi-rnses
in the nature of fraudulent abrasions i- that the crime is not so %,ery
difficult of detection, and that the condition of the coin will exhibit it
to any person who inspects it closely.

The PRESIDING OFFICEiR. The question is on the amcnlment striking
out the fifteenth section.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was to strike out section [17]16, in the follow-

ing words:
"SEC. [17] 16. That the minor coins of the United States shall be a

five-cent piece, a three-cent piece, and a, one-cent piece; and the alloy
for minor coinage shall be of copper and nickel, to be composed of
three-fourths of copper and one-fourth nickel; the weight of the piece
of fi vectLAt silill be flve gli as, orwseven ty-se veu and sixteen hundredths
grains troy; of the three-cent piece, three grams, or forty-six and thirty
hundredths grains, and of the one-cent piece, one and one-half grams,
or twenty-three and fifteen hundredths grains; which coins shall be
legal tender, at their nominal value, for any amount not exceeding
twenty-five cents in any one payment."

And to insert in lieu thereof the following:
That the minor coins of the United States shall be a five-cent piece,

a three cent piece, and a one-cent piece; and the alloy for the five and
three cent pieces shall be of copper and nickel, to be composed of three.
fourths copper and one-fourth nickel, and the alloy of the one-cenit piece
shall be ninety-five per centof copper and five per cent of tin and zinc,
in such proportions as shall be determined by the Director of the Mint.
The weight of the piece of five cents shall be seventy-seven and sixteen
hundredths grains troy; of the three-cent piece, thirty grains; and of
the one-cent piece, forty-eight grains; which coins shall be a legal tender
at their nominal value, for any amount not exceeding twenty-five cents
in any one payment."

Mr. SHERMAN. There is no omission in the matter proposed to be
inserted by the committee. I move to insert in line 11, after the words
"twenty-five-cent piece," the words "and a dime or ten-cent piece."

The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
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The amendment as amenled was adopted.
The next amendinent was in section 118 19, line 9, to insert after the

words .'three-dollar piece," the words "the silver dollar, half dollar,
quarter dollar," and also to insert in line 11, after the word "omitted"
the words "and on the reverse of the silver dollar, half dollar, quarter
dollar, amd the dime, respectively, there shall be inscribed the weight
and the fineness of the coin," so that the section will read:

"4 SEc. 1191 18. That upon the coins of the United States there shall
be the following devices and legends: Upon one side there shall be an
impression emblematicof liberty, with an inscription of the word ' Liberty'
and the year of the coinage, ali upon the reverse shall be the figure or
representation of azi eagle, with the inscriptions ' United States of Amer-
ica' and ' E lPluribus Unum,' and it designation of the value of the coin;
but on the gold dollar and three-dollar piece, the silver dollar, half dollar,
quarter dolhir, the dnie, five, three, and one cent piece the figure of the
eagle shall be omitted; and on the reverse of the silver dollar, half dol.
lar, quarter dollar, and the dime. respectively, there shall be inscribed
the weight and fineness of the coin; and tile Direetor of the Mint, with
the -tpproval of the Secretary ot' the Treasury, may cause the motto
'In (Cod we trust' to be inscribed upon such coins as shall admit of
such motto; and any one of the foregoing inscriptions may be on the
rim of the gold and silver coitis."

Mr. CASSERLY. It may be o matter of sentiment, but sentiznent some-
times goes a great way, especially in those cases where it is difficult to
reduce the action of men to at mere logical standard. I regret that the
eagle is to disappear from the dollar, half-dollar, and quarter dollar of
our coinage. It will hardly be possible to think of a half dollar or a
quarter dollar as being such a coin without the eagle upon it.

Mr. SHER31AN. The Senator will see that the reason is because it is
necessary to describe the weight and fineness of the coin. This amend-
ment has been proposed by theofficers of the mint. They have adopted
a plan of describing oil each c4oin its weight and fineness.

Mr. CASSERLY. What is the use of that when we know that the weight
of the coin is constantly being reduced.

Mr. SHERMAN. The reason given to us is because it has been adopted
as a mode of international coinage. This method has been adopted in
the corresponding coins of France, and all the countries of Europe
pretty much, of describing upon the face ot' the coin its intrinsic weight
and fineness.

Mr. CASSERLY. I must say I nevr saw a coin marked in that way.
Mr. SHERMAN. That is the reason the officers of the Mint give for

this change.
31r. CASSERLY. I ask the Senator whether heis very strenuous in

his advocacy of this amendment. t should like to save the American
eiigle on the halt' dollar and quarter dollar.

31r. SHERMAN. The eagle is preserved oni all the gold coins in a size
large enough to be caged. [1,atughter.I

Mr. CASSPKRxy. But the hal" dollar and tile quarter dollar are the
money of the peol)le, and they are the leading coins of our entire silver
coinzage. I do not think it is of so much importance to put the fineness
or the weight upon a half dollar or a quarter dollar as it might be upon
a gold coin. I have never seen any foreign coin, and, of course, no
American coin, marked in that way. To have the weight of the coin
upon gold coin may be t useful thing, because of the great preciousness
of the metal; but what is the importance of having the weight inscribed
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upon the half dollar or quarter dollarI l)oes anybody ever weigh half
dollars or quarter dollars in business?

Mr. SHERMAN. If the Senator will allow me, he will see that the pre-
ceding section provides for coin which is exactly interchangeable with
the English shilling and the 5-franc piece of France; that is, a 5 franc
piece of France will be the exact equivalent of a dollar of the United
States in our silver coinage; and in order to show this wherever our
silver coin shall float-and we are providing that it shall float all over
the world- we propose to stamp upon it, instead of our eagle, which for.
eigners may not understand, and which they may not distinguish from
a buzzard, or some other bird, the intrinsic fineness and weight of the
coin. In this practical utilitarian age the officers of the mint seemed
to think it would be better to do that than to put the eagle on our silver
coins. I must confess I do not think it is very important; but I think
the Senator ought to be willing to defer in these matters to the practi-
cal knowledge of the officers who have charge of this branch of the
Government service. I will say that Mr. Linderman, whom the Senator
must know, has suggested this as being a convenient mode of promot-
ing international coinage.

Mr. (ASSERLY. We can not have international coinage on the basis
of our silver coin unless our silver coin is up to the standard of all the
nations with which we expect to have relations. Now, I ask the Senator
whether this bill proposes a silver coinage of that characters

Mr. SHERMAN. This bill proposes a silver coinage exactly the same
as the French and what are called the associated nations of Europe
who have adopted the international standard of silver coinage; that
is, the dollar provided for by this bill is the precise equivalent of the
5-franc piece. It contains the same number of grams of silver; and we
have adopted the international gram instead of the grain for the
standard of our silver coinage. The "trade dollar" has been adopted
mainly for the benefit of the people of California and others engaged
in trade with China. That is the only coin measured by the grain
instead of by the grain. The intrinsic value of each is to be stamped
upon the coin.

Mr. CASSERLY. Do I understand the Senator to say, then, that the
intrinsic value of the dollar, half dollar, anl quarter dollar is raised by
this bill?

Mr. SHERMAN. There is a difference of about one-half of 1 per cent.
Mr. CASSERLY. I suppose it must be raised to the basis of interna-

tional exchange.
Mr. SHERMAN. I think it is slightly raised, so as to conform with

foreign coins. The Chamber or Commerce of New York first reconi-
mended this change, and it has been adopted, I believe, by all the
learned societies who have given attention to coinage, and has been
recommended to us I believe as the general desire. That is embodied iii
these three or tour sections of amendment, to make our silver coinage
correspond in exact form and dimensions and shape and stamp, with
the coinage of the associated nations of Europe, who have adopted al
international silver coinage. I do not like, myself, to break in upon this
plan or to change it in the slightest degree, but preter to leave it to
the proper officers of the mint. Indeed, I would be perfectly willing
to leave the whole thing to the officers of the mint rather than fix it by
law. That was not deemed convenient, and therefore we had to drop
the American eagle from these minor silver coins.

Mr. CASSERLY. I am not prepared to go as far as that. I would not
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leave it to anybody to remove from the eyes and the thoughts of the
people those symbols of nationality which have stood this country in such
good stead on many a hard taught day by land and sea, and which may
have to do the same service in the same way for may generations to
come. While we laugh a good deal about the American eagle and the
uses to which he is put by orators, political and otherwise, on the
Fourth of July and other days, we must all feel that the associations
that cluster around the American eagle are associations that make him
a symbol of power, and I am not at all satisfied, because we desire to
put the weight and tineness upon our half dollar and our quarter dol-
lar, that, therelore, it is necessary to abolish the American eagle. The
eagle, it is said, suffers little birds to sing, and the eagle will not object
to having his value in the countries of the world put under his wing
on the coin. I say retain the eagle and put whatever marks you like
upon the face of your coin to indicate its weight and fineness. I do
not think they will be of any value in regard to the silver coins of the
denominations of half dollar and quarter dollar; but if the Senator is
strongly of opinion that they ought to be there, let them be there.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment of the
committee.

Mr. CASSERLY. I propose to strike out the words in italics in line 9
of section [191 18, "the silver dollar, half dollar, and quarter dollar."

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from California can accom-
plish his object by voting against the amendment of the committee
inserting those words.

Mr. NYE. I should like to hear the amendment of the committee read.
The Chief Clerk read the amendment, which wac in section [19. 18,

line 9, to insert after the words "three-dollar piece," the words 'the
silver dollar, half dollar, and quarter dollar," and in line 11, after the
word "omitted," to insert "and on the reverse of the silver dollar, half
dollar, quarter dollar, and the dime, respectively, there shall be in-
scribed the weight and the fineness of the coin," so that the portion of
the section will read:

"But on the gold dollar and three-dollar piece, the silver dollar, half
dollar, quarter dollar, the dime, five, three, and one cent piece the figure
of the eagle shall be omitted, and on the reverse of the silver dollar,
half dollar, quarter dollar, and the dime, respectively, there shall be
inscribed the weight and the fineness of the coin."

Mr. CASSERLY. I think the question is not understood by the Senate
generally. As I understand, to vote for the amendment of the commit-
tee is to abolish the American eagle on the silver dollar, half dollar, and
quarter dollar, and to vote against it is to keep him there. The subse.
quent amendment, in line 11, to which there is noobjection, will allow
the mark of weight and fineness to be put upon the coin.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from California desire a
separate vote on the two branches of the amendment?

Mr. SHERM1AN. I suppose the Senator has no objection to the last one I
Mr. CASSERL. None at all to the last one. The only point is that I

wish to retain the American eagle on the silver dollar, half dollar, and
quarter dollar.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question will then be taken on the
amendment in line 9, which is to insert the words "silver dollar, half
dollar, quarter dollar."

The amendment was rejected, there being, on a division, ayes 24,
noes 26.

Mr. SHERMAN. As the Senate are so patriotic that they will not abol-
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ish the eagle, I hope they will be perfectly willing now to hurry along
with the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The other part of the amendment will be
considered as agreed to, if there be no objection.

The next amendment was, on page 13, section 22 1'J, to add at the
end of the section the following proviso:

"Provided, That at the option of the owner, silver may be cast into
coins of standard fineness, and of the weight of four hundred and
twenty grains troy, designated in section fifteen of this act as the trade
dollar."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, in section [251 24, line 2, to strike out the

word '-standard" and insert "fineness; so as to- read:
"That the assayer shall report to the superintendent the quality or

fineness of the bullion assayed by him," etc.
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment, was in section [251 24, lines 5 and 6, to strike

out the words "for the cost of converting the bullion into bars," so as
to read:

"Provided, That the assayer shall report to the superintendent the
quality or fineness of the bullion assayed by him, and such information
as will enable him to compute the amount of the charges hereinafter
provided for to be made to the depositor."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SHERMAN. The next amendment is on page 14, in section J261

25, line 2, to insert the words "or for converting standard silver into
trade dollars." They should be transposed to line 7 of the same
section.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. It is suggested by the Clerk that the
words ought to be inserted in line 8, after the word "bullion."

Mr. SHERmAN. At any convenient place, either after the word "bul-
lion," in line 8, or after the word "standard," in line 7.

The CHIEF CLERK. The amendment of the committee is, section [26]
25, line 8, after the word "bullion," to insert the words "or for con.
venting standard silver into trade dollars," so that the section will
read:

"That the charge for converting standard gold bullion into the coin
shall be one-fifth of one per cent; and the charges for refining when
the bullion is below standard, for toughening when metals are con-
tained in it which render it unfit for coinage, for copper used for alloy
when the bullion is above standard, for separating the gold and silver
when these metals exist together in the bullion, or for converting stand-
ard silver into trade dollars, and for the preparation of bars, shall be
fixed from time to time by the Director, with the concurrence of the
Secretary of the Treasury, so as to equal, but not exceed, in their judg-
ment, the actual average cost to each mint aid assay office of the
material, labor, wastage, and use of machinery employed in each of the
cases aforementioned."

Mr. SHERMAN. The Senate will see that the charge for converting
standard silver into trade dollars, instead of being fixed at one-fifth of
I per cent, is fixed at the actual cost. It is provided that the price
for this work done at the Mint shall be fixed by the Director of the
Mint, but not in any case to exceed the actual cost of the operation.

Mr. CASSERLY. I did not suppose that the amendment to section [261
25 had been disposed of.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. That is the question now pending.
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Mr. CASSERLY. I supposed that the charge there of one-fifth of 1 per
cent for silver coinage was a clerical error.

Mr. SHERMAN. The words "or for converting standard silver into
trade dollars" were intended to come in after the word "standard," in
line 7. The Committee on Finance, observing that it was printed at the
wrong place, corrected it: and I gave the Secretary the correct place
where it should be inserted. It is only to be the actual cost of the
operation, whatever that way be.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 16, section 1291 30, line 1, after

the word "coins" to insert "other than the trade dollar;" so that the
clause will read:

"That silver coins other than the trade dollar shall be paid out at the
several mints and at the assay office in New York City in exchange for
gold coins at par," etc.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. CASSERLY. I wish to ask what has become of the amendment to

section 26? I did not know that it had been passed upon.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. It has been adopted.
31r. CASSERLY. I presume it will still be in order to offer an amend-

metit to that section after the amendments of the committee have been
disposed of.

THE PRESIDING OFFICER. It will be.
The next amendment was, on page 19, section [341 35, line 4, to strike

out "two thousandths," and insert "three thousandths;" so that the
clause will read:

"That no ingots shall be used for coinage which differ from the legal
standard more than the following proportions, namely: In gold ingots,
one thousandth; in silver ingots, three thousandths; in minor-coinage
alloys, twenty-five thousandths, in the proportion o nickel."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was on page 25, section [491 48, line 4, after the

word "Pennsylvania," to insert "the Comptroller of the Currency;" so
that the clause will read:

"That to secure a due conformity in the gold and silver coins to their
respective standards of fineness and weight, the judge of the district
court of the United States for the eastern district of Pennsylvania, the
Comptroller of the Currency, the assayer of the assay office at New
York," etc.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was on page 27, section [54] 53, line 3, to strike

out "metals" and insert "medals."
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was on page 30, section [59] 58, line 5, to strike

out "twentieth" and insert "second," so as to read: "as prescribed by
the act of July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two."

Amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was on page 34, section [66] 65, line 2, to strike

out "July" and insert "April," and strike out "eighteen hundred and
seventy-two" and insert "eighteen hundred and seventy-three;" so that
the clause will read: "that this act shall take effect on the first day of
April, eighteen hundred and seventy-three," etc.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was on page 35, section [681 67, line 2, to strike

out "eighteen hundred and seventy-two," and insert "eighteen hundred
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and seventy. three;" so that the clause will read: "that this act shall be
known as the coinage act of eighteen hundred and seventy-three," etc.

The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICEiR. This concludes the amendments proposed

by the Committee on Finance. The bill is open to further amendments.
Mr. COLE. I offer the following amendment, to come in on page 13,

at the end of section [211.20.
"And the Secretary of the Treasury may issue through the Director

of the Mint certificates for gold bullion deposited at any of the mints
or assay office at New York, which certificates shall state the value of
the bullion less the coinage and other mint charges, and be payable to
bearer on presentation at the mint or assay office at which the bullion
was deposited, either in bullion or coin, at the option of the superin-
tendent of the mint or assay office, or in such proportion of bullion or
coin as the superintendent may prefer: Prorided, That if any holder of
a certificate demands to be paid in coin a certificate may be issued stat-
ing the time when such coin will be ready for delivery."

31r. NYE. That is a thing that is already provided for by existing
law. Each one of our mints has a bullion fund provided from which
the depositor gets his pay in coin for the value of the bullion as Soon
as it is ascertained. There is no delay now or waiting for coinage at
the mint.

Mr. SHERMAN. The Senator from California showed me this amend-
ment. As it has never been considered by the committee I hesitated
to give my consent to it, but I could not see any objection to depositing
bullion with the Treasury or the mints or assay offices and allow cer-
tificates to be issued, and therefore I had no objection to allowing the
amendment to be made. If there seems to be any objection to it we
can abandon it in a committee of conference, although if there is any
doubt about it I think it had better not go on the bill.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. POOL. In section [67] 66, line 7, after the word "Idaho," I move

to insert the words "and the United States assay office at Charlotte,
North Carolina." The chairman of the Committee on Finance, I believe,
agrees to accept this amendment.

Mr. SHERMAN. That depends upon the fact whether there is a legal
assay office in North Carolina. If the Senator says there is I shall not
object, but I have the impression it has been abolished.

Mr. POOL. No, sir; it has not been abolished.
Mr. SHERMAN. If there still is a legal assay office there it ought to

be named in this bill.
Mr. POOL. There is no question about its being such.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. NYE. With the consent of the Senate I should like to have the

vote reconsidered by which the amendment of the Senator from Cali.
fornia [Mr. Cole] regarding certificates for gold bullion was adopted.

Mr. COLE. The bill has not yet been reported to the Senate. The
Senator can have it reserved.

Mr. NYE. Then I shall reserve it in the Senate. I do not think the
Senator himself will insist upon it.

The bill was reported to the Senate as amended.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on concurring in the

amendments made as in Committee of the Whole.
Mr. SHERMAN. The Senator from Nevada wished to reserve the

amendment oftlered by the Senator from Califirnia [Mr. Cole].
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Mr. NYE. I ask to have that amendment reserved.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there be no objection the Chair will

put the question on concurring in all the amendments together except
the one indicated by the Senator from Nevada.

The remaining amendments were concurred in.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question now is on concurring in the

amendment proposed by the Senator from California, which will be
read.

The Chief Clerk read the amendment, which was to add to section
[211 20 the following:

", And the Secretary of the Treasury may issue, through the Director
of the Mint, certificates for gold bullion deposited at any of the mints
or assay offices at New York, which certificates shall state the value
of the bullion, less the coinage and other mint charges, and be pay-
able to bearer on presentation at the mint or assay office at which the
bullion was deposited, either in bullion or coin, at the option of the
superintendent of the mint or assay office, or in such proportions of
bullion or coin as the superintendent may prefer: Provided, That if any
holder of a certificate demands to be paid in coin a certificate may be
issued stating the time when such coin will be ready for delivery."

Mr. NYE. 1 do not understand that this amendment is insisted upon.
The Senate will perceive at once that it is putting another currency into
circulation, and one by which the superintendent of mints would be very
likely to be injured and defrauded. I hope, therefore, it will not be
adopted. They get their coin whenever they present their bullion now.

Mr. STEWART. There is a bullion fund provided for the purpose.
Mr. NYE. There is a bullion fund for that very purpose.
The amendment was nonconcurred in.
Mr. CASSERLY. I wish to move an amendment to section [26] 25.

As it now stands it reads:
"That the charge of converting standard gold bullion into coin shall

be one-fifth of 1 per cent."
I move to amend it so that it will read, "that there shall be no charge

for converting standard gold bullion into coin."
The question raised by this amendment is not a new one in the Sen.

ate, nor, indeed, is it new in Congress. As I understand, it has happened
at least once that the Senate adopted the principle of my amendment,
and that the House also adopted it; but neither of them adopted it
upon the same bill. So that the amendment has the sense of each
House of Congress in its favor. The principle of it is obvious.

I wish to say but this word in reference to it: That the only ground
upon which the coinage charge has ever been supported was that the
person depositing bullion for coinage ought to pay. the Government for
turning his bullion into the current coin of the country. I think it
only requires a statement of that proposition to enable any of us to see
its fallacy.

The person who furnishes the Government with the means to coin
money fbr the necessary uses of its o.wn citizens never should be taxed
to pay for that which really is a great advantage to the Government.
Why, sir, governments would be forced, if they could not get bullion
without charge, to pay for it in order to manufacture their coins. It
is contrary to the first principles of government, it seems to me, espe-
cially as applicable to this subject, that coinage charge should be con-
tinned. It is one which is evil in its results. It keeps up a discrimi.
nation which is against us; and the reason to-day why the American
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man of business loses at the rate of 2 cents and a fraction of a cent
upon every pound sterling of exchange, all of which goes to the bene.
fit either of the banker on this side or the payer of the exchange on
the other, rests precisely in the maintenance of this extraordinary
charge. But for this charge there would be no such discrimination in
the rate of exchange agAinst us.

A great many other grounds might be given, but I hope the Senator
from Ohio will be willing to concede this amendment at this time, and
that what the two Houses have both indorsed may now be embodied in
this bill.

Mr. SHERMAN. I must confess my regret that the Senator from Cali-
fornia should raise this disputed question at this stage of the bill, just
as it was about on its passage. The Senate of the United States delib-
erately, after full discussion, after hearing the Senator at length and
other Senators who maintain his view of this question, decided to retain
the charge for coinage of one-fifth of I per cent. It is now one-half of
I per cent; but we reduced it to one-fifth of 1 per cent. The Senate, by
a very decided vote, after a fall debate, settled that question. The
bill went to the House of Representatives, and there there was another
effort made by the members from the Pacific coast to repeal the coinage
charge, and there, after full debate, it was settled by an overwhelming
majority to retain the charge of one-fifth of I per cent. The Senator
says both Houses have some time or other passed a bill abolishing the
coinage charge. I am quite sure a proposition of that kind has never
passed either House after debate and with fulU consideration.

If this question about the coinage charge is to be opened and pressed
it will compel those of us who are in favor of retaining the coinage
charge to enter into an elaborate debate. I did so when it was here
before. The Senator now in the chair [Mr. Morrill, of Vermont] and
many other Senators participated in that discussion. The question has
been settled, and this bill has now gone to its last stage. This bill
once passed the Senate a few years ago, and was fully discussed, and
the charge of one-fifth of 1 per cent was retained. I trust, therefore,
that the Senator will not now seek to reverse the decision taken first
by the Senate, and afterwards agreed to by the House. This point is
beyond our consideration practically. We ought not undertake, at this
period of the session, to review that decision.

The people of California are very largely interested in the revision
of the mint laws. Indeed, I have received more letters from that State
about this coinage bill, desiring it to pass, than from any other portion
of the country. I can see the great importance of it to them, and
I believe it to be one of great importance to the whole people of the
United States. Therefore, I do not wish to enter into a discussion in
regard to this coinage charge that may probably weary the Senate and
delay the passage of the bill. I promised that the bill would not take
more than an hour, and when I made that promise I supposed these
amendments which have been acted upon would be acted upon sub
silentio, and that other questions which had been settled would not be
revived.

I therefore will not undertake to answer the argument of the Senator
from California, except to say that the question is res adjudicata so far
as this bill is concerned. If, however, it is to be opened, as the Sena-
tor has the right to open it, it will lead to a long debate. I therefore
prefer not to say anything on the question except that the coinage
charge has not been, and ought not to be, repealed entirely. We have
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reduced it now to the lowest rate of any nation in the world except
only Great Britain.

Mr. CAZSERLY. If I have made a mistake as to the fact of the adop
tion in each House of the principle of this amendment, of course I desire
to withdraw what I said.

M1r. SHERMAN. I do not deny that if the Senator says it is so; but I
do not remember it ever passing the Senate.

Mr. CASSERLY. I was so informed, and I have the impression that
among the gentlemen so intbrming me was the Senator from Ohio.

Mr. SHERMAN. I have no recollection of it.
Mr. CASSERLY. I understand fully the objection to protracting debate

at this late hour of the day, and I was very reluctant to say a word,
even so much as was necessary to propose this amendment. I felt it to be
my duty, however, to do so. I desire now to say that the continuance
of this coinage charge repels from San Francisco, and of course from this
country, almost the entire gold bullion product of Australia. We refine
so much more cheaply in 8an Francisco than they do in London that
but for this coinage charge the whole gold bullion of Australia would
come to San Francisco to be refined.

Mr. SHER AN. Oh, no.
Mr. CASSERLY. Perhaps the Senator does not understand me. I say

the cost of refining in London is so much more than it is in San Fran-
cisco that but for this coinage charge the gold bullion product of Australia
would come to us. Why? Because what they want in England all the
while is silver for their Asiatic exchanges with India and China. We
have more silver than we want. leva appears to be getting ready
to deluge the world with silver. I see that her silver product last year
was probably over $20,oO0,00(0.

Now sir, there could not be a better basis for exchange nor a more
profitable operation for the American people than to take thd gold
bullion of Australia and coin it in San Francisco, and diffuse that much
more specie through all the arteries of business, getting ready for the
resumption of specie payments, of which the Senator spoke so well and
so truly the other day, and to give them in return for their bullion this
silver which we do not want and which before a great while may be at
an absolute discount on our hands. I wish to say that much. I feel
very earnest about this matter, because I think I understand the finan-
cial and commercial bearing of the great blunder we make in continu-
ing this obsolete coinage tax. Having said so much, I leave the
question to the Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the amendment of the
Setiator from California.

The amendment was rejected.
The amendments were ordered to be engrossed and the bill to be

read a third time. The bill was read the third time and passed.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE HOUSE THE SECOND TIME.

JANUARY 20, 1873.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed House bill

of the following title with amendments in which the concurrence of the
House was requested:

An act (H. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative to
the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.
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JANuARY 21, 1873.
The SPEAKER. The bill (H. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the

laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United
States, which was passed by the House at the last session, being a
general codification of the laws on that subject, has come back from
the Senate with sundry amendments. The gentleman from Massachu.
setts [Mr. Hooper] desires that the amendments be printed, a vote of
nonconcurrence entered, and a committee of conference ordered.

Mr. RANDALL. Let us have the amendments printed, so that we may
consider them. Then we shall be competent to say whether we will
nonconcur or not. I object to nonconcurring now in bulk. After they
are printed we may find some amendments to which we shall be willing
to accede.

Mr. L. MYsRs. That will be the wiser course.
Mr. HooPEi, of Massachusetts. I have no objection to that course.
The SPEAKEi. The bill with the amendments will be ordered to be

printed, if there is no objection.
There was no objection, and it was ordered accordingly.

JANuARY 23, 1873.
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. I ask unanimous consent to have

taken from the Speaker's table the amendments of the Senate to the
bil (H. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative to the
mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States, that the amend.
ments be nonconcurred in, and that a committee of conference be asked
thereon.

No objection was made, and it was ordered accordingly.
Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts, moved to reconsider the order just

made; and also moved that the motion to reconsider be laid on the table.
The latter motion was agreed to.

JANL'ARY 25, 1873.
The Speaker announced the following as managers of the conference

on the part of the House on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
on the bill (H. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative to
the mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States: Mr. Hooper,
of Massachusetts; Mr. Stoughton, of Michigan, and Mr. Mc.eely, of
Illinois.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE SENATE THE SECOND TIME.

JANUARY 27, 1873.
The message [from -fhe House] further announced that the House had

disagreed to the amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R. No. 2934)
revising and amending the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and
coinage of the United States, asked a conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses thereon, and had appointed Mr. Samuel Hooper,
of Massachusetts; Mr. W. L. Stoughton, of Michigan, and Mr. T. W.
McNeely, of Illinois, managers at the same on its part.

The Senate proceeded to consider its amendments to the bill (H. R.
No. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative to the mints, assay
offices, and the coinage of the United States, disagreed to by the House
of Representatives; and

On motion of Mr. Sherman, it was
Resolved, That the Senate insist upon their amendments to the said
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bill disagreed to by the House of Representatives and agree to the con-
ference asked by the House on the disagreeing votes of the two Hiuses
thereon.

By unanimous consent it was
Ordered, That the conferees on the part of the Senate be appointed

by the Vice-President.
The Vice.President appointed Mr. Sherman, 31r. Scott, and Mr. Bay-

ard the conferees on the part of the Senate.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2931 IN THE HOUSE THE THIRD TIME.

JANUARY 27, 1873.
The message [from the Senate] also announced that the Senate

insisted on its amendments to the bill (H. R. 2934) revising and amend.
ing the law relative to the mints, assay office, and coinage of the United
States, agreed to the conference asked by the House on the disa.
greeing votes of the two Houses thereon, and had appointed as mana-
ger of the conference on the part of the Senate Mr. Sherman, Mr.
Scott, and Mr. Bayard.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE SENATE THE THIRD TIME.

FEBRUARY 6, 1873.
Mr. Sherman submitted the conference report. (See pp. 308,309.)

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE HOUSE THE FOURTH TIME.

FEBRUARY 7, 1873.
Message from the Senate, by Mr.Sympson, one of its clerks, informed

the Hw,e that the Senate had agreed to the report of the committee
of cot,. nce on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the bill
(H. R. 2 34) revising and amending the laws relative to the mints,
assay offices, and coinage of the United States.

Mr. HOOPER, of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, I rise for the purpose
of submitting a report of a committee of conference, which I ask the
clerk to read.

The clerk read as follows:
",The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of che two

Houses on the bill (H. R. 2934) revising and amending the laws
relative to the mints and assay offices and coinage of the United
States, having met, after full and free conference have agreed to recom-
mend, and do recommend, to their respective Houses as follows:

"That the House recede from its disagreement to the amendments
of the Senate numbered 1, 2,3,5,7 10,11, 13,14,15,16,17, 18, and 20,
and agree to the same.

"That the Senate recede from its fourth amendment, and agree to
the words proposed to be striken out, with the following amendments:
After the word 'by,' in line 16, insert 'natural;' in lines 17 and 18
strike out the words 'on the double eagle and eagle, and one per cent
on the other coins;' and in line 19, after 'law,' insert the words 'after
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a circulation of twenty years, as shown by its date of coinage, and at
a ratable proportion for any period less than twenty years;' and the
House agree to the same.

"That the House recede from its disagreement to the sixth amend-
ment of the Senate and agree to the same with the following amend.
ments: In line 5 strike out the word 'grains' at the end of the line
and insert in lieu thereof' grams (gramines),' and in line 6 strike out
'grain' and insert 'grain (gramme);' and the Senate agree to the same.

"That the House recede from its disagreement to the eighth amend-
ment of the Senate and agree to the same with the following amend.
ments: After 'silver' insert 'trade;' strike out the words 'half dollar,
quarter dollar, and the dime, respectively, there shall be inscribed,'
and the word 'the' before 'fineness;' and after 'coin,' at the end of the
amendment, insert the words 'shall be inscribed;' and the Senate
agree to the same.

"That the House recede from its disagreement to the ninth amend-
ment of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment as fol.
lows: Strike out the words proposed to be inserted, together with the
remainder of the section, and in lieu thereof insert the following:
'That any owner of silver bullion may deposit the saue at any mint
to be formed into bars or into dollars of the weight of 420 grains troy,
designated in this act as trade dollars, and no deposit of silver for other
coinage shall be received; but silver bullion contained in gold deposits,
and separated therefrom, may be paid for in silver coin at such valua-
tion as may be from time to time established by the Director of the
Mint;' and the Senate agree to the same.

"That the Bouse recede from its disagreement to the twelfth amend-
ment of the Senate and agree to the same with amendments as follows:
Strike out the words proposed to be inserted and insert after 'for.' in
line 3, section 26, the words 'converting standard silver into trade dol-
lars, for melting and;' and in line 3 strike out 'the;' and the Senate
agree to the same.

"That the :louse recede from its disagreement to the nineteenth
amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an amendment
as follows: Insert after 'New York,' in line 8, page 36, of the bill, the
words 'the United States assay office at Charlotte, North Carolina;'
and the Senate agree to the same.

"S. HOOPEB,
"W. L. STOUGHTON,
"T. V. MCNEELY,

"Managers on the part of the House
"JOHN SHERMAN,
"JOHN SCOTT,
"T. F. BAYARD,

"Managers on the part of the Senate."
The report was adopted.
Mr. Hooper, of Massachusetts, moved to reconsider the vote by which

the report was adopted, and also moved that the motion to reconsider
be laid on the table.

The latter motion was agreed to.
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HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE SENATE THE FOURTH TIME.

FEBRUARY 10, 1873.
A message from the House of Representatives by Mr. McPherson, its

Clerk, announced-

The message further announced that the House had agreed to the
report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the
two Houses on the bill (H. R. 2934) revising and amending the laws
relative to the ints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE HOUSE THE FIFTH TIME.

FEBRUARY 12, 1873.
Mr. Foster, of Michigan, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills,

reported that the committee had examined and found duly enrolled a
bill of the following title, when the Speaker signed the same:

An act (I1. R..2934) revising and amending the laws relative to the
Mint, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.

HOUSE BILL NO. 2934 IN THE SENATE THE FIFTH TIME.

FELRUARY 12, 1873.
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. McPherson,

its Clerk, announced that the House had passel the following bills; in
whieh it requested the concurrence of the Senate.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The message also announced that the Speaker of the House had
signed the enrolled bill (H. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the
laws relative to the mints. assay offices, and coinage of the United
States; and it was thereupom signed by the Vice-President.

FEBRITARY 14, 1873.
A message from the President, by Mr. 0. E. Babcock, his private

secretary, announced that he had approved and signed bills of the fol-
lowing titles:

A bill iH. R. No. 2934) revising and amending the laws relative to the
mints, assay offices, and coinage of the United States.

THE ACT AS PASSED AND APPROVED.

AN ACT revising and amending the laws relative to the mints, assay offices, and
coinage of the United States.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hotse of Representatires of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Mint of the United
States is hereby established as a bureau of the Treasury Department,
embracing in its organization and under its control all mints for the
manufacture of coin, and all assay offices for the stamping of bars, which
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are now or which may be hereafter authorized by law. The chief officer
of the said bureau shall be denomilnated the Director of the Mint, and
shall be under the general direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.
He shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice awl
consent of the Senate, and shall hol his office for the term of five
years, unless sooner removed Isy the President, upon reasons to be
communicated by him to the Senate.

Sc. 2. That the Director of the Mint shall have the general super-
vision of all mints and assay offices, and shall make an annual report
to the Secretary of the Treasury of their operations, at the close of
each fiscal year, and from time to time such additional reports, setting
forth the operations and condition of such institutions, as the Secretary
of the Treasury shall require, and shall lay before hini the annual esti-
mates for their support. And the Secretary of the Treasury shall
appoint the number of clerks, classified according to law, necessary to
di-charge the duties of sa!(d bureau.

SEc. 3. That the officers of each mint shall be a superintendent, an
assayer, a melter and refiner, and a coiner, and, for the mint at Phila.
delphia, an engraver, all to be appointed by the President of the United
States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

SEc. 4. That the superintendent of each mint shall have the control
thereof, the superintendence of the officers and persons employed
therein, and the supervision of the business thereof, subject to the
approval of the Director of the Mint, to whom he shall make reports
at such times and according to such forms as the Director of the Mint
may prescribe, which shall exhibit in detail, and under appropriate
heads, the deposits of bullion, the amount of gold, silver, and minor
coinage, and the amount of unparted, standard, and retined bars issued,
and such other statistics and information as may be required. The
superintendent of each mint shall also receive and safely keep, until
legally withdrawn, all moneys or bullion which shall be for the use or
the expenses of the mint. lie shall receive all bullion brought to the
mint for assay or coinage; shall be the keeper of all bullion or coin
in the mint, except while the same is legally in the hands of other
officers; and shall deliver all coins struck at the mint to the persons
to whom they shall be legally payable. From the report of the assayer
and the weight of the bullion, he shall compute the value of each
deposit, and also the amount of the charges or deductions, if any, of all
which he shall give a detailed memorandum to the depositor; and he
shall also give at the same time, under his hand, a certificate of the
net amount of the deposit, to be paid in coins or bars or the same
species of bullion as that deposited, the correctness ot which certi flcato
shall be verified by the assayer, who shall countersign the saine; and
in all cases of transfer of coin or bullion, he shall give and receive
vouchers, suating the amount and character of such coin or bullion.
He shall keep alid render, quarter-yearly, to the Director of the Mint,
for the purpose of adjustment, according to such forms as may be pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, regular and faithful accounts
of his transactions with the other officers of the mint and the deposi-
tors; and shall also render to him a monthly statement of the ordinary
expenses of the mint or assay office under his charge. lie shall also
appoint all assistants, clerks (one of whom shall be designated "chief
clerk"), and workmen employed under his superintendence; but no
person shall be appointed to employment in the office-s of the assayer,
melter and refiner, coimer, or engraver, except on the recommendations
and nomination in writing of those officers, respectively; and he shall
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forthwith report to the Director of the Mint the names of all persons
appointed b.v him, the duties to be performed, the rate of compensation,
the appropriation from which compensation is to be made, and the
grounds of the appointment; and if the Director of the Mint shall
disapprove the same, the appointment shall be vacated.

SEc. 5. That the assayer shall assay all metals and bullion, whenever
such assays are required in the operations of the mint; he shall also
make assays of coins or samples of bullion whenever required by the
superintemlent.

Szc. 6. That the melter and refiner shall execute all the operations
which are necessary in order to form ingots of standard silver or gold,
and alloys for minor coinage, suitable for the coiner, from the metals
legally delivered to him for that purpose; and shall also execute all the
operations which are necessary in order to form bars conformable in all
respects to the law, from the gold and silver bullion delivered to him
for that purpose. He shall keep a careful record of all transactions
with the superintendent, noting the weight and character of the bullion;
and shall be responsible fbr all bullion delivered to him until the same
is returned to the superintendent and the proper vouchers obtained.

Szc. 7. That the coiner shall execute all the operations which are
necessary in order to form coins, conformable in all respects to the law,
from the standard gold and silver ingots, and alloys for minor coinage,
legally delivered to him for that purpose; and shall be responsible for
all bullion delivered to him, until the same is returned to the superiu-
tendent and the proper vouchers obtained.

Sic. 8. That the engraver shall prepare from the original dies
already authorized all the working-dies required for use in the coinage
of the several nihits, and, when new coins or devices are authorized,
shall, if required by the Director of the Mint, prepare the devices, mod-
els, molds, and matrices, or original dies, tbr the same; but the Director
of the Mint shall nevertheless have power, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, to engage temporarily for this purpose the
services of one or more artists distinlguished in their respective depart-
ments of art, who shall be paid for such service from the contingent
appropriation for the mint at Philadelphia.

SEc. 9. That whenever any officer of a mint or assay oinlce shall be
temporarily absent, on accoinit (if sickness or any other cause, it shall
be lawful for the superintendent, with the consent of said officer, to
appoint some person attached to the mint to AAt in the place of such
officer during his absence; but all such appointments shall be forth-
with reporteit to the Director of the Mint for his approval; and in all
cases whatsoever the principal shall be responsible for the acts of his
representative. In case of the temporary absence of the superintend-
ent, the chief clerk shall act in his place; and in case of the temporary
absence of the Director of the Mint, the Secretary of the Treasury may
designate some one to act in his place.

SEc. 10. That every officer, assistant, and clerk of the Mint shall,
before he centers upon the execution of his office, take ani oath or affir-
mation before some judge of the 'nited States, or judge of the
superior court, or of some court of record of any State, faithfully and
diligently to perform the duties thereof, in addition to other official
oaths prescribed by law; which oaths, duly certified, shall be transmit-
ted to the Secretary of the Treasury; and the superintendent of each
mint may require such oath or affirmation from any of the employes of
the mint.

SEC. 11. That the sulierintendeut, the assayer, the melter and refiner,
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(did the coiner of each mint, before entering upon the execution of their
respective offices, shall become bound to the United States, with one
or more sureties, approved by the Secretary of the Treasury, in the
sum of not less than ten nor more than fity thousand dollars, with
condition for the faithful, and diligent performance of the duties of his
office. Similar bonds may be required of the assistants and clerks, in
such sum1s as the superintendent shall determine, with the approbation
of the Director of the Mint; but the same shall not be construed to
relieve the superintendent or other officers from liability to the United
States for acts, omissions, or negligence of their subordinates or
employes: Provided, That the Secretary of the Treasury, may, at his
discretion, increase the bonds of the superintendent.

SEc. 12. That there shall be allowed to the Director of the Mint an
annual salary of four thousand five hundred dollars, and actual neces.
sary traveling expenses in visiting the diftlrent mints and assay offices,
tbr which vouchers shall be rendered; to the superintendents of the
mints at Philadelphia and San Francisco, each four thousand five
hundred dollars; to the assayers, melters and refiners, and coiners of
said mints, each three thousand dollars; to the engraver of the mint
at Philadelphia, three thousand dollars: to the superintenldent of the
mint at Carson City, three thousand dollars; and to the assayer, to the
melter and refiner, and to the coiner of the mint at Carson City, each
two thousand five hundred dollars; to the assistants and clerks such
annual salary shall be allowed as the Director of the Mint may deter.
mine, with the approbation of the Secretary of the Treasury; and to
the workmen shall be allowed such wages, to be determined by the
superintendent, as may be customary and reasonable according to their
respective stations and occupations, and approved by the Director of
the Mint; and the salaries provided for in this section, and the wages
of the workmen permanently engaged, shall be payable in monthly
installments.

SEc. 13. That the standard for both gold and silver coins of the
United States shall be such that of one thousand parts by weight nine
hundred shall be of pure metal and one hundred ot' alloy; and the alloy
of the silver coins shall be of copper, and the alloy of the gold coins
shall be of copper, or of copper and silver; but the silver shall in no
case exceed one-tenth of the whole alloy-.

SEC. 14. That the gold coins of the United States shall be a one-dollar
piece, which, at the standard weight of twenty-five and eight-tenths
grains, shall be the unit of value; a quarter eagle, or two-and-a-half-
dollar piece; a three-dollar piece; a half-eagle, or five-dollar piece; an
eagle, or ten-dollar piece; and a double-eagle, or twenty-dollar piece.
And the standard weight of the gold dollar shall be twenty-five and
eight-tenths grains; of the quarter-eagle, or two-and-a-half-dollar piece,
sixty-four and a half grains; of the three-dollar piece, seventy-seven
and four-tenths grains; of the half-eagle, or five-dollar piece, one hun-
dred and twenty-nine grains; of the eagle, or ten-dollar piece, two
hundred and fifty-eight grains; of the doable-eagle, or twenty-dollar
piece, five hundred and sixteen grains; which coins shall be a legal
tender in all payments at their nominal value when not below the
standard weight and limit of tolerance provided in this act for the
single piece, and, when reduced in weight, below said standard and
tolerance, shall be a legal tender at valuation in proportion to their
actual weight; and any gold coin of the United States, if reduced in
weight by natural abrasion not more than one-half of one per centum
below the standard weight prescribed by law, after a circulation of
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twenty years, as shown by its date of coinage, and at a ratable pro-
portion tbr any period less than twenty years, shall be received at their
nominal value by the United States Treasury and its offices, under
such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe for
the protection of the Government against fraudulent abrasion or other,
practices; and any gold coins in the Treasury of the United States
reduced in weight below this limit of abrasion shall be recoined.

SEC. 15. That the silver coins of the United States shall be a trade-
dollar, a half-dollar, or fifty-cent piece; a quarter-dollar, or twenty-five
cent piece; a dime, or ten-cent piece; and the weight of the trade-dol.
lar shall be four hundred and twenty grains troy; the weight of the
half-dollar shall be twelve grams (grammes) and one-half of a gram
(gramme); the quarter-dollar and the dime shall be respectively, one-
half and one-fifth of the weight of said half-dollar; and said coins shall
be a legal tender at their nominal value for any amount not exceeding
five dollars in any one payment.

SEc. 16. That the minor coins of the United States shall be a five-
cent piece, a three-cent piece, and a one-cent piece, and the alloy for
the five and three-cent pieces shall be of copper and nickel, to be com-
posed of three-fourths copper and one-fourth nickel, and the alloy of
the one-cent piece shall be ninety-five per centum of copper and five
per centuin of tin and zinc, in such proportions as shall be determined
by the Director of the Mint. The weight of the piece of five cents shall
be seventy-seven and sixteen-hundredths grains, troy; of the three-
cent piece, thirty grains; and of the one-cent piece, forty-eight grains;
which coins shall be a legal tender, at their nominal value, for any
amount not exceeding twenty-five cents in any one payment.

SEC. 17. That no coins, either of gold, silver, or minor coinage, shall
hereafter be issued from the Mint other than those of the denomina-
tions, standards, and weights herein set forth.

SFc. 18. That upon the coins of the United States there shall be the
following devices and legends: Upon one side there shall be an impres-
sion emblematic of liberty, with an inscription of the word "Liberty"
and the year of the coinage, and upon the reverse shall be the figure or
representation of an eagle, with the inscriptions "United States of
America" and "E Pluribus Unum," and a designation of the value of
the coin; but on the gold dollar and three-dollar piece, the dime, five,
three, and one-cent piece the figure of the eagle shall be omitted; and
on the reverse of the silver trade-dollar the weight and the fineness of
the coin shall be inscribed; and the Director of the Mint, with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may cause the motto "In
God we trust" to be inscribed upon such coins as shall admit of such
motto; and any one of the fbregoing inscriptions may be on the rim of
the gold and silver coins.

SEC. 19. That at the option of the owner gold or silver may be cast
into bars of fine metal, or of standard fineness, or unparted, as he may
prefer, with a stamp upon the same designating the weight and fine-
ness, and with such devices impressed thereon as may be deemed
expedient to prevent fraudulent imitation, and no such bars shall be
issued of a less weight than five ounces.

SEC. 20. That any owner of gold bullion may deposit the same at
any mint, to be formed into coin or bars for his benefit; but it shall be
lawful to refuse any deposit of less value than one hundred dollars;
or any bullion so base as to be unsuitable for the operations of the
mint; and when gold and silver are combined, if either metal be in
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such small proportion that it can not be separated advantageously, no
allowance shall be made to the depositor for its value.

SEC. 21. That any owner of silver bullion may deposit the same at
any mint, to be formed into bars, or into dollars of the weight of four
hundred and twenty grains, troy, designated in this act as trade-
dollars, and no deposit of silver for other coinage shall be received;
but silver bullion contained in gold deposits, and separated therefrom,
may be paid for in silver coin, at such valuation as may be, from time
to time, established by the Director of the Mint.

SEc. 22. That when bullion is deposited in any of the mints, it shall
be weighed by the superintendent, and, when practicable, in the pres-
ence of the depositor, to whom a receipt shalt be given, which shall
state the description and weight of the bullion; but when the bullion
is in such a state as to require melting, or the removal of base metals,
before its value can be ascertained, the weight, after such operation,
shall be considered as the true weight of the bullion deposited. The
fitness of the bullion to be received shall be determined by the assayer,
and the mode of melting by the melter and refiner.

SEC. 23. That from every parcel of bullion deposited for coinage or
bars, the superintendent shall deliver to the assayer a sufficient por-
tion for the purpose of being assayed, but all such bullion remaining
from the operations of the assay shall be returned to the superintend-
ent by the assayer.

SEC. 24. That the assayer shall report to the superintendent the
quality or fineness of the bullion assayed by him, and such information
as will enable him to compute the amount of the charges hereinafter
provided for, to be made to the depositor.

SEC. 25. That the charge for converting standard gold bullion into
coin shall be one-fifth of one per centum; and the charges for convert-
ing standard silver into trade-dollars, for melting and refining when
bullion is below standard, for toughening when metals are contained
in it which render it unfit for coinage, for copper used for alloy when
the bullion is above standard, for separating the gold and silver when
these metals exist together in the bullion, and for the preparation of
bars, shall be fixed, from time to time, by the Director, with the con-
currence of the Secretary of the Treasury, so as to equal but not exceed,
in their judgment, the actual average cost to each mint and assay office
of the material, labor, wastage, and use of machinery employed in each
of the cases aforementioned.

SEC. 26. That the assayer shall verify all calculations made by the
superintendent of the value of deposits, and, if satisfied of the correct-
ness thereof, shall countersign the certificate required to be given by
the superintendent to the depositor.

Sxc. 27. That in order to procure bullion for the silver coinage
authorized by this act, the superintendents, with the approval or the
Director of the Mint, as to price, terms, and quantity, shall purchase
such bullion with the bullion-fund. The gain arising from the coinage
of such silver bullion into coin of -i nominal value exceeding the cost
thereof shall be credited to a, special fund denominated the silver-profit
fund. This fund shall be charged with the wastage incurred in the
silver coinage, and with the expense of distributing said coins as here-
inafter provided. The balance to the credit of this fund shall be from
time to time, and at least twice a year, paid into the Treasury of the
United States.

SEC. 28. That silver coins other than the trade-dollar shall be paid
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out at the several mints, and at the assay-office in N'ew York City, in
exchange for gold coins at par, in sums not less than one hundred dol.
lars; and it shall be lawful, also, to transmit parcels of the same, from
time to time, to the assistant treasurers, depositaries, and other officers
of the United States, under general regulations proposed by the Direc.
tor of the Mint, and approved by the Secretary of the Treasury; but
nothing herein contained shall prevent the payment of silver coins, at
their nominal value, for silver l)arted from gold, as provided in this
act, or tbr change less than one dollar in settlement for gold delmsits:
Provided, That for two years after the passage of this act, silver coins
shall be paid at the mint in Philadelphia and the assay-office in New
York City, for silver billion purchased for coinage, under such regula-
tions as may be prescribed by the Director of the Mint, and approved
by the Secretary of the Treasury.

Sim. 29. That for the purchase of metal for the minor coinage author.
ized by this act, a sum not exceeding fifty thousand dollars in lawful
money of the United States shall be transferred by the Secretary of the
Treasury to the credit of the superintendent of the mint at Philadelphia,
at which establishment only, until otherwise provided by law, such
coinage shall be carried on. The superintendent, with the al)proval of
the l)irector of the Mint as to price, terms, and quantity, shall purchase
the metal required for such coinage by public advertisement, and the
lowest and best bid shall be accepted, the fineness of the metals to be
determined on the mint assay. The gain arising from the coinage of
such metals into coin of a nominal value, exceeding the cost thereof,
shall be credited to the special fund denominated the minor-coinage
profit fund; and this fund shall be charged with the wastage incurred
in such coinage, and with the cost of distributing said coins as herein-
after provided. The balance remaining to the credit of this fund, and
any balance of profits accrued from minor coinage, under former acts,
shall be, from time to time, and at least twice a year, covered into the
Treasury of the United States.

SEa. 30. That the minor coins authorized 'by this act way, at the
discretion of the Director of the Mint, be delivered in any of the prin-
cipal cities and towns of the United States, at the cost of the Mint, for
transportation, and shall be exchangeable at par at the mint in Phila.
delphia, at the discretion of the superintendent, for any other coins of
copper, bronze, or copper-nickel heretofore authorized by law; and it
shall be lawful for the Treasurer and the several assistant treasurers
and depositaries of the United States to redeem, in lawful money, under
such rules as may be prescribed by the Secrdtary of the Treasury, all
copper, bronze, and copper-nickel coins authorized by law when pre-
sented in sums of not less than twenty dollars; ahd whenever, under
this authority, these coins are presented for redemption in such quan.
tity as to show the amount outstanding to be redundant, the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and required to direct that such coinage
shall cease until otherwise ordered by him.

SEe. 31. That parcels of bullion shall be, front time to time, trans-
ferred by the superintendent to the melter and refiner; a careful record
of these transfers, noting the weight and character of the bullion, shall
be kept, and vouchers shall be taken for the delivery of the same, duly
receipted by the melter and refiner, and the bullion thus placed in the
hands of the melter and refiner shall be subjected to the several proc-
esses which may be necessary to form it into ingots of the legal
standard, and of a quality suitable for coinage.

S E. 32. That the ingots so prepared shall be assayed, and if they
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prove to be within the limits allowed for deviation from the stanilard,
the assayer shall certify the fact to the superintendent, who shall there.
upon receipt for the same, and transfer them to the coiner.

SEC. 33. That no ingots shall be used for coinage which differ from
the legal standard more than the following proportions, namely: In
gold ingots, one thousandth; in silver ingots, three thousandths; in
minor-coinage alloys, twenty-five thousandths, hi the proportion of
nickel.

SEC. 34. That the melter and refiner shall prepare all bars required
for the payment of deposits; but the fineness thereof shall be ascertained
and stamped thereon by the assayer; and the melter and refiner shall
deliver such bars to the superintendent, who shall receipt for the same.

SEC. 35. That the superintendent shall, from time to time, deliver to
the coiner ingots for the purpose of coinage; a careful record of these
transfers, noting the weight and character of the bullion, shall be kept,
and vouchers shall be taken for the delivery of the same, duly receipted
by the coiner; and the ingots thus placed in the hands of the coiner
shall be subjected to the several processes necessary to make from
them coins in all respects conformable to law.

SEC. 36. That in adjusting the weights of the gold coins, the following
deviations shall not be exceeded in any single piece: In the double.
eagle and the eagle, one-half of a grain; in. the half-eagle, the three.
dollar piece, the quarter-eagle, and the one-dollar piece, one-fourth of a
grain. And in weighing a number of pieces together, when delivered
by the coiner to the superintendent, and by the superintendent to the
depositor, the deviation from the standard weight shall not exceed one-
hundredth of an ounce in five thousand dollars in double-eagles, eagles,
half-eagles, or quarter-eagles, in one thousand three-dollars pieces, and
in one thousand one-dollar pieces.

SEC. 37. That in adjusting the weight of the silver coins the following
deviations shall not be exceeded in any single piece: li the dollar, the
half and quarter dollar and in the dime, one and one-half grains; and
in weighing large numbers of pieces together, when delivered by the
coiner to the superintendent, and by the superintendent to the depositor,
the deviations from the standard weight shall not exceed two-hundredths
of an ounce in one thousand dollars. half-dollars, or quarter dollars,
and one-hundredth of an ounce in one thousand dimes.

SEC. 38. That in adjusting the weight of the minor coins provided by
this act, there shall be no greater deviation allowed than three grains
for the five-cent piece and two grains for the three and one cent pieces.

SEe. 39. That the coiner shall, from time to time, as coins %re pr. -
pared, deliver them to the superintendent, who,shall receipt for the
same, and who shall keep a careful record of their kind, number, and
actual weight; and in receiving coins it shall be the duty of the super-
intendent to ascertain, by the trial of a number of single pieces sepa-
rately, whether the coins of that delivery are within the legal limits of
the standard weight; and if his trials for this purpose shall not prove
satisfactory, lie shall cause all the'coins of such delivery to be weighed
separately, and such as are not of legal weight shall be defaced and
delivered to the melter and refiner as standard bullion, to be again
formed into ingots and recoined; or the whole delivery may, if more
convenient, be remelted.

SEC. 40. That at every delivery of coins made by the coiner to a
superintendent, it shall be the duty of such superintendent, in the
presence of the assayer, to take indiscriminatly a certain number of
pieces of each variety for the annual trial of coins, the number for gold
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coins being not less than one piece for each one thousand pieces or any
fractional part of one thousand pieces delivered; and for silver coins
one piece for each two thousand pieces or any fractional part of two
thousand pieces delivered. The pieces so taken shall be carefully
sealed up in an envelope, properly labeled, stating the date of the
delivery, the number and denomination of the pieces inclosed, and the
amount of the delivery from which they were taken. These sealed
parcels containing the reserved pieces shall be depsited in a pyx,
designated for the purpose at each mint, which shall be kept under the
joint care of the superintendent and assayer, and be so secured that
neither can have access to its contents without the presence of the
other, and the reserved pieces in their sealed envelopes from the coin.
age of each mint shall be transmitted quarterly to the mint at Phila-
delphia. A record shall also be kept at the same time of the number
and denomination of the pieces so taken for the annual trial of coins,
and of the number and denomination of the pieces represented by them
and so delivered, a copy of which record shall be transmitted quarterly
to the Director of the Mint. Other pieces may, at any time, be taken
for such tests as the Director of the Mint shall prescribe.

SEC. 41. That the coiner shall, from time to time, deliver to the
superintendent the clippings and other portions of bullion remaining
after the process of coining; and the superintendent shall receipt for
the same and keep a careful record of their weight and character.

SE. 42. That the superintendent shall debit the coiner with the
amount in weight of standard metal of all the bullion placed in his
hands, and credit him with the amount in weight of all the coins, clip.
pigs8, and other bullion returned by him to the superintendent. Once
at least in every year, and at such time as the Director of the Mint shall
appoint, there shall be an accurate and full settlement of the accounts
of the coiner, and the melter and refiner, at which time the said officers
shall deliver up to the superintendent all the coins, clippings, and other
bullion in their possession, respectively, accompanied by statements of
all the bullion delivered to them since the last annual settlement, and
all the bullion returned by them during the same period, including the
amount returned for the purpose of settlement.

SEC. 43. That when all the coins, clippings, and other bullion have
been delivered to the superintendent, it shall be his duty to examine
the accounts and statements rendered by the coiner and the melter and
refiner, and the difference between the amount charged and credited to
eath officer shall be allowed as necessary wastage, if the superintendent
shall be satisfied that there has been a bona-fide waste of the precious
metals, and if the amount shall not exceed, in the case of the melter and
refiner, one thousandth of the whole amount of gold, and one and one.
half thousandth of the whole amount of silver delivered to him since the
last annual settlement, and in the case of the coiner, one thousandth
of the whole amount of silver, and one-half thousandth of the whole
amount of gold that has been delivered to him by the superintendent;
and all copper used in the alloy of gold and silver bullion shall be sepa-
rately charged to the melter and refiner, and accounted for by him.

Sm3. 44. That it shall also be the duty of the superintendent to for-
ward a correct statement of his balance-sheet, at the close of such settle-
ment, to the Director of the Mint, who shall compare the total amount
of gold and silver bullion and coin on hand with the total liabilities of
the m int. At the same time a statement of the ordinary expense account,
and the moneys therein, shall also be made by the superintendent.
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SEC. 45. That when the coins or bars which are the equivalent to any
deposit of bullion are ready for delivery, they shall be paid to the
depositor, or his order, by the superintendent; and the payments shall
be made, if demanded, in the order in which the bullion shall have been
brought to the mint; but in cases where there is delay in manipulating
a refractory deposit, or for any other unavoidable cause, the payment
of subsequent deposits, the value of which is known shall not be delayed
thereby; and iii the denominations of coin delivered, the superintendent
shall comply with the wishes of the depositor, except when impracticable
or inconvenient to do so.

SEC. 46. That unparted bullion may be exchanged at any of the mints
for fine bars, on such terms and conditions ts may be prescribed by the
Director of the Mint, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury; anI the fineness, weight, and value of the bullion received and
given in exchange shall in all cases be determined by the mint assay.
The charge to the depositor for refining or parting shall not exceed that
allowed and deducted for the same operation in the exchange ot unre-
fined for refined bullion.

SE. 47. That for the purpose of enabling the mints and the assay.
office in New York to make returns to depositors with as little delay as
possible, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to keep
in the said mints and assay-office, when the state of the Treasury will
admit thereof, such an amount of public money, or bullion procured for
the purpose, as he shall judge convenient and necessary, out of which
those who bring bullion to the said mints and assay-office may be paid
the value thereof, in coin or bars, as soon as practicable after the value
has been ascertained; and on payment thereof being made, the bullion
so deposited shall become the property of the United States; but the
Secretary of the Treasury may at any time withdraw the fund, or any
portion thereof.

SEC. 48. That to secure a due conformity in the gold and silver coins
to their respective standards of fineness and weight, the judge of the
district court of the United States for the eastern district of Pennsyl.
vania, the Comptroller of the Currency, the assayer of the assay-office
at New York, and such other persons as the President shall, from time
to time, designate, shall meet as assay-commissioners, at the mint in
Philadelphia, to examine and test, in the presence of the Director of
the Mint, the fineness and weight of the coins reserved by the several
mints for this purpose, on the second Wednesday in February, annu-
ally, and may continue their meetings by adjournment, if necessary; if
a majority of the commissioners shall fail to attend at any time
appointed for their meeting, the Director of the Mint shall call a meet.
ing of the commissioners at such other time as he may deem convenient;
and if it shall appear by such examination and test that these coins do
not differ from the standard fineness and weight by a greater quantity
than is allowed by law, the trial shall be considered and reported as
satisfactory; but if any greater deviation from the legal standard or
weight shall appear, this fact shall be certified to the President of the
United States; and if, on a view of the circumstances of the case, he
shall so decide, the officer or officers implicated in the error shall be
thenceforward disqualified from holdifig their respective offices.

SE. 49. That for the purpose of securing a due conformity in weight
of the coins of the United States to the provisions of this act, the brass
troy-pound weight procured by the minister of the United States at
London, in the year eighteen hundred and twenty-seven, for the use of
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the mint, ,!ud now in the custody of the mint at Philadelphia, shall be
the standard troy pound of the Mint of the United States, conformably
to which the coinage thereof shall be regulated.

SEc. 50. That is shall be the duty of the Director of the Mint to pro.
cure for each mint and assay-office, to be kept safely thereat, a series
of standard weights corresponding to the aforesaid troy pound, consist-
ing of a one-pound weight and the requisite subdivisions and multiples
thereof, from the hundredth part of a grain to twenty-five pounds; and
the troy weights ordinarily employed iu the transactions of such mints
and assay-offices shall be regulated according to the above standards at
least once in every year, under the inspection of the superintendent
and assayer; and the accuracy of those used at the mint at Philadel.
phia shall be tested annually, in the presence of the assay-commission.
ers, at the time of the annual examination and test of coins.

SEC. 51. That the obverse working dies at each mint shall, at the end
of each calendar year, be defaced and destroyed by the coiner in the
presence of the superintendent and assayer.

SEC. 52. That dies of a national character may be executed by the
engraver, and national and other medals struck by the coiner of the
mint at Philadelphia, under such regulations as the superintendent,
with the approval of the Director of the Mint, may prescribe: Prodded,
That such work shall not interfere with the regular coinage operations,
and that no private medal dies shall be prepared at said mint, or the
machinery or apparatus thereof be used for that purpose.

SEC. 53. That the moneys arising from all charges and deductions on
and from gold and silver bullion and the manufacture of medals, and
from all other sources, except as hereinbefore provided, shall, from
time to time, be covered into the Treasury of the United States, and
no part of such deductions or medal charges, or profit on silver or
minor coinage, shall be expended in salaries or wages; but all expen-
ditures of the mints and assay-offices, not herein otherwise provided
for, shall be paid from appropriations made by law on estimates fur.
nished by the Secretary of the Treasury.

SEc. 54. That the officers of the United States assay-office at New
York shall be a superintendent, an assayer, and a melter and refiner,
who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate. The business of said assay-office shall be in all
respects similar to that of the mints, except that bars only, and not
coin, shall be manufactured therein; and no metals shall be purchased
for minor coinage. All bullion intended by the depositor to be con-
verted into coins of the United States, and silver bullion purchased for
coinage, when assayed, parted, and refined, and its net value .tertifted,
shall be transferred to the mint at Philadelphia, under such 4irections
as shall be made by the Secretary of the Treasury, at the expense of
the contingent fund of the mint, and shall be there coined, and the
proceeds returned to tie assay-office. And the Secretary of the
Treasury is hereby authorized to make the necessary arrangements for
the adjustment of the accounts upon such transfers between the
respective offices.

SEC. 55. That the duties of the superintendent, assayer, and melter
and refiner of said office shall cdrrespond to those of superintendents,
assayers, and melters and refiners of mints; and all parts of this act
relating to mints and their officers, the duties and responsibilities of
such officers, and others employed therein, the oath to be taken, and
the bonds and sureties to be given by them, (as far as the same may
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be applicable,) shall extend to the assay-office at New York, and to its
officers, assistants, clerks, workmen, and others employed therein.

SEc. 56. That there shall be allowed to the officers of the assay-office
at New York City the following salaries per annum: To the superin.
tendent, four thousand five hundred dollars; to the assayer, and to the
melter and refiner, each, three thousand dollars; and the salaries of
assistants and clerks, and wages to workmen, and their manner of
appointment, shall be determined and regulated as herein directed in
regard to mints.

SEc. 57. That the business of the branch mint at Denver, while con.
ducted as an assay-office, and of the assay-office at Boise City, Idaho,
and all other assay-offices hereafter to be established, shall be confined
to the receipt of gold and silver bullion, for melting and assaying, to
be returned to the depositors of the same, in bars, with the weigh and
fineness stamped thereon; and the officers of assay-offices, when their
services are necessary, shall consist of an assayer, who shall have
charge thereof, and a melter, to be appointed by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate; and the assayer may
employ as many clerks, workmen, and laborers, under the direction of
the Director of the Mint, as may be provided for by law. The salaries
of said officers shall not exceed the sum of two thousand five hundred
dollars to the assayer and melter, one thousand eight hundred dollars
each to the clerks, and the workmen and laborers shall receive such
wages as are customary, according to their respective stations and
occupations.

SEC. 58. That each officer and clerk to be appointed at such assay.
offices, before entering upon the execution of his office, shall take an
oath or affirmation before some judge of the United States, or of the
supreme court, as prescribed by the act of July second, eighteen hun.
dred and sixty-two, and each become bound to the United States of
America, with one or more sureties, to the satisfaction of the Director
of the Mint or of one of the judges of the supreme court of the State or
Territory in which the same may be located, and of the Secretary of
the Treasury, conditioned for the faithful performance of the duties of
their offices; and the said assayers shall discharge the duties of dis.
bursing agents for the payment of the expenses of their respective
assay-offices.

SE. 59. That the general direction of the business of assay-offices of
the United States shall be under the control and regulation of the
Director of the Mint, subject to the approbation of the Secretary of the
Treasury; and for that purpose it shall be the duty of the said Director
to prescribe such regulations and to require such return, periodically
and occasionally, and to establish such charges for melting, parting,
assaying, and stamping bullion as shall appear to him to be necessary
for the purpose of carrying into effect the intention of this act.

SEC. 60. That all the provisions of this act for the regulation of the
mints of the United States, and for the government of the officers and
persons employed therein, and for the punishment of all offenses con-
nected with the mints or coinage of the United States, shall be, and
they are hereby declared to be in full force in relation to the assay-
offices, as far as the same may e applicable thereto.

Szc. 61. That if any person or persons shall falsely make, forge, or
counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely made, forged, or counter-
feited, or willingly aid or assist in falsely making, forging, or counter-
feiting, any coin or bars in resemblance or similitude of the gold or
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silver coins or bars, which have been, or hereafter may be, coined or
stamped at the mints and assay-offices of the United States, or in
resenilance or similitude of any foreign gold or silver coin which by
law is, or hereafter may be made, current in the United States, or are
in actual use and circulation as money within the United States, or
shall pass, utter, publish, or sell, or attempt to pass, utter, publish, or
sell, or bring into the United States from any foreign place or have in
his possession, any such false, forged, or counterfeited coin or bars,
knowing the same to be false, forged, or counterfeited, every person so
offending shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on conviction
thereof, be punished by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, and
by imprisonment and confinement at hard labor not exceeding ten
years, according to the aggravation of the offense.

SEc. 62. That if any person or persons shall falsely make, forge, or
counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely made, forged, or counter.
feited, or willingly aid or assist in falsely making, forging, or counter-
feiting any coin in the resemblance or similitude of any of the minor
coinage which has been, or hereafter may be, coined at the mints of the
United States; or shall pass, utter, publish, or sell, or bring into the
United States from any foreign place, or have in his possession, any
such false, forged, or counterfeited coin, with intentto defraud anybody
politic or corporation, or any person or persons whatsoever, every per.
son so offending shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall, on convict.
tion thereof, be punished by a fine not exceeding one thousand dollars,
and by imprisonment and confinement at hard labor not exceeding
three years.

SEC. 63. That if any person shall fraudulently, by any art, way, or
means whatsoever, deface, mutilate, impair, diminish, falsify, scale, or
lighten the gold or silver coins which have been, or which shall here-
after be, coined at the mints of the United States, or any foreign gold
or silver coins which are by law made current, or are in actual use and
circulation as money within the United States, every person so offend-
ing shall be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor, and shall be impris-
oned not exceeding two years, and fined not exceeding two thousand
dollars.

Szo. 64. That if any of the gold or silver coins which shall be struck
or coined at any of the mints of the United States shall be debased, or
made worse as to the proportion of fine gold or fine silver therein con-
tained; or shall be of less weight or value than the same ought to be
pursuant to the several acts relative thereto; or if any of the weights
used at any of the mints or assay-offices of the United States shall be
defaced, increased, or diminished through the 'fault or connivance of
any of the officers or persons who shall be employed at the said mints
or assay-offices, with a fraudulent intent; and if any of the said officers
or persons shall embezzle any of the metals which shall at any time be
committed to their charge for the purpose of being coined, or any of
the coins which shall be struck or coined at the said mints, or any
medals, coins, or other moneys of said mints or assay-offices at any time
committed to their charge, or of which they may have assumed the
charge, every such officer or person who shall commit any or either of
the said offenses shall be deemed guilty of felony, and shall be impris-
oned at hard labor for a term not less than one year nor more than ten
years, and shall be fined in a sum not exceeding ten thousand dollars.

SEC. 65. That this act shall take effect on the first day of April,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three, when the offices of the treasurers
of the mints in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and New Orleans shall be
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vacated, and the assistant treasurer at New York shall cease to perform
the duties of treasurer of the assay-office. The other officers and
employS8 of the mints and assay-offices now appointed shall continue
to hold their respective offices, they having first given the necessary
bonds, until further appointments may be required, the director ef the
mint at Philadelphia being styled and acting as superintendent thereof.
The duties of the treasurers shall devolve as herein provided upon the
superintendents, and said treasurers shall act only as assistant trea8-
urers of the United States: Prorided, That the salaries heretofore paid
to the treasurers of the mints at Philadelphia, San Francisco, and New
Orleans, acting as assistant treasurers, shall hereafter be paid to them
as "assistant treasurers of the United States," and that the salary of
the assistant treasurer at New York shall not be diminished by the
vacation of his office as treasurer of the assay-office.

SE. 66. That the different mints and assay-offices authorized by this
act shall be known as "the mint of the United States at Philadelphia,"
"the mint of the United States at San Francisco," "the mint of the
United States at Carson," "the mint of the United States at Denver,"
"the United States assay-office at New York" 'the United States
assay-office at Boise City, Idaho," "the Unitea States assay-office at
Charlotte, North Carolina;" and all unexpended appropriations here.
tofore authorized by law for the use of the Mint of the United States
at Philadelphia, the branch-mint of the United States in California,
the branch-mint of the United States at Denver, the United States
assay-office in New York, the United States assay-office at Charlotte,
North Carolina, and the United States assay-office at Boise City, Idaho,
are hereby authorized to be transferred for the account and use of the
institutions established and located respectively at the places designated
by this act.

SEC. 67. That this act shall be known as the "Coinage act of eighteen
hundred and seventy-three;" and all other acts and parts of acts
pertaining to the mints, assay-offices, and coinage of the United States
inconsistent with the provisions of this act are hereby repealed: Pro.
vided, That this act shall not be construed to affect any act done, right
accrued, or penalty incurred, under former acts, but every such right
is hereby saved; and all suits and prosecutions for acts already done
in violation of any former act or acts of Congress relating to the subjects
embraced in this act may be begun or proceeded with in like manner
as if this act had not been passed; and all penal clauses and pro-
visions in existing laws relating to the subjects embraced in this act
shall be deemed applicable thereto: And provided further, That so
much of the first section of "An act making appropriations for sundry
civil expenses of the Government for the year ending June thirty
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, and for other purposes," approved
July fifteen, eighteen hundred and seventy, as provides that until after
the completion and occupation of the branch-mint building in San
Francisco, it shall be lawful to exchange, at any mint or branch-mint
of the United States, unrefined or unparted bullion, whenever, in the
opinion of the Secretary of the Treasury, it can be done with advantage
to the Government, is hereby repealed.

Approved, February 12, 1873.
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